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PREFACE 

A first acquaintance with the peninsula of Yucatan indicates the presence of 
one underlying folk culture common to all the communities of the region, from the 
most isolated village of what was formerly the Territory of Quintana Roo to the 
capital city of Merida. The local differences in Yucatan that do strike the attention 
are those "pparently due to the different degrees to which various communities 
have been exposed to what we often speak of as "civilization" -schools, roads and 
economic exploitation. The towns and villages are in varying stages of a process 
of transition as a result of these influences. 

When, therefore, in 1930, Carnegie Institution of Washington made provision 
for ethnological and sociological investigation in Yucatan, these facts guided the 
formation of a plan of research involving, first, the study of a community in which 
the folk culture is fairly complete and, second, the study of other communities where 
that culture is in disorganization or conversion into something else. After the first 
part of this plan had been well advanced, a beginning was made with the second 
part. Now, at the time when these words are written, some work, at least, has been 
carried on by the authors and their associates in Merida, in the railroad town of 
Dzitas and in certain villages in Quintana Roo. Although the present volume is 
presented as a simple ethnographic description, the work has been done with a 
view to a future comparative study of these different communities. 

This book is an account of the basic folk culture as it manifests itself in one 
particular village in eastern Yucatan. Though that village is composed of persons 
of Maya blood and speech, and in this sense justifies the sub-title of this re
port, their culture can not be called, strictly speaking, Indian, any more than it 
can be called Spanish. Many of the customs described in these pages could be 
as well or better reported from towns on the railroad or even from neighborhoods 
in the city. In Yucatan, culture elements of European derivation have penetrated 
to the uttermost forest hinterland, while Indian practices and ceremonies are 
carried on by people who dwell in the capital. Nevertheless, taken as a whole, 
the culture of the village is notably different from that of the city. It is the 
folk culture and the village community that concern us, while it is the differ
ences from the town and the city that constitute the larger problem to which this 
first report is a contribution. For the larger problem as so defined, the distinc
tion between culture elements of Indian origin and those of Spanish origin is not 
important, and the matter is not discussed in these pages before Appendix E. 

The reader should know something of the immediate circumstances under 
which the work was done, and of the workers who did it. Alfonso Villa was born 
and brought up in Merida. In 1917 he left the third year of the preparatory school 
of that city to take charge of the Chan Kom school. The University of Chicago 
gave me leave of absence to permit me to go to Yucatan and undertake the investi
gation for Carnegie Institution of Washington. In the winter of lgJo, I made 
\"ilia's acquaintance, and paid a short visit to Chan Kom. Villa then began the 
journal which appears as Appendix A. I spent the first five months of 19JI 1n 

ix 
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PREFACE 

A first acquaintance with the peninsula of Yucatan indicates the presence of 
one underlying folk culture common to all the communities of the region, from the 
most isolated village of what was formerly the Territory of Quintana Roo to the 
capital city of Merida. The local dilferences in Yucatan that do strike the attention 
are those apparently due to the dilferent degrees to which various communities 
have been exposed to what we often speak of as "civilization" -schools, roads and 
economic exploitation. The towns and villages are in varying stages of a process 
of transition as a result of these influences. 

When, therefore, in 1930, Carnegie Institution of Washington made provision 
for ethnological and sociological investigation in Yucatan, these facts guided the 
formation of a plan of research involving, first, the study of a community in which 
the folk culture is fairly complete and, second, the study of other communities where 
that cultwre is in disorganization or conversion into something else. After the first 
part of this plan had been well advanced, a beginning was made with the second 
part. Now, at the time when these words are written, some work, at least, has been 
carried on by the authors and their associates in Merida, in the railroad town of 
Dzitas and in certain villages in Quintana Roo. Although the present volume is 
presented as a simple ethnographic description, the work has been done with a 
view to a future comparative study of these dilferent communities. 

This book is an account of the basic folk culture as it manifests itself in one 
particular village in eastern Yucatan. Though that village is composed of persons 
of Maya blood and speech, and in this sense justifies the sub-title of this re
port, their culture can not be called, strictly speaking, Indian, any more than it 
can be called Spanish. Many of the customs described in these pages could be 
as well or better reported from towns on the railroad or even from neighborhoods 
in the city. In Yucatan, culture elements of European derivation have penetrated 
to the uttermost forest hinterland, while Indian practices and ceremonies are 
carried on by people who dwell in the capital. Nevertheless, taken as a whole, 
the culture of the village is notably dilferent from that of the city. It is the 
folk culture and the vifiage community that concern us, while it is the dilfer
ences from the town and the city that constitute the larger problem to which this 
first report is a contribution. For the larger problem as so defined, the distinc
tion between culture elements of Indian origin and those of Spanish origin is not 
important, and the matter is not discussed in these pages before Appendix E. 

The render should know something of the immediate circumstances under 
which the work was done, and of the workers who did it. Alfonso Villa was born 
and brought up in Merida. In 19l7 he left the third year of the preparatory school 
of that city to take charge of the Chan Kom school. The University of Chicago 
gave me leave of absence to permit me to go to Yucatan and undertake the investi
gation for Carnegie Institution of Washington. In the winter of 1930, I made 
Villa's acquaintance, and paid a short visit to Chan Kom. Villa then began the 
journal which appears as Appendix A. I spent the first five months of 1931 '" 
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Yucatan; half of my time was devoted to the study of Chan Kom. During thiJ 
period, and for several months thereafter, Villa also devoted time remaining to 
him after the discharge of his duties as teacher to the study of the community. He 
remained in Chan Kom, with occasional short periods of absence, until December 
1931. In February 1933, I spent three weeks with Eustaquio Ceme of Chan Kom, 
going over a provisional draft of this manuscript and checking and revising it. 
Villa spent some days in May at the same task. The writing of the ethnological 
text was done by me, but Villa has read it all with care, has suggested many small 
changes, and has given it his approval. I will add that while I speak Spanish, my 
knowledge of Maya is confined to a vocabulary, simple conversational phrases, and 
a reading knowledge with the aid of a dictionary. Villa has obtained a good 
conversational ability in the language. 

The support and sympathy and sound advice of Dr. A. V. Kidder, Chairman 
of the Division of Historical Research of Carnegie Institution, has carried the 
authors along through their work. At Chichen Itza, Dr. Sylvanus G. Morley and 
his staff gave much practical help. Miss Katheryn MacKay, during the period 
when she was Staff Nurse at Carnegie Headquarters at Chichen, was of great 
assistance. Indeed, she brought about the collaboration between Villa and me. 
It was her work in the free clinic that gained us the goodwill of the Indians of the 
villages near Chichen. Miss MacKay has generously allowed us to publish matt
rials she collected on birth customs. Mr. Ralph L. Roys gave many hours of his 
time and lent his ability to the translation of the Maya prayers and to a general 
checking of the text. Dr. Manuel Andrade and Mr. Alfredo Barrera Vasquez also 
gave invaluable advice with regard to Maya passages. We have included data o~ 
physical type furnished by Dr. Morris Steggerda, who spent pleasant days with the 
authors in Chan Kom; and we have summarized medical data secured in the village 
by Dr. George C. Shattuck and his associates. Father T. L. Riggs assisted in the 
identification of elements of Catholic ritual and liturgy; we are very grateful to him. 
My wife, Margaret Park Redfield, has participated in the planning of the work and 
in the preparation of the report; she has been my associate in the comparative study 
of Dzitas, begun in 1933· Mrs. Florence Ziegler Ljunggren during the field season 
of 1931 gave very efficient assistance, drawing maps and preparing tables. Dr. Alfred 
M. Tozzer, Dr. Kidder and Mrs. Josephine Hallinan have read all or part of 
the manuscript, and have made useful suggestions. Of the many men and women 
in Chan Kom who gave generously of their time and knowledge and patience, Sr. 
Don Eustaquio Ceme is to be specially mentioned. Our debt to him is very great. 
We particularly acknowledge the permission he has given us to publish the 
autobiographic document that appears in Chapter XIII. Dr. Steggerda, Miss 
MacKay and Mr. Fernando Barbachano gave permission to publish photographs. 

In the spelling of Maya words, there is here foilowed an orthography much 
used in Yucatan, in which the glottalized consonants corresponding, respectively, 
to t, p, c, tz and ch are written th, pp, It, dz and ch. Spanish words are printed in 
italics and Maya words in Roman characters. 

Uniowsity of Chicago 
July I9JI 

RoBERT RED~IELD 



CHAN KOM-A MAYA VILLAGE 

CHAnU. I 

THE Vn.LAGB OP CHAN KOM 

Thia book describes the mode of life in a peasant village. A large part of the 
population of the peninsula of Yucatan dwells in such villages. These villages are 
small communities of illiterate agriculturalists, carrying on a homogeneous culture 
transmitted by oral tradition. They differ from the communities of the preliterate 
tribesman in that they are politically and economically dependent upon the towns 
and cities.of modern literate civilization and that the villagers are well aware of the 
townsman and city dweller and in part define their position in the world in terms of 
these. The peasant is. a rustic, and he knows it. 

Of those people of Yucatan who do not live in peasant villages, a few in the 
extreme southern part of the peninsula are truly primitive. The Lacandones (on 
the borders of Chiapas) are people of this sort. They live apart from modern 
governmental controls; they make little use of money; literacy has neither practi
cal nor prestige value. 

About ninety thousand people live in Merida, the capital of the state of 
Yucatan. This is the one city of the peninsula. Like other provincial Mexican 
cities, there is little industry, and the city resembles an overgrown town. But the 
size of the population, the relatively high mobility, the abundance and impor
tance of impersonal contacts and of formal institutional controls make it much 
like any North American or European city. 

Besides the primitive tribal settlement, the peasant village and the city, one 
may distinguish the town, intermediate between the city and the village on this 
rough scale of community types. The town in Yucatan is, in most cases, on the 
railroad. There are ma~y mixed-bloods in the population, whereas the peasant 
village is almost entirely Indian. Not all the people are agriculturalists; some are 
tradesmen and artisans. Labor, generally, is more specialized, professionalized and 
secularized. There is more literacy and more practical need for it. Class distinctions 
are present, and these are in part based on degree of sophistication, or participation 
in the life of a wider world, and tend to be associated with racial differences or with 
distinctions in costume. 

GRADII!NTS OP CIVIU:Z:ATION IN YUCATAN 

The peninsula of Yucatan is physiographically simple: a low, level limestone 
shelf, without watercourse of any size, and diversified only by countless small 
irregular hillocks and corresponding depressions.• But differences in rainfall make 
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2 CHAN KOM-A MAYA VILLAGE 

great differences in vegetation and hence in the suitability of the land for occupation. 
As one goes east and south, rainfall increases and scrubby bush gives way to higher, 
denser bush, and then to tropical rain forest. The old boundary line between 
Yucatan and Quintana Roo1 marked a rough division between the semiarid bush, or 
jungle, and the rainier forest. Only in the northwestern part of the peninsula cat! 
be grown henequen, the one money crop that has made Yucatan so dependent 
upon the markets of the world. Here, in the northwest where henequen is grown, 
are large estates and big landowners; here dwell most of the population; here are 

·the railways, the newspapers and the books. As one goes east and south from 
Merida, in the extreme northwest corner, the center of political and social influence, 
the population grows scantier, the railways and the towns come to an end, the 
villages become fewer and the proportion of Indian blood and custom increases. 
The gradients of population, economic development and Spanish-American civili~ 
zation run southeastward, diminishing, until the outermost hinterland is reached 
in the south central part of what was, until recently, the Territory of~intana Rca. 
This hinterland is inhabited by a few thousand Indians whose customs are much 
like those of the villages of Yucatan, but who maintain a tribal organization largely 
apart from and unfriendly to modern governmental control. In fact, these Indians 
are not quite peasant villagers, as are most of the people of Yucatan, but tend tQ 
fall into the category of primitive tribesmen. Two extractive industries, chicle and 
Iogwood, bring these forest Indians into limited contact with the economy of the 
wider world. 

Tifi! INTERMEDIATE VILLAGES 

The village of Chan Kom lies in the north central part of the peninsula, in i 
position geographically and socially intermediate between the villages of the 
henequen area to the northwest and the settlements in the tropical forests to the 
south. It is situated in that zone that lies between the rail termini and the tropical 
rain forests. This zone is too far southeast for henequen production and too far 
northwest for chicle exploitation; therefore the Indians within it work only for 
themselves. They raise corn which they themselves consume or sell or barter for 
manufactured articles. Very few are laborers for hire. In their independence of 
the larger hacienda, in their relative remoteness, and in the recency of their incorL 
potation into the Yucatecan state, the villages in this area, of which Chan Kpm is 
one, differ from the villages northwest of them. 1 

On the other hand, the Indians of this a.rea differ from those of Quintana Roo 
in the kind and degree of adjustment they have made to the modern world. The 
Quintana Roo Indians are still politically independent; their organization is local 
and tribal; and schools have only a· recent and precarious foothold among t)lem. 
The Indians of the Chan Kom area, how~ver, are integral parts of the State of 
Yucatan. This is the outermost region in which governmental and educational 
controls function effectively. The interestS of the villagers here are not wholl' 
turned in upon themselves, but are directed northwestward, toward the towns from 

1 AboJi~hM U. Januuy 1932, when Qllinta11.1 Roo- divided ud the llOrth hllll m.de a put of the: atate of Y.-tan and the awrl 
half a part of the ttate of Campeche. 
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4 CHAN KOM-A MAYA VILLAGE 

which come their school teachers and the orders of the state and federal govern
ments. To these governments they are politically responsible. The villagers here 
are economically independent of the large landowner; the ways of life are primitive 
and largely Indian; but the people are voters and taxpayers. j 

This incorporation into the modem Yucatecan state has been only recently 
effected and is still going on. During the Colonial period the Spanish law and 
authority were maintained over this area and, indeed, over territory much farther 
south. But in the Nineteenth Century the Indians revolted and the race wars that 
ensued destroyed many of the villages and for periods almost depopulated the 
region. The recalcitrant Indians withdrew to the forests of the south, and the 
territory where now lies Chan Kom became a new frontier, a region grown high with 
bush, to be rewon for human settlement. Then gradually the villages were rebuil~<; 
the cenotes, where the ancient pueblos had been, became again the centers of settle
ment. But only since the revolution of 191o-21 have there been schools in the 
remoter villages, and only since then has the land tenure of the villages been con. 
firmed under the provisions of the new agrarian laws, and the region effectively 
incorporated into the state of Yucatan.' 

It is a region, therefore, in which social change has been recently accelerated,\ 
With the organization of the people into participant divisions (Ligas) of the State 
political and labor system, with the establishment of the local agrarian commis!' 
sions, and especially with the influence of the schoolteacher, these villages are 
coming to face a future defined in terms of modem civilization and incorporation 
into the modem Mexican nation. , 

THE POSITION OP CHAN KOM 

The villages of this intermediate zone differ among themselves, of course, not 
only in location and in size, but in the degree to which the stimulus of teacher and 
tradesman has been felt and has been welcomed. Chan Kom lies, geographically, 
in about the middle of this area; its siz~so people-is neither large nor small1 
but in respect to the effects of recent outside stimulus' and in the disposition delib;, 
erately to welcome these changes and to modernize the community, Chan Kom is 
the extreme deviate. Other villages in· the area assist their schoolteacher an4 
evince an interest in reform and in new public works, but none so much a~ h-4 
Chan Kom in the three or four years preceding and during the period of these ob! 
servations. During this period it has been·distinguished among its neighbors for 
industry, sobriety and internal harmony. 'Its leaders have determined,upon a 
program of improvement and progress and have manifested a strong disposition to 
take advantage of the missionary educational efforts of the government and o.f the 
advice and assistance of the occasional American or Yucatecan visitor. No consider
able opposition to this leadership has appeafed; the inhabitants have, on the who!~ 
supported the reform policy. The reforms have not been imposed upon the commu. 
nity from outside; they have arisen out of the conviction of the village leaders and 

• The m•p (p, s) indicata hotr the lcpJ. coefirmation o( tbe «Mnmunal t.ocb (tjiJw) bep.Q ia Yw:atua &nt in the CIIICII ol Yillapl 
ud toWn& ncv the railroad-. lllld onlJ latcr,lD 1920-24. reached the rcaiOA bccwecn Valladolid an4Sotuta. wbcft Chan Kom ~-tldted.. 
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6 CHAN !COM-A MAYA VILLAGE 

have been put in to effect by the efforts of the people themselves. The principal of these 
reforms involves matters of public hygiene, construction of new and more modern! 
public and private buildings, and support of the school. The traditional social and 
religious life has been affected only indirectly; there has been no frontal attack upon 
it. The shaman continues to function; he is still quite essential and his prestige hallf' 
suffered very little, and then only among the more traveled and experienced few.' 

The explanation of the fact that Chan Kom has, more than any other Maya 
village in the region, defined "progress" for itsdf lies in a complex of circumstances 
that can be only imperfectly understood. One of these circumstances is certain!}'! 
the unusual sympathy and guidance the people have had from certain of theiri 
schoolteachers, especially from the junior author of this monograph. Another i5 
the particular attention given the village by Americans at Chichen ltza, wher11 
the Carnegie Institution maintains its center for archreological work. Contact$ 
with the Americans at Chichen began to be significant through the distribution of 
medicines and medical ad vice from the clinic there, and extended to the visits o£ 
scientific investigators in the village.' A third circumstance is, probably, thq 
chance occurrence in the village of Maya with unusual gifts of leadership and 
temperamental disposition to enterprise. These factors have interacted upon one) 
another. The presence of Villa, the teacher, drew the Americans at Chichen to! 
Chan Kom; on the other hand, Villa's contacts witli these Americans increased and; 
partly shaped his interest in the village where he worked. Villa's advice and hdp: 
supported the leadership native in the village. And the traditional Maya institution• 
of Jagina, whereby membership in the community is conditional upon faithfuL 
performance of labor tasks for purposes decided by the local leaders, has gradually' 
eliminated those families who were least disposed to cooperate in the program of' 
reform and improvement, and attracted to the village new families to whom the 
reforms were congenial. 

THI! LOCATION OP CHAN KOM: COMMUNICATIONS 

The state of Yucatan (disregarding the part recently assigned to it by the par-; 
titian of Quintana Roo} is for administrative purposes divided into sixteen partidos;; 
each is named after the most important.town within it. Chan Kom lies in the• 
southwestern part of the southeasternmost partido, that of Valladolid. It is situated. 
about 50 kilometers southwest of the town of Valladolid, where the railroad' ter-· 
minates, and about 14 kilometers south (and a little east) of Chichen ltza. 

Chan Kom lies in a world of oral and· face-to-face communication; a man 
speaks to his neighbor and, with small exception, to no one else. News cOmes to 
the village only as people come. The }anes of transportation and of communication 
are one and the same: the webbing o( footpaths that link one bush village Wi~b 
another and all of them to the towns. 

From the city and the towns two roads enter Chan Kom: one is the old path 
from Valladolid southeastward through Cuncunul, the seat of the municipal! 

I Such Whon indode: A. V. Kidder (ardur:oloPt); G-..: Shattuck out J, H. S.ndpound (tropiW rnedici.ru:); Manuel Andrade!~ 
(li~~~Ui•tia); Morril Stcamfa (ph)'licd anthropcak:v); A. T. Ha.uca <-ocioJcv). : 
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government to which Chan Kom belongs, and through Kaua, where is located the 
Civil Registry office. The newer road follows that from Dzitas (which is on the 
railroad) to Chichen ltza, and thence goes slightly east of south to Chan Kom. 
Westward, a path runs from Chan Kom to the pueblo of X-Cocail and another to 
neighboring hamlets and cornfields; and eastward and southeastward run two 
similar paths of minor importance, to the hamlets of Bojon and Tzeal and to 
Xanla. The road southward leads into territory of which Chan Kom has no 
personal knowledge; southward the bush becomes higher and denser and the 
population scarcer. This road is used by the people of Chan Kom when they have 
occasion to visit the pueblos of X-Kopteil or X-Kalakdzonot, or to go to their 
cornfields in the neighborhood of Sahcabchen. 

The nature and frequence of the comings and goings by these roads is fairly 
indicated by the following sample. During the ten days from April 21 to April 
30, 1931, 35 people, not residents of Chan Kom, came to that village. Some re
mained several days, others only an hour or two, and some merely passed througll 
the pueblo on their way to some other destination. 23 of these people came from 
neighboring hamlets and villages like Chan Kom; 8 came to make purchases in the 
store, 3 came to visit relatives, a party of 5 arrived to remove the bones of a dead. 
relative from the cemetery, one man came to invite the people of Chan Kom to a 
fiesta in his own hamlet, and 3, bound for Muchucuxca, passed through the village. 
Of the remaining 12 visitors, 4 were from the more distant pueblo of Tekom; 2 of 
these were masons, come to work on a house in Chan Kom, and 2 came peddling 
hammocks. The other 8 were mesli%1Js and townspeople; one was a teacher on his 
way to a post in a distant village and 7 were traveling merchants. 

During this same period, 28 of the Chan Kom people left the village; most soon 
returned;' 9 went to their cornfields, 7 to visit friends or relatives in nearby settle
ments, 4 to the town of Valladolid to buy goods or to attend to official business, 
and 8 to Chichen I tza-some of these to get medicine, some to sell eggs or venison, 
and some merely for the excursion. In addition, on the last day of the sample 
period, almost the entire population of the village went. to San Prudencio, a hamlet 
10 kilometers away, to attend a fiesta there. 

Although most of the people who co.me to Chan Kom are from neighboring 
communities that are like Chan Kom, yet there are not infrequent visits from 
townsmen and city dwellers. The peddler, the cattle merchant on his rounds, the 
school inspector, the government forester or. surveyor, and the political organi .. r, 
all visit Chan Kom, are expected, and are generally welcomed. Chan Kom looks 
to these for its contacts and knows the wider world largely through them. · 

TH!l SPATIAL UMITS 0P TH!l NATIVE'S WORLD 

Of these contacts, the most frequent and most intimate are with the hamlets 
that lie within 10 kilometers of Chan Kom •. Chan Kom is larger than any of the 
other settlements in this area, and for them it is a center of influence. The area! 
extends northward to include Nicteha and Y ula, westward to X-Cocail, southward' 

I TriPI made to comficlds, on rou.tca not )JUlina: throurh other Kttlemenu, an: not illCiwkd in thit CBWI'let'lotion. 
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to Santa Maria and Pamba and eastward and northeastward to Tzeal, Zucmuc 
and San Prudencio.1 This is the region of frequent personal contact: if a boy from 
Chan Kom does not find a wife in Chan Kom itself, he is likely to find her in one of 
these hamlets; people have relatives in them, the fiestas there are well attended 
from Chan Kom, and their inhabitants buy goods in the Chan Kom store, make 
use of the Chan Kom midwife and bury their dead in the village cemetery. 

South of Chan Kom, and more remote from it, lie the pueblos of X-Kopteil 
and X..Kalakdzonot. These villages use the Chan Kom cemetery too, having none 
of their own, but they lie in a zone of less frequent and less intimate contact; in it 
falls also, probably, Kaua. The fiestas of these villages are attended by the people 
of Chan Kom, but the villages are visited on few other occasions. Still more 
distant from Chan Kom are other villages, where occasional visiting takes place. 
Rut X-Kopteil and Tekom have, ordinarily, separate political and social worlds, 
whereas the public affairs of the nearer and smaller hamlets tend to be the public 
affairs of Chan Kom too, and the men of the hamlets not infrequently look to Chan 
Kom for leadership. Among the more distant settlements there is often rivalry 
and sometimes open conflict, as in the disputes between Ebtun and Chan Kom 
(p. 29) and between Ticimul and Kaua (p. 281). Yet there does exist a larger 
polity, a consciousness of common interests that may, in emergencies, be fanned 
into a flame of regional patriotism. The list of villages (p. 221) that fought 
together against "the Liberals," during the revolution of 1917, defines for us this 
world of wider political ~nion: Piste, Tinum, Ebtun, Cuncunul and Tekom. The 
area bounded by these pueblos embraces the "folk state" of the Chan Kom region. 
Contacts with the towno-Valladolid and Dzitao-are much more frequent than 
with Ebtun and Piste, but they are contacts of buying and selling, or of official 
business, with the Liga, or with the officers of the state government. The Chan 
Kom people do not have friends in Valladolid; they are not at home there. Merida 
is of course still more remote; most of the women and some of the men of Chan 
Kom have never been there, though all speak of it and know something about it. 
The world of interest and activity includes the nearest towns, but the world of inti
macy and sentimental attachment is only the local region of neighboring villages. 

The area within which lie the villages with which the loyalties of Chan Kom 
were bound during the period of revolutionary disorder of 15 years ago (indicated 
by the widest boundary on the map on page 10 includes almost all the communities 
with which the adults of Chan Kom have personal knowledge. Such personal 
knowledge extends only a little way beyond the limits of this area: northeast to 
Popola and other villages just beyond V alladolid, and south no farther than 
Tixcacalcupul. One man has been to Santa Cruz del Bravo. Even the traveling 
merchants, whose range of activity is wider than that of the villagers themselves, 
go no farther south than X-Kopteil or X-Kalakdzonot; a few reach Kancabdzonot. 
Then they turn north again. Only one, a hammock-seller, continues west to Sotuta, 
Ticul and Oxkutzcab. 

I Th•l'l-- .u ............ (hamltlta) witt. • ...,.. ot x.c-u •ad x..a. ......... am. tWr, tl!loqb paeltW. ('lil& ..... ), 
11'1 amaU ud -.mportUt. 
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•TIXCACALCUPUL 
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Westward the personal knowledge of the men of Chan Kom goes a greater 
distance beyond the present area of interest and activity. During the revolutionary 
period, the men of Chan Kom joined the men of Yaxcaba in military engagements, 
at that village, with the troops of the reactionary government. So the older men 
know Yaxcaba and some are acquainted with Sotuta. But today, although there 
are in Chan Kom one or two families from Yaxcaba, except these families none 
from Chan Kom ever goes to Yaxcaba, and the feeling plainly is that these westerns 
are not "our people." The attachments of Chan Kom do not go west of X-Cocail 
and Piste. This is partly a result of the fact that Chan Kom was colonized from 
the Valladolid region and of the fact that commercial and governmental contacts 
are with Valladolid. But the present situation may also preserve the political 
alignments of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. For then Yaxcaba be
longed to the territory of one ruling family (the Cocoms), while the site of Chan 
Kom lay on the western edge of Cupul territory. (See Chapter II.) 

Within this area of personal knowledge travel is, of course, on foot. The 
people of Chan Kom use the railroad only to go to Merida. Not all the men of the 
village have been to Merida, but many have; the dozen most traveled men have 
been there on the average of six or seven times. In most cases these visits are made 
in discharge of official duties as representatives of the village government. A few 
men, and one or two women, have stayed in Merida for weeks or months; one 
woman was born there. A very few people have taken the railroad beyond Merida; 
one man has been to Campeche; only four or five have ever seen the sea. 

By reputation and report, the people of Chan Kom know of Mexico City and, 
although the governor of the state is the person whom they petition for special 
assistance, they are quite aware of belonging to the Mexican nation. The state 
of mind can be referred to by no term more affirmative than uawarencss'"; no 
patriotic activity ever asserts nationality. The new schoolbuilding is named for 
Plutarco Elias Calles, but no real nationalistic feeling animated the choice. Except 
for Mexico, it is the United States that engages attention. The interest in this 
country, general throughout the peninsula, is reinforced at Chan Kom, due to 
contacts with the Americans at Chichen ltza. The United States is known as a 
distant country of great wealth and fabulous powers; it is the distant star to which 
the reform sentiment in Chan Kom has hitched the wagon of progress. But it 
is doubtful if anyone in Chan Kom has seriously conceived of himself as ever 
going there. 

THE TEMPORAL UMI1"11 OP THE NATIVE"S WORLD 

As life in Chan Kom is lived without books, continuity with the past is made by 
oral tradition alone and history extends backward only to the time of the fathers 
of the older men now living. These older men participated in the events of the 
revolutionary period of 1917~1 and they frequently recall them in anecdote and 
conversation. Although henequen is not grown commercially in the area, there 
were once cattle estates. During the early days of this period peonage was abo(.. 
ished, and the period before this event recalled as "the times of slavery" by these 
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men. They remember life in the villages to which they were bound, the names 
and personalities of their masters and punishment by the lash . 

. Before the time of the fathers of the men now living, there are only myths, 
the stories, moral or merely fantastic, of the acts and happenings of supernatural 
races, unconnected with the Maya of today. "A long time ago, in the time of my 
grandfather, there lived in these parts a race of little people," a typical story 
begins. The "time of my grandfather" is a time of magical and mysterious events. 

The stories' of this remote period center around what are known as the Good 
Times. Then lived a race of men known as the ltza-a different race from that 
which dwells in the land today-who had mysterious wisdom and supernatural 
power. Then nature cooperated with man; stones did his bidding, and at his 
whistle leaped into place. These ancient people built the great structures at 
Chichen and Coba, and fashioned the elevated stone roads (sacbe). The bush 
was burned without felling, firewood came to the hearth at man's mere bi4ding, and 
the corn cooked itself. No one was wicked, and all were wise. 

The climax of these stories is the destruction or banishment of the I tza as a 
result of some mistake or impiety: the secret whistle is forgotten; the stone is 
carried on the shoulder; a tower is built to reach the house of God. Destruction 
follows, by flood or banishment, and the Good Times are over. In some stories 
two old races enter into these episodes: The ltza, who were wise and who still dwell 
beneath the floors of the ruined cities and will some day return to their ancient 
cities, and the ppuzob, a race of hunchback dwarfs, who were all drowned. 

Now man lives in the Bad Times; he must toil for his living and his mind is 
dark. But once it was otherwise: man had wisdom and all nature did as man 
wished. If only the sources of secret knowledge had not been stopped! 1 

But in Chan Kom today, the striking fact in connection with the temporal 
viewpoint of the native mind is the disposition for it to be prospective rather than 
retrospective. The older men still know and tell these stories of the lost paradise, 
but the progressive influences of recent years have aroused in many of them the 
feeling that a future of dignity, importance and wealth lies before them, not 
behind them. 

The village leader' has pictured a Chan Kom millennium, when everyone will 
live in a masonry house and own cattle and a phonograph; when a village cooper
ative will market fruit and corn by means of a collectively owned automobile trutk, 
when all necessary domestic industries will be performed in Chan Kom itself so 
that specialized labor will not have to be brouglit in from outside, when Chan Kom 
will be the head of its own municipio, and when the Americans will drive to Chan 
Kom by automobile to admire and f11r!her dignify the paramount communhy 

1 Thete ttoria are siYcn on pp. ~JJI. ' 
1 The functiona of thae ttorics are to explain by poincint out the lou of' .upernatlmll powe!', dtt: diKRPQCJ' betw"n the p-and~ur 

ohhcold buildin11 and thchumbl~euoflifc today, ud toj1111tify ardu01.11 toil. To what o:tcnt thetelesendeof the Good lima preta't'C 
the Yatiael of hittorictl n=miniscencz it il aot ~bJe to .. ,. The ancient bee it know-n u the Ita&; thCI buildiftl' al the IIDW-rUi.Dtd 
cities it attributed to th- people; it it kacnm that before the: day cfficia (inc:en.-bumcnP) tometima fouAd in the buth, ''011r llfand
fathen u.d to bum inccnte to malu: them eamc tliYe;" ttoria are told of a Rrpent named Xlr.ukican who once dwelt at Chichcn and 
demanded human naificc; thcah.aman at Chan Kom uya that in the: old dayt they killed men for tbepdsand toOk the Yi~tera l'rom their 
bodin. On the oth« h•nd, there i1 muc:h in thete aiOrin dl•tl\lllntl the Biblitalltot1 of the Filii from Paradi.e. 

•The ~ o(thia m•n U dacribcd in Chapter XIII. 
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of Yucatan. "We are going to make a pueblo like a pueblo of the famous Americans; 
all will be workers, even the women, just like ants; and if more land will be needed, 
the government will give it to us." This image he has conveyed, in varying degrees 
of brilliance, to others of the village, and it is the stimulus for the industry and 
persistence which in some degree is bringing the ideal to realization. 

POPULATION 

Chan Kom is a village of young people. In May 1930,1 the population con
sisted of 251 individuals, 131 males and 120 females, of whom 22.2 per cent were 
under 5 years of age, 83 per cent were under JO, and only 7.2 per cent were 45 years 
of age or older. 

Table 1 compares this distribution with the percentages of the population in 
these same. age-groups in the United States and in Campeche, a Mexican state 
•imilar to Yucatan.' 

... C1wo Kam C.mpedw Unicwd Sra~a 

Under J ...... .... 14·7 11.0 
Undlr :JO •.. , . 1,:1.0 ... .. Jl.o 
a-.f ...... ,.. IJ.J .... 

The high proportion of persons in the lower age-groups, characteristic of 
primitive groups with high birth rates and high death rates, is further emphasized 
in the case of Chan Kom, by reason of the fact that the inhabitants are the pioneer
ing founders of a new settlement; presumably it was the young, not the aged, who 
emigrated. The complete age distribution is given in table 2. 

POPULATION CHANGES 

There" has been no other census of Chan Kom with which to make comparison. 
The village is new; 20 yean ago it consisted of about a dozen huts. During the 
18 months from February 1, 1930, to August 1, 1931, there were twenty-one births 
(an annual rate of s6 per mille), and ten deaths (an annual rate of 26.4 per mille), 
indicating an unusually high rate of natural increase (29.6). There were three 
marriages (an annual rate of So per 10,000 population). 

In. '"u-baa, mad. h• c:oftnec:tion .-ich tiM natiou.l eotN~M o( that '"*'• wu KCOmpliah.d b' the juftiar author ol thi. m
fl"'p)a. At. V•ll• had ..-.J k-a.cte. ol-t of dwincliwitha ... rworded, tbt dara u. depndab.._ tto..:.., the ..- repomd .,. 
In mo.t ~-- .. nmatu, The p.opko ol dur ~n.,. ha"' on.lr \aneenaill Htu. .. to their-. .,_ IUid en:n q to the qu of their own. 
thildr.ll, a11d -tti- thtJ IIi•• lltur.lor chun•l"-ll!WIIor eMir -• duldmlthll.,. irnca.d.laWe. Ia ruki111 Ilia cnimata, Villa 
IOolt. lftto ~•• the ifldt••dual'aataft!Mnt, tiM ...... ble -.e of hi. cluldru. and ttM fM1II that the IP of muriap doe. lilaC YVJ' mucJ. 
afld dtoat the '"" child \1 bam- 1~afnr, Wa ._ 1•- aW. to....,.. lilinh -a (•ade i11 U.C olica ol the~-- CiW) IW 
II (~l.u.. ud f llli•ltt.. w,,., ftPid 10 the 11 cluldrM.tlw ........... in W-.,. _,to ~he aeuwt birthday ia ~c--. 
- ynr- tu,h 111 lour c--.- yur- tow 111 '-r c--. and two,_,. tmt a- ia bar~ With "Pftl to the '~ adulta. ia ..,. 
froM 17 to-" "..._ tM m111u1 ""'-an ....,... by- ,_,in thrw i .. ranc.. b, twO,.... ia-c-. Uld by tUee ymn ia the la.r 
lntt~. TIM .. ......,. I"''"Cftltor.,.... in nti~n•lirll tiM qa ol ,.._ '" aclu.lb II_.,., The tocal.-111 ol-tim•te ~ the.,.. 
•• d11 toni•M~M,~nt Cit 11MhH&rim•llo. It iltt.nfun 1101 ~that _..ia lltilll&tiftt .. --..., akt the ~n~q._, diaaiiMatiou 
,."" in 1he ~,.n,.rll nb& 

I The apr. b c ....... aN for l9ll. 1llll •• ......, ol tile lfll - ol Yucatuo M1 Mt a-. publi&W ud at tile a- til 
'"'lifll tlw t9J11tpr,..,..-. anlkW.. 
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During the same period two families changed their residence from other 
settlements to Chan Kom, while five families moved away.' The village loses more 
inhabitants by emigration than it gains by immigration, chiefly because the 
demands upon the inhabitants to work on public improvements (/agina) are un
usually exacting. 

VITAUTY 

If the number of births (21) that took place during the eighteen-month period 
is typical, an annual rate is indicated of 400 births per 1000 married women of 
child-bearing age. No still-births occurred, and the midwife says she never attended 
such a case. 

Fourteen of the married women, between the ages of 20 and 40, averaging 23 
years of age, have had 52 children; this is an average of 3·7 children apiece. Of 
these 52 children, 34, or 66 per cent, survive. The average age of 23 mot)lers at the 
birth of the first child was 16 years. Of the 25 married women for whom data 
were secured, all but one had the first child within the first two years of marriage; 
and she is childless, though married 7 years. 

All of the 10 deaths were of children under 6 years of age, and 4 of. these 
children were less than 2 weeks old. An epidemic of whooping-eough was respon
sible for three deaths; two or three ~re caused by intestinal infections, and two 
were of recently born infants with. cardiac deficiencies. (This statement is based 
on laymen's diagnoses.) The adults of Chan Kom are in most cases in good health 
and there are very few old people. · 

1 The nre r~ew funiJiq eame t'ram Yocab• ud Xan!a, rapectively, Four of the deputi"' familia lriCiftd to Saac. Maria and. one 
to Vall.dolid. There WCTe alto tranakr11 of lcpl domicile, ia'I'O!Yina tbe duty o(Jqi• <- p. 7l) to the ~.._.,. ol Clwr. Kom, of 
pu10111 not •cN•IIy raidcnt i~:~ Ch•n Kom. Seven. famili~ liYine: in 1ic:imul, EbN~:~, Santi. Mari• or Yula e.mc to dcpmd upo11 Chl.11 
Kom, while five funiliq, liviq chidly in Ticimul. C'cued to owe thdr/•ziN to Chaa. Kom. 
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In April 1929, Shattuck and his associates made medical examinations of 379 
individuals from Chan Kom and neighboring settlements.• The morbidity charac
teristics observed in this group are similar to those found in other Maya populations 
of the Peninsula. Except for inAuenza, which was epidemic at the time when the 
observations were made, gastro-intestinal disorders were found to be greatly in 
excess of all other diseases. But no case of amebic dysentery was recognized or 
suspected. Malaria was probably present, but no clear-cut case was recognized. 
No cases of syphilis were identified, and only one case suggested gonorrhea. There 
were many cases of a trachoma-like disease of the eyelids. There were a few 
instances of hookworm, arthritis, tuberculosis, chronic bronchitis, pellagra, scurvy 
and scabies. None of these ailments presented a conspicuous incidence. 

RACE AND NATIVITY 

The people are apparently racially homogeneous. They conform to the Maya 
Indian type general in Yucatan.' In no individual is White admixture apparent, 
and with one exception all bear Maya, not Spanish, surnames. On the other 
hand it is probable that some White blood has entered into the population. These 
people have been in contact with White persons for four hundred years. One Chan 
Kom woman was born in Merida, and two or three persons come from villages with 
large mutizo elements. One of these describes his father as "an important man with 
a book whom everyone had to obey." 

Few of the adults of Chan Kom were born in the village, but almost all were 
born within forty miles of it. With very few exceptions, the people come from 
villages in the southeastern part of the Partido of Valladolid. They have always 
dwelt, therefore, in communities much like that which they· now inhabit. They 
come from villages, not towns,• but these villages are near the towns and some are 
close to the railroad. Ebtun is the parent community of Chan Kom; it has con
tributed the largest share to the present population. (The Pixoy people in fact 
moved to Ebtun before coming to Chan Kom.) Other considerable increments 
come from Pixoy, Tinum and Uayma. These villages are aU north of Chan Kom, 
near Valladolid. The settlement of Chan Kom represents a reoccupation, from the 
north, of territory depopulated during the latter part of the Nineteenth Century. 

LANGUAGE 

Maya is the general language of communication among the people ofthe village. 
Those who know Spanish use it almost exclusively in talking with persons from 
outside of the community, or in conversations with the teacher. Nevertheless, 

' T41 Jlfrdru.J. ffl Yw.N-IIflilrwl, ll.t.,it.l, II,...,.~ alled.n,iMISitJill, br G..p Chaww Shamaclr. ud. co1Jabo. 
ratort., C1rn~c ln11. Wath. Pub. No. 4JI 1 IVJJ• 

1 Or. Morn• ShQ'ff"da ll\.d1 IMU\,Iftm•nl' oa 17 ma'- and •• femaJ. In Chaa Kom. Thit am.U .m. irtdieaca a phy.iul type 
•hahtlr aborter and hn•itr than dw l"ncn.lal'tl'aP for 11M tarin reciaa. At comp.• .;dt. a wcithled '"_.. dtriftd fnlm Dto. Slel'" 
prda'u11t1r. """'and fi'OIIl Sran't ud Willitmt' pubhthed raul~ tha malrt mcuund in Chu Kom haWlll a mean-~ of IJ4<U :t:o.fl 
•hile the mnn lot lh• ptlwll Maya populatiat~ofYllntan i1I5J.11; dw femdahave• meu l-.tur.ofa,.a._16-.o.lo. Tlul mean ..e.ht 
ol tlw Chan Kum main I• , ... J,..-o.n, &I compamlwith SJ-$4~4$ 1W Jlf. Sftll'l'rd•'ae~~ti..-e Mria; w·1th retpect to mnn wciaht of 
l•mala th. n>I'TQI'QII<h.._ pair olq..rn i• JO.II ••·IIJ and •'·J7 ~6o. The mean ~alic inda: of th• Cban Kom mat. ia 14.91 :ti0-21, 
urom))llftd. ••th ls.,JII1IIIIui w..,btld 1nrap da-n wed from ali!;Oitlpuable ll'riea; for the lemalol tiM c:arn.pcmctie~~ &,..r.-.n: h.6,. -.a.n 
and lf> .. u. 

• Uurt the woman who com• frarn Merida. 
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Spanish enjoys the superior prestige; some parents make an effort to speak it in 
their homes;• and many people who do not speak it feel themselves therefore 
inferior. 

In the census, 35 persons, or q. per cent of the population, are reported as 
speaking Spanish. Of these 35, z6 are males, and all but one of the females (and 
she is the woman from Merida) are under ZI years of age and have learned their 
Spanish in the Chan Kom school. On the other hand, about half of the Spanish
speaking males knew Spanish before they came to Chan Kom. With respect to 

SOTUTA 

,;I•\ 
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Fto. s-PIIcblol or oriain of tixtr-OM adv.lta of Chan Kom. 

those families that include Spanish-speaking persons, where there are children of 
school age or over, in five cases the man speaks Spanish, the wife does not, and' one 
or more of the children do; in one case the ·man speaks Spanish and" none of the 
children do; and in one case both parents speak Spanish but no child does; and in 
only two cases one child speaks Spanish while the parents do not. With respect to 
families having no children of school-age or over, there are four cases where both 
spouses speak Spanish, but ten cases where only the man speaks Spanish. There 
is no household where an adult female is the only Spanish-speaking member of the 
group. 

Thus it appears that the social superiority and the opportunity for wider' 
experience traditionally enjoyed by men is expressed and also reinforced by thei,.; 

I Sec p, 261. 
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linguistic superiority over women. On the other hand, although on account of the 
recent extension of rural education in Yucatan more young people speak Spanish 
than do old people, there are as yet few households where the children enjoy a 
linguistic superiority over their parents and few situations where parents are 
obliged to use their children in order to communicate with the wider world. 

LITERACY 

Because schools are recent in this part of Yucatan, it is the young people 
rather than the old who know how to read and write. Of the 53 persons from 10 to 
18 years of age, 35 (69 per cent) were reported by the census as knowing how to 
read and write. Of the 107 persons over 18 years of age, 28 (26 per cent) were 
reported as literate. 63 persons out of 16o, 10 years of age or over, or 39 per cent, 
were reported as literate; of the females of this age group 27 per cent are literate 
and 49 per cent of the males. 

This statistical statement does not, however, adequately represent the facts. 
Most of the people whom the schools have taught to read and write seldom or never 
do so. In many cases the literacy means an ability to pronounce Spanish words 
without much understanding of their meaning. Indeed 16 of the persons reported 
in the census as literate are also described as not knowing how to speak Spanish. 
As no instruction is given in reading or writing Maya, this means either that these 
persons do in fact have some knowledge of Spanish or that-and this is the larger 
share of the truth-their reading knowledge of Spanish is a superficial ability, an 
accomplishment, not an instrument of communication. 

The actual uses of literacy are so few as to be easily mentioned. The comisario, 
or some other literate man, reads the official communications occasionally sent to 
the village by the national or the state government, by the Liga or by the Agrarian 
Commission. One or two men are able to compose replies without the aid of the 
teacher. Two kinds of books exist and are consulted. One is the church calendar; 
to this recourse is had when a name is sought for a new-born infant. The other is 
the booklet of Catholic prayers, in print or in manuscript; there are several of these 
and they are studied by those m11tstros c11nlorts who happen to be literate, that they 
may perfect their knowledge of the ritual used at novenas (see p. 151). There 
is one man (and probably no other) who owns and occasionally reads a Spanish 
New Testament (see p. 229). This man has also come very recently to read the 
Merida newspaper, which is occasionally sent to Chan Kom for the teacher; some
tim~s he explains to others of the village items that have interested him. 
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HISTORY 

THE PRIHIISPANIC PERIOD 

Concerning the first founding of a settlement at Chan Kom1 and as to the 
participation of its inhabitants in the life of pre-hispanic times, we can only specu
late. Although the present population of the village are colonists at this site, or 
the children of colonists, people have probably lived around the cenote at Chan 
Kom for many centuries, not continuously, but at various periods. Because the 
sources of water supply in Yucatan are limited to these natural wells (cenotes), 
formed by the collapse of the limestone shelf of which the peninsula is composed, 
the possible sites for human settlement are few and communities are likely to be 
built and rebuilt on the same spot. Pieces of worked stone that are still to be found 
at Chan Kom indicate that here once stood the masonry buildings of a pre-hispanic 
city. Fragments of ancient pedestals and broken columns have been recently 
incorporated into the new masonry buildings of the present village. Outside of 
the village, in the bush, or in the cornfields, are many low mounds, in most cases 
bordered with walls of uncut stones. Fragments of old pottery are not uncommonly 
found in excavations made in house-lots, and pieces of obsidian are still to be en
countered in the plaza. 

Chan Kom lies between two of the most extensive and arch..,ologically impres
sive sites of ancient civilization in the northern part of the peninsula. It is situated 
about 20 kilometers south of Chichen I tza and about 90 kilometers west of Coba. 
One of the many artificial raised roadways (sacbe) that radiate from Coba, passes 
within 8 kilometers of Chan Kom on its way to its terminus at Y axuna, a third 
nearby site of arch..,ological interest. There are traces of a lesser sacbe running 
between Chan Kom and Xanla. 

It is probable that the region where Chan Kom now lies was colonized from 
the south, and that Coba, Yaxuna and Chichen Itza were all founded before the 
cities of the sO-called Old Empire of the Maya (occupying eastern Chiapas and 
Tabasco, northern Guatemala, western British Honduras, and the westernmost 
part of Honduras) were abandoned, as they soon after came to be. A stela at Coba 
bears the Maya date 9·9·o.o.o; if the Goodm~n-Thompson-Martinez correl~tion is 
accepted, this date corresponds to 613 A.D.' At about this same time it is probable' 
that Y axuna was founded and the causeway built that connects Coba and Yax.una 
and passes so close to Chan Kom. The founding of Chichen I tza occurred soon 
after this. The native history, embodied in a manuscript brought to light in the\ 
Nineteenth Century and known as the Chiliun Balam of Chumayel, refers to the· 

lThe nam~ Chan Kom mea111 '1ittJc raviae" or '1ittle dcprellion." A. t~ a.= no wata'COIInel ira Yuc:atan, t~ ue ruDy nJ 
ravine.. and a "kom," ~J~H:h., that, not far £rom the ccnote, fnnn whieh Chan Kom Wtet ib name, ilia roua;hlJ bo.Hhaped. dcpraaicm,, 

I By the Spinden corTeluioa, it ia 26o yean cul.i~. · 
I Gann and Thompson, TAl Hi~ f/ tAl M~, 7+ ,, 
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settlement of Chichen Itza in a certain katun 6 Ahau that is probably 9·14.o.o.o, 
or by the correlation here adopted, 711 A.D. The only definite date inscribed on a 
monument at Chichen occurs on a reused lintel; it is 10.1.10.o.o, or 879 A.D. 

For the period of perhaps about eleven hundred years that elapsed from the 
founding of these cities in the Chan Kom region, to the first coming of the Spaniards, 
the ancient Maya chronicles give us in briefest outline a story of the migrations of 
various tribal groups within the peninsula, of the occupation and reoccupation of its 
cities and of tribal wars. These chronicles-the Books of Chilam Balam-reduced 
to writing the oral traditions of certain of the chiefly families: the Chilam Balam of 
Chumayel records the traditions of the Itza, and the Chilam Balam of Mani and 
of Tizimin those of the Xiu, principal rivals of the Itza. These documents give 
accounts, of doubtful historicity, of the abandonment of Chichen by the Itza, its 
occupation and abandonment by the Xius, and its later reoccupation by the Itza. 
The sources then recount the founding of Uxmal (west of the present Sotuta) by 
the Xiu and the formation of a military league consisting of the Xiu, of the Cocoms 
of Mayapan (situated between the present Merida and Muna), and of the Itza of 
Chichen. During this period Yucatan, and especially Mayapan and Chichen, were 
brought under Nahua influence; Chichen underwent an architectural renaissance 
with which is associated, as leader and organizer, a Nahua chieftain known among 
the Maya as Kukulcan. For about two hundred years after this time (the middle 
of the Thirteenth Century) the league appears to have functioned and Chichen 
flourished. But in the middle of the Fifteenth Century a war broke out between 
the Xiu and certain other Yucatecan peoples, on the one hand, and the Cocoms 
and N ahua allies, on the other. This war culminated in the destruction of Maya pan 
and the rout of the Cocoms. It also brought about the permanent dissolution of cen
tralized authority among the Maya. The Itza abandoned Chichen Itza for the 
Peten region of Guatemala and the Xiu withdrew to Mani (east of the present Ticul). 

THE SPANISH CONQUEST 

When the Spaniards entered the peninsula in 1527, it is probable that Coba 
had been abandoned and that Chichen was much reduced in importance, or was in 
desuetude. Just what tribal group was in control of Chichen at the time of the 
arrival of the Spaniards is uncertain. The Xiu were established at Mani, the Chel 
at Itzmal (lzamal}, and the Cocoms at Sotuta. At some time between 1530 and 
1540 we are told that the Xiu, desiring to make certain human sacrifices to the rain 
gods. at the sacred cenote at Chichen, asked permission of the Cocoms to pass 
through Cocom territory in order to visit that city. However, during the Sixteenth 
and Seventeenth Centuries, and even earlier, it is the Cupul family that is most 
often referred to as in control of the region around Chichen and in the neighborhood 
of \"alladolid. Cogolludo (Book IV, Chapter 5) refers to the Cupuls as "the people 
of the territory of the town of Valladolid,"' and says that while at Chichen in 1518, 
the elder 1\!ontejo was murderously attacked by a caciqu• named Cupul. According 
to Cogolludo, the instructions given in 1539 by the elder Montejo to his son, making 
plans for the campaign which was about to effect the subjugation of the peninsula, 
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directed him to conquer, among other "provinces," that of the "Kupules." A, 
survey made in 1545 shows Chichen as lying in Cupul territory. 

It is probable that the first Spaniard passed by or near the cenote at Chan Kom 
in 1528 when the elder Montejo, after effecting a landing on the peninsula on the 
northeast coast, and fighting a battle with the Indians at Ake (probably the present. 
Akedzonot, east ofTizimin), went southwest to Chichen ltza (according to Cogol-' 
ludo). This route must have taken him near Chan Kom. The Spaniards, under the. 
elder Montejo, remained for a time at Chichen, while another party sought vainlyi 
for gold in the neighborhood of Bakhalal (Bacalar). To both parties the Indians' 
were hostile; Montejo was beseiged at Chichen and finally forced into a battle. 
which cost him ISO men; and in ISJS the Spaniards withdrew from Yucatan toi 
Campeche and Tabasco. A second attempt to subjugate Yucatan was successful.i 
The elder Montejo and his son pressed inland, this time from the west coast. In! 
1541 the ruling Xiu of Mani voluntarily submitted to the Spaniards, a,nd an army 
of recalcitrants, among whom were the Cocoms, was decisively defeated not long! 
after. The following year saw the founding of Merida, the fall of Sotuta, las~ 
stronghold of the Cocoms, and the presence of a military expedition in the "prov~ 
ince" of Choaca, in the northeast corner of the peninsula. In I S4S V alladolid wa~ 
founded (at a first site of uncertain location, "six leagues from the sea"), and a{ 
church was established. From that time Spanish and Catholic rule was firm illj 
Yucatan. 

APTER TilE CONQUI!ST 

Nevertheless, during the Sixteenth Century and into the Seventeenth, thd 
prestige of the Cupul family in the territory centering at the present town oF, 
Valladolid (the old Zaci) persisted, so far as was compatible with Spanish authority.~ 
At this time, and before the Conquest, no single head chieftain (halach uinic} 
appears to have ruled the entire region, but various branches of the family con~ 
trolled its various parts. The Rtlaci6nts dt Yutalan (II, SJ)1 speak of one Namon· 
Cupul, living at Ekbalam and ruling also over Tahcabo and Nabalam. Nadzu~ 
Cupul exerted his authority over several places around Zaci (pp. 43, IZ9, 140); thi$ 
man may have been not merely a batab (village chief) but a true halach uinic. Thc:i 
Rtlaci6n of Tikuch (p. 116) says that Nadzbon Cupul was lord of the entire provJ 
ince; as far north as Tecay (near Tizimin) they paid him tribute, and it is said that 
he lived at Chichen ltza (p. ISO). Various Cupuls are reported as batabs or gobtr~ 
nadorts of Cuncunul and Tixcacal in documepts1 of the year 16oo, and in that year 
the chieftains of Sotuta visited Nachi Cupul in Ticinmul. . 

In none of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century documents available to us 
appears the name of Chan Kom, but most of the other place names figuring on 
present-day maps of the region in which Chan Kom lies occur frequently in these 
documents;• among these arc Yaxcaba, Kancabdzonot, Kaua, Cuncunul, Tekom~ 
Tixcacal (Tixcacalcupul, or Tixcacaput), Tinum; also Ticinmul (Ticimul) whic~ 

1 Mr. Ralph L Ro~ lw kindl1 made these rd'cn:nce. to dte R.Utilrw an.ilable to Ill ami aiwa us bi. ..JuaMe c:ornmentai"J'. 
1 Ctti• U IN D.nl.-ttu i1 TilrNith Sell*, Benmdt Liqui.tic CoUectiOJI, No. SO. p. ap. 
I l.oc, cit. pp. 193, 197; T/lrl/01 i1 Eb•, p. SO; Boob of Chilam Balam. 
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a~ present is a little hamlet 5 kilometers north of Chan Kom, and Ebtun, from which 
village come about half of the present population of Chan Kom. It is plain that! 
Ticinmul (and Chan Kom, if it existed at all as an occupied settlement) lay jus~ 
within the area of the Cupuls, very near to its western frontier. These document/ 
deal largely with land disputes between the Cupul people, on one hand, and th<: 
Sotuta (Cocom?) people, on the other, or more particularly, between the CupuC 
villages and Yaxcaba, which was situated at the eastern edge of the Sotuta territoryf 

A possible special cause for such disputes lay in the tendency manifest in th~ 
documents' for the population to be concentrated, probably in order that th~ 
Indians might be taught Christianity, in or near the more important Spanish towns;• 
such transplanted persons must have retained their traditional rights over the land~ 
from which they were moved, but those who were moved long distances wer1" 
probably unable to return often to cultivate them. This situation provided a 
opportunity and an invitation for the people living in the neighboring province 
just over the border, to encroach upon these half-abandoned lands. . 

At any rate, these same documents record the settlement and resettlement~ 
of this same dispute, the fixing and refixing of the Y axcaba-Cupul frontier. ~ 
undated manuscript map of the province of Sotuta, belonging to Tulane University · 
gives in order the names of towns bounding the province. On the east appear . 
Chichen Itza, then Tapomku and Ti Kantun-tzalna, ·which can not be identifiedj 
and then Ticinmul. If Ticinmul was east of the line, then so too was Chan Koml 
There were land treaties involving this border in 1545, 16oo, 1700 and 1764; and 
the line given in the last of these is apparently not very different from that fixed! 
in the first, and in the treaty the people of Yaxcaba are still promising not t~ 
trespass on the lands of the people of Tekom and Cuncunul. As this disput<i 
continued for at least two hundred years, it is not unlikely that some feeling o~ 
estrangement between the Yaxcaba people and those of the Chan Kom-Valladoli . 
region has persisted another 150 years and is now partly responsible for the presen . 
lack of friendly association with these neighbors on the west (see p. 11). 1 

We can be sure that many, if not most, of the present inhabitants of Chan Kom; 
are descended from the Indians who were living in Yucatan, and perhaps in thi, 
very region, at the time the Spaniards came. There is some evidence of the local-j 
ization of the Maya surnames in the Sixteenth Century. Today, although therq 
are no Cupuls in Chan Kom, they are present in Chemax, just east of Valladolid~ 
and some have moved to Piste, north of Chan Kom. At least six of the stirnames 
(May, Noh, Dzul, Uc, Un, Ku) of th.os~ who represented the Cupul villages in th~ 
settlement of 16oo occur in Chan Kom today, and many of the other Chan K9m 
names are to be found in other early documents relating to this area. 

THE WAR OP THE CASTES 

It is not known whether Chan Kom existed during this early period and. 
participated, as a minor village, in the land disputes mentioned, or whether its 

'IMJ. Mr. RoJI orlainated thli~UQC~tion, which 1een11 to Ill 61r.cly. 
• The TIIIIIM J1 Elhl• indicate a con«J~.rn.tion or popu.latio.a, drawn from the wat, i11to TWm and lixcacakupuL 
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lounding as a colonial or post-colonial settlement dates from the Eighteenth or 
even the late Nineteenth Century; at any rate the village has no extended history 
of continuous occupation. For that matter, few, if any, of the villages in the 
southeastern part of the state of Yucatan have histories of undisturbed occupation. 
In the Sixteenth Century epidemics decimated or even obliterated villages and 
caused remnants of village populations to migrate. A more important cause of 
depopulation lies in Indian uprisings since the Conquest. The subjugation of the 
eastern and southeastern Indians has never been complete. From time to time 
there have been bloody insurrections. One took place in 1761, Another, known as 
the War of the Castes, began in 1847 and can not be said to have come to a definite 
and conclusive end, although real military operations ceased in the seventies. 
During part of the period between the outbreak of this race war and the beginning 
of the Twentieth Century much of the southeastern part of the (then) state of 
Yucatan was uninhabited. It was a wild frontier, that had to be rcwon for human 
habitation by pioneers and colonists from the villages farther north. "When my 
father was five years old," said a man of Chan Kom, "there were only three or four 
houses [at Chan Kom]. No one lived in Ticimul, or in Ticinkakab, or in X-Kopteil, 
or in Xanla, because Chan Kom was the last settlement here." 

The War of the Castes flared up from the smoldering embers of racial hatred, 
kept alive in the lndianslzy their long mistreatment by the Whites. It was made 
possible by the arming of the Indians as soldiers in a Mexican revolution. The 
insurrectionary movement began among some of the eastern tribes of Quintana Roo 
and spread to those of the south. During ~olonial times the Spaniards had built a 
string of towns down into the tropical peripheries of their realm; these included 
Saban and Tituc; the southernmost was Bacalar. In the first year of this rebellion, 
the whole territory south of Valladolid was in the hands of the Indians; Mexican 
and Yucatecan military expeditions regained towns and villages only to lose them 
again, In January of 1848 the Indians occupied and destroyed Pixoy, attacked 
Uayma and occupied Ebtun, Three months later the Whites evacuated Valladolid. 
Meantime, in the same year, Bacalar had fallen to the Indians; and although the 
Mexicans recaptured it, they were bescigcd for years and were compelled to abandon 
the town in 18 58. The Indian uprising spread northwestward almost to Merida, 
and there was checked, because the season for planting had come and the Indians 
deserted their battalions to return to their cornfields. 

One result of this Indian uprising was to emphasize the difference between the 
Quintana Roo Indians and those of Yucatan. The present inhabitants of Chan 
Kom and its neighboring settlements are descendants of Indians who remained 
ncar or with the Whites during the war; the Quintana Roo Indians are the sons of 
recalcitrants in whom the hostility to the Whites has never fully subsided. The 
southernmost tribes of the Territory made a formal peace with the Mexicans in 
1853, but the eastern tribes never did so; merely, the Mexican troops withdrew and 
the Indians reoccupied the land. Saban, T1tuc and the other Spanish towns were 
never rebuilt; they are today the dwclling-place of the owl and the temporary 
camp of the chiclero. 
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COLONIZATION 

The founding of the present settlement of Chan Kom took place in response 
to the stimulus of agricultural necessity. It illustrates a cycle of events that takes 
place over and over again in eastern Yucatan and that may be stated in general 
terms. The soil is made ready for cultivation by cutting and burning the bush. 
This method and the scantiness of the humus make it impossible to raise corn on 
the same tract for more than two or three consecutive years and require that the 
land lie fallow for many years before it is again tilled. This fact in turn causes the 
agriculturalist, especially as his village grows in size, to go farther and farther in 
search of good land. At last his cornfields are so remote from his vi!lage that he 
remains at his fields during periods of agricultural labor; his wife accompanies him, 
with her pots and metate; the place has become a milperio. Others from his village, 
or from others, join the pioneers; a community spirit grows up at the new site. If 
there is a convenient water supply, the necessity for return to the parent village is 
reduced. The temporary shelters are made more permanent; the inhabitants return 
to the parent community only to perform their public work-Contribution (guardia) 
or to attend a fiesta. The parent community recognizes some individual as the: 
spokesman for the daughter-settlement; this latter is now a rancheria. But, finally,! 
the distance from the parent settlement being considerable, and the loyalties, 
coming to be attached to the new site where the labor and the love are spent, it; 
grows increasingly irksome to return periodically to labor in the parent, and nowi 
somewhat alien, community. The parent community, however, tries to enforce! 
the obligation of guardia; disaffection sets in and ill feeling grows between parent' 
community and colony. Then perhaps actual conflict results. Commonly the 
rancheria seeks, and sometimes attains, political independence and local wver.< 
eignity; it becomes a pueblo (village) itself. And, if it flourishes, it may in turn\ 
establish milperio colonies of its own. . 

1 Into the region devastated and depopulated by the War of the Castes ventured,, 
in search of fertile land, three pioneering agriculturalists from the village of Ebtun~ 
It was some time in the 188o's that they set up their huts around the cenote at Chan' 
Kom. Then there was nothing else at this milperio but the stone walls us~d as 
ramparts by the Indians in the war recently ended, and the fragmel)tS of caryed 
stones from a much more ancient epoch. A .man from Chan Kom tells the story' 

Now you are going to see how Chan Kom was made. 
All at once my papa was very poor, because for a long time he had been comisario o( 

Pixoy, since those called Ceme come from Pixoy. Then my papa and also my uric\es1 

Don Fano and Don Pi!, moved to Ebtun. My father was a tall man and knew many 
things; he knew more than the batabs; he spoke good Spanish because he worked for ~ 
man called Don Pedro Lopez. i 

All at once he and my uncles came here to make milpa, because it was high ground 
and good. When they came they met here Don Asunci6n Pat, the father of Don Tino, and 
also Don Concho Uc, Don Dono Uc, Don Manuel Uc, because the Ucs came here before us~ 
But before the Ucs came, there lived here three men: one was called Andres May, the 
other Jose May, and the other Tiburcio Caamal, who were from Ebtun. 
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When my father came I wu the same size u Quinto [five years old]. Then there were 
only three or four housea, No one lived in Ticimul or in Ticinkakab, or in X-Kopteil, or 
in Xanla, because Chan Kom was the last setdement here. 

This man's story continues in the paragraphs below. It mentions the three 
important series of events in the history of the village: (1) the Revolution, which 
brought liberty to the Indians and induced a mobility which favored colonization 
of new and independent Indian villages and which carried schools and political 
propaganda to the Indians; (l) the attack of the "Liberal" troops upon the Indians 
at Yaxcaba, resulting in the participation of Chan Kom in this local war and the 
addition of colonists from the Yaxcaba region to the population of Chan Kom; and 
(3) the growth of illwill between Chan Kom and Ebtun along with the growth of 
Chan Kom, resulting in the separation of Chan Kom as an independent pueblo. 

All at once liberty for the Indians came, I think in 1910 or in 1914, when Alvarado1 

wu here, who knows? All at once some people came who freed those in the haciendas. 
Don Polin, Don Julio Yam, Don Feliciano, Don Leandro, Don Trano, who worked in the 
hacienda San J os~, belonging to Don Claudio Cetina, which is near Tinum, came here. 
Then there were more of us, but we owed our service to Ebtun. 

All at once Socialism began. That was when Don Juan Fernandez, who spread 
propaganda for the Liga, came, Then Don Juan told us that it would be good to have a 
tchool becauae there were many of ua. 

All at once Don Juan got us the school and, as he was a very good man, he stayed as 
teacher. This teacher always went on the hunts, but his wife looked after the children. 

All at once we went to Don Felipe Carrillo,• because we had no furniture in the school. 
Then Don Felipe was disturbed and told us that there was only furniture in the pueblos; 
that ia if we wanted to turn our little settlement into a pueblo, then they would give us 
furniture. But we said we didn't want to. 

All at once those of Ebtun began to malign us, and then Don Fano, Don Tino, Don Elut 
and Don Guillermo, we thought it would be better to change into a pueblo here. Then we 
thought we would work to attain this, even if it should cost the value of a horse apiece. 

All at once there took place a dispute in Sotuta and Yaxcaba and many from Y axcaba 
came to live here. That was when Don Bus came. All at once the Liberals met poor Don 
Bua in the atreet and gave him a beating. 

Also the Maestra Dala came, and many othen. 
All at once the Engineer came from Merida and saw that there were many of us. 

Then, when a short time had passed, the Engineer returned to lay out the streets and make 
the plan for the tjitio. 

Then those of Ebtun and thoae who lived in the neighboring NNclurfu were annoyed, 
and oaid that they ought to attack Chan Kom and burn all the houses. They never did it. 

Then when we were a pueblo here, we began to work hard to surpass the other pueblos. 

THB RI!VOLUTION OP 191o-:11 

By the year 1918 there were over a hundred persons at Chan Kom. The 
Settlement, & thriving r'dNc/urfa, had already a reputation for kindliness and 
hospitality; merchants, reluctant to spend the night at more turbulent villages, 
found safe lodging there. The first school was established in Chan Kom in 1910, 

ls.Jqdor Aln,.do, buri•- ol tht R..olutioft Ia TIIUtsllo __.,_"-ttl I to 191l. 
1 ,..._,. CunUo hwto. ..._ ol tiM tonal ,...aueu.. llad pri.apaleo-- ol Y'IQWI (af'IW Atftndo), ••til J....,. lfl4o 
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before the Revolution, due to an interest taken in the settlement by Don Epigmenio 
Gonzales, the Comandante Militar of Valladolid. The leaders of Chan Kom buil~ 
a large hut, of wattle wall and palm-leaf roof, to house the school. People front' 
Santa Maria, Yokdzonot and other neighboring settlements sent their children to 
this school, and the importance of Chan Kom in the region was thus increased, 

The Revolutionary disorders of the ensuing period, which resulted in removing 
the old landed aristocracy from political control in Yucatan, as in the rest of Mexico; 
gave further impetus to the growth of Chan Kom. In the first place the safe and 
solid character of the community attracted to it refugees from disordered com~ 
munities, and in the second place Chan Kom participated in a military action with 
such distinction as to win for it a status among such older villages as Ebtun, Cun~ 
cunul and Piste. Certain people of Yaxcaba, taking advantage of th~ tumultuou~ 
times and acting in the name of political parties of the period, set about robbing' 
and pillaging and destroyed humble settlements whose inhabitants were guilty 
merely of a reputation for allegiance to the other political party. The settlements 
west and southwest of Chan Kom were particularly hard hit. Kancabdzonotl 
X-Kopteil and Yaxuna were attacked, and many of their inhabitants slain wit~ 
machetes or thrown into the cenotes. At last one Juan Hu, a man of Chan Kom,; 
was cut down in his own milpa. Then the leaders of Chan Kom summoned th<i 
men of Ebtun, Piste, Tinum and Cuncunul and a gathering was held at Chan Kom 
which further raised the prestige of that village. Headed by the Chan Kom leader0 
this augmented party of men went to Yaxcaba in pursuit of the malefactors. Thes1 
latter had, however, fled. The pursuers burned the house of one of the enemies, 
leaders, and returned satisfied. On their way they met many refugees, hiding in 
the bush. To them the men of Chan Kom offered shelter and protection; manJ! 
came for temporary aid and a few families took up their residence at Chan Kom. 
A man of one of these families, a native of Yaxcaba, tells the story as follows: i 

I 
It was in the year that Felipe Carrillo Puerto died (1924) that I left Yaxcaba; th~ 

cause lay in politics; they were killing many people; it was the Liberals who did it. The 
Liberals came with wagons and carried off rom, pigs, chickens-they robbed everybody( 
Nobody stayed in Y axcaba. A great crowd of people set off together. Cleofas Y ama was 
among them; the leader was Clotilde Com. We rested that night at Kancabdznnot. There 
were about a hundred and thirty of us. Then a:l] at once Rosa Pat came bringing a paper 
written by one Baak, who was the leader of the" evil-doers. He was in Santa Elena. On 
the paper he wrote that we should go back to our village, that there was nothing bad there 
now, that it was all over. But Don Clotilde said that that was no good, that they would 
only seize us and beat us. Then all at dnct Don Eustaquio and some others came to Xan
cabdzonot, and said: "Men, come ~o Chan K9m, because there is nothing bad going OD 

there, there are no factions... Right away the people got up and traveled to Chan Kom. 
The people of Chan Kom were good people; thet brought everyone nixtamal (boiled corn), 
so he could make his dinner. Each man got an a/mud or, if he had children, perhaps aa 
a/mud and a half of nixtamal. ' 

Then, after a week, there arrived a paper from the colonel, who was in Valladolicl, 
saying the people from Yaxcaba should appear there and make themselves right with the 
law. So we went, some of us at one time, and some at another. The Colonel said: "Are 
you going to stay in Chan Kom? In that case take this paper; you were of Sotuta [the 
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~•rlido]; now you are ofValladolid; show it when you get your things in Yaxcaba." Then 
Don Euo oaid, "Now there io liberty; if you want to go back to your village, all right; if 
you want to ltay here, all right. But here there is no politics," said Don Eua. 

I went back (to Yaxcaba] just to get three pigs, two little ones and one sow, but Diol 
01io, when I got there what waoleft? Even the hammocks cut to pieces with machetes and aU 
the water.jugs broken. They had even carted away to Sotuta the doors of the houses. 
There were three hundred men, but well armed; they had a cannon and two machine guns, 
and fifty cavalry. 

Chan Kom wao a r•ndurfa then. Where the house of Don Fano is now, there was 
only bush, and where the house of Don Eus is now, there was a hill, just rocks, and where 
the house of Don Elut is there was nothing but bush, and around the cenote there were 
great tree.. 

CHAN KOM BECOMES A PUEBLO 

The ties that had to be broken before Chan Kom could become an independent 
village (pueblo) were with the village of Ebtun. About one-third of the present 
families of Chan Kom have come from Ebtun, but these are the largest and the 
most influential families; leadership in Chan Kom has always resided with the Ebtun 
colonists. The men who held the first public offices in Chan Kom had previously 
held offices in Ebtun; there was a schism in Ebtun while Chan Kom was still an 
unimportant randurla. But now as the new settlement grew, one Ebtun faction, 
with its cornfields at Chan.Kom, returned less and less often to Ebtun. The duty 
of guardia at the parent village, almost JO miles away, had become intolerable. 
When the new school' was built in 1917, the men gathered there in the evening to 
discuss their growing quarrel with Ebtun. Then followed the early years of the 
Revolution and, under the influence first of Alvarado and then of Carrillo, the 
villages of this marginal area were helped to assert their independence and to 
participate in the new socialist state. The grant of communal lands to Yucatecan 
villages, under the provisions of the new lands laws, became a sort of accolade, a 
aymbol of new status; formal delivery of the tjitlot was performed with ceremony 
and rejoicing. Only if a settlement manifested an intention to welcome the new 
era and become a pueblo, would the reform government help. "Only in the pueblos,'' 
the Chan Kom leaders heard Felipe Carrillo say, "is there furniture in the schools." 

The difficulties with Ebtun could be resolved, the aid of the governor could be 
had, if Chan Kom would become a pueblo. The leaders' determination became 
fixed on this immediate and practical program. 

Then we oet out for Merida. There, in the office of the Government, was Don Ben
jamin Carrillo. We explained to him that we wanted to make 1 pueblo. We explained to 
him that we did not want to have to make our dry tortillas to carry nine leagues to Ebtun 
10 as to make our pllrtii• there. He aaid. 11AU right; it is the Socialist Party that makes 
puebloo. It io not the party that destroys pueblos, but the party that builds them. Wait 
till my brother Felipe comes. 11 

• 

So we waited, and Don Felipe came, and we began to explain it to him: that we had 
done everythina in Ebtun, that we had built the church and the cu4rltl, and that now we 
wanted to make a pueblo in Chan Kom; and would he not pleaoe give his approval. 

•n.erhool penQttd., ia !lpirw of~tud& Thin -• ~"" l!IKMn in 1 ~ 3 ... ~ '*-- ol ~ 
IIIII iftt.-tlr,a 1 .......a afw brief .. .,., .s .... CDIUCieaao... klpNIUil ..U libd. 
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Directly he said that the authorities would not approve a pueblo unless first it gave., 
lands to the pueblo. If you take ejidos, even though they be the lands of the dzules,1 then!: 
it will be all right. You can not make a pueblo unless you take your ejido1." i:: 

"All right," we said, uwe will take our t}idos:• 
Then he said we had to install our Liga. 
uAll right," we said, uwe all agree to that." _ 
Then we said: "We all agree. Please give us some drums and some cornets and •. ' 

flag of the Liga." I 
Immediately Don Felipe ordered Don Benjamin, who was the boss of the store-room: 

to give us two drums and two comets and a flag of the Liga. And he explained to us that 
we must elect a president, and a secretary, and a treasurer, and a claims agent, and ;t 
representative. 

When we got to Chan Kom, we played the drums and the comets, and we summoned 
all the people, and we elected the officers of the Liga. 

The Government sent to Chan Kom agents to perfect the organization of thJ 
new Liga Local. The agents instructed the village leaders as to what they should 
do, and these in turn transmitted these ideas to their people: ' 

Then we drew up a petition to the government, and they gave us a few tools. Thaf 
helped to make improvements in this little village. Then we were told in the assernbl)l 
that we should persuade our fellow villagers to build pretty stone houses. Whereupo~ 
they began to take this into consideration and began to ask me whether what I said was 
true, whether this would get to be a well-populated village, "We see only woods around. 
us. There are no other villages near... " 

And I said to them: uYou may be quite sure that we are going to build up a villag~~:~~ 
with the help of your children who are studying there in our village: it is with them, indeed, 
that we are going to people a real pueblo. Because, my companions, they will trust my 
words more than you, for they are reading about the good things they are going to do.'i 

Whereupon they said, ''Very well. We also believe what you tell us. We are going to 
do these things little by little." j 

uGood!u I said. colt is not only I, but even those who come here to visit us that~ 
going to tell you that we are doing right, because I am seeing and reading in books these 
good ideas. n 1 

To become a pueblo meant two things: To take on the appearance of a Sp~nish~ 
American town, and to secure legal confirmation of the communal lands. Th~ 
people of Chan Kom cleared the land arou~ their cenote of trees, ~~d laid it 'off 
in the form of a square plaza; streets were marked off, bounding square blocks of 
house sites, and some of the people moved their huts down to the street line'. 
Around the new plaza the first ma~omy houses were built and, not far from the 
school building, a rectangular masonry structure to serve as public building (cuarrtl)t 

In this same year (1923) the first petitiqns were sent asking that Chan Kom be 
granted its own tjidos. The petitions claimed for Chan Kom a population of ul, 
alleged the difficulty of carrying out guardia to a pueblo nine leagues away, ani! 
urged the petitioners' character as loyal socialists. Action on the petitions waf 
delayed due to the governmental upsets following upon the shooting of Felipe 

• 
1 One not an Indian. Seep. 101. 
l From a tat tabra dow a ia M•J• br Dr. Mu~:~el Anclnde. 
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Carrillo, but when in 1924 order was restored under lturralde, Chan Kom renewed 
its efforts. This time the Government sent a representative, who reported favor
ably. A temporary, and then a final survey of the proposed ejido was made. The 
engineer who made the final survey in June 1925 described what he found at Chan 
Kom in his official report. While the men of Chan Kom saw their visions of the 
pueblo they wished to become, the townsman's eyes beheld something very different: 

The 2400 hectare~ of land granted to the village are rugged and very stony. When 
rains fall regularly there can be produced 2250 litres of maize per hectare on this land, 
which can be cultivated twice consecutively every 10 years. In small portions of the ejido, 
at the moat a hectare in aize, in the stony land of which it is composed, they cultivate 
pineapple, sugar cane, and bananas, also with good results when, as said before, the rains 
are not scanry. The village devotes itself to produce of this kind and obtains very good 
ha"csu; but moat of the time they are not able to take advantage of them because they 
lack the necessary tools. Thus, in order to grind sugar cane, they use an apparatus made of 
wood, and for the cooking of the juice, copper boilers of very small capaciry, which they 
lend to one another, aince there are very few in the village. To granulate the sugar they 
use a sort of basket made of vineo which they get from the fields, and in these they place 
the sugar with the molasses and then place earth on top, and something heavy, so that the 
oyrup, the residue of the sugar, runs off through the litde crevices in the baskets-an 
entirely primitive process. 

All these deficiencies in the exploitations of their crops are so great, added to the very 
low prices paid for the malaises, the residue of the sugar, by the rtmatllllor of the tax on 
alcohol (who io the one diotiller in the whole Department ofValladolid) bring it about that 
plantations of eugar cane are only half exploited or are never begun at all, because so per 
cent of the small cultivaton have very small resources and therefore they attempt only to 
set out the juice without turning it into sugar and to sell it to the distiller, the one purchaser 
in this Department, who pays very low prices. As said before, pineapples and bananas are 
other products of the tjidoJ; from these they can get almost no income, because of the great 
distance which separates them from the railroad, a distance of at least so kilometen on the 
wont sort of roads, over which their produce is carried on their own backs or on beasts of 
burden. This brings it about that the income from these products is very scanry, since the 
price paid for them in the ciry of Valladolid io very low, and so they are mosdy cultivated 
for their own use. 

Thio village is one advanced in civilization, though in the middle of the bush; it is the 
last large setdement of the Department of Valladolid before entering the territory of 
Quintana Roo. 

On August 16, 1926, the pueblo obtained actual possession of its ejidos. 
The success of Chan Kom served to increase the resentment of Ebtun, and 

acto of violence occurred, Chan Kom was one of the first of the frontier villages to 
take to cattle raising; men of Ebtun are said to have killed cattle of Chan Kom 
and to have destroyed cornfields. In 1928 the people of Chan Kom became con
vinced that Ebtun had conceived a plan to attack and sack Chan Kom. At any 
rate, men from Ebtun lay in the bush around Chan Kom; for a week Chan Kom 
was in a state of siege. Through the intermediacy of a leader from a third village, 
however, the siege was lifted without bloodshed. In later years the enmiry with 
Ebtun yielded to common aims and interests; there is, apparently, only goodwill 
between the two pueblos now. 
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Since the close of this episode, the history of Chan Kom has been one of peace 
and prosperity. More streets were opened and more masonry houses built; the 
cattle industry, in spite of setbacks, grew; the school throve. With the material 
gains went an intensification of the reform spirit. The sale ofliquor was prohibited; 
and even the sale and discharge of fireworks rockets.' Fagina (compulsory labor 
for public purposes) became a more exacting duty; by means of this institution a 
new cuarl<l and a new school were built, and a wagon-road was laid out through the 
bush to connect the village with Chichen ltza. "The road to the light," people 
called it. More and more the interests of the people turned toward Chichen I tza, 
as Villa, the teacher, drew their curiosity and then their sympathy to the Americans, 
Yucatecans and Mexicans there; visitors from Chichen were asked to make addresses 
in Chan Kom on topics of progress and social betterment. 

To. lay out the line of the new road, the men of Chan Kom built a tower of 
poles, so feet high; and from the platform surmounting this tower they were able, 
for the first time, to gaze over miles and miles oflevel bush, to look down upon the 
settlements of their less progressive neighbors, and to descry, far on the horizon, 
the white triangular outline of the Castillo at Chichen, a building erected by un
claimed ancestors as a temple-base for vanished shrines. But to these watchers it 
was not a symbol of a forgotten past, but a guide to the future. 

• Uad for fatal p!UpCIIeS. ObjeetM to u ,uceful and danacr- Lata' their ue wu rmuned. 
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TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

The transitional character of the Chan Kom community is expressed in its 
changing architecture. The visitor's first impression is of a village that is being 
remade and of a people who have formed a civic plan. These villagera are building 
themselves a new village. The old houses of poles and thatch still stand on the 
hummocks that formed the natural house sites (Plate 14), but along the rectangular 
plaza, that has not yet been cleared of bouldera and rubble, are rising the masonry 
houses of those who begin to turn their backs on the old ways (Plate 1, and 6 e, and 
Plate~). At each of the four corners of the plaza stands a short piece of heavy wall, 
whitewashed and painted with a street number; it marks the angle of the street 
interaection and is a pledge of the building some day to be erected there. 

Ever since the Sixteenth Century the plaza and the rectilinear street have 
been symbols of the European civilization.• Those Indian communities that enter 
into the larger social and political order adopt the architecture of the Spaniard. 
The usual Indian settlement of the remoter parts of Yucatan is a scattering of huts, 
built of poles, mud and thatch, and distributed without order or symmetry. But 
the determination of th~ inhabitants of Chan Kom to make their raneluria a 
pueblo carried with it the necessity to lay out regular streets at right angles to the 
plaza and to build houses of rubble masonry (mamposttrla). So the lines of the 
st1·eets were fixed and the worst of the stony hummocks leveled. People built 
straight stone walls along the lines of their properties, and most of the inhabitants 
moved their houses so that they stood close upon the thoroughfare, each one in line 
with all the othera (Plate Ja). The one mason in the community began the con
struction of stone houses, and as he worked he taught the trade to other men. 
Masonry houses of Spanish style began to take the place of the thatched Maya 
huts, lirat around the plaza and then on the side streets. A new public building 
(cuarltf) was built of mamposttrla, and plans made for a new school (Plate 36). 
"Now Chan Kom has become a pueblo," people said. 

Nevertheless, with the exception of this architectural transformation, the 
changes that are going on in Chan Kom lind few evidences in the material culture. 
The incorporation of European elements into the body of tools and techniques 
which the Indian had, took place centuries ago, and this early readjustment to the 
environment has since encountered little to disturb it. The extra margin of wealth, 
with which to buy goods from the outside, remains about the same; many of the 
articles of practical use are locally made by traditional techniques; and some of 

I "hem, Ulll lh lu CGIU q.- ha lmpedl.do 1 lmpldt Ia potida 11mponl7 •piritual 4o ta. na~ 4e lu dichu ..,.m..p ... • II 
'riYI' 1.purado. u- d. otrc. r- to. moa....,, Par •'- mando, que lii:ICI..lol aatu.U. de •• diet&. prw\llda • juatea fill- IJIICblc.. 
Y h .. en cuu )untu, truadu en forma ch putbl .. todDt lot de uaa parci,alidad. J n.becaa CA u.a lupr ~ 1 conYOiente. 7 lucu eu 
t:- d. l'i..tru. Y cit obn duN.d....., cad& 'fWCIIlD ~de par IIi, d~atro de La rrua QUCI • Ill dic:n. 1 IW> li-bren milpu ..... HI dutii'O 
lhl pu.blo, si.Mt todo .... mur bmpio r • ... ,. vbctWu, liao q• todo lo Cllftll'liao fuan ~ ..W. ell &vta. peu. ea:.'" Cop~. 
ludo, BL I, p. ,., .. 
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these techniques have acquired the inviolability conferred by sacred sanction. The 
iron handmill tends to reduce the importance of the grinding stone; factory-made 
hatS are commoner than they once were; some young men wear long blue trousers 
instead of the older short trunks and apron, and people bring in lamps and chairs 
and phonographs. Such are the small changes of which the present generation is 
aware. The older generation knew its changes too (though probably not so many 
of them)-changes represented by survivals of older artifacts: an old style bag that 
preceded the sabucan, a kind of pot no longer made, a loin cloth still worn by one 
old man iii the community. On the whole it is probable that the practical problems 
of life are solved today much as they were centuries ago. 

Culture remains fairly homogeneous. The tools of life are almost equally 
available to all. By working a little harder, one may acquire a masonry house or 
another cow. One man may own more than another, but he owns the same kind of 
thing. One woman may wear clothing of better quality than her neighbbr, but she 
wears the same kind of garment. The old peasant costume has been modified only 
to the small extent that elements from the city have become part of the man's 
holiday attire. A man dresses somewhat differently on Sunday from the way he 
dresses on a week day, but one man dresses like another. And all share a common 
fund of knowledge as to how to kill a deer, to raise a crop, or to build a house. 

Those kinds of practical knowledge which are the oldest, generally speaking, 
are those which are the least specialized and the least subject to change. The 
fashion in gasoline lamps may change in a few days. Cattle raising experiences its 
vicissitudes, hog raising has recently become unpopular. People are willing to 
uproot an unprofitable fruit tree in order to plant a better. Some men know about 
carpentering and sugar-making, while others do not. But all the women cook the 
same foods in the same manner,' and all the men hunt, keep bees, and raise corn 
in the same ways; these ways change little and are interwoven with religious and 
magical ideas. 

From the dependence upon maize there is in Chan !(om no escape. To live is 
to umake milpa"; there is no other way. uHow do people live," asked one of 
Chan Kom who for the first time visited the seacoast, "here where there are no 
milpas1"' There are few opportunities fo~ a man to sell his labor, and these are 
only to work in the fields of another instead of his own.' If a man is to be fed, he 1 

must make the land produce corn-this rock){ shelf that is dry and alll)ost bare .of · 
soil and yet is everywhere overgrown with a dense and thorny bush. How to 
accomplish this is therefore a knowledge that all men have and that ther learn 
following their fathers to the milpa, almost as they learn to speak, hardly knowing 
that they learn it. · • 

The fundamental tools of life lie rooted in the oldest folkways; we know they 
have not changed essentially in four hundred.years; they are probably very much 
older.• And as they are old, and yet not sure in their results, from the vagaries of 

l With 1mall ezce~ption., to be mentioned lr.ter • 
• Di.,.,., ·-··-.)0, p. SJ6. 1To aomc dcpcc lA c:~ccprion il praentcd by the muo~to wbo i1, but oztly in put, rdiend from qriculturc. 
'Seep. J6s. 
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•· HouH tnterior, old lt)'le~ 

j, House interior, nnr 1tyle. 
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the winds and the uncertainty of the rain, they are not purely practical acts, but 
are also conventional gestures, expressive of desire for a good harvest, or of thanks 
that it has been achieved. Agricultural toil is arduous, but so inevitable and little 
questioned that there is small bitterness in its ardors; and it is so interwoven with 
non-practi~al customs, that it is also, in a sense, prayer.• 
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The masonry house is an innovation and a luxury for the progressive and the 
ambitious; the thatched house is a necessity for everybody. The masonry house is 
built by individual initiative, in some cases with the remunerated aid of others; 
the Indian hut (at least until recent years in Chan Kom) was built by communal 
labor.• The masonry house follows the Spanish pattern common all over Mexico. 
It is rectangular, with a flat, very slightly sloping roof supported on round beams; 
the walls are of broken stone laid in mortar; the floor is cement; the doors and 
windows-often barred with iron-are furnished with iron hinges and wickets; 
there is but one room. 

1 Th\1 ltnw u~t of th• Qlkulhlnl life ..W Mt b. ~bed i.n. dUt chptet, lltb~Nth to "' out _,.,.tel, the ~ tcclt
lliq- do. - 111.iutt1c. t'O rht fKtt. 

1Thatia.brJq, ... S..p.7l. At the timeol.ritinc htJI)CIIII olthinJ-I'ow~ More__, t.ou.. UMt be more an 
uftdw-.t"K~ 
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The Maya house of poles, mud and thatch is found all over Yucatan; its con
struction differs from place to place only in details. In Chan Kom the mode of 
con'struction is as follows (Plate 4 and text-fig. 7a}. 

Two pairs of stout forked posts (ocom) are driven into the ground (in large 
buildings three pairs are used). The forks stand in the same plane as is occupied 
by the long dimension of the house; in them rest two horizontal beams (balo}. At 
right angles with these, and resting upon them, are two long straight beams 
(pachna). Two more slender forked poles (tisera}1 rest upon the balo and, bound 
together at their upper ends, support the central roof beam (honache). Across the 
tisera, at their midpoints, are fastened two slender horizontal pieces (capac); the 
ends of these in turn support two long poles (tanche) which lie above and parallel 
to the pachna. Across the midpoint of the tanche lies a pole (belclio) parallel to 
the capac. Rigidity is given to this framework by an oblique pole (x-nezinaan}, 
fastened to tisera and to pachna (in some houses there are two of these, crossing 
each other). In some buildings, instead of the x-nezinaan, the xolmuch is used; 
this is a forked beam, placed with its forked end against the balo and with its 
upper end lashed to the honache. 

Upon this framework are fastened smaller poles to form the walls and to make 
the supports for the palm-leaf thatch. Into the ground, between the ocom and in a 
curved line at the ends of the structure, are driven posts (culub). To these are 
bound two bunches of withes (copomoi); to these latter are fastened long thin 
radiating poles (uinciche). To the uinciche are bound, at right angles, many 
slender parallel withes (hi!),' upon which are later hung the palm leaves that form 
the thatch. In many houses added rigidity is given to this framework of the roof 
by inserting, evenly spaced, three thicker poles (xolchemoi or latmoi), that are 
fastened to the two bunches of copomoi. 

The wall is made in one of two ways. The sketch shows the technique known 
as cololche (fig. 7b}. Slender vertical poles (cololche) are interwoven with three 
horizontal poles (hilche) that are in tum bound to the culub. Sometimes added 
strength is given by inserting a few heavier vertical postS (mulche},' and by binding 
them to the interlacing poles. In the other technique (chuyche) heavier posts are 
placed close together and driven a short distance into the ground. Heavy withes 
(bahche or copoche) are bound ("sewed," they say) to the outside of this fence; 
and there is no interweaving. If the walls ~re to receive a mud plas~er, then ,(in 
both kinds of wall) a number of slender horizontal withes (chacanche)' are fastened 
to the interior to support this plaster.' 

"You look for a place which is ver.y aood for leveling the ground to make a house. 
After getting the place ready, you look for the most important beams, which are thehorcon 
(acorn). Then you look for the balos, the pachmt, then the belclio, then the tijeras, then the 
ca6tllttt (honache), These are the principal beams. 

I From Spt~nith li}--.ciNOn. 
1 Only oM of maar llthowo in the llkettb. 
I Not ahown in the U:etc:h. 
t The IWIIe.liven in thia note are thole uted by the people who came on,in..Uy from Pixor, Ebtun aDd ocher Dtiahboriq -nu..._ 

It it appanmt that there arc local vvi1tion~ in these nama, e~~pecially in the rerm. for the lcMer pva of the boule. People from Suma 
&nd th010 Crom Yaxcaba Jive dil1'crcnt nama in 10me iatta~. The aew boule ceremony il eli~ em p. 1,.6.. 
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"Then you look for the uinciche, then you look for the hil, then you look for the vines 
(ak). When you find oome vines, you cut them and begin to scrape them to get off aU the 
little twigs. There io a vine called anicab which can be used dry, but the others can not 
be used dry. 

"The anicab ia used when it is dry by wetting it in water. The others can not bei they 
are breakable. They are only used green. 

uYou have to cut them in the middle and begin to tie them, 
"You begin to cut the palm leaves even if they are dry. You can dry them if they are 

not dry. You get up there and begin to put them in place. After tying them and covering 
the whole slope of the roof with palm leaves, you cover the top ridge with palm leaves. 
This is called pach-hol [this means thatching the ridge polej. After finishing aU this, you 
cut the 6ajmqut [colochej-these are the poles which are put so [vertical!, for the waDs. 
After getting together all the poles, you begin to put them in their places, fastening them 
with vine~. After thia, if you are very poor you make the door to the house with vines, 
which door we call in Maya x-macak, vine cover. That is the door of sticks and vine. And 
if you wish, you look for the very red earth and you mix it with za<lllt. Mostly you find red 
earth (chac kancab), where ants live. You can use the ant hiUs. You coUect the earth and 
wet it and you make the mixture for the plaster. After doing all this you can go to your 
house with a feeling of security. 

"StUct~b is a soft white stone which is found on top of the ground. It is used to make 
the walls of masonry houses. 

"The principal beams are of a wood which io called chacte. Y axek is another kind. 
It is a very hard wood. If the house burns, the beam~ do not bum. Oxcitinche is used for 
the forked posts (ocom); dzudzuc io also used. These four woods are the only ones which 
can be used for postl, becaqse other woods can not be put in the ground, as they don't last 
many yean, and when you put up a house, it is for your life. The pachna are mosdy of 
zac:-cuyziche which is used for upper beams which are not put in the ground. 

"Or else you look for another kind, iciche. In this house the belclio and thelijtrtu are 
of iciche. Moody those which are used above are of two or three oorto-zac.cuyziche, 
iciche, chactecoc, or chimtok. The uinciche are of elemuy, the hil is also of elemuy, or if 
not, we usc dzudzuc. n • 

The bouse-group includes lesser structures: commonly a fowlhouse (zooy) 
rectangular in form and made of slender poles driven into the ground and bound 
together with Iiana (Plate~). A similar structure (dJiqiUrO) may be built for the 
pigs. Most men keep their corn in the milpas, but in a few instances a granary 
(cliil),like that made in the fields, is built in the owner's yard (Plate ¥). 

The hollowed logs and tray-like gardens (caanche), elevated on poles to keep 
them from the pigs, are common adjuncts to the dwelling, and only less commonly 
a number of bee-hives (described on p. 48), covered with a roof of thatch, stand 
at the far end of the yard. 

DOMI!STJC EQUIPMENT 
(Plate .S.) 

The activities of the house center around the hearth, merely three stones, on 
which rests the pot or griddle. The hearth (koben) has given its name to the 
kitchen; the three stones that compose it bear no special names. Beside the hearth 
stands the Hnqullt~,' a low, round, wooden table (sometimes with a smaller circular 

1 Tokt .,, ..... ,._ ...... 
'NoMa, ..... ll-. 
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extension) on which the tortillas are patted out. Although the metal hand-mill is 
in general use, most families retain the metate for making the meal fine. A woman 
does not kneel when she grinds; she stands at the 6anco,1 a narrow sloping table 
cut from a large log, and having low walls on its long sides. On this table stand 
the metate (ca) and its tapering handstone (u-kab-ca, "hand of the metate"), and 
on it the meal collects as it is ground. The 6anco may be placed in the yard, where 
one invariably finds the 6atea,' an oval wooden tray, supported on four legs, on which 
clothes are washed (Plate 66). 

The calabash (luch) and the gourd (lee) are more important than the pot (cum). 
The ordinary vessel, made by cutting a globular gourd transversely, bears the 
generic name (lee). From this (except in houses where purchased china or metal
ware is used) one drinks and eats. When larger gourds are cut through from the 
stem-end, another sort of vessel (x-hau lee) results. Another gourd vessel, similar 
to the ordinary lee, but oval in outline, is huaz; perforated it serves as .a strainer 
(chachab). An oval gourd, with a small opening at the stem-end, and stood on end, 
is homa; this vessel is used in offering food ceremonially, and also in cupping. 
Large gourds of this shape are used to hold fresh tortillas (lec-i-uah). 

Small homa are used to hold balche in the ceremonies. The gourd that is 
constricted in the middle (chu) is especially prized; this is the water bottle of the 
Maya. Gourd vessels are suspended from circular carriers (cliuyub) made of rings 
of the bark of the habin tree, over which are wound strips of pano palm (xaan); 
into these strips designs are woven with dyed henequen fibers. 

Of pottery (Plate 56) the two forms in most frequent use are the ppul, a 
narrow-mouthed, wide-bodied jug in which women carry water from the cenote, 
and the kat, a large, wide-mouthed jar for the storage of water (and sometimes 
balche). The small shallow bowl (lac) is sometimes employed in daily use and is 
also used to hold offerings of food on the occasion of rezos (ritual Catholic prayers).' 
The incenseburner (ppulut) is a small, perforated vessel with an incurved rim, sup
ported on a spreading base. 1 

A narrow-mouthed jar, about I 5 inches high, is known as 6otijutla, or botix. 
It is made of a very heavy ware, different from that of other pottery vessels. Some 
are corrugated. It has a pointed bottom and will not stand on a surface. It is not 
bought nor made any more. People do not remember when it was possible to 
procure them, but a considerable number still exist and are used chiefly to store 
honey.' · 

There used to be also a Bat, wide, shallow bowl with an outcurved rim; t~e rim 
was notched, apparently, or dentate, and there were four small, evenly spaced 
holes in the rim. This vessel was known. as ocliz lac (or as kix lac?). It was used 
chiefly or solely to hold the cooked turkey carried to the house of the girl's parents 
on the occasion when the agreement for marri.age was solemnized. 

1 No Mara name in d. 
'On To/11 M•trtu alqer lize (about 6Uathel iza diameter) il ued b theiOUb ohbc adu.l.t dead. and a uuUcr A for the oS'eriap 

for the toWs or dead chil~n. 
I The 1hallow c:irculu Yald with. the dlarply iDCUI'YCd rim (•~C~II), uxd ia aome neirhborina: vlll.,a (u for c:P.mpk, Pilte), il aot 

Uled ia Chan Kom. 
• Dr. A. V. Kidder 1\IIICitl that the botix i1 a Spanilh olift or ail jar. 
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Baskets (Plate s<) fall into three classes. The xux is a basket about 2.0 inches 
high and 18 wide, made of dried vine stems woven over sets of live vertically placed 
pieces. This basket is used in harvesting corn, the ears are thrown into it and by it 
carried to the granary.' Xac is a shallow basket with a flaring rim, about 24 inches 
wide and 10 deep, made by means of the same technique as the foregoing, but of the 
stiff integument of the central rib of tlte mature palm frond. This basket is one of 
general household utility; it is used, for example, as a sewing basket. The third 
basket, baaz, is substantially the Mexican ptlata, and is made in various sizes, of 
strips torn from the palm fronds when they are still young and have not yet un
folded. The strips are plaited into a top and bottom that lit closely together, 
making two layers to this covcring-"clothes kept in it do not become damp." 

·"Peten" is the name given to a flat, circular tray, about 18 inches in diameter, 
made of bark of the hoi tree stretched over a withe bent in to a circle. This is 
suspended from the ceiling by three cords and on it food is kept from harm, or 
strips of meat are hung from it and dried over the lire (Plate 6a). 

Many of the standard articles of domestic equipment arc commercial products 
of iron. The griddle (xamach) is of iron, a commercial product. This and the 
metal pots (cum) now generally used for cooking, and the metal pails (dioy)' used 
in drawing water, apparendy bear the names of the old articles which they have 
displaced (Plate 6t). Knives and the machete (mazcab) are, of course, of iron. The 
wooden chocolate pot and beater is called by its Spanish name (balidor). 

Light is supplied by a -candle or by a simple metal lamp (quinqu•) in which 
kerosene is burned. Many homes have only the light from the hearth lire. 

Matchc& are in general use. Flint and steel arc known, but no longer used. 
Occasionally, when a man is away from the village, a lire is lighted with the lire
drill (haxab kak). A pointed stick of hard wood, either puc ak or chacah, is rotated 
with the palms of the hands in the stump of a dry squash stem until the heat ignites 
the tinder. 

Of the larger furniture, the hammock (kaan) deserves first mention. If the 
house is small and the family large, these may at night be swung across one another 

,at different levels. By day, the gesture of hospitality is to lower the hammock, tied 
up out of the way, for the guest to sit on. Practically all houses have one or more 
small benches (kanche), blocks of wood, 4 or 5 inches high, hollowed out beneath; 
and most have one or more small home-made tables; chairs arc less common. 
Shelves of poles at one end of the palm hut, or wooden gasoline boxes, serve to store 
artid~s; many people have metal-bound trunks, equipped with lock and key. 

FOOD AND COOKERY 

A considerable variety of dishes arc known and arc prepared occasionally, 
especially for fiestas, but the daily fare is very simple. Essentially, people live on 
maize cakes and maize gruel, together with chile as an essential condiment and a 
moderate quantity of beans. Quite as often as not the meal consists simply of 

1 Com~ the"' il oft1a m.uuNd in tmn.l of thl1 butte. '\11'1 canuuo." 
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boiled com meal made into toasted cakes (tortillas; uah) or prepared as a thin mush;, 
in some houses beans may not be cooked even if beans are available in abundance.' 
So far as meat enters into the diet, it is chieily the product of the hunt. The average; 
inhabitant eats venison, wild pig, or agouti about once a week. Beef is eate?\ 
perhaps two or three times a year; it is much preferred to game or wild fowl. Pork; 
is not esteemed and even when an occasional hog is slaughtered, the meat is not 
easily disposed of.1 Greenstulfs are eaten, not as vegetables, separately cooked~. 
but as flavorings and condiments. Much pains are taken in raising them in th~ 
little gardens, but the quantity consumed is small. Chile pepper is eaten at nearlyi 
every meal; the tortilla is dipped in the ground pod. Beans are regularly boiled irt 
epazote (Chenopodium). Tomatoes, cabbage and onions are frequently used, an& 
very small quantities of coriander and mint. ' 

Wheat flour is used only by the baker. When he bakes, people who can afford 
it buy his bread; most families eat wheat bread once in a while; it is not a regul~.· 
article of diet for anyone. Hardly any rice is eaten; of course rice, like wheat, i 
not produced locally. When in season, people eat the starchy tubers: cassava, ya 
jicama (chicam), sweet potatoes, and also the Lima bean (ib). Eggs are eaterJi 
not uncommonly; domestic fowl (hens, turkey) are festal foods only. 

Atole (corn gruel) is the usual morning beverage; cQffee is commonly taken inl 
the evening. Chocolate is drunk less often, but occasionally, especially on fiesta! 
days. It is beaten up in the wooden vessel with the wooden beater and sweetened! 
either with sugar or honey. Milk is not used.• Carbonated beverages are sold in.i 
the stores and occasionally drunk. Beer or spirituous liquors are not sold, and during' 
the present period very rarely drunk in Chan Kom.' Balche, the old ceremonia~ 
beer, fermented from the bark of the Lonchocarpus tree, is used in many of thJ 
non-Catholic ceremonies; it is not otherwise used. "Four pieces of bark, about a. 
footlong, are pounded with sticks and placed in a jar with two jfcar111 of water an<P 
a cup of honey. It is left three days and then tasted. If it is not good, more hone~ 
is added and it is allowed to stand till it comes out yellow, good." Corn beer is no~ 
made. · 

In the morning, on arising at dawn, most people drink a bowl of atole; bull 
some take coffee, or, less commonly, chocolate, with a few of yesterday's tortillalf 
toasted on the griddle. Fresh tortillas are made for the midday meal-generallyi 
taken an hour or so before noon__,.nd others are made in the late afternoon. I£ 
there are beans, or starchy tubers, they ar<; eaten at these meals. Later in "the' 
evening, before going to their hammocks, people drink coffee (sometimes cho,colate).: 
with bread, if there is bread or money to buy it. 

The maize which forms the basis of this simple fare, as it has formed th~t of 
all Mexican cookery for thousands of years, is (except for a few dishes) boiled· in 
lime to soften it. A little lime' is stirred into a little boiling water. Then the maiz<! 
is put in and cooked a few minutes and allowed to stand, usually over night. The! 

l DiU')', 1-'JI-JOI 241.8-JI, 
I DiU')', s-r6-J112-I,.._JO. Canned milk it IO!IlCtima: uaed. 
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grains so softened are then washed in several waters, until the water remains clear. 
The boiled corn, with the grains swollen and soft (ni,tamal; kuum), is not eaten 
as it is, but is ground on the metate. The resulting meal (masa; zacan) is made 
into tortillas (uah); these are patted out on pieces of banana leaf and cooked on the 
hot iron griddle. A half-eooked tortilla, laid for a moment in the ashes, expands 
into a crisp hollow breadstuff (opp). 

The simplest preparation of maize is zaca.• Shelled corn is cooked without 
lime and ground, and the resulting meal is made into balls. A little is stirred into 
water. Zaca is not part of secular cookery, but it is the form in which maize is 
customarily offered to non-Christian gods and spirits. 

For pozol<' (keyem) the meal is prepared as for tortillas, except that usually the 
grains are washed when half-eooked, and then cooked again in clear water until 
soft. The ground meal is carried by the laborer to his milpa; he mixes some of this 
dough with cold water and drinks the mixture. Pozole is a staple food when away 
from home; it is an occasional but not a usual part of the domestic cookery. 

A tole (za) is corn-meal gruel. It is usually made of the same meal of which 
tortillas are made; a little is dropped into boiling water and cooked about IS 
minutes. Salt is usually added, occasionally sugar or honey.' Other atoles, less 
commonly prepared, are made differently. Atole is sometimes made of maize put 
into cold water without lime and brought to a boil; this corn (chacbil-ixim) is then 
ground and made into a gruel. Another atole is made of cheche-ixim-raw corn 
ground just as it comes from the ear. These two varieties are regarded as beneficial 
for slight sicknesses. Still another variety is made from chambixim (chambel
ixim 1), corn uncooked but allowed to soak in water without lime for three days 
before grinding. Two kinds of atoles are made of new corn; these are seasonal 
dishes, very much relished.' For one of these, called iz ul, the fresh ripe corn is 
ground, mixed with water and cooked in a pot with sugar and salt. In making 
ahza, the fresh corn is broken with the hand stone on the metate, but not ground. 
It is then put into a pot and a little hot water added with salt, being stirred mean
while, then a little cold water is added and it is stirred again; when it bubbles it is 
taken off and allowed to stand till morning. Next day the liquid is squeezed from 
the grains by hand, the grains are then ground and after a little cold water has been 
added to the meal it is strained through a cloth; what remains is boiled into a 
porridge. Sugar is added, as well as the liquid previously squeezed from the grains 
and once more it is put on to cook until thick.' 

.Tamalts are made of a dough prepared from carefully washed and ground 
rrixtamal. This is strained and cooked till thick. Lard is mixed with this dough 
and bits of meat are put into it. Then square pats of this dough are laid in banana 
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leaves; kol, the broth from chicken boiled with seasonings, is poured over the pats 
of dough, then they are tied in the leaves and boiled for an hour or two. In Chan 
Kom, tamal.s fulfill a festal function that is secular rather than sacred. They are 
not made in connection with the pagan ceremonies, nor are they made for the 
nootnas; they have a limited use for birthday parties and for a few other occasions 
that are apparently not part of the older tradition.' 

One form in which maize is eaten does not require the preliminary softening of 
the grains in lime water. This is pinole (kah), a drink that not infrequently takes 
the place of atole or chocolate, especially on cold mornings or evenings. The maize 
is toasted on the griddle, cinnamon, aniseed, and often pepper are added, and the 
whole ground together to form the basis of a beverage boiled like coffee, or sometimes 
beaten like chocolate.' 

A drink known as x-taan1 chucua used to be made as a part of the gifts offered 
to a girl's parents when the agreement for marriage was solemnized.' Powdered 
cacao was beaten into water with a litde com meal, strained and mixed with 
tabasco pepper and cinnamon. · 

Maize is also made into a variety of sacred breadstuffs, prepared and consumed 
only as a part of non-Catholic ceremonies. Chief among these are the tuti-uah 
large breads made of the ordinary com meal combined with ground squash seed 
(zicil). These assume a great number of special shapes and sizes, each appropriate 
to a special ritual, and bear many special names.• After baking, these breads are 
mixed with the broth prepared from the consecrated turkeys and hens. 

Chachacuah is made on the fiesta of Todos Muertos, or on other festal occasions. 
The usual maize dough for tortillas is colored red with amotto, and large tortillas 
made of it are wrapped around boiled fowl. 

Beans are prepared for eating simply by boiling, with epazote to flavor them, 
until they are soft. Lima beans (ib) are usually ground to paste and mixed with 
ground squash seeds. A dish called toczel is made by putting cooked Lima beans 
and ground squash seeds together in a pot; two heated stones are dropped in and 
the beans thus dried, while they are stirred with a stick to keep them from burning.' 
So prepared they may be kept a week or more. 

Meat of all sorts is usually boiled. Zac hanal is the name given to boiled fowl 
as most commonly prepared: cooked with onion, garlic and saffron. Box hanal is 
made by boiling the fowl in a sauce made of the peppers known as x-nuc ic. Only 
those peppers are used that have fallen off the plant to the ground (known as ma-azte 
ic). The seeds are removed and the peppers toasted in a pot. Then tho)' are soaked 
for four days, the water being changed three times, and are ground in a meal to 
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which enough water is added to permit the fowl to be cooked in the mixture. 
Epazoll, onion and other condiments are added. Dzanchac is the name given to 
meat (of any sort) first cooked in the earth oven and then boiled with vegetables 
and seasonings; it is chechac when the meat is not first cooked in the earth oven. 
Venison and other meat are sometimes dried over the fire; often the peten1 is used 
for this purpose. 

The earth oven is one of three cooking techniques in use. (The others are boil
ing in the pot and toasting on the griddle.) It is used chiefly, but not quite entirely, 
in festal cookery. Preparation of the earth oven (pib tah) is an invariable part of 
the more important ceremonies. A rectangular pit is dug about a meter long, half 
as wide, and half as deep. Into it firewood is heaped and kindled and on the wood 
are placed pieces of stone. When the wood is burned out, the largest of the hot 
stones are removed and the smaller raked into an even floor. On these are placed 
grass and twigs and then the food to be cooked, wrapped in banana or bob leaves. 
Squashes, sweet potatoes, cassava, yam and jicama are cooked in the oven, occa
sionally meat, and often maize meal mixed with beans (buul-i-uah). Over the 
food leaves, usually muloch and yam, are placed, and the heat is sealed in with 
earth. It takes about an hour or an hour and a half for the food to cook.' 

CLOTHING 

On ordinary days a man wears short white trousers (culex) and a shirt (<ami
uta)~ the former is always home-made, the latter may be bought ready-made. 
Around the waist is wound 'a rectangle of cotton cloth, usually blue striped. This 
garment (d•lantal, or descriptively, baktan nok, "around-the-front-garment") is 
tucked in the short trousers and hangs loose to the knees like an apron. Some men 
wear cloth belts (<Htidor; kaxnak nok) made, by the women, of purchased cloth. 
The old loin cloth (uith) is not now worn in Chan Kom, but is still used by some 
old men in nearby villages. Of sandals (alpargatas; xanab) two sorts are recognized: 
tabil xanab, sewed sandals fastened with thongs or rope (Plate 7a) and babil xanab, 
which have leather thongs and are cobbled with nails. The former is made locally. 
Sandal ties are distinguished according to the direction in which the cords are 
• wound: noh hax ("twisted to the right") and dzic hax ("twisted to the left"). 
Noh-hax is preferred, because with cords so wound one may drive away a x-tabai 
(see p. 122). 

The straw hat (ppoc) is commonly a city-made article, but another kind 
(hithbil ppoc) is locally made by hand; strips of palm leaf being sewed together with 
henequen fiber. 

Women wear a skirt (pic) and the long loose blouse (huipil; ipil) (Plate 76); 
both garments are home-made of factory-made textiles. Much of the colored orna
ment on the huipil.s is now bought by the meter. But most of the women embroider, 
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table cloths and towels as well as huipiles, using commercial embroidery cotton. 
Cross-stitch (xocbil-ehuy, "counted stitch") is less commonly used than the ordinary 
embroidery. The curvilinear, floral designs are drawn free hand on the cloth. 1: 

The rellozos,1 of a great variety of colors, are bought in Valladolid, as are the 
soft-soled shoes worn for dancing. Small gold earrings (arelts; tup) are almos\ 
universal; married women of course wear their rings and gold chains on festail 
occasions. Some young women use a commercial scent. It is remembered that 
they made a perfume from a flower called pa yluch. Young women today sometimes 
fold their clothes away with the pods of the vanilla (zizbic) and of the zac-euyzilf. 
che; these impart a pleasant odor to the garments. ' 

HANDICRAFTS' 

No pottery is made in Chan Kom. Aside from the embroidery done by th~ 
women and the simple techniques used in the manufacture of baskets and gour~ 
carriers (Plate 7<) the only handicrafts practiced are those involving henequeit 
fiber. Several families grow patches of henequen in the village. The leaves are 
placed on an inclined board (pacche), locked in with a large peg, and the fiber il 
rubbed out with a slender stick (llurriqutlt; u kab pacche), triangular in oudin~ 
(Plate Sa). The fibers are dried and twisted into cord by rolling them on the 
thigh. Hammocks are made of these cords; also carrying-bags (sallucan; no Maya 
name). Many people make simple carrying straps (mecapal, taantab), which are 
used to support burdens, on top of which small children often ride, fastened 
securely with handkerchiefs. .. 

Not in Chan Kom itself, but in several of the neighboring rancherlas (notably 
Noh-kak) small quantities of cotton (tanam) are grown. The fiber is spun (kuc~ 
into thread by means of a spindle (pecheech) weighted with a wooden whorl cut 
integrally with the spindle-stick. The spindle-dish is an ordinary gourd vessel set 
in a base (lococ) of beeswax and weighted by the addition of two rows of the small 
fruits of the chac-molon-che, fastened around the rim with beeswax. The homespun 
thread is used principally for mending garments and for wicks for wax candleS. 
Weaving, on looms with back-straps, was common in'neighboring villages 75 year's 
ago, but is now entirely, or almost entirely, extinct. 

AGRICULTURE 

The agricultural cycle swings around the entire year; there is no season "..vhen 
some men are not engaged in their milpas; but the rhytlim is marked by four chief 
tasks: felling the bush, burning, planting and harvesting. :· 

Although the small amount of land legally owned, by village or by individual, 
in this part of the State (p. 64) leaVe$ plenty of unappropriated territory in which 
to make milpa, the choice of the site is not an easy matter. Some lands are more 
fertile than others and on some, it is believed, more rain is apt to fall. One may 
ask Divine assistance in making the choicei• one is certainly guided by practical 

I No Ma,.. name. 
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considerations of the convenience of the location and especially by the character 
of the soil. Yellow soil (kan luum) is not good for milpas; black soil (ck luum) is. 
Places where the trees arc large and abundant, particularly uaxin and kanpokolche 
arc selected. Especially where palms grow, the stony floor is apt to be better cov
ered with pockets of soil. These places arc "cacab"-"very good land,'' the agri
culturalist will say, with real enthusiasm. "But where the aloe (clielccm) grows, 
there the land is poor." This is "very thin red land" (hayam kan luum). 

When the site has been selected, the land to be cleared is measured' in mtcalts 
(kaan), each a square, 20 meters to a side.' The mtcalts arc measured with a stick, 
or with a picr.c of string.' The milptro takes a meter as the distance from the tip 
of his middle finger to the outer margin of his breastbone.• Around the contem
plated field a narrow little path is cut and a stone or a little heap of stones is placed 
to mark each mtcalt corner (xuuk). The milptra sights down these markers to make 
sure that they arc aligned. 

The bush is felled with the small steel ax used throughout Yucatan. Every
thing is cut down except a few of the largest trees; these are left "because a little 
shade is good for the growing corn in a time of drought, and because too much ash 
would result if they should be burned." Small growth is cut at the roots; larger 
trees a foot or two above ground. 

Most of the land around Chan Kom produces two harvests (in two successive 
years), a few good lands produce three successive crops, and a very few distant lands 
(as, for example, at X-Ceh-yaax) produce four harvests. Some poor lands yield 
only one harvest. The cor11.stalks left standing into the second year are called cana 
rosa (zakab). These, and whatever bush has sprung up again, must be cut (thaptar; 
pac zakab) and burned before the second sowing. Sometimes some of the larger 
trees left standing the first time are felled now. The first harvest (cliacben) is the 
best, the second harvest (zakab) is about three-fourths of the first, and the third 
(x-lak zakab) is about half of the first. After the one, two or three successive har
vests which the land allows, it must be left fallow for a number of years. This 
period of time is not fixed, but before maize is again planted there at least 7 years 
elapse, and if sugar-cane is to be planted at least twelve. Lands may be left 
fallow for greater periods; if left longer, the next harvest is greater. During the 

' first two or three years the idle milpa is called col zakab hubchc, but after the old 
stalks have fallen, it is simply hubche. Sometimes land is cleared in one year and 
not fired until the next (x-lak cliacben).' 

Usually a man clears oft' the second growth (pac; chaptar) from his old milpa, 
and also fells bush (cah col; tumbar) for a new milpa; so that his harvest each year 
come!! in part from cliacben and in part from zakab. 1 
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Most of the felling of the 9ush for new milpas takes place in the autumn and: 
early winter. At least three months is allowed to elapse before the milpa is burned.; 
This is a critical juncture, and one calling for the exercise of judgment by th.; 
agriculturalist. If he fires his milpa too soon, it may still be too green to burn 
properly; and if he waits too long, the rains may come and make necessary a secondl 
clearing of the land before it can be burned.' The burning usually begins early in! 
March, is at its height in April, and continues into the first part of May. The ad 
of kindling the milpa is partly ceremonial and is accompanied by propitiatory 
offerings (p. 134). The firing is usually done on a day when the wind is in the south! 
or east. Two or more men set the dry bush on fire; some run along the east side and! 
some along the south side, pausing at intervals to kindle the field with a torch, andt 
whistling for the winds to come (Plate 8b). This torch (tahche) is a pole of catzim! 
wood, about 4 feet long and much split at the end with a machete. ·· 

As there are cattle in the bush, a man usually fences (zupp) his milpa. He doesl 
this by setting forked poles upright along the margins of his field and felling the, 
standing brush so that the boughs are held in these forks. SometimeS these smal~ 
trees are cut only half through; therefore when the rains come, the leaves againj 
come out and make the fence more difficult to penetrate. The stone wall (cot) is' 
largely reserved for yards and lots in the village, where more permanent fences ar~ 
needed. 

The sowing begins with the rains, in the latter part of May or in the first day .. 1 
of June. Occasionally a man plants his com in the dry ground before the first rainf 
has softened the earth. Planting is done with the aid of a pointed stick, about s', 
feet long. The stick (xu!), which is not fire-hardened, is nowadays almost invariablrl 
equipped with an iron point, but if such be lacking a man may use a sharpened stick! 
of catzim wood, stopping from time to time to give it a new point with his machete.' 
With this stick small holes, about 3 inches deep, are driven in the ground. The' 
holes are more or less regularly spaced, but are rarely in rows, and are about a' 
meter apart-a little more for x-nuc-nal, a little less for x-thup-nal. The s-eed-! 
grain is carried in a fiber-bag (sabucan) swung over the shoulder. Into each hol1 
four to six grains of com are tossed. In addition, an indefinite number of squas~ 
and of bean (or ib) seeds may go into each hole, for it is customary to mix squash~ 
or squash and one of the beans, with the maize kernels before beginning the sowing.\ 
The seed com is taken from the harvest of the preceding year. Some of the largest, 
ears are selected for the purpose, and the small grains at the ends of the ear are not1 
used. 

After the seed is once planted, no practical care is taken of the growing maize 
except that the second growth is once cleared off (pac) with a small hooke\:1 knife 
called loob.' This clearing has to be.done early if much time has elapsed between; 
the burning and the sowing, for in that case, even though the rains have not" r.et 
come, the second growth sprouts again before the maize has secured a start. I~ 
the wild animals are causing much damage in the fields, remedial steps may be taken,i 

1 !ke Diur, p. l37· It i• in •ttempt to IOlwe thi• prab1cm tMt the calcndrit.J di'l'iu.Uoa kAawn u xoc: kin ia ual. 
I "Lob, rah. t; ~u Ia milpe. 'f limpiu cami- coa .q,w:l ~ que ~ teau ua hicm1 ea. I• pu.nca." Motul Di«iOIW'l'. 
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either by practical action1 or by asking the guardian spirits of the milpas to make 
their protection more effective (p. 134). 

When the cars are ripe, in October or November, most agriculturalists, but not 
all, bend over (doblar; uadz) the stalks, without breaking them, making the ends of 
the ears point downward so that the birds will find it more difficult to eat the grains. 
But the stalks must not be bent so low that the terrestrial animals can easily pull down 
the ears. At this time some men cut a clear space around the milpa, so that the 
animals will be more reluctant to enter the milpa from the bush, and that the owner, 
carrying his gun, may reach the milpa without being heard by marauding animals. 

When once the maize is ripe and dry, there is no great hurry about removing 
the ears from the stalks. The harvest (piua; hoch) begins in November and 
continues during the next months, as convenience dictates. In fact, the maize 
keeps better if left for a while on the stalks to dry thoroughly; and March, when 
no rain falls, is the most favorable month for harvesting x-nuc-nal. In Chan Kom 
the ears are usually taken from the stalks with the husks (holoch) still on (hek che) 
and are stored in this form (ina), standing upright in rectangular storage-houses 
(cllil) (Plate 4(). The ears are set close together so that the animals and insects 
can reach easily only the outer ears. From time to time, as the needs of the house
hold dictate, the owner goes to the field to get maize, bringing it in on horse or burro 
in bags, or on his own shoulders in bag or basket (xux; cantzslro). Rarely in Chan 
Kom, but commonly in some of the towns in the region, the corn is taken from the 
husks as it is harvested (hetz dzil), and the kernels then and there removed from 
the ear. The husks are cu,.t open with a sharpened stick or a pointed instrument 
made of a deer's antler or a deer's tibia. The grains are knocked from the ears 
(ppuch) by placing them in elevated racks (caanche) and hitting them with sticks. 
The same ia done on a smaller scale in the house by using a hammock, or a basket. 
In this case the harvest is brought to the village in the form of grain and is stored 
in round thatched granaries (cfiil) in the house. ·When only the stalks are left in 
the field, cattle may be let in to feed. 

Corn is grown by everyone, and only a minority grow anything else. Most 
commonly a white variety (zac ixim)' is grown, but a yellow maize (kan ixim) is 
not uncommon; the white variety is sometimes preferred for local consumption and 
is more easily sold. Less common and less favored varieties are cfiob, a kind with 
purple and white kernels, and an all-red variety, chac cliob. The preferred w.hite 
variety requires a better soil than the yellow; the latter gets along with less moisture. 
The yellow and the white differ in flavor; the little grown colored varieties taste 
like the white. Both yellow com and white occur in early and late varieties, but 
most' of the early corn is of the yellow variety. Early corn (x-thup-nal, or mehen
nal) yields its harvest in from to to 15 weeks; late corn (x-nuc-nal) requires up to 
four and a half months. X-thup-nal produces small ears and if watered may be 
arown in small quantities in the yards at any time of year; but it requires good soil.' 

IS.. Dl...,., p. t66., 
I TIM wwd lUll! it tilt .. ..,.] ....S ror «<l'ff, wMft 1pnki111 el it U I product (w tbe •arkn: blat whea it ia .-.be clu .,_u. 

I• tlllr Molp&. 1Mi ahrl)'ll Ul "Nal Pft""- il g..-,.... Ia u ,....._ . 
1 S.. p. •n 1or tlw ""--ramc- .. .,._ tllle piaAb• al•·dlu~ 
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Of the other crops, squash and beans are most often sown. Squash is planted 
with and among the corn. The common squash (kum) contains the small soft 
seeds (mehen zicil) that are ground to form a flavoring for aloft and for the cere
mpnial breads (tuti-uah). Another not quite so common squash is white with yellow
ish stripes; this contains the large seeds (topp) that are soaked and peeled to be 
used in making a sweet, or that are toasted on the griddle and eaten as zicil topp •. 

Chile peppers are generally grown in the milpa, in separate patches. Varieties 
are zucure ic (escurre)-a small hot pepper occurring in both green and white 
varieties-x-kat ic, pico paloma, and ha!Janero (which are all hot peppers), x-tza, 
and zac ic, also max ic, which occurs in a large and in a small variety. Some o( 
the peppers, especially ha!Janero and x-kat ic, are grown in the house yards. 

Various kinds of beans are planted with the corn. The common black bean 
may be descriptively referred to as x.col-i-buul ("milpa bean"). Instead of this, 
one may plant the Lima bean (ib), or a bean called peron (tsptl6n), or a quick
maturing bean called mehen buul. Another kind, tzama, is grown in separate 
fields, apart from the corn; it matures in August. · 

Of the root and tuber crops, the commonest are jicama (xicam) and sweet 
potatoes (camo/ts; iz). Four kinds of camotes are recognized: white (zac iz), purple 
(morado iz), yellow (x-ya iz) and an uncommon variety called chacal-haaz. Some 
men grow yams (varieties are buc maca! and cucut maca!) and some cassava 
(cliin). The root crops are planted separately, although occasionally jicama is 
planted with the corn. 

A very few of the men of Chan Kom grow sugar cane; some years ago more 
was grown than at present. In recent years' one or two grow tobacco (kutz), the 
leaves being dried in the houses. A few have also added the castor.oil bush.' 
Pineapple (piila)', on the other hand, is a crop that enjoys a waning popularity.' 
In earlier years planting of pineapples in the milpas was not uncommon, but that 
is rare now, although several men have pineapple patches in the village. Occasion-. 
ally an agriculturalist plants peanuts,' out in the milpa; a few men grow water-, 
melons (sandia)', and one or two grow lentils (lentejas).' Henequen (ci) is grown 
by a few in empty lots in the village, and most people have a few growing gourd, 
vines (lee). 

Chay (chaya) is grown, by a very few. in corners of the yards, but other vege-1 
tables and condiments are grown in specially prepared gardens. Formerly (and 
characteristically in Maya villages) these gardens were planted in the split halves of. 
hollow logs, raised from the ground on poles (Plate 8c); but this device (caanche)' 
tends now to be supplanted by gardens made on the ground, because increasing care 
is being taken to wall the yards so that the pigs may not get in. For these gardens 
the earth must be collected. In them are planted onions, coriander, epazott (Cheno-' 
podium), cabbage, tomatoes, mint and balm.gentle. In succeeding years the sliJ!le 
garden is planted again; only a little fresh black earth being put on top. 

I The wgaticm to add tob&cco to the crop1 carne &om a mu. of Y at'aha. See DiiU'J'. 
I No Ma7a name. 
1 Thc Sp&nlah (Nahuatl) word uu~,.. iJ UICd; the term ll.-caliz cacao i. rtmell1bcml. but aot .--DJ Qed. 
• No MaTt' name. 
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Much attention is given to fruit trees; seedlings are cared for and transplanted, 
and grafting is understood and practiced. Papayas (put) are the commonest; these 
are easily grown and nearly every yard contains a few. Oranges (pakal), both sour 
(meek) and sweet (cl'iuhuc pakal), limes,• and grapefruit' are not uncommon, and 
there are also several kinds of bananas (haaz), custard apples (two varieties: chac 
op and yaax op), guavas (pichi), pomegranates,• guanabanas (pox), hog plums 
(abal)-of which there are three varieties: tuxilo abal, kan aha! and tuzpana abal
chirimoyas (pox), soursops (tzutzulpox) and guayos (uayam).' 

CATILI! AND POULTRY 

The techniques employed in the care of cattle and poultry are simple, few and 
familiar. Hogs and cattle are acquired as investments, not as sources of food 
(p. sS); COWS are not milked,' and cattle not often butchered. Most people own 
hogs, but they are given no care whatever. Cattle are allowed to roam at will in 
the bush. Milpa owners fence their fields to keep them out, and not infrequently 
they stray off and are lost. During the dry season they are watered at the cenote; 
during the wet season, when water is available in the bush, they are often not seen 
for weeks or even months. Occasionally cattle are rounded up, abrasions are treated 
with creolin, and the increase branded with purchased branding irons. Gelding 
is rarely done.• 

Every family raises chickens. Each household owns, on an average, thirty 
hens. The meat is a favorite festal food and the eggs are ready currency. Chickens 
are fed small quantities of maize, and at night are shut in the small fowlpens away 
from carnivores and blood-Sucking bats. There is little knowledge, either magical 
or rational, as to their care. When they fall sick during the hot season, the fowl 
are bathed in an infusion of chacah leaves, or are given this to drink. At long inter
vals the poultry suffer from an epizootic known as x-cim-caxil ("fowl's death") 
for which no remedy is known. 

Setting hens are established in a corner of the dwelling on nests fashioned of 
banana bark or palmleaf. The chicks are fed on meal or ground tortilla. Caponizing 
is practiced; the wound is sewed with thread and on it ashes are rubbed. "Then one puts 
a little salt on the bird's beak; otherwise it would not fatten properly." Pugnacious 
cockerels are discouraged from fighting by a feather thrust through their nostrils. 

Turkeys are kept in smaller numbers; being hard to raise, they are unpopular. 
But they are essential as sacred offerings and festal food. Ducks are kept by a very 
few; their meat is not relished and their eggs are not accepted in the store. 

'No M&,.IUitllt. 
I Ol allth-lruit trwa, nadft and lnbOd~. JIIIJII.l'l it tha OhCI abolu •hich d111ttr m&aJ mqiW bclicfa and practice&. Ma.t ol the 
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HUNTING 

Hunting (Plate 9a) is usually a cooperative enterprise (ppuh ceh). One man 
engages the interest of a few others; he sometimes whistles as a signal, and any others 
who wish to do so join the group. When they have reached a likely region, they 
surround a tract of land (often a grassy place where a village stood-lab-eah) and 
boys, or men who lack guns (ppuhob), drive the game forward on one side of the 
enclosed square toward the armed men (pah ppuhob) waiting on the side away 
from the wind. Dogs accompany the hunters, following game driven to earth, or 
pursuing deer. If a deer or wild boar is killed, the man who shoots it receives one 
leg, the hide, the head, the belly and the liver;' the remaining meat is equally divided! 
among other members of the party. In the case of other game, including birds, the sue~ 
cessful hunter receives all the kill, but commonly offers cooked morsels to the others.! 

Sometimes a man goes alone to hunt. Then he usually lies in wait at a wate~ 
hole, or at a x-mabche tree, the fallen fruit of which is much eaten by deer. In thd 
season when the young deer are born, some men imitate the call of the fawn by the 
use of a wooden whistle or by making the sound through their noses. Occasionall~ 
a man hunts at night, using a carbide head lamp. The watch-towers used in partsi 
of Yucatan are seldom employed in Chan Kom. Birds are trapped with several 
sorts of nooses, baited with corn. 

Aside from the deer (ceh) and peccary (citam), other animals hunted and 
eaten are Mexican agouti (haleb), wild turkey (cutz)," Yucatan tinamou (nom), 
spotted agouti (tzub), squirrel (cuuc), piso/t (chic), gopher (ba), quail or grouse 
(becli), curassow (kambul), the white-winged dove (zac pacal), chachalaca (bach), 
the cox, the white-fronted dove (tzutzuy), the red-billed pigeon, (x-eucutcib) and 
the chibilub. 

The single-barreled shotgun is the only weapon used; blowguns or bows are 
not employed. 

BEES AND BEE-KEEPING 

Most of the men of the village keep bees. The hive is a hollowed section cut 
from a tree known as yaxnic, from so to 6o centimeters in length and from 20 to 25 
centimeters in diameter. The ends are closed with circular stoppers of wood, held 
in place with dried mud. A small entrance hole is made in the center of a small 
square or circular depression cut in the center of the side of the hive; over the en
trance hole a small cross is cut.S 

A number of such hives, in some cases as many as several score are groUPed 
together on racks built of poles (Plate 90). ·Two such racks are inclined sou 'to 
support one another, and over them is built 'a palm-thatched shelter, mad.e much 
as dwellings are, but without walls. Commonly a wooden cross is laid on top of th~ 
racks. These racks are set up in a corn.er of the house-lot, usually distant from th<i 
house. They are not put in the maize fields, nor anywhere outside of the villages.' 
In almost every case they are set" running e3.st and west. 1 

1 n- puu ue 6rat offtml. to the supematural protectors of the d.;a (p. 117), 
I 'To show the bees where the door is." 'Tolin good luck to the hive." 'To show whith it risht tide up when you move the hi'l'c." 
I Thcyaay that in this polition the hlva arc 1- likely to ~t wet when it raina. It may be that there wu ori!PnaU)' - idea ol 

oricotati1111. with rapa:t to the points ol the compul; sw:h idea. ue stiU rather ltrOIII in the ..w.ious symboliam. 
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The honey is taken from the hives four times a year: in March, April, May 
and November. Both stoppers are removed, and about one-third of the accumu
lated comb removed from each end (Plate 9c). Beyond this, no practical attention 
is given to the hives. As the colonies increase, the owner transfers some bees to a 
new and empty hive. 

The honey is strained into ajar through a perforated wooden disk (cliicliipche). 
Honey is principally used to sweeten a/ole (corn gruel) and chocolate, to eat with yams 
and sweet potatoes, and to make balche, and It is occasionally used in making candy 
of squash rind. However, as a sweetener, honey is now in large part displaced 
by cane sugar, though much is still so used, and for balche it is essential. Honey 
is regarded as a food suitable for the sick; it is given to mothers after childbirth. 

The wax is clarified by melting it and putting it in cold water, when the good 
wax comes to the top. Beeswax is chiefly used in making ceremonial candles.' 
Wax candles are made just as are those of paraffin; about fifty wicks are suspended 
from a horizontal wooden ring and as this is revolved melted wax is poured over 
the wicks until the desired diameter is obtained. Wax candles are used (along with 
paraffin candles) for novenas. Black wax candles are sometimes burned at the 
funerals of adult dead and at that part of the All Souls' Day ceremonies when the 
adult dead are commemorated. 

Beeswax is accredited a slightly supernatural character. Figures are made of 
it, in black magic, and there is a belief that children who play with it become 
somnambulists. 

The bees that occupy she hives just described are known as colelcab ("lady 
bee").' They furnish almost all of the honey and wax consumed. Occasionally 
swarms of these go off into the bush, but essentially this is a domesticated insect, 
living for generations under human care. A man wishing to begin keeping bees, 
secures some from the hive of a neighbor, not from the bush. There are, however, 
a number of wild, honey-producing hymenoptera that are known and utilized by 
the Maya. Five varieties have been mentioned in Chan Kom: kantzac, xik, ehol, 
yaxich and niitcab; the quoted accounts given below describe some of their charac
teristics.' Apparently the kantzac is the only kind that stings. The first four build 
their combs in natural cavities, trees usually, but also in caves in the case of ehol 

'and yaxich. Niitcab builds a mud house in the branches of trees. 
The honey of all of these insects is taken and used, when found in the bush. 

Occasionally, moreover, a man will put some of any of the first four kinds into a 
hive, such as he uses for the domesticated bee, and hang the hive under the palm
leaf eaves of his house. He never puts the wild bees on the racks with the domesti
cated' bees, and such hives of wild bees apparently do not multiply or become of 
real importance. 

11The kantzac is yellow; these bees make a noise when they go in and out. The xic is 
&mall; their houses arc very fine, as if of silk. These don't make much commotion; just 

1 Wu ~tndl.. thl tither ywll.,. or biKk. Some hh•• produce wu of1 dubr color than cloa~hm.. Somttimtt ycUow wu it dart· 
tatd by .Jiowrntlt t1:1 b\ltll abahtlr. 

I Mftr,.,./•hii'N Quer, . 
I h will bt ftDttd that tht llCWI.Ihb ..-nt OJit IPJIWU!t inconaiii'UICJI U lO wMthw the .tid boMJ ia boilccl. 
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one goes out, in a minute another goes out, another comes back, so. You have to look 
pretty carefully for the hole. They are black, and their wingo-just a little bit of their 
wingo-are white. But they are richer than the kan1:2ac. Sometimes of the kant2ae almost 
the majority are lazy; but almost aU of the xic have honey. If you get a hundred of the 
kan1:2ac houses, in half of them there is no honey except just a little; but the xic make as 
much as three meters of honey in the tree. But among the kantzac there are many whd 

1 

just want to be there inside their hives. The xic don't sting, or it isn't much, their sting'j 
it doesn't hurt. When you take the honey from the kan1:2ae, many of them have to die.' 

"The ehol has wings that are half yeDow and black; aU of them work; it is richer than the 
xic, just like the hives of the house.' The honey of aU these bees is good; you don't have~, 
boil it. Yaxich is a different kind; their houses are very fine, and their honey is very d 
licious; it has no bad taste. They are very small like gnats; they don't give much hone ) 
only one bottle. The kan1:2ac gives up to five bottles, the ehol up to two bottles. Th1 
yaxich have green eyes. Ehol and yaxich sometimes make their little houses in caves or i_, 
trees; the others only in trees. Niitcab is another kind; they are very fine. They are alsto 
eaUed limoncab, because they smeu like limes. They don't make much honey, and beside! 
it isn't good honey. These bees are very intelligent; when one is breaking open their house, 
immediately they go into the room where the honey is and they put a little of their sali<1 
on it, or they urinate on it, and so give it a bad flavor. To fool them, the man must first 
urinate on the tree, then he will take out good honey; that is the secret." 1 I 

"The beehives placed together we caD cab. Bees of the house can not be obtaine<( 
they can only be bought.• You look for certain kinds of wood which have a hole insidc:l 
You cut the wood, so, in pieces. After cutting it in pieces, you clean it very well. Wheal 
at the time of cutting the honey combs (casiTa; puzcab) yon get hold of the young bee!j 
quite little ones, you put them into a beehive, without anything in it, and you shake in~ 
it a few of the big ones. When you have succeeded in getting one hive of bees by doing this; 
you may from time to time succeed in getting another one. When the beehives, which ha1 
bees inside, are opened, you shake in the little ones. 't 

"In taking out the honey, you should not remove aU the honey that the hive holds 
"The house bees do not sting, but there is a kind in the bush, caUed kant2ac, whicl 

do sting. There are three other kinds of wild bees, which do not sting: ehol, xic and yaxich. 
The yaxich is very tiny, it has green eyes. Wild honey is a little sour. You take it out, so, 
and put it on the fire to boil. After boiling it weD, this gets rid of aU the sourness. Yon 
keep on taking off the foam, and there remains a honey like the honey of the house beOSj 
which is not boiled. The house bees are caUed colelcab. I 

11You put all the wax together, melt it, the wax comes out very fi.n~ you put it in cold 
water, and then take out the true wall. The wax which is no good stays underneath. It 
comes out very, very yellow. You take it out, and throw away the remains. You taki 
some wicks and make candles. They are uKd for the santos, to have novenas." 1 ~ 

The domesticated bees and the hives they occupy enter prominently into the 
religious beliefs and practices. Bees are handled with some circumspection.;, id 
removing the honey, care is taken not to injure or kill any of the insects. If a bee 
becomes honey-soaked, it is dried and freed; if one is killed, it is buried in·a bit of 
leaf. This is because the bees are under the protection of certain deities, who watch 
over them and become angered if their wards are not treated properly (p. I ~6). 

I That ia, OM tiiJ. tJw:a, btuthiq them from h.ce and anna. 
&/. 1. the domaticated bea. 
• Told bJ a man bt Ch.n Kom. 
•1. '· :roa buy them from JOW' Ddt:hbor, 7011 cannot &d them iD. cba b..&. 
1 Told by a ml.b of Pit~ 
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ECONOMICS 

The ways of life, both practical and religious, rest upon the growing of maize. 
Maize is the people's food, their work and their prayer-it fills the days and the talk. 

But the value of the harvest is fixed not merely by the immediate food needs of 
the village. Twice as much maize must be grown as the population will consume; 
half is converted, in the towns, into other goods. People take the road to the mar
ket, as well as the road to the milpa. As maize is regularly sold that other goods 
may be bought, maize becomes a measure of other values; goods and labor are sold 
in terms of maize; it is like money. But the value of maize is fixed outside of Chan 
Kom, in remote markets of the towns and city. To changes in this market price 
everyone in Chan Kom is attentive. "What is maize worth I" is one of the first 
questions asked of a man returning from Valladolid. If the price goes up, so do the 
spirits of the people. If it goes down, the traveling merchants sell little in Chan 
Kom, local economic enterprise languishes, the scheduled fiesta is canceled or a 
more modest program of entertainment is substituted. 

Moreover, the price of maize inftuences the extent of agricultural activity. AU 
men grow maize; to abandon one's milpa is to forsake the very roots of life; 
tradition and religion conspire with economic necessity to make agriculture inevi
table. But just how much maize is grown depends not merely on the local needs, 
but on the worth of corn in the city market. When the price of maize is low, people 
do not sell their surplus corn, and as it is not customary to accumulate maize re
serves additional to what is needed for the current year, the agriculturalist reduces 
the size of his field, or even does not sow at all, but lives on what is left in his 
granary from the previous year. 

QUANTITY OP MAIZB PRODUCTION 

Table 3 (p. 53) shows the amount of land planted' by fifty-four agriculturalists 
of Chan Kom during two successive years, 1930 and I9JI, and the amount of maize 
and of other crops harvested from each tract in I9JI. Data for the table were 
secured from the men themselves in the course of general meetings at which the 
matter was discussed and attempts made to eliminate errors. The table is probably 
very nearly correct. In Chan Kom a man does not count the hours of his day, or the 
years of his life, but he does count the units of his fields and the loads of his harvest. 
Furthermore these quantities are much talked about and tend to be notorious. 

The table includes information as to the fields and crops of all of the agri
culturalists in Chan Kom who "made milpa" in these two years. For five or six 
men the data were not actually secured; the table has been completed by assigning 
to them average amounts for the period. 

1 h.ch:adl11 '-udl l.w. -11 clMNd uul t'-e dlaNd ia • PNYiou ,_. ud. ....t fer • _ .. • a third. tim. 
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In 1930 every man and grown boy in the village, except one, planted and har
vested corn. In 1931 the amountofland planted diminished by almost one-third, and 
live men did not make milpa at all. This was because the price of corn fell after the' 
harvest of 1930;1 therefore the people did not sell their surplus corn, and so reduced 
the amount of planting for the following year. Four of the men who did not plan~ 
at all lived on their accumulated stores of maize; and one man hired himself out t<l) 
his neighbors. Another, the mason, earned enough money at his trade to make it 
possible to reduce his field to twelve mecates--a very small size. 

The unit of land measure is the mecate (about one twenty-fifth of a hectare~ 
see p. 43). The unit of harvest is a volume measure of shelled maize, the cargd 
(about 42 kilos or 12 almudes). The average milpa size in 1930 was 71 mecate~~ 
in 1931 it was 61 mecates. In 1930 twe-thirds of the milpas were from 30 to bd 
mecatts in area; eight were over 100 mecalts, and one was 700 mecatts. The owner 
of this last large tract had, of course, to hire help to fell bush, plant and harvestJ 
Such large scale production is very unusual. . ' 

The total harvest (2962 cargiZS) indicated in the table for the year 1931 do.,J 
not represent quite the total yield from the land planted the previous year, becausd' 
there are always a few tracts, or parts of tracts, that are not harvested in the year' 
when the corn ripens; the owner simply leaves the ears on their stalks and harves~ 
them the following season. This in part accounts for the fact that the apparen~ 
average yield per mecate indicated by the table is o.8 carga, although people think illj 
terms of an expected average yield of a rarga from each mecate. Another reason fof 
the lower indicated yield lies in the fact that some of the land planted had also been; 
planted the previous year, and on such lands the yield is low (see p. 43). Th~ 
lowest yield reported was o.s carga to a mecate, the highest, 1.4 carga. The averagej 
yield for each agriculturalist was 57 rargas. The small milpas have a somewhat! 
larger yield, in proportion to area, than the large ones. If 42 kilos are allowed to'. 
each carga, 498 kilos of corn were realized for each man, woman and child in Chari 
Kom. l 

It will be noticed that while almost every man planted maize, only 9 are re-l 
ported as planting beans; J, sweet potatoes; 14, jicamt~.~; 12., squashes; and 5, chili" 
peppers.• The people who do not plant these minor crops buy the commodity from 
their neighbors who· do. ' 

THI! MAN·LAND RATIO 

Ordinarily a man plants for a second tiitte land cleared and planted the y~~r 
before, and he also fells bush and plants in a new milpa. The second crop. on the• 
same land is about three-fourths of the first, and the third crop (if there is one) is 
about one-half. Figures were not obtained as to what proportion of the land under 
cultivation during these two years (1930 and 1931) was cleared in the same year' in, 
which it was planted, and what proportion was being sowed for a second or even 
third successive year. From statements made, however, it is probable that a small( 

I Mai~e may be worth ulittle u one pet0 a t.up, ud 10methnea riae. to eitht or nine pac11. 

1 Other minor aopr-yam1, lentil.. IUJU' cane, tobacco-arc nat Biven in the c.bJe. 
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minority of lands are sowed only once and a similar, or perhaps slightly larger, 
minority are sowed for three successive years. In other words, land cultivated by 
the people of Chan Kom is, on the average, planted z successive years. It is then 
left for 7 years before being again reduced to cultivation. If this estimate be 
adopted, it follows that each year, for each of the zso inhabitants of Chan Kom, 
about 6 mecates of land are cleared anew, and about JZ sown; and that about +2 
mecates of tillable land must always be available for each inhabitant, at the stan
dard of living and with the techniques of maintenance now prevailing. 

OTHER FOOD PRODUCTION 

Production of consumable goods other than maize plays a relatively small part 
in the local economy. About a dozen men own cattle, but during a year and a half 
only two or three steers were sold outside the village and as many were slaughtered 
for food. Poultry are raised by aU the families. The flesh of fowl is consumed 
largely ·on festal occasions. Some eggs arc eaten locally, but many are sold out of 
the community. The yield of fruit trees is consumed locally. The proceeds of the 
hunt and the products of the small vegetable and condiment gardens contribute 
small quotas to the total production. 

FIREWOOD AND BUILDING MATERIALS 

Firewood is available in the immediate neighborhood of the village. Two or 
three hours of work every two days suffice to supply an ordinary household. It is 
often the boys of the family who perform this task. The bush also supplies building 
materials; labor is the only expenditure, but this is a heavy one. 

The building of a house of poles and thatch requires several kinds of wood 
{p. 35), a certain variety of palm leaf for thatching, red clay for the walls, and a 
little lime for whitewash. The hard wood used for the corner posts (horcones) and 
for the two transverse beams (balo) that support the walls is obtainable not nearer 
than +or 5 kilometers from the village. To secure the proper palm leaves for the 
roof, a man must go about as far; one man, on the aver~e, cuts and carries about a 
hundred leaves a day. The materials for the other parts are nearer at hand. Small 
trees are close by, and the red clay (pahluum) can be obtained almost anywhere. 

The following is an estimate of the number of man-days required to build a 
house of this type. In fact, such houses are built by groups of men working together, 
either by customary cooperative labor, or (i!J recent years) for hire. . , 

No. olda,.. 
Cutting and hauling the six principal posts and beams. . . 6 
CuttiniJ and hauling the other poles and vines. . . . . . . . S 
Collecting 4000 palm leaves. : : . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Constructing the framework........................ 20 
Thatching ........ ,,.,, ........ : .. ,,,,............ 10 
Covering the walls with clay, . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Making the doors. • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 

Total.................................... 86 
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A house of rubble masonry (mamposltrla), such as people are building in Chan 
Kom nowadays, is much more of an undertaking. There is more large lumber 
(about 22 beams are needed to support the flat rooO; it is necessary to haul de
composed limestone (Sasca6) and to burn limestone to make lime for the mor
tar; and the actual mason's work, in breaking up limestone and setting it in the 
mortar to form the walls, is slow and laborious; one average lime-burning supplies 
iust about enough lime for such a house. The lime-burning is made on the out
skirts of the village where plenty of suitable firewood may be found' (Plate Ioa), 
and after the lime is burned it must be carried to the village. One man can carry 
ten cargas of lime a day; for every carga of lime two of sasca6 are needed. At the 
present time three pits (sasca6eras) are in use, each about one kilometer from the 
village. A man can dig and carryon his back seven cargas a day; if he uses a donkey, 
the rate of production is somewhat increased. 

There follows an estimate' of the number of man-days required to build a 
masonry house consisting of one rectangular room 7 meters long, S wide and 6 high, 
with walls one-half a meter thick. 

No. o( man.dafl 

PrcparatiC~~J:i~:f.~. ~~ .~~~~~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Breaking limestone.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Preparation of lime-burning................ 1 
Haul ins lime. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.5 

S•seU: 
Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 40 

Diggihg out 500 earg;u of StUtllb and hauling 
to the place of building. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. 72 

Building: 
Cutting and preparing beam1 (one each day),.. 22. 
Work Of mason ........................... 215 
Carpenter work (roof, doora). . . . . . • • . . • . . . • 30 

Total. ......••..•......•..•.•...•.. 267 
Grand Total.................. • ..•• 379 

PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION GROUPS 

In the very large majority of instances, land is cleared, planted and harvested 
by a man on his own account (with or without help secured by hire or work
exchange) and the maize utilized by his immediate household group. This group, 
as will be seen in the discussion in another chapter (page 8g), consists in most cases 
of a man, his wife and his children. This is the normal pattern. A woman must 
have a man to "make milpa" for her. In Chan Kom one or two widows are sup
ported by the agricultural activities of half-grown or grown sons. If a boy marries 
and his widowed mother has not re-married, she usually continues to live with him 
and to receive his support. In three Chan Kom households there is not now, or 

IS.. 1he -111 ol Um.-bumlftl method. wul ol llnMOn'f whalq..., ol ..-M.r Mar-. br Earl R. Morn.. nt 7'_,. "1M 
IY.n-, C--.i• h"t. Wu.h. 1\ib. No. 4(16. wool. I, p. 110 ff, I9JI. 

• Thb •1111\1" •n arri.-.d at b, ob.m.111 tht conatNC:tioa of a -..olthle -r: 011. .JUdklow-IDU- wcn _,..,.. r.t ~oqa 
tiiMI, ud. rword1111 th• li"'• e.peat b1 -.h 01t d-. Yarioa acb'fili• 0.. mu did all ct. • ._., w.d. widt. tba .-.lUCII ola boy, 
Ia nro-thilda. ol thl a~n~ .. u .. aUow.d ,_OM ... ~ .-., 
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was not in years just past, even a half-grown boy to make milpa. In two of these 
cases the widows were left enough money by their husbands to enable them to hire 
men ~o make milpa for them. The third widow, till her boys grew up, was sup.. 
ported by gifts of maize from her deceased husband's brother. The deceased man's 
brother is the person first looked to for assistance by the widow, but the aid is not 
always forthcoming.' 

In 36 out of 42 cases, milpas were made by individual laborers and the harvests 
consumed as the individual property of these single agriculturalists in individual 
small-family households. In two cases, however, the milpas were maintained by 
patrilineal extended domestic families (p. 89). The father and his married sons 
cleared, sowed and harvested the fields together, with no division of any kind. 
Each of these two large-family groups maintained a single granary and a single 
kitchen. In the remaining four exceptions, groups of ~elatives together cleared, 
sowed and harvested a common tract, but within each tract the separate mil pas of 
each individual laborer were marked off, and the harvests were kept separate and 
consumed in the individual small-family households of the separate men. The 
groups who followed this practice were: a man, his unmarried son, his three married 
nephews (sons of his brother), and his son-in-law; a father and his married 
son; a man and his son-in-law; a man and his. stepson.' It may be said in 
summary that although the prevailing institution is an economically and agri
culturally independent small parental family, there are exceptional patrilineal 
extended families, the members of which dwell together, work collectively, and 
share capital and income without dividing it; in addition, there is a tendency 
for small groups consisting of a man and some of his younger male relatives 
to help one another closely in agricultural pursuits, while maintaining separate 
harvests and households. 

CONSUMPTION: A FAMILY BUDGET 

The average family, of two adults and two or three children, requires about 
half a carga of maize for its domestic consumption every week. Ordinarily, in 
Chan Kom, the maize is put into granaries built in the fields, if not actually left on 
the stalks, and the man of the household makes a trip to his milpa every week, or 
two weeks, or three, to secure another short supply for his kitchen. From time to 
time he uses small quantities of maize for purposes of barter at the local store or in 
buying goods or services from his neighbors; and moreover, when the market price 
of maize is high, or when he is in need of casli, he sells some of his accumulated 
harvest in the town (Valladolid). The economic equilibrium is based upol) an 
agricultural endeavor which produces about twice as much maize as is locally 
consumed; the excess is taken by the townsman in exchange, principally, fqr 
manufactured goods.• A man in average circqmstances uses about three suits of· 

1 See Diarr, p. m. 
10( COIIJIC a mlfl'a unmanicd mn 1:\Qtumarily he!]. hil fath~ ill the ficllal the "indi'ridud bborer," n=km:d tu i11 thia parqrapb, 

oftm hu thi1 help. 
1 1n pnccdiq ptll'qMIIpb it wu naud chat the awerqe yield of maile for eacb qriculrunlilt wu, in 1931, J7 Ul'fU• Hen it il 

atated that the a~ qrirul.turalitt't dome. tic conaumption n~ requin= 26 t.,.u a year and that about u many~~~ conftt'teCl 
iato otker aooct- qukkly mnt~~med. The &,we. J7 tiiWpl, may be a little= hiahcr thu the awaqe yield ewer a period ol ,_,.. But
maiu a- into ct~pital invatmcnt (catde and aoJd c:hai.DI), and 10mc 1oe1 into the binU and dw rodena. 
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work clothes a year and two suits of Sunday clothes. Both are made of factory
woven textiles. A woman uses two ordinary dresses, one dress of better quality 
(these include both skirt and huipil), a rehoZtJ, a pair of shoes, some earrings, ribbons 
and rings. Each child needs about six sets of clothing. In addition there are many 
amaU occasional purchases to be made, of gunpowder, spices, candles, perfume, 
thread, medicine, and matches, and of minor foodstuffs not locally produced, such 
as sugar, coffee and salt; and a man must pay his small taxes. The following annual 
budget was secured, by estimate, from observation of and consultation with a 
married man with two small children in about the middle range of wealth in 
Chan Kom: 

A. ProJue~J ~Y 1/w m11n himself, or proJuuJ lly otlurs 
in 1111 '""'' riU~Jtt, 11ntl lly Aim plll'tluutd fll' 6mer1tl. 
24 ,.,.,..,of maize ® 5 pesosla '"'I"· ............ . 
24 kiloa of bean• @ 40 centavot a kilo . ........... . 
12 kil01 of chili @ 2 s centavos a kilo . ............ . 
Occasional e_BP and chickens (15 fowl at 1 peso apiece; 

100 egp ® 4 centav01 each) .................. . 
Occuional wild and cultivated fruits and roots ..... . 
Occasional meat, 50 centavos a month ............ . 
Firewood, one ltnio every 2 days, 18 5 tmiDI @ S 

centavoa altrtio ....... , ..................... . 

Total ....••....•..................•...• 

Approsimare 
ftluc ia pe.. 

120.00 

9·6o 
J.OO 

Jg.oo 
IJ.OO 
6.00 

Salt, ..a kilos@ 10 centavos a kilo ....... ...... , ... , 1. 20 
Sugar. 12 kilos® 30 centavoa.................... J.6o 
Coffee and bread ... ............ , .... , . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00 
Three auitl of men'• work clothea @ 1.90. . . . . . . . . . 5. 70 
Three auitt of men"• better dothing ® s.oo. . . .. .. . 15 .oo 
Men'• hat and 1andal1.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00 
Two ordinary leta of woman'• clothing ..... o. o o. o o o 4· 20 
One·aet of fine woman'1 clothing. o. o ••• o ••••••• o.. 12.00 
RtHIDt for the wom&n ..... o..................... s.oo 
Shoet for the woman. o •• o ••• o •••• o o •• o ••••••••• o 3 .oo 
Earrinp~ ribbon• and rinp ............. . ·........ J.OO 
Children 1 clothing, 12 1et1 ® 1.00 .. ,............. 12.00 
Gunpowder, •pica, perfume, candia, etc .... o. o ••• o 10.00 

Total.. . . . • . . . . • . • • • . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 9+· 70 

WEALTH AND ITS DISTRIBUTION 

· Low as is this standard of living, there is within it room for very marked 
variation as one family is compared with another. Some people have sugar in their 
maize gruel every day and eat bread and drink chocolate several mornings in each 
week; while others know sugar, bread and chocolate as rare luxuries. Some enjoy 
a diet varied with beans and starchy root crops; while others subsist for days on 
tortillas alone. It is difficult not to attribute most of these differences to correspond
ing individual differences in ability and initiative. Given average health, one man 

In. ...t. (J ,... • -..)"' m, tM mMWt pu1: ol* rup olprin lucw.a-. 
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may plant and harvest as much maize and as many kinds of crops as another. The 
essential techniques of maintenance are known to everybody, and one man has as 
good ~chance to secure good land as another. To these statements some exceptions 
should be made. The techniques of sugar production are better understood by 
some men than by others. One or two men have accumulated sufficient capital to 
enable them to hire field laborers and grow corn on a larger scale. But it is probable 
that these men began at no economic advantage over their neighbors. This 
community is, in many respects, one of pioneers; industry and perseverance, not 
inherited wealth or privilege, are the outstanding advantages. Certainly there are 
evidences of lack of ambition in many houses. In some homes, the family will sit 
down to many successive meals of tortillas alone, while beans, ready for the pot, 
are spoiling in a basket in the corner. 

If there is an excess of production over the current consumption needs, a man 
may put it into a masonry house, or into a few tools or small household furnishings, 
but the important goods for the storage of wealth are a man's cattle and his wife's 
gold chains. Cattle-raising is a relatively recent activity in these southeastern 
villages, but there are perhaps two score head of cattle in Chan Kom. They are 
raised partly as a means to store and to multiply wealth, and partly because to own 
cattle is to gain prestige; a man's wealth is thus made manifest and, furthermore, 
he may enter a bull in one of the rustic bull-fights that distinguish the fiestas of the 
region. The chains a woman wears around her neck are a part of her marriage 
portion; but to them her husband may make later additions, and accordingly his 
status and hers are raised. These chains are the principal and often the only form 
of wealth; if a man must pledge his credit, he may deposit one of these chains with 
his creditor.' 

Some men store up savings in the form of money, usually buried in some part 
of the house lot. Or, if piety or desire for conspicuous leadership takes hold of a 
man, he may become the sponsor of a local fiesta in honor of a santo, and spend all 
his year's savings at one stroke.1 

TRADI! 

The permanent institutions that link Chan Kom with the wider economy are 
the town market, the traveling merchant and the village store. Trade is carried on 
constantly by these three means. The second two, being immediately at hand, 
provide most of the buying and selling. A man makes purchases in Valladolid 
when some other errand calls him there, or he goes there to make those most· 
important purchases that are necessary once a year, like the buying of clothes for 
his family or, once in many years, for the buying of a bridal costume. Some families 
probably never make purchases in the tgwn, except when a son is to be married.' 
There are no special market days in the towns or villages of the neighborhood. The 
annual fiesta, an occasional political demonstration, or political or governmental 
business may bring the villagers to the town, bllt no one goes there often or reg-

a See Dillr1', p.. 292. wheR • m•n, charpd. by hia creditors to pay bact what H owa them before .tthdratrint; &om tbc Yillap, 
banda hi• wil-='• dl&in to them to hold •hilc he aoeelor the moaey, 

• See Di..,-, p. 23'7· 
• nc bridCBJOOm'• rann1r bur- the bridal C<lltume. 
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ularly except the boy whose father keeps the local store. He goes every two or 
three weeks to buy supplies. 

The traveling merchants make their regular rounds; their errands and their 
personalities are familiar to the people of Chan Kom, to whom they bring diversion 
and news, as well as· opportunities ·to trade. Often they stay for the night with 
some man· of the village. Most of them are people of mixed blood, but they all 
apeak Maya. They carry their goods on mule or burro, and on their return to the 
town their mounts are hung with the poultry they have taken in trade. Such men 
carry a miocellaneous store of manufactured goods: cotton cloth to be made into 
garments; strips of embroidery; mirrors, combs and cheap jewelry. Some bring 
bread, some candy. In Lent dried fish is carried to the villages, and there are 
even occasions when ice (to cool drinks served at fiestas) is sold in villages a full 
day's ride from Valladolid. There are occasional tinsmiths and vendors of patent 
medicines. Another group of men deal in livestock, some in poultry, some in hogs 
and some in cattle and horses. These men buy, sell or trade. Months go by in 
Chan Kom without a single sale of cattle, and then some first sale, or some ad
ventitious event,• will arouse a perfect fever of buying and selling. 

Until the autumn of 19JI, no outsider was permitted by the people of Chan 
Kom to maintain a store in the village. In November of that year one of the most 
trusted of the traveling merchants received permission to open a store on the plaza. 
Before that time there were two stores in Chan Kom, kept by villagers. In one of 
these the stock in trade was so minute, and the sales so infrequent, that it can be 
disregarded. Table 4 (p. 6o) records the purchases made in the other store over 
a typical period of ten days. It will be seen that the principal commodities are 
salt, sugar, cocoa, candles, soap, thread and cloth, and that about five pesos a day 
is spent in the store by all the ~so inhabitants together. A rough estimate suggests 
that on the average about ten pesos a day is paid by the village to the traveling 
merchants, and not more than a peso a day (on the average) is expended directly in 
the stores and the markets of the towns.• 

There is also trade, although but little, between Chan Kom and neighboring 
villages. Rarely and irregularly some one comes from a neighboring hamlet to sell 
bananas or henequen fiber, or some man of Chan Kom goes to a ranchtrla to buy 
sugar cane, or a hog, perhaps. The large Indian village of Tekom specializes in 
hammock production, and its hammock vendors are periodic visitors to Chfn Kom. 
On the other hand, one man of Chan Kom makes a regular business of buying eggs 
from his neighbors and selling them, at a profit, to the arch1e0logists at Chichen 
Itt&. 

Commercial dealings between neighbors are common. One man sells another 
a cow and bargains for a price; another trades his comet for a hog; the man who 
knows how to bake bread sells it through the local store; the barber has a price, and 
so do the midwife and the shaman. But the midwife's price and that of the shaman 
do not ftuctuate as does the value of maize; they are matters of tradition; p..,-t of 

I s-.r• • tiM epbo6dc aMGn~the hop. wltldlllt _,_to ......... hap lor c-tda. S. Diary, p. tsf,. 
l 11lii.O ........ a.duclltt. OCCMioMJ,larp ................ u.. ... cattle ....... -=--
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their recompense is in food or in rum, and especially in respect. Some men make 
it a practice to give occasional presents to the midwife; then they feel freer to call 
upon .her. With these traditional professionals we pass out of purely economic 
valuation into the sphere of ritual and sacred prerogative. 

TA.IILB 4-A•o11nb (in pwJJ) tltJJttuleJ in tAl pri11tiptd slllre, DHr • prri.Qt/ tJ/ un J•:Js, (Ftl . .tJ-MIII'. 4) tKtarJinr to 
ttn~J..titits. 

Com modi tie~ Mon. T- Wol. Th~ Fri. .... .... Mon • To~ Wol. Tow 

- ------------
SIJ8U . ... , ••. , ......•....•....... O.JO o.lo 0.79 o.n 0 ... O,fO 1.19 .... 0 .... o.so 6.s6 
Bn:-d., . .. , ................ , ..... ., ·" .... .J6 .... ... . .. ... . .. • •• 6.17 
Cocoa ............................ ·'J . ... .... ·'J .OJ .... ..J ·'J . OJ ••• 2.2f 
Colfce . .•. , .... , ..•. , , , , , ..• , ..... ••• .. , 

• •• .• J .. , ... .,. .., .os .. , 1.91 
Salt ........... ,., ................ .. , •• J "' .OJ .ol ·•J ... .:n .., J.6J 
Spa,hecci.,,,.,., .......... ....... ... . .. ·'J • •• ·44 
Corn ..•.....•.............••...•• . .. . .. . .. 
Pepper .. , .............••... , ..... . .. ... ... • OJ 

• •• .., ·J4 
Garlic: •....... : ... , ....•••........ .OJ .os ... 
Flo!u .................. ........... . .. . .. ................................. . .. .,. ·44 
Lard .•.••..... ··········•···••··· .... .JJ .7J 
Milk (cuncd.} .. ................... J.!l$ . .. 1.85 
Pop .............................. •• J •• J ... •• J .6J 
Ck!Yell . ........................... ... . .. .Oj .., ..• 
Lim~ ............................ ·'J .•J .JO 
Tobacco .......................... . .. ... .OJ ·"' .. , ... .Oj ... 
C"qrarettea ...•.........•••••••..•. . "' ·•J . ... ... r .os 
Matches .......................... ... . ., .OJ .OJ .., 
Cancilal ........................... .• J ·47 .,. • J• ... ... .J• .... ••• ... ,.~ 

Soap ............................. . .. ••• ... ·'J .... ... .so . .. ·'J .JJ .... 
Blueillf ... ................... , , ... .OJ .os • OJ .OJ • •• .•J 
Coal oil ........................... ·4J ••• ... .OJ ·'J .OJ ·'J .os .... 
Mcntholatum . ..... , , . , • , , , , .. , ... .... . ... 
Bicarbcmatm (u medicine), , , •....... .OJ ... .Oj . .. . .. 
Balaam (patezn medicine)., ......... ... ... ··~ .. Florida Water" (toilet .-ater) . .. , .. . ... .,. 
Ch.alir. ............................ ... .OJ ·"' Pencill ........................... ·"' ... ·"' ·"' ·" Note boob ....................... . JO . .. . ... 
Olftc:c p.per ........ ••............. ·•J ..J 
EnYelopet ....... ,, ... .. , , , ........ •• J . .. 
Thn:ad . .. , , . , .. , . , , , . , . , ....... , . . JJ ••• .OJ ·'J .... .•J ... ·'J •• J ... t..IJ 
TJuad.--line . ..................... • OJ . .. .Oj 

• •• 
Ck!th .................. ........... ·'J 1.2J .., J.IO .JO .OJ ... 4-71 
~--·························· 1.75 1.75 
Com!»; ............................ . .. . .. 
Ribbona . ................ ···· ····· ... ·"' ·'3 
Ornamene. ..... , ..... ,,, ... , ..... , .OJ .os 
Rubber atripe for lli...,..boe. ..... .... . .. . .. 
Leather ........................... ... .... . .. 
Gunpowder ....................... .OJ . ,. . .. . .. 
Shot .... , ..................... ,., ... ... ••• ... . .. . .. 
~ ........................ . OJ ... .OJ .OJ . .. .OJ .OJ . ... 

Toral ...... , ................. , P3.95 6.47 .. ,. •. :n 4~4J' s.61 7.22 s.:n ... ,. •••• ..... 
MONEY 

Everyone understands the general nature of money, knows how to count cur.: 
rency, and uses silver, copper and-once in ·a while-gold coins. In making 
purchases in the towns and m the local sales f<Jr larger amounts (chiefly cattle), 
Mexican national currency is used. In the minor transactions, however, and there-
fore in payment of most purchases, money plays a secondary role. In the stores 
most purchases are made with eggs. During the period of observation, eggs were 
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worth four centavos apiece, but their local value varies with their price in the 
town market. Copper centavos serve as small change. About one-fifth of all 
small local purchases are made with maize and a smaller fraction in real money. 
The traveling merchants are paid chiefly in poultry, but partly in money. The 
amount of money in circulation depends on the time of the year and the value of 
maize; just after the annual harvest has been sold, there is more; on the other hand, 
if people have withheld their surplus maize from the market for a better price, most 
purchases must be made with eggs, maize or hens. 

There is no banking, and no lending of money at interest. 

WAGES 

Although in most instances a man is supported by his own agricultural labor, 
there are cases every year of employment for wages in the fields. A few men plant 
more corn than they alone can care for; also, there are the widows with money; and 
there are one or two men too old to work effectively. The egg-merchant hires men 
to make milpa for him, and this he did even in a year when the price of maize was so 
low that it would have been cheaper for him to buy the grain for his kitchen. The 
men who are hired are usually from other villages, but occasionally one man from 
Chan Kom hires another to help him. The wage earners are men who, through 
accident or indolence, lack enough maize for their own needs. The laborer is paid 
by piece, not by time. The rate of pay varies with the current market price of 
maize. In 1931 the rate was three almudn of maize for felling bush on one ordinary 
mtcate ofland, and four almudn if the bush was unusually high. For clearing second 
growth the pay was two a/mudn a metal<, and for harvesting the rate was one 
tuartillo of maize for every tanastro (basket) of maize on the ear harvested.' The 
daily wage for assistance in building was one peso. 

In earlier days, before the founding of Chan Kom, some of the older men 
of the village were employed on large estates, either as peons or as earners of 
actual money. Today there are few opportunities for the villagers to find employ
ment outside the village, and there is little inclination to do so. The archa:ological 
excavations at Chichen hire a number of laborers from neighboring villages, but 
communities nearer than Chan Kom supply the need. During the period of ob
aervation one boy in Chan Kom sought and found employment in a store in Valla
dolid, but in ten days he was back again in the village.' And one girl found employ
ment as a domestic servant with a mixed-blood family in a larger village.• 

PERSONAL PROPERTY AND INHERITANCE 

A man owns whatever he has made himself, or bought with his own money or 
goods. A woman's clothing and other personal effects are hers by gift from her hus
band, and the personal articles of a child are also individually owned.' If a woman-

' At th.il thDt u ftW of mila ... -..dl twtntJ MIMNt. 
1 

S.. Dtary, p.. '''' 1 S.. P.. I'U• 
'In tht nNt'lded dam"ric t'amill• d.:ribed ,a-h.n (p.. s6 and p. 19), dothilll U -~~ed ied.i'fiduUJ, al~h .._.ht out o( 
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wife or daughter-makes and sells gourd-carriers or other articles of handicraft, 
the proceeds are hers. 

llut the woman's ownership of articles of clothing or household furniture is 
conditional upon her good behavior. All the contents of the house, even including 
her personal wardrobe, are marital property, in the sense that the husband has 
provided them, and in that he is not required to share them with his wife if the 
marriage is broken through her fault. If she leaves her husband for no good cause 
-if she leaves him without making known any serious dereliction on his part, or if 
she becomes enamored of another man and goes off with him--she may take with 
her only what her husband allows her to take. She must return to him the chain 
that was given in the muhul, and the /erno (p. 193). If she goes off with another 
man, she may not take any of the children with her; but if she simply returns to her 
parents' house, she may be allowed to take some of the children. 

On the other hand, if a husband does not wish to live longer with his wife, 
even though it be because he prefers to live with another woman, and if his wife has 
not taken up with another man, then all the property is divided equally between 
them--.:attle, maize, milpa and chains and rings bought for the wife after the 
marriage. The woman keeps her personal clothes and the chain of the muhul. If 
there are small children, then the wife may have the house if she wishes, including 
the minor furnishings, and may continue to live there with the children. But if 
there are no small children and the woman is able to return to her parents' house, 
then she can not claim the house, and the man may live there and bring his new 
woman there if he chooses. In the case of a s•paration by mutual consent, or at the 
initiative of the man, the children are divided between husband and wife, the 
boys going to the husband, and the girls to the wife. Furthermore, if there are small 
children the division of the property is so modified that each child is provided for. 
If, for example, there are several boys and no girls, the husband gets the larger 
share of the property. But if the husband has taken up with a new woman, he 
can not claim any of the children, and the wife takes of the marital property 
enough beyond her half to provide for the small children she has yet to raise. 

If the man treats the wife badly, the woman may bring a complaint before the 
comisario (and then to the municipio) and pr,ove mistreatment; then she may take 
the initiative in leaving the house and may take her share of the property and the 
children. If the husband has another woman, but does not bring her into the 
house, provided he continues to treat his wife well, she may not leave him without 
losing rights to the property. But adultery, when it does occur, is rare, occasional 
and surreptitious. · · 

If either husband or wife dies, and. the other spouse is living, the property is 
not divided, whether the children be young and unmarried, or be married and 
living elsewhere. The marital property is maintained as a whole by a widow, who 
continues to provide as best she can for the children not yet grown. If a woman 
remains a widow and her son marries after his father's death, in most cases he 
continues living with his mother; and he may not claim a separate share in the 
property left by his father. The property is divided only (with exception to be 
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noted) when the widow dies and all the children are married. A widow picks out 
some relative to whom are to be entrusted the young unmarried children and the 
property received from her deceased husband. Commonly she picks out a de
pendable married son, or, if such is lacking, a reliable brother of her deceased 
husband, or of herself. After her death, her property and the responsibility for the 
care of the young children pass to this person. When all the children are grown 
and married, whether this condition exists at the death of the widow or comes 
about later, then the property is divided in equal parts, daughters sharing equally 
with sons. 

If the widow takes another husband (married legally or not), the children may 
still make no claim for shares in their father's estate, provided the new husband 
treats the stepchildren well and is not consuming the estate. But if he begins to 
misuse the property left, the children may present their complaint and bring about 
the division of the property. If a man marries a second time, the children have 
no claim upon his estate until his death. And in this case the entire property is 
kept by the second wife, if she is legally married to the man, or if there are young 
children by this second marriage, until her death, when it is equally divided among 
all the children of the man. But if this second woman is not the legal wife of the 
man, or if she has no children by the man, and she is wasting the property, the chil
dren may bring a complaint to compel division of the property. Thus, when Ana
stacia Dzul refused to hand over a part to her dead husband's son, on the ground 
that he was married and !'ble to take care of himself, the son brought a complaint 
before the authorities of the municipio in order to force his stepmother to turn over 
to him three cows and a milpa from his father's estate. He showed that his mother's 
new husband was consuming the property. The text of the resulting settlement 
follows: 

In the village of Chan Kom, municipio ofCuncunul, Valladolid, on the second of July 
191s, at four o'clock in the afternoon there appeared before the comisma in my charge, 
Santiago Yam, Tranquilino Yam and Maria lsidora Yam, all children of the deceased, 
Marcelino Yam, making known that they are the legitimate heirs of the deceased; likewise 
Maria Hilaria Pat, the widow, made known her right to a part of the goods in view of the 
fact that she had lived and served some years at his side; both parties entered into arrange
ments making known the part to fall to the share of each. Finally they reached a friendly 
agreement that: of the 1 so mualtS of cleared land so were to go to Sra. Pat and •s to 
each one of the four children; the allotment of a horse remaining pending a second meeting 
was fixed for the tenth sou to arrange this definitely. It was likewise agreed that of the 
llo t•"•ltros of maize, more or less, JO fall to Sra. Pat and the remainder to the four chiJ. 
dreA; with this the meeting ended, and this document was caused to be signed by the 
authorities and the partiea concerned. 

(It was later agreed that the widow was to keep the horse. Only the crop, 
or the labor expended, is property in the case of the land, of course. See follow
ing section.) 

The case of Marcelino Yam illustrates these rules. His wife, mother of his 
three small children, died. The two sons married by haan cab (p. 87) and went to 
live with their respective mothers-in-law. The daughter also married. Marcelino 
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found another woman in Santa Marla: Marla Hilaria Pat. This woman refused to 
live in Chan Kom. Marcelino accordingly moved to Santa Marla, taking with him 
his household furnishings. Then Marcelino died. The married children then 
brought an action which resulted in a settlement by agreement, whereby a share of 
the property went to Marla Hilaria, because she had lived with Marcelino for some 
years (without giving birth to children), and the rest was divided among the three 
children. If Maria had had a child by Marcelino, this child would have shared 
equally with the others. And if Maria had lived in Chan Kom, with young children, 
especially if she had legally married Marcelino, she could have kept all the property 
until her death or remarriage. 

LAND 

In the current ideas of land tenure notions of individual ownership and special 
rights are constantly struggling to assert themselves against a theory of collective 
ownership and equal opportunity. It is not clear to the writers to what extent the 
ideas of collective ownership are in the folkways. According to Federal and State 
laws, the village lands are owned by the village, and an individual villager has merely 
a right of temporary tillage or occupancy. Outside of the villages, lands are owned 
by the Federal government. People are aware of these laws, and to some uncertain 
extent these recent statutory regulations conform to customary rights and obli
gations. But frequent land disputes occur. In certain of these disputes one local 
community claims special rights in lands theoretically open to cultivation equally 
to all persons. In other quarrels that arise inside the village, an individual claims 
ownership of his house-lot, by trying to sell it for his own benefit, while the village 
authorities deny him that right on the ground that the lands of the village (tjidos) 
are owned collectively. 

Outside of the tjido (particularly at San Pedro and X-Kopchen) there are a 
number of tracts of agricultural land owned by individuals of Chan Kom. These 
lands are bought and sold like any other property, and there is documentary record 
of title. But the agricultural techniques, which depend in turn on the natural 
conditions, are not such as to favor a feeling for individual ownership. Land is 
cultivated only one or two years in seven; during most of the time any piece of land 
outside of the village is overgrown with bush. The milpas must be constantly 
moved from one site to another. What a man owns, and feels he owns, therefore1 . 

is the temporary results of his labor: the clearing, the planting, and the harvesting, 
not the land itself. Once the field has gone baclt.to bush, he has no better right to· 
till that piece ofland again than has another man. But a cleared field, or a stanqing 
crop, is commonly sold. In 1931 a cleared field was worth 40 un/IZoos a mtctJJt; a 
field of sprouting corn was worth eighty; anEI a field ready for harvest up to one pesq 
and twenty-five cenlauos a mtctJit. . 

The tjidos of Chan Kom consist of Z400 hectares of land surrounding the 
village.• These lands belong to the village collectively. The individual agricul
turalists have equal rights to find their milpa sites within them. The tjidos merely 

1 The ta .. ~ chac the li~:e at tbe qu., be in propardon tD thc niUD.ber at qricuiCIU"Ui•tl in the Yilhp aad the qualitJ of tbe 
luul. Cbaa Kom ... panred. 24 hectwa far eub of one bqndred (libcnllr ettimacaO ~tl. 
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give the people of Chan Kom an exclusive right within this area as against other 
villages. Before the •jitios were granted, Chan Kom had no legal basis for resisting 
the encroachment of agriculturalists from other settlements. 

From the map (fig. J) it will appear, however, that most of the milpas made by 
the men of Chan Kom are outside of the •jitios. There is not, in fact, enough land in
side the •jitios to supply good mil pas for all,' and better crops can be secured by going 
farther away. The average distance of the milpas from the village is 9 kilometers, 
and some milpas are JO kilometers away. The milpas made outside of the •jitlos 
are (mostly) on land owned by the Federal Government. In this land any agri
culturalist from any village may make milpa. People feel that they have an un
restricted right to make milpas in the uninhabited bush; they have always done so. 
When, as occasionally happens, the Federal forestry inspector reports the practice 
and the authorities require the agriculturalist to pay, as the law provides, one peso 
for each ~s muaw of land cultivated, the agriculturalist feels a sense of injury.' 

Nevertheless settlements assert special rights in these Federal lands, and thus 
conflicts arise between one hamlet or village and another. Men from one village 
who have long made their milpas in the general neighborhood of some cenote 
sometimes resent it if people from other villages make milpas in the vicinity. 
Especially do they feel it wrong if the lands immediately about the settlement are 
trespassed upon. The recent agrarian laws provide a way to protect these nearest 
lands: the settlement petitions to become a pueblo and to receive its •jitios.• These 
laws, it has been discovere.d, also provide a way for a village to secure control of 
even the more distant lands under the color of law. When men have for some time 
made their milpas in distant fertile lands, and they wish to keep other men from 
making milpa there,• they sometimes apply for •jitios, asserting that what is in 
reality a temporary milp<rlo is an old and independent settlement. The law 
provides that •jitios may be granted if there are twenty agriculturalists in a settle
ment. To make this appearance, men temporarily move their families and domestic 
paraphernalia, and even their poultry, to the camp in the bush, so that when the 
representative of the government comes to inspect the settlement and take a census, 
he finds what is apparently a thriving hamlet. There are even cases where hamlets 
help one another with the temporary loan of population. If the deception is 
successful and the grant of •jitios secured, the village is of course a pueblo only on 
the map, not in reality. The men go back to their real village, with their poultry, 
their metates, and their wives, but they have now a legal claim of right as against 
any trespasser. 

Within the village it is the house-lots that are the subjects of dispute. The 
house-lots compose what is known as the/undo l<gal, a rectangle of 15 hectares lying 
inside the•jidos. Thefuntio l•galis the village-site itself, early settled in fact around 
the cenote and confirmed by law when the •jitios were granted. At this time the 

1 Br 110 mnN all of the ... oo h~ehnl in the fjilu an rillahle. 
I Sn Ol&r)', p, t.,.1l. 
1 n11 npl.aina wh)' (u IPI'elln (ftlln the map) ait'ht men of Chaa ICon. made milpu It Uapmikhen ia 19JO. but 1tD1111 ~t~adi rallpa 

tharc 10 19.11· At tht end of I9JO v.Ju, i~~tludn'l th- laftda, wen lf".llted m X-Cocail. 
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boundaries of the house-lots were drawn, parallel and at right angles to the lines of 
the streets. Some moving of houses was necessary to fit the houses into the new 
lots; many men moved their houses down to the street lines, and some began to 
erect new houses of masonry. The best house-lots-those facing the plaza and near 
the cenote-were assigned in public meeting to the men already living there; these 
men were the village leaders, and in most cases the village pioneers. Many more 
house-lots were laid out than were actually needed at the time; people who now 
come to take up their residence in Chan Kom may receive, without charge, one of 
these unoccupied house-lots. 

According to law, and probably also according to the customs that prevailed 
before the laws were effective, the individual's right with respect to the house-lot 
exists only so long as he is a member of the community. If he withdraws, the 
ownership reverts to the village and the authorities may assign the lot to SQme other 
member of the community. Nevertheless, in the several cases when men have in 
recent years abandoned Chan Kom for some other place of residence, they have 
tried to sell their house-lots. These persons entered into negotiations with outsiders 
to sell their lots and were very much displeased when the village authorities insisted 
that they lacked the right to do so.' In one of these cases it was decided in a meeting 
of the men of the village, that the village could sell the abandoned house-site to 
some new settler who might care to pay for a better house-site than those remaining 
for free distribution at the outskirts of the village, and that the money would go 
for public improvements. On the other hand, the village authorities raised no 
objection when one villager sold a part of his house-site to another villager.' The 
essential fact probably is that although the house-sites are both legally and tradi
tionally communal property, recently the idea has arisen that a man who leaves the 
village having contributed to public improvements should in fairness be allowed to 
sell his house-lot and pocket the proceeds. As between one villager and another, 
these house-sites and their boundaries furnish endless discussion and frequent 
dispute; the original location of sites is recalled and questioned, and encroachments 
upon a neighbor's land are vigorously resented.' 

The house itself, if made of poles and thatch in the old Maya style, is treated 
in the same manner as the land on which it stands, for the reason that such houses 
are built-or were until very recently-by the cooperative labor of all the men of 
the community. The owner does the larger share of the work, but it is part of public 
duty to help him build it. Therefore on leaving the village, a man may not sell his 
house. When Don Tacio' was about to move from Chan Kom, he prepared to sell 
his house to another villager, intending to pocket the proceeds. But the village 
authorities said that if the house were to be sold, Don Tacio could keep only 
half of what was realized; the other half must go to the village treasury. The. 
masonry houses that people are building nowadays are constructed by individual 
initiative and often with the hired help of a mason; these houses will probably 

1 Diary, p. ss6 and p. ssl. 
1 Diary, p. s6o . 
• DiU'J', p. :a.,a. 
t DiiU7, p. s.s6. 
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be regarded as fully saleable by their individual owners, but so far no such 
eale has occurred. 

Fruit trees are owned by the person who plants them, whether or not he is 
also owner of the land on which they grow. In the early days of the settlement be
fore the clearing around the cenote was divided into house-lots, each settler put his 
house where it suited him, and planted his trees wherever he found it convenient. 
Later, when the streets were laid out and the boundaries of the house-lots were 
fixed, the rights of the planters of the trees in this property continued to be recog
mzed, although these trees were in many cases scattered through the village and 
on the house-lots of other men. The owner of a fruit tree growing on the land of 
another harvests the fruit and disposes of it as he wishes, and he may sell the tree 
itself, even to a third person. When Don Tacio, in the case mentioned in the 
previous paragraph, was about to give up his residence in Chan Kom, although 
objection was made to his intention to sell his house, his sale of fruit trees apart from 
his land was taken as a matter of course. Public opinion condemns occasional 
instances where the owner of the lot has taken fruit from the tree of another growing 
on his land without permission of the owner of the tree. 

In the facts that have been set forth in this chapter lies much of the justification 
for the assertion that Chan Kom is like peasant villages everywhere, rather than like 
the truly primitive community of tribesmen: in the economic dependence, estab
lished through the store and the peddler, upon the market of the town and the fac
tory of the city; in the pro<luction of an important money-crop; in the great develop
ment of inter- and intra-community trade; in the recognition of impersonal statutory 
law imposed from outside the community; in the circulation of national money; 
and in the tendency toward the pecuniary valuation of all goods, even land. 



CHAP'IU. V 

THE DIVISION OP LABOR 

In all essential respects the division of labor in Chan Kom is like that found 
everywhere in cultures that are primitive and relatively immobile. As between 
the sexes, the conventional allocation of function is definite and rigid. Between 
one individual and another of the same sex differences in function are small. The 
fundamental techniques of maintenance are known and practiced by all; there is 
no man who is not a farmer, and no woman who is not a housekeeper and cook. 
The professionalization of practical functions has only rudimentary development; 
even new practical techniques, such as the mason's art, spread quickly ~o all the 
population and are soon practiced by all. The barher and the baker are only part
time professionals; their specialities do not interfere with their agriculture and 
their hunting. As the economic organization is simple, no member of the com
munity lives by trade; there are almost no commercial specialists.1 Furthermore, 
the professions that do exist are, chiefly, sacred rather than secular; these are the 
activities of the shamans, of the chanters of ritual prayer, and of the marriage
negotiator; these specialties depend on esoteric knowledge that is not easily gained 
and on special qualities of personality; on these functionaries the community is 
dependent; for these reasons such specialties are not easily assumed or laid down. 

BI!TWI!EN THE SEXES 

As in so many other places, in Chan Kom a woman's sphere is about the home 
and her activities are always private; whereas a man is occupied in the field and 
forest and his activities are often public. The cultural patterns characteristic of 
Chan Kom, however, appear from a definition of the precise ways in which these 
general rules operate, the exceptions to those rules and the manner of reconciling 
conflicting patterns of thought and practice. 

The man does all the agricultural labor.'· He fells the bush, burns, sows, weeds 
and harvests; and he brings the maize from the granary to his house. Nevertheless, 
if a man spends extended periods at his milpa, he often takes his wife with him; arid 
if such an event falls in harvest time, she not uncommonly helps him gather ripened' 
ears, putting them into a fiber-bag (sabucan). Tlie little gardens in the house-yards, 
whether made as caanches (p. 35) or on the ground, are prepared by the meri of 
the family; persons of either sex may plant.them; but their subsequent care is in the 
hands of the women, who water them and weed them. Men do all the hunting an<l. 
take all care of the cattle; but women take primary (but not exclusive) care of the 
poultry. The bees are cared for by the men; 'they build the hives, make new 

1 ne 1ton:keepen spend moet of their time on qriculrure and kizw!red taab. The ea-raa"C:hant hu apecit.lizcd his warlr: co •lft•M" 
dqtUl he 1pen.U two day1 a week in trade. And recently a man (rom Chan Kom entered into partnenhip with a peddler f'ronl the cow-. 

1 One cue is reporhd of a 'IJO!Ilall in a ncigbborina acttlunent who for a time lived alone IQid uw1c: milpa.. Bur thil woman r:u~c 
hom the citr and her qricu.INrlll•ban were the wubjcct o( m~~~:h comment. 
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colonies, and take the honey from the hives; but once the honey is in the house a 
woman may boil it to clarify it. All building operations, whether on houses of the 
old type or of the new masonry kind, are performed by the men, down to the 
thatching of the roofs and the whitewashing of the walls. Women do the cooking, 
make and wash the garments for members of the family of both sexes, and em
broider. Men and boys fetch the firewood, and women and girls the water. Men 
scrape the fiber out of the henequen leaves; but both sexes participate in the making 
of bags, hammocks and carrying-straps out of this fiber. The making of baskets is 
a technique exclusively practiced by men, but candles, like hammocks and bags, 
are made by persons of either sex.• Gourd-carriers (cliuyub) are made, nearly 
always, by women. 

In all secular offices, and in all ritual functions that are public rather than 
domestic, it is the men who figure, and not the women. Offices in the local govern
ment are held only by men (but the teacher-who is not a native, but is imported 
from the town-may be a woman). Public meetings are composed of men only, and 
at public secular celebrations-dedications of new public buildings, for example
women are never active participants. Men, not women, play musical instruments 
and take part in card games and the few forms of competitive play, but both sexes 
tell stories for entertainment and both dance. 

The marriage-negotiator, if a public functionary, it is felt must be a man; and 
all of the h-mens (shaman-priests) are men.• On the other hand the midwives have 
no male competitors. 

The allocation of specialized and conspicuous function in connection with 
religious ritual is obedient to two principles: one, the worship of the pagan rain 
and maize gods tends to fall into the hands of the men, while the Catholic rituals 
are more often in charge of the women; and, two, public or community rituals are 
led by men, but domestic rituals by women. In various circumstances where the 
two principles conflict, one or the other dominates. Thus, in the important public 
fiestas in honor of a village san/o (p. 153), the men organize and take charge of the 
fiesta, whereas in minor domestic offerings of first fruits to pagan gods, women may 
take the initiative. On the other hand, in therapeutic rituals taking place in the 
family circle, but involving the assistance of a shaman, who is in every case a man, 
this specialist takes charge, and not the women of the houses. The family has 
simply called a doctor. 

In the more important and therefore more communal religious ceremonies 
offered to the pagan deities, the two principles are in accord. In such rituals only 
the men participate, and in the most important (the rain ceremony; clia-chaac), 
the presence of women is out of the question, and sexual intercourse before the 
ceremony is proscribed for the men. It is probably the association of the bees with 
these pagan gods and rituals that makes the care of the apiaries, although a do
mestic operation, a matter for the man. On the other hand, in the strictly domestic 

•In will ... (or whith Chan Xom ll not one), • .._ ponrp it made, both m•n and. women are potter&. 
1 A womQI li'lif'llllll a NIH""',.Inm.d 10m1 of dw h-men'1 pnJns aftd tethniqua aDd-then bcina no IHnen ~ b,.......btpa to 
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ritual offered in Catholic forms (novenas; rtzos), the women take as much part as 
the men. Nevertheless, the person who recites the ritual prayers at the more 
important domestic ceremonies of this Catholic sort is in most cases not a casual 
participant, but a specialist called in just to do this, and such permanent profes
sionals (maestros cantorts) are always men. This is, no doubt, a provision in 
harmony with the pattern of the Catholic church service, in which women con
stitute the greater part of the congregation, while a male priest leads the ritual. 

Of course, not all of these restrictions of activity to one sex or the other, here 
stated so categorically, have behind them the same kind of depth of attitude. It 
would cause little or no comment if a man should make a gourd-earrier, although 
men rarely or never do make them. But a man would be astonished if asked to 
wash clothes or to grind corn on the metate. A man always has a woman to do 
these things for him. There are no adult bachelors; between one marriage and the 
next, or in other emergency, some kinswoman will wash and cook for a man. 
These ideas as to the division of labor and notions of family life are two haJves of a 
single whole: a man must have a woman because these tasks must be done by a 
woman; and it is felt that these tasks must be done by a woman, because there is 
always a woman there to do them. 

Therefore for a man to wash clothes or to cook, or for a woman to go hunting or 
to act as a mason's helper, is something not thought of at all, or, if thought of, 
considered as involving a distinct impropriety. It is more than mere convenient 
usage, as is the case with the allocation of cliuyub manufacture to the women. On 
the other hand, even deeper levels of condemnation would attend the suggestion 
(should some outsider make it) that a woman act as ritual assistant (idzac) in a 
first-fruit ceremony offered to the pagan gods. This would be dangerous and 
morally wrong. 

There are also situations where two categories with respect to the division of 
labor between the sexes intersect and conffict, and such situations often provide 
exceptions to general principles, or special cases that modify the rule. If no man or 
boy is available to send for firewood, the women of the house will fetch it. The 
drawing of water from the cenote is woman's occupation; one may watch the well 
from dawn to dark and see only women and girls going and returning, and pausing 
at the rim to fill their buckets and to exchange remarks. The rim of the cenote is a 
woman's precinct; this is the principal place where women meet throughout the 
ordinary day, filled with domestic tasks that otherwise keep each to her house1· 
here gossip is born; the Chan Kom equivalent of"a little bird told me" is, "I heard 
it at the rim of the cenote." For no domestic purposes does a man go to the cehote 
to fetch water, and even the watering of.c~ttle is women's work. But as the care of 
the cattle is in other respects a man's task, the men often help with the watering,, 
and for an hour the cenote may become a man's place. And when water must be 
used in the ritual foods offered to the pagan gods at the ceremonies which women 
may not attend, this water is drawn at the cenote by a man. 

There are similar exceptions to the general feeling that all cookery is woman's 
work. No man would use the metate, but a man is not averse to turning the newer 
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iron handmiU occasionally, perhaps because it is machinery. And when the sacred 
breadstuffs are to be prepared for the goda of the rain and of the milpas, in con
nection with ceremonies which women may not attend, the principle that women 
are cooks admits of important exception. For the men pluck the consecrated fowl, 
make and bake the ritual breads, while, indoors, and some distance off, the women 
have already ground the maize from which the cakes are made, and they will later 
boil the fowl into broth to be placed on the altar. The ritual brcada, together with 
squash and starchy roots that are offered on these altars, are baked in earth-ovens 
made ncar the altar, and as the earth-oven is used principally on such occasions, it 
is one technique of cookery carried on primarily by men. In quite another, and 
secular context, cooking may be done by men: baking of bread in masonry ovens 
of Spanish type is a man's trade in the city and the towns and, in Chan Kom too, 
all such baking is done by men. Tortillas are made domestically on the griddle by 
the women of each household; wheat bread is baked in ovens, for sale, by men 
specialists.• 

WITH RESPECT TO AGB 

There arc no defined age-groups, each with its appropriate special functions. 
As tradition and technique still pass by word of mouth, and the young do not as 
yet have special advantage through literacy or knowledge of Spanish (p. 17), 
Chan Kom is no exception to the general rule among primitive peoples that special
ized activities, particularly those attended with prestige or involving the exercise 
of esoteric knowledge, arc ·carried on by the older people. No young person is 
ahaman, midwife or marriage-negotiator. There is not the same reluctance, 
however, for a young man to act as maestro tan/or (reciter of Catholic prayers); 
some of these arc in their early twenties. There arc, after all, only a few people in 
Chan Kom over forty-five. The elective offices, that change frequently, must be 
discharged in many cases by young men. 

Children begin early to take up the easier tasks that their parents arc dis
charging. Boya and girls of 6 or 7 years of age carry their smaller brothers and 
sisters around and, when of this age or even younger, the boys fetch firewood and 

, the girls begin to carry water. A boy follows his father to the milpa as soon as he 
can keep up with him on the path, and takes part almost from the first in the work 
of the field; by the time a boy is a or 13 years old he generally is making a sm..U 
separate milpa of his own; and some boya begin even younger. 

THB SBCULAll PROl'I!SSIONALS 

Aa has already been indicated, the significant specialization of practical 
activities does not exist within the village of Chan Kom, but concerns that wider 
economy, including the towns, the capital city, and even the factories and markets 
of the world, with which Chan Kom is bound. The secular professionals on whom 
the people of Chan Kom depend arc not themselves people of Chan Kom; they arc 
the merchants, peddlers, professional musicians, migratory artisans and cattle-

'J"* .. A.laad6a (1)1,.,.,, ~ l6ol ..... w.-... "'11M t.ct that .,.; .. u-..•, -tr. &- _,.. a...u..-a- ... 
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traders who come to the village or whom the villagers go to find in Valladolid. 
Among the peop:e of Chan Kom themselves the specialization of secular labor is 
slight; of course there are differences in interest and ability; but only in a few 
cases do such differences become the basis for real professional specialization. 
Everybody, substantially, knows how to make candles, to make cinches and 
carrying-straps, just as every man knows how to make milpa and every woman 
to sew. With the manufacture of gourd-earriers, hammocks and bags (sa!Jueants), 
the case is different, for only a minority can make these articles. Those who do 
make them, however, make them largely for themselves; to some small extent the 
makers sell them to their neighbors, but many such objects are bought from 
traveling vendors. Barbering is more nearly a professional specialty; several men 
make claim to know the art, but one man does most of the haircutting for his 
neighbors at ten ctnlaoos for each such service. This man learned what he knows 
merdy by observing the barbers in the town. Baking is still more of a ,specialty, 
partly because it requires the capital investment of an oven. Four or five men in 
Chan Kom have learned to bake wheat bread-they learned from bakers of the 
towns who came to Chan Kom to work for a time in the local store, or for social 
purposes; but only one man in Chan Kom bakes bread now,' and this he does 
infrequently and irregularly, selling the bread through the store, and he must 
compete with the traveling vendors of bread. For a brief time, when the village 
was beginning to build houses of rubble-work and plaster, the mason's art was a 
true profession. Only one man knew the art; he had learned it in the towns and 
there practiced the specialty as a full-time trade. Therefore, when the first masonry 
houses were built, this man devoted his time to the work, laboring for hire or by 
work-exchange and doing very little work in his milpa; and his neighbors who 
wanted masonry houses either called upon him or brought in masons froJtl other 
villages or towns. But as the new houses were constructed, and the other men of 
the village acted as helpers to this first mason, the knowledge spread until most men 
in Chan Kom knew how to put up a masonry wall. The simple techniques of 
carpentering door-frames and ceiling-beams similarly spread from certain men of 
Cuncunul who were adept at this; and the art of making fiber bags came to Chan 
Kom from Y axcaba and Chichimila-places which used to be known for this work. 

MIDWIFE AND KAX BAAC 

The midwife {parttra') is truly a professional. Her knowledge is 'specialized 
and requires a period of training to acquire. She is a village institution; if a man's 
wife is in labor, he sends for Doiia Leandra without hesitation. Some men 'occa
sionally make presents to her, that they may fed that her services are willing and 
painstaking. She charges a fixed fee of one ptso for each ddivery (whether the 
child be boy or girl). This fee is customary; and does not vary from midwife to 
midwife. The midwife of Chan Kom serves tlie neighboring hamlets too. In 19JI, 
when Doiia Leandra removed her residence from Chan Kom, another wom•n 

1 A KCOnd cm:ra •u built, but br-ead-maldna ira it 10011 swpcndtd. See Diarr, p. 26,. 
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assumed the practice of midwifery. This woman had learned the art from Dona 
Leandra, but she would not venture to practice while Dona Leandra was available. 
Probably most midwives in these villages have in training some assistant-disciple. 

The knowledge of the kax baac ("bone tyer") includes that of setting fractures 
and of massaging for sprains and displaced muscles. The treatment of dislocations 
and sprains is known as ellen zahi. Though a kax baac is strictly one who can set 
broken bones, the term is loosely used for those who know only clien zayi. Many 
men have some knowledge of these arts; an occasional man enjoys a professional 
reputation in the field and practices his caUing for a fee. There is no real kax baac 
in Chan Kom; in case of fractures, a specialist is called from another village.• The 
kax baac may be also a h-men, or he may not. 

THB SACRED PROFESSIONALS: THB MABSTROS CANTORBS 

In that important class of religious ceremonies, Catholic in form, which are 
known as novenas or rnos (p. 148), the essential ritual is the recitation of mem
orized prayers from the Catholic liturgy. Many men and women can repeat some 
of these prayers and, although they are in Spanish or in Latin, those who can recite 
them are in many cases people who speak only Maya. But there are certain men 
in the community who devote themselves to the memorizing of such prayers, and 
who, by reciting them at these ceremonies, practice a sacred profession: that of 
maestro tan/or. Some of these men can repeat, in a low, rapid gabble for as much 
as an hour, Latin and SpaRish prayers with little or no repetition. 

The matstro tan/or is called in to officiate at practically all novenas and rnos' 
(p. 151). On All Souls' Day these professionals are kept busy, hour after hour, going 
from one house to another to recite the ritual. They make no charge for their 
services, but they are accorded the highest respect when they appear professionally, 
and the best part of the food distributed at the end of the ceremony is reserved for 
them. 

There is a feeling among the people that not every one can become a matstro 
cantor, but only those whom God has called to the role. Of the five or six matstros 
,canlorts in Chan Kom, the two who are men of advanced years enjoy the greatest 
prestige. These men profess not to remember where they first learned the prayers; 
one of them, when a youth, was a house-boy in the home of a priest in Valladolid 
and probably first learned them there. This man has transmitted the calling to 
his son. Several of these men are illiterate as well as ignorant of Spanish, and have 
leo.rnefl the prayers by rote from repeated hearing of them, but one or two reinforce 
their stock of texts by studying the little printed pamphlets of Catholic prayers 
that circulate in Yucatan. 

THB CASAMBNTERO 

One man in Chan Kom discharges the professional functions of marriage.. 
negotiator (casamtnltrtJ; no Maya name). These functions depend upon the 

IS.. Dt.,.,, p. J09. 
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customs of betrothal: the parents of the boy take the initiative and ceremoniously 
make request of the girl's parents for their daughter in marriage for the petitioners' 
son; ·and this ceremonious petition is repeated, usually three additional times 
(p. 193). It is felt, however, that the request should not be made directly by the 
boy's parents or by them alone. It is a delicate matter, involving the forging of 
new kinship bonds between two family groups and the negotiations to fix the 
muhul (bride-gift}. The ca;am<nl<rD is the public functionary who may be 
called upon to act as representative of the petitioners and as ga-between in the 
negotiations. In some neighboring villages, and in the towns where this mode of 
betrothal is practiced, there is no casamtnl<rD, and parents ask the aid of any trusted 
person, or even carry on the negotiations themselves; and this last manner of 
procedure is followed occasionally in Chan Kom.1 There is no obloquy incurred by 
dispensing with his services, but what would be regarded as "the best marriages" 
are made by calling in the casamentero. . 

The casamentero must be an older man, one who enjoys public esteem by 
reason of his virtuous habits, his moral example, and his knowledge of Biblical lore 
and of the lives of the saints. Not many in Chan Kom have more than an inkling 
of such lore, and to have it is to have spiritual worth. A man of the village stated 
that the success of a marriage increases in proportion to the knowledge the casa
mentero has of such matters. In Chan Kom the man w Iio is now ca;amml<rD is 
also a leading ma<Jtro cantor, and the man who takes his place, if the other is unable 
to function, is another maestro cantor; the two offices, obviously, are likely to be 
filled by the same individual. 

The casamentero accompanies the boy's parents to the girl's home and as their 
spokesman asks for the girl's hand. He stresses the virtues of the boy on whose 
behalf he has come, and minimizes his defects. He urges upon his hearers acceptance 
of the valuables--gold chains, silk nuipil (p. 193)-which the boy's parents are 
prepared to offer, and, if the other couple are disposed to be exacting, he drives a 
bargain with them. Not uncommonly he acts as a witness to the church marriage. 
He is likely to assume some later responsibility for the· success of the marriage; 
commonly before they marry, he advises the boy and girl as to their duties and 
responsibilities, and if discords arise between them after marriage, he will often 
intercede to repair the breach. For his services he collects no fee, but the bride
groom maintains an attitude of respectful obligation to him and not uncommonly 
gives him some assistance in working his milp:.,. · 

THE H·MENS 

By far the most distinct and impOrtant professionals in the village are those 
known as 11-mm<J (h-menob),' who discharge the functions of priest and of shaman: 
For all the important ceremonies dealing witb. the pagan gods, for the exordstic 
rites, and in connection with the ritual curing of disease, their services are indis
pensable and allow of no substitution. Their knowledge is very special; it is acquired 

1 See DiUT, p. s6l, 
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only after long novitiate periods; and there is a clear break between their knowledge 
and that of the laymen. As this knowledge is esoteric, involving the occult and 
the holy, the h-mens are persons set apart, a little uncanny. At the same time the 
special respect accorded them, mixed with a touch of dread, is modified by other 
feelings induced by the prestige of the modern, the rational, the "civilized." The 
influence of the schools and of the political propagandist, and the respect nowadays 
accorded rational medicine and hygiene, tend to qualify the status of the h-men and 
make him, while still a person apart, no longer a person above. The state of 
intoxication in which, traditionally, the h-men maintains himself while officiating, 
conflicts with the ideals and practices of abstinence current in Chan Kom. When 
the drunken shaman turns his crystals in the candlelight and reads in them the will 
of the gods, the devotees who attend the ceremony hasten to perform the orders of 
which the h-men is mouthpiece, but their obedience does not move in unmixed 
reverence. There is also distaste, even disgust, and-sometimes-distrust. The 
attitude toward the h-men of those most affected by modernizing influences varies 
with the mood and the emergency. A man who when sick will call the shaman to 
perform the rituals of contrition offered t<> offended spirits, when well will decry the 
h-men and oppose his leadership. "Really," writes the village political leader in his 
autobiography (p. 227), adopting the jargon of the propagandist, "theh-mens are the 
exploiters of the working man .•• , the worst enemies of all the workers ofthe world." 
Nevertheless, when these lines were written their author had just employed several 
shamans to undo the black magic other shamans had worked to his ill. 

The h-men leads in the Maya ceremonies; he recites the prayers, offers the food 
to the gods, and directs his lay assistants. He diagnoses illness, predicts its out
come, and effects cures, partly by performing propitiatory, expiatory or exorcistic 
ceremonies, partly by administering herbal medicine, and partly by bleeding and 
cupping. The priestly and therapeutic functions are thus closely interrelated. 
Their exercise involves the use of special paraphernalia: the crystals of divination 
(zaztun; p. 170); rattlesnake fangs or obsidian or glass blades with which the 
patients are bled; and certain small gourd vessels of special shape (homa) which 

• are used only to hold the sacred liquor (balche) in the ceremonies. 
The h-mens take no part in rituals involving the recitation of Catholic prayers. 

The maestros cantorts are not h-mens, and the h-mens are not mtJtstros cantons. 
Nor do the h-mens have any concern with the ritual or practical acts attending 
childbirth. 

Three terms are in use which distinguish among the functions of the priest 
(h-men), the herbalist (dzadzac) and the sorcerer (pulyah). The h-mens are, 
probably without exception, herbalists too. But there are also herbalists who are 
not h-mens: they do not perform the religious ceremonies or in other ways act as 
intermediaries between man and god. And while the priestly functions are appro
priate to men only, those of the herbalist are sometimes carried on by women 
(x-dzadzac). Commonly a h-men's wife is an herbalist. 

But the functions of the priest (h-men) and of the performer of black magic 
(pulyah) are fundamentally incompatible. The h-men is uncanny, and suspected 
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witchcraft is often attributed to him, just as h-mens are easily suspected of being 
uayes (p. 178). But sorcery is a black art, while the priestly office is a sacred calling. 
For a h-men to get a reputation as a sorcerer is to lose his reputation as a h-men. 
If such rumors spread about a h-men, he is less sought after to perform the cere
monies. One h-men of great fame suffered such a darkening of his reputation: it 
was said of him that he had begun to engage in sorcery; it was told that he was 
practicing his art in order to make money; and when finally he went blind, his 
misfortune was explained by reference not to his great success as a h-men, but by 
saying that this was his punishment for taking up sorcery. The older people say that 
when a h-men begins to act as pulyah, "the yuntzilob (agricultural deities) will not 
accept him." As a sign of this, the ritual breads come out of the earth-aven underdone. 

The pulyah of greatest reputation are not h-mens. And some of them are 
women. Furthermore, the most powerful and most feared of them do not reside 
in the villages, but in the neighboring towns, and are not Mayas, but m.eslizos. 

In Chan Kom, during most of the period of these observations, there were two 
h-mens.' For the less important ceremonies and for the curing of sickness, where 
the case is not desperate, these local practitioners are called upon. But if the 
stubborn illness does not yield, or the reluctant rain does not fall, a h-men of 
greater prestige, from some other village, is called. There are great differences in 
the reputations of these men; in the case of a few their fame extends over an area 
including several score of settlements. The two h-mens of Chan Kom, being 
professionals of only moderate repute, spend only small parts of their time in the 
exercise of their calling and make milpa like any other man. But there are h-mens 
who apparently devote themselves to their special vocation and subsist without 
planting maize. The h-men's fee is in money and rum, and the amount varies with 
the magnitude of the service rendered and the dignity of the practitioner. Thus, 
for performing an exorcistic ceremony to cure a sick child, a minor h-men charged 
JO centauos and drank two bottles of anis (p. 173) while a shaman of renown sold 
only his advice and some glass blades for bloodletting for the sum of 45 pesos (p. 227). 

There is a tendency for this calling to descend from father to son. One of the 
h-mens of Chan Kom learned his art from his father, and another, in a neighboring 
village, comes from a family of which the· men are reputed to have been h-mens 
from remote times. On the other hand, there are cases where persons of seclusive or 
mystical temperament seek out famous shamans and become their apprentices. 
Another Chan Kom shaman in this way learned his vocation from a fambus shaman 
in the village where he was born (TixcacaltuY.,). 

The period of training lasts one year, during which the novice is the apprentice 
and assistant of the established h-men; attending his master at the ceremonies he 
performs, while the master teaches him the prayers, his knowledge of the plants, and 
the ways of diagnosing and of curing disease~ At the end of the year, the master 
gives his disciple some of his zaztuns (crystals of divination) and there is held a 
ceremony of initiation and dedication. This ceremony is called u lohol u kub 
kubah ti yuntzilob yetel ti yum hahal Dios ("his redemption, the delivery of himself 

1 Shard)t •ltaward. both EU~oved to other and nci1bboriJ11 ..W..., 
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to the yuntzils1 and to the Lord God"). The ceremony is conducted by the master 
h-men. He erects an altar and has ritual breads made in the earth-oven (p. 1z5). 
The initiate brings a turkey. He and his wife kneel at the altar, the new h-men 
lifting up the turkey as an offering to the yuntzilob while the old h-men recites 
prayers. The wife kneels too, because at future ceremonies she will in some cases 
direct the women in the preparation of the broth (kol; p. 1 z9). Both the h-men and 
his wife wear on their heads a sort of crown made of vines encircling the head and 
also crossing it, once longitudinally and once transversely. To the vines arc 
fastened Plumtria flowers (nictc). 

After the ceremony has been performed, the new h-mcn is free to practice. The 
master receives nothing for the training he has given, but he may call upon his 
disciple to treat him or to aid him in his profession. H-mens do not charge one 
another; they treat one another free. 

Friends of the candidate may bring to this ceremony an a/mud of maize and a 
hen. If they do this, during the following year they may call upon the new h-men 
without having to pay him for his services. 

COOPERATIVE LABOR AND WORK-EXCHANGE 

The specializations of function which have been described in this chapter 
bring it about that one individual depends upon another, and so help to weave the 
fabric of Chan Kom society. This dependence upon the labor of another results 
also from institutions which. do not involve specialization of function: labor is not 
only divided; it is also pooled and exchanged. 

Communal labor-by which is here meant compulsory cooperative labor by 
the whole community-xists as an important institution; it will be discussed in 
the next section, Such communal labor is expended chiefly on public works. A 
man's cornfield and his garden-plot are the results of his private initiative and the 
fruits of his own personal toil. In the great majority of cases a man clears, plants 
and harvests his milpa without help, unless it be that of his small son. In a very 
few cases, however, a group of friends or of relatives help one another in the work 
,on the individual milpas. This is by the principle of work-exchange. Thus, one 
man helped first his father's brother and then the son of another paternal uncle 
with the harvesting, expecting his uncle and his cousin to help him with his harvest; 
and two brothers and the husband of their sister similarly exchanged services in 
the milpa. But the work-exchange plays a much smaller part in agricultural labor 
than it does in house-building. According to custom now disappearing, house
construction was by communal labor, and probably the sentiments that attended 
such collective toil are manifest today in the frequent cases of work-exchange in 
connection with the construction of masonry houses. A few masonry houses in 
Chan Kom have been built by the owner alone, but most have been built by 
cooperating groups of men who have constructed, in turn, a house for each member 
of the group. In part, these groups have been composed of relatives and in part of 
neighbors. An uncle and four nephews built five masonry houses in succession, 
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one for each member of the group. The work was intermittent; while it was going 
on one of the nephews helped his father-in-law to build his house, expecting the 
older man to return help when the younger should build a second smaller masonry 
structure on his own lot. Meanwhile this son-in-law and his father-in-law were 
earning labor-credit from a neighbor, who was not a relative, by helping in the 
construction of his house. Before the fifth house of the group first mentioned was 
complete, the same uncle and two of the nephews began to help another uncle, 
brother of the first, with his masonry house; each expecting a return of labor some 
day when he should need it. Apparently no exact record is kept of the time spent 
by one man on the house or in the field of another; but such matters are public 
knowledge, and public opinion reminds a delinquent if he has not given an approxi
mate return. 

Besides these frequent instances of the exchange of labor in house-construction, 
there are also cases of simultaneous cooperative labor, also voluntari\y entered 
into, by groups of men upon single projects in which they all share equally. Lime
burnings are often made this way; for example, the mason and two of his neighbors, 
no kin of his, pooled their efforts to make a lime-burning, and then divided the lime 
equally among them (Diary, p. 272). Four neighbors, who lived in a part of the 
village distant from the cenote, together opened a well for their common use 
(Diary, p. 2 54). . 

COMMUNAL LABOR; FAGINA 

"Fagina" is the name given to the labor which every man in the village must 
perform for the public good without receiving remuneration. The custom is clearly 
defined and the part played by the institution in the social mechanics of the village 
is of great importance. The duties discharged in accordance with it are of two sorts: 
regular public service in rotation and occasional special labor in which all adult 
males simultaneously participate. The former variety, known as guardia, provides 
the personnel for the village administration. The obligation of guardia falls upon 
every male member of the community as soon as he leaves school. Men about 
forty-five years of age or over are exempt, also those who have been comisario, or 
president of the Liga. At the beginning of each calendrical year the comisario 
makes out a list of all the boys and men who are subject tofagina; to each he assigns 
one week of duty as member of a body of four men always on duty in the public 
building (cuarltl}. These four are the guardia; each is a polida. That one of'the 
four who has received the most education i$ called sargmlo; he is charged with 
receiving official letters or orders which may· come to the village and with com
municating matters of interest to the comisario. The sargmtos appointed Tor all 
the weeks of the year' constitute the deliberative body of the village. When a 
matter comes up for discussion, a meeting of sargmlos is held, presided over by "the 
eomisario, and the question is decided by this assemblage (Diary, p. 256). 

The four men constituting the guardia perform any public service, under the 
direction of the comisario; they run errands, provide an escort for returning visitors,; 
arrest and incarcerate deliquents, go from door to door announcing decisions made 

1 T. are about 6tteen IUJtfflol in Clan Kom; each maD aerva Mftfl.l 1JCC:b or ,..Ui• a Jdl'• 
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at public meetings and perform tasks in connection with public improvements. 
They may be called upon to walk the so kilometers to Valladolid in order to deliver 
some official communication. During the period of service, the policla swing their 
hammocks in the cuarlel, and there they remain, except when duty calls them out, 
or when, for brief periods, they go home to eat. It is their special duty, from the 
vantage point of the tuartel, to watch for visitors to the village and to notify the 
comisario of such arrivals. There are days at the height of the agricultural season, 
when the milpas engage the attention of nearly everyone and when the policla 
are the only men in the village. 

Guardia maintains the persisting machinery of local government and does the 
continual small labors for the public good. Specialjagina, which falls occasionally 
and simultaneously on all men, accomplishes the exceptional, the extra task. 
Fagina is a work-drive, a collective spurt. Guardia maintains the overhead of 
village business; fagina provides for expansion. Under the stimulus of village 
leadership and progressive ideas, Chan Kom has been expanding rapidly during the 
years of these observations, and therefore there has been a great deal of fa gina. 
By this institution the plaza and the streets have been laid out, school gardens have 
been prepared, and there have been successively constructed the tuartel, a new 
school (Plate 106), a basketball field, and 11 kilometers of roadway. Until recent 
years all private houses were built by fagina, but this custom is disappearing with 
the introduction of the masonry house. 

The performance of fagina is attended with the impressiveness of collective 
determination and the stimulus of a situation where all men work shoulder to 
shoulder on one common task. Whenfagina has been decided upon, all the men 
meet at the ruarlel, and first taking note of any absentees, that derelictions may not 
go unpunished, they go off together, with their tools, to the place where the task 
is to be done. At the meeting the night before whenjagina was decided upon, there 
have been speeches exhorting the people to special effort that Chan Kom may 
grow in power and prestige; these words are still in their ears as they go out to do 
the work, and perhaps the tomisario, who is with them as their leader, urges them 

,on with fresh exhortations. During the work there is plenty of opportunity to 
talk and to joke;jagina is permeated by a cheerful enthusiasm. 

This willingness and enthusiasm depend, of course, upon the sanction of public 
opinion; fagina could not go on if the public will opposed it. There are, in fact, 
always some individuals who findfagina too great a burden to be borne cheerfully, 
or to .be borne at all. But the institution of fa gina is so interrelated with other 
institutions as to bend such individuals into conformity, or, if they will not bend, 
to exclude them from the community entirely. Fagina is a duty that can not be 
escaped while a man lives in Chan Kom. It is an essential condition of citizenship. 
It can not be avoided by mere absence from the village. If a man is in his milpa, 
word is sent him (by polida) to remind him that his task at the village is soon to 
be perrormed.1 Failure to performfagintl is punished by arrest and imprisonment, 
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and sometimes by the imposition of extra tasks. A man may not take up res1dence 
in Chan Kom without agreeing to participate in thejagina program then current. 
On the other hand, if an old resident is not faithful in the performance of his 
fagina, he is notified that he will have to discharge these duties or leave the village. 
There are even cases where a strong eomisario imposes extra tasks upon such suspect 
citizens as a test of their willingness (Diary, p. 301). If a man, discontented with 
the burden of fa gina, elects to move his residence from Chan Kom, he may not go 
withfagina unfulfilled (Diary, p. 305), and the authorities of other villages, to which 
he applies for admission, will cooperate with Chan Kom by denying him admission 
as a resident until he has been discharged from Chan Kom. 

OCCUPATIONAL DIVISION OP TIMI! 

Some idea of the ways in which a Chan Kom man spends his time rna y be had 
from table 5· The subjects of these records are two young married men, each with 
two children, occupying intermediate positions of wealth and social prominence. 

T.t.Bt.a s-Di.UJon of n-.17 -·71, •• ,,, Nrifltu fl«ltpMitlru ;, 1M cau qJ,. 
111#11 qf C.U• Kt~• 

nt MIUI nt Man 2d. Ma11 
19JO. 19JI0 1931, 

No. Da71 No. Day• No. Day& 

Apiculture= 
Fdli111 buah .............. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . " >o 6 
Sowillf ....... ........ ···················. ' ' ' CleuiqMCOnd.arawth .... ................. 3 • 3' 
Fcncinr mill*., , , ......................... ' • • Doii.U ........................ ........... • • >3 
Harvati.q ........ ........................ n •• .. 
Fetddnc corD rrom milpa ... , .. ,,, ..... ... , , ., 6 n 
SheUina cora bale or lellilll it ............. 0 •• .. 
Other agricultural tub ..................... 0 • ' Helpina: tiiend or rehti...: ia miJpa ...... ..... ' • 0 

Total ................................. 73 .. ... 
Cattle: 

Huntina for catde in dac huah ............... •• >O • 
Slaua-htcrina . ............. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • 0 0 

Total ................................. .. >o 
HouKbuildina:: 

On own hocate ....•...•.•• •••••... · · · .• · · ·. >3 ., •• Htlpina tiitnd o.- relative . .................. ., 38 0 

Total ........................... ~····· 31 63 •• Sm.U Domatie Tukt: 
Minor labon in hOUJC or yard . .............. 6 ' "' Hudic:n.fta (strinr, haau:aodul) • ............ 0 3 • Total ................................. ' ' .. 

HWitiq., ...... , .. ,, ~· ....................... •• •• ' To Towill oa Private Bulinc:~~ .. , ............. :. 3 • u 
Pu.blic Scmcc: 

Gltfti• or/•ti"•· ......................... •• ,. " DiKbU'IIiiiC official dutiea ia -rillqe .. , .... , , . 3 0 3 
To tow111 on official bulin- ............ .... n 0 0 

Total ........................ _.~··"··· .. ,. 38 
Fiat•: 

lnvillqc . ................................ " ' Domatie .. ..................... ....... : .. • 0 0 

Other viUa,a . . , ..... , .... , , . , ... , , .. , , , .. ' ' ' Political dcmOilJtration in tow a .. ,, . ....... :. 3 0 0 

Tatal .... ,,,,,,,, ............... ,,,,., •3 .. " Idle .......................................... 8 u •• 
NoRecotd .... ................................ us ... ... 
Total ......................................... ,., ,., ,., 
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The activities of one of these men are reported for the greater part of two consecu
tive years; those of the other, for most of the second of the same pair of years. 
The first man was president of Liga Sotialisla during the first year; the second 
man was head of the Local Agrarian Committee during the second year. 

The one predominant and inescapable task is agriculture; a man spends from 
a quarter to a half of his days in its pursuit.• Felling bush, sowing, weeding 
and harvesting each requires a week of labor, or several weeks. Another important 
element in the agricultural toil, that does not appear from the table, is the mere 
going and coming on the trail to the milpa; in many cases it takes a man a day to 
reach his milpa and another day to return; and such trips, either to bring the work
man to the site of his work, or to fetch the ripened corn that it may be cooked 
and eaten, consume many days of every man's time every year. Although the 
close association of village life is the predominant experience for everyone, it is 
probably true that during a third of every man's time (and during a smaller pro
portion in the case of a woman) a Chan Kom individual is alone, or in a small 
family group, camping in his milpa or walking through the silent bush. 

Public service, chiefly in the form of fagina, demanded, during the period of 
these observations, a sixth to a quarter of a man's time. This is much more than 
is usual in neighboring villages.' The table shows that although all men are SUP

posed to contribute equally tofagina, in fact there is some variation. The most 
public-spirited do more than the others; and if a man holds public office, he must 
go to the town on public business or devote some of his hours at home to it. During 
these particular years of observation, when the building of masonry houses swept 
the village like a wave, individuals caught up by it spent as much as one-quarter 
of their active hours in building. But the second man represented in these tables 
only lately turned to architectural improvements, and therefore only 5 per cent 
of his time was so taken up. The men who have cattle have to devote a score of days 
or more to them, chiefly by using up days on end looking for the cattle in the 
bush, that they may not stray away from the neighborhood, die of thirst, do injury 
to a milpa, or be stolen. Hunting expeditions consume another 10 or 2.0 days, 
.and about as many go to small tasks around the house, and about a score to attend
ing fiestas, either in other villages and towns or in Chan Kom. Only one or two 
local religious ceremonies require a full day or more; most take place in the after
noon hours after a man has already put in some hours at work. 

A woman's activities are, of course, less varied. Occasionally she accompanies 
her h11sband to the milpa or on his rarer trips to town. While she is in the village 
her domestic duties at one season are like those at another season; only the periods 
of fiesta and ceremony interrupt the uniformity of her days. 

THE YBAIU.Y ROUND 

Festal days and work days in Chan Kom are determined partly by the fixe<l 
days of the Catholic calendar and partly by the shifting seasons. The calendar 
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maintains a day, week and month count which everyone observes, marking the 
Sundays, the period of Lent, the days on which to worship this saint or that, on 
which to tell fortunes,' on which to plant bananas. But the agricultural year 
underlies and controls the emphases of the church calendar. Only those Catholic 
feasts are observed which nature permits or recommends the people to observe, 
and there are other and most important feasts which are independent of the Catholic 
lists of days, but obey only the growing corn. The life cycle of the maize plant, 
that every year sees repeated, fixes the annual rhythm of life for all the individuals 
of Chan Kom and for the community itself. The activities of the people, indeed 
their moods, change as the maize plant changes; and the maize, in turn, changes 
with the alternating seasons, wet and dry. But some of the duties that the maize 
imposes, such as felling bush for new milpas, may be discharged at any time over 
a period of months, while others, like sowing and gathering the new corn, must be 
performed quickly and within a few days. These latter occasions, P.erefore, 
mark most sharply the rhythms of the communal life, because at these times the 
annual cycles of the activities of the individuals coincide with one another; the 
whole village acts together. When one man is felling bush another may be building 
a house, but when one man sows, most of the others sow also; and the gathering 
of the new ears takes place, for all milpas, within a period of a few days. The same 
unifying effect of common concerns appears in the contrast between the two chief 
critical periods in the agricultural year. These are the period just before the 
burning, when a man struggles in the conflict between two contrary impulses
to wait until the felled bush is thoroughly dry before firing it, or to fire it now before 
the rains come and make it impossible to fire it at all-and, second, the occasional 
periods of drought. The crisis in respect to burning must be faced separately 
by each agriculturalist, because different men fell bush at different times and dif
ferent milpas dry differently. Therefore this is a problem to be met separately 
by each man, by means of individual prayers and offerings. But drought is a dan
ger of another sort; it descends simultaneously and more or less equally upon 
all men; it threatens the security of everyone. Therefore it occasions the most 
important communal religious ceremony a 

Sowing might similarly involve communal ceremonies, because the period 
of planting is so short, but for the facts that milpas are separately and individually 
sown and that they are situated at such distances from one another. When nien 
plant, they all plant at the same time; but tl!ey are separated from one another 
and are busy with practical activities. The gathering of new corn, however, pro
vides the opportunity for communal festivity. For eleven months the j,eople 
have been living on dry corn. Then the-milky ears ripen in all the milpas within a 
few days; this does not require the separate lal?ors of each agriculturalist in his milpa. 
as does sowing; it merely invites him to bring a few of the fresh ears to his house 
and there, with his neighbors (who tomorrow will return the courtesy) to enjoy, 
in security and relaxation and the company of his fellows, the flavor of the new 
com. 
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The end of one agricultural cycle overlaps the beginning of the next: men 
are already felling bush for next year's milpa before the maize has ripened in 
the milpa made this year. The felling of the bush begins in August and continues 
till after the middle of January (see chart, p. 83). Then "the time is good for 
gathering the ears of corn," 1 and it is only the laggards who are felling bush; 
most men are harvesting, and by the beginning of March nearly everybody is 
in his milpa, twisting the ears from their stalks and putting them in the granaries 
built right at the fields. By the middle or second third of this month the harvesting 
is done and there is a lull in the agricultural duties. The corn from the old milpa 
is in and nothing can be done on the new milpa until the felled bush has been 
thoroughly dried for burning. This lull coincides with the greatest period of festal 
activity in the villages and towns of the region. The most important festal day 
of the year is the Day of the Cross, the third of May. Then ritual prayers are 
offered to the Holy Cross, chief religious symbol of the people. But as .each vil
lage wishes to honor the Cross, and to enjoy the pleasures of hospitality at festal 
dances, and as there are few available musicians to play at the dance which make up 
an important part of the festivities, it is customary for groups of neighboring 
villages to hold their fiestas on different days, so that it results that the months 
of April and May are practically given over to fiestas. This is the season of the 
year when there is the most moving about from one village to another, as each 
successive fiesta attracts its visitors. During this period the stringency of toil 
relaxes; many of the days are given over to festal play, and the work that is ac
complished is house-building, or fagina, rather than agricultural labor. 

Yet one agricultural concern does intrude into this period of relaxation: 
the matter of the burning of the milpas. One by one the agriculturalists perform 
this necessary act, guided as to the precise moment by the progressive drying 
of the felled trees or by the advice of the h-men (see p. 132). As the milpas are 
burned, the heat of these flames is added to the growing heat of the advancing 
year and the sky becomes clouded with smoke. "Muan, April 22d, when there 
is a ring around the sun in the sky," says the Chumayd manuscript. The heat 
grows in volume till it almost suffocates, building up a crescendo of interest and 
then anxiety. When will the rains begin? · 

Eagerly the people look for the first omens of the coming rain. They watch 
the bush, until through the drying branches flit certain little birds-the chllc
tzimin (p. 208)-that have set out to fetch· the horses of the rain-gods. Tho 
people scan the eastern sky, for there all the chaacs are gathered, ready to ride forth 
with the fructifying waters. At last one day the clouds gather in the east and 
the first low thunders of the season are heard. This is a welcome sound; now the 
rains will come within a very few days; when this first thunder rumbles, the meq 
shout, "He cutalo le yum chaacob!" ("Here· come the lords chaac!"). Soon the 
gathering clouds sweep westward, spreading across the heavens; the chaacs are 
riding the sky and the first rains fall. 

l Quo~ 11om Ron' translation of the= Chumayd manllltript1 ''11lc &:OUDt of thcui...t. in one rear. Y au, 1 lUI. s:a. 'flu= time il aood 
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The first rainfall marks a sharp transition in the cadence of the year; the 

heat breaks or is at least refreshed with verdure and water-pool, and the men 
are released once more to activity. Within a few days all have departed to plant 
their milpas, and the village is drowsy and silent. The first rains come at the 
end of May or at the beginning of June. The successive events in the agricultural 
year take place earlier or later, depending on the time of arrival and on the volume 
of these rains. If, after the planting, the rains fall in abundance, the men are 
called once more into the fields to clear the weeds from the sprouting plants. 
By the middle of July the com has grown clear of the second growth; there is 
another lull. The fields no longer demand practical attention, but they are more 
and more the objects of anxiety as the ears form and as the rains decrease. Now 
comes the danger of drought. In this pause, therefore, are apt to be performed 
the private agricultural ceremonies in propitiation of the gods that watch over the 
fields; the man who has let several years go by without offering to the gods the 
prayers and sacred breads of the "dinnerofthe milpa" ceremony, turns to the h-men 
for help as he sees the shallow water-holes going dry and the maize leaves turning 
yellow. And in this same period, if the drought is prolonged, is it likely that the 
rain (clia-chaac) ceremony is performed (p. 138), although it may be celebrated 
at any time between planting and harvest. 

The fiesta of the patron saint of the village, San Diego, also falls in this period 
(on August 24), and the dignity and importance given to its celebration vary 
with the amount of ready money on hand and with the amount of concern felt for 
the safety of the crop. 

By the end of August some men have already begun the felling of bush for 
future milpa, but the approaching event, once drought has been averted, is the 
ripening of the new ears. Late August and early September constitute a third 
period of agricultural idleness, but if the rains have kept up, or have fallen again, 
anxiety relaxes and it is a season of pleasurable anticipation. The milpas ripen 
in a sort of race; the man who first makes roasted ears for his neighbors feels a 
certain prideful exultation as he shares the succulent maize. The other milpas 
ripen immediately thereafter, and for a week or more almost nothing is done 
in the village, except as concerns the preparation of maize gruel and new roasted 
ears, the exchange of hospitality, the delightful gorging of sweet food, and the 
offering in a lighthearted and confident spirit of the first fruits of the milpa to the 
generous gods. 

This is the climax of the year. Effort has resulted in successful accomplish
ment and thankful rejoicing has been expressed. Now the com will stay safely 
where it is, except as the birds and the rodents, or occasional marauding cattle, 
take their toll. In October and November some men· bend down (Joblar) the 
maturing ears,• and immediately thereafter the harvest begins, to continue, in 
interrupted and desultory fashion, for several months. In these autumn and winter 
months there are other annual fiestas, of less importance than the celebration of 
the new corn, but still of individual and communal consequence. October 31 
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and November I are the Days of the Dead; for these two days, and for the two days 
a week later constituting the octave of the feast, people give themselves up to 
festivity, the women are busy preparing the food for the departed and the maestros 
can/ores are occupied in the recitation of prayers. And again, on the nine nights 
preceding Christmas, there are prayers in many houses in honor of the Child God. 
These nights of prayer in November and December, Candlemas and the Day of 
the Holy Cross, are the days in the Catholic calendar which are observed in Chan 
Kom by the recitation of ritual prayer and the distribution of festal food. The 
calendar is frequently consulted and the Fridays in Lent are recognized, but ob
served only by a disposition on the part of some to leave their work and spend 
the day in hunting or in rest and conversation. Sundays are treated similarly; a 
man is more apt to go hunting on Sunday than on any other one day of the week, 
and it is common for men to put on their best clothes on Sunday and pass the day 
in talk and small relaxing occupations. But the same men will on other, Sundays 
work in their mil pas, and there appears to be no defined attitude with regard to the 
appropriateness of the day for rest or play. 



CHAPTU. VI 

PAMn.Y, Vll.LAGI! AND STAT!! 

In reviewing kinship and the family as they exist in Chan Kom today there 
becomes apparent a sort of theoretical organization from which actual cases depart, 
sometimes very widely. This theoretical organization was more nearly true in fact 
a generation ago than it is today. It is made known to us from the statements of 
the older people as to what "ought to be" the situation, from the few conservative 
extended domestic families that exist in the village today and from the symbolism 
of the familial and marriage rituals. 

In this theoretical system, every small parental family lies within two great 
families. Behind each spouse is the control and support of his or her kin. Mar
riages are arranged by the parents: the father and mother get their son a wife. 
The new husband becomes obligated to his parents-in-law. Until recent years 
marriage was by "haan-cab" ("work of the son-in-law"), the youth going to live 
with and to serve his prospective parents-in-law for a year, before receiving his 
bride. On the other hand, when the marriage is consummated, the new couple 
lives-in this theoretical system-with the parents of the husband and the wife 
becomes subject to the conrrol and direction of her mother-in-law. Thus, in effect, 
every young married person is responsible and respectful to three pairs of older 
persons: his parents, his godparents and his parents-in-law. Older people direct 
younger persons and receive respect from them. Fathers control sons, older 
brothers control younger brothers. Women are always under the protection and 
subjection of a man: father, brother or husband. In every small family the hus
band gives orders to the wife; in every great family there is a responsible male head. 

In actuality, however, this ideal organization is far from realized, although 
the familial attitudes involved in it are present in less systematic and consistent 
form. The settlement is one of pioneers, who have in many cases left their kinsmen 
behind them. This fact, the growing mobility, and other factors have brought 
it about that many parental families are complete within themselves, the spouses 
living with very little social connection with or dependence upon their kin. Haan
cab is no longer practiced and it is even exceptional for a young married man 
to bring his mother-in-law an occasional present of firewood. Many, perhaps most, 
young people begin married life in a separate home of their own. Although the 
subordination of women to men is general, there are marked individual variations 
with respect to the influence of parental ties beyond marriage. A realistic state
ment of the actual situation requires a consideration of particular cases. 

FAMILY AND HOUSEHOLD 

The small family in Chan Kom is much as it is with us, consisting of the 
mating couple and their children. Even where the great family organization is 
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significant, the ties that are emphasized are those between husband and wife. 
Both spouses enter into marriage fairly free from ties to the kinship groups in 
which they were brought up. The functioning social group is (with exception 
to be noted) the small parental ("biological") family; technical and moral instruc
tion is transmitted within it; and there is no other institution, not even the school, 
that seriously competes with it in the discharge of these functions. The small 
parental family is in general the economic unit. The man produces the food and, 
together with his wife and children, consumes it. 

In general, the household and the parental family coincide; the household 
contains a married couple and their children and in some cases unmarried rela
tives of the one spouse or the other, two-thirds of the Chan Kom households 
being of this sort. The other one-third provide exceptions: ten of them to the 
general statement made as to households, in that they contain more than one 
family; and two of them to the generalization with respect to the family, in that 
they house families of a notably different sort. 

Of the ten multiple family households, three house the families of two mar
ried brothers. In one case a married brother and a married sister share a house. 
In four cases one ot more married sons remain under the parental roof. In one 
case a married daughter and her husband live with her parents; in another a mar
ried uncle and his brother's married son share a house. In all these cases the house
holds are composite, but the families are separate.• Each couple keeps its prop
erty separately, although each may contribute to a common table. 

There are also two cases of polygynous families. These were recently formed 
in violation of custom (see p. 143). In both cases a single household is maintained. 
The two women share the domestic duties, and on trips to the milpa the husband 
takes along sometimes one woman and sometimes the other. In neither case are 
there children by the second wife, and the latter takes no part in the care 
of the children of the other.' Her social position is distinctly subordinate. 
There has been no ceremony to sanction the second mating, and the theoretical 
morals of the people provide for monogamy only. In one case (and probably 
also in the other) the husband appears with the first wife on public occasions; if 
visitors come, he summons her and the second woman is ignored before outsiders, 
except members of the community and such associates as the writers of these pages. 

The exceptions just stated affect the make-up of the household, but they 
leave the family in its prevailing form. The other and more important exception, 
alrea~y referred to (p. s6) arises from the existence of two extended domestic 
families. One of these has been undergoing dissolution during the period of ob
servations; the other remains a completely functioning institution. This latter 
consists of a man, his wife, seven unmarried children, three married sons and 
the wives and children of these last. These nineteen persons constitute one inti
mate household and a single social-economic group. The father and his sons, 

1 With 11M pwliba. qu.libd. lalftdlteld • die r.ua..n.., pqc. 
1 S.. 0..,, p. ..,, w!Mn • qll&mll .,_ wb-. tM ~ wift cu--t tt.. othw _..•, chikL a-d, .. al tt.t 

ha.uehoklt ~ bt lllaftCiplnJ wilh tiM deputun fll- cl eM - Ia tiN IICoad llouiUo&d. tb .:c..,. -.a ltafl •• 
b..1 •• oniJ u ....,.nt. 1101 • CXIMilbi.-
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married and single, work together in clearing, sowing and harvesting an undi
vided milpa, and no individual lands or crops are recognized. When more corn is 
needed for tortillas, one of the men fetches it from the milpa; in the evening all 
members of the group help in shelling it, when it is placed in a single basket. All 
of the women of the group prepare the meals together and all eat together. The 
cattle are owned collectively also. 

The parental couple direct and control this familial commune.• The father 
decides what agricultural tasks are to be performed; and he must be consulted be
fore any crops or cattle are sold. His wife allocates the domestic duties among her 
daughters-in-law-this one to grind, that one to make tortillas. All of the domestic 
work of the sort stipulated is done by the girl indicated, with one limitation: the 
girl who does the washing, although she washes the clothes of the other women 
and of the children, does not wash the clothes of the other women's husbands; 
this each wife does for her husband. The family funds are kept by the older 
woman; the sons or their wives ask her for small sums for personal purposes, and 
she knows if the need really exists and acts accordingly. 

The other extended domestic family is similar, except that it is an older 
man's married nephews (sons of his deceased brother) who live with him and his 
unmarried children. This man's present wife is the mother of only one of the 
children in the house. Her authority does not appear to ·be as great as that of 
the older woman in the former family, but the uncle's control over his married 
nephews is great and the family properties were long maintained undivided. 
However, this family has been recently breaking-up; two of the married nephews 
have set up independent family households. To do this they were helped by their 
uncle, who aided them in building their houses. They are still very intimate 
with him, and the group of nephews, cousins and uncle-father still help one another 
in their various tasks. 

Varying degrees of parental control are exerted over the married sons in the 
multiple family households mentioned in a previous paragraph. Indeed, some of 

1 The apelion of che h~p in raponle lO tM development of the ateAded domt:Mic: IU!ily U ill1111tn.Ded by the hiahii'J' of 
h01U&>buildin1 in thia family (fiB, to), The paai&Z't'h anind in Chm Kom in 1906. He tbett inlilt a house of palea and thatth (No. I) 
which terVed both u•IHpil'l(-room &nd u kikhm. When the ltreebwerelaidout he builtaDOthtr thalChed houte (No.2) lll.oq thcttrcet. 
and ahordy dttrwud a ~JCparlte cook-hou.e (No. J). By thia time he had a DUmber of children, -co( whon! .Jept in the cook-howe. 
In 19'll, by which time he had nine children, nroofwhom were married, lie built a m-.oruy 1m .. (No.4) on the cvrner ud then a De1t' 

and betur kitchen (No, $}. A«wimmed to the thucbed hou-, the fuaily c:oatinued to aleep in thae, pan in No.2 and pan ia No. s
for No.3 wu abandoned-1nd u addition (No.6), to houiJC the srindinsapparatue, wq made to the new kitchen (No. J). Now t~ older 
CGII.ple and rheir unmarried ehildren llkep in No. t. Aaothtr m.uonryroom (No.7)~ bcina built, aDd th- indh•iduab plan to move thch:. 
In No.4 1\eep the two oldat married IOIUI and their wiYa; the younaat, far,the praent, Ike: .. in the kitchen. 

CB () 0 
4 • G 
Fzo. 1o--Houae IJ'OUP of o:readed domestic (uni\y 
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these households, where separate kitchens are maintained, but the families sleep 
under a single roof, appear to illustrate other stages in the break-up of extended 
domestic families. 

It is probable that the extended domestic family was once more common 
and is now yielding to the small parental family in response to technical and 
economic changes. It is noteworthy that the two men who maintain these large 
families are the two most prominent of the older men in the village, pioneers in the 
founding of the community and distinguished by wealth, property and moral 
character. The composition of the households is summarized in table 6: 

Sinrle funily houeboldl1 
Couple (~~rith or without c:hi~n), ,, , , .• , , . . . • . . . . S4 
Co!ipltl moth• ofmuliYint whh theta •• ,., ... ,.. :1 
Coup&ci1 m•11'1 patcrnaJ nat Jiri.,.: with them...... 1 
Couplt,m .. 'tunmiUriedlilterhilll•ith them..... 1 
Couphj an4 ..-d.,., wife...................... • 
Widow wid! w:toawried childre.a. • . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • J 

Totti •••••.........••...... ,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,, 33 
Multip&. lamilr hOUJcholdl (nch femilr a .. ,....m -. 

110mic unit)l 
Two m.med brothcn lmna tapthw ••.•.• ,....... 3 
Mtrri.cl brother 1nd miUried aittw................ I 
Coupk liriftl with hutband't puena ••........ , . . . 4 
Coupk Uri111 with wife'• p&Nntl ••••••••••••••• , • , I 
CoupltliYilll•ith mu't pataul uack ucl wiN.,,,, 

T~...................................... ro 
E.lVIdecl domadc funilio (more thua -. co.al!le. ~ 

ttituri,. 1 tiftlle IICOIIOmic &nd IOCial unith 
Man •nd married_,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .•••....... 
Man •fill married aephcw• (brotMr'• 111111),, ••• , ••• 

Total................... .................. t 

AftftP numbero/Pif'IDIII perllll..U P~~N~~W (unUf. . . . . S. I 
A...,. DUmber o/,.._..per boueJioW •. ,. , , , •• , , , , . . J .6 

KINSHIP AND THB GREAT PAMILY 

There are great differences among married individuals as to the extent to 
which they feel themselves bound to kinsmen who are not members of the small 
family household. In some cases, married sons and daughters go hardly any 
oftener into the houses of their parents than they go into the houses of their other 
neighbors; and many parents, who live in Chan Kom near their married children, 
pay dmaU attention to them. But in some cases children have built their houses on 
the same house-lots with their parents, the familial ties persist after marriage, 
and the great family maintains some cohesiveness. Such a group, in fact, is only 
less of a social unit than the two extended domestic families. The fact that estates 
are usually kept intact until the death of the surviving parent (p. 61) helps to 
preserve the control of widows and widowers over married children. But some small 
parental families in Chan Kom have no relatives in the village, and many others 
act as if they had not. 
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Two principal great-family groups are, indeed, recognizable in the village. 
One of these is composed of one of the extended domestic families and the patri
arch's other married relatives who maintain separate small families. Thirteen 
of the forty-five households in Chan Kom consist of a brother, sister, son, daughter, 
niece, nephew or grandnephew of this man. When he gives a domestic feast or 
ceremony, many of these kinsmen with their spouses come to his house. When 
disputes occur in the village, involving a member of this great family,' there is a 
disposition for its members to stand together, especially in opposition to the 
other functioning great family. This latter is composed of three married brothers 
and their widowed mother, and the married son of one brother, all forming four 
small families living in adjacent houses. The older poople in these two great 
families were among the pioneers in Chan Kom and are persons of consequence 
in the village. A third surname is borne by kinsmen in ten small families, but 
these relatives have little or no cohesiveness and are humbler folk. 

The essentially bilateral character of kinship is evidenced by the facts that 
in family gatherings and deliberations it is as much a person's mother's relatives 
as it is his father's who participate, and that any first cousin, no matter how related 
to a man, is regarded as an unsuitable wife, while more distant relatives of all 
sorts are eligible. Nevertheless, the transmission of the surname from father to 
children does put some emphasis on this tie, particularly as marriage does not 
affect a woman's possession of her father's name. The great-families manifesting 
grouP-consciousness are composed of individuals with the same surname. More
over, there is disposition to emphasize the inter-family bonds between males, 
rather than females, and the man is the head of the family. There are no great 
family groups based on an association of married sisters, and no extended family 
including an older couple and the married sons of the wife, or her married nephews
and such groups are hardly conceivable in Chan Kom. Furthermore, unattached 
females go to live with a married son or brother, not with a female relative. A 
man may be expected to support his own adult unmarried female relatives, but not 
his wife's. A young couple, if they do not set up an independent household, go 
to live with the bridegroom's parents. This patrilocal tendency is manifest in half 
a dozen cases, and the feeling certainly is that this is proper and to be expected. 
The only case of residence with the wife's parents is that of the illegitimate son 
of a man now dead; the newly married couple had no property and were given 
the only shelter available, with the girl's parents. There is also a case where a man. 
of property has partitioned his large house-lot for the benefit of his married daugh
ters; but these, though living near him, maintain separate households with their 
husbands. 

The essential fact is the feeling that of every group of kin, whether small, 
family or great, there should be a male head. A man is responsible for his kinsmen, 
especially if they be close to him in blood, female, unmarried and younger than he. 
Women and children are under the control and protection of an older man. Widows 
are expected to re-marry, unless advanced in years. 

I See DiU'J', p. 30D. 
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KINSHIP TEP.MS 

The terms in use in Chan Kom today are the following: 

1. mama. Mother. 
2. /a/a. Father. 

Theae terms are also used, with awareness that the use is extended, by both 
men' and women, to mother- and father-in-law, respectively, in cases where there 
is considerable intimacy and mutual regard between the parents-in-law and their 
children-in-law. 

3· hijo. Son. 
4• hija. Daughter. 

Although these terms are known, and occasionally used, the term "pal" 
is much more frequendy used by a parent to refer to or to address his child. The 
term means, however, "boy" (or girl) and is also widely used for any boy or girl. 

5· coolel} Two equivalent terms, of which the former is more common, for either 
6. chich maternal or paternal grandmother. 
7· ca coolel. Great-grandmother (any). 
8. stRor. Grandfather, either paternal or maternal. 
9· ca senor. Great-grandfather (any). 

10. abil (uabil). Grandchild (of either sex and thmugh either line). 
11. ca uabil. Great-grandchild (any). 
n. mahan /ala ("substitute father"). Stepfather. 
IJ. mahan mama. Stepmother. 

But the terms paJraJtrtJ and madrt~slra are in wide use too. For stepson and 
stepdaughter ahijaJo and ahijaJa are used. One case is given of the use of the 
term mahan lak ("substitute brother") for a man's mother's first husband's son. 

The parent and child terms, as well as all the other terms for relatives by 
consanguinity, are used for both full-blood and half-blood relationships. 

14. lak. Brother or sister, either older or younger. Not often used. 
1 S· zucuun. Older brother. 

The term is also very commonly used for a wife's brother, older than the 
speaker (and probably older than the wife); for a husband's brother, older than the 
speaker (and older than the husband); for the son of any aunt or uncle, older than 
the speaker; and for the sister's husband, older than the speaker. There is also 
one case where the term was applied to a wife's father's brother's son. 

16. idzin (uidzin). Younger brother and younger sister. 
The term is also very commonly used for one's younger brother's wife (at 

least where younger than speaker-and all cases available are of this sort). But 
it is not applied to the wife of an older brother, even if she is younger than the 
speaker. It is also applied to a younger sister's husband, at least where he is 
younger than the speaker. 

17. cic. Older sister. 
· The term is also applied to husband's older sister; to wife's older sister (where 

older than speaker), to an older brother's wife (where she is older than speaker), 
and to a wife's older brother's wife (where she is older than speaker). 

18. tio. Father's brother, mother's brother, father's sister's husband, and mother's 
sister's husband. 

19. ti•. Father's sister, mother's sister, mother's brother's wife, and father's broth
er's wife. 

20. Jobri11o. Brother's son, sister's son, husband's brother•a son, wife's brother's 
son, husband's sister's son, wife's sister'• son. 
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2.1. sobrina. Brother's daughter, sister's daughter, husband's brother's daughter, 
wife's brother's daughter, husband's sister's daughter, wife's sister's daughter. 

22. atan (uatan). Wife. 
· But much more commonly a man refers to his wife as uin familia." 

2J. icham (uicham). Husband. 
The word is not often used by a wife in speaking of her husband. She gen-

erally says simply "leti" ("that one"). 
24. suegro. Used for husband's or wife's father, in cases where utata" is not used. 
25. suegra. Used for husband's or wife's mother, in cases where "mama" is not used. 
26. haan. Daughter's husband. 
•7· ilib (uilib). Son's wife. 
28. cuiitulo. Wife's brother, in cases where zucuun is not used; sister's husband, in 

cases where zucuun is not used. 
29. cuiiaJa. Recognized as an alternate term for brother's wife. But where such 

is younger than speaker, uidzin is ordinarily used; where she is older, cic. Also: 
husband's younger sister, younger than speaker. Where she is older, cic is used. 

A teknonymic form of address ("tata-Bina," for the father of a girl named 
Bina; "mama-As," for the mother of Asunci6n, etc.) is used, of both men and 
women, not in speaking directly to the person so designated, but in referring to 
him in speaking with others, when the speaker wishes to refer to him with some 
degree of respect. It is not used between spouses in addressing one another. The 
oldest child still living with the parent referred to lends his or her name to the term.' 

OLDER BROTHERS 

The terms zucuun, idzin and cic have their equivalents in Spanish discourse 
in the terms htrmano, hermanito, htrmana and htrmanita {except that the Maya 
term idzin includes younger siblings of either sex); and the Spanish terms, when 
used by persons speaking that language, are often used in the extended meanings 
indicated above for the Maya terms. The use of these terms expresses the im
portance of age-distinctions within the same generation, especially as between 
actual brothers. Among actual brothers the terms zucuun and idzin are exactly 
complementary: one whom I call zucuun always calls nie idzin, and vice versa. 
The brothers constitute a series, according to order of birth, down to the youngest 
(thup), and each owes a certain amount of respect and obedience to those older than 
he. The extended use of the term zucuun for older brothers-in-law and for old~r 
cousins expresses a diminished form of the sa.me respect relationship •. But the. 
term is used only for those cousins who are distinctly older than the speaker. 
Cousins of approximately the same age address one another by personal names. 
Some of these would explain that the other was his prima, although this last term 
is not in common use. Zucuun (or htmiano) is therefore a term indicating respect 
toward an older male relative of the same generation as one's self.' Thus in one 
case where there were close personal ties, a yQunger man used the term for his 
wife's father's brother's son. 

1 Thill far u:ample, there arc (rcqqcat cue. a£ the QIC of thit tcknonJIDOill b:l1!l by WOIDtD. in fPe&kina of their hubiUid'a Ucu'a 
hUJbancb. 

I AI Iii i1 uled (Otr many older penon~ of the Jllternalpnentioa, 01r o( older ~ aard&ted. to the •s-br· 
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The complementary term, idzin, is not used as generally in the extended senses. 
That is, while among brothers, one whom I call zucuun always calls me idzin, 
among cousin• one called zucuun does not call the other idzin. Nevertheless, 
there it a disposition to make the age-distinction in speaking to or of younger 
male cousins. One man, speaking Spanish, referred to male cousins and to his 
paternal unde'o aon-in-law, all younger than himself, as "so!Jrinos." (These men 
all called him "zucuun.") After reflection, he said they were not "so!Jrinos," but 
"primos.'' If these men had been older than he, he would not have used the word 
"sol!rino" in speaking of them. 

The age distinction is not ao important among women, and the term cic 
io not commonly used for older female cousins or by a man for his older female 
cousins. But the term is used for older sisters-in-law. 

With reference primarily to the actual brother, and only in a diminished 
oignificance with respect to cousins, a man owes to his zucuun respect and obedi
ence. "When an idzin asks you to do something, it is a favor asked; when a zuc:uun 
asks it, it is an order." If a serious matter arises, a man will go to his father or to 
hio uncle; for Jesser matters, or if the older people are not available, he will go to 
hio zucuun. Thus, to cite only one example, when two young men of the village 
were in doubt whether or not to believe missionary teaching that dancing was 
wrong, they went for advice, in the absence of older brothers, to their oldest male 
cousin (whom they called zucuun). 

The zucuun (blood brQ.thers) share in the control exerted over a woman by her 
parents. They often participate, with the parents, in the conferences which deal 
with the question as to whether a suit for the hand of the younger sister should be 
entertained. But the younger brothers do not participate. After the marriage is 
arranged, there is often an expectation that the zucuun give clothes to their sister. 
The zucuun oimilarly stand ready to support their younger sister in connection with 
marital difficulties. Thus, when a man left his wife and ran off with a younger 
woman, the wife's older brothers (her father being dead) called upon the older 
male relatives of the husband to take steps to bring back or punish the delinquent. 

MAIUUAGI!: CHOICI! OP SPOU51! 

1\larri~ge is the state expected by and of all adults, and in fact almost all adults 
are married. In 1930, of 110 persons 18 years of age or over, 8 were not married. 
4 were elderly widows, 1 was a boy soon to be married, 1 was a girl not long di
vorced, 1 wao a lame girl of 18 whose infirmity made her an undesirable wife, and 
the last was a woman of 6o, The case of this woman, the only really unmarried 
person in Chan Kom, is explained by her homosexual disposition. 

Both sexes marry soon after puberty. The average age at marriage of 25 
women was 14.9 years; 4 married at IJ, 8 at 14, 8 at 15, 2 at 16, and 1 each at 
18, 19, and 20. The average age of 23 mothers at the birth of the first child .was 
16 years. The average age at marriage of 16 men was 17.4 years; 7 married at 16, 
and only 1 at more than 20. 
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Marriage is an arrangement between two pairs of parents providing for the 
adult life of their children. The initiative is taken by the boy's parents. In se
lecting his wife, they look for a young, healthy and industrious girl. Girls with 
light complexion are more sought after than those with dark, but considerations of 
health are much more important than those of beauty. Very fat girls are not 
desirable; they are thought to age rapidly. But thin ones are less recommended, 
because these do not give promise of health. Parents in selecting a wife for their 
son are attentive to the vigor of the candidate's older married sisters, especially 
during periods oflactation; for it is concluded that the younger sister will respond sim
ilarly to the demands of motherhood. "It would be a great waste of money to marry 
my son to Ana, because her sister always gets thin when she is nursing a child." 

If the girl's family are well-tO-do, so much the better. Stories as to the girl's 
premarital_ sexual experiences receive attention; virginity is not necessarily de
manded, but if gossip insists loudly as to a girl's early intercourse, sh~ is not, 
to the negotiating parents, a desirable wife for their son. Still, this can be over
looked.' But a premarital pregnancy is more serious; it is doubtful if a young man, 
marrying for the first time, would take a wife bringing with her the child of a pre
vious casual union. 1 

The only restriction on choice of spouse based on kinship is the feeling that rela
ti ves as near or nearer than first cousins (no matter through what line related) 
should not marry. One case of cousin marriage occurred within recent years 
in Chan Kom, when the son and daughter of two brothers were married. The 
couple were soon separated, although other reasons than the kinship bar were 
given for the separation. On the other hand, in speaking of the unsuitability of 
cousin marriages, people refer to the unfortunate outcome of this instance. Senti
timent is certainly against such marriages. Indeed, the casammtero had to over
come objection in bringing about an agreement to marry between a man and the 
daughter of his paternal uncle's son.' There appears to be no objection to marriage 
between unrelated persons of the same surname and several such cases are reported. 

Among the recorded marriages there are four cases ·of consecutive marriage 
to two sisters. In one of these cases a brother of the husband was married to a 
third sister. No feeling that such second marriages are especially suitable appears 
to exist. On the other hand, there is no feeling that they are less propitious than 
any other kind of marriage, in spite of the fact that it is said that men who hav'e 
had sexual intercourse with or have married their wife's sisters meet with·unhappr · 
fates. One story is that the souls of such men become the little whirlwinds that send 
the dust rotating, and another is that the death agonies of these men are fearful 
and end only when someone draws a bucketful of water from the cenote into which 
their souls must pass on their way to hell (metnal). But when, just after th.Se. 
stories were told, it was pointed out that men 'present had married their deceased 
wife's sisters, there was only merriment and no 'embarrassment. The stories sanc
tion no attitude or custom. 

I Diary, p. 27f• 
lp, 97· 
'Diu,., p. s.l. 
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Whether a man's wife is taken from his own village or from another depends 
simply on where he and his parents happen to find a suitable girl. Two-thirds of 
the marriages of the old people, entered into before the settling of Chan Kom, 
were inter-village marriages. Of 9 boys who have grown up in Chan Kom and mar
ried, 5 found their wives in neighboring settlements and 4 in Chan Kom. 

Relationships between the sexes are not in the least romantically conceived. 
There are no obvious conventional patterns of courtship, and many marriages 
take place without any courtship whatsoever. There are no lovesongs, no sere
nades, and no love stories. Caresses, either in word or act, between husband and 
wife are not to be observed. Extra-marital relationships are either occasional, 
clandestine and carried on without the connivance of third parties; or else they 
result in more permanent attachments amounting to a new assortment of part
ners. Married men do not also have mistresses. A man has a woman-or, in the two 
exceptional cases, he has two-and this woman is his wife because she lives with 
him and serves him, and also because, in many cases, she has been formally married 
to him. Mutual economic support is the essence of the relationship; in addition 
each spouse gives the other varying degrees of advice and sympathy; and he ex
pects sexual fidelity of her; she does not expect it quite so much of him. He pro
vides her with food and other necessaries and she cooks and washes for him. To 
live with a man, to make his tortillas and to wash his clothes is very nearly a defini
tion of marriage. Certainly, a woman who would refuse to do these things when 
living with a man would be far more immoral than a woman who would do these 
things for a man without going through any marriage ceremony. 

DIVORCE AND DESERTION 

The small family is a very stable group. Among marriages observed, there 
is no case of a separation of a couple having young children. Still, such cases are 
not unheard of. Adultery, though a grave matter, does not often result in break
ing the marriage. A man will give his adulterous wife a thorough beating and 
endeavor to bring about the punishment of the man; but he is not likely to leave 
his wife if there are children of him. If a man commits adultery, but continues to 
live with his wife and treat her well, public opinion does not justify her in breaking 
the marriage; if she leaves him, she loses her rights in the marital property (p. 6~). 
Three cases of marital separation occurred during the period of observation. In 
one case a young woman gave birth to another man's child five months after 
marriage; the husband secured a divorce and remarried; public opinion thought 
him 'entirely right. The girl did not remarry and, after living for a time with 
her mother, found escape from immediate obloquy by leaving the village and 
getting employment as a house servant in a nearby town. In the second instance, 
the wife left her husband soon after marriage for no apparent reason. Later she 
went off with a married man of another village as his mistress; thereupon the hus
band took steps to get a divorce.• The third case' was of an older couple; both. had 

'Diarr, p. •••· 1 O.u,, p. l7+ 
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been married before and the children were all grown. The woman left the man, 
who straightway set about finding a substitute. Desertion is a woman's remedy; 
a mari will beat his wife, or complain to her parents, but rarely desert her. Divorce, 
in conformity with statutory law, is a novelty; so far as it is used, it is a man's 
remedy; no woman is likely to take the initiative. In the cases where it was em
ployed, the motive was probably to prevent the wife from making claims upon the 
divorcing husband. Second marriages without ceremony are so generally accepted 
as to make divorce, in order to remarry, not necessary. 

GODPARENTS AND COMPADRES 

Quite as important as the respect relationships established connubially, are 
those called into being by the institution of godparenthood. By this institution, 
also, those of the older generation fix for those of the younger their personal ties 
and kinship obligations. In selecting a wife for their son, an older couple· in effect 
select also his parents-in-law. But this is merely the third of such acts by the 
parents. Shortly after the birth of the child, they select his baptismal godparents, 
and within the first year of his life, through the custom of hetzmek (p. t88), they 
establish for him another set of relationships with another adult couple, or a single 
individual. (By this custom the child is placed for the first time astride the hip 
in the position in which he will be carried until he runs about by himself, following 
a ritual performed by another set of godparents called upon for the purpose.) 
The baptismal godparents are much more important than those of the hetzmek, 
but these latter are also of consequence in the subsequent life of the individual. 
And finally special sponsors are selected to superintend the marriage and wedding; 
~~d with these sponsors also the young person establishes relations of respect, 
regard, and some dependence.1 

The establishment of the godparental relationship-whether of baptism, of 
hetzmek, or of marriage-involves necessarily the establishment of a reciprocal 
relationship of respect and intimacy between the godparents and the parents of 
the child. This relationship is signalized by the use of the terms compadr• or 
comadrr between any one parent and any one godparent. The relationship is one 
of respect on both sides, but it is not symmetrical, for the parent is more respectful 
of his son's godparent than the latter is of him. "My son treats his godparent lil<e 
another father. And I treat my compadr• lik~ a father. Whatever he ~ays, I d!' 
not deny. Maybe I do not like what he says, b>1t I do not discuss it. I must treat 
him with much respect. It is not the same with him; he may differ with what I 
say." The godparent has conferred a favor upon the parents by assuming the 
sponsorship of the child in one of the5e ·various periods of crisis and transition, 
and the debt of obligation therefore runs to him from the parent and not the othet 
way. This is expressed in the rituals (described in Chapter XI) in which the 
godparent is asked to assume the responsibility, or in which he is thanked for having 

1 111 M•J• ciilcoune, the pdpan:na of the baptiun an: clllled uab-meku] (''bn.d-carritn"). Some of the old people caD the ... 
p.rcaa of the hcumdr. ''hctzW." bu.c II)Cift •J limpiJ ",.Jr;-," eYm ia Ma:ra dilcounc. u the)' do allo rcfcrri,.. co the.,__. ol 
du~ man:iqc. 
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assumed it. It is the parent who petitions, who brings gifts, who kneels in respect 
and gratitude. 

The compadre relationship brings into intimacy and special mutual regard 
older persons who may not be kin to one another. In many cases the relation of 
regard and intimacy comes first; then one naturally asks the other to act as god
parent of his child, and the personal relationship now conforms to a pattern provided 
by the culture. The term "compadre" is sometimes used in an extended sense 
between older men who feel themselves close to one another, and yet have never 
actually been bound through a baptism, a hetzmek, or a wedding. On the other 
hand, it is common for a man to ask his father or older brother to act as godparent 
of his child, and in such cases the ordinary kinship terms are not abandoned for the 
term "com padre" -the man is first a father or brother, and then only the god
parent of one's child. The use of the term announces and reaffirms the special 
relationship between two persons who would otherwise be at some distance from 
one another. If a man sees, talks and works beside his compadrt every day, it is not 
natural to him constantly to address the other as "compadre." But if he meets his 
compadrt only now and then, the term is naturally brought into use. 

The sponsors of the baptism, both as godparents and as compadrts, are much 
more important than those of the hetzmek and those of the marriage; those of the 
marriage have only very limited functions and importance. The baptismal god
parent "should be someone who is good, and wise, and who knows how to teach 
and to advise." Naturally, such a person is rarely younger than the parents them
selves. But if a person outside of the community is selected, as occasionally 
happens, youth may be outweighed by prestige, education, or reputation for wisdom. 
It is very common for parents to ask either pair of their own parents to act as 
baptismal godparents for a first or second child. The old people say that only if 
one is compadrt with one's father and mother will one meet with them in heaven 
(Gloria), Ordinarily a child has both godfather and godmother; but as a person of 
the same sex as the child must carry him to the baptismal font, every boy must at 
the least have a godfather and every girl a godmother. In most cases a couple 
living as husband and wife are selected. 

The godparent is responsible for his godchild. If the parents die or can not 
care for their child, the godparent will care for it. When the parents are alive, 
they will on occasion consult with the godparents concerning the child's welfare. 
If the child behaves badly, they will bring their concern to the godfather. "Here is 
your ,godchild; he is behaving badly; please punish him." The godparents com
monly participate in the marriage negotiations. When the parents of a boy are 
seeking a wife for him, or listening to his suggestions as to a likely candidate, they 
will ordinarily go to the boy's godparents for advice. On the other hand, the 
parents of a girl whose hand has just been asked in marriage, will send word to the 
girl's godparents about the matter. It is usual for parents, about to carry gifts to 
a girl's house in petition of marriage, to ask the boy's godparents to accompany 
them; while the parents of a girl asked in marriage will ask her godparents to be 
present at the subsequent meeting of the two family groups. When the marriage 
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takes place, the girl's baptismal godmother often gives her godchild clothes. The 
baptismal godparents participate in the wedding ritual that takes place after the 
church service; all four, if available, sit next the parents and receive the bridal 
party as it comes from the church; after the four parents and the two sponsors of 
the marriage, they receive the salutations of respect (p. 195). 

On his part, the young person owes all respect to his godparent. He takes off 
his hat when he meets him and treats him with marked courtesy. If he has success 
in the hunt, he is expected to give some of the meat to his padrino. He listens to 
his advice and defers to his judgment. 

The attitudes existing between a young person and his godparents of the hetz
mek and those between these godparents and the parents are similar in quality to 
those just described for the baptismal godparents, but are much less in degree. The 
terms upadrino"' and ''compadre" are similarly used, and there is the same asym
metrical respect relationship between child and godparent and between pa,rent and 
godparent. The relationship is also a serious one, and a man selects as the sponsors 
of the hetzmek older persons whom he respects and admires. One does not ask the 
first person at hand to make hetzmek, and one does not make the request casually. 
Not uncommonly a man may walk many miles to ask another to make hetzmek for 
his child, and then it is an important message that he has to deliver, and one some
times accompanied by gifts of food. Still, the asking is not.so ritualized as it is for 
the baptismal sponsors; there is no subsequent ceremony of acknowledgment, 
corresponding with the tzicil (p. 187) and these godparents have no part in the 
wedding ritual. The godparents of the hetzmek are not often called upon to guide 
or advise their godchild. Still, that possibility is always recognized, and there are 
cases where, parents and baptismal parents failing, the godparents of the hetzmek 
assumed active responsibility. 

The responsibility of the padrinos of the wedding begins and largely ends with 
the marriage. As soon as the betrothal is effected the bride is supposed to be under 
the supervision of the woman sponsor of the marriage and the boy under that of the 
man. Each guardian must see that his charge can repeat correctly certain prayers. 
The two sponsors accompany the couple to the church, deliver solemn charges to 
them as to their marital responsibilities, in the presence of their families, and 
escort them to their new home (p. 198). After the marriage they may be called 
upon to compose discord between husband and wife. Thus, if the young husbarid 
is not treating his wife properly, the girl's father may call upon either· the boy's 
father or upon the godfather of the marriage to 'intervene. For example, in a case 
of temporary abandonment that took place fifteen years after the marriage; ·the 
older male relatives of the wife called .iru:o conference the .husband's older male 
relatives and also the male sponsor of the mar~iage. 

STATUS · 

Differences in status between individuals are considerable. At public gather
ings there is never any question as to who is to take the lead and assume the 
positions of prominence; the leaders take the center of the stage and make the 
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arrangements, and the lowly and the inconsequential fill in the background. There 
are perhaps a dozen men who, it is recognized, are qualified to fill the important 
offices; the others are out of the question. It is, in large part, the personal qualities 
of character and leadership that make a man looked up to by his fellows. Wealth 
ia connected with these qualities also; to own cattle, to have a fine house and a wife 
who wears several heavy gold chains is to be admired. A third important factor in 
determining status is the possession of knowledge enabling one to deal with the 
outside world: the ability to speak and to read Spanish, familiarity with the town 
and understanding of how to deal with officials in the city. The city person, in 
Chan Kom, especially the American, enjoys prestige, and some of that prestige 
extends to those of Chan Kom who can talk with such outsiders and interpret them 
to the other villagers. Yet a man may stand very high without such ability, if he 
has been a local leader and led a life of virtue. 

Nevertheless the vertical dimension in social life is not emphasized, and such 
differences in status as do exist lie simply between one person and another. There 
are no social classes. The differences in participation outside of the folk culture of 
the villages are still very small; there are no terms to describe such differences in 
sophistication within the community and no differences in costume or occupation 
that might symbolize such differences in status. Furthermore, differences in status 
are not conferred by birth; some families are more powerful than others because 
the individuals separately enjoy status and because they cooperate with one another; 
but social superiority is no~ conferred by one surname rather than another. Nor 
are any prerogatives transmitted by inheritance or succession, except insofar as 
an occasional male line is noted for its h-mens-and there are no such lines in 
Chan Kom itself. 

P-ACES AND CLASSES 

The people of Chan Kom regard their community as racially and socially 
homogeneous. But they find themselves in a world in which there are racial 
distinctions and in which those distinctions correspond with differences in social 
status. The distinction is fundamentally that between Indian and White. The 
native calls his own Indian group intlios or maya, or "mauhua"; he calls the 
White man "dzul"; the White woman, "xunan." But as in fact the people of the 
towns, and even of the villages in the neighborhood of Chan Kom, are obviously 
much mixed in blood, account must be taken of this mixture. Anyone with a 
Maya surname, at least so long as he lives in the village the life of the village, is 
one o.f "us"-n intlio. Persons who live the village life, but bear Spanish surnames 
(such as are found in many of the neighboring villages and small towns) are "kaz 
dzul" ("half dzul"); they are not "genuine Indians." Such people, and townsmen 
with Spanish names, are also called mestizos and, less often, ucinos. But if such 
townsmen do not wear the folk costume, but go shod with shoes, especially if they 
are notably light in skin color, they will be spoken of, not as mestizos, but as 
.. genuine dzules." 

The term "dzul" is one implying respect. It recognizes the social superiority 
of Spanish name, white skin color and education. A man may be a "genuine 
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dzul," even though his skin be dark, provided he lives the life of the city and is well 
educated and authoritative. "The teacher at Noh-ehen is not a real xunan, because 
she w.as brought up in a little village, and she does not speak Spanish the way the 
maestro does." The city, the Spanish language and the white skin are accorded 
prestige. 

There is, probably, a slight disposition to mix the superiority accorded the 
"kaz-dzul" with a modicum of contempt: he is neither the one thing nor the other. 
But the "genuine" dzul is a really superior and admirable creatur.,.._.pecially if 
he be blonde. Blonde men and women are admired; babies with light skins are 
preferred. There exists, among the older people, a myth of a blonde race, mystically 
kin to the Indian, for whose coming the Indian waits (p. 331). 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT: THI! COMISARIO 

The formal government of the village represents an adjustment between tradi
tional notions of political organization and leadership on the one hand" and the 
provisions of recent Mexican and Yucatecan statutory law on the other. Within 
the uncertain limits of political authority, as defined by this compromise, there is 
room for much variation from time to time, depending on the personalities of the 
leaders who assume political office. 

Before the Revolution of 191<>-21, the government of the Indian villages was 
without statutory sanction. The villages had their traditional officers, exercising 
traditional authority. A local chief (batab, or tetich) led the village, with the 
advice of the older men, and served for life. So, when Chan Kom was still a 
ranchma belonging to Ebtun, one man, known as the tetich, was arbiter of the 
settlement. He was (and is) a respected person, and all disputes were brought to 
him for settlement. Later a guard of two persons, a Comandantt and a Policfa, 
was created to execute orders of the tetich. 

The Mexican constitution adopted in 1917 included, as one of its reforms, 
provisions for the creation of the ufree municipality"-a rural village with its own 
statutorily recognized government, independent of the pqlitical domination of the 
State. In accordance with this provision Yucatan in 1921 adopted an organic law 
for the municipalities of the State,' and sQOn thereafter the authorities of the 
revolutionary state government set about putting its provisions into effect in the 
villages. But the provisions of this law are long and complicated, and some are 
impossible of execution in the small, poor villages; and certainly no one in Chan . 
Kom ever read the law. Therefore, though the present government of Chan Kom 
in its essential outward form corresponds with the statutory provisions, in many 
details it does not;2 and the comisario, head of the municipal government, exercises 
many powers not granted him by law; liut vested in him by folk tradition, or 
simply asserted by virtue of his personal qualities of leadership. 

Once a year, at some time in the Fall that is convenient to the men, all the 
adult males meet together and elect a comisario to take office on the following first 

1 "Ley ors'nic:a de to. munidpi01 del E.~do de Yuc:atift (con aua n:f'ormu 1 adici6nao)", Decreto Niimero ,361, Lie. MullCI Jla-. 
ZllDU, ~ Interino (dec:ree of the dth Col'lttitutional Coast- of the State, December 1911). 
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day of January. The meeting is informal; the old eomisario presides; there may be 
some discussion, but generally it is by that time pretty well understood who ought 
to serve for the next year, and a conclusion is reached without any vote. At the 
same time a suplmtt is chosen, whom the eomisario may call upon to help him in 
discharging his public duties and who will serve if mischance should befall the 
comisario. The comisario-elect makes a list (for this he may need assistance) of all 
the adult men who have not served as eomisario or as president of the Liga (such are 
exempt). These men he groups into fours, placing in each four one older and more 
experienced man, known as sargmto. These fours serve in rotation as poliefa, 
performing all the necessary current public tasks (see p. 78). They execute the 
orders of the eomisario. 

The eomisario is not the old batab, whose wisdom and authority were made 
manifest for many years, but a new sort of officer, serving for one year only. His 
acts are shaped largely by the incumbent's personal ideas and temperamental idio
syncrasies, limited by public opinion. When matters of serious consequence are 
to be decided, involving public policy (as when the question was raised as to what 
should be done with the proceeds of a house sold by a man withdrawing from the 
village),' the eomisario calls a meeting of the sargmtos and ex-eomisarios. This 
brings together for deliberation all the older and more experienced men. On the 
other occasions, when the comisario wishes to announce decisions or to influence 
public attitude and sentiment, he calls general public meetings, which all the men 
in the village attend. • 

In Chan Kom, where public opinion is fairly well united and where the recent 
comisarios have been men of character, the comisario exercises whatever authority, 
affecting whatever matters, he and the village generally think proper. In 
many other villages the eomisario merely discharges small police powers, represents 
the village in municipal meetings,' and transmits any real problem to the statutorily 
constituted authorities in the towns. But in Chan Kom, partly due to the social 
solidarity of the village and partly to the effective persistence of traditional author
ity from the days of the batabs, the eomisario tends to be the leader of the village 
and arbiter of personal disputes. He decrees reforms and organizes the people to 
accomplish these. He represents his village in the government of the municipio. 
He extends the hospitality of the village; commonly before a fiesta to be held in 
Chan Kom, the eomisario will go about among the neighboring settlements inviting 
the people to attend. Within the village he is a paternalistic judge. He lectures 
gossips, attempts to compose disputes, decrees the amount of and sees to the 
enforcement of punishment for adultery, for wife-beating (without reasonable 
cause), or for disorderly conduct, and imposes damages to be paid by the owner 
of destructive animals. Especially does he see thatjagina (p. 78) is fulfilled; and 
failures to perform this public duty he punishes with imprisonment or additional 
toil.' But in all these matters, the extent of authority exercised, and the success 
of its exercise, vary greatly with the personality of the eomisario. 

I S.. Diary, p. aJf_ 
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STATE AND NATIONAL GOVERNMENT: LIGA AND AGRARIAN COMMITTEE 

The authority of the comisario, although extending to the punishment of 
crimell that take place within the village and to the fixing of damages in com
pensation for private wrongs, does not mark the limits of justice and government 
in Chan Kom. The assertion of legal right may always be pushed beyond his 
authority into that of the municipal, state and national governments of which, as 
everyone is perfectly aware, Chan Kom is a part. Simple matters are settled by the 
comi.rario, but if a conflict or crisis rises to a certain level of gravity, one begins to 
hear people say that "the affair will have to be passed on to the authorities." 
"Las autoritlade.s" are those representatives of the outside government that reside 
in the larger villages, in the towns, and in the city. In Kaua is the office of the 
Civil Registry, where marrying couples must go for the civil ceremony, where 
parents file birth certificates in order that they may present a copy to the priest 
when he is asked to baptize the child, and where the comisario files the records of 
deaths and changes of domicile. Cuncunul is the seat of the municipal government 
to which Chan Kom belongs, and Valladolid is the ca!Jeura of the whole partido1 

of that name. Here in Valladolid are held occasional meetings of the comisarios 
of the dependent villages; for this purpose the comisario of Chan Kom must occa
sionally present himself there. Furthermore, the Cuncunul and the Valladolid 
authorities constitute courts of appeal for persons penalized or held civilly liable by 
the Chan Kom comisario. If such a person refuses to pay the fine or the damage 
which the comisario decrees, the latter may enforce his decision by imprisonment or 
sequestration of property; but recalcitrants may send word to the Cuncunul and 
Valladolid authorities and ask them to interfere. Such interferences are particularly 
likely to take place when the conflict is not merely between an individual and the 
village authorities, but between one village and another (or-though this happens 
not to have occurred recently in Chan Kom- between one faction and another in 
the same village). Thus, for example, in I9JI,' when the imposition of extra 
fagina for the new school fell heavily upon the men of Chan Kom, certain men not 
actually resident in Chan Kom but having their legal domicile there and therefore 
obliged to dischargejagina there, refused to perform the work demanded of them. 
The Chan Kom comisario saw these men to constitute the core of a faction resident 
in peripheral hamlets and opposed to Chan Kom and to the comisario' s person~\ 
success; he therefore jailed them. The prisoners, however, were not without friends 
in other villages jealous of Chan Kom, and these' friends sought aid in Cuncunul and 
brought it about that the Cuncunul comisario, with an armed guard, cam~ to 
Chan Kom to secure the freedom of the imprisoned men. When the men of Chan 
Kom showed they were unanimously behind their comisario, the Cuncunul autho~
ities backed down and a solution of the confli>t was found in compromise. But· 
another result of the episode was to harden the outlines of one of these divisions 
that are always forming and reforming, grouping'one cluster of settlements against 
another, or one embittered faction against another. 

• The State ofYw:a~u il diYidcd into Uteea admhlisntin v.nitl elllled ,.,Ut~ (tometimea called J,.n.~). 
I Sec Diuy, p. 317, 
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It more commonly happens that the Chan Kom comisario voluntarily transmits 
to Cuncunul civil cases that he finds it difficult to settle, as well as all serious 
criminal matters. Should a murder occur, for example, there would be no question 
but that the outside authorities would be immediatdy called in, whether or not the 
murderer was a man of the village. 

What has just been said indicates how one local political institution, the 
comisario, makes Chan Kom an integral part of a formal governmental system 
covering the partido, the State of Yucatan, and ultimately the Republic. This 
integration, as well as the political organization of the village itself, is also accom
plished by two other political institutions, the Liga Local and the Local Agrarian 
Committee. Like the comisario these institutions are creatures of the Revolution 
and have existed in Chan Kom for only a few years. 

The local Agrarian Committee was organized in Chan Kom in October 1929, 
by a traveling representative of the Comisi6n National .tfgraria. At this time the 
first President, Secretary and Treasurer were elected. New sets of officers are 
dected every year. The president, in fact, does the work-with the very 
great assistance of the school teacher, who alone is able to keep satisfactory ac
counts. The Committee has real and important functions, for it is the effective 
tax-collecting body, and through its operations money is obtained for public 
improvements. Fagina will supply labor for such purposes, but it will not buy tools 
or imported materials. The Committee puts into effect for Chan Kom the national 
law providing that every ~orker on land furnished by the government shall pay 
8 per cent of the value of his crop to the Committee. The Committee expends 
these funds for the benefit of the pueblo. As soon as a man has his harvest in, the 
value of his crop at the current price of maize is known, and he is required to pay 
8 per cent of the value to the Committee. The receipt is signed by the President 
and by the Treasurer, and given to the agriculturalist. One copy is retained by the 
Committee, and another is sent to the National Committee. In fact, 8 per cent is 
not collected, for the workers are allowed to set down their harvests at about 
half their actual value. Nevertheless, from 200 to 400 pesos is collected every year. 

It is this same National Committee, with which the local Committee is 
' afliliated, which is petitioned forlands fortjitios. Such a petition is one of the causes 

that occasionally brings the villager to Merida, where the Committee maintains an 
office.• 

The Lil• Loc.t is a political organization of all the adult males of the village. 
Like the Agrarian Committee, the l..iga is one of the necessary dements of a pueblo 
organized under the laws of the revolutionary government. But it differs from the 
Committee in that it discharges few functions of interest or of value to the villagers. 
It exists, along with hundreds of other local Ligas, for the benefit of the political 
organization which controls the State of Yucatan. It represents one unit in the 
organization which the Socialist Government has made of the rural workers. The 
functions of the Chan Kom Lil• are, therefore, in large part perfunctory, so far 
as the real interests of the villagers are concerned. The villagers would not be without 

IS.,. Diarr• 
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their Liga, if they could, because it is a symbol of their status as a pueblo-recognized 
and aided by "las auJoridadts." And it does give them a claim upon the aid of 
these "auJoridadts." At the same time, it is something of a burden. Five officers 
(Prtsidtnte, Stcretario, Ttsorero, Agente de Trllbajo and Agmte de RedamaciOnts) 
are elected every year, usually on one of the last Sundays in December. As these 
offices carry with them small prestige and many duties, persons proposed for 
office often seek to excuse themselves, and the absurdity of the excuses offered 
makes the occasion one of hilarity rather than gravity. The village leaders insist, 
however, that suitable men accept their posts, and the results of the election are 
communicated to the Liga Central in Merida. Thereafter the president is obligated 
to go to the meetings called by the Liga Cmtral, and to attend political demonstr&
tions arranged by the central government.' Summons to such demonstrations 
often state the minimum number of village representatives which the authorities 
expect to be present; and prudence suggests that such instructions be c~ried out. 

In exchange for this political support, the Liga Central, or, what is the same 
thing, the Socialist Party of the State, distributes minor largess in the form of tools, 
dynamite, doors for new public buildings, clocks, maps and propaganda. It is the 
duty of the officers of the local Liga to present requests of the village for aid in public 
construction projects. Such requests are made of the dipuJado for the partido of 
Valladolid,' or of the Governor himself (who is also head of the Liga Cmtral); and 
they are occasionally granted. Each member of the Liga Local pays 10 <entaoos a 
month dues, of which half must be transmitted to the Liga Ctntral, except when the 
president of the local obtains permission to expend the whole sum on village 
improvements. 

Among those burdens which participation in the State government entails is 
that of suffrage. The officers of the local Liga are required to go to Merida to assist 
in the naming, "in full and democratic session," of candidates for dipuJados. Such 
gatherings take place, of course, simply to endorse the nominations made by the 
small group in actual control. The subsequent election takes place in all the 
organized villages, including Chan Kom, under the direction of a representative 
sent from Valladolid. As there is only the one candidate-that of the Socialist 
party-and he is generally entirely unknown to the voters, the casting of ballots 
is an event as formal as it is unimportant. 

Except as expressed through the National Agrarian Committee, Chan Kol11 
has few relations with the national government. The Federal forestry inspector· 
makes his rounds in order to collect z 5 cmtaoos for each mecate of public land that is 
being cultivated, and once in a while a stray leaf of political propaganda from the 
National Revolutionary Party sinks quietly to the ground in this distant villag~. 

I See I>Juy, p. SofJ, 
• JleP"QeAt•tin ia the State JePlatin bod,. 



CHAPTBJ. VII 

THE INVJSffiLB WORLD 

If Chan Kom differs from the typical tribal community in that it is tied into 
wide economic and political systems by the institutions that have just been de
scribed, on the other hand it is like all such preliterate communities in the imminence 
and importance of gods and spirits. The bush is close at hand, and the shadows 
there have shapes and names and powers to do good or evil. The organized world 
in which the individual moves is unseen as well as seen. There is at least as much 
to say about the sacred as about the secular. A man's moods and his needs are 
objectified in a variety of spirits, and the expression of his relationships to these 
spirits is institutionalized in ritual. Moreover, the ritual is communal as well a.S 
individual; the homogeneity of the community is such as to maintain collective 
religious activity; public festival is still largely worship. 

THE SANTO 

Everyone in the village has the same gods. All draw on the same sources of 
supernatural power. Personal experience or personal choice has little to do with 
determining to which spirit. or to which santo, an individual is bound. A man may 
hope to get more aid from a santo than does his neighbor, by burning more candles 
before it, or he may seek to secure the special care of the milpa..guardians by punc
tilious offering and prayer; but one man has the same gods as his neighbor. 

The foregoing statement requires some modification. Some men-seven or 
eight-own individual santos. Most of these are heirlooms; a few were re,cently 
purchased. The ownership of an image brings with it the special tutelage of that 
santo and also involves the obligation to care for the image and to recite prayers 
before it on the name-day of the santo. If a man has such a private santo, he makes 
it the center of the domestic altar when a religious ceremony (novena or rno) is 
held in his house. Most homes are without such domestic images and have, at 
most, a rude wooden cross. When a man who owns a private image is in trouble 
or when he wishes to express gratitude, he burns a candle to the domestic santo. 
But he also burns a candle to the patron, San Diego. 

So far as there is specialization of divine protection, it is the village that has 
its particular guardian. The village is the important social unit. Chan Kom is 
separate and largely self-sufficient, and so it feels itself to be. Therefore it is the 
village that has its particular gods. There are thought to be four special balams 
(p. 113) that watch over the village. But these balams have no special names or 
attributes to distinguish them from the balams that watch over other villages. 
The Holy Cross is an important object of adoration, but it extends its beneficence 
over all the villages. The village patron par '"ctlltnct is the santo. The santo 
t>•trott has a special name, a special appearance, and a special reputation. Thus there 
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can be comparison between one santo and another, and competition for miraculous 
power. The santo is as distinct a symbol of the village-group as would be a flag; as 
is the case with flags, santos are all different while they are all the same kind of thing. 

Three santos represent the village at large and are housed in the oratorio: San 
Diego, the Holy Cross and the Nino Dios.' To these three, and especially to tbe 
first two, most vows are made and most candles are burned. If the village is 
threatened by drought or disease, the inhabitants turn first to San Diego, and 
then to the Holy Cross; but never to another santo. If an individual is in trouble, 
he will seek the aid of the same santo. Except for occasional reference to tbe Three 
Kings of Tizimin (of which one or two men in Chan Kom have chromolithograph 
reproductions) there is small knowledge and no concern with tbe various miracu
lous santos of distant towns and villages of Yucatan. 

"San Diego is our santo." The people are fond of attesting the superior 
miraculousness of their patron. The evidence may take the form of a beneficence 
granted: A man vows a novena to the santo should he return safely from ~journey. 
He comes home to find his wife ill. He fulfills his promise, and his wife recovers. 
But more commonly tbe events cited as proof of miraculous power reveal punish
ment dealt tbe neglectful or the impious: A man burns four candles to San Diego 
in order that nothing shall happen to some pigs he is raising. The pigs die; the man 
says the santo is no good, and that he will shoot it. Next ·month a fire destroys all 
his harvest. The men of the village discuss whether or not to omit the annual 
fiesta and substitute a simple and less expensive novena. One man, who has argued 
for the novena, while attending its celebration is seriously burned as he is engaged in 
discharging fireworks. The villagers plan to build a new oratorio for the santo, but 
are persuaded by a school inspector to begin work on a new school instead. The 
new school collapses during construction, killing one and injuring several. 

The santo is closely identified with its image. It is doubtful if the saints are 
thought of apart from their effigies, and it is probable that two effigies of the same 
name are regarded as two distinct supernatural personages. On the other hand tbe 
saints' names' are mentioned in Maya prayers rendered by the h-men. Some of 
these saints are thought of, by the h-men at least, as having special functions and 
as forming parts of the hierarchy of gods addressed in his petitions. Saint Michael 
is chief of tbe rain gods (p. 115). San Roque, San Lazaro and tbe 17irgen.Asunci6n 
are appealed to in curing the sick. San Cecilio, San Gabriel and San Marcelino 
are guardians of the wild animals that are hunted by men. But tbe Maya prayers 
often include the names of the saints simply liecause it is wished to appeal to all 
the holy names. The Spanish prayers, being memorized from tbe liturgy of tbe 
Church, do not mention the names of sai)lts, but are addressed to God the Father, 
to the Son, or to tbe Virgin. Differences in spiritual potency are often tbought of as 
existing between effigies, rather than between 'saints thought of as apart from these 
effigies. 

1 The owner of chit image "'metima t:ce~ it in hla hoUR. 
'Tnc.ementioDCd in prayers used br the Chaa Kom h-ma~~ are= S.n F~ San Antonio, San Pedro. SIUI.lO llronliD&"Ot San 11&Ulo 

San Cccilio, San Vicente, San Roque, SanllidJo. Stn Ccm.tnte, Sum, An-. San Di~ Saa Mil(ll.el Arcanacl. Saa GabricJ. Yirl"' .IJII~t~ih, 
"Santo Criato," ':Silht& C..ua Vade." 
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The actual images in the oratorio belong to particular individuals. San Diego 
belongs to the son of one of the founders of the village. The little figure of the Nino 
Dios belongs to another. A third man owns the chromolithograph of the Three 
Kings. The San/a Cruz is the property of a fourth. (When this man's father first 
came to Chan Kom as an enrly settler, he found two crosses at the cenote. He put 
them in the oratorio. When these wore out, his son had new ones made and blessed 
by the priest.) If the village should be broken up and abandoned, each of these 
owners would claim his property. Nevertheless San Diego, and to a lesser extent 
the other san/os, are thought of as representing not their individual owners or their 
families, but the entire village. The festival which falls on the feast-day of San 
Diego is the festival of the entire village; it asserts the separateness of the village 
and exalts the community god. No one would think of referring to San Diego, 
though one man owns the image, as "the santo of Don X." It is the santo of Chan 
Kom. The novena of the annual fiesta is organized by any pious volunteers, not 
by the owner of the image. This is true also of the annual novena for the Holy 
Cross; and it is even approximately true of the annual novena for the Nino Dios, 
although in this case the owner of the image habitually takes the last and most 
important night of the novena. 

When a new settlement is founded, the need is early felt for a protecting santo. 
The settlers at least make a cross of wood and house it in a little shrine. The more 
enterprising villages, and those nearest the towns, secure carved or plaster effigies. 
This they do, in most cases, by looking over the stock of a santo-maker in Valla
dolid. The village fathers listen to his account of virtues attributed to the various 
images and select one that presents a reputation and an appearance that attract 
them. The effigy has no potency, however, until a priest in the town is induced to 
bless the image. It is then taken to the village and received with a noomario and 
ajarana. A few san/os in the region have a different sort of origin. The San Fran
cisco of Noh-Kak was taken from the convent of Sisal when General Alvarado 
encouraged the Indians to destroy the images. But why destroy what had super
natural power? 
, One or two of the images are said to have mysterious origins; the first owners 
claimed to have found them hidden, perhaps in some distant cave, perhaps in the 
bush at the entrance of the village. It is believed in Chan Kom that the patron, 
San Diego, had such an origin: the founder asked some of his kinsmen to look for 
a santo for the new settlement. In a sascabtra1 deep in the bush these men found 
three san/os: the San Antonio and Santo Cristo, which are now in a little hamlet 
called 'X-Culasi, and the San Diego of Chan Kom. 

The santo is, then, chiefly a guardian of the village, of whom any member of 
the community may ask aid, and to whom are addressed many of the petitions 
arising from communal need. The different santos do not have, apparently, special 
functions or powers.• They are generally beneficent; they can grant various favors. 
They are not closdy bound up with elements in nature, as are the pagan gods, but 

1 Ph (..- whkh ll te.lwa lirnt Nbble b buUdit~~ pu~ 
1 B111t- p. aol. 
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stand apart and ready to grant any sort of miraculous aid to the pious. One 
turns to the saint in any sort of emergency-whether a child is sick, a horse is lost, 
or a· harvest is threatened. 

THE CROSS 

The Holy Cross is a santo, for it is represented in definite effigy form1 and to it 
is rendered the same sort of cult that is offered to other santos. Furthermore, 
there are differences in miraculous power between one cross and another, as they 
occur in various shrines and villages, just as one San Francisco, or one Virgin, may 
be more miraculous than another. To justify this statement with examples it is 
necessary to go outside of the immediate Chan Kom area, but it is certain that the 
Chan Kom people know of crosses of especial potency. 

On the other hand, the Holy Cross is, in a sense, present everywhere, as God 
is. Any village and any individual may worship the Holy Cross. The symbol of 
its presence is easily created: two sticks are bound together and erected on a table. 
Therefore, although some one village may have a cross of exceptional power, every 
village has the Holy Cross and does worship it. The Holy Cross is a common rdi
gious denominator for all the villages, and its especial worship extends in to the 
towns. The village santo is the patron of the local community; the Holy Cross is 
the patron of all. 

The most extensive and the most important religious festivals are offered to 
the Holy Cross. Novenas may be offered to the Holy Cross at any time; but dur
ing April and May, and especially on May 3 (Day of the Discovery of the Cross), 
the Holy Cross is honored by novenas andjaranas in all the villages of the region. 
Also it is common for a man to offer the first fruits of his fields to the Holy Cross, 
as well as to the pagan gods. In Chan Kom the Holy Cross shares with San Diego 
the paramount position among the deities that lie in a context of Catholic ritual 
worship. These two receive most of the prayers. Although the native may express 
an opinion to the contrary, both of them rank in importance above God-who is 
not a santo, because he has no effigy.' The attitude is represented by the course of 
events in 19JO when, a drought threatening, the people organized a novena for San 
Diego. At its conclusion the villagers determined to begin immediately another 
novena to the Holy Cross, "because he might be jealous." One man then argued 
that God was greater than the Holy Cross, and that therefore the second nov~na 
had better be offered to Him. The weight o( opinion was against this.suggesti'!n, 
however, and a compromise was effected whereby God received two nights of prayer 
and the Holy Cross nine.• 

Related to the Holy Cross that receives this abundant formal worship, and yet 
not quite the same, is the sign and forrit of the cross as it is used in hundreds of 
different situations to sanctify and to protect from evil. It is not the same, because 
people do not say that they put "the Holy. Cross" on the forehead of a dying 

I M1111o' of the-are painted gnen, and in pnyen the CroM is oheft referred to .. "S.nta Cna Verde... Ncme ot the 'ri11apn 
b .. been able to five an. explanattoa. If the pramt cr01a ia a hi•laric:al dcrintin of the yu:-eheikab, cbe lint. or P'C*Io tne ol the 
1POI'Id, of the IUIC~nt Maya, the people of Chan Kom. are uuware ofit. 

I B~:~t S-" CrUh it 1 ,.._, ud. the Nii• Diu is I.QOCber, 
• See DiU)', p. s6t. 
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man, but that they put "a cross" en his forehead and "two others" on his hands. 
Wherever the form of the cross is, there is protection from occult danger. That a 
lime-burning may not be spoiled by evil spirits, a cross made of a certain kind of 
leaves is laid upon it. A cross is set up on the mound of earth above the first 
ears of corn that are roasting in preparation for the new corn festival. To protect 
their babies' from sickness, mothers will paint crosses on the children's foreheads 
and breasts with indigo. And the most important protective crosses of all are 
those four pairs of large wooden crosses that stand at the four entrances of the 
village. Together with the balams, who are on watch at these four points, they 
keep evil from entering the village. From these most explicit and persisting crosses, 
there are all these others that are more ephemeral and casual, down to the signs 
of the cross that are made by a maestro can/or or as well by a h-men-1L minimal 
sanctifying formula, like the accompanying phrase, "In the name of the Father, 
the Son and the Holy Ghost," present at all ritual occasions, whether Catholic or 
pagan in form. 

The shape of the cross, as a symbol of power and protection, pervades the 
thinking and imagery of the people so that they see crosses everywhere. The tor
toise is a sacred animal (p. 207), and its sacred character is attested by the pectoral 
cross it wears upon its plastron-the intersection of the mid-line of articulation 
with the principal transverse line. Of the few constellations known by name, one 
is the Southern Cross. Each house (of the old Maya type) has its protecting 
crosses, formed by the intersection of vertical poles with horizontals, to which 
offerings are made (p. 147). Indeed, a home is a lacework of crosses. Even the 
street intersections are identified with this form, and that is why they are proper 
places to perform certain acts in connection with magical medicine (p. 162). One 
man telling how on a certain occasion he made the signs of the cross, expressed it, 
"I made the three crosses that are in me"-as if they were parts of his very struc
ture. 

GODS OP THB PII!LD AND THB FOREST 

While it is convenient here to distinguish the Catholic divinities from the 
pagan gods, of course no distinction on the basis of historical origin is made by the 
people themselves. To them the deities about to be discussed are different from 
the san/os, not because one group is Indian in origin and the other group European, 
but because they occur in different ritual contexts and because they have different 
sorts of attributes. It has already been stated that the distinguishing feature of 
the pagan spirits is their close identification with nature. They people the woods 
and the fields, and hover over the village. They are, somehow, closer at hand 
than God and the san/os. Alone in the bush at night a man is uneasy, not on account 
of the san/os, but because the balams and the kuilob kaaxob are watching him; 
and they are not hard to offend. The pagan gods of the milpa and the forest take 
vengeance on those careless of their rights. This is the meaning of many of. the 
ceremonies: they are advance propitiation of a deity that might become vengeful, 
or they offer atonement to a deity already made wrathful. 
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These deities represent and guard all parts of the natural world that are of 
most concern to men: the woods, the fields, the bees, the deer, and the cluster of 
houses that are the physical village. Unlike the santos, each pagan deity, or group 
of them, has one particular set of functions: each pertains to one element in nature. 
Certain of them watch over the mil pas; others guard the pueblo; others are in control 
of the rain. Furthermore, in asking favors from them, one asks them to relinquish 
what is really theirs. It is not so much that they belong to nature as that nature 
belongs to them. It is their trees that are felled when a man makes a new milpa. 
The offering of the first fruits of the harvest gives back, in gesture, what is theirs. 

The writers feel that there is much they do not yet understand about how 
the people of Chan Kom look upon the various gods and spirits. But it is plain 
that part of the confusion is in the minds of the natives. No doubt the pagan dei
ties have been growing less distinct as the influence of European civilization has 
grown. Many names of deities occur in the Maya prayers that the h-meq can only 
partly explain and that some of the laymen can not explain at all. And there is 
blurring in the attributes of deities; one deity is confounded with another. The 
prayers contain many descriptive epithets that refer, in the mind of the h-men 
who recites the prayer, to the chaacs or to the balams; the layman does not under
stand the references at all, or he assumes that some other deity is indicated. For 
example: A certain infrequent ceremony is held at a certain mound in order to 
propitiate the alux; a layman did not remember what the h-men said about the 
ceremony when it was last performed, and in speaking of the zip, quite another 
class of spirits, he associated them, and not the alux, with the mound. From the 
h-men's point of view, this is error; but the episode truthfully represents the aver
age layman's state of mind. Some of the deities he distinguishes sharply; others 
he does not. The account that follows, though it probably underestimates the 
amount of special knowledge of the h-mens, probably over-systematizes the under
standing of the matter by the average native of the present generation. The 
ordinary man encounters these nature spirits as uncanny and powerful beings, with 
outlines none too clear, that walk at night and that may be offended or propitiated. 
The following account illustrates the point: 

One time I went out to the milpa, because the animals were eating the maize. I 
spent the night there, beating on a tin can with a stick, so as to frighten them away. .(\11 
at once, at about two in the morning, while I was dozing, there came a strange whistling 
noise; it seemed to be all around me. The next d?-Y I persuaded a friend to' come with 
me. That night we sat together, beating on the can with a stick. At midnight a great 
wind came rushing down through the bush, whistling around us. I fired my gun info the 
bush and ran off. Next day the old men in the village told me it was the nucuch uincob 
("great men,) and the yum-i-col ("lord of the milpa") coming to see what was making 
the noise. They told me what to do. I took five gourd dishes of zaca (corn meal in water) 
out to the milpa and left them there. After that the noise did not come again, nor did 
any animal come into the milpa to eat maize. ' ' 

There are three principal groups of these pagan deities: the balams, who are 
guardians of the milpa and of the village; the chaacs, who are gods of the rain, 
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and the kuilob kaaxob, who are the deities of the forest. These three together are 
the recipients of offerings in most of the ceremonies which the h-men performs, 
and they are addressed in his prayers. These three can be named by the average 
person in Chan Kom, and their functions and attributes are kept fairly distinct. 
To these deities the agriculturist also makes offering in those minor rituals which 
do not dema11d the services of the h-men. The kuilob kaaxob1 have vaguer outlines 
than have the other two and are not mentioned quite as often. The trees of the 
forest are theirs, and one must get their permission to fell them for new milpa 
(p. 13~). But as felling is essential to agriculture, the kuilob kaaxob are also 
agricultural deities, and so offerings of new corn are made to them too. 

The balams are protecting spirits of the milpa (balam-eol) and of the village 
(balam-eah). Men speak also of balams of the beehives (balam-eab); but this is a 
point of confusion, for the h-mens give special names for the gods of the bees and 
say they are not balams. People commonly refer to the balams collectively by 
various descriptive epithets: they are the "great men" (nucuch makob, nucuch 
uincob), or the "lords" (yuntzilob).' In the prayers the balams are invoked by 
various other special terms, which apparently do not occur out of the liturgical 
context: the balams are there referred to as the canan-eacabob, the "guardians of 
the village"; they are the canan-semillaob, the "guardians of the seeds"; and they 
are the canan-era, the .. guardians of the garden plots:' 

The balams are thought of sometimes as spirits without definite form, and 
sometimes-especially thos~ that guard the milpa-as "little people, only made of 
air." Some natives have seen them in the milpa. They appear then as small old 
men, with white hair, wearing sandals, sombrero, and the rest of the local costume. 
A favorite folktale theme is the meeting with a balam by man or boy who does not 
know who it is he has met, and of the consequences of the meeting. 

The balams are good to men. Provided the agriculturalist makes them the 
proper offerings and prayers, they watch over his cornfield and protect his maize 
from marauding animals. They stand over the village to guard it from wild beasts 
and from evil winds. They watch over the forest paths and set the lost traveler 
on his road again. By night you may hear a high whistling sound; this is made by 
the balams, who are driving away evil winds or animals by shooting at them with 
fragments of obsidian or flint. They do this in a certain manner (called piliz 
dzonkab), by holding the fragment of stone with the first finger of the right hand 
against the outer edge of the first finger of the left hand, between the two lower 
joints; the left thumb holds the right first finger steady while it skips the fragment 
off irito the air. These fragments (pieces of knife or lance-point of the ancient 
Maya) are found in the bush; then people know the balams have been shooting 
at the evil winds. Therefore these fragments have magical protective power, 
and so when the h-men performs the Lob ceremony (p. 175) to protect the village 
from the evil winds, he buries toks (as these pieces are called) at each of the four 

1 Ia 101111 ol dw ,...,_.OM tach chiQ' (II bU lr.a.u,) S. m.atloaecl, but---n11 tM, uw thoqht of 11 plur.L . 
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entrances of the village and, in some cases, when a new house is dedicated, one of 
these "arrows of the balam" is set above the door. 

But the balams are also much to be feared. They are uncanny beings of the 
night. When they cry out in the darkness, it is a sign that some one is going to die. 
They watch over lost children, but they return only a changeling, for the balam 
endures on a succession of children's souls; the idiot and the feebleminded are 
children of the balam. The balams guard the milpa, but only if the owner gives to 
them the com that is theirs and offers them the prayers they expect. If the offer
ings are not made, or the longer ceremonies not performed, the balams bring sick
ness to the owner. On the other hand, they punish trespassers in the milpa with 
sickness or sudden death. Many stories are told of men who stole from strange 
milpas and were struck dead by the balam. These stories are the real locks on the 
open granaries in the distant bush. The balams answer the needs of the agricul
turalist for protection for his crops-a situation brought about, in tum, by the 
scantiness of the soil and the simplicity of the agricultural techniques. The com 
must stand ripening in the far-off milpa for weeks, and thereafter too it usually 
remains in the fields. And the milpa is a place the native feels to be inhabited 
by invisible presences, as he comes upon it, suddenly, after walking through 
miles of bush: the planted com, the fence, perhaps a broken calabash. It is 
the feeling one of us has on entering an empty house, with the table laid and the 
fire set. 

Mention has been made of the four entrances to the village. These four 
entrances exist in the thinking of the native; in cold fact there are seven paths, 
that converge crookedly upon the village from no particular compass points. But 
the world, the village and the milpa are thought of as squares with four comers 
lying in the four cardinal points of the compass and with defined central points. 
It is for this reason that pairs of wooden crosses are erected at only four of the 
seven actual entrances to the village; these four are "the four comers" of the pueblo. 
Above each of these entrances hovers one of the balams that watch over the village, 
ready to seize upon any evil that should attempt to cross the threshold. The 
village is conceived of as a square, walled with supernatural protection of which 
the balams, the crosses and the buried toks are symbols. The center of the village 
is marked by the cenote; in most villages' it is usual to erect one cross near its 
edge; this marks the middle point. The most important of the balams is known as 
the thup--a word which stands generally for the smallest of a series, for the young- · 
est of a number of brothers and sisters, or, still rna~ specifically, for the little finger. 
He is thought of as smaller than the other balams. Some men think of him 'as a 
fifth balam, hovering over the central point of the village. But a commoner 
view considers him that balam which occupies the eastern position. The thup. 
is ready to descend to the aid of any of the other balams should they struggle 
with animal or evil wind. "Sometimes you see bits of fur at one of the four 
entrances. It is where the nucuch makob have seized an animal that tried to 
enter the pueblo." 

•Ia a... "'- theft .. - 110 mc:Jr. en. •t - a.oal. 
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The same pattern of thought is expressed in the beliefs and practices as to the 

balams of the milpa. Four offerings are made: one dish of zaca is set in each of 
the four corners of the milpa, some men adding a fifth in the middle of the field. 

The pattern is likewise apparent in the conceptions as to the raingods. But 
while the balams watch over each particular milpa and each particular village, the 
chaacs are gads of the whole world-or, better, of the sky. Four of them stand at 
the four corners of the heav.cns, in the four points of the compass, and are known 
as ek-xib-chaac, zac:-xib-chaac, kan-xib-chac and chac:-xib-chaac (black-, white-, 
yellow- and rcd-man-chaac). These are the chaacs who are personified by the four 
men who stand at the four comers of the altar in the rain ceremony (p. 143); the 
altar ia the world itself with the heavens above it. This same fundamental notion 
of fourfold orientation explains the fact that, in some ceremonies that take place 
in a walled yard, the h-men plants crosses in each of its four comers and why 
offerings are hung on each of the four corners of the apiaries during ceremonies to 
the gods of the bees. 

The chaacs are addressed in the prayers by many descriptive terms which 
the h-mens can not entirely explain. The understanding of the chaacs held by 
the shaman-priest is more complicated than in the case of the balams, and there is 
a wider distance between what the h-men knows and what the layman understands. 
Indeed, some laymen can not repeat the simple color names of the four chaacs 
that stand at the four corners. The chaacs are many and arranged in a hierarchi
cal rank, which cuts across ~ut does not interfere with the spatial positions of some 
of them. The chief of the chaacs is San Miguel Arcangel. His supremacy is indi
cated in the ceremonies by the fact that he receives the largest and most important 
bread-the cruz-uah, which is placed closest to the cross on the altar. Beneath 
him comes the kunku-chaac. He receives the bread of second importance-the noh 
uah. He rides with the other chaacs across the sky and acts as their leader. The 
other chaacs are referred to by names that describe their attributes as deities of the 
rain. All the chaacs generally are commonly called the Ah-hoyaob-"the sprink
lers." In the prayers, and less commonly in conversation, many chaacs are men
tioned by name. Ah-bolon-caan-chaac ("nine-sky-chaac"), also called Bohol
'caan-chaac ("gourd-rattle-sky-chaac"), makes much thunder, but little rain. 
"The wise men can tell when he is coming. Then there will not be much rain." 
Ah-hadzen-caan-chaac ("whiP-Sky-chaac") makes thunder claps like the crack of 
a whip. Ah-lelem-caan-chaac ("ftash-sky-chaac") produces the lightning. When 
the prayers are uttered, special invocation is directed to the chaac that makes 
rain fall in abundance. This is the x-thup-chaac,1 least of the chaacs. His post is in 
the east. He is also referred to as Ah-bulen-caan-chaac, and sometimes as Ah
chaalen-caan-chaac ("clear water-sky-chaac"). When he passes over the milpas, 
the waters fall in torrents. He carries a small calabash known as zaayam-chu 
("inexhaustible water-carrier"). This calabash is mysteriously connected with the 
cenotes. As the x-thup-chaac rides over each cenotc, with a roar the water fJ:Om 
the cenote passes up into the air to fill his calabash again.' 

'Tt.. ,.... ..... lrtd'nr. •hr.' t. .... ,. ... ... dll.apil.au.clauc: abo CIC'Nfl, the ........ ~ 
'n...tur..,l• PllfornUat tM ~UK._,, tM ial,._weld.l cbac •• __,.a -'1. ..c • .... ~ (p. 14*). 
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During the dry season, the chaacs dwell in the "trunk of heaven" (chun caan), 
which is situated in the eastern sky. Sometimes it is thought that they assemble 
to receive their orders at the ruin of Coba, which lies to the east of Chan Kom. 
As the dry season draws to a close, they are given their directions by San Miguel 
Arcangel. Then they prepare to ride forth. The first thunder is heard in the east; 
that is to announce the coming of the chaacs. Then a small cloud appears, again 
in the east. It is said that on the second of June the chaacs get their orders at Coba, 
and on the third 1 they ride forth. They issue from the chun caan through a small 
round opening in the sky: the holhuntazmuyal ("doorway in the clouds"). Then 
the clouds sweep westward across the sky: it is the chaacs riding the heavens. 
The douds spread till they cover the sky; the chaacs have taken their places at 
the four quarters of the heavens. 

The chaacs are visualized as old men who ride on horses which are seen as 
clouds. Each rider holds a gourd vessel containing the waters of the rain, and 
brandishes a machete-like object known as lelem, which produces the lightning. 
The horses of the chaacs are known as santo cangcl. These horses are of different 
colors, but the colors are not definitely named and the layman, at least, does not 
associate any particular color with any particular cardinal direction. When a 
black cloud first arises in the east, it is said that "the black chaac" or "clarcangcl 
morcil/o" is coming. When a storm comes, with much wind· and rain, it is said that 
there rides through the sky "the sorrel-colored horse" (tzimin santo cangcl alazan).' 

Also mentioned in the formal prayers, but never mentioned by the layman 
when he makes his offering in the milpa, are the four pahuatunob: kanpahuatun, 
zacpahuatun, ekpahuatun and chacpahuatun. The h-mens regard these terms as 
alternative names for the chaacs of the four directions.• 

When the chaacs are invoked by the h-men in formal prayer, the Virgin is 
also addressed, by the phrase cichpan-eolel-eanan-gracia ("beautiful lady guardian 
of the maize") or cichpan-eolel-metaan..gracia ("beautiful lady embracer of the 
maize"). In the more figurative and formal language of the prayers, the young 
maize plants are referred to as gracia. 

GODS OF THE BEES 

The animals that most concern men are the cattle, the deer and other wild 
food-animals, and the bees of the apiaries. Each of these groups has its supernatuW 
protectors. But of the three, only the gods of ~he bees are the objects of jmportan~. 
religious ritual. The products of the hives are-used chiefly in religious practices: 
the bees furnish the honey for the ceremonial beer and the wax for the offertory 
candles. 

The attitude toward the gods of the !lees is much like that toward the gods of 
the milpa and, indeed, as has already been said, some or all of them are by some 
people thought to be balams. The apiaries belong to these deities; by prayer and 

1 The r.i111COllleat daeeadofMayorbecinninaofJune. The thintolJW~eiaprobablyldemdbetauaof the importUCC of the third 
of May (Day of the Ho)r <:c-). 

1 ComJ11U1= the ltOrT oa p. 334. when: it i1 said that one clay tha -• :1 ccl111ed hone wiU ride btlr.ud the ..nl will be~ 
1 But Genet 1ugeat11 (pqe 132 of hl1 editioa. ofi.&Dda} due uQea.dy the pa.b.uatuDOb were dilftreat dciaesz die aodl•bo liYed. ia 

the aubten'anean WOI'ld ed ~&~pportal the earth. 
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offering man atones to them for taking their honey, for touching their insects. 
This is the explanation of the custom never to take all of the honey from the 
comb, and of the care exercised toward the bees themselves when the honey is taken. 
If a bee gets into the honey, one should, it is felt, wash and dry it, and then gently 
blow it off one's hand. If a bee is drowned in the honey, it is wrapped in a leaf and 
buried. 

As with the harvest, so with the honey of the hives; for each year's yield 
which man secures, he owes a ceremonial offering to the gods. One of the ceremonies 
made for the gods of the bees (u hanli cab) fulfills this obligation. The other 
(u hedz luumil cab, p. 146) is made when the hives are moved, or when a new hive 
is established.' If these ceremonies are not performed, the patrons of the apiaries 
are likely to visit the owner with sickness; then the owner will make the ceremony 
in atonement, so as to get well. The custom is to move the hives only on Satur
day, the belief being that only on Saturdays do all the bees return at one time to 
the hives, to rest as men do.' Indeed, it is by observing the bees that one may 
tell that it is Saturday. 

The gods of the bees take the form of large bees and dwell in the east (the 
chun caan) as do the rain-gods. Their number and their names are not mat
ters of general common understanding and agreement. Some laymen speak only 
of the "balam-cab," or of the "noh-yum-cab" ("great lord bee"). One h-men 
gave the following account: The noh-yum-cab is the principal ruler; under him are 
all the other bees of the world. Then come a class of bees known as x-mulzen
cab.' These dwell in a certain place at Coba, where there is much red earth 
and many nests of bees (such as the wild bees make). This place is inaccessible 
and protected by a tiger-like animal with along tongue, called hak-madz, who de
vours anyone who attempts to enter the place. It is the business of the x-mulzen
cabob to inform the noh-yum-cab of everything that happens in the apiary. 
Then come the bees known as bolon-hobon ("nine (?) hives"). Their task is to 
cure the bees who have been injured when honey is taken from the hives. If, on 
a Saturday a bee is reported missing, one of these bolon-hobon goes out to search 
for the lost one, to cure or revive him. The next class is known as balam-cabob. 
They remain at the beehives and keep away the evil winds. When u hedz luumil 
cab is made, it is to make offerings to the noh-yum-cab so that he will direct the 
balam-cabob to move to the new site and there continue their protection of the 
apiary. 

GUARDIANS OP THE DEER 

All the wild animals of the bush that are hunted by men are under the pro
tection of San Gabriel, San Cecilia and San Marcelino, and to these san/os appeal 
is made when a deer or other game-animal is sought for a ceremony (p. 140). In 
addition, the deer are guarded by certain supernatural beings called zip. They are 

1 Wlthaut•nr direct cwrobonrion, the writeiiiPitSMCithat the atahliehment of a new lite lcw • IU" it connected with the ideu or 
arlentlhllll. Oll'tril'lp.,.. hu111 at each or the fiKll' cornt~n oftht raof th1t theltcn the hi.,.., ud onr the openiq iD. .a, lain ia -.d 
a uou. It m•r b. th1t mOYIIII 1 ldn ia eampanble to mo•iftl a Yilt.,.. 

1 1n f&et Sundt)' ia nottrritdy a dar of re~t (p. 16), 
1 A larmanund-taftdt Nllll~-h Ia be the ume of ttl. plaw of Nlll earth at Colla wtun the boe-todt dwelL 1'hc ~bob 

t.t callt bala....a&Mh .. !&Ad ht add. tiM .. ._,of atiU llMitMr tod ol dM ~ <- p. .JJ6), 
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not gods; although appealed to in certain prayers, they occasion no ceremonies 
by themselves. They have nothing to do with men directly, and they do not punish 
men, They are present only where the deer are, out in the bush. The deer are 
their domestic animals (alakob); they watch over them as men do over cattle. 
It is part of the hunter's task to circumvent the magical power they have, and 
so secure his prey. If all practical care has been taken to load and fire, and still 
one misses, it is because of the zip. Thus the belief in the zip explains the odd 
mischances of the hunt. On the other hand, the fact that there are some places 
where deer are unusually abundant is likewise explained by the existence of the 
zip, because the deer are thought to follow their patrons. If one sees many deer 
at one place it is probably because someone has found and killed a zip, and the 
deer have come from all around to attend its wake. 

The zip look like deer, having their bodies, their horns and their hoofs; only 
they are small, about the size of a dog. "One can not grasp a zip; it would be 
like grasping the wind." Some of them, that rank high in their number, have 
between their horns a wasp-nest, with a star-shaped opening. Should a hunter 
pursue the zip, the wasps would fly out and sting him. Only old hunters of long 
experience ever see the zip, and even these can not kill the zip by ordinary means; 
but there is one way in which it can be done. The hunter wads the powder in the 
cartridge with a little of the cottony fluff one finds in the hollow-tree nests of the 
small opossum (holil-och). Then he puts the bullets in, each marked with a 
cross, and some leaves, on top of all. These should be leaves of the zipche, but if 
this tree is not at hand, one may take any dried leaves from the path, by reaching 
behind one without looking. As soon as the hunter fires the gun, he must run off, 
or he would die too, a victim of the evil winds that surround the zip at the moment 
of dying. But later he may come back, to shoot the deer that have assembled for 
the otlorio. 

GUARDIAN OP THE CATTLB 

The cattle in the corral are watched over by a ·very ill.<lefined supernatural 
personage known as X-Juan-Thul. The laymen, at least, are uncertain as to whether 
his form is that of man, or of bull. It is probable that the name is a corruption 
of some older term, for the older men sometimes speak of him as X-Juan-Thuyul.1 

He is not confused with the X-Juan-Thul of the rabbit tales. This X-Juan-Tl;lul 
is a deity: he is spoken of as x-thupil-yuntziJ, "the least of the yuntz.ilob." ~e 
watches the corral, keeping evil winds away. At the ceremony performed to drive 
the evil winds from the corral (p. 17.5), offerings are made to X-Juan-Thul, and the 
same is done, in the neighboring villages, before the oaqueros go to the bulls in the 
festal bull-fight (p. 158). · · 

THE WINDS 
With the zip, this inventory of supernatural beings leaves those that are 

definitdy gods, with power to give affirmative aid to men, and who, in ceremonial 
form, are petitioned for this aid, and turns toward the beings who are merely 

t ''T'hurul" ll probabJ, "talnlte." 
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evil and dangerous, and whose evil must be warded off. The list moves away from 
deity in the direction of demon. 

The most important and pervasive of the evil spirits are those thought of as and 
identified with the winds. The winds are evil and harm personified; there is scarcely 
an ailment that may not be caused by them and hardly a moment of crisis at which 
they are not present. The winds are not gods; they are mischief to be averted. 
As their importance lies chiefly in the bringing of sickness, discussion of them will 
be reserved for the chapter on that subject. 

But one wind out of the many that are named and distinguished is not evil; 
it grants help to men and is addressed in prayers; this wind is referred to as one, 
the kakal-mozon-ik ("fiery whirlwind"), or as plural, the kakal-mozon-ikob. The 
kakal-mozon-ik is a great spiral wind that, properly besought, sweeps down upon 
the field made ready for burning and carries the kindled Bame across the cleared 
milpa (p. IJJ). That its cooperation may be secured in obtaining a good crop, 
this wind is mentioned in many prayers along with the chaacs and the balams. 
It is not thought of as a god, but as a wind; it has no powers except to blow. When 
spoken of in the plural, these winds are identified with the souls of men who have 
had sexual intercourse with their wives' sisters (p. 96) and for this sin are con
demned forever to wander through the world in this form. 

THB SOULS OP THB DI!AD 

The dead almost never appear to people, but animals see them frequently. 
It is observed that when dogs howl lugubriously at night, or other animals snort 
with fright, it is a sign that on the next day, or maybe the following, there will 
be a funeral in one of the neighboring settlements. A traveler in the bush is some
times made aware that ghosts are near, though he does not see them. He hears 
mysterious voices, or perhaps small stones are thrown at him from an invisible hand. 

On the whole, ghosts are not among the most imminent of the supernatural 
beings. This is because most souls of the dead find rest in Paradise, or are bound 
in hell (metnal), or enter the forms of animals or the bodies of other men (p. 199). 
Just after death they are still near at hand; and on the Day of the Dead they 
return in numbers to their earthly homes (p. 20~). Nevertheless, the living are 
long bound to the dead; this is the meaning of novenas held at intervals after the 
death of a relative, and of many of the candles lighted in the oratorio. Many of 
these are offered not to San Diego, but are lit in commemoration of some restless 
soul. Unaided by the living in their desire for peace, the dead may bring sickness 
to tlie living (p. 304). "For spirits watch us, and when we neglect them, and fail 
to light for them even one candle, then they punish us, as it is not fair that we 
enjoy life while they suffer." 

THB ALUX 

The bush is thought to be inhabited by a small goblin people known as alux 
(aluxob 1). Their uncanny and mischievous acts form the subject matter of niany 

• Briatoa (TAt'"!./- .t Yattw~~r•) Folk-len loumal, Londoa, wol. I, put VIU, pp. a.~.J), dcri.,. lhil-.d &on~ la-klabtob, 
"1he •h'OQI• ... o1 dar." 
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stories told in the evening, as men sit together in the plaza, or as women are gathered 
in the kitchens. Some claim to have seen them in the bush. "They are about a 
foot high and look like small children, except for their beards and their crowns. 
These crowns go around the head; they are square in outline, and are made of clay. 
Inside there is a hollow, and the hollow extends through the body of the alux, 
so that rain enters at the top and runs out the toes." Other accounts are very 
similar. In figure 11 are pictures of alux drawn by men of Chan Kom (see also 
Plate na). 

The alux are spirits that dwell in the pottery idols and incense-burners that 
are sometimes encountered in the bush or in excavations in the village. This is 

a b 
F1o. 1 1-Aimt, traced t'rom peuc::il dmriap by two mea ol Chan Lm.. 

what makes the low mounds, that are so evidently of artificial construction, 
uncanny and dangerous places. It is best to avoid the sleeping alux or to destroy 
them. A man in Chan Kom dug a hole behind the wall that ran around his house
lot. There in the ground he found an alux lying-"even including his dishes
he was the color of clay." Quickly the man threw stones on top of him and covered 
the place with dirt, lest he should do some harm. Any other man in Chan Kom 
would have done the same. 

From the many stories told about the alux; we quote enough to show the iden~' 
tification of the alux with the clay artifacts of the ancients, the fear of these 
beings and the tendency to confuse them with the balams, by attributing to them 
the milpa, machete and calabash of the. milpa-guardians, as well as the balams' 
tutelary functions. Indeed, although by the large the alux are merely mischievous. 
goblins to be avoided, it is not unknown in Clian Kom for men to offer corn-gruel 
to them as among the guardians of the milpa; and in one ceremony (p. 175) the 
h-men carries offerings to a mound where the alux are thought to dwell so as to 

induce them to refrain from doing evil to the pueblo. The evil is exerted, as is 
most evil, through the evil winds. 
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In the old dayo, in the timeo of the grandfathet of Isidro, people used to make the 
alux come alive. They wete only of clay, but they made them come alive. They burned 
copal in one, for nine days and nine nights, without sleeping at all. Then the alux came 
alive. They would give him his calabaoh, his dog, his gun, and his machete, and let him 
gu. In gratitude, the alux would take care of the milpa of the man who thus releaoed 
him. Such milpao would alwayo be green, and a man who stole from it would get fevet. 

Then fathers used to forbid their sons to whistle or to shout aftet nightfall, because 
this is when the alux come out. 

In Santa Maria they sometimeo hear the alux hunting at night with their dogs. 
They hear the shouting of the alux, the bark of their dogs, and the report of their guns. The 
people put out gourd dishes of zaca, so that the alux may take the zoca and do no harm. 

Once, about thirty years ago, there was an uprising in this region. About forty men, 
among them the father of Don Elut'a father, were sent southward into the bush. There 
they lost their way. Suddenly they came upon a deserted settlement, with milpao of 
corn about a foot high (caif11 roia) and watermelons. Some of the men cut a watermelon 
from the vine. But thete arose a great rustling and shaking of the bush, togethet with 
a whistling noise. They looked around but saw no one, and some of the men cut the 
watermelon and began to eat it. Immediately they fell down dead. About ten died. 
The other thirty returned to their genetal. He aent a hundred men back to the desetted 
aettlement to cut the corn and aee what was hiding there. There wete about a hundred 
mtciJ/tl in the milpa. The men began to cut; again the trembling and whisding occurred. 
Suddenly an alux ran out of the bush; the men tried to kill it, some with guns, some with 
macheteo, but to no effect. The men fted to their general. He ordered two hundred men 
to return and destroy the milpa. But when they tried to gn back, they could not find 
the path; it had dioappeared •• 

The milpa mentioned in this last story is, in the more usual thinking in Chan 
Kom, the milpa of the balam. But apparently, as the balam shrinks from god to 
goblin, it meets with the alux, and the attributes of both are mingled. 

DI!MON AND MONSTER 

There are many aorts of dangerous and uncanny beings that have none of the 
qualities of deity, but are all demon. They are the subjects of fearful stories, 
and ideas about them express the uncanniness of the bush. These include animals 
that are not animals, but witches that have taken animal forms; animals that have 
exchanged forms with one another; huge animal monsters; and evil things in human 
form. The devil is one of these last; he is apt to appear as a hairy man; he has 
supernatural powers to sell for the aouls of the tempted (p. 180). He is apt to 
appear on the hills made by a certain ant (mul zay); on this account, these ant hills 
are avoided by the nocturnal traveler. Thete is considerable reluctance to mention 
the devil by his name (cizin); it is thought better to refer to him as "the very evil 
one" (kakazbaal).1 

I "A'""' ""II ol XONn ubd (w IDIMII'IOMJ from hie (ad\ao, who WU aN-. TIM father promited, to lin It to him ao the 
dey (ollow•lll· ne -· wiehi111 to It- wheN hit leth•Ft hil _,, c&ecidfld to epy oa hir11, ud ~ him until ho came to a 
mulny, whM the fathw I'" niM lnPtiDtht &it. At- th.., tptllluwd a tptrtl'e COYtftd with hair, who lnquiNd. what tu. Yili!IW 
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The x-tabai, well known in Maya folklore, is one of the most prominent of 
these demons of the bush. She appears in the form of a beautiful young woman, 
dressed in a fine huipil with fine embroidery (tnno), and with long hair. She 
induces a young man to follow her into the bush, or into some sascun-a, and there, 
unless he is lucky enough to escape, she chokes him to death. In Chan Kom this 
belief makes its contribution to the hazards of the bush and to the forms which pru
dence takes. The x-tabai is identified with certain trees; especially the cciba, but 
also a tree of the cashew family, known as kulinche. Therefore, in going past such 
a tree, especially if it be large and hollow, one is watchful; if one is on horseback 
there is danger that the horse may sec what you do not and, in his fright, throw 
you off. In such trees the x-tabai lives, or into such a tree she changes her form. 
She is also identified with a certain snake, green and yellow with a patterned back 
and known as chay-i-ean. Into this snake she turns, and with the tip oi her tail 
stops up a man's nostrils. "Two months ago we were going to Valladolid to sec 
about cattle for the cooperative, when we passed a kulinchc, and in its branches 
we saw the snake. Don Tino was certain it was a x-tabai. We wanted to shoot at 
it with our pistols, but Don Tino said it would do no good; you could not kill it, and 
it would ouly come back and do us harm." 

Men in the form of animals are witches, and will be treated under that heading. 
There are also beliefs in huge and monstrous animals, that figore in stories hunters 
tell about other hunters, who saw these animals, or who even shot them. Such are 
the boob, a large animal with long hair, looking something like a bull, the chan-<:kal, 
a spotted animal resembling the tiger, and the hak-madz, already mentioned (p. 117). 

These creatures are thought of as inhabiting the more distant bush, into which 
hunters rarely penetrate, especially in the neighborhood of the mysterious ruins of 
Coba. 

PROPITIATION AND PRAYER 

The situations that call forth the images of the supernatural beings vary from 
the simple uneasiness aroused by the shadows of forest in .the mind of the solitary 
traveler to grave crises that threaten the security of the entire village. As the 
danger deepens and spreads, so do the invisible beings increase in stature from 
demon to god, and so do the acts appropriate for the occasion change from simple 
magical practices to elaborate ritual and invocatory prayer. The dark comes 
every night; if one does not like it, one may ask a friend to come with one, or one may. 
stay at home; it is only uneasiness anyway; nothing has really happened. So the 
little people of the wood, and the shadowy monsters, are merely to be avoided. 
At most there are amulets to carry, or sirpple protective acts-"secrets,'" the people 
call them. The hunter keeps away from the ancient mound where the alux dwell; 
the mother makes safe her child from any baiams that might be looking for a ' 
changeling, by painting a cross of indigo on hi9 breast; the x-tabai may be foiled 
by winding one's sandal straps from left to right. These dangers are exciting and 
only half-real; so they make good stories when men are gathered together; they 
titillate the imagination without terrifying it. 
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But in the troubles that are wholly real, where practical action is inadequate, 
the gods appear. Sickness, a lost bull, a threatened crop-these are situations 
that provoke the most genuine anxiety; then one turns to the santo, or, if the matter 
fall within their province, to the balams and the kuilob kaaxob. Such situations 
recur, not often enough to make them trivial, but often enough so that usage has 
conventionalized, in ritual and formal prayer, the ways of dealing with the situa
tion. But the memory of the last situation and the anticipation of the next are 
present between instances of the situation themselves; and therefore prayer and 
offering are partly matters of routine. It is good to burn an occasional candle 
to the santo; it is well to hang out corn gruel for the balams from time to time. You 
may propitiate in advance, or you may atone and repay after the crisis has occurred. 
Some men make the Dinner-of-the-Milpa ceremony regularly every four years as 
it should be made, and some wait until sickness reminds them that they have not 
been punctilious. One man pays insurance; the other pays his losses. A third 
construction of the situation is made by the institution of the vow, which has a 
limited use in Chan Kom. Don Rosa's daughter is sick; he contracts with San 
Diego to make him a novena if the santo will grant the girl a miraculous cure. 

The events in the life of the individual that occasion propitiation and prayer 
are illness, property loss, death and its commemoration, and those times of crisis 
in the agricultural cycle that come upon each cultivator singly and alone. At such 
times it is one man who feels the need; the rest of the village may be content, or at 
least occupied with humdrum matters. Therefore, one of two things is true about 
individual ceremonies: either they are performed privately-as is the case with the 
minor agricultural ceremonies-or, if other persons participate, the ritual is for 
these others a merely social occasion, secular, rather than sacred. The latter alter
native is represented by the novena, to be discussed in a later chapter. 

The private, or individual, agricultural ceremonies are few and simple, and 
are tending to disappear. For most such occasions practical action is adequate. 
When a man fells bush, sows or weeds, his practical skill alone assures him of the 
success of that particular act. Before the bush is burned, however, there is a 
prayer, because the winds are tricky and no man can be confident of a successful 

' burning by touching his torch to the fallen trees. 
The more important individual ceremonies are those performed to cure or to 

prevent sickness: when the gods have punished a man for his neglect of them, or 
when a good harvest is in and gratitude and prudence recommend the ceremony. 
At such times there is no practical action at hand to express the mood or answer 
the nted. A man will fall back upon these ceremonies only after secular medicine 
has failed to cure him. 

As has already been said (Chapter V), the important religious ceremonies are 
those agricultural rituals taking place at times when the moods of the individual 
men coincide and when practical action is not demanded. At harvest, and at 
times of drought, when all men are together in one deep anxiety, the import_ant 
religious ceremonies are performed. Then all the tall gods are invoked in prayer. 
There is then no trace of averting the evil the supernatural may inftict; the demons 
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are forgotten. Either the gods are thanked for the goodness they have given, o 
they are asked that they give of it to men. 

One important communal ritual does not depend upon the agricultural cycle 
(or upon irregular, but common, needs, such as plague), and that is the fiesta of the 
village patron. This occurs on a fixed date. As, in Chan Kom, this date fall: 
within the period when the crops are not yet secure from drought, this fiesta toe 
(if held at all) is apt to partake of the prayerful qualities of the agricultural cere 
monies to the pagan gods. 

THE TWO RITUAL CONTEXTS 

The pagan gods and those of Christian origin are distinguished by the natives 
not, of course, in terms of the difference in their historical origins, but in terms 01 

the two different ritual contexts in which lie the worship and propitiation of ead 
group. There is San Diego, there is the Holy Cross, there is Dios-and there are the 
yuntzilob. Many occasions call forth the ceremonial worship of both santo anc 
yuntzil, either successively or simultaneously. If a man is sick, he may burn a 
canClle to San Diego, or he may perform a ceremony in propitiation of the chaac• 
and the balams, or he may do both. When the harvest is in, thankfulness is ex. 
pressed to both groups of deities. The Holy Cross tastes of the new ears, and so 
do the yuntzilob. There are certain sorts of occasions, soon ·to be mentioned, where: 
it is appropriate to use the ritual centering around the one group rather than tha1 
centering around the other, but on the whole these two sets of beings, these twc 
kinds of ritual, are just two equally good modes of religious expression. The people 
are ceremonially bilingual, as it were. 

The difference between the two is, then, a difference in ritual organization. 
Certain acts are appropriate in one context, and certain other acts are appropriate 
in the other; and other acts are equally appropriate in both. The relationship 
between these two contexts is indicated in the accompanying diagram. The one 
complex centers around the recitation of Latin and Spanish prayers by persons 
who have specialized to do this. Such a recitation before· an altar, followed by the 
consumption by the worshippers of foods first offered to the gods, is a rno, or 
novena. The novena is a private ceremony, but it may be, on occasion, communal. It 
is central to the village fiesta, which, by including the elements offolk-dance (jarana) 
and bull-fight (toros), becomes secular and so moves out of the sphere of religions 
ritual.' The ri!Zo is peculiarly appropriate to funerals and death-eommemoration\ 
but the novena may be used, as has already beeri said, for all sorts of individual and 
communal needs, where too the pagan gods may be involved. Appropriate to this 
context are the use of the oratorio; the offe;ing of candles to the god; the active par
ticipation of women; the numbers three and seven in ritual acts; certain flowers 
such as Plumtria;' and atolt (boiled gruel of ground meal)' as a food offering. 

1lt i1 ~WJt unlikely that certain dementi in the Yi.U.., 6nta, auc:h.., the Pob-Pianti1111Dd the au:.h r:eremony, have Indian on.ins. 
not European. But if thi1 be mae. it doa ruJt dect the fact that these ritual dcn!.entl bdoq in the IKWm.l toatext ceaterina around tbe 
pda of Chriltiu origin. 

'In the cuemony ofCOIIRCI'atioa oh. aew b-meo (p. 76), PI•-'• t-en are Ultd. Thi• ia t.heoalr uewc tao. of the Sower in 
the other conta:t. 

• But •-'' of,.,. com, is, once a year, ofued to the ,unuilob. 
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The other ritual context centers around the recitation of Maya prayers, in all 
important ceremonies, by the h-men. For the most important occasions the 
h-men is indispensable, because he alone can, by divination, interpret the will of 
the yuntzilob, and because he alone can recite the prayers and direct the ritual. 
In the case of minor rituals, however, the layman may carry out the ceremonial 
acts himself. In the house, for example, he arranges the three bowls of aloft for 
the Holy Cross, while in his yard he places nine dishes of gruel and thirteen roasted 
ears for the yuntzilob. A few occasions call forth rituals of this second context 
only: the need to exorcise evil winds, and matters involving the beehives; also, the 
agricultural crises lean heavily upon this pagan ritual context, rather than on the 
novena and the santo.' The disposition is, generally speaking, to fall back on the 
h-men and the yuntzilob in a pinch. 
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Appropriate to this second context are the conduct of ceremonies out of doors; 
·the taboo of the ritual acts to women; the h-men's divinatory paraphernalia and 
the special offertory vessel (homa); the ceremonial beer (balche); 1 certain special 
breadstuffs made with squash seeds; certain plants (p.~o7); cornmeal cooked without 
lime (zaca); the number thirteen in ritual acts; and-less clearly-the earth.oven. 

Some elements of ritual are, so far as has been determined, equally at home in 
eithet context. The h-men uses them when he makes offerings to the yuntzilob, 
and the mtJtstro ctJntor and his group of laymen employ them in their novenas for 
the stJn/os. Such are the use of the cross, both as a gesture of sanctification and as a 
symbol ofadoration; Dios; the notion of grtJcitJ {spiritual essence offood taken from 
the offerings by the gods); the use of altars; the number nine; and the turkey as a 
food of sacred ritual. 

1 Cem.la cenmoat. u.M Mhhtr C.thotic Pftl'W '* Na,. in'f'IX'adoa tD daa JW~ailob, sucll ue tM llctanck ud tlw tlicil; dae --m. iradftd. .,. Ollol, half --.d. 
• ll&klte ill U.O uN •• 1M •u..W hi~ o1• ,..lftlll, wt.ich ochawile beiDap to die - tJpt. 
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With reference to the wider world, including the other villages and the towns, 
these two contexts have very different meanings. For while the context centering 
around. the novena is public and open, and links Chan Kom up with the towns
people, the ceremonies of the h-men are more secluded; they are almost occult. 
The townsman may visit the novena and participate; this he has in common with 
the people of Chan Kom. But the exorcistic and agricultural ceremonies centering 
around the yuntzilob belong to the villager. They take place apart and their 
celebration is not advertised in advance. If the townsman attends, he does not 
really participate. One result of this is to keep them entirely sacred. It is only 
a real need, a genuine piety, that occasions them. The folk-dance and the gambling 
game, that cling to the peripheries of the novena, have no place in these other 
ceremonies. The pagan rituals grow dim, perhaps, but they are not secularized, 
let alone commercialized. 



c •• ,.,.., VIII 

CEREMONIES OP FIELD AND HNE 

THI! OPPI!RINGS TO THE YUNTZILOB 

What man wins from nature, he takes from the gods. The woods, the maize, 
the honey, and the wild food-animals belong to the yuntzilob. The ceremonies 
which the h-men performs are to ask of the gods that they give of these to man, or 
they are to pay for what man has already taken. The ceremonies acknowledge and 
make safe the transfer of the natural yield from the yuntzilob to man. It is at the 
moment of separation, when the fields pass from divinity to humanity, that the 
ceremonial recompense must be made. The high bush is zuhuy kaax ("virgin 
forest"); in cutting this the permission of the guardians of the forest must be asked. 
But the following year, if the agriculturalist sows that same tract again, no account 
need be taken of the gods, because that land is already man's. Similarly, the 
offering of first fruits is made only by those whose harvests are taken from corn 
grown on milpas made from zuhuy kaax, and the u hanli col ceremony (p. 134) 
need be made only in payment for maize grown on new milpas.1 

The pious think it wise to offer to the yuntzilob a part of any first-fruit. For 
such offerings the general word is hol-che. The first beans of a new milpa are 
offered to the gods, as are tlie first roasted ears (hol-che-pibil-nal, p. 143). When a 
deer is killed, it is customary to put the head, the liver and the stomach in a sabucan 
and hang this on a tree in the yard for about an hour. In this way the entire animal 
is symbolically offered to the zip, and to San Cecilia, San Gabriel and San Marcelino. 
Those who do not make such offerings are spoken of as "dzuut "-haggling or 
grasping. For the more important ceremonies a sort of balance sheet is kept be
tween the gods and man. For every year that a harvest is taken (from zuhuy 
kaax), just so many fowl are due the yuntzilob. The principle can be illustrated 
from the recompense-ceremony to the gods of the bees-the u hanli cab. This 
·ceremony is made, theoretically, every four years. It should be made in the spring 
months, when there are many flowers on the trees. This season (March to May) 
is called nic che ("tree-flower"). When the owner of the hives has taken the annual 
yield of honey, it is felt that he now owes the gods of the bees an offering: cu ppaxic 
u han alii u cab hunppel haab ti nic che ("as he owes the dinner-of-the-bees for 
one year of blossom-time"). The bee-keeper may make the ceremony every year, 
offering one large hen with an accompanying small chicken. Or he may wait, 
allowing his debt to accumulate. After four years he offers four large hens and 
four chickens, or a turkey with two hens. If he is reminded by sickness of his 
failure to make one of these ceremonies, the h-men asks how long since the ceremony 
was performed and, in advising his patient, instructs him to offer a number of fowl 
corresponding to the years of accumulated debt to the gods. · 

'/,,, aal)' lOt c~bu. 1110t r. uub. S. p. 4.1• 
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As will appear more fully in Chapter X, one of the main causes of sickness is 
the retribution of the gods for failure to make the compensatory offerings. The 
evil winds, that so often bring disease, are in many cases (but not all) sent by the 
yuntzilob. Wherever the yuntzilob are, there also are the evil winds. If a man 
crosses a path where shortly before a balam has been, it is likely that an evil wind 
will strike him there. In the ceremonies, after the yuntzilob have been summoned 
to take the food offered, there is special danger from vimtos; therefore, when the 
ceremony is over, the h-men sprinkles balche to remove that danger, otherwise 
some child might walk over the spot and be taken sick. The holy has two insepar
able aspects: the beneficent and the punitive, the bounty-yielding and the perilous. 

Essentially the ceremonies consist of an offering of certain special foods and 
drinks to the gods. Most of them fall into three parts: an invitation to the yun
tzilob to be present at some later hour to receive the offerings; the actual delivery of 
the prepared foods to the gods, including a solemn invocation and a short period 
when the men retire to allow the gods to take the spiritual essence (graciu) of the 
food; and the concluding feasting of the devotees on the food from which the gracia 
has been taken. Between the first part of the ceremony and the second there is an 
interval, during which the ritual foodstuffs are prepared and consecrated. This 
essential ritual core is surrounded with other elements of ceremony. Some, like 
the asperging with balche or with rum, and the recitation of fixed formal prayers, 
are common to all the ceremonies; others, such as the mimetic rainstorm in the 
clia-chaac, are peculiar to just one ceremony. But the resemblances among the 
different ceremonies are so great that, in describing one in detail, one describes 
much that occurs in many or even all of the others. 

On the other hand, there are considerable differences between two perform
ances of the same ceremony. Some variations are due to differences in the special 
circumstances that call forth two examples of what is regarded as the same ceremony. 
Thus an u hanli col performed to cure the sickness of the man who gives it includes 
features not present when given as one of the periodic ritual offerings of gratitude 
and propitiation. Other differences, often quite conspic"q.ous, are due to contrast
ing practices of individual h-mens. Thus, while the same h-men in giving the same 
ceremony a second time will not substantially vary the prayers he uses, two differ
ent h-mens performing the same ceremony will use quite different prayers and will 
introduce other noticeable variations-in the exact mode of preparation of tlte 
sacred breadstuffs, for example; or one will in.sert a piece of ritual adc;litional t\), 
the central body of practice to which all will adhere. For these reasons it is best 
to begin by describing the features that are fundamental to all ceremonies, then to 
indicate the elements essential to a ceremony of a given name, and finally to suggest 
some of the occasional variants of the sam·e ceremony. 

The offerings vary, but characteristically· for the important ceremonies there' 
are four: zaca, balche, boiled fowl prepared in a certain manner, and breadstuffs 
cooked in the earth-oven. AI though the ingredients of this sacred cookery (with 
the exception of balche) are common to the secular cookery, not one of the dishes 
offered to the gods is a part of common fare. Zaca is maize cooked without lime, 
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ground, and stirred into cold water. It is rarely eaten except when prepared as an 
offering to the yuntzilob. Balche is an intoxicating drink made by steeping the 
bark of the Lonchocarpus tree in water and adding honey. Although the older 
men remember when balche was made and drunk as a secular intoxicant, it is 
nowadays a purely ritual drink, always offered in gourd vessels of special form 
(homa). 

The fowl to be sacrificed are consecrated by having balche put into their beaks 
just before they are strangled. The meat is boiled and served in gourd vess•ls. 
The broth is seasoned with pepper, arnotto, clove, cumin, garlic, marjoram, epazote, 
cinnamon and salt, and is thickened with cornmeal dough, that has been cooked in 
the pib, to make a thick soup called kol, or yacli. This dish is also made only as an 
offering. It is combined with parts of the boiled fowl, in very definitely fixed ways. 

The breadstuffs are known generically as tuti-uah. Each kind of ceremony 
calls for definite numbers of certain classes of these breads, and each bread is dedi
cated to certain of the invited gods and is afterward consumed by the participants 
in the ceremony according to their r6les. Seven kinds of sacred breadstuffs are 
made in the earth-oven. With the exception of the last (nabal-uah), all are made 
by taking a ball of ordinary cornmeal (masa: zacan), putting into the center a small 
quantity of ground squash seed, which is spoken of as the "heart" (puczikal), and 
then flattening out the ball to form a large tortilla. 

NohwuaiJ (11 great bread"'), A pile is made of thirteen, eleven, nine or seven large 
tortillas, each of which is coVered on one side with a paste of zicil (ground squash seed) 
and water. On the topmost tortilla depressions are made with the finger and filled with 
zicil. The number of depressions corresponds to the number of tortillas in the pile. 

Cruz_uah (u cross bread"). The same as noh~uah, except that the topmost tortilla 
ia marked with 1 cross, filled with zicil. 

Bolon-ltu,.Udla e' nine-layer-bread"). A pile of six such tortillas. On the topmost, 
nine depressions in the form of a cross are made with the fingers and filled with zicil. 

Hol-cht-ualo (or hoppel-uah). Precisely similar to the preceding, except that only 
five tortillas constitute the pile and only five depressions are made. 

YaxcAt-uala ("ceiba bread 11
; also called ba, "gopher;' "because they are given to 

the boys who hide under the altar at the cha-chaac, like those animals"). Single, large, 
'long and narrow tortillas. 

Y•I-Moh ("divide bread"). Four tortillas, with a leaf of the plant called bob between 
each two, and with four holes arranged in a square and filled with zicil on the topmost. 

N•6al-ualo. The remaining dough is thoroughly mixed with zicil and made into large 
thick tortillas of diminishing size superimposed on one another to form a sort of pyramid. 
These breads are mixed with the broth to make the kol. 

A:ll these breads are wrapped in bob leaves, tied with strips from a hibiscus tree 
(hoi), and are cooked in the pib. 

The foods offered to the gods are special, consecrate and holy. These offerings 
are suitable for the gods, not simply because they are traditionally correct but be
cause they evoke two categories of thought which on the one hand suggest .the 
rain-giving functions of the gods and express the dominant prayer (for rain) and on 
the other signify the purity of that which is set apart for divinity. 
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Many of the foods and drinks in the native's experience, and many other ele
ments in his environment, are regarded as belonging to one of two classes: u the 
cold dass" (ziz u.cuch), or "the hot class" (choko cuch, or kina! cuch). "Cold" 
things are "cold" (ziz), not so much because their temperature is low, as because, 
in the case of foods, they are good for fevers and bad for chills; or because, in the 
case of plants and other parts of nature, they are green, fresh and suggestive of 
water. The ramifications of this double category into the notions of diet and of 
disease will be discussed in another chapter. 

All the offerings made to the yuntzilob in the ceremonies belong to the "cold" 
class. Zaca is u cold," while atolt is "hot." The water from zaca is a useful 
remedy for fevers. Balche is very "cold." So are all foods cooked in the pib. 
It does not matter how warm they actually are; as soon as they are cooked in the 
earth-oven, they are" cold." But foods cooked on the pot or on the griddle (coma/) 
are "hot"; and as the broth made from the consecrated fowl is prepared in a pot, 
the h-men adds a little balche to it, to make it" cold." 

All the plants-habin, halal and xi at-used in the ceremonies are "cold" also. 
These are evidently ucold'" because they grow near the cenotes and remain green 
after other plants are dry. Xiat is the "coldest"; it is used on the altar at the 
clia-chaac. At the other ceremonies habin is used. All these are known as ziz-che 
("cold trees"). Chac-ah belongs to this dass, and of it is made the lelem (p. 142) 
used by the chaac impersonator. Beehives must be made of "cold" trees, or the 
bees will not thrive. Lands are recognized as being either ucold'' or c•hot.'' 1 

Hot lands are those that dry quickly after rain or from which rise mists at night. 
This mist (yoxolluum) is the heat rising from the ground. "Cold" lands are those 
that remain moist. In order to determine if a piece of land be "hot" or .. cold" 
one buries in the ground a piece ofhabin (a "cold" plant) and if, after three days, 
it is found to be still green and fresh, the land is "cold." Trees grow fast, but not 
well, on "hot'' lands; they soon turn yellow and die. On 11 cold, lands they grow 
slowly but well. 

Everything at the ceremonies must be "cold," as t~e punishment brought by 
the yuntzilob is always sickness in the form of fever. The offering of" cold" things 
is, incidentally, an expression of the wish. that fevers be not brought to men. 
u Cold" lands are safe from evil winds, which are associated with 11 hot" foods, 
11 hot" lands, and "hot" plants. The winds, sent by the yuntzilob to punish men, 
bring fevers. Drought is also a punishment of the gods; it is a fever of, the milp~. 
When the pibil-nal (p. 143) is made, zaca is offered to offset the danger of the heat 
of the pibs. When the fields are burned, the heat of the burning brings danger of 
fever. It is best to wait with the sowing till all the yoxolluum has passed out of 
the ground; then the maize will grow well. 

The other general idea which is involved in the offerings made to the gods i~ 
expressed by the word zuhuy, which is most easily translated "virgin." It means 
more than the absence of sexual intercourse, although this idea is involved. A 
zuhuy cole! is not merely a virgin-the word is used of girls who do not go out 

• See al10 line 6 or prayer No. 6, p. 344· 
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much and mix with others. The water, drawn for the clia-chaac from covered 
cenotes where men seldom or never come, is zuhuy ha. The animals of the zip, 
the deer that are kept by their supernatural owners in secluded spots in the woods, 
are zuhuy alakob. A hammock or a tablecloth that has never been used is zuhuy. 

The high bush, distant from the homes of men, is zuhuy. The gods are there. 
Therefore i~ is thought bad to have sexual intercourse out of doors, either in the 
house-lot or in the bush. Even in the milpa, a man sleeps with his wife only in the 
little hut built there. If the yuntzilob should see sexual intercourse, they would 
become offended and send the kazap-ik (p. 167) to bring sickness to the couple.' 
Nor does one act boisterously, or foolishly in the bush, because it is zuhuy. 

The animals offered to the gods must be zuhuy. In dedicating fowl, the 
h-men speaks of them as zuhuy alakob. They are alakob (domestic or tame 
animals) because they have been dedicated to the gods, and they are zuhuy for the 
same reason. It is customary to set aside turkeys or hens that are to be sacrificed, 
keeping them apart from other fowl. Capons are most suitable as offerings. So 
also are hens that have ceased to lay. Cocks are never offered, but young cockerels 
may be sacrificed as noox.• Turkeys are not castrated, but a turkey cock that is to 
be given to the gods is kept from others, especially hens; then it becomes zuhuy alak. 

This notion of "that which is set apart" becomes almost the same as "that 
which is holy; that which is effective in dealing with the gods." Thus, because 
balche is made only by men, because it is used only for the ceremonies, and because 
it is "cold," it is preferred in all important ceremonies to rum. It is said: "Balche 
is more zuhuy than rum."'" 

The center of ceremonial activity is the table-altar, which the h-men erects 
in the yard where the ceremony takes place or, in the case of the clia-chaac, in a 
cleared rectangular area in the bush. All the ritual foods are arranged in a definite 
manner on this table before they are formally delivered to the gods. The foods 
that are provided for the greatest gods are set nearest to the cross, which is always 
set up in the center of the eastern side of the altar. The altar is oriented with the 
points of the compass, the h-men and the other participants facing eastward as 
the invocation and dedication take place. That is because the gods are situated 
in the chun caan, in the eastern sky (p. 116). 

In the prayers, the altar is often referred to as mtsa; however, it is built not 
like modern tables, but tied together, as is the Maya house; and the four forked 
corner posts (acorn) and the horizontal posts (balo), that rest in these forks, bear 
the same names as do the corresponding parts of a house. To each corner-post is 
bound a branch of habin (except in the clia-chaac when xiat is used); and the two 
pairs of these branches are fastened together at the top to form arches. The sym
bolism of these arches is not apparent, to Maya laymen at least. 

'The ~ame Ida It held with nprd to d" , • .,.,. TM ,.,.,., mutt .-at - lftUill inten:owM. n-ron molt people han lirde 
~into •hith the,. put the 1-.IN 11 11iahL It it remembered th.- "d" old peopJe" built .-=,.,.h' allrinQ for their,,.,.,, It liU.iM 
brinp lick- to n:r-1 llnulenc. Iron. the ncnam b.ftn e ,.,., 

1 A-u e email• fowl put withe lerpt one to c:ornplet.~ thtl ol&ri111. Such e ~iro(t$ maka u.p the lift to the aodl. <ftnen.UJ, 
"noaa" It tom.thia,. -uppli..t to IIIPpol't or co111plete 1110thu iart- then itnlf, in order daat theletta- I'IIIJ not fall or (~1. A pi- of 
atoM or wood Mtundtl' the kill of 1 tabl" HI II.Mp it fron!. ~line:, it n-. If 1 hou. .. .,._l il too ehorc, it it completed with a -•· 
£.,.,. ali$ elaCNid ba" hill - (u do tht GrJiftilln ol the fi.W) 10 be1rill DOl fail. "Tbe GoYI:nl..- dou not l.U '-sliM he hu 
ma"r-.'' 
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In some ceremonies the participants move around this altar, as in others, 
involving the hives, they walk around the hives. Such movement takes place in a 
counterclockwise direction. This is thought of as going u to the right." 1 u If we 
should move to the left, we would be serving the devil." 

The principles that have just been described are fully manifest only in the 
longer ceremonies held in the latter part of the agricultural year, but in order to 
preserve the natural order of events, the following account begins with the simple 
rituals which initiate the agricultural round. 

MAKING THE MILPA 

In the thinking of the native of Chan Kom, the felling of the bush is a matter 
of concern to the kuilob kaaxob, for it is they who protect the trees of the forest. 
No offerings are made to these deities when the felling begins-the kuilob kaaxob 
will be thanked at harvest-time for their part in assuring the yield-but one nega
tive observance asserts the dependence of the practical act on supernatural sanction. 
If the field is being cleared for a first harvest (cliacben), the agriculturalist is 
ordinarily careful to measure off for his milpa no more land than he is sure he will 
be able to clear. He cuts a narrow swathe around the proposed field, and by this 
act serves notice on the kuilob kaaxob that he proposes to make use of so much of 
the "virgin bush" (zuhuy kaax). Then when the trees ask the kuilob kaaxob if 
they may not do injury to the man when he begins to cut them down, the deities 
say no and explain to the trees that they are old and that it is good for them to be 
cut so that new growth may come up. But if the agriculturalist measures off more 
land than he later clears, then the kuilob kaaxob grow angry; for they have been 
deceived and have been asked to keep back the trees from doing ill when in fact 
the trees were not to be cut at all. Then they tell the trees to do injury to the man. 
Stories are told of men who returned a second year to fell bush that had been meas
ured the previous year, and who were injured or killed by the fall of a tree or 
the slipping of an ax. And if such an accident occurs, it is suggested that probably 
the unfortunate man at some time in the past in this way offended the protectors 
of the forest. 

When the felled bush is dry, it is ready for burning. As has been explained, 
this is a critical time, for the agriculturalist is torn between the disposition 
to defer the burning until the field is surely dry enough to burn and the fear 
that the rains may come and make it impossible to burn it at all. In solving 
this uncertainty, he is assisted by the mode of divination known as xoc kill 
("day count"). This system of prognosticatfon is attended to by the h-men. 
It is based upon the supposition that the weather prevailing during certain days 
and hours of the month of January is like weather which will prevail during each of 
the remaining months of the year. As' recognized in Chan Kom, the correspond
ences of the xoc kin are in four parts: (1) Hunualak-xoc (uone turn count"), in' 
which the twelve first days of January in their ·natural order predict the weather 
for twelve months of the year, respectively. (2) Caualak-xoc ("two turn count"), 

1 The risht hand i1 tonaidued better rh1n the left; the riaht ui(IOCI 1nd the left u evil. The old people adrile tb.t Ofte tleep ~t oa. 
onc'a riaht 1idc but on onc'alcft, ao thlt the left hand may be held do•n dwi111 aleep wheft it e:an do no hum. 
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in which the second twelve days of January announce the weather for the twelve 
months of the year, but in inverse order, the thirteenth day corresponding to 
December, the fourteenth to November, and so on. (3) Oxualak-xoc ("three 
turn count"), in which each successive day from January ~5 to January JO corre
sponds to each of the successive pairs of months, beginning with January-February. 
(4) Canualak-xoc ("four turn-count"), in which each of the hours from six in the 
morning to ·six in the evening on January Jl corresponds to one of the twelve 
months of the year, beginning with January. The h-men remembers the weather 
prevailing at each of the days and hours in January involved in the prognostication 
and sums up, for the benefit of his consultants, the probabilities as to the weather 
during each of the remaining months of the year. 

Once the agriculturalist has made up his mind when to fire his milpa, his 
worries are not over. The actual moment of firing is critical, for if the bush does 
not burn thoroughly to a fine ash, it will be difficult or even impossible to sow the 
field. One important unpredictable factor is the wind: a strong breeze from the 

WHIBTLB J'OR THE WINDS 
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right direction will carry the flames swiftly across the field, even though the trees 
be not thoroughly dry. Therefore at the moment of kindling, the prayer is to the 
whirlwinds (kakal-mozon-ikob), that they may descend upon the field and sweep 
the flames across it. It is common for the agriculturalist to make an offering of 
zaca to these wind spirits, and sometimes also to the balams and to the chaacs. 
This is a small private ritual; the h-men is not involved; therefore there is a good 
deal of individual variation in the practice. The small altar of poles is erected 
outside of the southeast corner of the field and tangental to it. On this some men 
place two bowls (gourd dishes) of zaca for the kakal-mozon-ikob. Others regard 
one of these two bowls as an offering to the kunku-chaac. Some men offer three 
bowls, and still others four, "because there are four balams who guard the milpa," 
and at least one man adds a fifth, "for the fifth balam who is above the center of 
the fiold." One man, during the time of these observations, did not make the 
offerings at all, but later, after his milpa had burned, placed zaca in the field for 
the mozon-ikob. 

Some men say nothing when they make this offering, merely scooping out a 
little of the gruel to each of the four directions. Others say, in Maya, "Mozon
ikob, here I hand over to you your zaca. Come and help me burn my milpa." . A 
prayer which one of the older men used on such occasions is printed in Appendix C 
(p. JJ9). 
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As the agriculturalist and his helpers run along the two sides of the field, 
kindling the dry bush, they make the whistle summoning the winds, ending with a 
shout. "Immediately the whirlwinds come, bowing down the trees and Batten
ing the grass, and carrying the Hames across the milpa." 

When the men reach the ends of the field, they return to the little altar, where 
the zaca is divided among them and eaten. 

A similar private offering to the agricultural deities is made by the older men 
before sowing (Plate II, 6). Like the offering made at the time of burning, there 
is no uniformity in the character of the ritual, and the younger men tend to neglect 
it entirely.' When the offering is made, the little altar is erected in the center 
of the milpa. Probably the commonest practice is to make the offering just before 
sowing the milpa on which the first rains have fallen, and to set out two gourd 
vessels of zaca-one for the kunku-chaac and one for the other agricultural deities. 
One man (who comes from Yaxcaba) makes the offering at any convenient time 
between burning and sowing. He offers five bowls," one for each of the balams," and 
recites a part of the Ave Maria (as other men on the same occasion recite the Credo) 
as he scoops out zaca with a habin leaf, spilling it in each of the four directions.' 

THE DINNI!R·OP·THE·MILPA 

The ceremony of this name (u hanli col) is the most important of all agricul
tural rituals performed by and for the individual agriculturalist. It requires the 
services of the h-men; it demands the aid of a group of male friends; and it consumes 
several hours of time and a considerable quantity of food and drink. By perform
ing it the agriculturalist establishes satisfactory relations with the chaacs, balams 
and kuilob kaaxob. The ceremony secures him wealth and health: the beneficence 
of the yuntzilob assures him a good harvest; and if it be omitted, they will bring 
sickness upon him. It is recognized that one should perform the ceremony every 
four years, at a time when the maize is just ripening. But many men neglect the 
ceremony until sickness reminds them of their remissness. Then, advised by the 
h-men that the cause of their sickness lies in this failure, they perform the ceremony 
(p. JOJ). The ritual is thus on some occasions a therapeutic measure; on others, 
an expression of thanksgiving and a measure of prudence. Although the ceremony 
may be performed at any time of year, it is most common in August, September 
and October. 

As in the other ceremonies, the h-men begihs by clearing a piece of tand I 5 or 
~o meters square. As this ceremony is perfor~ed at the initiative of some one 
man, the clearing is made in the yard of his house. The usual altar is erected, 
covered with habin leaves and provided with a small wooden cross. The h-men 
begins by offering zaca to the gods, asperging the altar with it using a leaf ofhabin,. 
and reciting a prayer which invites the yuntziloh to the feast that they are about to 
prepare. 

I In Pine they .. ,., "Thac were thinp of the old people; no one doe:t them D01f." 

• In aU t hcae ofl'cri!ll' of :raca it il aatomary to ICOOP Ol:lt .ome of the cora. (lfllCl to euh ol ct. four dir«tiou with a leal ol habia, 
1111d afterwanS to drink a little of ir. 
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The owner of the house has asked some of his friends to help him. The h-men 
now directs these men to prepare the earth-oven and he supervises the preparation 
of the sacred breadstuffs. In this work the laymen are engaged for an hour or 
more, mixing the moal with water, patting out the cakes, inserting the squash 
seed and other special ingredients and grouping them into the specified piles. 
This is play, not work nor prayer. The atmosphere of sanctity, manifest in the 
operations of the h-men and in the subdued voices of other participants, is qualified 
by the bustle and interest aroused by the preparation of the breads for the oven. 

While the sacred breads are baking, the h-men offers balche to the gods. This 
has been prepared three days in advance of the ceremony, so that it may have 
reached the desired degree of fermentation. As is almost invariably the case in 
offering balche, the liquor is placed in thirteen of those vessels known as homa 
(p. J6), and these are placed on the altar. When this is done (and again from time 
to time during the rest of the ceremony) balche is sprinkled on the cross and on 
the altar itself with a half-folded leaf of habin employed as a scoop. This is done 
because balche has the quality of sanctifying and cleansing from impurity and 
evil anything with which it comes in contact. This is also the association that 
makes the intoxication of the h-men a part of the sacred developments of the ritual, 
although, in fact, rum is used to hasten this condition. 

The h-men recites a prayer (No. ~. p. JJ9) inviting the gods to come and 
partake of the liquor. After a pause, to allow the deities to do this, the balche 
is distributed among those present. No one may refuse to drink at least a little. 
Each rocipient returns thanks in the phrase always employed in the distribution 
of sacred food and drink: ox tezcuntabac tech, tat ("Thrice be saluted, sir"). 

The second dedicatory act is the consecration and offering of fowl. As has 
beon explained (p. 1~7), the number of these varies with special circumstances. 
In some cases the h-men directs the giver of the ceremony to hold the fowl while 
he consecrates them. One h-men appoints four persons, whom he calls Chaacs, 
each one of whom holds a leg or a wing of the fowl while it is ritually killed.' The 
consecration is accomplished by the recitation of a short prayer (No. J, p. 340) by 
the h-men while he puts balche down the victim's beak with a scoop of habin. 
As the prayer concludes, the assistant (or the four Chaacs) kills the fowl, the hens 
by wringing their necks, and the turkeys by cutting tongue or throat and allowing 
them to bleed to death. 

These ritual acts of the h-men take place after intervals during which he 
is occupied in arranging the altar, in directing the preparatory activities of his 
assistapts, and in drinking quantities of rum. At this point in the ceremonies 
another interval occurs, during which the laymen gather in a group to pluck and 
cut up the fowl. When this has been done, they carry the dismembered birds into 
the house, where the women (led usually by the wife of the man who is giving the 
ceremony) have gathered to prepare the broth (kol) which forms an essential part 
of all the food offerings to the gods. During the ceremonies the women must not 
approach the place where the h-men's activities center, but inside the house they 

• TIW b-mn u.plaiud 1ha1 .,n lhe old clt..,. il wu a humaa bcinc. aQCIIIOt a lo-1, tbat wu 10 IMicl and ucri6tcd.'" 
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are enjoying the social pleasures incidental to the cooperative preparation of festal 
foods. 

Meanwhile, out in the yard, the men are gossiping together and the h-men 
from time to time sprinkles the altar and the cross with balche, to the accompani
ment of a certain spoken formula (No. 4, p. 341). This he does thirteen times. 

The h-men is supposed to have supernatural knowledge as to when the bread
stuffs in the oven are done. When he is satisfied as to this, they are removed and 
arranged by the h-men on the altar in a special and symmetrical arrangement. 

The breadstuffs of a certain kind (nabal-uah) are broken into the clear broth 
prepared from the fowls, making a thick mixture referred to as kol, chocob, or 
yacli. Four pails of these soups are distributed on the altar. On the surface of 
the mixture in each of the pails is placed a leg or two of the sacrificed fowls. The 
rest of the meat is distributed in ten gourd vessels, each one of which is placed on 
top of one of ten piles of sacred breadstuffs. The arrangement of the offerings, 
which we have seen used, is indicated in the accompanying diagram. 
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Fro. t,J-Arn.npment af the .Jw at the u hanli tol ceremony. 

The cumulative point of the ceremony has now arrived. The h-men lights 
two candles and, placing grains of incense on a dish holding live coals, incenses t)le 
altar. He then kneels in front of the altar. On each side of him kneel two special 
assistants (idzacob), named by him without for;,ality from among the p~rticipants. 
As he kneels he recites a prayer that is the longest of those used in the ceremony. 
Although the texts used by different h-mens differ, the tenor of their context is 
the same. Using the invocatory formuli, nox tezcuntabac cu lubul in than'' ("thrice 
be greeted, as falls my word") these prayers· (Nos. 5.' 6, 7 and 8; pp. 341-346) 
call upon the chaacs and the balams, one by one. They must all be summoned to 
partake of the offerings. The chaacs and balams of the four directions," in the four 
corners of the sky, in the four corners of the clouds," are addressed by the invocatory 
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formula, "Be thrice greeted." Then, over and over, the h-men repeats this phrase, 
following it each time with the name of someplace in the neighborhood of Chan Kom. 
Some of the places are occupied villages today; some are the sites of ruins from 
ancient times (Coba, Chichen and Oxkinkiuic) and some are merely milpmos or 
cenotes in uninhabited bush. But in all these places are cenotes, and it is not so much 
the places h~ is invoking, as the chaacs (and balams 1) thought to reside in them. 

During the prayer the two idzacs sprinkle the altar with balche. Then the 
h-men, with the aid of the idzacs (and sometimes of four other men), lifts the offer
ings from the table, one by one, and as he holds each up he recites a short prayer 
(Nos. 9 and 10, pp. 347-348) dedicating that breadstuff to the gods, afterward 
setting it again upon the altar (Plate aa). Everyone then withdraws a short 
distance from the altar, while the gods, now present in response to the invocation, 
take the gra<ia of the food. At the end of this period the h-men moves the foods 
from the altar to an ordinary table, where he blesses them with the usual phrase 
"u kaba Dios yumbil, Dios mehenbil, Dios Espiritu Santo. Amm" ("In the name 
of God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost. Amen"). The food is 
divided among ali present, the h-men retaining the largest share, and a feast ensues. 

When this is over, the h-men takes down the altar and directs the idzacs to 
sprinkle balche in the form of a cross, in two diagonals from altar post to altar post. 

The foregoing description presents the ritual elements present in the various 
examples of the u hanli col included in the observations upon which this study is 
based. The conspicuous variations appear from a comparison of the ceremony as 
performed by one h-men wirh its performance by another. One h-men (and others 
agree with him in this practice) introduces an element of ritual that, judging by its 
form, may have been incorporated into the ceremony from the Catholic com
munion. Just after dedicating the separate breadstuffs to the gods, he makes use 
of a special homa, made in the shape of a very small calabash, and known as tzel. 
This he fills with balche and covers the mouth with habin leaves arranged in the 
form of a cross and then with a napkin on which is embroidered a cross; this cross 
he causes to coincide with the cross of habin leaves. The homa, so wrapped, is 
passed among those present, who reverently kiss the embroidered cross. The 
·h-men then kneels by the altar with his head bent over the homa and recites a short 
prayer (No. n, p. 348). He then unwraps the homa and drinks the contents, 
while the two idzacs do the same with two ordinary homas of liquor which they hold; 
and balche is distributed to ali present. This procedure is then gone through a 
second time with a smaller quantity of balche in the same vessel.' 

"[he prayers, as has been said, differ markedly in the details of their phrasing. 
Appendix C collects the texts of these, with translations. 

THE DINNER<lP·THJ!. THUP 

A ceremony very similar to the preceding, but involving the offering of only 
one hen, is known as u hanli x-thup. This ceremony is offered to the smallest and 
most important of the chaacs (p. 115), who is regarded as the guardian of a certain 

I (1, "frobom-m-.,. (p. 197), 
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sort of corn (x-thup-nal) that matures rapidly and is harvested a few weeks after 
planting. Persons planting such corn are supposed to make the ceremony once a 
year.. But, as is the case with other ceremonies that have a theoretical periodicity, 
the obligation is often disregarded until sickness serves as a reminder; and the debt 
of hens is allowed to accumulate. ul plant x-thup-nal," said one man, •'but I 
make the u hanli x-thup only when I get sick. So now it is seven years since I 
made the ceremony." Most of the men in Chan Kom, in part restrained by the 
trouble of making the offering, do not plant this variety of maize at all. "I never 
plant x-thup-nal," said one of the majority, "because the x-thup is so demanding 
of offerings that when one neglects to make them he punishes one with serious sick
ness." For this reason, chiefty, the ceremony did not come into the field of direct 
observation. 

THI! RAIN CEREMONY 

Ritual finds its most elaborate expression in the ceremony known as clia-chaac 
("bring-rain"). The reasons why this is so have already been indicated (p. 12J). 
The clia-chaac is not the mere periodic offering that prudence impels as are, com
monly, the u hanli col and the u hanli cab. Nor is it stimulated, as are those two 
ceremonies on many occasions, by anything so private and individual as one man's 
sickness. The clia-chaac is performed only in response to crucial need that strikes 
simultaneously at everyone: the common anxiety produced by drought. Only 
pestilence brings about a situation that is comparable, and to combat pestilence 
there is another major communal ceremony (p. 175). 

Therefore the clia-chaac is a ceremony in which every man in the village par
ticipates. During the period of its celebration all ordinary masculine activities 
cease; the entire adult male population is gathered at the place of ceremony. 
Therefore, although the ritual forms used in the clia-chaac conform to the pattern 
represented by the u hanli col, they are cast on a larger scale. Where the other 
ceremonies require only a few hours, the clia-chaac demands three days; where the 
others demand the sacrifice of a few fowl, the clia-chaac requires dozens, with 
cornmeal dough in proportion. Finally, the fact that this ceremony expresses the 
desire of all the participants for just one particular concrete result-the coming of 
rain-is ritually reflected in the mimetic representation of rainstorm which forms 
the central feature of the clia-chaac. 

During the period of these observations only one clia-chaac was performed in 
Chan Kom. The following account is, therefOre, written in the past tense. The 
h-men who officiated was one who had charge "of several of the variant u hanli col 
ceremonies just mentioned; the ritual about to be described probably include~ some 
elements not characteristic of all clia-.ch!'acs-notably the element of ceremonial 
drinking from a special homa.• Some of the prayers this h-men used for the cli~
chaac were identical with those which he uses habitually for the u hanli col. 

The summer of 1930 was unusually dry.' · The people of the villages saw their 
entire harvest threatened by a prolonged drought. This was not the only anxiety. 

I Notu on oth~r ~:1\&-<haut ue JiYIIA on p. 143. 
1 Ser Diarr, p. 2.63. 
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The drought being merely local, much corn was growing elsewhere and the price 
of maize had accordingly fallen to the extraordinarily low figure of one peso a carga. 
An epizootic was destroying the hogs. By the middle of July the number of candles 
burned in the oratorio had notably increased. People were going singly to bear 
their individual troubles to the santo. As the dry weather was prolonged, it became 
more and more a subject of conversation till it absorbed other interests. Individual 
concerns coalesced in one great communal anxiety. The first public expression of 
need was a noomario held for the patron santo. Rain fell thereafter, but not in 
eufficient quantities to save the threatened corn, now approaching ripening. The 
noomario was followed by prayers to the Holy Cross and others to the s,;,or Dios. 
But the drought persisted. Then at last, at the end of August, the men of Chan 
Kom decided to hold the clia-chaac. A h-men of repute, from a neighboring village, 
was already present, summoned by one agriculturalist to perform for him the u hanli 
col. He was asked to take the rain ceremony in charge. 

Early on the morning of the first day he erected an altar, in exactly the manner 
described in connection with the u hanli col, in the yard back of the cuart<l (public 
building). More commonly the place for the clia..:haac is at a slightly greater dis
tance from the plaza, on the outskirts of the village. The withdrawal of the men 
from contact with the women, which is always a part of the ceremonies over which 
the h-men presides, is particularly manifest in the clia..:haac. This feeling is 
expressed in the first collective act involved in this ceremony. At noon on this 
first day all the men went with the h-men to get "virgin water" from a cenote 
situated in the depth of the forest some kilometers from Chan Kom. Water used 
in preparing the foodstuffs for the other ceremonies is customarily drawn from the 
village cenote, but at the first hour of dawn before it has been contaminated for 
ritual purposes by contact with the women who there draw water for household 
purposes. For the clia-chaac this precaution is not sufficient and the water must 
come from the sacred cenote, where women are supposed never to go. The h-men 
tells the others that it is to this cenote that the chaacs come to fill their calabashes 
when they are about to water the young maize plants. The cenote can be reached 
only by crawling through a dark and slippery tunnel, about JO meters in length. 
The difficulty of entrance, and the snake-wise movement of the torch-lit procession 
enhance the awesomeness of the ritual act. 

In the evening the men returned and hung their calabashes beside the altar. 
1\lnny of the men now swung their hammocks near the cleared space; and here it 
is expected they should remain till the ceremony is concluded. Once the sacred 
water has been brought, no one is supposed to return home. This provision assures 
that during the period of the ceremony no man has intercourse with a woman, a 
circumstance which, the h-men assures them, would pollute the sanctity of the 
proceedings and render them of no avail. The men spend the hours not occupied 
in sleeping or in actual preparations for the ritual in conversation and story
telling. 

On this particular occasion, activities were resumed a little before dawn on the 
second day. The h-men named two of the older men as idzacs. They received 
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and recorded in a notebook the two kilos of zaca, one-quarter kilo of sugar, and two 
candles which each man contributed. When these materials had been collected, 
the h-men prepared part of the zaca, stirring the meal into water from the cala
bashes. He put a large water-jar of zaca on the altar and offered" holy cold water" 
to the chaacs and balams. Then the idzacs divided the zaca among those present. 
This was the first of six times that day that this act was performed and prayer 
No. I2. (p. 349) was recited. 

At about six o'clock in the morning, the h-men prepared three jars ofzaca and 
placed them in gourd-carries (cliuyub) hanging in a tree near the altar. These 
were offered to, respectively, San Gabriel, San Marcelino, San Cecilio, the guardians 
of the forest, and the zip (p. I 17) who watch over the deer, asking them for "virgin 
animals" (No. 13). The word (alak) used in the prayer is that reserved for tamed 
or domesticated animals; for the deer are the domestic animals, or familiars, of 
these deities. The prayers ask "that the zips may not warn the deer of the 
approach of the hunters"-it is a prayer for success in the hunt. 

After reciting it, the h-men went to the altar and consulted his zaztuns. By 
looking into these small bits of translucent stone or glass, the h-men professes 
to learn the wishes of the gods. On this occasion he announced that "by the will 
of Santos Lazaro, Jorge and Roque,' you will kill two deer over toward X-Cocail." 
The prophecy was received with shouts of delight, and the hunters made off through 
the bush. At about eleven o'clock they returned, sweaty and weary, and without 
any deer. The h-men explained that probably the zip had protected the deer, 
but that they would be found in the direction ofTzeal. Zaca was again offered to 
the yuntzilob and thereafter the hunt was resumed, this time with more success, 
for the hunters got a small deer in the predicted direction. The meat was cooked 
in an earth-oven and placed on the altar for the hunters to eat. 

At three o'clock in the afternoon, at seven in the evening and twice again 
before two in the morning, the h-men offered zaca to the gods; as before, the meal 
was divided among the men and consumed. In the .intervals the men amused 
themselves by eating toasted squash seed and telling stories. 

The activities of the first two days were preliminary to the actual ceremony, 
which took place on the third. At dawn, after a short intermission for sleep, the 
h-men filled thirteen homa and two shallow gourd vessels with balche and offered 
it to the gods with the same prayer (No. ~. p. 339) used on the analogvus occasion 
in the u hanli col ceremony. 

Then he called to four of the men present; these seated themselves on II bench, 
in front of the altar and chanted a pra.yer (No. 14, p. 351) to the chaacs and balams · 
for rain. This ended, the idzacs distributed the balche among those present.' . , 

Meanwhile, inside the houses of the village, the women had been preparing. 
the dough and the ground squash seed to be used in making the sacred breadstuffs .. , 
Morning had now come, and the idzacs received and entered in their notebooks the; 
amounts contributed that day by each man: three kilos of dough, one-half a kilo o( 

I The h-mea CUI thll occuioa referred to tbeee three J•111N, hut the othas preyiou,Jy mea.tioaed are ~emily reprdeclu the~ 
of the deer. · 
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ground squash seed, a hen, and 75 centavos with which to buy seasonings and with 
which to pay the h-men. 

When the hens had been collected, they were sanctified and dedicated to the 
gods. As described in connection with the u hanli col, the h-men put balche down 
the beak of each, meanwhile repeating a prayer, the idzacs wringing each fowl's 
neck and then handing the h-men another. In this way twenty-three fowl were 
sacrificed. The prayer used here declares that there is offered to the chaacs 
(and to Saint Michael) a "holy virgin animal" (p. JSZ). The prayer is in nine 
parts; in each of the last eight parts the h-men counted the nine times he tossed 
the liquor down the bird's throat. 
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This proceeding consumed a considerable period of time. When it was over, 
the h-men returned to his hammock, and thereafter from time to time interrupted 
his rest to approach the altar and asperge the cross and the table with balche, to 
the accompaniment of the usual prayer (No. 4). This he did thirteen times, and 
thirteen times the consecrated balche was distributed and consumed, the men 
retur~ing the usual formula of thanks: "ox tezcuntabac tech, tat." 

The morning was spent in the preparation of the sacred breadstuffs. These 
were the same as those prepared for the u hanli col ceremony, except that as this 
was a ceremony for the chaacs, many more yal-uah were made (this being the kind 
offered to these deities), and, in addition, four yaxche-uah ("ceiba-bread") were 
prepared. By the time the breads were ready, it was midday and the idzacs 
covered the cross on the altar with branches of habin, to protect it from the rays of 
the sun.' The breads were taken from the pib, and with the soups (prepared as 
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described for the u hanli col) and the balche, were arranged on the altar as indicated 
in the diagram (fig. 14). 

The moment had now come to deliver the feast to the gods and to make more 
explicit the prayer for rain. The h-men fastened four boys under the table-altar, 
each tied by the right foot to one post of the altar. These were the" frogs." He 
then selected one of the older men to impersonate the kunku-ehaac, chief of the 
raingods. The two idzacs and two other men lifted this man up and carried him 
to a specially cleared space about 8 meters east of the altar-the "Trunk of Heaven" 
(chun-caan), where the kunku-chaac is thought to dwell. This was done with care 
and reverence and in such a manner that none turned his back to the altar, for now 
all the yuntzilob were there gathered. An idzac supplied the impersonator with 
a calabash and a wooden machete. The calabash represents those used by the rain
gods in watering the corn, and the wooden knife stands for that brandished object 
known as lelem, with which the raingods produce the lightning. The kunku-ehaac 
was left by himself, his bearers returning to the altar. The h-men knelt before it, 
with an idzac on either side, and repeated the prayer (No. 5, p. 341) summoning the 
gods and invoking the various place-names of the region. As the h-men prayed, 
the idzacs were sprinkling the altar with balche and adding grains of incense to a 
small brazier; the u frogs" were croaking a particular note special to such occasions, 
and the kunku-ehaac from time to time rose to his feet and with his voice imitated 
the sound of thunder, and with his lelem the flash of lightning (Plate 13a and b). 

When the prayer was over, the h-men summoned four men to help him lift 
the food from the altar, and he consecrated it, bit by bit, to the gods (Prayer No.9, 
p. 347, plate I :>b). Then (as this particular h-men was wont to do in the u hanli col 
ceremony), he ceremonially drank balche from a special homa covered with a cloth 
embroidered with a cross (Prayer No. II, p. 348); and caused every man to follow 
him in draining a homa of balche. This ended, aU went some distance from the 
altar, keeping complete silence so as not to interrupt the feasting of the gods, now 
enjoying the gracia of the tuti-uah and the kol. 

When the h-men decided that the gods had finished, he ordered four men to 
go with him to the kunku-ehaac impersonator. When they were in his presence, 
the h-men poured balche on his head, saying, "In the name of God the Father, 
God the Son, God the Holy Ghost, once, twice, three times, four times, thirteen 
times in the name of God the Holy Ghost. Amen." 

The impersonator of the kunku-ehaac theri went and sat among the "frogs," 
who were busy consuming the yaxche-uah. The other tuti-uah and the soups 
were divided among all present, and the ~eremony concluded with the usual feast. 

Afterward the h-men built one of the little racks used to make minor offerings, 
consisting of two horizontal poles bound to t\vo vertical ones, and on this placed 
thirteen dishes of zaca, offering them to the deities with the prayer (No. 12, p. 349) 
first used in the ceremony. Then, assisted by the idzacs, he took down the little 
a! tar and sanctified the place by sprinkling it with balch e. This sprinkling of 
balthe, so much used in aU these agricultural ceremonies, is the device whereby 
things and persons are safely conv~yed from the world of the secular to that of the 
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sacred, and back again. The altar becomes a place where the gods may approach 
when balche is sprinkled upon it, and the fowl are consecrated to the gods by the 
same act. On the other hand, the place of ceremony, and the man who assumed 
the role of kunku-chaac, are made once more safe for the activities of ordinary life 
by means of. this same asperging with balche.1 

fiRST fRUIT CEREMONIES (HOL-CHI!) 

Of each sort of foodstuffs which the harvest yields, it is thought proper to make 
an offering to the gods of agriculture (seep. 11~). But only in the case of maize, 
the staple, is the harvest ceremony one of importance and expressed in ritual of 
which only the h-men has command. For the other crops the simple practice is to 
hang gourd vessels of the new crop in the yard of the house, or in the field from 
which the harvest is taken. This some people do, but not all. It is common to 
make an offering of the first beans of the year. This little ritual does not require 
the h-men and it differs from all the elaborate agricultural rituals, in that the 
offerings are made by the women of each household. They prepare special bread
stuffs: buul-i-uah, a mixture of cornmeal and beans, and ib-uah, a mixture of 
white beans, cornmeal and ground squash seeds, and bake them in an earth-<>ven. 
Plain boiled beans (kabac-buul), or some of the buul-i-uah, together with thirteen 
tortillas and a gourd-vessel of atolt of new corn, is hung on a tree in the yard of the 
house for a few hours, until the deities have taken the gracia of the food. 

But neither beans nor any other foodstuff except maize has for the people an 
importance at all comparable with that of the staple crop. The first beans or 
cassava of the season is a trifling matter in comparison with the new corn. The 
harv•st of maize brings to successful conclusion the effort of the year; it is th• antic
ipated event which has shaped both work and prayer for a twelvemonth. Anxiety 
relaxes into security. Furthermore, for eleven months the people have been living 
on a diet of dry corn. Now, for a few weeks, they enjoy the succulent new corn, 
prepared either as roasted ear (pibil-nal) or as atolt (ahza or iz ul. See p. 39). 
The weeks during which the new corn is brought in are devoted to feasting and 
visiting, to the joys of hospitality given and received. The period of pibil-nal is a 
cheerful orgy. 

The actual ritual attendance upon these pleasures is relatively simple. The 
new corn ceremony is made by each separate agriculturalist,' as his particular 
milpa ripens. But these successive ripenings take place within a period of two or 
three weeks. The ceremony is one for which the h-men is needed. By reason of 
these combined circumstances, no very time-consuming ceremony is possible. 
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The owner of the milpa invites a group of his friends to make new roasted ears. 
They come together in his cornfield and harvest the first ears, which they carry to 
some spot beside the road leading to the milpa, but outside the village. The h-men 
accompanies them. At this spot, just beside the path, they dig a pit for the earth
oven. When the stones have become hot, upon them are laid bark of habin and 
clioy or of tzalam and bohom, so that the new ears will not burn. The ears of 
maize, wrapped in their husks, are laid upon this bark and the pib is closed, as 
usual, with leaves and earth. A cross is then made of corn stalks and laid on 
the soft earth that covers the roasting ears. It is immediately raised again to a 
vertical position just east of the pib, but it leaves a cross-shaped depression in the 
earth. "This cross gives notice to the gods of the milpa, in case of the sickness 
of the owner, that the sickness is not deserved, because he has made offering of 
pibil-nal to the kunku-ehaac, the balamob and the kuilob-kaaxob who guard the 
milpa." · 

The earth-Oven is made after nightfall. At about three in the morning the 
men gather to open it. No woman may be present. First the h-men erects behind 
the pib one of those small altars made of four poles already described (p. 142). The 
cross of corn stalks is removed from the pib and placed on this altar. Then the 
pib is opened. If all the bark that was put on the stones has been burned to char
coal, it is a sign that the owner of the milpa will soon suffer from a fever. The first 
twenty-six ears of corn that are taken from the ground are hung from the horizontal 
poles of the altar in thirteen pairs, the husks of each pair being tied together. The 
other men stand back, while the h-men recites a short prayer (the text of which 
has not been obtained). The thirteen pairs of ears are usually eaten then and there. 
Another thirteen pairs are taken for the second part of the ceremony that follows 
in the yard of the owner's house. The corn-stalk cross is taken to the pile of stones 
on that road that marks the entrance to the village and one of the four "corners" 
of the pueblo over which watches one of the four guardian balams. 

After the men have reached the house of the milpa-Owner, the h-men erects 
another small pole-a! tar in the yard, and on this he hangs the second thirteen pairs 
of ears. On it also he places a cross, two lighted candles, and thirteen hom a of 
a/ole of new corn. This, and the young ears, he offers to the four chaacs, reciting 
a prayer (one such appears as No. 16 on p. 354) while pouring out a little of the 
a/ole toward the east. To this performance the others pay little attention; indeed,, 
the h-men may be the only person present; the others are now enjoying the feasting 
and the festal mood inside of the house. 

THE DINNER:OF·THE-BEES 

Parallel to the u hanli col ceremony, in both meaning and form, is a cere
mony known as u hanli cab ("dinner of the bees"). As the former ceremony is 
supposed to be performed at certain intervals to propitiate the gods of the milpa, 
so the bee ceremony is supposed to be performed every four years to propitiate the 
gods of the bees, and the ceremonies are alike in that they are often deferred until 
the sickness of the owner remind~ him to perform them (p. 253). Both rituals 
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could be discussed in connection with sickness and its cure. The formal ritual is 
much the same: an offering of zaca, balche, consecrated fowl and special bread
stuffs to the gods. But of course the deities to whom the prayers are offered are 
quite different and the details of ritual are not the same. 

On the evening before the ceremony, the h-men invites the lords of the bees 
to be present next day. On the usual altar he places thirteen homa of zaca, sweet
ened with honey. After the invocation has been uttered,' the men present wait for 
an hour or two, till the gods shall have taken the graeia of the zaca. Meanwhile, 
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the h-men consumes rum provided by the giver of the ceremony. When the inter
val has elapsed, the zaca is distributed to all. 

Next morning the participants bring cornmeal to be made into the ritual 
breadstuffs, and the giver of the ceremony provides the fowl to be offered. The 
h-men puts thirteen (in some cases nine) homa of balche on the altar and offers it 
to the gods with a short prayer (No. 17, p. JSS). When the breads have been taken 
from the pib and the kol has been made ready, the altar is arranged as in the above 
diagram.• 

As in the other ceremonies, the h-men appoints two men to act as idzacs; the 
giver of the ceremony is usually one of these.' Standing between these two,_ the 
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h-men offers the food to the gods, reciting a prayer (No. 18) calling upon each ol 
the classes of b~ods. Then the h-men and the two idzacs, carrying one homa 
of balche, the five large breads, two of the yal-uah, and one pail of kol, move nine 
times around the hives, the idzacs sprinkling balche and some of the kol on the 
hives, while the h-men repeats the same prayer. 

PIXING-TiiJ!.PLACE-FOR·Tifi!.I:UVES 

The circumstances under which this ceremony (u hedz luumil cab) takes 
place have already been described (p. 117). It is one of the lesser ceremonies,' and 
does not require the making of an earth.oven. The ritual breads are prepared on 
the griddle (coma/). These are of two sorts: cham-eham-uah, large tortillas with 
ground squash seed put on one surface and folded over once; and pim-pim-uah, 
large thick tortillas made of dough mixed with squash seed. For each hen offered 
there is a pile of thirteen cham-eham-uah and one gourd vessel of zaca. Three 
pim-pim-uah are made and combined with the broth to make the kol. 

The table-altar is erected beside the hives, as in the u hanli cab. To each of 
the four corner-posts of the hives is hung a jlcara of zaca, and a fifth is hung in 
front of and above the altar. The zaca must be sweetened with honey. The order 
of the ritual is as usual: the offering of zaca, then of balche;the consecration of the 
fowl, the placing of the foods on the altar, the dedication of the foods to the gods, 
and finally their consumption by participants in the ceremony. 

THE NEW HOUSI! CEREMONY 

Before a new house is occupied, it is felt that a ceremony should be performed 
to make it safe for the people who are to live in it. "Otherwise the evil winds will 
get in, the people will get sick, or be unable to sleep." At the present time the old 
ceremony (u cliuyenil na) that took place on such occasions is no longer performed, 
principally because most new houses that are built nowadays are of masonry. The 
owner of such a new house summons the t~~~estro cantor and has a one-night novena 
to the santo of the house, if he has one, or to Dios. 

The ceremony was performed in Chan Kom, and is still performed in the 
neighboring ranchtrlas, in the following manner. Like the u hedz luumil cab, this 
ceremony does not require the making of a pib. No plants are used on the altar. 
The ceremony is exceptional in that it is not performed out of doors, but-inside the 
house. That is because not the yuntzilob, but the house itself is the object of 
propitiation. The altar is erected in the middle of the room. To each of the·four 
comer posts (ocom) the h-men suspends ll gourd vessel of zaca. Then the owner 
of the house holds a live hen, and the h-men offers it to each of the two ocoms at. 
one end of the house; and another hen is offered to the other two ocoms. The 
hens are then consecrated with rum,' and strangled and prepared into broth. On 
the altar are placed a candle, a cross, two gourd dishes containing the boiled fowl, 
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two pails of kol made with nine pim-pim-uah, two small vessels of zaca, a bowl of 
rum, and a cloth containing twenty-five ordinary tortillas. 

The h-men recites prayers and offers each of the foods successively to the 
poles composing the house. He begins with the ocoms, and then goes successively 
to the other poles in order of size. Special attention is given to the tiseras (p. 34) 
"because they bear the weight," and ubecause they have the form of crosses." 
In some houses three of the uinciche at each end of the house are bound together 
by means of a short horizontal piece, forming a very evident cross. These two 
crosses are given special attention and are regarded as the particular guardians of 
the house. Some h-mens advise that this piece be left out of new houses, because 
the crosses are the most demanding and would be most offended should u cliuyenil 
na not be made. Offerings are also made to the many small crosses formed by 
small withes transverse to the uinciche. 



CRAP1V. IX 

NOVENA AND Vll.LAGE PIF.STA 

TilE NOVENA 

In speaking of the ritual prayers recited in honor of Dios and the santos, the 
terms "novena," "rosario," and 11rtzo, are used almost indiscriminately. When 
a villager speaks of a "novena," he does not mean, necessarily, nine consecutive 
nights of such prayers; quite as likely he is thinking of a single session of ritual 
worship. Sometimes the word "novtnario" is specially used to describe a series of 
nine consecutive evenings of prayer. Novenas, as held in Chan Kom; always 
include the recitation of a rosary, but in addition other prayers and hymns are 
recited or sung. In speaking of the prayers recited in repose of the souls of the 
dead, however (at certain intervals after death or on AU Souls' Day), the word 
"novena" is rarely used; such occasions are simply 11Ttzos." In the following 
discussion, this more special usage of urezo" will be adopted, while "novena" will 
mean either one night of prayer or a full nooenario for God or a santo. 

Two kinds of novenas are recognized. One is called u novenai u kino kaba 
("novena on the name-day"). This is given every year on the name-day of the 
santo, by the person or the community that has the santo; and it is thought dan
gerous to omit it. There are only a few novenas of this sort in Chan Kom: one 
corresponding to each of the different santos owned by persons in the community 
(p. 107). Until recent years, only two of these name-day novenas were full nooe
narios: that of the patron (San Diego) and that of the Holy Cross. Both were (and 
still are) performed by the whole village, for the common good. As is the rule with 
novenarios, these are cooperative affairs, in which responsibility for the arrange
ments, including the refreshments with which each evening concludes, is distributed 
among a group of people. The first novena ip the series takes place on the eighth 
day before the day commemorated, and the last novena {evening of prayer), 
regarded as the most important, occurs on the evening of the day itself. Until. 
recently, all the other name-day novenas were observed merely by a double prayer. 
(vespers and matins) celebrated as a private undertaking by the owner of the 
.santo. But in very recent years, some of the owners of private sanlos have expanded 
these two.-prayer novenas to full novenarios, inviting their friends to participate. 

The other kind of novena is knomi as he'-ehi-novena ("open-the-mouth• 
novena"), or novena de promesa. These are held on any day in the year, at the 
choice of the giver. They are made in fulfilmenl of a vow, after a benefit has been 
received, or in petition for a favor asked and not yet received. They are offered 
sometimes to Dios, more often to the Holy Cross, and occasionally to one or another 
of the special santos whose images are to be found in Chan Kom. These novenas 
de promesa are very common; scores are given every year. They may be occasioned ... 
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by a wide variety of circumstances; in most cases probably the occasion is a genuine 
need or religious impulse. Sickness is the most common initiating circumstance; 
a man wishes himself or his child to be relieved from an illness, or during the sickness 
of a member of his family he vows a novena to a santo, or to the Holy Cross, con
ditional upon recovery. A novena may even be given to secure the recovery of a 
sick horse or bull. Another large group of novenas springs from the ever-present 
concern with the milpa. The agriculturalist gives a novena to assure himself a 
good harvest or to express his thanks that a good crop is already safe. Especially 
when new corn is picked is it customary to give such novenas. Dozens are then 
given, each preceded and followed by the two parts of the pibil-nal ceremony (p. 143), 
offering atolt of the new corn to the Holy Cross-the whole constituting a first-fruit 
offering. It is not apparent that novenas are ever organized merely for the social 
pleasures and satisfactions, although these elements contribute in some degree to 
every novena and may be uppermost in the minds of some organizers. Sometimes, 
to bring people together, a man will give a novena to the Niiio Dios, for example, 
in order to organize a nouenario to the same santo. In every novena it is made known 
to what deity the prayers are offered and what sentiment of gratitude is felt or what 
favor is asked. 

The novena dt promtsa is usually a single short period of prayer, but in excep.. 
tiona! cases a man may perform a full nootnario. The occasional novenas dt 
promtsa undertaken by the whole community-as in a time of drought-are, 
naturally, novmarios. Communal novenas, being offered either to San Diego, the 
Holy Cross, or Dios, are always held in the oratorio. Most private novenas are held 
in the house of the organizer, but if the individual chooses to give the novena to 
San Diego, he holds ·it in the oratorio,' for the image of the patron is of course in 
the public chapel. The essential fact is that the santo must be present at the 
novena. Novenas offered to the Holy Cross or to Dios may be held almost any
where, because Dios requires no image for his presence, and sanctified crosses are 
easy to obtain. Rn.os, discussed below, are invariably held in the houses of the 
organizers, 

As has already been indicated (p. 1~4), there are many occasions which may 
give rise to either novena or ceremony to the pagan gods. Such occasions are 
sickness, anxiety as to the condition of the maize, gratitude for a good harvest. If 
the individual is in trouble, he may hold first a novena to the santo, and, if this is 
unavailing, he may call in the h-men and by his advice perform a ceremony to the 
deities of the milpa or of the beehives. Similarly, the entire village, if threatened 
by drought or disease, may perform first a noomario and then a pagan ceremony; 
the two rituals, however, are not in emergencies performed successively in the 
opposite order; the ceremony of pagan type is a graver matter, a last resort. On 
the other hand there are some occasions, such as the moving of bee-hives, that 
give rise only to ceremonies of the sort described in the last chapter; while there are 
other occasions-notably the commemoration of the death of a relative and the 
appeasement of the soul-of which only the rn.o can take account. 
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Aside from the obvious fact that while the ceremonies previously described are 
offered .in the form of Maya prayers to pagan deities, and while the novena is 
essentially the repetition of parts of Catholic liturgy to the Christian God and the 
saints, the two ceremonies differ strikingly in their immediate social settings, in 
their full meaning and function. Where the h-men officiates, the occasion is one 
withdrawn from the everyday social life of the village. His knowledge and his acts 
are esoteric. The ceremony is entirely in the hands of the h-men; laymen merely 
receive and carry out his directions. The pagan rituals are performed out of doors 
and, on graver occasions, at a little distance removed from the village. And when 
the more serious ceremonies are performed, the men are separated from the women. 

The novena, on the other hand, is at once a sacred and a secular institution. 
Prayer is its center, but social entertainment is its periphery. There is hardly a 
week in the year without at least one novena. The constant succession of novenas, 
held now in one house, now in another, provide the occasions for visitihg, for 
relaxation, for cooperative participation in a familiar ritual pattern. They make it 
possible, at small expense, for first one household and then another to assume the 
rille of hosts and organizers. While novenas are occasionally held in the oratorio, 
most of them take place in private houses. Here are present all members of the 
household, invited guests, and the relatives and the friends who know they are 
welcome to attend. Both men and women are there, and both men and women 
participate. The male head of the household ordinarily organizes the novena 
and arranges for the maeslro cantor; the woman and her friends prepare the foods; 
husband and wife together arrange the table altar. The ritual of the novena is not 
in the least esoteric. Everybody knows some parts of the prayers, and those who 
can read can study them in printed versions. The worshippers are themselves 
the performers of the ritual, in that the prayers and hymns involve the repetition 
of frequent responses. The main body of the prayers is recited by a matslro cantor, 
who is occasionally accompanied, in singing the hymns, by some woman from among 
those participating. For this person, it is an opportunity to display his or her 
superior knowledge of the texts. But all the ritual, spoken and acted, is exoteric. 

The novena is, in a word, a party. The re~ital of the prayers does not interrupt 
the preparation of festal foods nor prevent the participants from enjoying social 
pleasures unrelated to the occasion that is being recognized. The rezos commem~ 
orative of the dead are little less enjoyable than those held to express rejoicing for a 
successful harvest. The women engaged in makin!l_ tortillas to be served at the end 
of the ritual make their responses from beside the hearth and griddle. The older 
people are grave, but the girls smile and giggle by themselves and the young fellows 
may be olf in a corner playing cards. When the prayers are over, there is eating· 
and conversation. The atolt1 on the altar is distributed to all; and after eating, 
everyone gives thanks to the host and hostess as he leaves. 

The rosary is the central and unvarying nucleus of the body of prayers recited 
and hymns sung at a novena. The other prayers used vary with the character of 

a The u•ual rerrahment ac:rved at novenu i1-'o/r1weetened with1118Ar· But at10111o ntwellll, arut on the Jut aialusor fUU -;.. 
moft 111batantial food il~ervcd, lmlally boiled fowl. 
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the occasion celebrated: whether it be a novena offered as a sign of gratitude, as a 
prayer for recovery from illness, or a rn.o in commemoration of the dead. For 
each of these classes of occasions the maestros can/ores know, either through oral 
tradition or by reference to printed booklets, prayers of especial appropriateness. 
Within any. one class of occasions the prayers used do not vary. Thus, the novena 
about to be described in detail employed the prayers always used on occasions 
where gratitude is expressed to God-whether the gratitude be for the good con
dition of a milpa, a child, or a horse. The hymns, on the other hand, are not re
served for special occasions; they vary simply with the interest and knowledge of 
the maestro cantor. 

A description of the ritual' employed at one characteristic novena will illustrate 
the features that have just been mentioned. In the early part of July 1930, Don 
Madal determined to offer a novena to God as an expression of his gratitude for 
the luxuriant growth of his milpa, and to invoke His aid to secure the full develop
ment of the maize plants. Don Madal asked Don Guillermo, a maestro cantor, 
to recite the prayers. The women of his household prepared the altar and the offer
ings. On an ordinary table, they placed a small wooden cross, a plaster image of 
the Niilo Dios (which Don Madal owned), two gourd vessels of cooked fowl, a plate 
of tortillas, five gourd dishes of maize aloft, and five lighted candles. When Don 
Guillermo arrived, at about three o'clock in the afternoon, several friends and 
relatives were gathered, seated on chairs or small wooden benches. The women of 
the household were making tortillas at the end of the room distant from the table. 
Don Guillermo knelt, made the sign of the cross and began reciting the prayers. 
"Por Ia 11nal tit Ia Santa Cruz, tit nu11tros tntmigos li/Jranos, Senor Dios nuestro. 
En tlnom6rt tiel Patlrt, tiel Hijo, tit/ Espiritu Santo. Amm." Without pausing he 
continued, reciting an .. act of contrition" or "act of sorrow for sin." This took 
aeveral minutes. He then began a recital of a rosary, in which the others present 
joined him. After the first twenty words of the first "Our Father" he seated himself, 
and the congregation continued the prayer: "-tl pan nuestro tit cat/a tlia, tlanos/o 
hoy, ptrtlona a nuestros tltutlort~' y no nos tltjes catr m tmtaci6n, li/Jranos tit totlo 
mal, Amtn." Don Guillermo then began a Hail Mary, which the congregation 
aimilarly completed. In this antiphonal fashion was completed a rosary of five 
groups) each of one .. Our Father1" ten .. Hail Marys/' and one .. Gloria.'' After 
each group was interpolated a sung strophe and antistrophe-the sane/us of the 
mas-Don Guillermo and his son (also a ma11tro cantor) singing: "Santo, santo, 
santo, santo, Stiior Dios tit los ejtrcitos, Umos estan los citlos y Ia titrra, tie ouestra 
Gloria." To which the others sang the customary response: "Gloria a/ Padre, Gloria 
•I Hijo, Gloria •I Espiritu Santo." 

In order to keep count of the ten decades of the rosary, with their proper 
component parts, Don Guillermo used the beads of an actual rosary.' 

When this group of prayers had been concluded, Don Guillermo recited the 
anthem "Salve Regina" (like the preceding prayers and anthem, in Spanish). 

1 Fatha T. L RiiP kindl7 MlpN "" idltfltirr 1M ,...,_. IIIIi hJ'IIliUIUid. 
• Sit. 
I Thil ll calltd, Mt 1 ....... but 1 ...,_., ..... W, t.aa~ dll "*'1 ill ~appalell to be NCic.l while IIIOditaDIW oa -o1 W. 
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Don Guillermo repeated the verses in praise of the Virgin, to each of which the 
congregation gave the customary reply: u Santa Marla, Madre de Dios, ruega, Senora, 
por nosotros pecadores, ahora y en Ia hora de nuestra muerte. Amen." The leader 
then recited the Apostles' Creed, and the congregation repeated it after him. After 
this Don Guillermo recited the Litany of the Blessed Virgin,' the litany being in 
Latin. After each line of the fifty or more praising Mary, the chorus repeated 
"Ora pro no/Jis," and this took many minutes to complete. When it was over Don 
Guillermo recited a prayer to God the Father in which the others took no part; they 
occupied themselves meanwhile with subdued conversation on mundane topics. 

In the last part of the novena Don Guillermo and his son sang four vernacular 
hymns,• three to the Sacred Heart and one to Jesus. 

The last chant concluded, all present stood up, and with hands folded together 
at the breast, and heads bowed, they sang: 

Sea !Jendito, ala!Jiulo por toda Ia tltrnidaJ, 
El dioino JtJcramento sacrosanto del altar, 
Y Marla concebida sin. pecado original. 
Amen, JestU y Marla, JuU.s, Marfa y Josl. 
Asl sea, por los siglos de los siglos. Amen. 

Don Guillermo then said "Gloria al Padre, Gloria al Hijo, al Espiritu Santo. 
Amm." 

Immediately the people wished each other a good night, the women making 
tortillas leaving their work to join the others and do this. Then Don Madal and 
his wife took the dishes of food from the table and served those present; eating and 
conversation became general; some food was sent to houses of neighbors. As soon 
as the food was consumed, all persons not members of the household took their 
leave, saying-as is always said on such occasions-uDios bootie tech, tat" c•God 
reward you, sir"). 

PRAYERS FOR THE DEAD 

The description given earlier in this chapter of the general social functions of 
the novena has included also the rtzos commemorative of the dead, because in 
respect to these characteristics there is little difference between novena and rezo. 
They differ in that the rezo is held in commemotation of the death of a mtmber of. 
the family. Theoretically, one should be held on each of the following occasions: 
seven days, seven weeks, seven months and one year after the death; and on each 
occasion (or at least at the anniversary) the prayers should be recited at the hour 
at which the death occurred. The praye~s 'recited include a rosary and litanies for 
the dead: if for an adult, Oid Mortales; Perd6n; 0 Dios Mio; and Adios, 'Jesus del 
Cielo; if for a child, then only the Sube, Sube. Instead of atole, which is appropriate 
for a novena, c:hoc:olate is served at a rtzo. But at the more important rtzoJ (seven 
months and anniversary), boiled fowl may be served. The anniversary (cabo del 

lO( S~teenth Cenn.ry orilin, probably (Fa~ Rigs). 
1 Probably not earlier than the Ninetftl:lth Ce:atuQ' (Father RJap). 
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ano) is often the occasion for making breads in the earth..oven (pibil-uah) and some 
make pibil-uah at the rtzo of the seven months. 

These commemorative rtzol are, of course, never communal, but always 
familial. The meaning of the ritual will be discussed in Chapter XI. The rtzos 
are, in a way, repetitions of the funeral ritual and will be taken up in that con
nection, where also will be found an account of the annual services for the dead held 
on All Souls' Day (Los Finatlos). 

THE VILLAGI! PII!ST A 
At many places in these pages mention has been made of "the village fiesta." 

This, as in other Catholic countries, is the annual celebration held on the name-day 
of the patron saint of the village. The celebration is in part worship of the santo, 
and in very large part play. Its ritual core is a noomario held in honor of the 
santo. To this central sacred ritual adheres a variable duster of secular elements. 
These elements vary with the traditions of the particular village and with the 
special circumstances of the year in which the fiesta is held. An account of the 
essential patterns of the village fiesta, as understood by the native of Chan Kom, 
can not be based simply on the fiesta as held in Chan Kom. In the first place during 
the past three years the fiesta has not been held there (a simple noomario to the 
santo has been substituted); in the second place the native's ideas of such fiestas 
are formed by the many fiestas which he attends in neighboring villages. It has 
already been remarked that the annual fiesta is in many cases the only occasion 
which brings a Chan Kom family to some of these villages. Everybody goes to a 
good fiesta and, once there, becomes a part of it. 

To add concreteness to a general statement, a description' of one particular 
fiesta will first be given. This fiesta took place in X-Kalakdzonot on AprilJo, 1930. 
Its celebration involved all the features most frequently encountered in such fiestas. 

It is four o'clock in the afternoon. After four hours of travel by a narrow and rocky 
path, I have arrived at X-Kalakdzonot. The teacher tells me that X-Kalakdzonot is a 
put•lo, but in truth it can hardly be called a ranchtrla. In the center of a clearing which 
forms the plaza is erected the kax-che-a rude enclosure of sticks and vines. At one 

'aide, on a little eminence, is the school. There are no streets; small paths lead crookedly 
to the ten or twelve houses hidden in the foliage. 

The place has a holiday appearance. People come and go by the little paths. Every
one ia talking and laughing excessively. Some men are pouring rum out of a bottle into 
their stomachs. From the schoolhouse, where I sit, I hear distant shouting. In a moment 
appear a number of half-drunk and sweating men, their faces contorted by happy shouts; 
they are carrying on their shoulders the great trunk of a ceiba tree. This is made firm 
in tho center of the kax-che; it will serve to tie the bulls to. By the shouting and clamor 
which the act occasions one can tell that the bringing of this tree from the bush to the 
enclosure is an interesting and important part of the fiesta. 

My attention is drawn to the house of the cargaJor, the principal organizer of the 
fiesta. It is the principal center of actlvity. There a number of women are preparing 
tortillas and cooking the fllolt, amid a loud and cheerful babble, precursor of greater joys. 
In the patio some men are grinding nilrl•m•l on little ha.ndmills. From time to time they 
divert themselves with drinks of rum. 

'Wri~ b7 Air- Villi. 
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Near this house has been erected the mramada, a roof of palm-leaves shdtering the 
dancing: place. Two houses nearby have been evacuated by their owners to provide a 
shdter for the visiting dancers. 

Evening is coming. The excitement increases. Every moment one sees litde lights 
coming down the paths; these are the dancers and other celebrants who are arriving on 
foot or on horseback from the surrounding rancMrias. With hardly a pause, rockets 
shatter into space. Every family has brought a dozen or more of these rockets which 
they set off when it pleases them. 

In the house of the cargatlor a supper has just been served. Everyone present has 
been fed. One table is reserved for the visiting teachers and merchants-los printipales1 

the people call them. 
From the supper the people move in a procession to a little flratorio. There they 

celebrate the last night of a novenario held in honor of the Holy Cross. A mat.rlro cantor 
is in charge; he recites the prayers, and the congregation make the responses. 

During the novena the men have withdrawn a little from the women. Now the 
men of X-Kalakdzonot, accompanied by a few male friends, go to the house of the man 
who has promised to be cargador next year. The future cargador asks the hdp of those 
present to organize the next fiesta, and offers them cigarettes and rum. 

The sacred ritual is over; next the Holy Cross will be honored with a dance, The 
eargadores, present and future, go over to the oratorio. They are followed by the crowd, 
and their passage takes place to a great burst of rockets, the playing of music by the little 
orchestra, and the shouts of the people. The cargadoru take the Holy Cross from its 
place on the altar and carry it to a special hut erected in front of the enramada. The 
santo is now present at the dance arranged in its honor. 

Hours pass before the dancing actually begins. Two kerosene lamps shed a feeble 
light. Round about the mramada people are selling candies, chocolate, bread, drinks, 
and even ice brought from Valladolid, 6S kilometers away. At about ten o'clock the 
dancers begin to arrive at the enramada. Groups of young fellows excited by alcohol, 
move about shouting, "Yauti! Yauti! Palalee-ee-eex!" (Hurray, Hurray, boys!) Thus 
many of them pass the night, walking about the enr•mada, drinking and shouting. 

The girls take seats under the enramaJa. They do not dance-not yet. They remain 
grave, immutable. One would say that they are not enjoying it. On the contrary it is 
the moment they have been dreaming of all year. At last the brassy notes of the comet 
arouse them to activity. The drums begin their stining beat;.the first couple is led out 
on to the wooden platforms; these resound with the bed-taps of the dancers. Thejarana 
has begun. • • • •· • • 

Dawn comes, and with the crowing of the cocks mingle the last notes of the Jorito
that air with which jtJranas always end. The last couples leave the dance-platform: 
Many of the dancers, overcome with fatigue, are a1ready sleeping in hammocks tied to· 
trees, out in the open-for the shelters here are not e"nough to give lodging to all. 

Their repose is brief. At eight o•clock in the morning there is a bustle of activity· at 
the house of the etJrgador. His two assistants, the kulelob, take no rest at all. Now they 
are busy distributing plates of turkey seasoned with toasted chili (rtllmo negro) to the 
various groups into which the cdebrants have gathered. Gourd dishes of aloft pass from · 
group to group. With insatiable appetite, the young boys consume whatever is left in 
any dish. The musicians are given special attentioti and offered the best of the food. 

At noon the present eargador, together with his wife and his associate organizers, the 
nakulob, go to the house of the future carglllior, whom he thereupon invites to his house, 
that he may deliver to him the earga, or cuch. This is the essential part of the fiesta and 
gives its name (cuch) to the whole. On a table the kuldob place a cross, a clay v ..... l con-
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taining the cooked head of a pig, a pile of tortillas, several bottles of rum, and on a little 
plate oome cigarettes. The present eargador carries the cuch: a decorated pole from which 
hang many-colored paper streamers, packages of cigarettes, cloth dolls and loaves of 
wheat bread made in the form of an eagle. He addresses the eargador of the fiesta to be 
celebrated next year, saying: 

"In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost, I deliver to you this charge 
(cuch), and that which is upon this table, so that next year you may make your fiesta to 
the Holy Crou." 

To this the other replies: "Thanks, air; if the Lord God gives us life and health, I 
promise to do this. n 

Then he tells three nakulob (who are to help him with the future fiesta) to take what 
ia on the table. Lifting up the various objects, these men move around the table, turning 
about u they go, and dancing a slow dance, with little leaps, while the musicians play 
the air of an old Spanish song-41 La Carbonerita!' Afterward the bread, chocolate, 
cigarettes and other objects forming the cuch are divided among the nakulob, who must 
return, the following year, twice what they receive. 

The crowd then moves off to the kaX-Che, where the bull-fights begin. The bulls 
are rented or loaned; therefore they must not be injured. A number of youths with red 
cloths enter the enclosure; they show the greatest agility at the slightest movement of 
the bull'a horns. One man only, from Ebtun, executes in a recognizable manner the 
etepa employed in the real bull-ring. His devotion to the art has caused him to buy the 
green trunks, yellow jacket, stockingt and leather shoes of the professional; these, at times 
of fiesta, he wears in place of his rustic shirt, apron and sandals. The crowd surrounding 
the enclosure breaks into stentorian cries each time that a tortrO is upset, or when, in excess 
of caution, one runs ofF at great speed, with the bull unaware of it. 

The sun, with its fiery rays, moves along its path unnoticed by the crowd, who for the 
moment have shaken off their habitual melancholy. Under a tree the musicians sit for
gotten, playing jaranat. Explosive rockets increase the din. Moments of excitement, 
for long perioda of hereafter to be the themes of talk for old and young! Moments to 
become nostalgic recollection for young women, keeping their finery in a trunk not soon 
to be opened I 

The eorriJa has ended, and with it the fiesta. The costumed enthusiast has been 
mangled by a bull; he will be back next year, nevertheless. 

The people begin to leave. On the paths one sees groups returning home on foot 
~ on hone-back. I set my feet in the narrow path back to Chan Kom. 

This fiesta of X-Kalakdzonot is typical of the fiestas held in honor of santos 
in the region in which Chan Kom lies, in the sense that it presents all the features 
characteristic of the older folk custom. But there are many small differences of 
local tradition, and besides these, great differences in such fiestas depending upon the 
extent to which the community has been affected by modern civilization. The 
native of Chan Kom does not expect to find the same kind of fiesta in the towns on 
the railroad as he does in the villages of the southern hinterland. Indeed, in Chan 
Kom itself the "cuch" element has not been present in any annual fiesta for several 
years and it may never be included again. 

The essential features of the village fiesta are the noomario andjarana. Both 
are offerings to the santo. The jarana must take place where the santo can watch 
it; it is therefore held at the door of the oratorio, or else the image is moved to a 
place where th~ dance may be more conveniently held. But the noomario is 
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worship, while thejarana is secular play.' It is thejarana that makes the occasion 
a fiesta; a novtnario is not a fiesta. A jarana is a social dance; an opportunity for 
youths and girls to enjoy rhythmic, complementary, stylized activity; to let music 
enter and stir the blood, to wear festal attire, to excel in a form of play that is also 
art. For the unmarried thejarana is a prelude to marriage, a chance to choose and 
to be chosen. 

Thejarana is not dependent upon the village fiesta. Ajarana may be given 
to celebrate any occasion-the dedication of a school, for example, or the presence 
of a distinguished visitor. But it is always a part of the village fiesta. If the fiesta 
attracts enough people and if the funds of the community permit, the fiesta may 
last several days, with a new jarana every night. 

The jarana is a complex of interdependent elements that occur together: the 
characteristic dance-step and accompanying posture; the wooden dancing platform 
(usually), the palmleaf shelter (enramada), the appropriate musical airs; certain 
etiquette of the dance-floor, special steps and tunes with which thejarana is brought 
to a close. In the more sophisticated communities, to these elements are added the 
recital, by a dancer when challenged to do so, of humorous quatrains (bombas). 

There are other invariable elements of the fiesta that, like thejarana, occur also 
in many other festal settings. Such are the discharge of explosive rockets (volador.s), 
the consumption, by men, of large quantities of rum, and the distribution to all 
comers, by the organizers of the fiesta, of festal foods. These foods, at village fiestas 
in the region, are almost always tortillas and r•lleno n•gro. 

The rustic bull-fight (loros) forms a frequent but not essential element of the 
village fiesta. The feature is included if the organizers of the fiesta have the 
necessary enterprise and funds. Toros enliven and prolong the fiesta; a really good 
fiesta offers them. But the feature requires bulls, or money to rent bulls, and is 
enhanced by the presence of someone with some pretense of knowledge of taurom
achy. Toros offer to men who attend the fiesta another opportunity to participate 
and excel, either by skill in the "ring" or by entering as ptoud owner a particularly 
fierce and intractable bull. The accessory elements of this particular complex are 
the building of the kax-che, the semi-ritual s~curing and erection of the ceiba-tree, 
the rustic simulation of the bullfighter's art, and the accompanying music. 

The organization of the fiesta by special volunteers and their selected assistants, 
and the handing over of this responsibility, to be discharged the following year, to 
another man or group of men, by some conventional symbolic act performed toward 
the end of the fiesta, are also characteristics generally present. These features 
provide for a self-perpetuating admini.strative machinery that will keep up the 
fiesta, year after year. But these are the features that vary most, depending on 
whether the community is a hinterland pueblo· preserving the older folk culture, or 
whether it is a more modern village or town .. In the X-Kalakdzonot fiesta, the 
form and the meaning of the festal organization are typical of the fiesta of the back
ward village. There, as in other villages of the sort, the name of the fiesta (cuch) 
has reference to its essential meaning: a charge, or burden, voluntarily assumed as 
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an act of piety. The organizer of the fiesta in such a village assumes more than the 
responsibility for a popular success. He takes, for a year, the solemn charge to 
render to the santo his fiesta. The organizer may expend the equivalent of a year's 
income. His only recompense is in the form of special divine protection by the santo. 

This concept is symbolized in the handing-over of the decorated pole (ramil/ete) 
from the organizer of this year to the organizer of next year. The promise which 
the recipient makes is one of great solemnity; it is believed that death is likely to 
follow its breach. This grave sanction provides for the continuity of the festal 
organization and also for the perpetual assertion of the corporate personality of the 
village and of the special relationship between the village and its patron santo. 

It is, in such villages, the principal organizer (eargador) who gives the fiesta. 
He arranges for the musicians, sees to it that enough food is provided for the 
guests, serves a meal at his house, and furnishes shelter to visitors. The enramada 
is erected beside his house, and there the saint comes to watch the dancing. When 
the new eargador is chosen and the cuch transferred, the pious burden has shifted 
to new shoulders. But each .eargador gives the fiesta not merely as a personal act 
of piety, but also as the official representative of the community, which through an 
endless succession of individual members expresses its perpetual devotion. 

The eargador delegates part of his responsibility to two (or more) nakulob, 
who are selected by each eargador immediately after his own selection. The expenses 
of the fiesta· are distributed among eargador and nakulob, the eargador taking a 
larger share, the nakulob sharing equally. The nakulob help in making the arrange
ments and in providing hospitality.' In taking their share of the objects hanging 
from the decorated pole, they make, in effect, a pledge like that of the eargador, 
and bind themselves in all solemnity to share his pious responsibility. 

In villages where the ways of the city have exerted more influence, and in the 
towns on the railroad where there are markets and merchants and opportunities to 
make a crowd the occasion of pecuniary profit, the religious significance of the 
village fiesta disappears. The organizers, in such places, are not even called by the 
same name: they are diputados ("deputies"), mere officials, not persons under 
solemn charge. They organize the fiesta as a mere matter of popular entertainment 
and, not being motivated by devotion and piety, they see to it that the celebration 
pays expenses-or bettor. In some of the towns jarana and loros are placed on a 
paying basis, by means of admission fees. In Tizimin, and perhaps in some of the 
other larger towns where there are santos of such especial miraculousness that great 
crowds are attracted to the fiestas, the annual fiesta is a very profitable matter and 
the post of diputado has become a political prize. In such completely secularized 
fiestas there are modern dances and gambling games. Then the religious exercises 
are formal masses in the churches by priests from the city; the sacred ritual is no 
longer in the hands of the people. 

In such fiestas of the town and modernized village, the ritual of delivery of 
the cuch, with the delivery of the pig's head (kub-pol) and the dance of the nakulob, 
is not present. In such fiestas there is no meaning for these acts to express. The 

1 Tlw lac.f. t. diatribut.t al the (•talmNI bJ two NftctiorwHe (llulclab; l•l*l) c ..... for tJU paniadu J1W11C1M. 
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fiesta is then not held at the house of the cargador, but in one of the public buildings 
of the town. For, as they say, "the fiesta is not cuch, but merely an undertaking." 
The holy burden has disappeared. 

DZA AKAB AND HADZ PACH 

In most of the villages of the Chan Kom region, as for example in X-Kopteil 
and X-Kalakdzonot, two related ceremonies are practiced which assert the sacred 
character of the annual fiesta and connect it with the semi-esoteric rites of the h-men. 

The first of these rituals (dza akab) takes account of the perilous meeting of 
man and bull in the rustic bull-fight. Although not every fiesta includes taros, the 
dancing and the corridas are closely associated. The young men who both dance the 
iarana and go out to bring in the bulls are vaqutros; the girls who dance, by putting 
on men's hats for certain of thejaranas, become vaqun-as; the dance itself is referred 
to as a vaqutrfa; and it always concludes with a special dance (the lorilo) in which the 
girl, striving to cause the man who dances opposite her to lose his balance and step 
off the platform, represents the bull-fighter, while he is the bull. 

It has been explained (p. I I8) that the cattle are thought to be under a super
natural protector known as X-Juan-Thul. This protector is occasionally given 
offerings, else the cattle weaken and die. Like the other supernatur.al beings, X
Juan-Thul has the power of sending evil winds. X-Juan-Thul puts winds into the 
bulls. That is what makes them so fierce (/Jravo), but that is also what makes them 
so dangerous to the vaqutros. The time of the corrida is a critical one: the vaqutros 
are to test their strength against the bulls of X-Juan-Thul. 

In the villages of the region, the annual fiesta usually includes four jaranas, 
each undertaken by a cargador. The actual conduct of these jaranas is in charge 
of two functionaries known as the nohoch mayo! and (his assistant) the chan 
mayo!. These men direct the musicians and lead the dancers on to the dancing
floor. The nohoch mayo! gets two h-mens to come to his house on the night of the 
lastjarana. In the yard of this house these h-mens offer.two gourd-vessels of zaca 
to the yuntzilob of the village and to X-Juan-Thul. The balams are asked to be 
present that night to protect the vaqutrOs and the vaqutras from the evil winds. 

The night when ends the last jarana is the night before the corrida dt taros. 
When thejarana is over, the vaqutros accompany the nohoch mayo! to attend the 
offering of zaca to the yuntzilob. They spend the rest of the night in the comparcy 
of one another, without sleeping and under the supervision of the nohoch mayo!. 
This is "vigil" (ppix-ich). The remainder of the night is spent in more or less equal 
parts in the houses of the four cargador,s._ These houses are visited in the order in 
which occurred the jaranas for which each is respectively responsible. At each 
house a bottle of rum and a package of cignettes await the men, and more of 
both are furnished from time to time, so that as they go from house to house there 
is apt to be a good deal of shouting and uproar. 

The h-mens tell them that they must not sleep, because "the yuntzilob are 
present," and above all that they must not go home to sleep with their wives. If 
the vaqutros return to their homes at all during the night and day of the corrida, 
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they leave their lassos outside the door, because they are filled with evil winds, which 
it would be dangerous to bring into the house. They always keep their ropes with 
them. The spending of the night in this way is referred to as dza akab ti lazo 
dzuytal zuun yoklal ma u thoocol tumen toros ("give the night to the lasso, twisting 
it thick so that it will not break on account of the bulls"). 

The ceremony known as hadz pach ("strike the back") takes place after the 
corriJa ends. At the firstjarana the girl-dancers wear men's hats; at the remaining 
three, they do not. But after the corriJa there takes place that night a short 
jarana, spoken of as "haifa night"-"to finish olfwith."1 No cargador is responsible 
for thisjarana. At this dance the girls wear hats again. When it is over, oaqueros 
and uaqutras go to the house of the nohoch mayo!, where a table is arranged, with a 
bottle of rum, cigarettes and leaves of zipche. At the table sit the nohoch mayo! 
and the two h-mens. The oaqutros place their lassos under the table. Each 
vaqutro brings the nohoch mayo! a meJiJa of rum. 

Each oaqun-a is brought to the table, and the chan mayo! begins striking her 
back with a rope made by twisting together three of the large handkerchiefs such as 
are used by the men and as are employed in the torito dance. Because sometimes 
the men are drunk and the mayo! may hit rather hard, a oaquero may volunteer to 
substitute for a oaqutra and receive the beating instead. After the strokes have 
been administered, the girl (or her substitute) passes to the h-mens. One gives her 
a drink of rum, while the other strokes her head with zipche, praying to expel the 
evil winds. The h-men first moves the zipche in a clockwise direction; then he 
gives a smaller drink and moves the zipche in a counterclockwise direction. Then 
the second h-men takes rum in his mouth and blows some on the girl's head. 

"It is because they have danced so long and have slept so little that the evil winds 
are about them. The h-men does this to make them sleep well. So that they will not have 
bad dreams, he sometimes puta in their eyes a mixture of water and rum, into which 
tancaz-che bark has been acraped. If hadz pach is not made, then later, when the Ollt[Utrlll 

marry and have children, their children will die." 

It is the abnormal physical and mental conditions of excitement and of fatigue, 
and especially the unusual association of the sexes in the dance, that is objectified 
in the thought of evil winds; hadz pach is lustration and restoration to the normal 
and the ordinary. 

After the oaqutras have been cleansed of the evil winds, the h-mens again offer 
zaca to X-Juan-Thul and the greater yuntzilob, to tell them that hadz pach has 
been inade. 
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SICKNFSS AND ITS CURE 

In Chan Kom ideas and practices with regard to disease are of the sort usually 
called uprimitive"; that is, sickness is not commonly thought of as due to mere 
functional disturbances or lesions within the sufferer's natural organism. In most 
cases of illness, especially those of any gravity, an explanation-at least a more 
ultimate explanation-is found in the intervention of some cause from outside the 
body of the person afflicted; and such outside causes are not characteristically 
thought of as operating on the sick person through mechanical or chemical means. 
These outside influences are exerted directly, "supernaturally," as we say.· To the 
native the mechanisms of their action are not ordinarily matters of consideration; 
or, if thought of at all, rest upon assumptions as to cause-and-effect strikingly incon
sistent with the considered observations of modern civilized men. Furthermore, 
among these outside causes the mere volition of god, spirit or human being is a 
very important element. People get sick, roughly speaking, because an evil influ
ence was involuntarily communicated from an outside source to the sufferer, or 
because somebody wished it so. 

None of these remarks serve to distinguish the ideas as to disease prevalent in 
Chan Kom from the ideas found among many other non-civilized peoples. A dis
tinction begins to be made when we state the most important concepts of causation 
in which the general ideas take form. These concepts are, in Chan Kom, possession 
by semi-personified "winds," the evil eye and kindred influences, punishment by 
god or spirit, witchcraft and certain mythical birds that carry disease or death. 

It would be a misrepresentation to assert any detailed consistency or system 
or rules governing native thinking on these matters. All that can be done is to 
state the ideas that are paramount and indicate some o~ the extensions of these 
ideas into various classes of situations. The categories are blurred and run into 
one another. One example will indicate the difficulty. Ojo-mac is the evil influence 
exerted, wittingly or unwittingly, by certain classes of persons, especially upqn 
children, through looking at them or fondling them. There is also '!.belief i~ 
personified winds, who enter into the bodies of people, causing sickness. Ojo-mac 
is exercised by certain persons born with this evil power; but it may also be exerted 
by any person who, when fatigued or after exertion, fondles a child. The reason 
for this lies in the belief that at times Of }>hysical exertion evil winds cling to the 
person and may be transmitted to others who are susceptible, especially to children: 
In such a case the recommended cure follows, .in general, the pattern for evil eye 
(ojo-mac). But the trouble could as well be called ojo-ik, a name for the evil wind 
and its effects. This particular situation lends itself to classification in two cate
gories that ramify in divergent directions of thought; the native probably does not 
feel that he has to select one category rather than the other . ... 
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"COLD"" AND ''HOT" 
In qualification of what was said at the beginning of this chapter, it should be 

1tated that there is one important concept which enters into the ideas of disease 
and its treatment that does not involve the intervention of the supernatural, but 
constitutes a sort of physiological principle of the folk. This concept is the dis
tinction between things "cold" and things "hot," already mentioned in another 
connection (p. 130). 

Many-perhaps all-foods are recognized as being more or less "hot" or "cold." 
Very "hot" foods are honey, coffee, beef (especially from a bull) and pinolt. Foods 
that are very "cold" are peccary, wild turkey, rice, boiled eggs (chacbil-he), papaya, 
limes, Lima beans, pork, jicama, squash, lard, two bananas known as x-box-haaz 
and b4r6aro-haaz, the meat of the large deer and all foods cooked in the earth-oven. 
Foods that are thought of as intermediate ("half-cold.') are oranges, chachalaca, 
anona, cassava, sweet potato, domestic fowl, pineapple, th.ayott, tomatoes, pigeon, 
cane sugar, beans, atolt, chocolate, tortillas, two bananas known as manzana-haaz 
and p/41ano, eggs cooked in the ashes (mucbil-he) and the meat of the small deer 
(yuk). "Cold" things are made less "cold" by adding other edibles that are "hot." 
Thus, adding tpazolt, marjoram or garlic (which are "hot") to a cold food, such as 
peccary or Lima beans, makes it only "half cold"; and beans may be made more 
auitable for a weak person by cooking them with tpazo/t. On the other hand, beef 
may be made less "hot" by putting lime juice on it; sweet orange juice would not 
have the same effect. And the effects of two examples of the same category are 
cumulative-coffee with honey is a very "hot" drink. 

It will be seen from the lists just given, how little consideration of temperature 
in the foods themselves has to do with the allocation of a comestible to one class 
rather than to the other. The notion of heat or cold in connection with these classes 
of foods has meaning in connection with the appropriateness of foods of one class 
for persons whose supposed temperature is of the opposite class. A person with a 
fever should not eat "hot" things, should most particularly eat "cold" things, and 
may eat things that are "half cold." But a person with a chill, or merely weakened 
by sickness or childbirth, should not eat "cold" things, but is especially advised to 
eat "hot" and some "half-eold" things. The good or bad effects of the foods are 
dependent upon the condition of the person who eats them. In general, "cold" 
foods are thought to "require more cooking in the body" than are "hot" foods; one 
may therefore more safely partake of them in the morning when "there is more time 
for them to be cooked." 

The categories are invoked, therefore, partly in the prescription of medicine 
and diet to persons suffering from sickness or chill; partly, also, they are involved 
in the explanation of the cause of sickness. For a fever may be attributed to the 
fact that the sufferer ate too many "hot" foods; and the eating of too many "cold" 
foods produces debility and especially sterility. It is regarded as especially risky 
to eat of "cold" foods when one is actually hot. The "cold" drink, which might 
be the recommended remedy to a person suffering from a fever, is dangerous to a 
person who is warm from exercise or work. Women who have just been ironing, or 
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bending over the fire, are careful not to bathe immediately, or to go out in the wind, 
or to drink pozole or eat oranges. Yet the practical difficulties of this limitation are 
met in various ways; it is said that if one continues to work no harm comes from 
partaking of something "cold"; it is also said that one is protected if a little salt 
is taken at the same time. This idea that it is risky to mix both "cold" and "hot" 
is also represented in the belief that a person who has drunk any warmed potion of 
which honey-"hottest" of all foods-is an ingredient, should not drink plain 
water-which is "cold"-for three days. 

The contact with something "cold" when one is warm is the chief cause of 
that physical disability known as being pasmada ("chilled" or "numbed"). Any 
weakness, anemia, loss of appetite or other low physical condition, especially such as 
occurs in a woman, is apt to be described by this phrase. As is the case with many 
sicknesses, evil winds often enter here too as the sole or as a contributing cause, 
but the contact with cold is usually emphasized. Sterility in women is commonly 
regarded as pasmo. It is also believed that a fit of anger may arrest a woman's 
menstruation; this is also pasmo. If pasmo is thought to be the result of these 
unatural" causes, and no evil wind is involved, the h-men is ordinarily not sum
moned and the woman's close kinsmen treat her with "hot" baths and drinks. 

To a person in normal condition and good health, all foods are suitable, if not 
eaten to excess. Of the "cold" foods, limes are considered the most powerful. They 
are thought to be very effective in reducing fevers, but their use involves danger; 
one may go too far. Thus, there are in Chan Kom two cases of lameness which 
are explained by the fact that in each a sufferer from fever was washed in an infusion 
of lime-leaves which was "too strong." Just to step on a lime with bare feet is 
enough to act on one as a powerful purge; and to a woman in child-bed lime juice 
is little short of poison.' 

A disease known as x-holom-xal occurring in women, usually after child-birth, 
is regarded as caused by taking too many "cold" things. It is this danger that 
makes the midwife advise only foods and drinks that are safely "hot"; for example, 
she recommends that honey be used instead of sugar. The 'disease is recognized by 
pallor, loss of appetite and irregularities of menstruation. It is treated with the 
usual "hot" drinks and baths, and especially with an herb that has the same name 
as the disease. . 

One of the chief responsibilities of the h-mel)., in diagnosing and treat!ng sick- . 
ness, is to determine whether the patient is in a condition in which uhot"' or "cold" 
foods and medicines are indicated. If the decision is not easily made from :he 
apparent state of the patient (fever, chill or weakness), he sometimes makes use of a 
method of blood-testing. Using his bleeding:knife (p. 172), the h-men draws a little 
blood from the patient and puts a drop in each of a number of bits of corn-husk. 
Then he tests these drops by putting into some a sq~all quantity of a substance belong
ing to the 11cold" category,and into others substances belonging to the "hot" category. 

1 Thrse tua, incidcnr.lly, 11Jo 1how that 1 "cold" 1ubnane1: i1 not neceaarily oac cold in tempenaue. The medicinal b.th became 
too "cold" beau. the ••tcr in whic:h the lime leaYC:I were ,teepee~ had heattd too much. Baths are "hot" ar ''c:old" lllm .. t irrapec:tiwte 
of dteir tempen.ture. Salt in the wa~ rn•k~ the bath "hot." On.nKe or lime loaYC:I mike it "c:old." A ''c:<lld"ltath I. oot heated on 
the ft1mes, howevt:r1 but by the IIIC of the &intu.n: n.ioc 1rna\11tone1 tlkco from the ~road~, heated on the hearth and thco put ia ~ 
water. But the wa~ mar, in fac:t, be quite hot. 
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Thus, he puts in a drop or two of sour orange juice and stirs it about with a stick. 
If the blood turns a clear red color, it means that the orange juice is suitable to 
that blood and therefore the patient may take foods that are "half-eold." Cold 
water may be used instead of orange juice. If the blood turns black when orange 
juice is put into it, it means that the patient should take "hot" things. The h-men 
may put a little wood-ash, mixed with water, into the blood. This is "hot," and 
therefore if the blood in this case turns red, "hot" things are indicated; if black, 
"cold" things. The h-men may carry this principle of testing beyond the "hot" 
and "cold" categories. If, when a little rum is put into the blood, it turns black 
or "to pus," the person should not drink rum. 

The treatment prescribed is, of course, in accordance with the diagnosis. 
Baths and medicines arc advised which will counteract the condition of the patient. 
A person suffering from fever, for example, will be bathed in the clear water from 
zaca (yalil) and be made to drink some of it. The patient may first be required to 
lie in his hammock without any sheet, so as to become cold before the "cold" bath 
continues the treatment. 

Although the discussion is carried outside of the subject of disease and its 
treatment, mention may be made here of other extensions of the double category 
of "hot" and "cold." There exists the idea that all persons belong to one of two 
groups: those with "hot hands" (choke kab) and "hot blood" (choke kik), and those 
with "cold hands" (ziz kab) and "cold blood" (ziz kik). Women with "cold" 
hands arc more apt to be unsuccessful in cookery, and men known to have "cold" 
hands arc expected to refrain from participating in the preparation of the foods 
for the earth-oven, or from opening the oven. It is regarded as bad for a "hot" 
man to marry a "cold" woman, and vice versa. One or the other spouse will get 
sick. Most spouses are regarded as having blood of about equal quality, but if, 
after marriage, one spouse grows weak and thin, it is apt to be said that the bloods 
of the two arc very unequal: one must be very "cold" and the other very "hot." 
The same classification is applied to domestic animals. Small horses of a certain 
kind are "cold" in blood, while mules, burros and large stallions are "hot." Cattle 
kre likewise "hot" (the fat of a steer is a powerful "hot" medicine). A man who 
attempts to raise small horses and finds them dying under his care will conclude 
that he has "hot" blood and will sell the small horses and buy burros and mules. 

It is also said if a person fails in raising bees or cattle, or in caring for fowl, 
that "he has a pain (kinam) in his hand." Kinam means more than an ordinary 
pain; ''it does not hurt," they say; it is an evil in the body, that produces misfor
tunes of the kind indicated, or it may be responsible for sickness. In some manner 
it is identified with or connected with the actual pain from an illness. Thus it is 
unsafe for a wounded person to attend a wake, for the "pain" (kinam) with which 
the person died might enter the other's wound and cause his death. 

At any rate, these ideas of 11hot" and .. cold•' and of 11kinam .. are regarded, 
more or less, as "natural" physiological principles. They do not involve ·the will 
of man or of supernatural being, as do, in so many cases, the illnesses discussed 
under the headings that follow. The h-men recognizes the difference plainly enough: 
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in bleeding and cupping a patient, he makes the incision in the form of a cross if 
the trouble is caused by the evil winds, because the evil winds must be exorcised; 
but if it is only a "kinam," several small scattered punctate incisons are made. 
If, after bleeding, the wound swells, it is proof the patient has a kinam in him. 

THE EVIL WINDS 

This phrase (vitnlos mallficos) is that used in Spanish discourse to describe 
what is probably the most frequently mentioned cause of disease, operating in 
some cases by itself and in others conjointly with other causes. In Maya the 
corresponding phrase is ojo-ik, uevil wind'' and also .,wind-evil,.; but this word 
is also used to refer to one particular wind. AI though sometimes ids as if there is 
but one general"wind"-"a cuch yikal," uhe is loaded with wind," a man will say
yet everyorie recognizes that there are many special winds, each with its p~rticular 
disease-bringing characteristics. 

In very large part these winds are identified with actual winds that blow, and 
these, especially some of these, people try to avoid. Thus, when the wind blows 
just before a rain, people call their children indoors lest a wind should strike 
them. The kan-lacay ( ?) blows when the sky is yellow or dark in color, as some
times happens in the evening. This wind brings colds and fevers to children; 
therefore at such times children are not allowed to be out of doors, and some 
parents then make a cross with ashes on the ground. The wind-eddies that one sees 
running down the road in little spirals of dust are especially dangerous. If such a 
wind (mozon-ik)' comes toward a person, he usually gets out of the way. One reason 
why children are sick more frequently than adults is because they do not know 
enough to avoid such winds, although, of course, their parents are on the watch for 
them. Any little unusual agitation of the air suggests the presence of dangerous 
winds. It is dangerous to put one's eye close to a crack in a wall or a hole in a door. 
It is not safe to sweep under a hammock when some one is lying in it, for evil winds 
may be stirred up to enter the person resting there. The old people advise against 
building a house in the space between two hillocks (calap) because the evil winds 
pass through such places. So houses and bee-hives are placed on slight rises of 
ground. 

The winds that blow from the water are the winds that are apt to bring sicknes!. 
In Yucatan, water appears in just three forms:· the sea, the cenotes and• the rain.· 
When winds come from any one of these, they· are evil winds. This is a notion 
recognized by everyone; the details of belief vary from individual to individual 
and are not sharply defined by anyone.. ':The wind that blows from the clouds" 
(ojo-ik-muyal)-from the clouds, that is, that threaten rain-is one such dangerous. 
wind. Ojo-ik-ha is the name given to the wind that blows from the water just 
before the rain comes. There is, in fact, an idea 'that it is water which causes wind; 
that winds arise only from the water. In proof of this it was pointed out that the 

I "One day the ttJ•i1.ri• of Kancabdzonot wu aittiq with lift oth~ men. They 1aw a mozotHii: comiq toward them. All but till! 
t-u.,;. rot out or the ••Yl the othcn •houtcd: to him to 1tand aaide.lnn he went at the mozon-ik., makil'lf u i( to catch it with hit hac. 
That niaht he bcpn to have paiD.I in hit chat IUid the nat niaht he wu dead."' One man tpeab ol thac small wiad.-cddics u x-bob
,...;,. 
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leaves of the plants growing on the sides of the cenote are in motion when everything 
else is quiet. The cenotes are the doors to the sea, or at least to the source of all 
the evil winds. The word uchun," which means "trunk" or "source," is used in 
reference to this ultimate watery origin-place. When the h-men drives the evil 
winds from the body of a person whom they have come to occupy, he induces them 
to enter dishes of food, which he then empties some distance from the house, in 
order that the evil winds may return to the sea-to the source from which they have 
come. The north and the west winds are thought of as blowing from the sea more 
directly than does the east wind (or, of course, the south wind). The mozon-ikob 
are likewise thought to come from the water, for they are small whirlwinds, similar 
to the great whirlwinds (the kakal-mozon-ikob that kindle the milpa), and all such 
whirlwinds issue from the cenotes. Even a dry cave (actun) is a source of evil 
winds; one may feel the cool air blowing as one nears the mouth; and it is thought 
that somehow behind its walls the waters lie. 

Though closely associated with actual winds, nevertheless the oimtos mallficos 
are personified, sometimes vaguely, sometimes quite explicitly. The ritual medicine 
employed to cure diseases caused by them treats them as persons-imploring, 
cajoling, tricking them. They are sometimes seen, moving and dancing about one. 
"They look like many little lively children playing." They are distinguished by 
individual names. In getting rid of the disease-bearing representatives of their 
class, the h-men sometimes appeals for aid to ak-than-ik, "the wind that drives 
forth," and to dzan-che-ik, "the wind that tramples." Sometimes the evil winds 
are completely anthropomorphized and thought of as little people, with hats and 
other garments; at this point they merge with the alux. Then they are conceived 
of as performing any sort of mischief-coming into people's yards at night, throwing 
pebbles, rattling the dishes, and the like. Some people mention the kazap-tun-ik 
("nuisance" or "fright"-wind) as the author of such annoyances. It is commonly 
said that three certain evil winds are wont to go about together in the forms of 
little people. These three are ojo-ik (in this context used as the name for a special 
wind), coc-ik ("asthma wind") and coc-tancaz-ik ("asthma-seizure-wind"). 

"Children's sicknesses, especially intestinal troubles, are often attributed to the 
malevolence of these three supernatural persons. But such a triad of small evil 
supernatural personages is an element of belief in contexts where the notion of 
winds is not present. Thus whooping-cough is regarded as brought to a house or 
village by three similar small personages known as u-yumil-x-thuhub ("lords of the 
whooping-cough") and it is common to hang out dishes of zaca to propitiate them. 
On such occasions the dogs are tied up, lest they bite these visitors and annoy them 
into reprisals.1 

The winds are distinguished from one another partly, as has already been 
explained, in terms of their supposed sources and forms, and partly also in terms 
of the kinds of ailments they bring. This is a matter concerning which there is no 
great consistency between the account of one person and that of another. SOme 

I h 11 lll.o r~ht th11 t~n•llp:r~&nd meat. h1ft their .imilu "klnll. • butt'- AN 1lll:lall1 ......._ Tct- il'diwidual or another 
IIIQ' Pill 0111 uca. or tiUrreen of the bn.dllulown u P.~ wMIIIJII7 lick--. CI'CD of chi ciolllatic fowl, U pramt ill the "illqe. 
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winds (ojo-ik; mozon-ik; kazap-ik) are very generally known and associated with 
parti~ular ailments, while others are mentioned only by the h-mens or by particu
larly interested older persons. The details of the topic are matters for the h-men, 
who professes to determine not only if an illness has been caused by the evil winds, 
but also which particular wind has brought the ailment. This he does partly by 
divination (p. 170) and partly by referring to the sufferer's symptoms. Some of 
these winds are to the layman no more than the names of beings which he hears the 
h-men, in his exorcistic rites, beg to depart. And two h-mens gave two quite 
different lists, with the ailments each was said to cause:' 

Ojo-ik ("evil wind"). 
Coe-ik (,.asthma wind"). 

I 

Coc-tancaz.-ik ( .. asthma-seizure-wind"). 
(The above three cause fever and "green diarrhea"' in children). 

Loopob-coc-ik ("asthma-wind-that-doubles-one-up .. ). Causes pain in the side. 
Hul-ne-coc-ik ("pierce-?-asthma wind'"). Severe stinging pains. Attacks especi-

ally horses and cattle. 
Nak-tan-coe-ik (" sticks-ta-the-chest-wind ""). Pneumonia. 
Buyul-tun-ik ("vertiga-wind .. ). Weakness and vertigo. 
Kan-pepen-coc-ik ("yellow-butterfly-asthma-wind"). Malaria. 

II 

Zuhuy-ik ("virgin wind"). Cardiac weakness and chills. 
Balam-tun-hol-ik ("jaguar-entrance-wind"). Headache. 
Uayak-tun-ik ("dream-stone (?)-wind.,). Delirium. 
Mamuk-ik Ccweakness-wind ''). General weakness. 
Hol-mek-ik ("suddenly-embracing-wind?"). Chills. 
Kazap-.tun-ik ("'injury-stone (?)-wind.,). Any serious sickness. 
Dzanche-ik ("trampling-wind?"). Rheumatism. 

Winds mentioned by other people in Chan Kom are: Uenel-tancaz-ik ("sleep
seizure-wind"), which causes people to be unnaturally drowsy or sleepy. 01-xe-ik 
("wants-to-vomit-wind") makes one feel like vomiting, but one can not. Kakaz-ik 
("very-bad-wind") makes swellings on the body. This wind get into trees also and 
produces the large swellings one sees on the trunks. When a person ceases to wish 
to eat, it is said that it is ma-hanal-ik-tan~azob ("not-eating-wind-~ttacks"), 
When one can not sleep, the trouble is referred to ma-uenel-ik ("not-sleep-wind"). 

The word "tancaz" 1 has reference to the condition of faintness, shock, or 
swoon-crOne is without light," rcone is as if dead." But tancaz is also spoken of 
as if it were a substance or object put in"to"the person. It is closely associated with 
the wind. "Every wind has its tancaz." The-effects of the wind, in itself, are the" 
opposite of those produced by the tancaz: . trembling, shivering, restlessness, 
excitement. The tancaz is "faintness" (buy-chal); the wind produces "trembling" 
(cicil ancil). It is the spots dancing before the eyes that are identified as the 

'There i• pn~babl1 a fedinc that theft, •hould be .;,. of thcte t'riJ 1rinda. 
1 Tamaeu. Envaramiento, o pumo, JOta coraL. o tllofennedad de frmeaf que enmudece. u.tontcce. 1 euordece alq~tt tieac: tam&(.U 
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actual forma of the winds themselves. But the tancaz is just blackness; it can 
come about without the agency of the wind. Thus, of a person made dizzy and 
faint by the sun, it was said that it was because of "tancaz of the sun" (u tancaz 
kin). The tancaz is not itself personified, as are the winds. 

Howev.er definitely each separate wind be thought of, and however much they 
are imagined as like men or like ordinary winds, generally and collectively they 
constitute an ever-present and pervasive danger. It is chiefly against the evil winds 
that a man must protect his child, his horse and himself. It is ojo-ik that makes 
dangerous the first hours of morning and the sudden cool shadow that falls across 
the village before the rain. It is chiefly against the evil winds that the balams stand 
guard at the four entrances of the pueblo. It is, in large part, by means of the evil 
winds that the deities of the village and the cornfield punish those who fail to make 
the proper ritual offerings. Thus, they constrain toward piety. The worst of the 
winds, it is said, is kazap-ik, and the older people say that this wind appears when 
a woman goes out to have intercourse with a man in the bush; in this way the con
ception operates to enforce moral rule, for such surreptitious intercourse is, in most 
cases, extra-marital. The kazap-ik is the wind that above others strikes the 
village or the herd in the form of pestilence. Then the winds have entered, and 
prayer and formula are shaped so as to drive them out. 

For the winds take possession of those whose sufferings they cause. It is 
probably not clear to the native just how the winds occupy his body. One man 
said that they diluted hio' blood. Recovery is dependent upon getting them to 
leave the patient's body by prayer and spell, or by mere ritual washing and stroking. 
The essential idea is manifest in the phrases used by the h-men: "break the wind" 
(paabal yikal); "sweep away the wind" (miztal yikal); "fan away the wind" 
(piktal yikal); "unwind the wind" (uaclial yikal). 

The efficacy of the zipche plant, and of balche, lies largely in their power to 
waft or to wash away the evil winds. Furthermore, the winds may pass from one 
person to another and carry sickness with them; they constitute a kind of con
tamination. This is the explanation of the feeling that it is a wise precaution
although one by no means always followed-never to lie in a new hammock before 
tumbling a small wooden otool (kanche) about in it. For when the henequen fiber 
io twisted into cord, it is rolled by the worker on his thigh, and this rolling and 
stroking against his person strokes away from him and into the cord the evil winds 
that cling about him; and from the hammock they would enter the new owner and 
cause him back-ache if he did not first get them off and on to the stool. Similarly, 
a person who seeks to visit a new-born child and its mother is-unless excluded 
entirely as too great a danger-requested to sit quietly outside for a little while 
until the evil winds have left him.• 

Apparently the danger that a person will succumb to evil winds is partly 
dependent upon his immediate circumstances. Childbirth is a time of crisis, when 
the dangers of the evil winds are multiplied. The celebration of an important 
ceremony to the chaacs and the balams is also a critical occasion; when the gods 

• !H. Diarr, P. Ill· 
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are present, then also is there danger of evil winds. Then balche and zipche keep 
the place of ceremony pure and protect the participants from the winds. It is also 
believed that evil winds are especially present about the person after exercise, when 
the body is hot and moist with sweat, or at the time of sexual intercourse,l Especially 
is the traveler likely to meet with evil winds on the trail, for by that road balam 
or alux may recently have passed. As one cools off, the evil winds depart. So a 
man who has just come from traveling in the bush, or working in the milpa, is a 
greater danger than one who has not. Nevertheless, the danger would not keep 
him from ordinary associations, but he might refrain from picking up and handling 
an ailing child, or from visiting a woman just after she had borne a child. 

0]0 

It is this aspect of the evil-wind concept-the notion of transmission of sick
ness-producing evil from one person to another-that merges with another. complex 
ofideas: that known as ojo. By its name and by many details of belief this concept 
is easily identified (historically) with the Evil Eye of the Old World; but its ramifi
cations extend far into the customary ways of thinking of Chan Kom. The connec
tion with the name is made in two ways: some of the people who cause ojo do it 
by merely looking at others; and a diagnostic symptom of. the disease is that one 
eye of the sick person diminishes in size. But, as already said, the term ojo is more 
widely used to refer to any communicable malignity. Thus the evil brought by the 
winds is one kind of ojo (ojo-ik), although a baleful glance has no part in it. 

If a man causes the sickness by merely looking, or by fondling a child, or by 
his mere presence, it is ojo-mac c•man-evil"). But animals can cause it too; there 
is "dog-evil" (ojo-pek), "fowl evil" (ojo-eax), etc. It is those animals that stare 
fixedly at one that have the power of ojo: the domestic fowl, the parrot and the owl. 
Persons with this evil power are those born on Tuesday or on Friday. There is a 
belief that they may be recognized by some small mark between the eyebrows; a 
mole or a conspicuous vein. It is dangerous to cross such persons; if, for example, 
they are refused the purchase of a cow or horse, they may ·cause its death by merely 
gazing at it. 

The other classes of persons who may cause sickness are those whose physical 
state is abnormal in one of various ways. Thus, it is dangerous for children to be 
looked at not only by people born on Friday or Tuesday, but equally by persons 
who are drunk or crazy. Diarrhea and fever' .are caused in children if they are· 
caressed by persons who are hungry, or thirsty, or merely tired. And here the notion 
of evil winds enters once more; about people in such conditions cling the evil wlnds. 

The underlying idea of contagious evil extends along the connection indicated 
by belief in the perilousness of unusual physica! conditions into ideas of danger and 
sickness that would probably not be called ojo at all. Thus a menstruating woman 
is dangerous, not to anyone under any circums"tances, but to a man with a wound 
or to a new-born child.' If she passes near the former, his wound begins to ache. 
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And a corpse is likewise dangerous to a person with a wound (p. 163). The latter 
belief represents the conception that openings in the body are the entrance-points 
for any contagious evil. Thus, evil winds are apt to enter a new-born child through 
the navel.' Finally, women are always dangerous when certain of men's affairs are 
critical. Their presence would defile the sacredness of the important agricultural 
ceremonies, and they are not welcome around a lime-burning. Anyone can spoil a 
lime-burning by tossing a woman's garment or a fragment of domestic pottery 
on it.• 

For all sorts of ojo in which the presence or gaze of a person in any of these 
dangerous conditions is regarded as the instrument of sickness, the cure tends to 
take a form which might be called "counter-inoculation." Different people know 
of or practice different remedies, all falling into this general pattern. One recom
mends that the person who causes diarrhea in a child be asked to take the child's 
finger in his mouth, or to rub a little of his saliva on the child's mouth. Another says 
that the former should give the child nine little blows, saying, "Go away, diarrhea," 
or else that the sick child be bathed in water in which the other has bathed. A 
third has the child drink water from a glass from which the person who brought 
about the sickness has already drunk. "We did this with you. Because a while 
ago when you came back from Sahcabchen, you brought ojo-mac to Gabol. Don't 
you remember that as soon as you got back you began to play with him? Well, a 
little while after that he got sick with vomiting and diarrhea. Then, without 
saying anything to you, we used the water you had been drinking of, to cure 
him. That is a very sure way, because in a little while Gabol had nothing 
the matter with him."' 

NOCTURNAL BIRDS 

Among the causes of death must be mentioned two mythical birds, known 
respectively as moo-tancaz (''parrot-seizure'') and ~itz-moo-tancaz (upurple 
parrot-seizure"); they are thought of as dark blue or purple in color. Tzitz-moo
tancaz attacks all children. Both cry at night, like babies. They bring death to 
.children, as they fty over houses and vomit a substance, which, dropped into a 
sleeper's mouth, causes death; for this reason mothers are careful that their children 
do not sleep face upward, especially with the mouth open. The soul of an un
baptized child becomes a moo-tancaz. The bird then fties over other unbaptized 
children, trying to kill one. If it succeeds, the child passes to Glory (Heaven) and 
the o~her child's soul takes its place. The blue or purple color of these birds is 
related to ideas of both diagnosis and cure. Babies who die from cardiac difficulties 
and are blue in the face or lips, have become the victims of these birds; on the other 
hand, blue dye is used in amulets and is painted on children's wrists and breasts, 
partly to ward off danger from the tzitz-moo-tancaz. 
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DIVINATION 

The techniques of divination, of which the h-men is in command, are used 
chiefly to find out the cause of sickness. This discovery is of course essential, be
cause the treatment corresponds with the cause. If it be found that the patient's 
illness is a retribution of the gods, then a propitiatory ceremony will effect a cure. 
If the evil winds are involved, they must be driven out or enticed to leave. If the 
ailment has been brought upon the sufferer by the neglected soul of a dead relative, 
a novena for the rest of that soul is indicated. If there has been witchcraft, still 
another course of action must be taken. In making these determinations the h-men 
makes use of two principal methods of divination: crystal-gazing and counting with 
grains of corn. Besides using these in connection with sickness, they are employed 
in other connections. Especially does the h-men consult his crystal to discover the 
will of the gods in all ceremonies of the fields and hives (Plate 14<') to learn if the 
offerings are acceptable to them, to find out if the breadstuffs in the earth-oven are 
ready, or to locate deer for hunters (p. 140). 

Divination with the zaztun C'stone of light" or "clear stone") is referred to as 
ilmah ("to look"). The zaztun is a translucent stone or, more commonly, a bit of 
glass-for example, a bottle-stopper. Every h-men has one or more of these, which 
he usually keeps in a small leather bag. They are sacred objects, which he does not 
permit to be casually handled. It is sometimes said by the h-men that he finds 
such objects on the paths leading into the pueblo, where the balams have placed 
them for him, but the ordinary layman is skeptical. Before using a zaztun, the 
h-men often plunges it into a bowl of balche (or rum) "to cleanse it of evil winds," 
or "to awaken its power." He consults it, ordinarily, only in the light of a candle. 
The reflected glow of the flame the h-men calls the luctro; in it he reads the will of 
the gods, or sees the cause of the sickness. 

Divination with grains of corn is called xixte C'to cleanse, to separate good from 
bad") orcliapach-cumla (" divining-count"). The h-men takes thirty grains, separates 
from these an indeterminate number, and proceeds to put these segregated kernels 
into piles of four; the favorability or the unfavorability of the response depends 
on two factors: whether the completed groups of four kernels are even or uneven in 
number, and whether the kernels remaining after the last four are found to be even or 
uneven in number. If both piles of kernels are even, the response is favorable or tile 
answer to a specific question is affirmative; ifbotP. are uneven, the outlook i,s,unfavor: 
able or the answer to the question is negative. If one is even and the other is uneven, 
then the outcome is in doubt, "there are two words in it" (yan cappel than ichil). 

Before beginning this divination the h-men asks that the information wanted 
be granted him. There is apparently rio 'set formula, the words varying with the 
circumstances. The phrase "u hahil than" ("~he truth of the word") is usually in-· 
eluded. For example, in diagnosing the cause. of an illness on a certain occasion, 
the h-men asked whether its cause lay in the sick man's failure to perform the 
u hanli col ceremony or in the effect of some evil wind, and assigned one cause to one 
outcome of the corn-grain divination and the other cause to the other. He addressed 
the grains as follows: 
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Hunppel, cappel, oxppel, canppel, hoppel, in kati 
One, two, three, four, five, I wish 
u hahil than alae ten 
the truth of the word be shown me, 
u hahil than 
the truth of the word 
uaix ik u tal 
or a wind that comes. 

ua u hanli col 
whether the dinner-of-the-milpa 

If the result is indeterminate, the h-men asks for a second opportunity to know 
the truth. On this occasion he said: 

Ya be ord xan cin katie u hahil than 
now also I ask the truth of the word 

eaten xan yumen, u kaba Jios yumbil, Jios mehenbil, 
twice also, Lord (1), in the name of the God the Father, God the Son, 
tlios tsplritu santo, Amen. 
God the Holy Ghost, amen. 

TRI!A TMENT OP DISEASE 

In Chan Kom today the local lore is not the only guide for medical treatment. 
It has become usual for sick persons to visit the free clinic maintained by Carnegie 
Institution of Washington 'at Chichen ltza.1 Almost everyone in the village is 
disposed to turn to this clinic for help. Moreover members of the community, more 
familiar with the ways of the towns and cities, make considerable use of drugstore 
medicine. Nevertheless there is no person in the community who does not apply 
traditional medicine and who does not ask the h-men to diagnose and to treat his 
ailment or that of his child. The individual differences are merely matters of em
phasis: the less sophisticated will go to Chichen only if urged and if the case is 
desperate; the more sophisticated will try the outsider's medicine first and fall back 
on the h-men when matters become more grave. 

The traditional medicine is a great body of remedies and therapeutic practices 
in which purely ritual elements form an inseparable part. The herbal lore alone is 
enormous.' It is plain that this knowledge is very unevenly distributed. Some 
men know much more than others about it; women, in general, know more than 
men, and h-mens know most of all. Some plants, such as rue, yucca and the 
prickl,y-ash (tancaz-che), are familiar remedies to everyone. Certain h-mens know 
hundreds more and the ailments for which they are employed. These plants are 
administered either internally in the form of boiled infusions, or the patient is 
washed in the infusion. Many elements of domestic cookery enter into medical 
compounds: honey, coffee, garlic and chili-pepper, for example. There are many 
other ingredients that are not herbal, such as the water in which a woman's gold 
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chains have been boiled or-as in the case of a remedy for difficult respiration-an 
infusion of the ants' larvre found inside the thorns of the bull-acacia. The adminis
tratio~ of medicine is usually in part ritualistic-before opening a boil, one strokes 
it nine times with the blade to be used; the nine-fold repetition of some act, dose or 
treatment is a persistent feature. The characteristic mixture of dosing and ritual 
is illustrated by the following statement, in which a man tells what he knows about 
veterinary medicine. 

When a horse can not work, does not want to eat, and when it drinks sometimes 
the water comes through its nose, then it has ulitde mucus"" (moquil/o). Then I bleed 
the horse. This I do just as the h-men bleeds people, but I do it longer. First the blood 
runs black; when it comes red, it is time to stop bleeding. Afterward, it is good to put a 
little vinegar in a bag (sahucan) and let the horse smell it. Morning and evening one 
should mixfat with chili-pepper and burn it under the horse's nose; this will help to clear 
away the catarrh. There are two kinds of moquillo; moquil/o /Jianco, which is e~ily cured, 
and moquil/o amarillo when the horse's neck swells up. This kind can not be cured. 

Haba is another trouble horses have: the roof of the mouth swells up and a sort of 
phlegm appears. I cut this off with a heated machtlt. The horse's tongue is fastened 
down with a stick, so it won't get burned. 

When the horse is attacked in the belly, and has pains, then it suffers from x-bohton-ik. 
That is because the horse's path and that of the wind have cro~ed at some road intersec
tion. Then one picks up nine small stones,1 one at each of nine road-crossings; one wraps 
them in the horse-blanket and shakes them up; then with them in the blanket one gives 
the horse two blows on each side of the belly. This is repeated in one hour. This drives 
out the wind. Afterward one makes the horse drink coffee, rum and tancaz..che (prickly
ash) bark, all boiled together. 

If the horse is constipated, I give it castor~il. If it can not urinate, the trouble is 
kal-uix ("urine-closure"). Then the cure is to take some bedbugs, such as one finds in 
hammocks, and burst them in the horse's teeth. 

When a horse runs neighing with its tail straight up, it has been attacked by the 
wind x-hul-ne-ik. Then one cuts the tip of the tail in the form of a cross, and puts in six 
drops of 3-H (a patent medicine) and one makes the horse drink twenty-five drops of this. 
It is good to use the nine stones too, to drive out the wind. If a horse suffers a rope-bruise, 
or a cut, one puts warm fat and chili in the wound. · 

The therapeutic techniques of massage,_ bleeding and cupping are largely, but 
not entirely, in the control of specialists. The bone-setter (kax-baac-who, as has 
been indicated on p. 73 is in many cases not a h-men) practices a kind of massage 
called hiikab,' in which the motions are down~ard along the limbs; then. U.e limb~ 
and back are separately stretched. Ordinary commercial vegetable oil is employed 
as a lubricant. The bone-setter sets bones and applies splints. In the case of 
injured bones that are difficult to manipulate, such as the ribs at juncture with the 
sternum, he uses cupping, which "by absorption makes the bone take its normal 
position." · 

The h-men-who is such because he discharges priestly and ritual magic 
functions-may also make use of massage and cupping, and frequently employs 
bleeding. Most h-mens draw blood by means of an instrument (tok) made by 
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fixing a small fragment of glass, flint, or obsidian in a small split stick at right 
angles to it; and some use the fangs of a rattlesnake. The blood is drawn from the 
part of the body that seems to be affected. "The first blood is black; afterward it 
comes red; then one is all right." Bleeding is resorted to in ridding the body of 
evil winds. . In such a case the h.-men may make scores of punctures all over the 
body, that the blood may wash out the winds. It is common for a h-men to cup the 
wound after bleeding, using a homa, or an ordinary glass tumbler, and burning a 
little cotton in the receptacle to make it stick to the flesh. 

THERAPEUTIC CEREMONIES 

The curing functions of the h-men also include the performance of special 
ceremonies. Because of the connection between neglect of the agricultural deities 
and disease, many performances of field and hive ceremonies are in meaning thera
peutic (Chapter VIII). But there are also two ceremonies which are solely 
therapeutic and which do not take the form of offerings to the yuntzilob, but are 
cleansing and purificatory rites. One of these is known as santiguar, or as sanliguada 
("be sanctified"), and the other as kex ("exchange"). 

The santiguar depends on the effectiveness of certain plants to cleanse of evil 
winds. The most generally used plant for this purpose is zipche, but the h-mens 
also employ tancaz-che, sucure~ic, cedar, xul, and-in very serious cases-tobacco.1 

When the h-men arrives to treat a person afflicted with the winds, he is given rum 
to drink, and he then directs the members of the household to bring certain of the 
plants just mentioned. Zipche is apparently always one of these. No altar is 
prepared for the ceremony, because no foods are to be offered. If the sick person is 
able, he sits on a little bench beside the h-men. The plants to be used are sometimes 
spread out on a little table. If the patient can not sit, the h-men goes to his ham
mock. He prays, asking the aid of San Lazaro, San Roque and the f/irgin Asunci6n, 
and ordering the winds to depart. Meanwhile he brushes the sick person with 
zipche (Plate 146). He may take into his mouth some rum and spray a little 
around the hammock or on the head and in the eyes of the patient. Then he 

·brushes the hammock and the house-posts with the zipche. The herbs that he has 
used he then takes some distance from the house and throws them all away. The 
winds have now been cast out and, to prevent their return, he tosses after them, in 
a motion that makes the sign of the cross, a little rum. On re-entering the house, 
he says "Good afternoon" (or evening, etc.). The sick person's clothing is changed 
and <llrried out to the washing-table. 

Santiguar is the remedy commonly applied when by divination the h-men 
learns that the illness is not the result of the failure to make a ceremony, but is due 
simply to an accidental encounter with the winds. It is also very frequently 
performed as an adjunct to other ritual medicine, as for example in concluding an 
u hanli col or an u hanli cab made to alleviate a sickness. It may be performec~ in 
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any case where there is danger of evil winds. Thus a santiguar is often performed 
at the end of a clia-chaac; and the hadz pach (p. 159) in effect includes a 
santiguar. 

In more serious cases of illness, where no breach of ritual duty is involved, the 
h-men performs kex. Commonly, if santiguar does not bring relief, he hangs out a 
vessel of zaca, asking permission of the winds and the three santos previously men
tioned, to offer them their dinner at some future day named. This day is nearly 
always Friday, for on this day the winds go abroad. When the dish of zaca is taken 
down, particles of corn (puczikal bcim, uheart of the maize") are seen to have risen 
to the surface. If these particles are distributed in pairs, the outlook for the 
patient is favorable; if uneven, it is unfavorable. 

The kex is a promise of a return to be made to the winds if they abandon their 
victim, the patient. If the patient recovers, the winds have fulfilled their part of 
the bargain, and it is then necessary to make kex. If he does not get better, it is 
not necessary; but it may be made anyway. 

The ceremony takes place, ordinarily, at midnight. The h-men comes Friday 
evening. The owner of the house has prepared three cuartillos of maize and a 
cuartil/o of ground squash seed, and a turkey or other fowl. In the early part of 
the evening the h-men offers the fowl to the winds. This he does by holding it over 
the head of the sick person while praying an offertory prayer. If the sick person is 
a man, a pullet must be used; if a woman, a cockerel. It is usual to strangle the 
fowl as it is being held over the patient's head. 

The other people of the house are busy securing the plants that the h-men 
requires: always zipche, sometimes hunchich, iximche, zuputh, kaxab-yuk, and 
the roots of xul. It is also necessary to get thirteen small fruits of the kax tree. 
These are hard, like nuts, and those must be found from which the birds or rodents 
have eaten the centers, leaving them hollow. For these little cups are to be the 
homa of the winds. 

At midnight the table of food is offered. On top of the table are placed the 
offerings for the three santos: two dishes each containing a boiled fowl (one of these 
is to be eaten by the sick person and the members of the family, and the other by 
the h-men}, two napkins, each containing thirteen cham-cham-uah (p. 146), and 
two dishes of kol, and branches of zipche. Underneath the table is placed the speci~l 
food for the winds-that which is to be exchang_ed for the sick person. These foods 
are a dish containing the viscera, beak, comb, claws and feathers of the f~wl earlier 
offered to the winds, the thirteen kax fruits, each containing a little zaca mixed :.vith 
rum (this is called yacli-kazap-ha, "bad-mixture-water"), and a bottle of rum with 
a glass. · 

The h-men prays, delivering the table to. the three saints and to the winds.· 
Then the articles under the table are carried 01,1tside the house and some distance 
from it and thrown away. The h-men says that thereby the winds, that have come 
for their dinner, are returned again to the sea (kanab). Before returning to the 
house the h-men tosses the rum after the other articles. This is called kal pach 
("shutting the door on the back"). The h-men repeats this process twice, once 
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about a mmztt from the house and once just at the door. This is called "making 
two locks" (kalal). On entering the house, the h-men says, "Good evening." 
The food on top of the table is distributed and consumed. After this a santiguar 
is performed, to get rid of any winds that may remain. 

The lob ("redeem," "free") ceremony, known to all the people of Chan Kom, 
is much more elaborate than these, but also has for its purpose the driving out of 
evil winds. The ceremony is not a common one, however, and the information 
available is scanty. The ceremony is performed over the bee-hives when the honey 
is scanty, in the cattle-pens when the cattle are sick or when cattle are brought back 
to an old corral, and especially in the village itself when epidemic or unusual sudden 
deaths have occurred.' The loh ceremony is therefore apt to be not a private or 
familial matter,' but a communal act, comparable in significance and in seriousness 
to the c~a-ehaac. Like the agricultural ceremonies, and those offered to the gods 
of the bees, the loh ceremony includes familiar ritual elements: offerings of balche, 
consecrated fowl and special breadstuffs. But the meaning of the loh is propitiation 
and exorcism of evil spirits. Partly the offerings are made to the balams, that they 
may keep the evil winds away, but partly they are given to the evil spirits them
selves. As loh-corral used to be performed, it was customary to bury in the cattle
yard a calf or even one or more bulls,• to appease the evil winds and the alux. 
In making loh-eah, the h-men buries at the four entrances to the village, where 
stand the crosses and the balams, objects which prevent the entrance of the winds: 
tancaz-che, rum, and flakes of obsidian (tok. See p. 17~). 

A loh-cahtali ("redemption of a settlement") performed in 19~9 at the milptrfo 
of Sahcabchen was occasioned by epizootic among the animals of the milptrOs who 
were wont to stay at this place while working in their fields. The h-men announced 
that the evil winds had been brought to the place by the alux, whose presence was 
evident from the existence nearby of mounds containing ancient ruins. He therefore 
erected a large altar for the protecting balams and a small one for the ill-natured 
alux. Ritual breads were prepared, fowls consecrated and kol made, as in the 
u hanli col, cl!a-chaac and u hanli cab. On the large altar the h-men placed most of 
the ritual breads, the large pots ofkol and thirteen homa ofbalche. On the smaller 
altar he put one noh-uah and thirteen shells of the wine-palm filled with balche. 
These foods were offered to the balams and to the alux. By consulting his zaztun, 
the h-men determined where the alux were to be found. Most of the night he 
consumed in repeating the prayers, in drinking rum, and in repeatedly consulting 
the nztun. At last he learned where the final offering was to be made. At dawn 
all the men present, carrying candles, followed the h-men to a small mound which, 
by reason of the hewn stones forming a stairway in one of its faces, must have been 
a temple-structure in ancient times. The h-men explained that in this mound the 
alux were hidden. Bidding the others remain at a little distance, the h-men alone 
ascended the steps, carrying the noh-uah and the little shells of balche. In a short 
while he returned to his followers without them and announced that he had caimed 
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the anger of the alux. Satisfied, all returned to the altars, where, just as the sun rose, 
began the feasting with which all ceremonies conclude. 

In' the previous year an unusual amount of sickness in Chan Kom itself was the 
occasion of another loh ceremony. The h-men in charge was a famous practitioner 
from Tixcacaltuyu. He required each man of the village to furnish an a/mud of 
corn, a cuarto of rum and a hen. Under his direction, thirteen large crosses were 
made ofxul wood. He selected thirteen men who could best recite Catholic prayers. 
When the h-men had erected the usual table-altar, he had these thirteen men carry 
the image of San Diego from the oratorio and place it on the table-altar in place of 
the usual cross. He then had the thirteen men recite the Lord's prayer, and after 
this he himself offered prayers in Maya. Then all the participants went together to 
each of the four "entrances" of the village in turn, and at each, the h-men buried 
in the road, the usual preventives against the evil winds: a piece of obsidian (tok), 
a cross made of tancaz_che, another of halalche, and a little salt. All then returned 
to the altar, and the h-men prayed again. After this all went to the cenote from 
which the village draws its water, and the h-men had the men throw into it the 
thirteen crosses of xul wood, "so that the winds would not come out of it again." 
He also poured in rum, and threw in the intestines of the hens that had been offered. 
He explained that this was done to satisfy the hunger of the winds-hunger evi
denced by the circumstance that several animals had recently fallen into the cenote. 
When all had returned to the table-altar, he had the thirteen cantorts carry the 
santo back to the oratorio, singing hymns as they went. Then he lectured them on 
their responsibility to give good care to the santo thereafter. The ceremony ended 
with the usual distribution of the offered foods.• 

Another kind of loh ceremony is known. As explained in an earlier chapter 
(p. 114), strayed children are taken and cared for by the balams. If, however, the 
lost child is not found within a day or two, a loh may be made, to offer food to the 
balams to "redeem" the lost child and cause the yuntzilob to put him on the path 
to home. Such a child returns bereft of sense or speechless, because the balams do 
not want him to tell of what he has seen. A santiguar may be performed to cure 
him.' 

AMULETS 

The fact that sickness and death strike children more often than adults is 
sometimes explained by pointing out that they are not able and experienced enough. 
to avoid the evil winds and other kinds of ojo. ·An adult may exercise judgment 
and take care of himself. If he is sick, in many cases he has only himself to blame: 
he has offended the deities, or the souls, of his relatives; or else black magic is in 
operation against him. But children do not make enemies. · 

The special need of children is met by the wearing of amulets. They may be · 
worn constantly, or else at times when unusual danger threatens them. Thus, 
mothers will put amulets on their children if there is much sickness about. Or they 
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will put them on a child when they are about to take him through the bush; for the 
amulet will prevent a balam from making a changeling out of a laggard child (p. 114). 
So also are amulets used during the Days of the Dead, when some returning soul 
might enter the body of an unprotected child (p. ~o~). 

But chiefly the amulets are used to keep off the evil winds and other sorts of 
ojo. The ordinary amulet (such as that illustrated in Plate 17a) is a collection of 
small objects tied together with thread. The thread should be dyed blue with juice 
from the d'ioh plant (indigo), the same blue dye that i~ used to paint the nails of 
persons in imminent danger of death from sickness and that keeps away the tzitz
moo-tancaz. Necklaces and bracelets are made from such a thread and various 
small seeds, bones and shells. Small oyster and snail shells have protective power. 
So also has the bark of the tancaz-che (prickly-ash); from it cross-shaped pieces are 
prepared. From the coc-ac, or plastron of the tortoise, is cut that part on which 
appears a little cross. This is especially a preventive of whooping-cough, asthma 
and other respiratory af!lictions. Sometimes a patient suffering from such an ail
ment is given to drink the water in which this bone has been boiled. A necklace 
made of the seeds of a plant called oxol also protects from these illnesses, and sick 
people are bathed with an infusion of leaves of the same plant. When the seeds 
which form the necklace change color and split into pieces, it shows that they have 
absorbed the evil winds that were troubling the sufferer. Sometimes such a neck
lace is made from the fruits of the chac-molon-che. 

Amulets often include a small bone from an agouti's head. This is known as 
ppuc tzub (agouti's cheek). Beside keeping evil winds away, this charm gives the 
child ability easily to find sweet potatoes and other root crops, when he comes to 
harvest them. Other common protective charms are the horn or the hoof of a deer, 
cleaned and polished, and known as sucurt-baac;' a little bone called jiga,• found 
in the backbone of some fishes; and the seed-stones of the wine-palm. 

WITCHCRAFT 

Although black magic is generally recognized, and although death from sorcery 
is a not uncommon allegation, witchcraft is not one of the leading causes of sickness 
and death. The evil winds, either as a punishment sent by the yuntzilob or en
countered accidentally, are easily paramount. "Is it the dinner-of-the-milpa, or a 
wind that comes?" runs the divinatory phrase of the h-men. Sickness is either an 
unfortunate accident or the result of a lapse from piety. The fear of sickness is a 
constraint to right conduct and conformity to ritual. Even the failure to observe 
the prayers in commemoration of the death of a relative may bring illness.• At 
any rate, witchcraft is not apt to be the first explanation given. Characteristically, 
it is a prolonged sickness, a growing debility, that suggests to the sick man that he is 
being bewitched. After two months of illness, and using up many hens in making 
the various ceremonies to the gods of the milpa and the hives and to appease the 
evil winds, "then," said one such sufferer,"! began to suspect the htchictrOs" (p. ~":17). 

I From..-. ''n-.arf"' 
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To the man who spoke thus, the suggestion came more easily because he knew he 
had enemies. He had secured the arrest of certain persons whom he believed to 
have shot a steer of his. These facts were also known to the h-mens whom the sick 
man summoned to cure him, and when their treatments brought no relief, they told 
him it was because those enemies were using witchcraft against him. One of his 
enemies was himself a h-men, and that made it easier for the sick man to form his 
suspicions. For, although (as has already been indicated in Chapter V) suspicion 
of witchcraft dims the priestly prestige of the h-men, and although the most famous 
wizards are not h-mens, nevertheless the h-men's powers are all occult and evil is 
easily mixed with good. They are in a position to sell their souls to the devil, al
though the best of them withstand the temptation. 

The sorcerer "sends the enchantment into" the afflicted person. There are at 
least three ways in which this may be done. One is by control over the evil winds; 
the sorcerer knows the invocatory formula which sends the winds into his victims. 
Another is by making a beeswax image of the sick person and burying it, or cutting, 
or piercing it. The third way is most often mentioned. The sorcerer sends the sick
ness by one of the multitude of small living creatures that he controls. One such 
is a small green night-ftying homopterous insect (maz); therefore, if such an insect 
!lies into the house people are quick to crush it or bum it.· Another insect (akab 
dzunuun), that makes a humming noise as it !lies, brushes against the body of the 
victim and in the dust from its wings leaves the sickness. Then sores break out at 
the affected part, and if the sores come on the abdomen, death results. Still a third 
insect (chapat) is believed to lay its eggs in a vessel of water or of rum. The victim 
drinks the water and becomes sick or dies. Sometimes a sorcerer brings sickness to 
a woman by sending a certain sort of fty (chuc-muc) to lay its eggs out in the yard 
where the woman goes to urinate. Then the eggs get into the victim when she 
goes there. (To cure this sickness, the h-men gives her a gourd dish of rum; when 
the woman has urinated into this, the h-men burns it and so destroys the eggs.) 
Snakes are also carriers of sicknesses sent by the sorcerers. One such, golden-yellow 
in color, is called hoonob; if it crawls over one's hat or sa;,dal, death results when 
the garment is later put on. 

All these animal carriers of sickness or death are referred to as the "domestic 
animals," "personal pets" (alakob) of the sorcerer. They come from the under
world (metnal), a dark place filled with these eyil creatures, from which P,e h-me~ 
summons them. In a vague way they are thought of as emerging from metnal 
through the cenotes, which are the doorways to the underworld. These are .also 
the doorways through which must pass the sorcerers themselves when they come 
to die; for to metnal they must all go in the end. 

Distinguished from the alak, which is a small creature which does the bidding· 
of the sorcerer, is the uay, the familiar, the animal into which the sorcerer trans
forms himself at pleasure. The uay is, therefore, the sorcerer himself when he 
takes that shape. These shapes are usually those of the ordinary domestic animals 
of the barnyard: dog (uay pek), cat (uay miz), and cow or bull (uay uacax). Again 
it may be a h-men that is suspected of having this power of transformation, but 
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also it is knowledge that any person can acquire, if he wishes to traffic with evil. 
Any old person, especially if of solitary or peculiar habits, is likely to be the object 
of these suspicions. Stories about witches form a large part of the narrative 
material in conversation; they are exciting, and at least mildly terrible. Some 
ouch stories are told of other years and other places; others are matters of current 
gossip and alarm-an eccentric old person, a girl suffering from a wasting illness, 
may start the winds of evil gossip blowing across the settlements; and the excite
ment may rise to such a point as to bring about the terrified evacuation of a settle
ment preyed upon by some witch in animal form.1 

The stories tell of a man who follows his wife through nocturnal exploits, 
seeing her change into the form of a cow and mingle with a herd of bulls, or a wife 
who sees her husband become a dog and dig up the graves in the cemetery to feed 
on human flesh, of midnight jaranas at which dancers, musicians and other par
ticipants are all in animal form, or who turn into animal form when day breaks. 
The stories include frequent references to the ritual whereby the transformations 
are achieved, and include instructions as to how to frustrate the witches. It is 
said that two witches at least must be involved in the transformation. Each gives 
nine somersaults backward and jumps nine times over his companion. These acts 
are performed in reverse order when the witches re-assume human form. Salt is 
the great preventive of witches in animal form. When the transformed witch 
leaves his house, he hides his human head somewhere; if one can find this and put 
salt on it, he can not regain human form. Or, if one captures a witch, one may 
prevent his escape by tying his foot to an onion plant. There is no public pro
cedure against witches; the remedies are private and covert. 

The evil conduct of which all these witches are suspected is especially that of 
illicit or unnatural sexual intercourse. Therefore, they are often distinguished, 
not in terms of the particular animal whose form is taken, but in terms of the 
animal"s (and witch's) sex, male (uay xib) or female (uay x-cl!up). The former 
visits girls sleeping in their hammocks, and the latter pollutes the repose of youths. 
The uay xib is described as using its tongue as its instrument of lubricity. Young 

·persons who believe themselves to have such nocturnal visitors may prevent their 
coming by sleeping with clothing wrong side out; the youth may turn his sandals 
upside down on the floor. When a girl grows pale and loses her strength., people 
often begin to say that a uay-xib is visiting her. Then if after nightfall, some 
unus11ally large or unnatural appearing animal is seen near some house where 
lives an old or eccentric person, the links of cause and effect are joined. 

One kind of witch is the uay-cot' (Plate 156), that turns himself into a creature 
with wings of straw-mats and breaks into houses or stores at night to steal goods or 
children. The uay-cot is the subject of stories with which adults frighten children, 
or excite and alarm one another; and occasionally it is said of some unpopular and 
unreasonably successful merchant of the towns, "that he must be a uay-cot."'-
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All these supernatural and indecent powers are bought at the price of one's 
soul. . The uay has made his pact with the devil, and in the end he will follow his 
alakob to metnal. A man may win a woman by black magic-by putting the 
rattles of a rattlesnake into his guitar when he plays to her, or by rubbing her 
hand with the powdered ashes of a humming-bird. Or a woman may escape the 
tedious hours of practice necessary to proficiency in the arts of em broidery, and 
magically master both the cross.-stitch and the simpler stitch, by stroking nine 
times the back of a rattlesnake. But such persons are "half-damned." "Better," 
says the older man, "to let your father ask for her in marriage."' u Better," says 
the older woman to the younger, upractice at embroidery in patience." 



FROM BIRTH TO DEATH 

BIRTH' 

To the critical moments in the life cycle of the individual, especially to birth, 
attach especially those dangers generally described in the preceding chapter: the 
winds, evil eye and the effects of "cold." The new-born child and the recent 
mother must be guarded from the various communicable evils, and at the time of 
birth "hot" foods and medicines are essential. 

A woman usually bears her first child within a year or two after marriage.' 
Sterility is explained by" cold." Women work as usual during their menses,' but 
avoid getting chilled. They use only a little water in bathing, and are careful not 
to get caught in the rain-if rain threatens, a menstruating woman will put off a 
journey. For if she "gets a cold (ziz)" in her abdomen, she may be prevented 
from bearing a child. If a woman fails to bear children, it may also be because she 
has eaten too much ucold" food. 11 There was a woman here some years ago; 
she did not want to have children. She was a great dancer, and liked dancing 
better than having children. So she ate cold things, especially lime juice. She 
didn't have any children. But she made herself sick." 

Except for the feeling· that it is not good to have intercourse with a woman 
during her menstruation, and aside from the religious restriction during certain 
ceremonies (p. 139), a man has intercourse with his wife at any time. It is thought 
that gestation of a male child takes ten months, and of a female child nine. If a 
man's blood "is the stronger," the child will be a male. 

That one's neighbor is pregnant is, of course, interesting, and such a fact is 
not long in becoming part of the village gossip. People see the midwife making her 
calls in the house where the baby is expected. Mothers vary in their observation of 
pre-natal care, but it is advised that the midwife begin her treatments in the 
third month of pregnancy. Once a month she gives the expectant mother massage. 
The purpose of this is to keep the child in the correct position. The pregnant 
woman goes out as she pleases and eats what foods she will.' 

At the time of delivery the mother is secluded from everyone except the mid
wife and her husband.' It is regarded as positively advisable that the father of the 
child'should remain and assist. One end of the house is partitioned off with a cur
tain {ratr<e/) formerly of palm-leaves, now often of cloth. This is the only time 
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such a partition is set up in the house; its presence indicates a recent or an impend
ing bi~th. After labor has begun, and up to the moment of birth, the midwife from 
time to time resumes her massage, the mother reclining in her hammock. The 
midwife may administer "hot" drinks, or warm the mother's body with a fire,• 
for cold, at this moment of crisis, is very dangerous. If the birth is delayed, various 
herbal or magical remedies may be employed; one such is made of the soft interior 
of the flower stalk of the wild pinguin (cl'iom). Or the woman may drink water 
in which her gold chains have been washed. 

Delivery takes place with the mother either kneeling or in a standing position, 
supporting herself by a rope under the armpits, or resting her arms upon the 
shoulders of her husband. The midwife usually kneels on the floor, where she has 
ready warmed clothing. The cord is not cut until after the discharge of the 
placenta. The midwife measures two fingers' width from the navel and ties the 
cord with a cotton string. She cuts the cord with a sharpened edge of a· piece of 
cane (halal). "It is bad for the baby to cut it with a knife." The cord is singed 
over a candle flame and is dressed with oil and a cloth that has been heated to 
singeing; this cloth is secured in place by a bandage around the abdomen. 

The new-born child is washed in warm water, dressed in a short cotton shirt, 
and wrapped in a large square cloth. A folded cloth may serve as a diaper at first, 
but very commonly babies are not diapered. Before clothing is put on a very 
young baby, it is warmed. The baby is put to the breast soon after birth and bath. 

The afterbirth is either burned or buried; the preferred place in which to dis
pose of it is under the hearthstones of deserted houses. This practice, also, is a 
preventive of the danger of" cold," for under such an old hearth "there are many 
ashes, and if the afterbirth is buried there, the mother is thus warmed." The 
same feeling is present if the afterbirth is burned. Sometimes the ashes that result 
from burning the afterbirth are used to wash the mother's hair; this is supposed 
to be a preventive of the frontal baldness from which many Maya women 
suffer. 

The cord is oiled until it drops off, "usually on the tbird day." Persons who 
are careful of such matters take the separat~d piece of cord and put it under one 
of the crosses that stand at the four entrances of the village. If an animal should 
eat the cord, the child would become timid and cowardly; therefore the cord is 
placed well inside the pile of stones which th.e cross surmounts, and \lnder th~ 
direct protection of a balam, so that the animals can not get at it. 

The child and its mother are protected from the sickness-bearing winds. and 
from all persons whose special circumstances make them the carriers of contagious 
evil. Travelers who have passed through the bush may bring evil winds upon 
their persons; they are not allowed to enter the house where the woman lies during' 
the first week, or are required to remain quietly outside until, as their bodies cool 
and the sweat evaporates, they become harmless. "If a wind enters, the mother's 
limbs are likely to swell." Persons who are hungry or thirsty should not visit the 
mother and child; if they do, the child is likely to suffer from diarrhea. Pregnant 
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women, not members of the household, are especially dangerous. If such a visitor 
does enter, sickness is apt to fall upon the new-born child in the form of a swelling 
or infection of the navel (called pit i tuch, "blow out the navel")' which causes 
the child to utter a little grunting cry (acan). The protrusion of the navel may be 
cured by using the saliva of the woman who caused the trouble; a little is rubbed 
on the child's navel. If a menstruating woman comes within the first three days, 
the umbilical cord will bleed again. Care is taken to keep away persons known to 
have the evil eye; the child is covered with a cloth in the presence of such a person, 
or carried (rom the room. 

Soon after the birth takes place, the mother is bathed in warm water and a 
bandage fastened around her abdomen. The bath is repeated and the bandage 
bound again by the midwife every day for several days thereafter. All her foods 
and drinks must be "hot." If she experiences pain, she may be given a hot drink 
made of mint, honey and aniseed. A mother is confined to her room for some days 
after birth. "She must stay in her hammock for a week, remain quiet for two, 
and after three weeks she may go out on the street." In fact this strictness is not 
observed. For some days the midwife administers massage. 

A child born on Tuesday or on Friday is apt to be sickly or die. The first 
seven days of the child's life are referred to as" the seven sacraments." If the child 
dies within this time, it is a sign that the mother will not die for a long time. But 
if the child is sick, and the sickness extends beyond the first seven days, it is felt 
that the child and the mother will both live.' 

The birth of twins is regarded, for practical reasons, as something of an 
unfortunate occurrence. It is thought unwise to make fun of twins, lest one 
himself become the parent of twins. The old people speak of twins as "god 
children" (mehen kuob), and treat them with especial respect. If a twin of any 
age, comes to the house of an older person, he may give the twin some little present. 

Children are commonly nursed for about two years, or until lactation is 
interrupted. Nevertheless, in many cases a child will be allowed, occasionally, 
to drink from the breast as late as the fifth or sixth year, when its diet is in other 
respects the same as that of an adult. A remedy to expedite the flow of milk is 
atolt prepared with ground squash seeds. There is considerable individual varia
tion with regard to infant feeding. Most people begin to give atolt to the child 
within the first few months, or at least in the first year; some now prefer oatmeal 
or rice. A mother usually does not give tortillas to her child until it has the first 
few .teeth, but soon thereafter the infant's diet becomes the same as that of the 
adults. If the mother dies, the child is given to some other woman in lactation to 
nurse, or it is fed on condensed milk. There is no attempt to feed nursing children 
regularly. 

NAMES 

The given name of the child is taken from one of the saint's names appearing 
in the church calendar opposite the day on which the birth occurs. No exceptions 
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to this have appeared. A natural reply to the question: "What is the name of 
the child?" is "It isn't known yet; they haven't looked in the calendar." 

But children born after noon take their names from tP,e names of the saints 
appropriate to the following calendar day. This is because" tomorrow" is regarded 
as beginning at noon "today." Thus Monday beguns at noon Sunday. It is for 
this reason that some men go out to do half a day's work on Sunday afternoon. 
Sunday begins at noon Saturday. By noon on Saturday all the bees, they say, 
have returned to the hives, and at noon on Saturday the waves of the sea have 
become quiet. 

There is, however, sometimes uncertainty among the people themselves as to 
the baptismal names of children, even of their own, 1 partly because not uncommonly 
parents fall into the habit of applying to the child a name other than that by which 
it was baptized, and partly because the full baptismal names are rarely used in 
referring to or addressing either adults or children. The short abbreviations used 
conceal the real names, so that they may be forgotten. Thus a man or boy called 
"Eus" or "Us" may have been baptized Eustaquio, Eulalio or Eusebio. 

The surnames are all Maya (i. e. none are Spanish), and only thirty-one are 
represented in the population of two hundred and fifty. The uncertainty as to 
given names is equalled by the uncertainty as to surnames. This is because many 
unions have not been solemnized by either church or state, and in such cases the 
children may be known either by the mother's name or by the father's. The 
father's name is entered in the Civil Registry if the father acknowledges the child 
and himself files the record of its birth. But the people themselves apply to the 
child the father's name if the couple live together as man and wife, whether they 
be legally married or not, and whether or not the father has legally acknowledged 
the child. At the same time they recognize the fact of illegitimacy, and so may 
refer to the child sometimes by the one surname and sometimes by the other-
11She is Pastora Cen and she is also Pastora Puc." 

BAPTISM 

Baptism is a matter of extreme importance; unbaptized children, except the 
very young, do not exist in Chan Kom. It is a great sorrow to the parents if 
their child dies unbaptized. A baptized child goes straight to Gloria; young children, 
in the language of the rituals, are referred to as "angels." An unbaptized child· 
wanders between the worlds in the form of the death-dealing nocturnal bird ('p. 169). 

In most cases the child is brought to the priest' in Valladolid for baptism. But 
if an unbaptized child is likely to die, some layman in a nearby town, or the teacher, 
may be asked to administer the sacrament. As the baptismal act itself is per
formed by an outsider, a priest of the town, the form of the ritual is something · 
with which the folk have no concern. Often the parents do not attend, and the 
meal served by the parents to the compadrts immediately after the baptism is a 
simple dinner of boiled fowl, served without ceremony. The important rituals 
are two: that in which ·the compadre relationship is pledged, before the baptism, 

I A cue i1 that of a young girl known to her playmate~ u Paula, who ueerud her name wu Claudia, wu called Paula by her motheJo, 
and Cl1udia or Paula indifferently by her father, and had been actuallr baptilcd Paul&. 
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and that in which the parents, after the baptism, acknowledge their gratitude to 
their (ompadrts. 

These rituals are performed when the godparents are not members of the 
family. Like those attending marriage, they have a theoretically perfect form 
which is realized in varying degrees in actual cases. That is to say, the older people 
and the more conservative, retain the details of ceremony: the delivery of set 
traditional speeches in formal Maya-what is called "sweet speech" (cnuhuc 
than), the ceremonious and courteous entrances, presentations and departures, and 
the bowing and kissing of hands. It should be understood that the following 
descriptions conform to the ideal type of ritual and, in many contemporary in
stances, elements of formality are omitted. 

When parents of a recently born child request another couple to carry it to 
baptism, they go to ask a great favor and to propose the establishment between the 
two couples of the significant and unbreakable relationship of (Ompadrt. Such 
solemn petitions, in the thinking of the people, should not be delivered directly, 
but through an intermediary. The father of the child therefore asks, to accompany 
him and his wife to the house of the other, some friend, a respected man of mature 
years. When they together enter the house, the friend, the father and the mother 
successively kiss the hand of the godfather-elect. The latter places his thumb 
over his first finger, forming a crpss; and this the others kiss, bowing as they do so. 
The friend then addressc:s the owner of the house in the following words: 

He cen bix tu pahta ca yumi ti Dios yetel 
Here then as it is established by the Lord God and 

colebil zuhuy Maria u chan dzocbezah u chan dzabal 
the Holy Virgin Mary to fulfill, to give 

mehen 4ngelts utial chan ocae, tat, kuchoon uaye 
little children for baptism, sir, we come here 
tuux u boyi beix mech cichcelem yumi, yoklal katie 
where is the shade which I ask of ( ?) the Holy Lord, so as to ask 

ti a tzicbenil ua uchac a betic u yaabal utz 
of your respected person if you can do a good thing 

ti bin ectata(?), a chan dzic le chan 4ngtl 
for this Jtiior, (that is) give the small child 

utial sanlo oca. 
·to holy baptism. 

If the other is willing to act as godfather, he replies as follows: 

P1u1, tat, ezac ua yetel u yaabal u oolunladt 
Well, sir, if it appears that with much will 

u thaniccnob, ua igual u tuculobe, puu, 
they address me, or your thoughts are the same, well, 

cimac in uoli, he in chan dzocbezic tun tiobe. 
I am willing, I am. going to fulfill them (their wishes). 
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When this consent has been received, the father withdraws and returns to 
his house or to some other place where he has already made ready the offering, 
acceptance of which is to seal the agreement. The accompanying friend provides 
a table, and upon this are placed four rtalu of wheat bread, ten tablets of chocolate, 
one lcilo of sugar, two bottles of rum (or soft drink substitute), a package of ciga
rettes and two candles. The table is carried into the house of the godparents. 
One of the candles is lighted. The friend and the father of the child then stand 
and the godfather does likewise. The friend kisses first the hand of the father 
and then that of the godfather, and delivers the table with the following speech: 

Puts, tat, he cen bix dzoci u yantal a dzaic 
Well, sir, as has been accomplished that which you gave 

a ooluntatl, utial a ualic a dzocbezic le santo 6autismo, 
your willingness to say that you would fulfill the holy baptism, 
he tu hunppit chan cimac olal, chan yacunah tamba, 
here is a little good-wishes, a little love-each-ether, 

chanjurejo, cu dzaic tu cumpaleex. 
a little feast, which your compadres give. 

The godfather accepts the gift, saying: 
Maalob, tat, ua yan u ooluntad tiob, pues, 
Very well, sir, if they have the wish, then 

cin kamoltic bach cimac in uoli. 
I receive it very content. 

The friend again kisses the hand of each, and all are seated. The godfather
designate directs his wife to take the gifts from the table and to make chocolate 
with the tablets provided. There is general conversation, and the chocolate and 
bread are served, and the rum or other liquid refre5hment !lrunk. After this, the 
godfather puts back on the table the napkin in which the bread was brought, and 
the empty bottles. He kisses the hand of the friend, and with another short, 
formal speech, delivers these articles back to his visitor. 

The father then takes the napkin and the bottles, and bidding the others 
good-night, leaves with his wife and his friend. 

The godparents fix the day of the baptism a11d, in preparation for this day, 
the godmother makes ready the clothing the child is to wear. (If there is no 
godmother, as occasionally happens, the child's own mother prepares the clothes'.) 
The clothes provided include two shirts, ~wq diapers, a cap, and-if the child be 
a girl-a small pair of earrings. It used to be customary to give also a little chain, 
but it is not usual now. The earrings may be put into the ears before or after the 
baptism. But, if they are put into the ears before baptism, they are taken out 
for that occasion. The godfather makes the arrangements with the priest and 
pays him his fee-twenty rtalu (Pesos 2.50). It is also customary for the god
father to give the child twenty-five centavos worth of soap, to provide for washing 
the clothes that are given.' 

I The midwife does not have IUIJ' pl.l't in the baptilm. 
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THE HAND·W ASHJNG CER.IlMONY 

About a year after the birth of the child, and after the baptism, is held a 
ceremony in which the parents acknowledge their gratitude to their compadrts. 
The ceremony is known as tzicil ("to pay respects"), or is referred to as "the 
washing of the compadrt's hand" (u poe u kabo u cumpale). It is preferably held 
on some afternoon in the spring months, when the Plumtria flowers are in bloom, 
most suitably on Saturday of Holy Week; but the Day of the Cross (May third), 
or any Sunday, is suitable. 

The parents make ready their house for the coming of their compadrtJ. They 
place four chairs beside a table. On the table are placed a cross, two candles-to 
each of which are bound a Plumtria (nicte) flower and a leaf of tabasco pepper, and 
one of which is lighted-and a gourd dish containing water and flowers. This last is 
for" the washing of the hands" (x.ppobom-kab). To each of the posts which form 
the outer edges of the backs of the chairs is fastened a P/umtria flower with a leaf 
of tabasco pepper. 

The godfather finds a friend to accompany him. On this occasion this friend 
is known as the cbpach. These two men and their wives are seated in the chairs 
and the parents, first the man and then the woman, kneel in front of these, kissing 
the hand of each and saying," Cici thantabac cichcelem yum, tat (colel)," "Sweetly 
(respectfully) be addressed; fair sir (madam)." Then each parent washes the hands 
of each of the other four, using the water with the flowers. The vessel is then 
passed to any others present, who dip their hands in it. 

Usually, then, aomeone named as kuleb-functionary to distribute refreshments 
at a fiesta-offers rum and cigarettes to all. On some occasions a meal is served. 

Then is placed on a table the offering to the godparents. This is always a 
turkey (usually cooked in the manner known as mt<luzdo),' some tortillas, some 
cigarettes, and four candles. The kuleb kisses the hands of the godparents and 
of the cl'iapach and his wife, and delivers the table with the following speech: 

U kaba cichcelem yum ca yumil ti Dios yetel 
The name of the holy lord, Lord God, and 
colelbil zuhuy Maria yetel San Diego yetel ...... 1 

the holy Virgin Mary and San Diego and ..... . 
he cen bix tu thanaheex a cumpaleex utiala uaye 
liere then as you have been invited by your compildrts in order here 
dzocbe-zeex a tzicbenileex lc J•nlo Hutismo 
to fulfill your esteemed persons for the holy baptism 
ti chan tlngtl, t&ti plltJ, bach yan u 'DDluntlllli tiobe; 
of the small child, sir; well, very willing are they; 
he bin hunppel noh tzicil yacunah tambali cu chan 
here is a great and proper cherishing of one another, which 
tibiolcob ti a Jt~n/o tzicbenileex. 
they are pleased to make to your respected persons. 

•I• ,__., ,_... Si• hltt._,. wu pl.ctd ia • lci•-lac, .. •• wtddi ... (p. ]6), 
•OU..••"~••J bi -DOnld. 
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As the kuleb speaks for the parents, so the cliapach speaks for the godparents. 
The cliapach now says: 

Bey, e-uyic tun baax cu tibioltico u tzicbenilob 
So, we hear then what their respected persons wish to do 

tiob u cumpale yetel u cumale, tat; bach yaabal cimac yolob 
for them, their compadre and their comadre, sir; very happy are they 

u talob utialob u kamoltob. Cichcelem hahal Dios 
to come in order to receive (it). Holy True God 

yetel colelbil Maria, ca yanac u toholalob yetel u 
and the Virgin Mary, may there be health for you and for your 

chan Dhijado. 
small godson. 

The godfather then says: 

Pun, he cen bix yan u chan yacunahil tiobe, 
Well, as here there is love, 

cu chan dzaico toon, hunppel noh tzicila, tat; 
as their little gift, a great festivity, sir; 

pueJ, hach cimac in uoli. Chen baax cin ualic teche, 
well, very happy I am. One little thing I ask, that you 

nombrad oxtul maax tial chan bizic tin posada. 
name three persons to carry it to my house. 

The kuleb accordingly names three men to carry the table to the house of the 
godfather. But before the table with its gifts is removed, the godfather turns 
over a small plate already standing upside down on the table, and places in it 
three pesos, one of which the cliapach furnishes and two o( which he supplies him
self. He then addresses the two parents, in no set words, but in substance offering 
them the money as "the redemption of the table" (u lohol m.sa), and charging 
his compadr.s to love one another and to care for their godchild.' The godchild 
then embraces his godparents if old enough, or is placed for a moment in theit 
arms. It is customary for the godfather to ghre ten or twenty centavos, to each 
brother or sister of the godchild. The wife of the cliapach gives a small present 
of sugar, chocolate and bread to the godchild-a gift usually received by the 
child's mother. The godparents carry away with them in person the four candles, 
which, during the last part of the ceremony, have been standing lighted at the 
four corners of the table. They take these candle ends and burn them before the 
patron saint of the village. 

HETZMEK 

Up to the age of three or four months' infants are carried lying across the 
mother's arm. Thereafter, and until the child walks well enough to keep up 

I At Yillqa where rum ill more aehtrally drunk, tile lift. 011 the able iadudc a bottle of ai1 with DicC!C (R/.-i•) iowa~ atuck iD 
ita mouth; and. at thia point ..U clrinlr: of thia rum. . 

1 The ceremony i.l p~riorm~d •hen the dtild it th~ month. o( qe if it it alirl, 1111d at four mcmtha if it:. • boy, '1lecawe tile hcNda 
hu three atone~, 111d. the milpa hu four COf.IIUI," B~t not CYUTOAt c1111in thia reuoD. 
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with adults, it is carried astride the left hip of its mother or older sister, whose 
left arm supports it in this position. The first time the child is placed in this 
position is the occasion of a domestic ceremony known by the phrase describing 
this manner of carrying a child: "to make hetzmek" (hetzmek tah). In Chan 
Kom the custom is as universally performed as is baptism, and-as has been 
already explained (p. 100)-is like baptism in that it involves the selection of 
godparents and the establishment of compadre relationship. The ritual is sup
posed to awaken the physical and intellectual faculties of the child and make him 
useful for the future. By spreading his legs on the hip of her who carries him, he 
is made ready to walk long distances. The rest of the ceremony assures his 
competence at the tasks that life will demand of him. 

Usually two persons, man and wife, act as sponsors of the hetzmek, but some
times only one takes part: a man, if the child be a boy; a woman, if it be a girl. 
These sponsors bring a shirt and diaper for the baby. The ceremony is a family 
matter; outsiders are rarely asked to be present. The persons present take seats 
around a table. On this have been placed nine objects which are likely to have 
great use in the future life of the child. These objects are not always the same 
and they vary with the sex of the child, but a characteristic list follows: A book, a 
pencil, a notebook, a catechism, a hammer, a hatchet, five pieces of bread,' a plate 
of boiled fowl, and a piece -of money.' Underneath the table, on the ground, are 
placed a sabucan, a mecapal, a gourd vessel of water, or other objects of daily use. 

The father hands his child to the godfather and says, "Here is the child, so 
you may do it the favor of making hetzmek, sir." The godfather takes the child 
and puts it astride his hip. He then goes nine times around the table, at each 
circuit taking one of the objects from the table and putting it into the hand of the 
child while he utters an admonishment according to the character of the object. 
Thus, on the first trip around the table he takes up the book, and says, "Here you 
have a book. Take it so that you may learn to read" (He yantech hunppel/ibroe . 

. C~ae utial a canic xoc). Thus he does with each object-the pencil and the 
notebook, so the child may learn to write; the catechism, so he may learn to pray; 
the hammer, that he may learn to work; the hatchet, that he may learn to fell bush; 
the bread, that he may "learn to eat everything"; the boiled fowl, that he may 
learn to eat "good food"; the coins, that he may learn to earn money. He then 
hand~ the child to the godmother, telling her to make hetzmek with it; and she 
does as he has already done. It is also customary for the godmother, on each of 
the trips around the table, to eat one of nine squash seeds which have been placed 
on the table.• "As the squash seed is opened to expose its soft interior, so will 
the mind of the child be opened." When the squash seeds are used up, the god
mother has finished her task; she returns the child to the godfather, saying, "Well, 
here is the child. Now I have done that which they have asked us to do" (Puts, 
he le chan palo. Dzoci in dzocbezic letie baax ca ualic toon ti metic). The god-

• ThHI t .... bn.d1 ~ cortiU .. made ot-mNIIIIUUd .;d\ lf'DIInd cllay k."" nu. bco.d ill"" poor r.r.. and heft lf"'W.. 
hum1llt,-. 

I Snlnt'tim" 11\111 i1 Nb.rituted l'ar ont or thfte anicla. if the c:hild bt I bay, If it ia I trJ, ntcdlc IIIIi thread ate !&led i1111tnd o/ 
hamrn"" 1nd hatthH. 

• l'lw cadlatiMr -"'"'• U.PII cvuat of h:1 tripeiU'OII._. the table br uk'n; tMm it, Cillo each cOrcvit. 011e o( ain!' pai,.. ofCICIN. 
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father ·receives the child and hands it over to the father, to whom he says, "Well, 
just as you asked us to, compadre, that we make the hetzmek of this child, so we have 
done it" (Pues, he bix ta mahantoon, cumpale, utial hetzmektic le chan palo, dzoc 
dzocbezic). The parents then fall on their knees before the godparents in sign of 
their gratitude. A kuleb distributes rum and the boiled fowl and bread. 

CHILDHOOD 

The relations of children one to another and to their elders have not been 
studied by the writers; certainly they are not obviously patterned. The infant is 
cared for by its mother, often with the help of older sisters; the father often holds 
or fondles his child, but rarely feeds or bathes it. The techniques of eating are so 
simple-to hold a tortilla in which, perhaps, other food has been placed; and to 
drink out of a gourd dish-that they are mastered very early, often before the 
child has ceased entirely to suckle. Little or no attempt is made to control the 
child's habits of urination until it is walking about; then it may be lifted from the 
room, or admonished with a reproof of a slap.' Occasional slaps from elders are 
common, but formal punishment is not, although occasionally, for more serious 
offenses, a father will whip his child. The tradition persists from earlier genera
tions of turning the erring child over to formalized authority for chastisement; the 
teacher may be asked occasionally to deliver a beating to a child, as in the memory 
of the fathers of the present time they were themselves whipped by judge or 
cacique. An observer from our own culture is impressed with the patience of the 
older people toward the children-as when a child having taken and lost the only 
large needle in the village, his parents, his grandfather and several uncles searched 
for an hour in the dust and dusk, without once uttering a reproof. On the other 
hand, parents and older brothers and sisters begin very early to ask the child to 
perform small services; a habit of obedience is generally acquired, and departures 
from it are very exceptional. The duty of obedience to and respect for one's 
elders is implicit in conduct and conversation. The family is a hierarchy: the 
parents expecting obedience from their children, and older brothers and sisters 
expecting it from those younger than they. The custom of handing over th.e 
second youngest child, upon the birth of a juni?r, to an older brother or, sister, to 
be carried on the hip, establishes the dependence upon the senior in the series o( 
siblings. 

The boy is permitted and encouraged to accompany the father to the milpa 
as soon as he can walk distances, and early begins to help in carrying wood and 
then in the tasks of the cornfield. The separateness of the man's tasks from the· 
woman's is reflected in the customs of play, fo~ from the earliest years boys play 
with boys and girls with girls. The playmates are the neighbors-indeed, all 
the other children of the same sex that there are in the small village-and the 
play group has substantially the same personnel as has the group with which the 

1 Certain remtdiea are recommuded for cbil~ wbo penistmtly llrinue in the hammock. but we have AC:\PCI' tcea -.nJ' of them 
employed. It i. ~aid that the navd of such a child thou.l4 be anoinced with the min of the canim tree (the COII'II!IOA firewood). Tbil 
rain mutt be tolle<ted from the end of • tticlr. of dU. wood, while the oth« erul it OD life. Otltera I&J' that a similu sppJicatioa. thoqJd 
be made of powder made of • black cri~lr.ct, toasted and JnNnd. 
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individual, when grown, will be associated. Much of the play is an 1m1tation 
of the elders' activities: the boys play at lassoing bulls, the girls at making tortillas, 
for example. Until the school in very recent years introduced ball games and 
other games· involving u teams," there were, in Chan Kom, no competitive games, 
not even races, jackstones, or marbles. Until the coming of the school, there 
were in the village no activities in which a victor was contrasted with a vanquished, 
or in which one child's superiority to another was formally measured. The toys 
that exist do not involve competition with fixed rules. Every boy has his rubber 
sling-shot, and it is also common to make small slings (yuntun) of henequen 
fiber, with which small stones are hurled. Men use these also, to drive birds from 
the milpa. Pellet guns are made in two forms. In one, a stem of a plant called 
tzah is hollowed out and a sliding piston fitted into one end. The other kind is 
made of cane (halal): a bent vine provides a spring, caught by a trigger, which 
drives the pellet through the hollow tube. A sort of trumpet is made by rolling 
palm leaves into a cone, or by hollowing the shoots of the pomolche. This last 
plant makes a sudsy liquid with which bubbles are blown through a tube. Small 
whistles are made of the cane called zit. Tops are carved of wood, and small 
kites made of tissue paper. 

It is regarded as unwise and improper to explain matters of sex and procreation 
to children, and no deliberate instruction in the subject is given. All the older 
people think it best that children should remain ignorant of the changes of puberty, 
of sexual intercourse, pregnancy and childbirth until they actually experience these 
phenomena in their own persons. A phrase often used is, "Children ought not 
to be where the grown-ups are," and sexual matters are before them covered with 
veils of silence and secrecy. Among themselves, men find jokes dealing with 
sexual experiences, defecation and urination vastly amusing. The douhlt tnltndrt 
is common in anecdote and in riddle. Between the sexes such jesting is poor 
taste or worse, but men and women will seriously discuss sexual matters together. 
:rhe sexes are careful to keep apart when urinating or defecating; indeed, because 
of the absence of special facilities women habituate themselves as far as possible to 
nocturnal visits to the patio. 

Nevertheless, this policy of secrecy with regard to the young people is impos
sible of exercise in the intimacy and simplicity of the village life. Both girls and 
boys, at nine and ten years of age, begin to learn and make use of phrases and 
stories of double meaning or illicit suggestion.' Many, probably most, young 
children have understanding of the nature of sexual intercourse. This knowledge 
depends upon individual circumstances. One or two young girls of the village 
had no knowledge of the sexual act before their marriage, except for the vague 
explanations of their mothers just before the marriages took place.' But in most 
cases, in spite of the policy of secrecy, because they sleep beside their married 
brothers, children come early to know something of the nature of sexual inter-

' Fwnam.ph, • rhild lA ~~:haol ur-l'ftdint • ttorY with tht tid. "'Why ia it Doac at N"11htr' woolutftnd e-to tlw 4..
u ht \U\dnwtood iu "Bconw. it would be- dwiat: the clayti.ma." 

• "I dJda'tk-u.rthnll•bo.at it till I marrieiL 111m mr mothucqllained it all ~Gmt. She.-id I W to.-, with Owe. beca'* 
fiCIW lwu att-n womaft; al\d •Ill' ••d 1.-&d.n't tell &D,_. wkt.t ......... to happoa to-. But I clidJI't udastaad wdJ wluu •r 
ll\Othwr ..... to tell "'" \UI1il ., ..... I .... fttam.d," 
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course; and will sometimes joke with or ask questions of their married elders with 
a view to embarrass them. It is also true that in the context of animal hus
bandry sexual matters are subject to scarcely any taboo. An entire family will 
gather to watch with satisfaction the impregnation of a sow by a boar rented for 
the purpose. 

While as a rule children reach adolescence with a strong interest in and usually 
a fair knowledge of sexual intercourse, they know next to nothing about the changes 
of puberty or of pregnancy and parturition. The first menstruation comes to the 
girl as a surprise attended with fear. In the cases known to us the girl secreted 
herself in alarm or even terror, until found by some older woman who explained 
the meaning of her soiled garments, and instructed her not to speak of it to anyone. 
So little do young people know of the course of child-bearing that in many cases 
the young husband, as well as the wife, will fail to suspect the first pregnancy in its 
early stages for what it is. Then the girl's mother or some older person will 
instruct her, or will turn her over to the care of the midwife. 

MARRIAGE 

The ritual of the marriage ceremony is an expression of the fundamental aspect 
of the marriage relation: a contractual undertaking between two groups of kin. 
Behind the bride and the bridegroom stand first their own parents, then their 
godparents and then the godparents (sponsors) of the wedding, and behind these 
the brothers of the bride and of the groom, and the more distant relatives of each. 
Both sets of godparents are linked with both sets of parents in the intimate and 
trustful relationship of compadre; all are interested in the maintenance of the 
marriage of which these subsidiary relationships between the elders are aspects. 
"Our kind of marriage ceremony is a good kind, because the nooios know that all 
those people there will be angry if anything goes wrong." 

The completion of the changes of puberty indicates to the young person's 
parents that they are now faced with the responsibility to make secure their 
child's future by means of a prudent marriage. Speaking of their son, the parents 
will say, "Now he needs a woman to serve him." The initiative lies wholly on the 
side of the boy and his parents. The girl, by her industry, health and charm can 
do no more than attract the attention of the"parents of an eligible boy and of 
the boy himself. Not infrequently a boy communicates to his parents the fact 
that he has been attracted by some particular girl, but in many of these cases he 
has hardly exchanged a word with her .. And more often the initial suggestion 
comes not from the boy but from his paren~. The girl's part in making the. 
match is even more passive; she may hardly know the boy at all when the petition 
is pres en ted. · 

When the boy's parents have decided on a suitable wife for their son, they 
make formal request of her parents for her hand in marriage. Always they go in 
person, bu~ ordinarily, as has already been indicated (p. 73), the actual negotia
tions are entrusted to the casammlero of the village. But the parents may go 
with the boy's godfather, or they may go unattended to the house of the girl's 
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parents. This visit, and the succeeding calls, are made with as much secrecy as 
possible; the party sets out by night, on some ostensible errand and endeavoring 
to conceal the rum, cigarettes, chocolate and bread which they carry. The late 
hour, if nothing else, announces to the girl's parents the nature of the visit; 
nevertheless, conversation is long maintained on other topics before the real subject 
at hand is mentioned by the visitors. If the parents of the girl return an imme
diate negative, the callers withdraw, taking with them their sabucan of food. But 
if the reply is of a temporizing nature, the owners of the house suggesting that their 
visitor& return after an interval to give them an opportunity to think the matter 
over, then it is understood that the petition is favorably entertained, and therefore 
the gifts of food are brought out and served to all. When the visitors take leave, 
another date is fixed for their return, "for these are things that must be well 
considered." 

A second and a third visit are made, similar to the first. On each occasion the 
visitors bring rum, cigarettes, chocolate and bread; on each occasion the proposed 
marriage is mentioned only after much preliminary conversation; the girl, usually, 
remains asleep in her hammock, If her parents offer objections to the marriage, 
the casammttrO, or the boy's parents themselves, present what arguments they can 
to overcome them. By the third meeting it is recognized that a marriage is to 
be effected, and on this occasion the parents of the girl let the casament.,-o know 
just what they will expect their daughter to receive from the bridegroom's family; 
if those demands are too great, the casament.,-o may have to bargain, enlarging upon 
the virtues of the boy he represents. This marriage gift is known as muhul. Its 
amount and quality vary with the economic condition of the two families. Ordi
narily it includes a gold chain "of two loops," two rings of specified quality, two 
hair ribbons, one silk handkerchief, several meters of cotton cloth, two or three 
silver pesos, rum, bread, chocolate and cigarettes. The articles first mentioned 
will (with the bridal dress still to be furnished) equip the bride with her wedding 
.clothes; the refreshments will be served at the fourth visit of the boy's parents to 
the house of the girl. The gold chain is the central feature of the muhul. It may 
be selected from a wide range of values, and it symbolizes and fixes the status of 
the newly married couple more definitely than any other object. These chains
often added to by the husband after marriage-become the storehouse of the 
famil){ fortunes; they display the wealth and dignity of the couple; if called upon 
to give security, a man will pledge his wife's gold chains. 

The third visit brings to a close the negotiations, and at the fourth the betrothal 
is signalized by formal delivery of the muhul. This occasion is Jess private than 
the first three; relatives are often invited to be present, and commonly the bride
groom is there also, but as a passive spectator. The bride is not present. The 
marriage contract is being made between two families, not between two individuals. 

The delivery of the muhul is always accomplished with a degree of formality, 
although not to the extent which characterized the muhul-deliveries of a genera
tion ago. Then the godparents of both girl and boy had also to be present, and all 
ate together before the gifts were handed over. Today, as before, the chain, 
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rings, handkerchief, ribbons, money and food are placed on a table on which rests 
also a small wooden cross. A generation ago the food consisted of a gourd dish of 
x-taan chucua (p. 40) and a cooked fowl (box hanal) placed in a special clay vessel 
(see p. 36) with four holes in the rim, into which were inserted two withes forming 
arches ornamented with flowers. 

Whatever be on the table, it is formally offered to the girl's parents by the 
casammt.ro. The words he uses are not fixed, but vary within small conventional 
limits. On one occasion he said: 

uFulfilling the words of the Stiior Dios, who says that every man must take a woman 
in marriage, the eompadres (indicating the parents of the boy) offer you what is on the 
table, as a sign of gratitude and in satisfaction of the coming union of their son with 
your daughter." 

To this the father of the girl replies. On this same occasion he said: 

"Hila (his wife) and I give you thanks for everything that you have brought us. 
May the Stiior Dios return to you the expenses which you have incurred."" 

After the muhul has been offered and accepted, the marriage agreement is 
theoretically inviolable. In rare cases where the marriage does not thereafter 
take place, the parents of the boy may bring their complaint before the comisario 
and recover the muhul. 

After the ceremonial delivery of this marriage-gift, a discussion immediately 
follows which results in fixing the date and nature of the marriage ceremony. 
Nowadays this ceremony is always the civil ceremony fixed by law before the 
Registro Cioil in Kaua. In some cases this is followed by a church ceremony 
before a priest. The older relatives often urge that the church ceremony be per
formed; it was usual in their day, but is much less common now. Almost all first 
marriages are solemnized by the civil ceremony of signing the register, whether or 
not the church ceremony follows. But second marriages, the occasional concubinal 
union, and the rare runaway match of young lovers, get along without the sanction 
of any ritual, whether of church, of state, or 'of familial ceremonial. 

From the day of the delivery of the muhul until the day of the wedding, th~ 
bride is supposed to be under the care of the madrina (sponsor) of the wedding, and 
the boy under that of the padrino. These two, usually a married couple, are 
selected by the boy's parents. The padrino must see to it that his charge.can 
recite correctly five prayers: Stiior, Juu Cristo; Yo Pecador; Crto tn Dios Padrt; 
Padrt Nutstro; and El Pan Nuutro (sit1; 'llnd the madrina must do the same for 
the bride. The madrina sees to it that the clothes of the bride are ironed for the 
asiento and again for the wedding. All the expenses of the wedding, including the 
fee of the church, are defrayed by the boy's parents, but it is customary for the 
godfather of the marriage to give the boy a handkerchief and pomade for his hair, 
while the godmother gives the girl powder and a hair ribbon. 

These sponsors often act as the witnesses required by law at the civil wedding, 
and they may attend the asitnto: the declaration of intention to marry required by 
law. On this day the boy and his parents, and the girl and her parents, go sepa-
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rately to the office of the &gislro Civil and there meet. This is often the first 
time that the boy and girl have conversed together, at least in public. Ordinarily 
on this day all go together to Valladolid to select the /erno: the long dress of fine 
doth, ornamented with embroidery and often lace insertions, which forms a part 
of the offering made by the boy's parents and which the bride will wear on her 
wedding day. Her rebozo is bought at the same time. 

The same persons make up the party that returns to the town for the actual 
wedding ceremony, eighteen days later: the bridal couple, the parents of both, the 
sponsors of the wedding, often three additional witnesses and, if the wedding is 
done with all the formality that tradition authorizes, the baptismal godparents. 

Following the civil ceremony and that of the church-or following the civil 
ceremony only-takes place a ritual solemnization of the marriage which signalizes 
the new familial bonds which have been brought into being. This ritual takes 
place either in the house of the boy's parents or, if the wedding party has had to 
go far from home to secure the services of a priest, in some house in that town. 
This is one of those rituals that are performed with varying degrees of completeness. 
Among the less conservative its traditional formal elements are not fully observed 
and the occasion tends to be a mere wedding-party, without important ritual 
elements. It will be described here in its full form, as it still takes place where 
the marriage is between two persons belonging to well-organized conservative 
families, and under the assumption that the couple have just been married by a 
priest in the church of the town. 

The parents of the boy and those of the girl do not go to the church. The 
couple are accompanied only by the two sponsors of the marriage and three 
witnesses. When the ceremony in the church is over, one of the witnesses goes 
ahead to tell those waiting in the boy's house that the bridal party is coming. 
Then he returns to the bridal party. The boy's parents, inside the house, place 
seven chairs in a row on one side of the door, and they and the girl's parents 
.sit opposite these in four other chairs. It is usual to invite also the four god
parents of the baptism (those of the bride, and those of the groom); and if 
these are present, they sit next to the parents. The party from the church 
proceeds to the house in single file, in this order: the bride, the bridegroom, 
the godmother (sponsor), the godfather, and the three witnesses. The bride
groorl\ walks behind the bride to show "that the man is going to command." 
Arrived at the house, the bride kneels in the doorway on a mat prepared 
for her. Immediately the four parents rise. The bridegroom's father first 
takes her hand. She inclines her head, and says, "Buenos dias, /ala." She 
has now called him "fathet," for the first time. Then her own father takes her 
hand and she salutes him similarly, and then her mother, and finally the groom's 
mother, who says as she takes the bride's hand, "The name of God the 
Father, God the Son, God the Holy Ghost," and helps the girl to rise. The bride 
then takes one of the seven empty chairs. Then the bridegroom kneels in the 
doorway and does as did the bride, but takes the hand of each in the following 
order: the girl's father, his own father, his own mother, the bride's mother. Then 
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the madrina of the marriage enters; she does not kneel, but takes the hand of 
each of the same four, in this order: the boy's father, the girl's father, the boy's 
mother, the girl's mother. Finally the padrino does the same, taking the hand of 
each in the same order as that followed by the madrina. The orders followed in 
these salutations indicate the varying degrees of respect due to each of the persons 
saluted. Men are always given precedence to women. The sponsors salute the 
boy's father before they salute the girl's father, and his mother before her mother, 
for the same reason. Each spouse, however, owes respect to his or her father-in
law ahead of the actual father, but shows respect to the actual mother before the 
mother-in-law. After saluting the four parents, each member of the bridal party 
takes the hand successively of all the other persons present, beginning with the 
godparents of the baptism. . 

All now seat themselves. The father of the bridegroom, who is providing the 
feast and the hospitality on this occasion, summons someone present to act as 
kuleb. Standing on a table are a bottle of rum, a plate of cigarettes, a glass and a 
lighted candle. At the direction of the host, the kuleb offers rum and cigarettes 
to all. Everyone must take a drink and everyone must accept a cigarette; the men 
light theirs at the candle proffered by the kuleb; the women put theirs in their 
handkerchiefs to give later to their husbands. The rum and the cigarettes are 
offered first to the padrino of the wedding, then to the madrina, then to the girl's 
father, then to the girl's mother, and then to the baptismal godparents. This 
is the order in which respect is owed to these persons by the bridegroom's 
father. 

Then the padrino of the marriage stands up, and one by one he calls upon the 
father of the bridegroom, the father of the bride, the mother of the bridegroom, 
and the mother of the bride. As each name is mentioned, its owner stands. The 
bride and groom then stand. The padrino shakes hands again with each of the 
four parents, in the same order. He then addresses the four parents, using words 
that vary with the speaker. The substance of his remarks is as follows: 

"Compatlrts and comatlrts, here we are all g"athered in this, your house, that we (the 
padrinos) may hand over to you (the parents) my godchild and my goddaughter whom 
you had us bear to marriage, and who have received the mass in the holy church, and haVe 
taken the thirteen rtales which served as aras, and have put on the dzibitcab~ and they 
have taken each other's hands and received the chain, and have fulfilled everything." 1 

When the padrino has said this, the four parents successively take his hand 
again and thank him. Then all are seated once more and the boy's father directs 
the kuleb to deliver to the sponsors of the marriage a table on which are placed a· 
bottle of rum and a plate of cigarettes. The p~rino accepts this, and directs the 
kuleb to distribute the rum and cigarettes. When the rum has been entirely 
consumed, the kuleb lays the bottle on its side to indicate this fact, and similarly 
indicates the consuming of the cigarettes by turning the plate upside down. 

•In the mani~ ~a: held ia the thUJCh bd'Cift the prie:n, a double rine: a:ranony it ..do ne w..sdin1-ri111 ill~ u obibitcab. 
When the rinp have been .:2.than(Cd, the ucri.nan pours_ from a plan= known q-, into the hand o( the: ~. IJ cviM (or 1J 
FNiu) Eur-ni.htd by the ,Mria; these coins the 11f00J111 then puts into the bride't b.andt. Afta"'l'ani both knrd at t.he altar, ll!ld-&lthouah 
thillut cuttorn it no lonaer amcnlly followed-the aold chain of the muhul il placed over the ahoWdcn of boch. 
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Thereupon, again at the direction of the bridegroom's father, the kuleb offers and 
then distributes half a bottle of rum and a smaller quantity of cigarettes. This is 
known as ppobom-mtsa, " to clean the table." 

Now the kuleb brings in from the kitchen a turkey, prepared at the expense 
of the boy's father. Until recently it was customary to put this turkey (prepared 
as tsca6tcht) in a large clay vessel with an edge ornamented with small points, or 
fluting, known as kix-lak. Over the vessel were arched two intersecting pieces of 
vine covered with flowers or colored paper. This vessel, or a simple more modern 
substitute, is placed on the table together with two piles of tortillas (each containing 
thirteen), a bottle of rum, and two candles. Flowers are tied to each candle. With 
a short, formal speech, as before, the kuleb delivers this to the bride's father, on 
behalf of the boy's father. The bride's father accepts it and directs that it be 
carried to his house. There follows another ppobom-mesa, accepted by the bride's 
father. 

In the same manner another turkey (usually a hen, because this gift may not 
be just the same as that offered to the bride's father) is brought in and presented, 
again through the kuleb, by the boy's father to the padrino of the marriage. In 
this case only half a bottle of rum accompanies the turkey. These things are 
accepted and carried to the recipient's house, and again there is a ppobom-mtJa. 

The father of the gro.om has now discharged his obligations. Dinner
turkey or other fowl-is now brought in and served to everyone, and there is general 
conversation. 

When dinner is over, the father and the mother of the bride ask the padrino 
of the marriage to explain to the bride and groom their marital duties and respon
sibilities. It is the parents of the bride, and not those of the groom, that ask this, 
because "naturally they are more afraid that perhaps later the bridegroom will 
go off with some other girl and leave their daughter. The parents of the bride 
have fulfilled their duty in bringing up their daughter to understand her obliga
!ions." Speaking together, the bride's father and mother say: 

Mixbaal, cumpale1 c..chan katie tian tzicbenile 
Nothing, tom padre, we ask of your respected persons 

ca chan tz.ol u xicnob ua a ualmah thanticob 
but that you set before the ears or advise 

u palalilob cu chan dzocbcz u yahcunah 
the children that they fulfill their love 

thanbnlilob tac tu xul u cuxtalob 
spoken of till the end of their lives 

yoklal u mankin tiob hebix tu yalahob 
so that they pass their days as they said 

cat chunbezah u tzicbalil ca dzocpahac, 
when they began to speak so that it be fulfilled, 

yoklal beyo hach cimacol yacunticob. 
thnt they may be happy loving one another. 
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Then the padrino arises and addresses the bridegroom. He charges the boy 
in words that are not fixed, but that carry the following sense: 

You (naming the boy), as you have expressed your wish before the &gistro and 
before the priest, that it is your great desire to devote yourself to the love of my god
daughter, therefore you must perform, get, bring and buy everything that she may need, 
and not mistrust her or give her cause for jealousy; you must fulfill her everything. If 
the day should come when you would cease to cherish one another, then we will intervene 
to demand the reasons why you do not fulfill your promise to cherish one another. 

He then charges the bride in similar language. This done, the father and 
mother of the bride ask the padrino to take the bride and groom to the bride's 
house to get her clothes. The padrinos, the parents of the bride, and the bride 
and groom then go to the house of the bride's father, and the bride collects her 
clothes. While she is so occupied, the bride's father distributes to the others the 
rum sent him from the house of the groom's father. When the bride is ready, her 
father and mother take leave of her. Each takes her hand and blesses her, saying: 
u Pahteneex u 6endici6n yum hahal Dios yetel a uicham, ca kinmanac kinteex utz'" 
("May great God let his blessing fall on you and your husband, that all your days 
may be good"). 

Then the padrinos alone escort the bride and groom to the house of the bride
groom. In marriages of the old style at which the full ritual here described is 
employed, the usual custom is for the bride and groom to begin their married life 
in the house of the husband's parents. Arrived at this house, the padrinos direct 
the couple to take off their wedding finery and put on the attire of everyday life. 
By this act the bride and groom show that they have passed from the control and 
care of the padrinos and are beginning life together. 

THE DYING AND THE DI!AD 

The rituals that attend the dying express the wish to speed the soul safely on 
its heavenward journey, that it may be quit of earth. and not remain below to 
trouble the living. 

A good man goes to Gloria when he dies. Gloria lies behind and above the 
clouds. At its great gate stands Saint Peter, with the keys. Outside the g~tes 
of Gloria, but still beyond the clouds, is the region of the angels. To t~is place are 
instantly transported the souls of those whc> die in the innocence of childhood. 
The dead soul passes through the host of the angels before he reaches the. gates; 
and if, on earth, that person was not kind to children, they will tell Saint Peter and 
he will not admit the soul. · 

The teachings that have been the souroe of these beliefs are summarized by 
one as follows: 

••The man who goes to Gloria is one who does not lie with a woman till he marries, and 
then only with his wife; who does not mistreat animals; who obeys his father and hisi 
mother; who does not swear; who does not think evil of another; who does not want 
another to present him with the things the other has; who learns prayers every Saturday 
and Sunday; who says a prayer and .gives the sign of the cross (dzib-ich) when he is about 
to go to sleep; and who does not beat his wife or child." 
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Other souls go to Purgatory, there to be burned white, that they may then 
go to Gloria. Souls of the very bad go directly to metnal, which is the home of 
the demons and lies beneath the earth. All sorcerers go there, for they have made 
a pact with. the devil and have sold him their souls for their special black art. 
Those that know Jove philters, or can change themselves into animals, those that 
can send evil magic into others, and all those that have uncanny ability at any
thing-prestidigitation, bull-fighting, or even needlework-have made the dreadful 
pact. Suicides go straight to metnal, and therefore some advise that they be 
buried face downward, looking toward metnal. 

Some sinful souls are turned into frogs, and are condemned to live as such for 
long years, shut up in stones or in trees, until some hand opens their prison and 
releases them to go at last to Gloria. Those who have intercourse with their 
wives' sisters are transformed into the whirlwinds that quicken the fires at the 
time of burning the fields. A person who dies leaving money buried, without hav
ing told anyone of the fact, can not go to Gloria, until, on some day of the Holy 
Cross, he communicates the fact to someone on earth. Those who die leaving their 
debts unpaid may be changed into a deer or wild turkey. Their creditor then 
encounters the animal in the wood and shoots it, thus, by selling the meat, recover
ing the amount of his debt. And the released soul then passes to Gloria. 

After long periods all souls return to earth again, reincarnated in new-born 
children. "God has not enough souls to keep forever repopulating the earth." 
If a child is born with teeth, much hair, or other signs of precocity-if, for example, 
its eyes are unusually clear and alert-it is because it has been born with the 
soul of one who lived on earth before. "It has been given the eyes of the old 
people" (yiche uchben macob dzabti). And the same is said of a person whose 
hair turns prematurely grey. 

The time of death is a time of struggle, the soul seeking to leave and yet to 
remain, the forces of evil contending with Heaven for his soul. Nothing must be 
done to hinder its passage. For the unfortunate dead remain about the place 
where they died. Men seldom see them, but dogs do, when they howl at night, or 
horses when they snort and rear. 

When it is thought that death is sure, the matslro cantor is summoned to recite 
the prayers for the dying (these are the Sacred Viaticum in Maya, and the Su6t, 
Su6t ~nd Santo Dio1 in Latin and Spanish). The recitation of these prayers 
releases the soul from the body and confounds the demons of metnal. These 
demons are known as the "soul-robbers" (ocol pixan); they crowd around the 
doorway of the house, ready to seize the soul. Sometimes the dying man sees 
them, grimacing and beckoning to him, silently, with eye and hand and lip. Then 
he shrieks and cries aloud. But the prayers recited by the ma111ro cantor defeat 
these demons; the dying man sees them shrink and shrivel. 

To assure the soul's safe passage to Gloria, it is customary to make a round 
opening in the thatch above the hammock of the dying man, kept open with a ring 
of twisted vine. The old people, seeing now the construction of houses of masonry, 
advise that a small window for the same purpose be put in one end near the ceiling. 
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When a man is dying, he sometimes speaks wisely, telling of heaven and of the 
life hereafter. That is because when he is dying the soul makes a first trip to see 
what Gloria and what Purgatory are like; then it returns. It is noted that even as 
much as several days before a death, a man soon to die will preach wisdom to 
those around him. 

It is bad to weep as death approaches, for then the soul may be stayed. Es
pecially is this true if it is a child that is dying, for every child is a ooto for the 
parents in Gloria, and by that child the parent may be saved. If the parents cry, 
then the soul will not be received in Gloria; it will be sent back to its weeping 
parents. If one weeps, whether for child or adult, the soul will be delayed. "Your 
tears," they say, "are wetting the road to Gloria." But .as a child reaches Heaven 
quickly, it is safe to cry after the first days have elapsed.' , 

In some cases the soul has such difficulty in getting free from the body that 
the dying person is whipped with a rope, to bring the soul's release. 

When the end is imminent, all seed corn, and any other seeds reserved for 
planting are removed from the house, else would their " hearts" die also and they 
would not sprout. It is customary to remove all clocks, sewing-machines or phono- . 
graphs; else would their power of movement cease with the owner's death. 

When death comes, it is announced to the village by the ringing of the bell of 
the oratorio. The immediate relatives do not prepare the body for burial; they 
ask friends to perform this task. Usually the body is shrouded in a sheet. Upon 
the body of a child is placed a cape-like garment (the palma), made of paper, with 
wings of paper attached, to indicate its identity with the angels. A crown of paper 
flowers is placed on the head, and in the folded hands is placed a small stick with 
colored papers attached (the ramillete). An adult is not so equipped, but to the 
belt or waist is fastened a cord of candle-wick, with fifty knots in it, corresponding 
to the number of Ave Marias in the Rosary; with this cord the soul, arrived in the 
presence of God, will receive a whipping for sins committed on earth. 

When once the body has been shrouded, it is placed on a table, but not covered. 
At each end two wax candles are lighted; and the wake (ppix ich) begins. The 
friends and neighbors of the deceased attend this vigil, bringing candles, food and 
coffee. The younger people amuse themselves telling stories, drinking and play
ing cards. The older people comport themSelves somewhat more seriously and 
some continue to recite the prayers for the de~d. 

Interment takes place twenty-four hours after death. The bells of the 
oratorio ring again and the clothing last worn by the deceased is placed on the 
bier, together with a rosary and the gourd dish from which the dead person last 
drank on earth. (When it is thought that a person is dying, in some cases those 
attending him furnish him with a new jfcard, in anticipation of this need.) If a 
child is to be buried, a bunch of flowers is laid with the body; and if the parents 
have another child already in Gloria, a second bunch is added. When the ne~ 
angel arrives beyond the clouds, the other angels come out to meet it, and th9 

I The N.me (eeli"'' it pzaent at aU paninp. Onethould not weep. IrJOU fteP whca -e dear to you leave~. then he trill bccQI!I~ 
11d 01' lick-"JOIU' ~will wet hit heart." When mea were takc.o away to be IIOidias ciurina the I'CYO!utiofto thilwu Mid m wiftll aad 
eluldrea1 "then thC"T did aot err. but cmly amilcd." 
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brother or sister steps forward to receive the flowers. Sometimes, if the body is 
that of a woman, needle and thread are added. 

Before the body is lifted from the bier, the relatives scatter corn to the barn
yard fowls aitd break bread for the dogs, as a last kindness of the departed. Then 
the body is placed in a wooden coffin-red for a child, black for an adult-together 
with the various objects mentioned, and carried to the cemetery. Those who go 
along carry lighted candles and sing the songs for the dead: Santo Dios and Des
pttlitla (or an adult, and the Suht, Subt for a child. There are also two chants 
known as Adios, &ina tit/ Citlo, one of which is used for adults and the other for 
children. 

If the death takes place in some randurla that uses the Chan Kom cemetery, 
one member of the party scatters corn along the way, so that the soul, when it 
has ended the visit it will make to the house and people that it knew in life, will 
find its way to the place of burial and from there to Gloria. On some occasions, 
oo as to cause the soul to follow the body, and not to remain wandering about the 
home of the living, they speak the name of the dead in a loud voice, bidding him 
" hear mass" in the place of burial. 

Arrived at the cemetery, the coffin is placed in the smalJ thatched structure 
which stands at the back of the burying-ground, while the grave is dug. Then 
the men present enter the little structure and stand beside the coffin while the 
maeslro cantor again recites the prayers for the dead. The body is lowered into 
the grave without ceremony (Plate 16a); if holy water is available it is sprinkled 
into the grave. A candle is lighted at the grave and a small wooden cross set 
at ita head. 

On the day following the death, begin the prayers which assure the repose of 
the soul and its separation from the homes of the Jiving. It is usual to begin a 
series of nine days of prayer. On the third and seventh days after death the 
prayer is held at the hour at which the death occurred. The prayer held on the 
~bird day is thought to reveal to the soul its incorporeal state. When the soul 
learns of this, it returns again on this third day and remains near its old home 
till the seventh day. During this period the house must not be swept. This is 
because the soul leaves the body at the moment of death perfectly clean, but must 
return again to get its sins and carry them to Judgment. These sins have been 
left in .the dirt of the dead man's body, and in the clothes, and in the hammock. 
Because the soul must gather up its sins from this dirt, the house is not swept, but 
the prayes offered on the seventh day delivers the soul to God; and as soon as it is 
over, the house is given a thorough sweeping. 

The departed is commemorated in the rtzOs pesformed at fixed intervals 
after the death (p. IS~) and on All Souls' Day of each year, but there is little 
formal mourning. To the direct question, a vilJager wilJ say that for seven months 
at least, or a year, the close female relatives should put off jewelry. In fact, 
however, there is rarely any alteration in the woman's costume, and neves any in 
the case of the men; and the activities of life go on as usual. If a new embroidesy 
is to be purchased by a woman recently bereaved, she will select one of black; 
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but, with little exception, mourning costume exists only in theory. For children, 
of course, who become angels at death, colored decorations are suitable, and it is 
also common to use colored tissue papers to decorate the bier of an adult. 

THE DAYS OP THE DI!AD 

On the thirty-first of October and the first of November all the souls of the 
dead return to earth for an annual visit and depart again one week thereafter. 
On these occasions food is set out for them and they are bidden to eat. The 
festival is known as Finados ("the dead"), or as hanal pixan ("dinner of the 
souls"). It is a domestic ritual, in which each family recalls and propitiates 
its own dead; and most families are careful to observe it, for then the dead 
do not trouble the living. But, as with the other ceremonies, its perform
ance does not always include all the details of ritual mentioned in the following 
description. 

Preparations begin the evening of the thirtieth of October. The foods that 
are to be offered are made ready and the flowers that will be used are gathered. 
At midnight the people of the house get up and arrange the table, because at 
midnight the souls of the dead begin to arrive. The table is adorned with the 
flowers of the tez-abanico and with the blossoms of the silk-cotton tree (known as 
flowers of San Diego, or as flowers of San Juan). Sometimes use is made also of 
the flowers of the plant known as tempora and those called chic-mul. The same 
flowers are fastened around the doorway of the house, as an invitation to the 
souls to enter. On the table are placed chocolate, bread and several lighted 
candles. The number of jfcaras of chocolate, of candles, and of rtales worth of 
bread vary with inclination and ability; but these numbers (and those of objects 
offered on the table prepared later in the day) must in every case be even, not odd. 
One jfcara of chocolate, one piece of bread, and one lighted candle are set in the 
doorway, for any souls who may not have living kinsmen to care for them this 
night and who may not be expressly bidden to the feast. 

When the table is ready, the maestro cantor is summoned and friends may be 
invited. The maestro recites one of the prayers for the dead, and then another 
table of chocolate and bread is brought iri ancl.delivered to the maestro. Then all 
eat of the food on this and on the other table. Now the dead souls have been 
given breakfast. Later in the day they are offered dinner. The table for "this 
dinner is spread with a cloth used for the first time: a "zuhuy mantei." For the 
dinner two hens are boiled, and the meat is cut and divided equally amDr>g an 
even number of those small clay vessels known as lac (p. 36). The fowl must be 
put in these vessels, and never injlcaras-or in modern dishes. Pains are taken that 
each vessel contains an equal quantity of the same parts of the fowl. To each lac 
is added a little of the broth and small equal quantities of whatever other food 
has been prepared-squash, chayott, pork, rice, macaroni. The fowl cooked are 
always hens, "for roosters would crow and frighten away the souls." On the 
table are placed also an even number of jicaras of atolt and another filled with 
water and flowers. This last is the "hand-washing" (x-ppo-kab), the water which· 
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the souls of the dead will use, as do the living, to dip their hands in before and 
after eating. Beside it is placed a new napkin. 

When all is ready, the matstro cantor comes again, and kneeling on a blanket, 
prays. This first day is that on which the souls of dead children return: the day 
of the "angels," "the great day of the dinner of the child souls" (noh kin u banal 
mehen pixanob). So, after he has recited a rosary, the matstro recites the 
Su6t, Su6t-the prayer appropriate for child dead-and concludes with an 
uour Father." When he finishes aU say, "Good afternoon," as at a rosario, or 
novena. 

Another table is now brought in, with more cooked food; often this is more 
boiled fowl. This is a secular table; it is provided merely so that everyone will 
have something to eat; the fowl may be rooster, the cloth is an old one, and china 
plates may be used. The food on both tables is divided and eaten. 

The following day is "the great day of the dinner of the big souls" (ninoh k 
u banal nucuch pixanob)-the day of the adult dead. The same ritual is followed, 
except that the prayers recited are those appropriate to adult dead: Stnor, Dios 
Mio; Salot Rtgina; Oid, Mortalts; Ptrd6n, Dios Mio; Adios, Jtsus. And the 
candles, if the ceremony is carefully followed, are black. 

A week later (the octave) these rituals are repeated, except that the food 
offered is kol (broth of fowl into which breads are broken). The bread especially 
appropriate to this day is chachac-uah-bread colored red with arnotto and baked 
in the earth oven. It is common also to cook other foods in the pib on these two 
days of the octave. 

On the day after the first day of the adult dead (November second) the people 
of the households where the hanal pixan has been made go to the cemetery, carrying 
half of the candle-ends that have been used at the ceremony. These they set alight 
on the graves of their dead, and place there also the flowers used to decorate the 
tables. On the day following the octave, they go again to the cemetery to remove 
the wilted flowers from the graves. 

The week between the first two days of banal pixan and the octave of the 
restival is the time proper for taking from the graves the bones of any relatives who 
were interred two or three years before. In the shallow soil of the country, this 
practice is necessary, to make room for new interments. The occasion is one of 
ceremony, much resembling in its form the rosarios held at the wake. 

Two fowl are boiled and 11tolt is prepared. In the afternoon two or three men 
go to the cemetery and take out the bones. When the grave is opened, a little 
holy water is sprinkled on the bones and they are blessed. The bones are placed 
on a piece of new cloth and cleaned. Another piece of cloth is put in a small box; 
the cleansed bones are laid therein and again sanctified with holy water. The box 
is closed and carried to the little shelter in the cemetery, where a Pattr Nosttr is 
said over them. Then the box is carried back to the village and into the house 
and placed on a little stand under a table, on which the food is set out. The 
m11tstro cantor recites the prayers used at the wake. The table of food is then 
offered to the ma1stro tan/or, Another table of food is brought in and served to 
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those present. At night chocolate is set out, another series of the same prayers 
recited, and the dead person called by name. The chocolate is served. Holy 
water is again sprinkled on the box, and that night it is taken to the house in the 
cemetery and left there. 

This occasion is one of sadness and mourning. It is not a cheerful occasion, 
as is the wake, when people often play and laugh. For now the soul is safely out 
of the world of the living, and the lamentation, that had then to be withheld, may 
now be given expression. 



CHAPTB. XII 

THE MEANING OP NATURE 

OUTLINES OP THB UNIVI!RSB 

The sky covers the flat earth like a bowl, and in it the stars are fixed. Beyond 
the clouds are the gates of heaven. Just outside these gates is the realm of the 
angels, and inside dwell the souls of the saved. Metnal, where the damned dwell, 
lies beneath the earth. The chaacs and the balams are not in heaven; they move 
invisible through the air or across the sky. Unseen, the balams hover over the 
bush or at the four entrance-ways of the village. The chaacs are wherever water 
is; they are, of course, in the rain and they are also in every cenote. The waters 
of the cenote are mysteriously connected with the waters of the sea, and from these 
waters arise the winds, evil and good. The cenotes, indeed, have various connota
tions of the sacred and the dangerous. They are residing places of the rain-gods; 
they are sources of evil winds; and they are the mouths of hell. When the h-men 
summons the rain-gods, he utters· the names of the cenotes. When he appeases 
the evil winds, he may put offerings to them into the cenote (p. 176). And the 
unfortunate who, fascinated by the deep waters of the cenote, hurls himself to 
destruction in them, passe& through the bottom of the cenote directly into hell 
(p. 199). 

The milpa, the village and the earth exist in space with reference to the four 
cardinal directions-" the four winds." The east wind and the north wind bring 
the rain. The east is paramount; in the prayers it is always referred to as "the 
great east" (noh lakin). Here dwell the chaacs during the dry season, and from 
the distant Trunk of Heaven (p. 116) in the east emerge sun, moon, stars, clouds 
and rain. Therefore all altars face the east, and to the east prayers to the rain
gods are directed. In the east lie Coba and the home of the bee-gods, and in the 
eastern forests roam the strange animals of which hunters tell (p. a~). 

SUN, MOON AND STARS 

The sun is spoken of by the older people as "lord sun" (yum kin), and the 
moon as "lady moon" (colelluna1), but they do not enter into religious beliefs or 
practices. The new moon is called chichan luna ("very small moon"), or is 
referred to as mun luna ("green, or unripe, moon"). A moon not yet full is 
simply tun chan nohochta luna, "a moon neither large nor small." The full 
moon is uncun luna ("full pot moon 1"). Maize may be planted at any time of 
the moon, but fruit trees and root crops are best planted just after the moon is 
full. If one wants a gourd vine to produce small gourds, one plants it when the 
moon is new. But for good crops of large fruits or roots, one plants three days 
after the full moon. From the full moon the days are counted; hu' muc luna, 
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ca muc luna, ox muc luna, and so on. One waits until the third day (ox muc luna) 
to plant, because then the full moon "has been in the ground for three days"
that is, the moon, that has theretofore ridden the sky all night, now rises late, 
having spent some time "in the ground." 

The morning stars are apparently not distinguished and each is referred to 
as puk za, udissolve atole," because uwhen it rises the woman must get up to 
make a/ole." A falling star is spoken of as ca!Jo chama! yum, "the cigarette butt 
of the Lord." The Milky Way is "white road" (zac be)-the same name given 
to the stone roadways built by the ancient people. The constellation of the Great 
Bear is called either los .sitte sacramentos or noria ek, "the water wheel star:· 
Scorpio is known by its Maya equivalent: zinaan. The Southern Cross is the 
ucross star'" (cruz ek). ult rises over Jerusalem"; but where Jerusalem is, no one 
knows. The Pleiades bear the name of the rattlesnakes rattles (tzab), and the 
evening star, whatever it may be, is "the fire of the tzab" (u kak tza.b). The 
constellation Gemini is "the turtle" (ac); the three stars in the middle lying in a 
straight line are "the intestines" (choch). Three stars below and to the right of 
this constellation are "the little dove" (chan mucuy). "It has two eggs in its 
nest." 

The rainbow (chel) is spoken of as "the flatulence of the demons" (u ciz 
cizinob), because it is thought to arise out of dry wells (x-lah-chen), and these are, 
as it were, the ani of metnal. From these wells the rainbow spreads across the sky. 

ECLIPSES 

Some of the people of the village begin to regard an eclipse as brought about 
by the motions of sun and moon. One suggests that the moon hits against the sun, 
knocking out its light; another says that every eighteen years the moon passes 
under the sun covering the earth with its shadow; a third proposes that there is 
probably a hole in the sun through which the moon has to pass at certain intervals. 
But these speculations have not seriously affected the general belief that periodi
cally some evil animal seeks to devour the heavenly luminaries and that eclipses 
are occasions of great danger for mankind. 

The name for eclipse is uchibal kin" "("biting the sun"), or "chibal/una." 
Many can not specify the animal which seeks to eat sun or moon, saying mer~ly 
that it is "a very bad thing" (kakazbaal); but several say that it is certain ants, 
either certain evil-smelling ants of a red color,"cor else the "king of the l~af-cutting 
ants." "That is why one so often sees the ants carrying bits of leaf: as fodder for 
the ant king's horse." But one or two of the older men say that it is no ant, but 
an animal like a tiger that seeks to devoUr !iun or moon. uThat is what the ancients 
taught by carving on the stones at Chichen ltza a disk representing the sun and 
~wo tigers coming to eat it." 1 • 

The moment of eclipse is one of threatened calamity, because, it is believed, 
should the sun or moon fail to reappear, then all the furniture and other objects 
with which people are surrounded would be changed into devils or beasts that 

1 A n::fm:nce t1:1 the (riczc em che T~plc of the Jquan •t the IWl Court. 
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would devour all living things.• So the villagers strive to avert the cataclysm. 
They seek to frighten away the devouring animal by making as much noise as 
possible, beating on drums, cans and pails, and firing guns. If the danger of 
complete extinction appears imminent, they may also go to the oratorio and there 
begin a novena to San Diego. 

PLANTS AND ANIMALS 

As with all folk peoples, long adjusted to their habitat, those of Chan Kom 
name and know the uses of hundreds of plants and animals. This tree is a source 
of building material, this plant a medicine, that animal a source of food or a danger 
to the maize plants. Some of these many practical meanings have been mentioned 
in the foregoing pages. But beyond and beside significances for practical action, 
the plants and animals have magical and religious meanings. The ceiba tree is 
to be avoided after nightfall, because it is the haunt of the x-tabai. Little girls 
should not play with the fruits of the ceiba or of the dioy, lest their breasts grow 
too large. If a woman's breasts are large, people say, "She has clioy breasts" 
(clioy im). The flowers that are appropriate as offerings to the santos are flowers 
set apart; the older people would rebuke a young person should he wear a Plumeria 
(nicte) flower just for personal adornment. Plumeria plants and chac zicin, also 
used in decorating altars, are planted in the house-yards and, when colonists form 
a new settlement, some of these plants are taken along. The plants used in the 
ceremonies conducted by the h-men are quite different. In these rites flowers are 
not used, but the leaves of certain "cold" plants (p. IJO): habin, xiat, and halal. 
These plants symbolize rain; as they grow near the cenotes, they are the plants 
of the chaacs. 

As plants that grow at the cenotes are sacred, so are the animals that dwell 
there the creatures of the rain-gods and the harbingers of rain. The frog, the toad 
and the tortoise are to be found in cenotes or in caves, where also the chaacs go. 
So too are the bats the creatures of the yuntzilob, for they are to be found in 
dry caves (actunob). These animals, the h-men advises, should never be killed. 
,Especially is the tortoise respected, even. revered. For the tortoise is bound to 
man by a curious sympathy. When the woods are wet and the earth is moist, 
then the tortoise is not seen. But when drought has dried the water-holes and 
the land is thirsty and the maize may fail, then the tortoise walks abroad. He 
takes the paths that men take, and the villager meets him on his road to the milpa. 
All have thus encountered him, pausing in the burning sun, his shell dry and hot, 
but his eyes filled with tears. The tortoise weeps for men, and it is said that his 
tears draw the rain. The hunters know that it is a good omen thus to encounter 
him when they set out. When the bush is kindled at the time of burning, the 
pious agriculturalist does not fail to call out, usave yourselves, tortoises! Here 
comes the fire!" (Hoceneex acob! He cu talle kake!) Many mothers, wishing to 
protect their children from sickness, hang around their children's necks the miracu
lous cross that the tortoise carries on his breast.' Some say that when a tortoise 
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bites one who has injured him, he does not release his hold till the skies are cleft 
with lightning. He who injures a tortoise is thereafter accursed; he is fatally drawn 
to water and one day he will hurl himself into the cenote. At its bottom a tortoise 
of enormous size blocks passage through a deep hole, spiral like a snail-shell. 
Through this the suicide must pass until he reaches a place where an old man and 
an old woman rest under a bower of chayole. When these two see the new arrival, 
they hasten to capture him, substituting for him a banana sprout, which, assum
ing the likeness of the accursed one, on the third day rises to the surface of the 
water. Meanwhile the damned man suffers cruel torments. When he grows fat 
devils devour him, leaving only a skeleton that time and again puts forth new 
flesh that is in turn devoured. 

Similarly, certain birds that frequent the milpas and yet appear to take little 
from them are the creatures (alakob) of the balams; the white-winged dove (zac 
pacal), the white-fronted dove (tzuytzuy), and the red-billed pigeon (x-cucut-cib). 
The small hawk known as cliuy is spoken of as" the guardian ofthe milpa" (canan
col), for when the blackbirds enter to steal the corn, he mounts a tree and cries 
aloud, frightening them off. The baacen-chulul are the poultry of the balams. 
One should not imitate their clear whistling note, for if one does, they become angry 
and fly around one. "It is not good to mock the birds. of the balams." The 
sweet-voiced bird called x-kol sings in the milpa so that the maize-plants will be 
happy. There is a little blue bird known as "the bird that stretches the maize 
plants" (u cliicliil u zadzic nal). It jumps from maize plant to tree, then from 
tree to maize-plant, jumping and singing, and urging the maize-plants to grow. 
When the ears form on the stalks, then these birds go, for their work is done. 
Another bird, called "horse-catcher" (chue-tzimin), whistles to summon the 
horses the chaacs ride when they make the rain. All these are animals of the 
yuntzilob, and it is bad to kill them or to drive them away. 

Other animals are uncanny or evil, and the omens of misfortune. The insects 
and snakes mentioned in a previous chapter (p. 178) are the creatures of the 
sorcerers, the bearers of sickness. But it is notable that the toad is not one of 
these; it has no associations with evil, sickness or witchcraft. It is the night-flying 
insects and the reptiles that enter the yards· and houses that carry black magic. 

Many animals are not what they seem. There are the solitary nocturnal bulls, 
dogs and cats that are to be avoided, as witches in animal forms (p. 178). There 
are also the fairy animals that the hunter foljows in vain: the deer and agouti 
that become snakes and slip down little holes to escape the pursuer's bullet. .Such 
eerie misadventures form a large part of tales told wherever men are gathered. 
It is generally believed that during the·month of September, all animals of certain 
kinds change their forms into those of other ~nimals. In September the deer are 
in heat and act boldly and strangely, sometimes entering the villages. It is 
believed that at this season the deer turn into snakes, and the snakes into deer. 
The tepezcuinte (Mexican agouti) does not so slip away as a serpent, but if the 
hunter kills one of these false tepezcuintes, its flesh, even after it is cooked, will 
change into small snakes if a little honey is put with it. The rattlesnake turns into 
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a peccary, and the peccary into a rattlesnake. Certain worms (zadz) that occur 
on the jlor de mayo turn into the butterflies known as x-mahan-nai, or into hum
mingbirds. Other smaller worms turn into flies, and the ants get wings, but only 
for the month of September. The mouse turns into a bat, the armadillo into a 
vulture and the tortoise into a parrot; and each of these transformations takes 
place also in the opposite direction. Large black ants (hoocli) become wasps 
(xanah-chac), and vice versa. But when September ends, all these creatures 
resume their proper forms. Hunters expect to be deceived in September. Some
times they go to hunt partridge (nom, tinamou); they think they hear the birds 
whistling, but when they get there they find only zahcabtunich-a weathered 
limestone with moss growing on it. This stone whistles after nightfall, especially 
in September. 

Then there are the animals that are seen only by other men, never by one's 
self, or that are heard moving in the darkness. Hunters tell of the great bull
like boob and of the spotted chan ekal. These are thought to inhabit the forest 
to the east (p. a2), Deep under the floors of houses burrows an animal known 
as chokol-och; making a noise like a chocolate-beater it digs its way to metnal 
and the sound of its subterranean progress is an augury of death. 

MAN'S OWN BODY 

Understanding of physiology varies considerably among members of the 
community. Some, who have received instruction in school or who have been 
influenced by educational leaflets sent out by the Government, have, for example, 
some idea of the nature of the circulatory system. Such persons suppose that the 
blood, impelled by each breath that is taken, courses through the veins, "just as 
the gasoline does in the lamp.'' The function of the circulation is to make the 
organism grow strong. When the blood is adulterated, the person grows weak 
or dies. One must guard it, and see that it is not diluted_ by the evil winds. Others 
know nothing of the circulatory system. One, for example, supposes that in 
breathing, air is drawn to the heart from where it is distributed to the trunk and 
Jimbs. Yet most regard the heart as the principal organ of the body. "It is 
shut up in something like a little box, being very delicate." Aided by the brain 
and the eyes, it generates man's psychic qualities. The beats of the pulse are 
caused by the air that passes through the body every time one breathes. The 
location of the internal organs is not understood; a man will indicate his abdomen 
as the. seat of his heart and, having an abdominal pain, will say," My heart aches.'' 
Digestion, it is recognized, takes place in the stomach or the intestines; these are 
aided by the liver and "the other things we have inside.'' There the food is 
cooked until it is soft," and can be sucked up by the flesh. If this does not happen, 
the food aours, and we have a pain.'' 

It is generally understood that in the sexual act the man plants in the woman 
the seed of the future offspring, but of the development of the embryo next" to 
nothing is known. As they breed cattle and select corn, so the people regard 
healthy parentage as a guaranty of strong children, and attribute the mental 
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deficiency of certain children to the poor health of their father: The most vigorous 
fathers are thought to procreate sons rather than daughters. "There are men of 
such good seed that almost all of their children are sons." 

OMENS AND DREAMS 

The behavior of the animals, plants and weather, and of the sun and the 
moon, and dreams, have meanings for men that the older people can interpret and 
that they explain to the others. From the point of view of the native, these 
natural phenomena make evident the ways of the gods, or announce to man the 
events of the future that most concern him: the wetness or dryness of the coming 
season; the imminence of calamity. Expressed in terms of human behavior, it is 
the wishes and fears of the native that are reflected back to him, clothed in the 
garments of his natural environment: the cries of birds, the passage of the clouds, 
the movements of the ants. 

Many of these passing events are evil omens, and for such the general term 
is 11 tamax chi." Among tam ax chi are the cackling of hens at night, the snorting 
of mules or stallions, and the howling of dogs. All these are signs that sickness 
or death is near. When all the dogs howl at night, it is a sign that pestilence is 
to come to the village. To see some snakes (but not all) is tamax chi. The 
coral snake (oonam) is a very bad sign. If one sees a small snake of this sort, it 
is a sign that a child will die; to see a large one presages the death of an adult. 
The long bright green snake known as yax kablai is another evil omen. To see 
snakes fighting is the worst of tarnax chi. Eclipses, as has already been explained, 
are very bad omens: if the sun is eclipsed in the west, many men will die; if the 
moon is eclipsed, many women will die. If an owl cries at night, it is tamax chi; 
so it is when the bird called x-nuuc strikes against the roof at night; when the night
jar (puhuy) cries, "making the sound of vomiting"; when another bird, the ya, 
makes its harsh cry, or when a vulture walks close to the door of a house. If the 
orange trees drop small green fruit, many children will die that year; if large 
green fruit fall, then many adults will die. If, when corn is being taken from the 
cob, a cob happens to stand upright on the floor, it is a sign that someone is going 
to be sick. · 

The milpero, always anxious for the safety of the next harvest, reads in t.he 
behavior of nature predictions as to the weather and finds there guides to his own 
action and resolution of his uncertainties. "The old people need no bOOks to tell 
them when to burn their fields and when to sow. They can tell by watching the 
sky." They say, "It does not matter if the almanac says it will rain in May; 
the signs are not that way.'• · · 

If it is very cold at night, it is. a sign that the next day the sun will be very 
hot. If the wind blows harfl for several days, .they say it is" buth-eaan" (the sky 
is "full"), and it will rain hard for several days; then men go to plant their mil pas. 
If the sun burns very hot and no wind stirs at all, then it will rain soon. When 
there are many stars in the sky, it is a sign of rain; when there are few, sunny 
weather will continue. When the Pleiades appear to be "half lying-down," it is 
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a sign of rain, or when there is a ring around the sun or the moon. When the ceiba, 
plums and other fruit-trees bear much fruit, then one knows that the maize harvest 
will be good. When the large black butterflies come into the houses, it is a sign of 
rain. They are called "house-borrowers" (x-mahan nai) because they borrow 
the houses of men as shelter from the coming rain. If the turkeys take dust baths, 
or if the soot (yaabac na) drops from the ceiling, rain is coming. When the leaf
cutting ants are seen to be carrying many bits of leaf into their houses, or when 
they move their houses to higher ground, then the season will be rainy. Another 
sign of a rainy season is given when the gophers build their houses on hillocks, or 
when the oriole (yuyum) builds its nest of green leaves, or makes the nest very 
long, or when the frogs sing loud and steadily. Then the milpero cuts only hub-che, 
for the dry season will not last long enough to dry out the bush cut from high 
woods. 

Dreams are omens of the future, usually of misfortune or calamity. To 
dream of many pigs, or of many cats, is a sign that there will be fighting, or other 
misfortunes. To dream of sapotes, or of the small banana, is a sign that one is 
going to be sad. To dream of happy, laughing people is a sign of sad things to 
come; but to dream of weeping people is a sign of good fortune ahead. But to 
dream of darkness is a bad sign; while of light, a good sign. When a h-men is 
treating for sickness, he often enquires into the dreams of his patient to make the 
prognosis. If the sick man dreams of light, he is advised that he will get well. 
Tomatoes in a dream mean· the lighted candles of a coming wake; guns mean the 
same candles, not yet lighted. In an instance observed, when the patient dreamed 
of guns, the h-men gave the case up as hopeless. To dream of burning houses or 
milpas indicates a coming fever. Snakes mean the ropes of a coffin, or lashes that 
one is going to receive. To dream of red things is bad; it means blood. Dona Cef 
dreamt three times that she saw her husband dancing with a red handkerchief 
around his neck; two weeks later he was killed by machete blows in the neck. 
It is said that it is not uncommon to dream that the sky is falling; several dreamt 
this before the school fell (p. 308). If one dreams he is digging sweet potatoes, it 
.means he will help at a burial. To dream of the loss of a hat or other personal 
property means that one is to lose a member of the family by death. If one 
dreams he loses a small tooth, some child is going to die; loss of a molar means 
that an adult will die. To dream one is being married is the worst of possible 
dreams; that surely means one's death. If the old people dream thls, they begin 
to giv~ away their things and compose themselves for the end. To dream one is 
naked is a sign of one's coming illness. To dream of vultures, or black bulls or 
horses is a sign of a coming funeral. To dream of full granaries is a sign one is 
to have good health. It is also good to dream of young maize plants. To dream 
of much corn in the house is a sign of wealth coming. 



CHAPrU Xlil 

A Vlll.AGE LEADER 

The men and women who are the carriers of the culture described in the 
foregoing pages could be described to the reader one by one. From such an 
account would appear the various types of personality that compose any simple 
community. Beneath any culture, in a sense, are the same people one has always 
known. There are always the shy and the bold, the excitable and the phlegmatic, 
the intelligent and the stupid, the leaders and the led. The document which 
makes up .the body of this chapter is included because, besides representing per
sonality and human nature, it portrays the Chan Kom culture. In it a ·man sets 
forth a point of view, with regard to good conduct and the standards of success, 
that is characteristic of his group. 

In Chan Kom there are three recognized leaders, and of these one is paramount. 
These three are sometimes spoken of as the principales of the village. Other 
men may hold office, but one or more of these three exerts an influence over all 
important secular matters. There are, besides, the spiritual leaders: the h-mens, 
whose respectful treatment nowadays conflicts with occasional suspicion or even 
contempt; and the village marriage-negotiator and principal matJiro tantor, a 
man aloof, inscrutable, the ultimate authority on all moral or religious matters. 
But neither this man nor the h-mens concern themselves with leadership in mun
dane affairs. 

Of the three principales one is the village patriarch, a man not yet old, but 
the principal survivor of those pioneers who founded the settlement, and the head 
of the largest and most powerful great-family in Chan Kom. He is a man mild in 
character and wise in judgment, slow in speech and inclined to let others put 
themselves forward in times of crisis. · 

The second exceeds his neighbors in his familiarity with the ways of the city 
and with Spanish, for he alone has lived in Merida. He brought to the village the 
mason's art, and this he taught to his neighbors while he set them an example ,of 
unflagging industry and zeal for public improvement and for communal enterprise. 
But an eccentric temperament and a judgmerit more eager than considered haVe 
limited his gifts as a leader. . . 

The third man combines in his character all the qualities essential for leader
ship. He is a nephew of the first of the· three men mentioned, and exhibits to. a 
marked degree the stability of character and the superior intellectual qualities 
of this man's family. Furthermore, there burns in him a conviction of the superior 
destiny of his people and of his ability to lead.them. This conviction stops short 
of fanaticism, but it is deeply and emotionally rooted. He has built his life around 
the development of his village; his career and that of Chan Kom form a single 
body of motives and ideals. Most of his hours are spent in making plans for 
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himself or for the community, and in carrying them into execution. So occupied, 
going about to urge this man to industry, or to settle that dispute, sitting down 
to compose an exhortation to be delivered at a public meeting, or writing a letter 
to some official, he forgets, at times, to eat or sleep, and even neglects his milpa. 

Close personal acquaintance with him, and his own autobiographic state
ments, allow us to see some of the circumstances which have shaped his character. 
He was brought up in the old-fashioned educational atmosphere which demanded 
complete obedience of a son to his father, a peon to his master, and a citizen to the 
authorities of his state. His conception of his relations to the people of the village 
is formed on this pattern: he is the wise father; they are the dutiful children. "So 
also we in this village," he said in one of his discourses, "are like boys who each 
one in his house recognizes as governor in office, his father in the house. So ought 
we all to understand that the authorities will fulfill their duty of helping you all 
with the laws and with the giving of judgments and you also should help and 
cooperate that we may work freely in this very beautiful village." 

But just as he was entering upon a man's activities, there broke over Yucatan 
the sanguinary and exciting events of the social revolution. He listened to the 
propagandists of the new order, and heard them exhort him and other Indians to 
liberty and to assertion of their rights to land and economic independence. He 
heard Felipe Carrillo speak. He remained, moreover, so far from the city that the 
cynicism and disillusion with the revolution and its leaders, which came to char
acterize many of the more- sophisticated, touched him but little; and he carried 
away a zeal for reform and an ideology of progress. To work, to improve, to 
construct, became his ambition. 

A factional dispute in his village, Ebtun, gave rise to that colonizing move
ment which founded Chan Kom; and in this pioneer enterprise his kinsmen took 
the lead. To the enthusiasm of the times was added the optimism and initiative 
of a frontier environment. Temperamentally adapted to leadership, he was 
furnished the opportunity by the trend of circumstances. He came to conceive 
of Chan Kom as an independent and self-sufficient village of industrious and sober 

, men and women, free of idleness and vice, the admiration of distinguished visitors. 
Behind these influences one detects others, deeper and less definite. This 

man's thought and action have surely been guided by the vague belief of his people 
that one day the "Good Times" will come again, or at least that the land of 
Yucatan will one day belong again to the Maya and not to the dzul. He himself 
tells ~ow deeply he was impressed as a boy to hear certain old people tell him that 
somewhere there was a race of" Red Men," men of skill and industry, the "brothers 
in work" of the Maya, and that one day this race would be with the mazehua 
again (p. JJI). The prestige of the Americans, who were seen to bring about 
conspicuous accomplishments at Chichen ltza, and were more amazingly figured 
in newspaper supplements, has probably been helped by these myths. He could 
not help drawing a parallel between these foreigners and the red builders described 
in mythology. The language he employs in his exordiums to the villagers is 
drawn partly from that of official documents and compositions of political prop-
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aganda, and partly from sermons, but it is not without phrases and figures of 
speech from the legends of his people. 

It was this man's recognition of the part his life had played in the develoP
ment of his village, and his pride in Chan Kom, that induced him, at our sugges
tion, to write (in Spanish) the short autobiography that follows. He is the only 
person in the village sufficiently literate to compose such a document. It is pre
sented here in literal translation; we have added only the phrases set in parentheses 
that were necessary to complete the writer's thought. 

It is the story of a successful man. The account is not, of course, objective; 
that is why it is interesting. It presents a career. It is entirely truthful, in the 
sense that there are no untruths; but the episodes selected and emphasized are 
those which put the author, before the world, in the light in which he would be 
seen. As his world is that of Chan Kom, we read in his self-history the standards 
of conduct which, in the village, win a man the approval and admiration of his 
fellows. His solidarity with his paternal relatives, his knowledge of Spa;,ish and 
of writing, his winning his wife away from a boy of another family, his industry 
in the milpa, his honorable acquisition of property in cattle, pigs and jewelry, his 
conspicuous role as chief of a fiesta, his defiance of the h-mens, his notable success 
as a breeder of fierce bulls, his prowess as a military chieftain, and then as a founder 
and civic leader-these achievements almost exhaust the list of the ways in which 
a youth might at this period distinguish himself in the villages of southeastern 
Yucatan. These are the ways in which all men might cause themselves to be 
respected and admired. In this sense the document contributes to a knowledge 
of the culture of Chan Kom. 

MY STORY SINCE I WAS SIX YEARS OLD 

BY EusrAQtno Cnm 

I was born in a village called Pixoy.' My father was Senor Don Diego Ceme. My 
mother was named Doiia Petrona Pech. They were both citizens (vecino.r) of Pixoy, and 
married. My mother died in Pixoy. I was living with my mother when she died; my 
age was six years. (Thereafter) I was under my father's orders; he taught me how to 
get his meals. He was the comi.rario of that village. All at once his brothers moved to 
Ebtun:t Don Epifanio Ceme, Don Felipe Ceme imd Don Vicente Ceme. He finished his 
term and was wont to go and visit his brothers in that place. There he arranged to give 
a fiesta, and there one day he went to get my stepmother. He came back to Pixoy with 
his brothers and said to me: .. Say goodbye to your grandmother and to your•aunts and. 
likewise to the village; now we are going to Ebtun "together with your uncles." Then I 
got ready to make our journey on foot. I was very happy. The orily thing I said to 
my uncles was that I would surely get tired on the way. My uncle, Don Epifanio, prom
ised to carry me on the road. Then soon We arrived at that place (Ebtun); I said to hif!1, 
ui am thirsty." He answered, "Go ask in that h9use that they give you a little water.". 
I went and saw that my uncles and my aunts' were living in that house. They said, 
.. Come in, here is your house, with your uncles."" I stayed, very happy. In a little while 
my father came with my uncles and said to me, .. Here we stay." 

'J..st north•at of V•U.dolid. 
• Southorett of VaU&dolid. 
I lfi. f&ther'& brothcn Uld tMir wift&. 
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After a few days he told me we were to move to the house of my stepmother. I felt 
very badly to leave my uncles and my aunts because they cared for me a great deal. 
After a few daya my father went to a rancMrla to find or to earn our living; it was called 
Chan Kom. There he liked to make his milpa. There he devoted himself to making 
milpa. He came back and said to me, 11 As you are now seven years old, I deliver you 
to the school of this place, to study here; I am going to Chan Kom to make milpa." Will
ingly I agreed to study. I studied six years in the school of Ebtun; during my time of 
atudy I liked to play, to read and write a little, and to learn a little Spanish, and I liked all 
the boys of the school, going into their houses when they asked me, sometimes eating 
there, and even sleeping in their houses, as I did not have a house. Yes, there was the 
house of a brother of my stepmother; my father left me in that house but I didn't like the 
customs of the ladies there; they made me grind nixlamal on a stone called ka (metate), 
and aa I saw this continue, well, I ventured to run away from the house.1 I thought I 
would go to the house of a friend of mine named Magdaleno Noh. His father was Luciano 
Noh and his mother was Ulvana Kuyoc. They kindly gave me shelter, food, drink, 
clothing, and washed my clothes, treating me like their own son. For a week I was under 
the ordera of Don Luciano, but he was half deaf. In the house I had left there was a son 
of my stepmother, named Anadeto Dzul, seven years old. He went to Cham Kom 
where my father was living with my stepmother. He arrived there and he told them, 
11 Now he is setded in another house, my brother Eustaquio." My father, informed of 
everything I waa doing, came immediately to Ebtun and brought very good clothes, hat, 
1andals, and everything I would need on the day when the examinations would be.• After 
my father arrived he made an agreement with the comisario, Antonio Pat C. Seiior Pat 
ordered the police to summon Seiior Luciano to come with them so we should make our 
appearances in the comisarla. We went in obedience to the summons. We arrived, and 
the judge said, u You get four days of work aa your punishment, Lus Noh. And, Eustaquio 
Ceme, come to my house." And I went there with a sergeant and the judge and my 
father. When we reached the house I said good-day to the grown people of the house, and 
I sat down. The judge said to me, 11 You have failed in the duty to your father." I said, 
"Perhaps." 11 Your punishment is twenty-five blows," and he ordered the sergeant to 
get two pieces of vine.• They brought (the kind called) uaymak. The judge told me to 
kneel before a Holy Cross and I knelt, feeling much shame, in view of the fact that the 
judge had a daughter who was sad to see how heavy was my punishment. But before I 
came I knew something would happen to me, and I had bought two silk handkerchiefs, 
one yellow and one pink, at a cost of eighty centavos. When I knelt the judge said, 
."'Make the sign of the cross with your fingers; make a cross on your forehead." 

I began praying and making the signs of the crosses that there are in my body, from 
my forehead to my breast. They were all sad. My father said, "Son, thanks be that you 
have not forgotten what I taught you.'' • 

"Never in my life can I forget." 
"All right. Are you ready for the punishment?" 
11 1 don't know," I said. 
B~t they ordered them to begin and the sergeant began with much force to beat me 

with the vines, both held in one hand. It began to hurt a lot when I had received five 
blows. I took out of my trousers pocket my yellow handkerchief so as to bandage my eyes. 
(But) when my tears began, it got wet right away. Immediately the judge saw it and 
told the sergeant to take away the handkerchief. He ordered them to take it away so I 
could not bandage my eyes. He said, "Ask pardon." 

1 Gl"illdilfl can ll -.r~'1 work, ud it l1""' un\IIUII to ulr. '"" a 1m.U bo, to do it. 
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u But that isn't possible." 
I felt very badly and I took out of my pocket the other handkerchief, the pink one, and 

I bandaged my eyes again. My father would not let them take it away again. I asked 
pardon of all who were punishing me, and it ended with twelve pairs (of blows), and one 
pair besides. Some one took my hand and said, "Get up." I said, .. Bumos Jiu, zaaten 
zipil'' ;1 I kissed their hands and asked pardon of all till all were half-crying. When I 
stood up my father said, .. I will forgive you, son, and ask the Lord God that you do 
good, so that you act as well brought up. Say goodbye to the senor judge and to every
body, so you can go to your stepmother's house. There ask her to get an orange and put 
a little salt on it, and with the rind anoint all your back as if it were a salad." It hurt 
where the scars were till the blood ran. Afterward my stepmother gave me something to 
eat. I said to her, "I don't eat anything." 

In a little while my father came and said to me, "Why don't you eat? Eat, son. 
When you see that I am dead, do everything you want, even to dancing on my grave, but 
while I live I have to bring you up, because you are here with me.n 

.. Well, how long, Papa?'" . 
He answered me, uUntil you learn to do right, to love much, to respect the right, to 

respect your betters, and besides to learn to read and write and (to speak) Spanish ... 
And my father told me to stay and study again. And he went together (with some others) 
to his milpa in Chan Kom. 

This happened to me when I was ten years old, and I continued to stay in Ebtun. 
One time I received word from my father saying to us-to me and :Anacleto-that we should 
ask permission to go to Chan Kom to see mama1 who was very sick. But the teacher did 
not give us permission. In a few days I received another message from my father saying 
that now our mama was dead. And we went to see her in Chan Kom, but we did not 
find her; she was already buried in the pueblo of Kaua. And we arrived at Chan Kom 
and met our father, and he told us, "Your poor mother is dead, of a serious illness. Stay 
here in our house under my orders. There is nearly everything you need ... 

My father had more than seven hundred canaslros of com on the ear; we children 
were five, including one girl; and also he had chickens and pigs. One day he told us that 
we should go to the village of Ebtun to continue studying. My little brothers and my 
sister remained there, and my aunts also kindly cared for them, because our house was 
(only) thirty-five meters from the house of my uncles. 

After a few days all at once I received a message sent to us saying that his (my father's) 
health was bad. In a few days my uncles received a message telling us to come see our 
father who was already dead. We asked permission from the teacher, and we came. 
Well, in Kaua we met my uncles. They said, "There in the cemetery you see the grave of 
your poor father."" I began to cry because I did not see him as I had seen him before. 
Afterwards we all went to Chan Kom, and there began the traji~ of his three days. After 
his three days, my uncle Don Fano said to me, .. Stfly here with us, in my hou~; this WAf 

the testament my poor brother said to me.""' 
Well, and then I saw a young lady named Hilaria Pat. Her father was Don Asupci6n 

Pat, and he and my father were together all the time. They were comrades, for my father 
bore Don Elut (son of Don Asunci6n) to baptism. They were together all the time, and 
if my father had any meat, he would give some to Don Asunci6n. Never was there arty 
trouble between them.' When I arrived in Chart Kom from Ebtun, then all at once I' 
saw the young lady coming with a dish of dinner, as we always give to one who has just 
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come. And I began to look at her, and I half-thought, "If only my father were still 
alive, I would ask him to arrange it." Then I thought I would tell my uncles to go and 
ask her mother and her brothers ao that I could get married to her. But her mother said 
that this waa not possible because there was a woman who was trying to get her son married 
and this woman had agreed to hand over her son to the mother of the young lady I was 
interested in.J But it did not turn out this way. I didn't know about her being promised 
to someone else, but then when my uncles knew it they stopped doing anything about it. 
But then I thought I would come out first with the young lady by honorable means. So 
my uncles went to talk it over with the brothers of the young lady, They urged Don 
Tino and Don Madal 1 to accept me for their sister. They pointed out that Don Fano 
worked very hard, and that furthermore my father had cleared more than two hundred 
mecates of monle, and they said that in view of this it was not possible to calculate that I 
ahould tum out to be lazy. The brothers of the young lady said that the father of the 
other boy was going to deliver him as son-in-law,• but my uncles said that this other 
boy did not know how to read, and that his father was a drunkard, and died poor. 

Finally the mother aaid to my uncles that she should have six months to decide 
whether she would accept me or not. Then that time came to an end. My uncles went 
back again to the house of the mother of the young lady to come to an agreement. They 
took half a bottle of rum made with honey so that they could talk things over with the 
brothers of the young lady, Don Elut, Don Madal, and Don Tino, and with the mother, 
who was named Doila Sofia Caamal. Don Madal and Don Tino listened to what my 
unclea Don Fano, Don Guillermo and my aunt Dofia Maria said in asking for the young 
lady, u as the wife of my nephew," said Don Fano, u and I promise as is right to hand over 
the things which one should give at a well-conducted wedding." The brothers said, 
•• Mama, what do you aayP". She aaid, "What do you think?.. Don Madal and Don 
Tino approved and the agreement was made. The first time they gave three flasks or 
nine bottles o( llflltlt'dienll. The aecond time the same, and the third time the same. 
The fourth time they gave the muhul. In the muhul they gave three flasks of rum made 
with honey, a litde wheat bread, cakea o( chocolate, sugar, cigarettes, a couple of sets o( 
clothing, a handkerchief and four realtl. A poor wedding was mine!' When the proper 
time had gone by, we went to the registry office and at the end of eighteen days all the 
buainess with the priest and the Civil Registry was over with. We had a dinner of turkey 
and that waa all. For ten months after my marriage we stayed in the house o( my uncle 
Don Fano. Then we finished making a new house of thatch and my uncle and my two little 
brothers moved there and stayed there. And I stayed there sepante from them in a hut 
that was just about to fall down. And there I thought I would make my milpa, and I 
made two hundred mtrlllts' and I had the luck to get a very good harvest, five hundred 
baaketa of ean of corn or a hundred and twenty-five loads of shelled com. And I bought 
two small pigs and I began to feed them up until they got fat. I sold one and one I 
exchanged (or a tdtnll torclutJ• and a pair of earrings, and I was very well pleased. 

With one set of chain and earrings which her mother had given her, my wife had two 
chains and two paira of earrings, and we lived very happily.' With the money for the other 
pig I had sold I had thirty pesos and I took ten pesos and I bought four little pigs and 
with the rest of the money I bought a good tm~o, or wife's dress, and a silk re/Jom costing 
five pesos and some shoes. And I bought my good clothes, sandals, and a hat, and two 
ailk handkerchiefs and a little bottle of perfume which cost three peaos and a half. And 
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I sold sixteen loads of corn at two pesos the load which made thirty-two pesos and we 
began to enjoy jaranas and fiestas. There my good friends asked me for money which I 
gave to them so that they would clear land for me the next year. And this time my milpa 
was in all three hundred mecalts and thanks to God I had a very good harvest. I sold 
the four pigs because they were now very fat. One I exchanged for a bull-calf weighing 
forty kilos and the three others I sold for one hundred and twenty pesos. I took sixty 
pesos and I went and got a friend to go with me and some other friends from Ebtun who 
had sent word to me that I should go with them to the village of Y axcaba to buy bulls to 
bring to our village of Ebtun because it was only three months before the fiesta would be 
celebrated. On this journey my friends bought two bulls and I bought a young bull-calf 
for fifty pesos and we returned. When we got to our little hamlet of Chan Kom my 
wife and I invited my friends to have a meal in our hut. We were all very tired and 
some one said, ... I am going to get a bottle of aguardienlt to rid us of our tiredness." A 
little later he came with a bottle of anis and we began to pass it around, all very happy. 
It is a distance of fourteen leagues to San Felipe where we bought the bulls. And I gut 
out a bottle and I shared it among them and we talked of various matters, about. our good 
friendships and about how we would have a lively fiesta. Then we ate and afterward 
said goodbye and some went to a little place called Dzonot Aban. These were named 
Rodesindo Can, Nicolas Kuyoc, and Isabel Uc. Others went to Dzucmuc and they were 
called Juan Bautista Kuyoc, Isidro Kuyoc, and Manuel Kuyoc. All at once arrived the 
day of the fiesta of Ebtun, which is my second pueblo, and I went with my wife and took 
two bulls for the jaripeo and they turned out to be very fierce. I was the head of the 
tlllqutros and oaqutras,1 I was the chief of the whole fiesta who directed the Mqunias of 
the jeje of the plaza. When the former heads saw that everyone interested in the fiesta 
was very well satisfied with me they began to bother me. A certain Siforiano Uc began 
to strike me and this really did bother me and I wrestled with him and lifted him right off 
the ground like a child. Then he got over it and we started having a lot to drink, both of 
us. And then all at once, at dawn, I met someone else who began to insult me so that we 
began to fight, and the pure truth is that I won. The hechiuros talked ill of me because 
I didn't use them to make the dza-akab ti lasso dzuytal zuun yoklal rna u thoocol tumen 
loros.1 

I didn't recognize this custom because it seemed to me just a way for the Mchittros 
to get drunk, because they never tire of asking for aguardienle along with the people who 
hang around them during the preparations (trajines) and the whole of the fiesta. This is 
the custom in the whole Departamento of Valladolid and that 'is why all the villages and 
their people are getting so poor, because of the many hedJiuros who ask for agutiTdienJt 
on every occasion. But during the fiesta that !·directed, nothing had happened to me in 
all that time, nor to my oaqueros or oaqutras. And I didn't order them to do hadz..pach 
because to do this the h-men asks for half a bottle of aguardiente from every OtlfUnYA 

Sometimes there are thirty oaqutros or more. I just said to them that whoever .wanted to •. 
should buy one candle to burn before the apostle; before the santo, to our Lord God. 
We said goodbye, both of us, in the name of God, and so it ended. And then I returned 
with my wife and my two bulls to my ranclurla of Chan Kom and I continued working 
on my milpa. . 

AU at once I decided to sell my two bulls for two hundred pesos to people ofValladolid,, 
and those of this place were very much ·surprised l>ecause here there were no cattle, and I 
decided to buy two more and I went with my uncle, Don Fano, to the Depllrlamtnlo of 
lzamal and there my uncle bought two very fierce bulls for one hundred and seventy pesos, 
the two of them. Then we went to the haeimda of San Isidro and there I bought two, for 
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one hundred and fifty pesos, and one of them was so fierce that he had to have his eyes 
covered with a cloth (of agave), and one of my uncle's was the same. 

Again came the twenty-fourth of August, the day of the fiesta (of Ebtun) and I took 
my bull and he turned out very bold so that four bull-fighters were almost killed. One 
man from Tekom, called Uroulo Canul, died two weeks later. He was a fine bugle player 
in the plaza and he entered to try his luck. His mother caught hold of him by the ear and 
eaid to him, "Don't go in to the bull ring to fight," but he disobeyed her and he entered 
the ring and eoon after he fell down half-dead. Many offered to give me one hundred 
and fifty pesos for that bull but I did not sell him, and I returned again to Chan Kom. 
A short four months afterward my uncle's bull ran away and was lost for good, and five 
months after my bull also ran away to Yaxcaba, where because of politics things were in 
a bad way. There they shot (the cattle) and divided the meat among themselves and 
then the leaders ordered them to set up defenses against the owner of the cattle. My 
uncle Don Fano and one of my nephews and I went just with our lassos (to look for the 
bull) and when we were four kilometen away we saw many women with their children 
and old men too old to do anything going eastward from the village to take refuge in 
their milpu because the villages there had been destroyed by those thieving politicians, 
people of Sotuta.1 The names of the leaders were Cico Perea, a certain Emilio Lugo, 
Bernadino Poot, Tomas Rodrfguez, who was the President of the Liberals, and his crony 
Loreto Bak and still others who came from Sotuta, Everyone we talked to on the road 
said to us that he who is of the party of the Socialist Government is treated badly, he is 
made a prisoner and his punishment is to be beaten with barbed wire. We saw on the 
road some who showed us their wounds where they had received their beating from the 
hands of the Liberals of this village. Some told us, very much afraid, that they were even 
killing and throwing into the ~enotes the poor people who believe in the Socialist Govern
ment. A kilometer and a half farther on we came to where there is this great barricade 
in the entrance to the village of Y axcaba and I saw that we were very pale and I said to 
my uncle, Don Fano, that it is better that we go back to Chan Kom. We should not sell 
our lives for one hundred and fifty pesos, for while we live we can always make more 
money, a.nd that is better than going in and running the risk of sacrificing ourselves, because 
really we have seen how these poor people are who are flying to take shelter in the settle
menta where their milpu are and we have seen the litde villages like Kancabdzonot, 
Y axuna, and yet others, all burned up. So right away we decided to go back, and we 
returned to Chan Kom quite satisfied. There were two bulls more and we decided to 
kill them. First my uncle killed his bull and afterward he did the same with mine. Later 

.on I had it arranged with Sr. Juan Mex to buy two cows at one hundred and forty-five 
peaoa, but I got sick so I left it to my uncle to make the arrangements at the same price. 
When I wu better again I went to Cuncunul to buy from Don Tacio two young bulls. 
I bought the two of them for sixty pesos, and I brought them back to my own land; but 
a few daya after I was harvesting sugar-cane and one of my bulls drank the sweet water of 
the sugar-cane, and I saw that he was going to die, so I killed him and sold the meat for 
four pesos only. At this time I had much corn and thirry pigs, twenty of them for sale. 
At this time every day there were arriving in Chan Kom people from different villages of 
the Dtt-'f•"'rnto of Sotuta, some of them wounded with bullets by the Liberals of that 
place; and many told how people diaappeared forever in the cenotes and that the assassins 
aaid to them, to my friends, the authorities who were aniving on my land-for many 
tame from different villages of our Dtpiii'IGmtNto--I said to them, the day that those 
assassins from the west come in to destroy our settlements and lands in this regio., of 
Valladolid, at that time we will summon together the authorities of the viUages and their 
inhabitants to make 1 plan for our emergency (and to form) a resolution to confront 

I 0. tM atlriellt fwd baw.- Ebtw~Uid S.U.te.- p. u. 
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those assassins who aren't willing to work, so that we may die facing them and not wait 
to die in our houses, as they have done to those others. They all answered "That"s 
right, ·rhat's right. Summon us, summon us, and we will come." (I answered) uThank 
you very much, comrades. God grant that nothing happens, because it is better to 
work, for here are much corn and animals and my wish is that we prosper here and don't 
have to forsake the village. But if it so happens that it is necessary, I will let you know 
so that you may come. There is food in this place enough for four years. I bid you 
goodbye. I shall be in this place at your service.'' uwe think the same, comrade, well, 
goodbye,"' and they went to their villages. It is true that when corn is scarce Chan 
Kom sometimes has two hundred laborers from different villages who work in our milpas. 

The tenth of June my wife and I went to Ebtun to enjoy four oaquerlas, to which I 
was invited by the organizers, and I had promised to bring with me ten vaqun-a.s for the 
dance on the thirteenth, the day of the fiesta of San Antonio. On the twelfth there came 
word from the assistant comiJario at Chan Kom informing the comisario of Ebtun ,that four 
people of X-Kopteil had been attacked, that they had their guns taken away and barely 
escaped from the assassins. I sent word to Chan Kom and Chan Kom sent wor4 to many 
neighboring settlements later on the same day. X-Kopteil escaped; they did not enter 
there. Three inhabitants of Chan Kom who had milpas in the west came and said that 
the hamlet of Zacbacikan had been attacked and that the bandits stole eighteen hQrses 
and money and the gold chains from the poor women, money, chains, and earrings up to 
the value of a thousand pesos, and seven men they carried away to throw into the cenote 
of Yaxuna. The three people of Chan Kom going to get their. corn (of the sort called) 
bekech-bacal1 for seed, at this place met the assassins just as they had finished throwing 
the poor men into the cenote and they (the assassins) fired their thirty-thirties at the 
three of them. At once one fell half-dead and when the evildoers saw it they stabbed 
him with a knife in his abdomen. He was called Juan B. Hu. And his life ceased. The 
other two ran away but one succeeded in firing two shots at them. He wounded one of 
the assassins. I did not see this but it really happened so, according to what he said. 
When the two came to Chan Kom they told us that the villages of Kancabdzonot and 
Yaxuna had been burned, some of the furniture was thrown into the cenote and the rest 
burned, even much corn. On this day I was in Ebtun and I went to see the comisario 
to have a conference with him, for from this moment on my plans changed and I left off 
thinking about dancing with the girls. Most of my mind was a revolutionary struggle 
against those who had started (the trouble) because I judged it my duty to be firm in carry
ing out my promises since the occasion showed that action was rieeded. The comisario said 
to me, uLet us go and talk to the Comandante of the troops." So we went and saw 
him and he said to us that after the oaquerfa.s we should summon the people. Both of 
us, the comisario and I, agreed to name twenty men to go to Chan Kom and even to 
Yaxuna where our comrade had fallen dead. Right away a sergeant named Benito lJn 
left for Chan Kom, which was the place for getting .together and making our plan. Ther~ 
he found many people armed and waiting for his orders. They carne from the settlements 
around about. Immediately all set out for the place where had taken place the k.illing 
of that man Juan Hu, and in passing through the large hamlet of Zacbacikan they saw 
women and little ones crying because they did ROt know what had happened to their fathers, 
(who had been) carried away by the assassins to be thrown into the cenote of Yaxunil.. 
When the people came to this place they saw in the trees around about the cenote a large 
flock of buzzards attracted by the corpses which were floating on the water and by the 
bloody traces left where the men had tried to escape from the assassins. The people went 
and found the dead man half a block from the plaza on the road to Kancabdzonot. There 
where he was found on the ground the people acted like commissioners (coroner's jury) 
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and examined the body. They saw the holes made by the bullets and where he had been 
knifed, and then the father of the dead man, Valentin Hu, bade farewell to his son and 
they buried him in this same place and then aU returned to Chan Kom together to send 
a report of what had happened to Ebtun and to Valladolid. On the thirteenth I was still 
in Ebtun with the comisario, because the eomisario was Florentino Pat, my brother-in
law, and they (his family) live in Chan Kom, and we agreed to go to Cuncunul to have a 
conference with the Prtsidtnte to ask him if he could hold an audience on the eighteenth of 
this same month to talk over what had taken place in Yaxcaba and in Sotuta. He and 
the other members of the Ayuntamiento said that this would be agreed to on condition that 
it (the audience) should take place after the twenty-fourth, which is the day of the fiesta 
of the Apostle San Juan of Cuncunul.1 So it was fixed. We returned to Ebtun, and on 
arriving at the eutJrttl we met Sergeant Un with his soldiers; he gave us the report of the 
commisaion on Chan Kom, Zacbacikan and Yaxuna, the place where our countryman lost 
hio life at the hands of the assasoins. On the fourteenth we left Ebtun to go and stay 
in the oettlement where we lived, Chan Kom. On the fifteenth there was a gathering of 
all the principal men of this place, the comi.sario, Florentino Pat, Epifanio Ceme, F.ustaquio 
Come, Guillermo Tamay, Magdaleno Pat, Eleuterio Pat, Anacleto Dzul, and Patricio 
Mac, director of the school. Of the men whose names are given only two did not attend, 
Florentino Pat and Patricio Mac, because they were entrenched (keeping watch behind 
barricades) outside. At this meeting it was agreed to send word to the villages which 
were very friendly to Chan Kom, in Tin urn to the comisario Santiago Deana and to Santiago 
Cupul, in Piste to Lorenzo Barrera and to the fighting cock Aniceto Moreno. They had 
an undemanding with the other neighboring villages north of Chan Kom. On the east 
(we would send word) to comrade Filomeno Pat of Tekom, and in Cuncunul to comrade 
Primitivo Escamilla. On the.south (we would send word) to the setdements of Xanla, 
Tzeal, X-Kalakdzonot, and the other two nearby settlements, The official notice sent 
on the sixteenth to Tinum and Piste said as follows: 11 To Comrades Santiago Beana and 
Cupul, Prtsitltnlts of Tinum. According to the agreement which we made before and on 
order of Citizen Revolutionary Chief, Jose Ma. I. Traconis1 of this Dtparlamento, please 
to order armed men and buglers to assist in putting down the disturbances which are 
occasioning the abandonment of many settlements because of the Liberal robbers of 
Y axcaba and Sotuta. Meeting and making of plans on the eighteenth of this month, and 
no excuses allowed. Chan Kom, the sixteenth of June, from the comisario Florentino 
Pat, Gulllcrmo Tamay, Epifanio Ceme, Eustaquio Ceme P." Official notices of like 
import were sent to the other villages. At once I set out with the comisllrio. On the 
aixteenth we went to Valladolid to consult our revolutionary leaden, distinguished Sr. 
Jos~ Ma. I. Traconis and others, and thanks to him they gave us energetic orders, support, 
and official instructions to improve the situation. On the seventeenth on our return home, 
we slept in Cuncunul. When the eighteenth dawned we left for Chan Kom and arrived 
there about two in the afternoon. Before we got there, Don Madal met us and there 
were two more at the entrance to Chan Kom, well armed and with red cockades in their 
hats. .They told us that since yesterday, the seventeenth, people had begun to arrive 
well armed. .. Everything is all right; that's all that has happened.'" We heard their 
gun1 fired off and bugles and we entered the little plaza by the school. We saw many 
penple like ooldiers with cartridge belts crossed on their breasts, machetes, and thirty
thirties in their hands, calabashes with water and their ltJ!Juc•nts where they had their 
food, and even their slingshots. They were all yelling. We got down from our horses 
with the carbines we had received and then right off everyone gathered together and_we 
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greeted each other very enthusiastically. ..Comrades/' we said to them, "in a moment 
we will speak to your leaders and to you.n I saw that at the school there was a guard 
with a bugle, and there were the people from Tinum headed by Cupul and Paulino. I 
saw the chapel with a bugler as guard; there were the people of Piste headed by Anis 
(Aniceto Moreno) and Sergeant Valentin Pech. The people from the small settlements 
were in the houses and in the little paths around them, armed just like the others. Order 
reigned. In these days the women day and night were preparing provisions. At half past 
three, after discussing official matters with the sergeants of both groups (Tinum and 
Piste) we ordered two bugle calls for gathering together in front of the school, and we began 
to direct the formation into three lines, one that of Piste, one that of Tmum, and one of 
ourselves with the small settlements, and we ordered that each line be counted. Tinum 
and Piste had ninety and we had one hundred and twenty-eight. We began to divide up 
the people into sections of ten men with a sergeant at the head, and in a notebook which 
I had I wrote down their names and the lists of the sections and after that we ordered a 
counting of everyone again and the total came out two hundred and eighteen in the ranks 
the same as in the lists. We gave instructions to the buglers to use five bugle ~ails, first, 
that of entering and attacking; second, the retreat; third, the rally together; fourth, mess; 
fifth, the march of triumph. And then we read official letten from the other villages, 
Tekom and Cuncunul, which said that the people would be ready on the fifth of July, 
after the fiestas of San Juan and San Pedro. The leader Moreno said, "The second in 
command, comrades, is Comrade Eustaquio Ceme." "We wish it to be so," everyone 
said. They began to play marches of triumph but I asked thelll to be quiet and I said to 
them, "Comrades, already you know from the mouths of those who are here how the 
Liberals of Yaxcaba &nd Sotuta, the enemies of the workers and of the Government, are 
throwing men into the cenotes and are robbing and killing. Therefore now is the time 
to defend our rights as citizens of Liberty and to take our stand against them. Tomorrow 
at five o'clock after we have had breakfast we shall leave here so as easily to reach the 
plaza (of Yaxcaba) to help put an end to things. God will not allow anything bad to 
happen to us because we are workers. Now you can prepare with your sergeants to take 
your mess, and goodbye." Right off the bugle blew for mess. Anis did not know how to 
speak or read Spanish; he was only brave. During the three days in which the people stayed 
here (in Chan Kom) they were well taken care of, with meals of pork and beans, and 
coffee made in big pots. At five in the morning with the bugler blowing the march we 
marched off, saying goodbye to Chan Kom. We went through Zacbacikan and Yaxuna 
and there was no one there except buzzards on account of i:he dead, and we got more 
and more aroused and continued on to Yaxcaba and arrived at the ranch of San Jose de 
los Diaz. There we rested, at about three in ·the afternoon; there we had our supper, 
drinking aloft. Immediately Moreno sent secret messages to the Socialists ofTacdzibichen 
and to D. Yama to tell them to come and join the revolution. He answered that he tilid 
not believe in it. At two in the morning we set ou.t and entered all the streets,QfYaxca~a 
and occupied the church in sections and one bugler remained at our command in the 
plaza and the other at the entrance to the road from Sotuta. Then the firing f?egan. 
I heard it heavy through all the village. Immediately the sentinel struck three (A. M.) 
on the bell of the cuarttl and the soldiers in the cuarttl came out and occupied (took their 
positions behind) the pillars. Our section was placed near the cuarttl, about 40 mete~ 
to the east. Immediately the firing of the guard became heavy upon our people. For 
half an hour we had been in position with our guns resting on the wall of the church aiming 
at the cuDrltl, about 40 meters away. When I saw them (come out) this way, I gave orders 
to open fire and (gave) the call for attack and (for the) church bell to be rung while we were 
shouting, "Long live the Supreme Socialist Government of the Nation and of the State! 
Long live liberty of the downtrodden workers and death to Liberal assassins who do not 
wish to work! Now, with plenty of noise, Down with them! Let them die!'" There 
were calls to the attack both from die bugler in the plaza and from the one on the road 
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to Sotuta. It lasted two hours, the men of the tuartel fighting against our men, and then 
we heard the voice of the guardsman waving his white sheet like a flag and asking peace 
from our bullets. They said they were federal troops bdonging to the Government and 
we, judging that it wu not necessary to take the cuartel, ceased firing from the plaza, 
among bugle calls and ringing of bells and ydling. At nine (in the morning) I ordered the 
retreat sounded, at the hour when Y ama arrived with the people of Tacdzibichen. At 
the head of the road which goes to the Dlaz ranch, I gave a command for the summon
together to be sounded, and most of them did assemble and it appeared that none of our 
men had been killed, and only one man, Fernando Dzul, had been wounded, but he not 
oeriously. I did not see him because he had already gone back (home). We discussed 
varioua plans, in case anything should come up again, and we said goodbye and each 
group went oft' toward its own village, and we ordered the last call for retreat sounded. 
Thio io what really took place. Maey say that there were people killed, but I didn"t see 
them, because I didn't leave my position in the plaza. We came back to Chan Kom and 
we were all very well satisfied. Three days later in the morning I went to Valladolid with 
Don Madal to have a conference with Don Jos~ Ma. lturralde Traconis. He treated us 
very well. Two hours we spent going about with him in his car, and we discussed many 
affaira. I went to Cuncunul and we enjoyed the fiesta and another at Tekom and I 
bought my horae to ride on, with a saddle, my boots, my pistol and my two lassos. 

Later, having promised to take part in the August fiesta, I went to Ebtun, and there 
I paid for a torrida of bulls, spending two hundred pesos. Then my uncle Don Fano 
became romisario of Ebtun, and Don Tino was made supltnle, and I became treasurer. 
We agreed to finish building the church. We set about this task till it was finished, 
although not all the people helped. Then we asked the Government to build a tuartel 
10 meters long; and when only~ the floor was yet to be made, we abandoned Ebtun. 

Then we began to promote the development of (fomentar) Chan Kom. We all 
decided to ask the valuable aid of the Government of Don Felipe Carrillo P. In this 
way we began to make a pueblo. First Don Fano was romisario, and the trees were cut 
down in the plaza, just the way one makes milpa; and it was ordered that we should 
build low stone walls; but the streets were just paths. 

When Don Fano's term was over, Don Tino was elected romisario, and Don Guillermo 
Tamay was chosen supltnlt, and I was president of the Local Agrarian Committee and 
treasurer of the Liga. I began my work with all enthusiasm and in agreement with the 
other directors (of the Uga). We decided to hold a meeting, and I suggested to the 
tomisario that he summon the men (t}itlaJarios) on a certain date to an assembly in the 
achool. (At thio meeting) I explained to them my wish to comply faithfully with my 
duty to distribute Ianda to everyone who wished to build his house on firm foundations in 
accordance with the laws about house lots, and (to construct) both streets and houses 
like those of civilized cities: "Whoever needs land, let him call upon me to measure it 
off; thia I tell you now so as to safeguard my responsibility for the future. Because in 
truth my wish ia to know that each one of you is working with goodwill; and I have faith 
in what you think and what you do, because our efforts in this place are not lost. Let 
us work in an orderly way, and soon the time will come, my companions, when Chan 
Kom will be a beautiful pueblo." 

All listened, wdl satisfied. The eomisario told them how they should fulfill their 
f•gin4J,1 and (gave) other orders, and this finished, we retired. The next authorities 
accomplished no more than this during their term; it was the same as the previous one. 
And I continued to serve in both ~gimes, but I saw that the people gave more credence 
to the municipal authorities in agrarian matters, so I half stopped carrying out the laws 
and submitted myself to these authorities. 

One time I heard that the pueblos of Yaxcaba and Kancabdzonot were suffering 
great injury at the hands of the Liberals of Sotuta, and I went off with Don Madal and 
five other men, all well armed with our thirty-thirties. We found women and children 
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and old people gathered in the abandoned church of Santa Maria. Families they were 
from the pueblos I have mentioned, fleeing from the assassins-so they told us. I asked 
them where were their husbands, and they said they were at the bulwarks at Kancabdzonot. 
We said goodbye to them and went off to that pueblo. We arrived there at three in the 
afternoon and in the plaza we found many men, well armed. Immediately the leaders 
ordered the bugle to blow assembly, everybody came together and I spoke to them as 
follows: u Comrades, we had the news at Chan Kom that you were suffering much at the 
hands of the enemies of Liberty and Socialism, and then we saw your wives and children 
suffering greatly in the bush near here. Well, we come in the name of all the comrades 
of my pueblo to let you know that we are ready to help you to get into the condition 
(of well-being) in which you wish to be, and (to invite you) to come to our village; there 
(in Chan Kom) there is nothing such as has happened to you, (but) only work and happi
ness. Another service that we may render you, is (to help you) to compose a signed 
petition to be carried to Valladolid to be mailed there, because the Government does 
not know your situation, (and if it did) it would give you protection. And so, comrades, 
tomorrow we take leave of you." . 

Then three of their people replied, saying, "What our comrade says is very good; 
tomorrow we will go with them, because now we are tired of suffering so in every change the 
politicians make." 

And thus came the families Dlaz, Coyi and some others. They were much surprised 
to see so many people settled at Chan Kom. Don Tino, the eomisario and the other 
chief men decided to make houses for the new settlers from Yaxcaba; at the time of his 
administration people made their house on hillocks and (by) little paths. 

I decided to go to Merida to ask the Governor for tools. We all went, my wife, my 
son Talo, my brother-in-law, Don Elut, his wife, Antonia, together with the teacher, 
Don Candelario. We set out from here for Chichen and Dzitas, and in the railway station 
we met six of the officials from Ebtun. They began to annoy us, threatening to attack 
and burn Chan Kom, which so exasperated me that I struck them, at the same time 
explaining my act to the gentlemen present, saying that these individuals were planning 
to destroy a new village which we were developing with the aid of the Government. The 
affair went no further. We entered the train, and arriving in Merida we took an automo
bile and went to the barrio of the Ctnltnario to sleep. 

Next day we went to the Dtltgad6n to take up matters connected with the tjido of 
our pueblo. The delegate showed us the provisional survey, and other documents that 
were to be delivered to us at a later date, saying further: .. Who does not respect the 
agrarian laws, with fifty federal soldiers we make him respect them; and the same (we do) 
with pueblos that fail to respect your tjidos." ''Very well, sir," I replied. We said 
goodbye, and going out from the office we met the men of Ebtun who renewed their 
threats against Chan Kom. 

(From that time on) this pueblo was separate from Ebtun. But in truth this trip 
cost much money; the cost of sending the tools alone was eighteen pesos to me and to 
the chief men-Don Fano, Don Tino, Don Guillermo Tamay, Don Elut, Don Madal, 
Don Anal, Don Tacio Dzul, and Don Fdipe Ceme. 

Continuing the account of my mission: After going out from the Dtltgaei6n we We!Jt 
to the palace of the Governor, but on that day we didn't get to speak. The neXt day. 
we went to the palace but we couldn't all get in beCause it was filled with so many peoplei 
however, I alone got in. • 

But the Governor Don Pepe1 was not there, only his secretary-general, Licenciado 
Don Antonio Cual Garda. I began to explain my mission in the name of Chan Kom 
and of all the comrades, and it came out very well. I succeeded in getting the gift of four 

I J'* Ma. Icurnld~. 
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boxea of dynamite, fuses and caps, for blasting plaza and streets, two augers, two mallets, 
two picks, two wheelbarrows, two hammers, one National flag of silk, one carbide lantern 
worth fourteen pesos. To assure us that all would be sent, he had it all written down to be 
sent to Dzitas. I said many thanks to him for his kind attention and praised his adminis
tration, saying: "'Senor Licenciado, you will excuse me if I take the (shipping) receipt 
with me." Right away he gave a written order to take to the chief of the Government 
warehouse. Next day we went to the warehouse and I delivered the order to the chief, 
who carried it out only with difficulty because he was busy getting drunk with his friends. 
He opened the warehouse and I went in with him and collected everything mentioned on 
the list, and 1<1 stayed there a few minutes; and as he was waiting to go to his friends he 
shut the warehouse and I remained inside. Don Candelario and Don Elut began to 
tell him, "Open up, so our comrade may come out." So said all the others to him. But 
u the chief wu drunk, he did not do so, and I stayed in there for a quarter of an hour, 
and when (at last) I got out, I saw he was quarreling with his friends. I left, saying many 
thanko for their bad attention, and directly called a wagon and paid three pesos to have 
(the tools) brought to the central station. I alone went with it (the cart). My wife, Don 
Elut, and Don Candel waited for me in the big plaza. I deposited the tools at the station, 
and obtained the receipt, which cost seven pesos and twenty-five centavos, with which 
to get them at Dzitas. Then we went for a walk. 

Next day we said goodbye to Merida, going to Dzitas, where we collected everything; 
I paid eight pesos for an automobile to carry us to Chichen. We arrived at Chan Kom, 
everyone well oatisfied. Thio was in the month of September. We aU were thankful to 
Lie. Cual Garda. 

In November I had the luck to be elected comisario. I entered office the first of 
January with my greatest enthusiasm and exerted myself to make Chan Kom prosper 
like a clean and civilized pueblo. Well, during the year of my administration I cleared 
many plum and uayam treea from the pla2a; and I ordered that the walls be raised and 
aligned, forming new streeta 8 meters wide; I ordered them to cut down trees where new 
atreetl were to go; I ordered them to make their houses in the regular form (they have in 
cities) each with its wings;1 some streets to be made diagonally. I determined the house 
lots, walls and fences, according to fixed measure. Likewise I ordered them to white
wash their properties and to level the contours of the plaza. I summoned the people to 
explain the advantages of cattle-raising, and to urge them· to devote themselves to it. 
I made a ripio' for the comism•, and a jail. My suplmte Anastacio Dzul died four 
months after my term began. I was succeeded by Don Eleuterio Mukul as tomisario, 
"and loidro Hu as suplmte. 

My place u comisllrio was then taken by Don Eleuterio Mukul, and Isidro Hu became 
tomisllrio supltntt. I was then IX--4uloritlfltl,1 but I continued to be at the disposition of 
the people. And I devoted myself to work, making milpa and caring for my cattle. 
Then all at once I received a communication from Don Filomeno Puc of Tekom, calling 
upm us to come to his village and unite ourselves with him in leadership of a revolution 
which; with the solid support of five other villages, he had resolved to start against the 
arbitrary authorities and against the rum monopoly of this Dtptlrtamento.• We answered 
Comrade Puc (asking) that he corne personally among us at this place so as to talk with us 
and explain hia reasons. Soon he arrived with his companion. Meetings were held, and 
he said to us:'' Comrades, the reason why I have decided to launch a movement of rebellion 
is that a number of police officers, sent by the PrtsiJentt of this Dtptll't•mento came to 

I P'llll'i111 walt. toaMCiillf the w.ll J the how.-aot tri.da dootwar. 
• BUlkhllf w11h m._.., w.U. ed thatch-.~ rool. 
•Oft• who hu been ,_;,..,:. ar ~mt ol tiM u,., and it thurM aempr &om dury u ~·· 
• Th11 ·~rioa" wu ia fvt tltoe ........_...-..a bJ F"llomcao Puc't ~ followw. to o«.aal ia~ with u illicit trill 
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loot my house; they came well armed, in an automobile, with an alamhiquero;1 and they 
carried off the dishes and furniture and money that I had in the house, without any reason. 
Now I, and all my companions, in agreement with the representatives of the other villages, 
have approved the following course of action: First, take steps to communicate with the 
Seiior Diputado Lie. Tito Patron Villamil, so as to have him arrange peacefully that 
these persecutions not continue; and second, make secure the peace and liberty and 
tranquillity of the village of Tekom, as well as of Don Fila's person." 

Thanks to the intervention of the Seiior Licenciado, who gave full protection, all 
remained in peace; and Don Filo continued to stay in Chan Kom. Don Madal and Don 
Guillermo took up with him the matter of building two masonry houses. After these were 
built we went to Merida-Don Fila, the teacher A. Villa and I-to discuss matters with 
Don Bartolome Garda. There we saw Don Tito, who offered Don Filo a horse, and also 
gave us a pass (on the railroad) so we might go to Campeche to talk with Carlos Barragan, 
the representative of the Secretarla Je Agricultura y Fomento, and ask him for a permit to 
cut wood for railway ties. There we met Seiior Rabachol,1 with whom we had a few 
drinks in the saloon u Venus," in front of the state government building. We continued to 
enjoy ourselves, celebrating the fiestas of the fifteenth and sixteenth of September. After. 
ward we returned to Merida and went back to Chan Kom. 

A few days later we accompanied Don Filo to Tekom, and when we arrived there we 
were received by all the people with music and flourishes (played by the band). In the 
evening (there was) a fJaqueria and a supper, a token of the admiration and affection 
(held) for all the people of Chan Kom. And we returned to our village. And I got a young 
lady, one Antonia ofTekom, to work in my house. But soon there was a difficulty with 
my wife, and I found myself obliged to go with the girl to Merida. I was there six days 
in a hotel and ten days in the house of Don Dolores Presuel. I went with the girl to talk 
with the Liga Central, and they gave me assurances, and transportation to return to my 
village. As I was comisario, I took my post in the comisarfa and entered, upon some 
public improvements. Also I learned that during my absence one of my bulls had been 
shot and killed by people of San Pedro-Maximo Canul, Pedro, Eusebio and Jacinto Can
father, son, and grandson. Having received a communication from the PresiJenle Muni
cipal of Cuncunul in which he summoned me to appear in connection with a complaint 
lodged against me by my mother.in-law and my wife, I answered the PresiJmte: uTell my 
mother.in.law and my wife that I am working at home as before, and that until the end of 
my life I will continue to live properly with my wife, but in case; any action is taken against 
me, I will sign nothing in the matter. I send a mule for her to use in returning, in charge 
of the bearer, whom I have paid. Acknowledging your action, I remain sincerely, the 
comisario municipal, Eustaquio Ceme P." · 

After this I gave attention to the matter of my steer. There came one Fernando 
Caamal who told me that those who shot the steer were Maximo and Pedro, Eusebio and 
Jacinto Can-father, son and grandson; and the man swore that this was true. Immediately 
I communicated with the Presidente, and when I saw·that after four days he had not replied 
I gave orders to summon the people. They assembled, and I gave them the facts, .and 
afterward, in view of the fact that it was on our ejiJo that the steer was shot, I ordered a 
sergeant to go explore the land and look for traces, and for the bones. Directly twenty. 
five men went out under the command of a sergeant, and in the bush they seized the men. 
already mentioned; and in that very plclce they corifessed that it was true that it was they 
who stole the meat of the steer. We demanded that they pay a hundred and forty pesos, 
and they delivered a mule as a pledge. But while payment was being made, they were 
brought here as prisoners. Then I sent notices to four villages that their officials might 

1 Literally, "dilriller." He mean• the rw•.utitlt"tltlitonl; the officer concerned with liquor taxca. 
I An official or the time or Felipe Carrillo Pucno. 
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come to take charge of the investigations. In the presence of these (officials) the prisoners 
made their statements, saying that it was true that they had shot the steer, in order to 
prevent the development of cattle-raising, because they did not want to fence their corn 
fields. Before the authoritiea of the eomisarla of this and the other villages they promised 
to make the payment, and so the matter stood. But afterward they refused to pay and, 
aroused by c~rtain others, these men started a great quarrel, on account of which I had to 
ao to Merida to arrange the matter so that I won out. 

The Stilor PrtsiJtnlt, Don Aureliano Centeno, offered us two boxes of dynamite so 
that the people might improve their house-lots. A little after this I fell sick of a terrible 
illness; after I had been sick for three months I began to buy medicines. I spent two 
months using them and found no relief. Then I began to summon the h-mens; and all 
replied to me that I was being bewitched by those men who ate my steer, for one of these, 
named Pedro, was himself a h-men. I had recourse to about a dozen h-mens, and all told 
me the same. Although I had spent so much on rum, money and gifts for the h-mens, I 
did not find relief. They kept telling me that I should wait, without worrying about my 
hens, that were being used up in making so many kex, u-hanli-col, u-hanli-cab, u-cRuyen-na, 
loh-cah-talil, u-hetz-luum-cab, and u-hanli-thup.' 

Othera told me that I could be cured by massage (hiikab). They all exploited me, 
but nobody helped me. Others advised me to take blood from my veins with rattlesnake"• 
fangs and from my head with flint (or obsidian) tok,' and from my hands with pieces of 
bottles. The sickness from which I suffered consisted principally in pains in all my body, 
especially in my stomach and in my legs, and in much vomiting. As a last resort I called 
in a great h-men from Tixcacaltuyu. My brothers• arranged for him to cure me for 
forty-five pesos. He told me to puncture all my body with tok; in my legs alone were made 
two hundred and fifty punctures, through which I lost much blood. After four days there 
wu no relief. Then he told ine I would be cured by cupping, but I did not find relief. 
For food (the h-men) gave me three times (a day) a drink of egg beaten up in hot water. 
Now I was tired of suffering; I could not work; I could do nothing but lie about day and 
night waiting for relief; but I did not find it. 

Really, the h-mens are exploiters of the working man. Everyone concerned, in all 
the New World• ought to study a way, with greater determination and discipline,• to do 
away with the numeroua h-mens, who are the worst enemies of all the workers of the 
world. My plain and simple opinion is that the First Magiatrate of every nation ought 
to aend doctors or sanitary (experts) who understand hygiene; (it would be) best to send 
them to each village that includes other villages in its neighborhood and is a center of the 

.federal schools, like Chan Kom, (which) needs a main clinic (sonitorio); (there) they should 
be installed with a case of drugs, and they would inspect everything that would fall under 
their jurisdiction, as is understood in the offices of the Civil Registry of the villages. This 
could be done with just a small tax, or a little intelligence. 

(Eustaquio recounted the episode of his sickness more fully in an oral statement 
some )Veeks before he wrote his autobiography. This statement is interpolated here, 
together with quotations from a notebook Eustaquio was keeping during the period. 

1 TIM nNmon-.....11 ,.qulri111 tht -aamptl011 o( ont or - f-~ whith Don EWI here make. mention arc rapecti~r1 nNiftDII' of aoft"ism ofe~l wind& from 1n iftdividual; ofol&rinp to the ~~o~IMiiN of the milpa; of olhrinp to the ~~o~IMiant of the apilfTI 
tht _, ptrf-..1 ta tht Plb'On- of the d•rllillfl cal aOf'Cilm of cviltpiritl from a d-Ui111: theftft_, paformed when the 
"'-h1.,. ana mowd; and that propirilftlf'J' al tiM amall (ihh) raiftoiOC(. F1ilurw to pcrfacn. 1nf one of the. III.IJ be 1 CIIJie of aic:kftaa. 
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His acquiescence in the diagnosis of witchcraft made by the h-men, and his plan to revenge 
himself, he omits as unworthy of his conception of himself from the later more formal 
self-portrait of the autobiography.) 

"Two years ago I fell sick. For three months, for four months, I was sick; it hurt 
and it hurt; I vomited and there were winds making noises in my stomach-who knows 
what it was? The h-men came and looked in his zaztun and told me that the sickness 
had been sent into me by a man named Pedro Canul, who lived in San Pedro. That 
was Don Balbino who treated me, but it did no good, and I sent my two nephews• to 
Tixcacaltuyu to speak with Lino Xec. Lino Xec gave seven tok to Maco and Emiliano 
and told them what they were to do." 

(On their return Don Eus wrote as follows in his notebook: On the day of the 19th 
of December, 1928, my nephews, Maximo Uicab and Emiliano Tamay arrived from a 
journey which they had made to the village of Tixcacaltuyu in order to interview a witch 
doctor, Don Jose Lino Xec; and my two nephews explained to this man if it is certain 
that he knows how to cure sicknesses. Yes, this man answered, according to· whatever 
one suffers from. Then they arranged with this man to cure me, as I was suffering much 
from a sickness which had been made to fall upon me by C. Pedro Canul, because he is a 
man of the devil to send sicknesses over a Christian of God.) 

"Maco did what the h-men said to do, and with the tok he bled me here, over this 
eye, and here over this eye, and in the inner side of each elbow joint.'• 

(Don Eus recorded the event as follows: 

Arrangement with Mr. Lino Xec for 45 pesos in silver in order to cure me: On the 
19th of December I received 7 tok with pieces of bottles, and my holy blood gushed forth 
and fell on the floor and afterward my eyes received a very painful medicine; with much 
effort I succeeded in opening my eyes once more to see the light of God. 

As a Christian son of God do not let me die in the hands of the half-Christians who 
hand over their spirits or souls to the demons of the devil. 

I trust my health to the Lord God.) 

"But I did not get better, and as I lay in my hammock I thought of my dreadful 
state, and I made up my mind that unless I could stop Pedro Canul from sending the 
witchcraft into me, I would die. One time I thought I would escape if I should go away 
as far as Merida. But then I thought, that if I did that I would not see my children 
any more; it would be better to die here where there are granaries. Better die here in 
resignation like Jesus Christ. 

"Then after a while I decided to kill Pedro Canul. My friends came to see me whlle 
I was sick, and many of them told me of other men who were sick because of sor:cerel'9\ 
and some of them had even died. X-Kalakdzonor, Santa Maria, Xanla-in all villages 
and rancMrfas the sorcerers were working evil, sending their alak1 out to bring sickness to 
unfortunates. So I wrote a letter to the authorities in Valladolid telling them about 
what the sorcerers were doing and that I was going to kill Pedro Canul. I began by say
ing that in view of the fact that I was suffering from this serious sickness, and had used· 
six witch doctors without having yet been cured,· and that they all told me that it was 
because Pedro Canul was sending the witchcraft at me, and that many other people in 
this region were sick or dead because of what the sorcerers were doing, therefore it was 

I \Vholn elacwhue he ftfaa to q "J'OIInaef' brothen," 
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probably true that Pedro Canul waa doing this to me. Then I told them that this waa 
why I was going to commit this crime. I told them that there were many sorcerers 
throughout the DtptJrtamenlo doing these things, that they were endangering the laws of 
the 1tate and the nation, and I called upon the authorities to take measures in the matter. 

"I decided to make twenty-eight copies of this letter and to send one to each of the 
twenty-eight villages of the Deparlamtnlo, so as to arouse the villages to action. 

"l thought that aa I waa going to commit this crime I would probably myself be killed, 
or at least put in jail, so I wrote my will, and I told what to do with all my goods, except two 
cattle, which I told my uncle to keep to pay the fine if there should also be a fine.'' 

(The will is as follows: 
I hand over all my possessions to my uncle rompadrt Don Epifanio Ceme-one 

masonry house with a building plot, 165 mecll/ts of milpa with the use of the harvest, 
IJ heads of cattle, and including eight sons and daughters of my wife, granting them 
both, in fulfilment of my testamentary wish, the right to live on the premises of the prop
erty, one mule and aome pigs are at their disposition. And I solemnly sign, 

EusTA~UJo CEME) 

Chan Kom, January 20, 1929. 
"But I did not send these letters after all, because I thought of a way of killing Pedro 

Canul without anybody hearing about it. I thought that he would come to a fiesta at Kaua, 
and I would meet him there, and then I would ask him to walk with me along the road to 
Cuncunul, and when we came past the cenote at the edge of the road, I would push him in. 

"At thia time we were busy making Chan Kom a pueblo, and I went to Merida with 
DonNas to see the authoritir.sJn the Liga. At Dzitas I met a bookseller, and he wanted 
to sell me a book. Then I remembered that --- when he had got half in trouble' 
told me about a book he had bought and read that had got him out of trouble. So I told 
the bookseller this, and asked him how muth such a book would cost. He told me such 
a book would cost four pesos, and I asked if there was not a soiled book I could have for 
leas, and finally I bought this book' for two pesos. The bookseller told me that with this 
book I could manage Chan Kom very well. I read the book all through, and when I read 
it, my mind was changed about killing Pedro Canul. There are some very good things 
in it-that about he who lives by the knife, dies by the knife, and other things; and this 
part about the woman who was an adulteress. It is a very good book; it tells what the 
ancients (lo1 •ntiguoJ) used to do!' 

TAt •uto~iogrophy continued: 

u Many times I reflect that although our race is very fierce in battle, making triumph 
our leaders of the Revolution, for just laws and for liberty, nevertheless it seems that we 
do not enjoy ita fruits. We ought to laugh with our leaders, with those who live in the 
cities, but up to now we have not achieved what we sought, although it has cost the lives 
of ma~>y of our race. If the plan of the revolutionary laws has triumphed, the country 
ought to know it. (The Revolution) which waa made, and which cost the lives of many 
in humble villages in all this countryside, ought to bring its benefits especially upon these. 
It is plain to the whole general public that the villages of our sort are without doctors or 
sanitary aid (1•nidod). Only sometimes they are visited by the priesta, or by (public) 
officials. or by armed police, that come to exact payments; but (meanwhile) the people 
die with sickness, or are sickly from childhood, without having any doctors. This hap~ns 
even to those who know how to read, sometimes even to the teachers, while they are 

I Cha.,.clwlrh wttiftt to,.._ .....J ,.-_ _, liD un~t hinL. 
• A b.r.r-.d N .. T .. hiiMIIt. 
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fulfilling their mission in the villages. (It is true that there arrive) notices explaining 
hygiene, but (we are) far from (being able to) buy the materials, the medicine. The way 
quickly to improve the humble villages far from the cities-would that it might be possible! 
-(would be) to have, even for (no more than) a week, a doctor or a hygiene officer to 
inspect the village and to point out the sources of harm which cause the sicknesses, and to 
explain this in general assemblies. Only in this way can our land be made to prosper 
and flourish. In truth, the customs and ambitions of today are something like those of 
the time of the dictatorship and of ct~tiquiJmo.1 In the time of General Don Salvador 
Alvarado,1 who brought liberty, law, and justice, all were occupied in work from the 
humblest to the highest class; ambition and its vices disappeared or were forgotten. The 
(military) forces of public safety went from village to village. One heard music and flourishes 
of the band. Today these villages lack music; but they have a right to music. Chan Kom, 
for example, hasn't any, and we have to go long distances to the cities to hear it. 

Another thing which happens in the villages, and to which those concerned ought to 
give strict attention in watching over the villages, even to those out in the bush with 
their respective properties (prtdios), (is that although) there are plenty of lands (prtdios), 
there is not enough food; principally (are lacking) such things as fruit treeS. In these 
lands there are just weeds and useless (pnjudiciolu, u harmful") trees. Often it happens 
that there are people who do not have garden lots (prtdios); the lands are monopolized 
by others. In all these matters those concerned should take measures. Another thing 
that happens is that many villages lack playgrounds (parquts); in this village there is no 
playground.1 There are other very urgent needs in all the villages that are far from the 
cities. All those who work with energy, (who are) defendeis of the proletarian class, 
ought to give enthusiastic aid in the opening of roads to the villages. When we go to the 
cities, we see with pleasure the paved streets, and sometimes even airplanes; but it is just 
that for us too should come a time for improving our streets by which we go out to obey 
the orders of, or to receive, our superiors. 

I took office as comiJario January 1, 1931. On the tenth of January I gave orders 
to clean the streets and to whitewash the walls, within a period of fifteen days after the 
day I made my speech at a general assembly. Thanks to the obedience given my order, 
the village became very pretty. 

The comrades began to receive instruction in general meetings organized by the 
teacher Don Alfonso Villa, who is an intelligent teacher, with diploma (titu/aJo), and who 
is improving his profession through study. He enjoys good friendship with the honor
able American gentlemen of the Carnegie Institution at Chichen ltza. I too began to 
explain to all the inhabitants of all this region the desirability of welcoming the honorable 
and famous gentlemen of the Carnegie, and .of treating them all like brothers, and of 
opening our arms to receive them in Chan Kom, and of giving the best facilities for their 
studies of Chan Kom, when they should need them. The first who came to visit us ,was 
the Jtiiorito Carita Mis Nakey,4 and then (came) the Jtilor Doctor Don Robert Redfidd, 
and his wife, and afterward the Jtior Doctor Sti&ue' and his wife. I, with 'my wife a'nd 
all my family were great friends with them, offering our house as their house, and attend
ing them during their visits. Then other visitors began to come, to whom during my 
administration we offered dances (011qutrip.s) and general assemblies as a sign of our affec
tion and respect. They on their part sharecfin the general cultural meetings, with insttuc
tive lectures. And so it has gone on till today; when my village, with its new schoOl, 
has become beautiful. 

1 Thc timcof'Porfirio Dfq, 
1 Who led the rn'Ohnion ia Yuutaa. 
a The ~lc of the rillqe h. we tiMe built oae 
• Kathcryn MacKa,, 
I MorN Stcga'da. 
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Sunday, Ftbruary 16, 19JO 

Cloudy and rainy. No one went to the milpa. Some went to Chichen ltza to get 
medicine on account of the epidemic of grippe which is going through the pueblo. Anacleto 
Dzul went to Ticimul to hunt for two of his cows which were feeding on milpas outside of 
that rancherltJ. He came back in the evening without finding them. 

At midday ten or twelve men met together in the cuartel and decided to go hunting. 
They came back without anything. In the evening there was a meeting in the cuarltl. 
A circular arrived from the Liga Cmtral in which there was proposed a slate for the Diree
toral Board of the Liga for the year 1930. As the people at the meeting did not know 
any of the persons who made up the proposed slate, they approved it without discussion. 
It was also decided to ask the Government for four pairs of doors for the cuartel they are 
building, and three boxes of dynamite to blast the rocky hummocks in the plaza. They 
decided to organize an orchestra of persons drawn from the pueblo, asking the Govern~ 
ment to furnish the instruments.1 

After the meeting Don Nu invited me to take a glass of milk at his house.1 This is 
rather rare because although the Indians have plenty of milch cows, they never utilize the 
milk. The invitation was not realized because before I got there a dog drank the milk. 
There are 10 many dogs in this. pueblo that it is very difficult to keep food. DonNas felt 
very badly and offered to fulfill the invitation tomorrow without fail. We shall see. 
It is nine o'clock at night. Everybody is asleep. It is cold. 

Monti•y, Ftbruary 17 

Good weather. Almost everyone went to his milpa. It is the time of harvest. In the 
evening some returned carrying loads of corn on their backs. These are the ones who have 
their milpas near by. The others do not return except at intervals of a week or two, since 
their mil pas are at Sahcabchen, a place situated 28 kilometen to the south of this pueblo. 

Don Fano was painting the front of his house. Don Anal was helping the mason, 
pon Nas, who is building his house. They are putting the beams on the roof. No 
arrimJJ.1 All quiet. 

A woman from Xanla came to sell tlrtptU.~ No one wanted to buy them because 
they are too small. 

DonNas fulfilled his invitation: I took supper in his house and had cow"s milk. All the 
Indians were surprised that I took it with such ease because it is very repugnant to them. 
It io h~f paot eight in the evening. Somebody is playing a mouth organ. Weather fine. 

Tutstiay, Ftbruary 18 

Good weather. Those who have mil pas near by went ofT in the morning and returned 
in the evening with loads of corn on their backs. The other people are not here because 

1 For 111me lim• theft hu b.11 • deeire to orp.l'li&e u ~heetra i11 thi• ¥ill -.e. Tdi111 1dvu.t.p: or • promile to Nmiah musinl 
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their milpas are 7 or 8 leagues away. They are staying in the little huts in which they 
live in the solitude of the wood for intervals of three or four weeks • 

. When the fathers are away in distant milpas, the children remain at home in order 
to go to the school, since in rural education the Government takes especial care, imposing 
fines or other punishments on parents who disregard the compulsory education Jaw; that 
is to say, on those who, having illiterate children of 14 years of age or less, keep them out 
of the school. 

A quiet day with nothing to break the daily monotony. At this moment, 9.30 p.m., 
four or five couples are dancing modern dances to a phonograph in a nearby house. 

Wednesday, February 19 

Good weather. The harvest or pizca, as they call it here commonly, continues. 
Some are clearing the hub-che.1 Today several men worked on the house of Don Anal. 
Although they have worked all day, they have received no remuneration wh&.tever, since 
here it is the custom for people to help each other in the building of houses.' 

Arrieros from Valladolid passed through in order to get maize in X-Kopteil. 
The dance of last night is being repeated tonight with the same couples. Weather 

pleasant. 

Thursday, February 20 

Nothing unusual. Today just like yesterday. The arrieros of X-Kopteil returned • 

• • • • • • • • 
Sunday, February 23 

Today, Don Anal killed a bull. As it is very unusual to eat beef here, this event 
attracted many people from neighboring rancheritU and pueblos. By advice of the h.men,1 

a little bit of the blood and intestines were kept for making the loh" ceremony in case 
some misfortune should fall upon the cattle of this place. No one did any work; the 
killing of the bull drew the attention of everybody. 

MondDy, February 24 

Everybody returned to his milpa, and ifit were not for the! water carriers who from time 
to time go down to the cenote, it would seem as if the pueblo were deserted. 

Evening. As is the custom, the bells of the orQ/orio' are ringing the angelus and people 
are interrupting their labors to say good night to one another . 

• • • • • • • • 
Sunday, MtJTch 9 

They are making the foundations for the Tamay house. They say it will ha~ two 
stories. At the present time the greatest desire of the people around here is to have a 
masonry house.• · 

1 Land when in fonuer Jean there onee were mil~ The buth there ia tm.U ud eu)' ta CUL 
1 Thil •u a cue or wort e~:ch•nae. 
1 The thamtn·print (Balbino Ek). 
'The loh (nlli'Nm) ia the cucmony c:&n'ied on in placa ltrickm with.litbnl, with the object of dri'l'ina: •-J' or propitiath• the 

evil wind• (p. l?f). The blood -.nd in~tine. llR to be buried in the conai. 
1 The littlt hut that terYau a .:hurd\, 
1 Thit it not tomlllOft in other YiUaaa, (or in pual the MaJ'a doe. 1t0t take much trou.blc with hi1 home. 6Yi111 iD mia:rable little 

hut• without ever improvina them. 
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At midday the few men who are still here went out hunting, the only amusement they 
have during ouch days as today when they have litde interest in working. They killed 
1 deer. 

MonJa;y, March 10 

Several merchants arrived, coming to buy pigs and maize. It is probable that in 
the near future thia clua of persons will become rich, since maize is beginning to rise in 
price and in a few montho will be ocarce, becauoe this year will be a year o( drought, 
according to the forecaat given by the 11 Xoc-kin" or'' count of weather."1 Nothing unusual. 
Very hot, 

Tut~Ja;y, Marth 11 

Nobody wan to to sell hio maize because they have a hope that in June a targa will 
reach a value of aix pesoa instead of the two pesos it is worth today. The merchants who 
arrived yesterday went away. They aecured only pigs and chickens. 

ll'eJntsJa;y, Mtll'th 111 

Everybody, even to Don Euo, who is the most sotialisla o( the pueblo and who on 
thia account has not time to devote himself to work, went with his wife to gather the 
harvest in the milpo, Beyond this detail, interesting for those around here, there was 
not anything worth putting down. Hot weather. 

ThursJa;y, March I] 

The brothers Tamay continued making their house. On the other hand, Don Nas, 
the mason, ia no longer working with the same faithfulness he once had on account of the 
enthusiasm which he hu for some time felt for music, an enthusiasm which causes him to 
otop work (rom time to time in order to play the phonograph he bought a few days ago. 
Ao it hu only two recorda, hio neighbors are pretty tired o( his melomania. 

FriJa;y, MartA I~ 

Nothina new to report. 

~lllurJa;y, March IS 

Today oome men returned from their milpas. The pueblo was not as melancholy as 
uoual. In the evening in the Tamay house they danced the foxtrot and the Janzon to 
the victrola. 

SMnJ•:!,• MoreA 16 

I and two others who constitute the guard in the tuartelare the only men who remain 
in the pueblo; all the others ore harvesting in the milpas. The burro who announces the 
houro with his cacophonous braying and the cocko with their strident oong are the only 
things that from rime to time break the cloistral oilence o( the hamlet, Hot weather. 

MonJ•;y, M.,.A 17 

Like yeoterdoy, obaolutely tranquil. The burro and the cocks. 
IS..p.I.J'. 
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Tuesday, March r8 

A happy peace reigns hereabouts without hatred and without rancor, as if humanity 
through some unexpected miracle had suddenly turned good, thinking only of work. 
The women, in the shade of friendly trees, wash or wring out clothes, humming jariJntll 
that they have heard in some oaqun-ia; the little boys give water to the thirsty cattle 
that stand blandly near the cenote, or cut wood in the neighboring bush; while the men in 
the distant mil pas care for the land which, punished often by the burning heat of the sun, 
grants no more than that which is indispensable for the elemental needs. 

Wtdnmlay, March 19 

In the nearby pueblo of X-Kopteil there was last night ajarana in honor of St. Joseph, 
the patron of that place, whose saint's day it is today. It was attended by a few people 
from the neighborhood. It consisted merely of a rostJrio for San JosC; at its conclusion 
tllolt without salt was distributed. Then began at the doors of the chapel aj~~rana which 
lasted until dawn. Many rockets, much shouting, and much drunkenness-such was the 
fiesta of X-Kopteil. · 

Thursday, March 20 

One of the musicians who arrived today from X-Kopteil told me that during the 
night they killed a steer and consumed the meat in short order because they sold it at 
fifty cenJavos a kilo in place of seventy-five, which it had been worth before. Besides the 
meat they used up last night forty litres of anis. It is fair to say that this consumption 
of alcohol is not frequent--except when the men have money.1 

Friday, March 21 

Whooping-cough has reached epidemic proportions among the children of this village. 
Instead of being in despair because of the coming of this sickness, the mothers of Chan 
Kom give it little importance, saying, "Soon it will pass."" 

SaturtltZy, March 22 

There arrived the school inspector accompanied by three teachers. Immediately 
after conducting examinations on the first third of the year'S work, he went on his way 
to the pueblo of Kaua. 

At midday, toward the south there arose a·dense cloud of smoke which soon obscured 
the light of the sun; it was a milpa burning. Now begins the time of burning of fields, 
when insufferable heat makes this region a veritable oven. • 

Sunday, March 2J 

Late last night some families arrived from the mil pas. At dawn this morning Ele"uterio 
Pat killed a hog, the meat of which was sold within a few hours. 

Just at this time when the workers in the fields were getting ready for the 11 buming," 
taking advantage of the burning heat of the sun that has recendy prevailed, there fell thiS 
evening a downpour which, up to the present m?ment, has not yet ceased. This rain 
was not expected, as all day the sky was clear and the atmosphere fresh. Pleasant weather; 
the voices of frogs. 

l TJUt il Ofle of the f'eiPU'b ill whic:h Chan KoJD dilrcn DIGit lllarked.JJ l'nuzl tJ&e rat of the IrAte, .u.ee by .-I ~to( the 
i.nh.bitana tM We of lillY M1r! of intosic:atina: liq\lOr i1 IIOt permirted. 
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Monday, March :11 

Very early this morning the families that came last night returned to their milpas. 
Dr. Shattuck arrived.' Of the twenty-eight pupils of both sexes whom he examined, he 
found thirteen with symptoms suggesting trachoma. In the evening Don Eus and his 
brother1-in-law arrived from Uaymilchen.1 It rained all night. 

Tuesday, March 25 

The day dawned cloudy and with strong winds. At midday the sky cleared and the 
night was beautiful. 

In Cuncunul there was a meeting of eomisarios at which an official commissioned by 
the Government instructed those attending as to the work which they are to carry on in 
the next general census to be made in all the republic on the 15th of May. 

H'tdntsday, March :16 

Cool in the morning. Clear sky. 
In the evening I was called upon to baptize a litde girl two years old who was suffering 

from whooping-cough. In the house a number of women gathered. The mother, with 
her child in her arms, was the only person to show deep affiiction. As I was about to 
baptize the little one, surrounded by all those who had come, a swallow, one of the many 
which live in the cenote, came into the house; this was enough to change sorrowful faces 
to smiles, as everybody immediately tried to catch the swallow with cloths or brooms, 
producing a great commotion, until the mother raises her voice, asking that her affair be 
carried to ita conclusion. 

With the flight of the bird through one of the doon, the clamor ended and the faces 
again assumed an expression of sadness corresponding to the occasion. 

This evening the women are making paper flowers1 and the men are playing cards. 
The father of the sick child is toa•ting enough squash seed to satisfy the appetites of those 
present. He has also bought coffee and bread. So far as I can see, the child is not in a 
serious condition. However, the h-men says that it is going to die; the mother with in
different resignation is waiting the end, the fatal climax; she does nothing to cure the 
child or to alleviate the sickness, and if it dies, it will be through neglect and not because 
it had to. It i• ten o'clock at night and the litde invalid apparendy has not the least 
desire to die; but its least movement is enough to cause the women to surround it, expecting 
each time the end. The father has finished making the coffin. 

Thursday, MoreA :17 

The child is about the ••me. The mother holds it in her arms and does not put it 
down for any reason. This evening again the neighbors gathered in the house. I believe 
that they enjoy these vigil• during which they tell one another of the adventures of Juan 
Thul,• meanwhile eating zicil-top.1 Also they consume bread and coffee. Because of 
the vitality of the •ick child, they will probably pass many nights like this before comes the 
final vigil, with four wax candles illuminating the body of an innocent victim of ignorance. 

Don Eus returned to his milpa. Before going away, he burned two candles to the 
Santa Cruz, to assure a good harvest. 

t A11thllf o/dM IMd,ieaJ. Nport ft'f.nwcl to on p. If, 
1 A -'t'frlfl (pMc. wMre laftd hu r..n. c"-red f• 111ain) abaut a'--'* Wat or 0.... Kola. 
1 To «at'V tiM cvllin of tht child n,.:nd to die. 
'joh11 R•bb!.t1 dw ~~ oiiiiUJ of tht tai& 
1Tound 'ltt.lUia ....S. 
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Fritlay, Mare!J 28 

Many men returned from the milpas today; among others Don Nas; therefore it is 
probable that tomorrow evening there will be a dance, since he is the only one who bothers 
about organizing dances. The sick child is unchanged. Suffocating heat • 

• • • • • • • • 
Suntlay, April I.J Merida 

A moment ago (it is seven o'clock in the evening) there arrived from Chan Kom a 
group of Indians composed of Don N as, his son Roberto, Edilberto Ceme, his wife, and 
Martiniano Tamay. Because I have not any place here in my house to put them up, I have 
brought them over to the Hotel Colonial where I installed them in a room with three beds. 

When a little later I returned to see if they were co!ljfortablo, I found them all sleep
ing on the floor; I wakened them, pointed out that they would be more comfortable in 
the beds. But I was not able to convince them, and they continued to sleep on the floor. 
Tomorrow- they will have many surprises: for the first time they will see airplanes, ships 
and the sea, of which they have no idea since, excepting Don Nas, they have never been 
to Merida or Progreso. 

Montlay, April I4 

It is eight o'clock in the morning. I went to look for my friends in the hotel, and 
together we all went to the Local Agrarian Commission in order to deliver a communica
tion signed by all the inhabitants of Chan Kom in which they ask that part of the national 
lands which is known as Sahcabchen, on the grounds that the lands making up their present 
ejiJos are for the most part sterile and rocky. Having delivered this communication to 
the President of the Commission, we were informed that they could not at the present 
time dispose of these lands because they are to be awarded as ejiJo to the inhabitants of 
X-Kalakdzonot; but that in place of this tract they would be able to award another 
piece of land so as to increase the ejiJo.r of Chan Kom. 

From there we went over to the offices of the Liga Cmtra/ in order to ask for musical 
instruments, since the majority of the inhabitants of Chan Kom want to form an orchestra. 
They told us that audiences with the Governor are at the present time suspended because 
he is away. So we were prevented from obtaining our wish. Going out from this build
ing we saw flying above us two airplanes. Contrary to what I had supposed, the appear
ance of these machines caused not the slightest impression on ·my companions who looked 
at them for a mo~ent and continued their way discussing if it were possible that they 
went along with men inside of them. In the afternoon we went by autobus to Progreso, 
where they were no more surprised to see the sea and the ships upon it, although they had 
known nothing of their existence. The ceaseless motion of the water appeared to fascin,te 
them. They remained seated on the shore for over two houn thinking who knows of 
what. On getting up to return to Merida, RobUto asked me, u Maestro, how do tlie 
people live here if there is not any place where theY can make a milpa?" In the evening 
we went to a talkie but in a few moments we left because my companions were liored. 
Tomorrow we return to Chan Kom • 

• 
Suntl4y, April 20 

• • • • • • • 

Last night there was a jarana in honor of rhe Holy Cross at the rancAerfa Santa 
Maria. The musicians of Cuncunul enlivened the fiesta. Many dancers came.1 

1Jt il trWth norina that in thil &esta, whic-h il ftlmd1 in•IIOUI, the modem da-'Ollltrot, ,,._ and .o l'c.th-1Jternated with 
the j-IN and the Milo. Thit il in totnran with whu happened in the pueblo of nnum whae rhc dirKtor of the school wu .. t ... , 
becauiC he inuoduced a dift'Cftllt kind of dance beaide. thOIC eu&tomar'J' in the rqion. 
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Today thejarana was repeated. The men, in order to drive sleep away put anis1 in 
their eyes. If they drink it, it is in small quantities, probably because of its high price. 
Now at three o'clock in the afternoon, the fiesta ends with the dance of the lorilo.1 The 
bread which has been placed next tn the cross is divided among those who want to organize 
the fiesta for next year; each one who receives a piece of bread will contribute a hog, a 
turkey and three hens next year, since it is the custom in these fiestas to prepare food 
enough to offer to all who come. 

As it has already been demonstrated that the Holy Cross always gives aid to those 
who make the fiesta, everybody tries to obtain a piece of bread from the altar. Many 
times it happens that in order to reach a higher position under the ~gis of the Holy Cross 
an individual by himself offers a separate fiesta, spending on it the savings of a year. 
Only yesterday in Piste one Timoteo expendec\ for one of these fiestas over JOO pesos, a 
aum which ia at present equivalent to a hundred earga1 of corn, or the normal produce of 
a milpa throughout a year. 

Thia evening there ia another jarana in the randurla Bojon, one league from here. 
From time to time one hean the explosion of the rockets. 

Monday, .tlpril 21 

Last night everybody came to the eomi1aria to make known the data required of 
this pueblo by the general census. 

While I was away, the little child of whom I reported died. Because it was in the 
houae of itt parenta that the modern dances were held, certain recalcitrant old women who 
object to any change in customs, have taken advantage of the occasion to say that God is 
punishing them for dancing in a modern manner, and that all those who continue to dance 
so will go to hell. There died !'lso the two little girls, Alberta Canche and Asunci6n Hu, of 
four and five years of age, respectively. All three died of whooping-cough and lack of care. 

It io seven in the evening. All are sleeping. Lightning in the distance. 

Tutsday, .tfprilzz 

It is probable that this year the harvest will be poor, because, contrary to the calcula
tion which was made according to the xoc kin, rains fell before their proper time when 
people were just beginning to burn their fields, and now it is impossible to do this because 
the bush is getting green again. In spite of this, the people here are indifferent because 
they have enough corn to last this year. It is curious to observe that in this pueblo the 
only one who burned hio fields in time was Balbino Ek, the h-men, perhaps because he 
"-'as not any too sure that his own prognosticationa assured a long period of drought. 
As now there is not anything to do in the milpas, everybody is at work upon his home 
constructing walls, making little gardens. It is apparent each one tries to outdo the 
othen. They are dynamiting the hummocks in the plaza in order to use the stones in 
the construction of houses. 

It is nine o'clock. For three hours it has rained hard. Thunder and frequent lightning. 
It would seem the chaacs are celebrating a fiesta. 

ll'tdnlSday, .tlpri/1] 

Now passes the epidemic of whooping-cough which fell upon this village last month. 
As Ioaid before, there were only three victims. Today no one is sick of the disease. In 

I Ruftl 81Y'Dftd with llfliM, 
I Th1,....,. II I follt dlllft 'With which the J- il 11•11' e-luded, It di._ fronl tiM other dUIHI, HI OBI)' in the man riapid 

rhythm, but in tht fwr th•t ir ~tatwrrV• i• •hich tht -•n -eta u rht buU •nd the 111M u tiM bullfilhccr;...., dine •hi ..UCD 
•• if to 1tt1clt him with the 1houlda ar tiM hip. tM ~~ linDb into 1pphu. ud liNd Uou.u. nrritd •-J' willa entfluaium oa 
HCOUntoftiM ... Iil)'oftM~ S.p.IJ4-
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contrast, in all the rest of the state, in Merida above all, the ravages of measles are so 
severe that even the students of medicine have had to go out to the litde villages to combat 
the disease. 

Maximo and Anita are happy because after six years of married life, they have just 
had their first daughter. She is called Felipa. 

Cloudy and warm. 

Thursday, April 24 

Summoned by the Inspector Forestal, those who had been cultivating fields in national 
lands went to Valladolid. I think they will have to pay one peso for each twenty-five 
mtcalts of land, the amount charged for cultivating national lands. 

This afternoon it was decided by all the inhabitants of this village that the men 
would take turns working in groups of ten for ten days each, without charge, on the con
struction of the cuarlt/ in order to finish it as soon as possible. 

Friday, April 25 

Nothing unusual. Everyone working. Sun and heat. 

Saturday, April 26 

Don Fano killed a hog and sold the meat at fifty centaoos a kilo. In the evening 
there was a meeting in the comisarla in order to elect a representative of the pueblo for 
the Worker's Congress which is to take place in Merida and to which every pueblo is to 
send one or more representatives, according to its size. Rosendo Ceme was elected. 
Everybody contributed twenty centauos to defray his expenses. 

Later, when everybody was asleep, Don Fano and his wife, wishing to marry off their 
son Adolfo, who has reached the age of puberty, set out for the house of Don Fano's nephew, 
Don Eus, to ask for the hand of his daughter, one Demetria. They were accompanied 
by Don Guillermo, the casamenttro1 of the village. As is customary the father of the girl 
said that he would make up his mind in three weeks, meanwhile talking it over with his 
wife. Afterward they all had chocolate and some drinks of anis which the callers had 
brought. The girl knew nothing of this. She was sound asleep. Sun and heat. 

Sunday, April 27 

Although the petition for the girl was made last night with the greatest secrecy, 
today people are talking of nothing else, especially the women. The men went off huntipg 
all day without getting anything. Sun and heat •. 

A1onday,April28 

Today died-I do not know of what .cause-the son of Maximo Noh, the principal 
organizer, or nakul, of the fiesta of the Santa Ci-uz which was held last week in Santa Marla. 
Thus it appears that the Holy Cross is not always kindly disposed toward its faithful. · 

Some men of Chan Kom are away in their milpas. They went to make granaries in 
which to store the harvest which is completed. D"on Bus and his wife went to the fiesta 
of Yaxcaba.1 Sun and heat. 

1 The intmnediator and nr:,oriator in marriqe IITI~m~a. Sec p. 13· 
•1iburcio CoJi and bill wife, Taaa Moo, are both f'rom Yuc.ba. 
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Tumi4y, April 29 

A number of families went oft" to enjoy the fiesta of X-Kalakdzonot which begins 
tomorrow evening. There are also jaranas this evening and tomorrow during the day at 
San Antonio, a ranthtrlA near this village. 

Because many people in Chan Kom have been cultivating lands outside of the tjido, 
that is to say lands which belong to the nation, they have been summoned to Valladolid 
to pay the rental for these lands. As for some time the Government has not demanded 
this payment, this comes as a surprise to these people, who attribute it to divine punish
ment because they have not been burning enough candles to the Holy Cross. I think it 
is on this account that the oratorio is more brighdy illuminated than usual. 

Don Tino and Don Fano have taken the honey from their beehives. 

Wttlntstl4y, April JO 

People are taking the honey from their beehives. More families left for X-Kalakdzo.. 
not. All the fiestas which are being celebrated at the present time in this region are in 
honor of the Holy Cross, the anniversary of which falls on the third of May. But the 
fiestas begin one month before and end one month after that day because there are only 
two groups of musicians, that have to go from vlllage to village enlivening the festivities. 
It is astonishing, the physical endurance of these musicians who, during a month and a 
half of fiestas, have no more than a very few nights of rest. 

lt is twelve o'clock noon. I am about to leave for X-Kalakdzonot. I shall arrive 
at 4 o'clock, since the town is situated 2.2 kilometers away. 

Thurstl4y, M4y r 

The pueblo remains quiet. Everybody has gone to the fiestas. The place appean 
uninhabited. Sun and heat. 

Fritlay, May :1 

Don Bus and his wife returned from Y axcaba. I came back from X-Kalakdzonot, 
together with a large part of the people of Chan Kom. 

Rosendo Ceme, named to represent this village in the Worken' Congress, came back 
because the Prtsitltnlt Municipal of Valladolid informed him that the representatives of 
the various pueblos of these departments would leave from there. 

Cloudy with light rain in the evening. Heat. 

M4y J, 1930 "The Day of the Holy Cross" 

Today was the great feast day of the Maya. Nobody did any work. The men, 
fixed up very clean, with long ptmlalontJ,1 shirts of crepe, and red handkerchiefs around 
their necks, went in groups into those houses in which prayers were being offered, in order 
to parricipate in the feasting which concludes these festivities, as soon as the Holy Cross 
has taken the grt~<ia' from the food that has been olfered. Those who did not have food 
to offer brought rockets which they fired off from time to time as a sign of rejoicing. 

In the evening rhere was a novena in the ort:J/orio,· at its conclusion the molt offered 
by the devout was divided among those present. 

Isidro offered to his compadre the tzicil, the meal which is made as a ritual of gratitude, 
according to ancient customs.• 

1 011 Of'diiW'J' d.,. m..., art clteMd in tllon •hih! ti'OUirrl (evl-) and IJI"'III. 
1Thl wluh and i.ltanciW. pn.Op. •Ndro • deihl ud 1piria. taU ud cfl.ior. Seep. ad. 
•s.. p. • .,. 
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Sunday, May 1 

Many people who came here on Friday in order to pass yesterday today returned 
to their milpas. Some who remained behind are still bringing in their harvests but the 
greater part are clearing their lands of the new herbage which has appeared upon them 
because of the unpredicted rains; this they do to make it possible to bum them, Mar
tiniano and Porfirio, the Tamay brothers, went to Valladolid to buy a cow. Don Anal 
went to Chichen to get medicine for himself, his wife and his children, who are all sick with 
influenza. Sun and heat. 

Monday, May 5 

Don Nas, his wife, and some other people, went ofF to Sahcabchen. The ten-year 
old son of the mason who has been working on the house of Don Elut fell from a scaffold, 
opening a great wound in his forehead. As is the practice in such cases, they stopped 
the hemorrhage by filling the wound with yaabac na, as they call here the cobwebs which 
hang in the interiors of the huts, begrimed by time and smoke. Not long agp I saw a 
similar case in which the wound had healed despite the crudeness of the remedy. 

Tutsday, May 6 

The Tamay brothers came back. They brought a cow and a donkey. Work on the 
cullrltl has been suspended, because of the absence of Don N as, the principal mason. 
Asunci6n and Don Guillermo burned their mil pas which lie near the village. It is nine 
o'clock at night. From time to time these remote silences are broken by the discharge 
of rockets. Probably novenas are going on in neighboring ranchtrlu. 

Wtdntsday, May 7 

L brought a complaint before the comisllrio against his nephew, because he caught 
him,flagranlt dtlicto, in illicit relations with his wife. The trial was brief. The nephew, 
the wife, and the husband made the following statements to the comisario: 

Ner.hew: That in the evening he went to talk for a little while with his aunt, and havi~g no 
other f. ace to sit, he sat down with her in the hammock, being there when his uncle came in. That 
was al. 

The Wife: That some time ago her nephew came to her, making dishonorable prorositions, 
and that on this evening, as he knew that her husband was not coming home to sleep til the next 
day, she shut the doors well, but, without her knowing how he did it, her nephew succeeded in getting 
in, and while she was talking to him in her hammock; her husband came in. That was all. 

The Husband: That suspecting that his wife was having illicit relations with his nephew 
Antonio, he told her, so as to spy on her, that he was going to his milpa and that he would not come 
back until the next day. That when everybody was asleep, he saw his nephew go in with ~ect 
case, and that then he came running and surprised them breaking the sixth commandment of the· 
Lord, which says, "'Thou. shalt not commit adultery ... ·That was all. 

The comisario immediately found the accused man guilty, and condemned him to 
build ten meters of wall on the eastern side of the comisaria. The husband punished his 
wife with a thorough caning, after she had SwOrn never to do it again. No one questioned 
the judgment of the comisarlo, or made any malicious comment. ' 

The Tamay brothers burned their milpas. They are very delighted, and tell how 
their little tract, in spite of being green, burned pei-fectly, so great is the heat of the sun! 

Those whose turn it is to serve in the comisarfa have been bringing sasca6 (or the time 
when they will renew work on the cuarttl. It is eight in the evening with a bright moon. 
In the little hillocks on the plaza someone is playing a mouth organ. 
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Thursda)', Ma)' 8 

Nothing unusual, everything quiet. Sun and heat. 

Frida)', Ma)' 9 

There remain only two cues ofwhooping-<:<>ugh. Neverthel..,, some fearful mothera 
hang four gourd dishes of zaca in chuyub, seeing to it that the dogs keep away. They do 
thio because they believe that during the night there wander through the village three 
little beings whom they call u yumiloob x-tuhub or Lords of the Whooping-Cough, and 
who punish with this aicknesa children in houses where zaca is not offered, or where, being 
offered, it is eaten by the dogs. They regard these beings as of different color and size; 
the largest one it white, the middle one yellow, and the smallest one, who is most feared, 
io black. If the oickneos hu been caused by the white one the child will soon get well; 
if caused by the yellow one, the disease is dangerous; and if by the black one there is no 
remedy for the unfortunate person who will surely die. 

In order to know which of the three io the cause of the sickneoa the h-men is asked 
to look into hia zaztun. However, more often than not, it is the mothers, guided by 
ina tinct and by the symptoms, more or less severe, of the sickness, who find out which one 
caused the disease, and when they believe it is the black one, the sick child is in every 
probability of dying because of the little care which they give it. 

Of the four gourd dishes that are offered, one belongs to the Virgin Mary, who also is 
accustomed to pass this way. 

Rosendo Ceme and Emiliano Tamay, in their positions as comist~rio and as president 
of the Lig•, went to Valladolid where there was a general assembly of all village representa
tives, in which wu made known to those present the advantages that were obtained at 
the Workers' Congress. 

• • • • • • • • 
Sunda)', M•J' rr 

Don Fano and Don Euo came back from Sahcabchen with their families. Don Fano 
harvested seven tllrgtU of beans; Don Eus only two. 

In the evening there was a meeting in the tomis.,./lli the men who own catde came 
in order to discuss the question of forming a cooperative to raise catde and poultry. It was 
decided not to continue raising hogs, because they are '"bad business." They sent a 
communication to the National Agrarian Commission asking for information as to the 
formation of cooperatives. The Prtsidtnlt Munieiptd of Valladolid sent a notice saying 
that everybody should come to the city next Saturday on the occasion of the arrival of 
the Governor. Sun and heat. 

Monda)', M•)' II 

Nothing unusual. The few men who are still here are occupied with the improve
ment ·of their houses, making walls, fowl pens or little gardens. In the evening there 
wu a novena in the house of Don Polin. As is customary, at the conclusion lllolt was 
aerved to all present. The novrna was celebrated in honor of the Holy Cross so as to win 
its mercy and aid in the coming harvest. 

Tutsda)', M•)' IJ 

A notice reached me from the School Inspector, directing me to take charge ol the 
group of people goins to Valladolid next Saturday. Nothing unusual in the village. 
Sun and heat. 
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Wtdnesday, May 14 

Two men arrived to buy hogs; they bought a few. The eomisario of Xanla arrived 
to inVite the people here to ajarana which is to take place tomorrow evening at that place. 

The sun was obscured today on account of the milpa-burning. From early in the 
evening on, one chokes in the dense and smoky atmosphere. Much heat. 

Thursday, May 15 

Because Xanla is so near here, the greater part of the families of Chan Kom went there 
to enjoy thejarana being celebrated today. Sun and heat. 

Friday, May 16 

Early today the laborers began coming back from their milpas, because in the early 
hours of tomorrow everyone must leave for Valladolid, so as to take part in the manifesta
tion of support which is to be made next Sunday for the Governor of the State. The 
families who went to Xanla returned. Sun and heat. 

Saturday, May 17 Valladalid 

Today I arrived here together with most of the people of Chan Kom. I came by way 
of Chichen ltza, the journey that way being easier. In the various quarters of Valladolid 
functionaries are installed, who are to see that food is supplied to the attending throng. 
The city, filled with great numbers oflndians, arriving from all the villages of the Dtpartfl
mento, presents an unusual appearance; the refreshment-booths and the shops are filled 
with people. The saloons have been ordered to close. The houses of the town have 
been decorated with paper streamers, palm leaves, red triangles, etc., in conformity with 
a municipal order issued today-an infraction is punishable with a fine of five pesos. It 
is nine o'clock in the evening. At one in the morning they will begin to serve breakfast 
to the people, because the Governor is to arrive at 5 a. m. 

Sunday, May 18 

I slept badly. Although the saloons were closed the people accomplished some sort 
of a miracle and got themselves drunk, behaving scandalously with shouts and trumpetings. 

The Governor arrived at ten o'clock instead of at five, as had been announced. From 
one of the balconies in the Palacio Municipal he spoke to the people, announcing that he 
had come solely to learn of the needs of the agt'iculturallaborers, and that he would give 
audiences to village comisarios exclusively. Accordingly these functionaries came to inform 
the Governor of the conditions in their respective communities, and each group was 
promised aid according to its needs. Chan Kom will be helped with doors and some 
cement, so the cuarte/ can be finished. At one o'clock in the afternoon the m&nifestatio'n 
came to an end. The saloons remained hermetically sealed, and the men completely 
drunk. In the afternoon the Governor returned to Merida. At this moment {toP~ m.) 
the bugles are blowing "taps" in the PlaztZ l!rlncipal. 

Tomorrow we will return to Chan Kom. It is worthy of note that not a person ·of 
this village drank a drop of brandy. · 

Monday, May 19 Chan Kom 

The people come back from Valladolid. Everybody is already asleep although it is 
only seven in the evening. 
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Tutsda], Ma] 20 

Some went to burn their milpas, and others went with their families to the fiesta of 
Pamba,• which begins this evening. The masons who are engaged in building the houses 
of Don Elut and Don Madal went off to Tekom where also a fiesta is begun, which is to 
continue till next Friday. Suffocating heat. 

Wtdntsda], Ma] 21 

Don Bua and his wife went to Tekom, invited by the Tekom masons who have been 
working here. In the evening those returned who had gone to Pamba. All quiet. Sun 
and heat. 

Thursday, Ma, 112 

Don Tina, Don Nas, and many others who have been enjoying themselves going 
about during the past week, today returned to their milpas. After the holiday excitement 
of the previous days the village is again showing its usual peace. 

Friday, Ma] 23 

Don Euo went off to his milpa. For those who do not understand all the significant 
circumau.nces thia is an event of no importance; but for the people here this event is one 
never to go unnoticed. It is plain to us that Don Eus is the only important leader this 
pueblo hasi from the break of day he goes about the streets instructing each in the work he 
ought to do, or giving advice to any who may wish to hear it, so that each may better his 
position and arrive at a mode .of life more satisfactory than that which he now has. 

Among those converted by Don Eus' doctrines is Asunci6n, who sold his cow so as 
to devote himself to trade, which is undoubtedly an occupation more agreeable than 
working in the milpa, but which he very shortly had to abandon, because the gains never 
equalled the losses. Now he is back clearing milpas, and his mode of life is the same as 
before, with only one difference: he no longer has a cow. 

To give more force to his ideas, Don Eus goes frequently about carrying under his 
arm oome periodical or illustrated magazine (which he borrows from the school). He has 
a certain control over the rest of the people, easily led by all sorts of doctrines, no matter 
how extravagant they appear . 

• • • • • • • • 
Some time ago Don --listened in the Liga of Valladolid to a speech made by some 

defender of the proletariat, who said, among other things, that it was not unreasonable 
for a man to have more than one wife if only he could afford to maintain them. It appears 
that he thought well of the idea, and upon coming back to Chan Kom, he advised the 
other men that they profit by the advantllges of polygamy, and to show that he wasn't 
joking1 he brought into his house, not without the loud objections of his first wife, a second 
woman. I must add that he has made a success of the affair, for he has brought it about 
that his neighbors look with indifference upon the sight of two or three women sharing 
the same man. 

SaturJa], M•! I# 

A quiet day. The men, for the most part, arc in their mil pas. Those remaining here 
went with their families to San Prudencio, where last night there was a jt1r0na. The 

• A unaJI ,_.,. .. IINrotld 1 ~ to the IIOUdrl. 
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fiestas andjaranas held in the neighboring ranclurlas and pueblos have completely blotted 
out old hatreds that, because of agrarian matters, used to exist toward this village. These 
were ~atreds of such character that there was a time when it was necessary to fire off the 
signal-bombs which they keep in the cuarlel ready for such emergencies. Many times a 
milpcro would lind his granary destroyed by lire, the labor of a year burned to ashes. If 
one of his cattle wandered off, it was sure to return with tail or horns lopped off, or 
many times it did not return at all. I tried to allay these animosities, but without 
success; yet today the Holy Cross has covered over the old rancors that, like the 
harvests, spring from the soil. Cloudy with a drizzling rain in the afternoon. Pleasant 
temperature. 

Sunday, May 25 

Early this morning returned those who had gone to San Prudencio, and likewise those 
who went to their mil pas. Bonifacio and Federico, who this week constituted the 11 guard,., 
were required by the comiJario to dig out twenty loads of sasca!J because that which they 
had previously brought was mixed with earth. It is fair to say that such trickeries are rare. 

In the evening there was a meeting in the cuarlel, when I explained to the people the 
necessity that they change their mode of life from the point of view of hygiene, and that 
they so reorganize their homes that people no longer live mingled with the beasts. At 
the request of those present I spoke on other themes relating to social betterment. It 
was decided to hold such meetings every two weeks. 

It is interesting to observe the eager desire that these people have to rise out of their 
ignorance; if any visitor comes and if they suspect him of having any culture, they ask him 
to speak on any subject on which he may inform them. Last time that Dr. Shattuck 
was here he made a speech in English (translated by his interpreter into Maya) on the 
cause of diseases, saying that 11 they are not caused by evil winds, but by microorganisms 
known as microbes, that attack people in incalculable numbers, if they are not prevented, 
etc." He spoke with brilliant effect, and brought it about that for quite a time everybody 
in the village was sick, since there was hardly a person who did not feel inside him strange 
tick.lings. caused. it appeared, by the ulitde ants" (for such was the mental comparison 
they made) which were consuming their vitals. This gave the h-mens much business. 
in driving these noxious creatures out of their hosts by proper exorcisms. Actually, the 
microbe idea remains only in the minds of the two most sophisticated persons in the 
village: Don Nas, whom the microbes leave in peace only when he has received an injec
tion of some sort of ampule which he buys in Valladolid, and Don Eus. who must go 
regularly to the h-inen every Tuesday and Friday so as to have him, by means of his 
sorceries, annul the pathogenic results of the miCrobes, which after all, are no more than 
another form of u evil winds.'' 

A similar disquietude was aroused when Dr. Sandground spoke on vitamines. The 
tomato, previously so unappreciated, became for tL few days an exquisite comestible.. 
Perhaps now everything has returned to its normal S'tate: the microbes have never existed 
and the vitamines are but the phantasies of the wise men. 

Monday, May 26 . . 
Weather cloudy and grey. 
Nobody went to work in his milpa, perhaps t~e better to enjoy the freshness of the 

weather. Under the trees in the plaza little groups form. where a great variety of matters 
are discussed:" this cloudy weather and these light rains tell us that sunshiny weather is 
to follow"; u the land at Yokdzonot is more fertile than that at Sahcabchen"'; .. why did Don 
Bartolo (the Governor) say that it was necessary to arm the socialists in order to defend 
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their principles? What may be these principles?" In this wise they continue to talk 
until they feel hungry, 

At midday, as they had nothing else with which to kill time, they decided to brand 
the cattle again. They lassoed a number of cows, mules and other animals that were 
browsing in the plaza, and branded them on the hide with hot irons bearing the initials 
of their owners. Such was the merriment of one man that he failed to notice that the 
letters "P. T." with which he branded the loins of his cow, did not correspond with his 
name nor with that of any member of his family. Although apparently of no great 
importance, this error wu the cause of serious trouble, since his wife believed that she saw 
a certain relation between the brand and the name of her neighbor, Pastora Tee. Luckily 
the matter found an easy solution: tomorrow the suspected husband will burn, on the 
most conspicioua spot on the cow, in great red letters, the name of his wife. 

Tut~ti•J, M•J 27 

The earth is soaked with rain. Many went to sow their milpas. Today it is seven 
weeko since died the little daughter of Isidro. In hio house the neighbors gathered to 
pray for her soul and to eat the fowl cooked in her memory. 

Don Bua prepared the oratorio; he cleaned the candlesticks, hung up new streamers 
of many-colored paper, and ohook the dust from the crosses and from San Diego, sunk in 
neglect because of the recent fiestas in neighboring places. Don Bus is the only one who 
concerno himself with these matters and who comes to strike the bells at the hour of 
angeluo. As he has told me, he does it so that San Diego and the Holy Cross may aid him 
and keep him from getting sick. He io right-they merely make him old. 

Zono arrived, a traveling merchant who frequently comes this way. Cloudy and 
rainy. Pleasant weather. 

H'ttin11ti•J, M•J 118 

It rained all night. The sowing continues. Doila Simona told me confidentially 
that the child which her neighbor io about to have is not her husband's, but a friend's. 
Thio news, like all information prejudicial to a neighbor, had its origin at the edge of the 
cenote. lt i1 not to be forgotten that here it is that women gather, morning and evening. 
The phrase it common, "tene rna in uoli; yokol dzonot in uyic" (''I don't know; I heard it 
over the cenote'") when aomeone wantt to avoid responsibility for a rumor. 

Dofta Simona it a great gossip. I don't know how it is, but she knows so much that 
,happen• in the intimacy of the homes; of the virgins who for some time have not been and 
atill feign to be; of the montha of pregnancy borne by the married women; of marriages 
yet to take place; and many other things that are difficult to know. 

Cloudy and rainy. I have put on my oweater; cold winds are blowing, 

Tlutrstl•J• M•J 29 

It rained early thia morning. The plaza and the streets are covered with verdure, 
Green, in the varioua shades, appean everywhere. The sowing continues. A ftock of 
herono cleaved the sky today. This insignificant fact held the attention of the neighbor
hood until the birds were lost to view in the distance. Don Elut invited me to eat in his 
house. He was eelebrating the hetzmek1 of his youngest child. 

For the first time in aix dayo the sun broke through the curtain of clouds that has 
been covering it. The earth oteams. So great is the heat that I have to divest myself of 
all clothins and open the doors to the yard so that I may be able to sleep. 

IS.. J-IlL 
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Friday, May 30 

Again the sun is hidden. Light rains. The sowing continues. 

Saltlrday, May 3' 

The day dawned cloudy. The dampness enveloped everything. Later, the clouds 
became less damp and the sun managed to come out, not again becoming clouded all day. 
Vicente Caamal and Magdalena Yam were married in the Oficina Civil of Kaua. The 
religious ceremony will take place at the first opportunity; today the bridegroom lacks the 
money. 

This marriage was performed in the greatest secrecy in accordance with the old 
customs, and neighbors were not informed until the day of the wedding. The bridegroom 
is the natural son of Victoriano Tee (deceased) and of Valentina Caamal, and the bride 
is the daughter of Julio Yam and Margarita Noli (deceased). The services of a casamntltrO 
were not employed. The petition for the girl and the other dealings were made by the 
mother and the stepfather (Marcos Mukul, a h-men) of the bridegroom. The snarriage 
was by civil ceremony only. The couple, not having a home, or anything with which to 
support themselves, live in the same house with the bride's father. I am told that the 
latter did not want to grant permission for the marriage, and if he did accept it, it was 
because of the determination of the girl, who wanted to be married at any risk. When 
someone made her recognize the poverty of the bridegroom, she replied that it did not 
matter, since "they could live in the shade of a tree." Today.the son-in-law helps his 
father-in-law in the labor of the fields. 

A novena was celebrated in the flralorio with a great quantity of rockets. It was 
organized by Don Rosa in fulfillment of a promise which he made to San Diego when 
his daughter was sick. This Don Rosa is the hardest worker of the village, and without 
doubt the most unlucky. To explain this misfortune, people say that his mother cursed 
him when one time, at the instance of his wife, he put her out of the house. The fact is 
certain that in spite of hard work he has nothing. 

Sunday, Yunt r 

It rained in the night. The same sort of morning as yesterday, only that all day the 
sun failed to come out. 

The people of the neighboring village of Noh Chen1 have hit upon a plan to increase 
their ejidos. They have submitted a petition making it appear that the signers have no 
ejido, and that they have been setded since early times at X-Citam-cacab._in reality 
merely a milptrio, or temporary settlement of people from Noh Chen. Today a reply 
arrived, in which the Government makes it known that on the fourth of next month it 
will send a representative. 

Monday, Yune 2 

Rain. The men of Noh Chen went t9 X-Citam-eacab to prepare the scene which 
the representative of the Commission is to see: Dr. Andrade arrived. · 

Tutsday, ]une 3 

Rain. In the evening the people carne to greet Dr. Andrade and to ask him to speak 
on some "cultural subject. n He discussed alcoholism. Later that evening some of 
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them came back (among them Don Eus) and made known their wishes to Dr. Andrade, 
who spoke to them on methods for the control of conception. ltappears that they do not 
remain very satisfied. Pleasant weather. · 

Wtdnmlay, 'Juntl 

Cloudy and rain. In the early morning families from Noh Chen went to X-Citam
cacab carrying metatea, 6ateu and all the other domestic utensils, and even including 
some hens, so that the place will present an aspect of teeming life when the Jelegado arrives 
in the afternoon. Chan Kom appears almost depopulated. 

Thursday, ']unt 5 

Weather like yesterday. The Noh Chen people tell me that the dtltgado appeared 
satisfied with his visit, and that next an engineer will come to survey the land so the 
t}ido may be granted. Dr. Andrade left. Pleasant weather. 

Friday, 'Junt 6 

A feeble sun timidly began the day. The sowing continues. 

Saturday, 'Junt 7 

The sowing continues. Sun and heat. 

Sunday, 'Junt 8 

In confirmation of a rumor that has been going around for some time, today an 
official letter arrived from the Prtsidtnlt Munieipal of Valladolid, in which it was stated 
that now they are beginning to cut the posts for a telephone line' that is to connect this 
village with Valladolid and Merida. 

The men now in Chan Kom came in the evening to the school to converse. Cloudy 
and rainy. 

Monday, 'Junt 9 

Work was resumed on the eumtl. Don Nos has had an arrangement with Edilberto 
and Martiniano that they do the masonry so as to help him,' because he feels unwell. He 
has felt badly since he broke the needle he used for the hypodermic injections. He went 
to Valladolid to buy another, but he failed to secure one. He is thinking of going to 
Merida solely in order to buy this needle, because he is convinced that without the injec
tions the microbes will devour him in short order. Sun and heat. 

Tutsday, ']unt 10 

Several families arrived from Uaymilchen. They have finished planting; neverthe
less most of the people are still in the milpas. If it were not for the occasional water
carrier, from time to time going down to the cenote, I would think myself alone in the 
pueblo. Sun and heat. 

1111 •C'C'OI"d.•"" with • pruj..:t of dw Gonrnw, ic il propceed lO conn«t wid! telephone lina all the 'rill~~p~ o( thil ~ 
Tht Go"mmtnt wiU fumaah the win lllld the ftltphoaa, uad the 'rillap wiU do the .-orlt. In 8CIIM placa they h.a•e alrudy bf:tun 10 
rut liP I hi .... bl but IIOW u order hu IUipmded the work bec:11111 ol lb. critical ecoaomic lit~~~Uon Qa which tht State find& ibcll. 
Tbt Pf'Q.ill'Ct h•• not beet~ rnliled (19JJ), 

'Don Nu dh•idq in -.u& 1W. betftal Edilberto. ManiniUD ud hill'llllf the llll'ni11111 a. ncli.,. far buildiq tht QM~f/. 
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Wednesday, June II 

The masons who were engaged on Don Madal's house returned from Tekom. Asun
ci6n told me that he did not plant his milpa this year, because he is thinking of learning 
the tailor's trade. He is going to sell his horse in order to buy a sewing machine. Like 
Asunci6n, there are others who are beginning to find working a milpa a bit too arduous, 
and who are looking for easier occupations. Many (DonNas, Don Eus, Don Fano, etc.) 
have begun to plant tobacco and the castor ..oil bush, which are more productive and less 
laborious. Clear sky and a full moon. 

Thursday, June J2 

The men who have already planted their fields in the evening came here to the school 
to converse. They are wont to do this, because I always find subjects which interest as 
well as please them. Wishing to know the interpretation which they place on certain 
natural phenomena, I asked some questions on my own part. For example: u Why is 
one part of the year dry and the other wet?.. "Why, that is plain," they all replied with 
conviction. "It has to be that way so that we can clear and bum milpas wheli it is dry, 
and plant them when it rains." After such a convincing reply, I put another question~ 
"'What is it that the maize has inside it, that in a few days after it has been planted, it 
germinates, Bowers, and produces ears?" .. Maestro," Don Eus answered, uit happens 
that way, because that is the destiny of the maize." 

The blue of the sky is not sky, is not blue; it is a sphere of glass in which are stuck 
the sun, the moon and the stars. I tried to explain to them· as simply as possible the 
celestial mechanism, and to clear up other misunderstandings they still hold, but it was 
useless; they thought it was a joke, and laughed hugely when I said that the earth revolves 
around the sun. 

Friday, Junt 13 

Three police officers went to Uaymilchen to seize Santiago Dzib, who has failed to 
perform the task which falls to him in the building of the <Uarlt/.1 

The family of Don Tino, and others, went to X-Ceh-yaax,' to plant the milpas they 
have cleared there. Sun and heat. 

Saturday, Junt 14 

Last night, while the village was sleeping, a second interview' took place between the 
parents of Adolfo and those of Demetria, this time with the object of bringing the matter 
of their marriage to a conclusion. This affair has been the subject of much discussion, on 
the one hand by the uncles (the Pat family), and on the other by the grandmother, beca~se 
of the fact that the prospective parties are cousins.' However, Don Guillermo succeeded 
in proving that the contemplated union would riot involve any sin; by hiS efforts the 
conference has come to a satisfactory conclusion.· They fixed upon next Friday as the 
date for the delivery of the muhul; this is the last event, after which the marriage cohtract 
can not be broken. Then they all drank chocolate and conversed on a variety of topics 
till a very late hour of the night. · • · 

Many who had been in their mil pas returned. today. Almost everybody has finished 
sowing. Anxiously they hope for continued rains. Hereabouts maize continues to have a 
low value: a peso and a quarter a carga. ' 

l &ntiqo lhib bad failed to brinrs-sul. 
1 A eenoce deep ia tbe buth 6 kibncten to tho -uh-t of s.hnbchm. 
I There wu DO interview between the lint ane, oa April 26, and thia. 
'Demetria is the daua:btcr of Adalfo'1 lather' I brotba-'1-. 
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Edilberto and Don Nas, whose cattle have been lost for some time, burned candles 
in the oratorio, believing that if they do this the animals will return to the corral. 

SunJa:~, 'June 15 

The policemen returned today, bringing Santiago Dzib, who declared he had not been 
able to come because he had been sowing his milpa. Now he will work all next week on 
the construction of the tuarttl. 

Don Nas has fever, but refuses to consult the h-mens, because he is sure that they 
are humbugs. 

There are more candles than usual in the oratorio; I think they have been lit by 
those who returned yesterday from their milpas. Sun and heat. 

Monda:~, 'Junt 16 

I am convinced· that Don Na1 sufFers from imaginary ailments only. Last night, 
aeeing him very dejected ("bach grllot," 1 as he said) and having nothing at hand but a boric 
acid solution which I am accustomed to put in my eyes, I told him that this would relieve 
him immediately, because it was a potent(poJtrOso) and marvelous (maraoilloso) remedy
adjectives which hereabouts are the basis for the success of many specific:o-and that 
therefore I would give him no more than four drops. However, yielding to his pleas, I 
increased the dose by one drop. He took it in a glass of warm water. Today he arose in 
perfect health and worked all day without interruption. But foreseeing that the trouble 
would come back next Sunday, he has asked me for another five drops. 

Now everybody io busy clearing away the weeds from the milpa, for the rains have 
developed the fecund power o{ the soil, and the undergrowth springs up with incredible 
rapidity. Showers. Pleasant temperature. 

Tut~Ja:~, 'Junt 17 

An illness, much resembling dysentery, has developed to epidemic proportions; its 
principal aymptoma are frequent and bloody stools, omall increase in temperature, and 
loBI of appetite. Sometimes Don Balbino cures thio sickness with a plant known as 
x-kakaltun, and another known as tzutzuc. The sickness usually lasts at least five days. 
It ia commoner in children than in adults. 

The building of the tuarttl ia in full owing. Sun and heat. 

WtdnuJa:~, 'Junl 18 
Don Anal spent tho day carrying satta6 with his little donkey, since it is probable 

that he will resume work on his house next week. 
Contrary to earlier plana, Asunci6n went today to plant his milpa. 
After a long period when there were no 11 modern dances .. in Chan Kom, today these 

were resumed in tho Tamay house. Several couples danced until very late. Don Nas 
and his Victrola made the party possible. Sun and heat. 

TAursda], 'Jultl 19 

At half past ten in the morning a daughter was born to Josefa Caarnal. According 
to custom, ahe is to be called Juliana, this being the name of the saint of the day. 

Zono arrived. He brought chains and earrings to sell. Ordinarily, hens and eggs 
serve u money in the transactions with traveling merchants. 

•An .. ....._ halr M.,..twrSpu~aL 
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Everything is green. There are more birds than before. Now the cattle come 
seldom to the village, for in the bush there are water and enough pasture. Sun and heat. 

Friday, 1unt 20 

Santiago Tee appeared in the comi.rar!a to make known his wish to transfer his 
residence to this village, because of the fact that in Y axcaba, where he has been living, the 
pre.ridente municipal is hostile to him because he is in love with his (the presidente's) wife, 
who left him yesterday "only because he gave her a beating.u It was decided to com
municate with Yaxcaba so that they might strike his name off the list of that pueblo.1 

Doiia Leandra, the midwife, at the urgence of an expectant father, set off post haste 
for Bojon. 

Sun, with rain in the evening. 

Salurday, 1une 2I 

Because of the illness of Doii.a Hila, mother of Demetria, it was not ~sible last 
night to make delivery of the muhul. It will take place at the first opportuniry. 

Work on the cuartel ceased because of lack of materials. Next week they will burn a 
pile of lime so as to be able to resume. 

At four o'clock in the morning (the hour at which her husband died) Dona Ambrosia 
had a novena in her house in memory of her dead relatives. The neighbors attended. 

Don Nas and the Tamay brothers went to Sahcabchen in _search of maize for their 
domestic needs. Many people returned from their milpas, bringing corn. Zono departed. 
He sold two chains, and all his earrings at fifty ctnlauos a pair. Heat; rains. 

Sunday, 7unt 22 

The maize is beginning to sprout. 
Today was less monotonous than the preceding. In the morning the men, dressed 

very clean in their Sunday clothes, came together in Don Fano"s store to play the phono
graph. Some were so happy that they even bought a bottle of pop to drink at home with 
their families. I think it must be the humid earth that has made these taciturn individuals 
happy. They organized a hunting party and shot a peccary. Sun and heat. 

Monday, Junt 23 

Don Nas and· the Tamay brothers returned from Sahcabchen with their animals 
laden with maize. 

"Huho fagina." So they call the work which the inhabitants of Chan Kom are 
obliged to do, for the good of the village, without receiving any remuneration. In the 
morning, following the previous instructions of the comisario, the majority of the meo 
met in the cuartel, and taking note of those who were missing, proceeded to prepare a lime-
burning on the outskirts of the pueblo. Sun and heat. . . 

Tuesday, 7une 24 

Today was the day of Saint John the Baptist. No one worked. · 
It is a widespread belief that this day is propitious for .. learning your fate, .. and for 

determining your future. In the houses of Don Na.S, Don Eus, and of the Tamay brothers, 
IS.ntiqo Tee choee to come to Ch&D Kom probably bcn.ae he Jaq rdativa hcte Uulio and Tranquilino Tee ue bil brother.) 

&Dd bo:caiiiC he lived ba-c once bd"Ofe, The 110111 of Santiqo are two: Dototo:o &Dd Cclatino, aia and nine J'Hn of IF• They liv.= -.ith 
him. Sanriaao came to the house of hit cot~~,..lrr GuiUumo Tunay, wbow wife took cbarp of the children; it il the o:uttom for the 
pdmotber to look after the children when the mothu'a care faib. 
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the people (men and women) gathered to "leam their fate" with needles. It is a very 
oimple and obviouo procedure: In a gourd vessel filled with water they carefully place two 
needles, taking care that they do not oink. Then they name them with the names of the 
peroono who want to know their fate, properly a young man and a girl. If the needles 
come together, a marriage is indicated; if one immediately sinks, the person represented 
will die, and if on the contrary it remains a long time without sinking, it is a sign of a 
prooperouo a~d happy life. 

Everybody followed, with lively interest, the evolutions of the needles, between wind 
and water, and when after along time two needles came rapidly and closely together, the 
ob1ervers broke into loud guffaws, not free from malice, recalling situations in which the 
protagoniats were not needles. 

In spite of the childishness of thio game, it held the attention all day of almost every
one in the village, and when from time to time the silence of my retreat was broken by the 
occuional uproar produced by the divinations, I knew that in some gourd vessel some 
pair of peroonified needles had become united in a single being. 

The maoono who were working on Don Madal"s house departed for Tekom, their 
home village,• where today begins the fiesta in honor of Saint Peter and Saint Paul, patrons 
of the men of that village. The women have a separate patron, the Holy Virgin Helper 
(Sanllsima P'irgm Mllrl11 .tluxili11Jora; cichpan cole! auxili.Jora) whose fiesta took place 
last month. Sun and heat. 

Wtdnt~day, 7un1 tiS 

For oome dayo the school attendance has been decreasing, due to the intestinal infec
tion of which I wrote on the 14th, which continueo to afflict the children. Although it 
does not kill them, it leaves them prootrate. The remedies of Don Balbino are not entirely 
efficacious. I have cured various cases merely with castor oil and a rigorous diet of wheat 
flour gruel. However, it is not pouible always to do this, because the mothers are so 
careleso that they allow their children to eat tortilla• and chile, even though they are sick. 
The only care they take is to light candles to the Holy Cross in whose charge they com
pletely abandon the health of the patient. There are aloo variouo cases of conjunctivitis. 

Don Nas resumed work on Don Anal's house. The milpas continue to grow green. 

Thursday, 7unt 26 

Doi\a Simona had to go to Chichen ltza to be cared for by Miss MacKay; ohe io 
•ttacked by severe conjunctivitis. 

Basilio appeared before the comisllrio accusing Bonifacio of having barbarously 
attacked and wounded him last night. When the statements had been made, it became 
clear that Bonifacio had acted thus because while he was away Basilio tried to abuse his 
wife. Ao both were at fault, the comisllriolectured them severely, and put them at liberty. 
Later I saw them drinking pop in Don Fano's store like good friends. Outside of this 
event, the day was like the others: quiet, and peaceful. 

FriJ•y, 7unt 21 

At last, at nightfall, the muhul was delivered in Don Eus' house. Although it is 
usually done in privacy, and late at night, today it was done publicly and at dusk, because 
Don Eus, always an innovator, wanted the whole village to take part in the coming nuptials 
o( his daughter, .. because it ought to be done so among civilized penons.11 

• 

tO..Nulathtot~l'•._oi ... ...W...W .. .tw.,.t-,,~it _ _,,_DoaMadaltoW.._..._ ......... 
• MiW ld• Mia& n.tlt ... a.t M ...- u ..,__, witil tM ..._ oiT.a.. 
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On a table, covered with a white cloth, they placed flowers in the form of a cross, in 
the center a small wooden cross, and on either side of it a wax candle adorned with flowers; 
three. packages of chocolate; three kilos of sugar; two pesos worth of wheat bread; nine 
bottles of pop; a piece of ordinary cloth; and a silver peso put on a little plate. Around 
the table the following took seats: Don Eus; his wife, Doiia Hilaria; Don Fano; his wife, 
Doiia Marla; Dofia Sofia;1 Don Guillermo, and I. Seated separately and near the door, 
were some neighbors. Don Guillermo arose, and addressing the owners of the house, said: 

11 Fulfilling the words of the StRor Dios who says that every man must take a woman 
in marriage, the compadrts (pointing out the parents of Adolfo) offer you what is on this 
table, as a sign of gratitude, and in satisfaction for the coming union of their son with 
your daughter.'" 

Don Eus, likewise standing, replied: .,Hila and I give you thanks for everything 
which you have brought us; may the Senor Dios return to you the expenses you have 
incurred.'" 

Dona Sofia (the grandmother) said: "I am very happy to see my granddaughter 
marrying, ·and the only thing I want is that it be by civil and church ceremony.'" 

The parents of Adolfo assured her that it would be so. Then Don Guillermo proposed 
that they go to Valladolid within three weeks to buy the dress, the chains, the rings, and 
the other things which the bride must have to embellish her on the day of her nuptials, 
and likewise to sign the declaration of matrimonial intention before the &gislro Ciail. 
This was discussed; Doiia Hila wanted them to go after three months, and the parents 
of the boy wanted them to go sooner; at last it was decided to go in two months. After
ward Dona Sofla and Dona Hila collected what was on the table and went to the kitchen 
to beat up chocolate to offer to those present. Up to this hour (10 p. m.) the gathering 
has not dispersed. s 

It is curious to observe that while all this was going on, Demetria was fetching water 
from the cenote. 

• • • • • • • • 
Saturday, July 5 

Today Don Fano has been sick a week. At his request I sent to the clinic at Chichen 
to get medicine. He shows the following symptoms: intermittent fever, headache, 
diarrhea and vomiting. 

There are likewise various children sick of "green diarrhea."" Doiia Simona con
tinues to sufFer from conjunctivitis. 

Today all the people came back from their milpas because tomorrow will take place 
the election of the deputies and senators for the Congress of the Union. 

Sunday, July 6 

Today took place the elections of which I spoke yesterday. As here in Yucatan 
there is only one political party, the Socialist party, the candidates that it proposed were 
elected without discussion, to wit: as deputy, C. Miguel Rosado, the present school inspec-
tor; and as senator, C. Neguib Simon. · • 

The inhabitants ofXanla cast their votes in.this village. 
Don Fano continues to feel badly. As the medicines which were brought to Chan 

Kom from Chichen did not have the good effect that he had hoped for, he stopped taking, 
1 Sofla C..mal, Demetria'• motlwr't mother. , 
1 Thitlut meetiq between the boy'• rd•tint tad the PI'• they referred to u muhul, becaute ac:cordiac to older CUllOm the muhQJ 

(bride air c) il handed OYCI' on thi1 oecuio.~~. Nowadt.11. """-• the pwdlue of the bridal C01l11~M tDdjcwclrr maki111 ap tbe muJaQJ 
it mtdc later, with the adYice of the aid'• relaciftL ! 
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them and sent for Santiago Cen, the h-men of Pamba. As soon u the latter had con
sulted his zaztun many times, he declared that the patient waa suffering the punishment 
of Noh-yum-cab, the great lord of bees, because in changing the location of his beehives,' 
he failed to make the ritual offering, according to custom. 

In the evening there was a novena in the house of Don Madal as a sign of gratitude 
to the Lord God for the frequent raino with which He had benefited the milpas. Rain; 
pleasant temperature. 

Monday, July 7 

In order to win the good will of Noh-yum-cab and the other rulers of the apiary, 
today took place in the house of Don Fano the ceremony known by the name of u hanli cab 
or 11 dinner of the beea." 1 

At about aeven in the morning the h-men offered nine gourd vessels of balche to the 
gods of the bees. This took place in Don Fano's house; most of his male relatives attended. 
Don Fano himself knelt at the improvised altar and held the beaks of the consecrated 
hens while the h-men put balche into their mouths. 

The men went about their occupations and the women took charge of cooking the 
hens and preparing the tortillas. 

At eleven o'clock they all gathered together again near the altar in order to offer 
Noh-yum-cab, the great Lord of the Bees, the food and tortillas prepared by the women. 
On the altar were placed two large vessels filled with food, several gourd dishes of maize 
t~IOII and many tuti-uah.1 

With great difficulty, being weak and suffering with fever, Don Fano came, helped 
by his relatives. He took one of the large dishes and fell upon his knees, asking Don 
Guillermo to act as idzac. The h-men atood between the other two and recited the 
proper prayers. He then aprinkled food and balche on the hives, and afterward struck 
Don Fano with a zipche branch to drive out the evil winds. 

Tuwlay, July 8 

Don Fano continues poorly. He has recovered his faith in my medicine. Lut 
night, very late, I was called upon to attend him because he had fever and headache. I 
save him aspirin and calomel. This morning he took a dose of salts. At this moment, 
nine o'clock, there is a novena going on in the oratorio ao aa to ask the aid of God and San 
Diego to bring about the early restoration of the sick man. 

Zono arrived. He brought bread to sell. He told me that early Sunday morning 
!wo men were assassinated in the village of Ebtun.• The facts were aa follows: On Satur
day night these two individuals were apprehended because they had been surprised 
robbing a houoe. Later (in the middle of the night) a group of men, probably drunk, 
appeared at the tllar/tl, well armed, and demanded that the sergeant on guard hand over 
to them the keya to the jail. He stoudy refused. Thereupon they broke open the door 
with an iron bar, took out the prisoners and beat them to death right in the yard. It 
appeari the assassino have been captured. Rain. Pleasant weather. 

Wtdnmlay,July 9 

Don Fano io much improved. Everybody is full of admiration at the success of 
the h-men. 

1 A"-t • .._tll110 0.. Pano ._,. hit b.W"' m.. d. t.ou. ol bra G.ma.- IDiaie on ...... 
'S..p. .... 
1 Tartillu _.. oi•U..,.... ud ..-..1 ~quuh ..._ S. p. ,.a. 
t A .au..,. lina...t • M W...... ._, o1 Vall84oliL 
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Now there is practically no work in the milpas. Those who have finished clearing 
off the herbage passed the day here in the villages occupied with small tasks, bringing back 
cattle that had wandered too far away, cleaning their guns and loading them again. 
Really they have nothing to do. Julio Yam, Antonio Caamal, Vito Modesto and 
some of their neighbors are opening a well, jointly, at a street corner near their houses. 
Don Tino, the president of the Electoral Board of this village, went to Motu! to deliver 
to the Electoral Commission the votes cast in the recent election. 

Thursday, July 10 

In order to while away the tedium of these days, frequent hunting parties are organ
ized; almost always they return successful. Today they shot two deer, and as there were 
only eight hunters, the share of each was plentiful. Now dry meat is hanging over the 
hearth fires in many houses. Zono departed. He sold all his bread. Rain. Pleasant 
temperature. 

Friday, July 11 

Today two merchants from Valladolid, who arrived last night, are going about the 
village. This is the first time they have come here. They are selling trousers, women's 
shoes, shirts, sandals and cheap jewelry. In the evening they talked with me and told 
me that they had sold but little; it appears that there is not much money in the village. 

The phonograph has been playing all evening. It is Don Fano, who has got well. 

Salurday, July 12 

Cloudy and rainy. 
A dreamy languor quenches every idea of work. Hunting is the only sort of activity 

carried on during these indolent days. Don Tino returned from Motul. 

Sunday, July I.J 

The plaza and the streets have been cleared of herbage. The appearance of the 
village has been improved. 

A certain amount of discord has developed in Ticimul among the inhabitants, because 
of the closing of the school; for while a part of the people are urging its reopening, others 
are opposed to this. · 

Monday, July 1 {. 

DonNas has resumed work on the house of Don Anal. Don Madal's house is abposti 
finished. The Tamay brothers and Edilberto are preparing a lime-burning. Don Eus is,! 
as always, righting wrongs and discussing matt~ of proletarian emancipatiOn and soCial 
betterment. 

Rainy. The insects, that night after night beat against the lamps, have increased to· 
almost unendurable numbers. · 

Tuesday, July IS 

This evening there was a meeting in the cuartel presided over by the nakules. This 
meeting had for its object the definite organization of the fiesta which is every year cele-. 
brated in honor of San Diego. After some discussion it was decided not to celebrate the 
fiesta this year because of the very low price of maize; they do not wish to consume the 
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contents of their granaries in three or four days of good time. HoWever, so as not to for
get San Diego completely, a nootnario1 will be celebrated in his honor. This decision 
was willingly accepted by the majority, because, besides quieting consciences, it saves 
extra expense. 

Thia act of wise economy on the part of this village, contrasts with that of the men 
of Kaua, who, in spite of having less corn, have decided to celebrate the fiesta and have 
arranged to bting bull-fighten from Merida. Later they will come to this village, asking 
for work from some scornful laborer, just as they have done in earlier years. 

Wtdnuday, 7uly 16 

This morning there arrived the two teachers, Fernando Castro and Moises Arceo, in 
order to take charge of the ochool examinations in this village for the second quarter of the 
year. The authorities and various parents took part in the conduct of these examinations. 

Roberto, the ton of Don Nas, is seriouoly ill with an infection from which he has 
been suffering since the 17th of laot month. Although his father does not believe in the 
h~men1, he called in Don Balbina ,. to see what might come ofit." 

Thursday, 7uly 17 

Thia morning there was a novena in the house of Don Tino in memory of his father, 
on the occuion of the oale of a piece of land which his father had left him. The neighbors 
were present and were offered chocolate. 

I went to see a second lime--burning which Edilberto and the Tamay brothers are 
preparing on the outskirts of the village. I was surprised to see that after carefully and 
symmetrically heaping up the pile of wood which wao about to be burned, they had finished 
the whole off with a croso made of the leaveo of yumtzuytzuy. I aoked the purpose of 
this cross and they replied that "in order to bring about the complete reduction to lime 
of the atone which covers the wood, and in order to counteract the effects of any evil 
influences;" because it often happens that some mischievous person throws pieces of pottery 
or of women'• clothing on heaps of burning limestone, which is quite enough to put out 
the fire and to prevent the successful conclusion of the enterprise. 

Don Eus arrived from his milpa bringing watermelons. Rainy and hot. 

Friday, 7uly 18 

Don Tacio ia selling his house and all his domestic implements because he has decided 
to move his residence to another village. According to him, he came to this decision 
because his land is oituated on a road which io traveled by night by ojo-ik, coc-ik, and coc
tancaz..ik. Theoe are windo that appear like children with otraw hats with high crowns, 
who always go about together and who cause all sorts of sicknesses and unexpected deaths. 
He assures me that one moming recently he found his horse dead without any reasonable 
cauoe, and the day before yeoterday five of hio hogs who were sleeping under a cedar tree 
died in .an unexpected manner, an irrefutable proof of the tragic situation of his house. 
As it io easy to underotand, no one wanro to buy thio lot although it is planted with fruit 
mea. Sun and heat. 

Sdlurtl•y, 7wly 19 

Some men have returned to their milpas to continue clearing away the herbage. 
The undergrowth ia ao exuberant that if it were left, in a short time it would invade the 
maize field to the injury of the young plan to. 

, ... p. •••. 
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The little store of Don Fano, situated in front of the school, is the only place of meet
ing, of casual entertainment. Here the young men gather in the evening to amuse them
selves, telling of incidents of the hunt, discussing projects, or repeating stories of such little 
wit tliat they can make laugh only individuals such as those who are predisposed to laugh. 
Likewise the phonograph is an attraction. 

As this evening was the coming of age of Margarita Tamay,1 there was ajar11na with 
the phonograph in her house. Her mother prepared tamalts to offer to those present. 
Rain. Pleasant temperature. 

• • • • • • • • 
Monday, 1uly 28 

Edilberto, Asunci6n and Don Anal arrived from Valladolid. They were commis
sioned to take part in a socialist meeting in that city, over which the Governor presided 
yesterday, and which dealt with economic matters. Asunci6n, confirming what he had 
told me on· an earlier occasion, sold his bull and bought in Valladolid a sewing-machine, 
with which he thinks to earn more and to work less than in cultivating his milpa' He also 
bought a guitar, as he wants to learn to sing. He is an optimist. He even has hopes 
that .. Tina., will return to him.1 

Last week all the sargentos' met in the Cuartel in order to discuss the matter of the 
house which Don Tacio proposes to sell. It was decided that in case he sold it, the pro
ceeds would be divided in two equal parts: one for him and the other for village public 
improvements, because of the fact that the house was built with the cooperation of all 
the inhabitants. This decision did not appear to please Don Tacio; he has made up his 
mind not to sell his house at any price. Cloudy and rainy in the evening. Heat. 

Tuesday, 1uly 29 

Don Fano is still sick. He feels very weak. There are still some cases of the intes
tinal infection of which I wrote earlier, but the symptoms are so little alarming that they 
now pass almost unnoticed. 

Anastacio Vazquez, the President< Municipal of Cuncunul, came to buy hogs. In 
the evening he went on to X-Kopteil. Cloudy and rainy. Heat. 

Wednesday, 1uly JO 

Several partidores' arrived. This abundance of dealers is due to an unexpected 
mortality among hogs in many places. In the nearby r11ndurla of Ton-tzimin twelve 
hogs died in a single day. On this account the comisario has prohibited the transportation 
through this village of hogs from other places. 

Among those who arrived is Jos~ G. Martin, who brought a cow to sell.. D. Julio 
Yam bought it for one hundred and twenty pesos .. Rain and heat. 

Thursday, 1uly Jl 

Don Julio appeared before the eomis;;,j and made it known that he wasn't satisfied 
with the price of his cow, because all his neighbors had told him that it cost too much; 

I She i1 fi(tMn, Thil il DOt a ~nen! CUllOm. o 
1 Hia wile, Cri1ti.na Yam, who left him for her Plftft~· haute at Yokdzoaot • (ew daJI after thty were married, (or-~ 

TheJ were married two moatkt qo, bJ dYiJ lind ~- CCftrDOaJ. 
1 Efti'J w~lr. the fiUIMi• ia the rll..u/ ia made up of faur mea, o( whom the princi.,.J b caUcd ~~. Whea a matur COINI up for 

diJC!llliOll, a m~tina: ol1•rptlhl ia held, pl'ellided over by tho 1-UIIrio; the queJtiaa ia decided bJ all thb utcmblap. Seep. 71. 
'Thll b the aamc linn to thole who cte.l in beef, cattle aad bclp. 
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therefore he asked that the seller be required to return twenty pesos. The eomisario 
replied that it wu impoasible to grant thio petition because they had already signed the 
document certifying that the oale had the complete agreement of the buyer. Don Eus, 
who wu present, took advantage of the opportunity to point out to the complainant that 
when he did busineos another time he should consult him because he (Don Eus) was the 
only one able to decide ouch matters. Don Julio agreed that he would do so in the future. 
Don Euo sold· one of hio bulb to Emilio Mendoza, merchant of Kaua. Sun, showers 
and heat. 

Frida7, August r 

Today the house of Don Anal was finished. Don Nas, the mason, exercising his 
ideas of decoration, covered the front of the building with not very beautiful marks, saying 
that he was imitating the buildings at Chichen ltza. 

The ornament on the house of Don Madal, completed last week, turned out better; 
it is aimple and in good taste. The masons who made it are the same ones who are now 
making the house of Don Elut. 

Emilio Mendoza bought a bull from the Tamay brothers. These days have been 
filled with commercial transactions. Almost everyone has sold his hogs so as to buy 
cattle, the ouprerne desire of the people here. 

The group of neighbors who are opening the well continue working with praiseworthy 
peraistence. 

$aturtlaJ, August II 

Edilberto, Don Eus, Pablo Ku and Martiniano Tamay went to Valladolid to buy 
cattle. • 

A group of people from X-Kalakdzonot brought here for burial a child who died 
yesterday of measleo. There io no cemetery in X-Kalakdzonot. Various children here 
ahow purulent cutaneoua eruptions. 

Durin11 the put dayo Don Euo found two segments of tapeworm. When I explained 
the conaequences to them, and the dimensions which this human parasite reaches, he 
ohowed very great surprise. Since then he discuiSCS nothing else, and the thought that 
he has a uaerpentn anside him, torments him at all times. According to what he 
aaya, it is constantly biting hia intestines, and at night he feels it moving through 
his whole body. Hio principal purpose in going to Valladolid wu to consult Dr. 
)\larvae2 about how to get the parasite out. Don Nas has got the notion that he hu 
tapeworm too. 

Sunti•J, August J 

Few people in the streeta. Most are in their milpu, clearing or felling the bush for 
future '!"ilpas. The present milpu are luxuriant as never before. It is probable that 
within two weeks there will be ahza1 and pibil.nal1 from the new ears. A quiet and 
monotonou1 day. Sun and heat. 

Monti•J, August# 

Thio afternoon Don Anutacio Caamal left the viUage, together with his wife, his 
children, his niece and hio nephews. They will make their home at Valladolid. 

' ,.,. ·- COfllo I Ban .....-d ill thf ............ 
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At the last moment Don Tacio appeared before the comisario stating that he would 
insist that people keep out of the house which the village had built for him, because he 
proposed to sell his land only. Immediately the comisario told this to Pablo Ku and 
Don Eus, President and Secretary, respectively, of the Local Agrarian Committee, who 
prevented the sale of this land u because lands acquired as a part of grants of ejiJos are 
not saleable.'' 1 As is easy to understand, Don Tacio was gready displeased and promised 
to bring the matter to the knowledge of the Prtsidcntt Municipal of Valladolid and have 
him setde it. We shall see how this affair will turn out. 

The men who went to Valladolid Saturday came back with some live stock. 

Tutsday, August 5 

Felipa, the litde daughter of Maximo Uicab and Ana Ceme, has been sick for some 
days with 11 green diarrhea" and fever. On this account, Santiago Cen, the h-men of 
Pamba, arrived early this morning. As soon as he had made his examination, he announced 
that the child was possessed by ojo-ik, coe-ik, and coe-tancaz.ik, the evil winds that look 
like children and that always go about together. Don Fano assures me that o"- a certain 
night he saw them in the plaza at Ebtun, "they appeased like three children, very litde 
and toy-like; of the costume they wore I remember only the hat, which was of palm-leaf, 
with a high crown like the cluJn-os wear.'' 

In order to drive these beings out of the child's body, the h-men made it known that 
he would perform the kex. 1 

The mother and some neighbors (Dona Hila, Dionicia Dzul, Cecilia Un, and others) 
gathered together in the house and took charge of cooking three hens and preparing 
enough ato/e and tortillas. Meanwhile the h-men was sleeping peacefully in a hammock 
at the other end of the house, keeping his hand on a botde of tmis which he had near 
him. His wife followed his example. 

When the women had finished their task, the performance began. As the h-men was 
tired, he made them put the little table near his hammock. On the table he put the food 
to be offered to the evil winds, and after asking for another botde of tmis began to pray. 
Each prayer was repeated thirteen times, and after each repetition the h-men and his 
wife took deep drinks of anis. When the contents of the gourd dishes had become possessed 
by the evil winds, the h-men threw them out. When I remarked that it was hardly 
prudent to throw such stuff on a neighbor's yard, since he might fall victim to the disease
bringing winds, he replied undisturbed (with the assent of the others present) that he 
"hadn't to take care because they are gone away to fall on the sea." 

Then he .. sanctified" the litde girl by gendy striking her head with a branch of 
zipche to the recital of a prayer, concluding by blowing on her head. 

The h-men charged only thirty centaoos for his work, but it is only fair to add that he 
drank up two botdes of anis at two pesos a botde. At noon he left for X-Kalakdzonot 
where tomorrow some ceremony or other is to take place. It seems that this h-men h!l$ 
plenty of business, for he does not cultivate a milpa or do any other sort of work, and yet 
he is always rushed. The surprising characteristic both of him and his inseparabl~ com
panion is their organic resistance to an is, of which they can take several botdes without 
giving the slightest evidence of intoxication •. 

Wtdntsday, August 6 

ln the afternoon there took place in the house' of Don Fano the hetzmek of his grand
child, Felipa, daughter of Maximo Uicab and Ana Come. The proceedings were less 

1 I do not bow of any l1w whith 10 provida1. 
·~ p. "]1. 
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interesting than those which occurred in Don Elut's house. Adolfo Ceme, uncle of the 
child, acted as godfather. After the nine ritual trips around the table with their appro
priate uttered charges, he handed the child over to the others who were present, and they 
one by one "made hetzmek,. with it, going around the table once. There was no god .. 
mother. According to Don Fano, ahe is not absolutely necessary. Afterward chocolate 
was served and with this the occasion ended. As always, only the nearest relatives 
attended. 

Thur~day, JuguJI 7 

Occasioned by yesterday's hetzmek, today a meal was served in Don Fano's house, 
to which came those who were here last night. 

A moment ago (it is seven o"clock) a child was born, the son of Apolinario Caamal 
and Feliciana Kantun. As Cayetano, Donato, Donaciano and Alberto are the saints of 
the day it is probable that the child will bear one of these names. It is curious that in 
spite of the affection and respect with which thev regard me, they have always prevented 
me from seeing a newly born child, because, according to the midwife, being a carrier of 
malignant "winds .. which pursue people who go through the streets, I would infect the 
navel or bring about I don't know what other troubles. Those who want to go close to a 
newly born child must remain outside a long time while such winds are departing from them. 

Several arritroJ from X-Cocail passed through. Rainy and hot. 

Friday, AuguJI 8 

Adolfo Ceme and Demetria Ceme are going tomorrow to sign their matrimonial 
declaration before the &giJirO Cioil of Kaua. Don Guillermo Tamay and his wife will 
act u patlrinos; Santiago and Tranquilino Yam will serve as witnesses. Accordingly the 
parents of the contracting parties, accompanied by all the persons already mentioned, left 
today for Valladolid to buy the equipment and the/mro and rebO%fJ to deck out the bride 
on the day of the nuptials. Before they left a meal was served them in the house of 
Don Fano. 

The arritrOJ who came through the village yesterday returned on their way back to 
Valladolid. Rain and heat. 

Saturday, JuguJ/ 9 

The group of people who went to Valladolid yesterday returned today, and were 
entertained at dinner at Don Fano'a house. The marriage is to take place on the 28th 
of this month. 

Sunday, AuguJito 

Don Eus, Don Nas, Edilberto and some others went out to drive in cattle from the 
bush; <1thers went hunting. Everything as usual. 

Monday, JuguJI tr 

Adolfo went to Valladolid to get merchandise for the store. Don Bus is planting 
tobacco in his milpa. 

Within a few days unless a miracle intervenes, Cristobal Dzul, six yean of age, will 
be dead. His mother, Petrona Uc, does nothing whatsoever to relieve the intestinal 
infection from which the little boy auffen. The improper diet he is given (tortillas and 
chile) makes him wone day by day. Sun and heat. 
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Tuesday, August IZ 

Edilberto sold to Malaqulas Yama, for nine pesos, a lot situated in front of the house 
of Don Trano (Transito Tee) the buyer's father-in-law. As the ease with which this sale 
was made contrasts with the difficulties Don Tacio (Anastacio Caamal) encountered 
when he considered selling his lot, I consulted Don Eus, secretary of the Local Agrarian 
Committee, who explained the matter, saying that .. everyone may sell his lot and even 
his house, always continuing to live in the village." 

Wednesday, August I3 

Last night a nouenario began in the house of Pablo Ku, in memory of his mother who 
died August >o last year. 

Malaquias Yama, aided by his brother, his father-in-law, and brother-in-law, began the 
construction of a palm-leaf house on the lot which he bought yesterday from Edilberto. Don 
Nas has gone to Yokdzonot to select and measure- the land he is going to clear this year. 

Today, at the house of Andr& Kuyoc, two hogs died suddenly, an event that has 
alarmed the neighbors, who fear that these are the first victims of the epizoiitic which has 
fallen upon neighboring rancher/as. Sun and heat. 

Thursday, August I-f. 

Asunci6n has seen his desires fulfilled. Now he spends the day sewing on his machine, 
without paying any heed to his milpa. However, I doubt that his devotion to tailoring 
will last long, since up to now the only work he has had has been on the clothing of his 
sisters and other relatives, which as will be understood, does not yield him great returns. 

Don Eus' optimism has increased because yesterday he got rid of the tapeworm which 
has been bothering him for so long. Don Elut and Don Eus, exhibiting marked abdominal 
development due perhaps to old age, have got the idea that this physical defect is caused 
by tapeworms of unheard-of dimensions. 

Friday, August rs 
Two more hogs died today, at the house of Anselmo Un. Because of this, some 

men are beginning to take their swine out to distant mi/ptrlos, and others, more practical, 
are taking them to Valladolid for sale. 

It seems that this year the saints are off duty; the hQgs, that in most years bring 
welcome earnings to their owners, are dying; and the corn, the product of endless work 
and weariness, has reached the bottom price of one peso a carga, a circumstance not known 
for many years. Yet there is not a complaiht, not a minor blasphemy; it is Destiny. 
Sun and heat. 

Saturday, August r6 

Organized by Don Eus and by Don Rosa thi; evening there will begin in the oratorio 
a nooenario in honor of San Diego, invoking his protection to keep the pueblo frOm the. 
epizootic and the drought which begins ~o ~e felt in the region. 

Sunday, August I7 

Don Tino, perhaps not trusting in the efficiency of San Diego, took his hogs to Valla. 
dolid this morning. Only Don Rosa, a man of unshakeable faith and very bad luck, 
laughs at the fears of his neighbors. 

A boy came from Kaua selling the meat of a bull slaughtered this morning. 
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Montla;y, Augu1118 

DonNas, helped by Edilberto and Martiniano, resumed work on the euartel. Every
thing u usual. Sun and heat. 

Tuutla;y, August 19 

It io really surprising, the contempt in which the Maya here hold their language. 
Parenti use every means possible to make their children speak only in Spanish.1 Edilberto 
Ceme, my neighbor, who knows plenty of Spanish, energetically punishes' his three-year
old oon when, through forgetfulness, he speaks in Maya. If outsiders who come 
here apeak the language, from that moment on they are not regarded as persons of 
culture. Thus, ao they take advantage of every opportunity for putting their language 
behind them, it is not out of the question but that in not many years they will 
have accomplished their great ambition: they will come to speak Spanish. Nothing 
new. Sun and heat. 

Wttlntstla;y, August :10 

Thio morning died Alberto Caamal, the child born the seventh of this month. The 
death was probably caused by some cardiac trouble. As in death the infant's color was 
dark blue, the people assure me that the death was caused by a maleficent bird called 
tzitz-moo..tancaz,1 which sings as it passes. 

This afternoon there arrived, passing through in the course of a journey, Miss MacKay, 
Mi11 Larson and Miss Chabela. 

As tonight is the last night of the novenario being celebrated in the house of Pablo 
Ku, today's rno will not be held at 7 p. m. as were the earlier ones, but at 11 p. m., the 
hour at which occurred the death of the person commemorated. 

Thurstla;y, Augull :11 

This morning a daughter was born to Natalia Pech and Martiniano Tamay. She 
will be called Francisca, her grandmother tells me. 

Don Guillermo killed the only hog he had. Nobody wanted to buy the meat, perhaps 
for feu of tapewormi however this precautionary spirit will not last long. 

Juanito, a boy from Valladolid, arrived. He is a youth with a high voice and an 
eft"eminate manner, who often criticizes and makes fun of the young people here; he fre-
4uently brings sandalo to sell. A baker also came from Kaua; his stock was bought up in 
no time. Sun and heat. 

Fritla;y, Augus/8JI 

The oratorio has been well frequented these past nights because of the novenario to 
San Diego. Everybody, down to the aged and the sick, comes to bring down upon them
aelveo the good will of the Patron, who appears to have forgotten his believers. 

11( t'hlt attiNdt with ,...w to lanp ... It ftOt autlr common, It Ia htt&inlr aot rue. •prc:i..tlr amo111 the "principal people" 
(the C.m1 and Pat famili•l· Aa 1 ..._.It,_. of tiM chikiNtllft beainnint to talil10111e Spam.h. Howcnr, it ia a~riDua to obiUft that 
\11 tpue of the tfrortl wh•th Edi\bwia hu apmdcd ia c.aehi111 Sruiah to hit aon, the bo)o tallu mCft Mara enrr dar. 

1 Edilbtrto or hit wife p!lnilh. tbe bor wna.liulc blowa whm he commib tome enor. Other fathen, or one had berta tar mot~ 
For tiMr ha" dw I(I'Hter opportunitr to punilb-.hip their chihlr.=n with •trapa. Ther cu. not uackrtta!Mithat a child mar learn without 
punilhmmt. Manr rim• ro-m~n hne COftll toM to ul!. that I puniah tflcir cltildrea, makillf them kllecl oa lllliU pebbla Hbeea\111 
thf.t II tha war tber did Ia tha old ti-."' b . ..,._. itlhould ba AMI that whib: pu.U.tt-t il DOt aceP" aiiMICII tiM Mara IICicher 
le It rara. 

•s.,... '"' 
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Saturday, August 23 

In confirmation of the prediction I made earlier, this morning died Cristobal Dzul, 
a victim of the indifference and ignorance of his mother. 

·The milpas are beginning to lose their freshness. Sun and heat. 

Sunday, August 24 

Most of the people are here, for the milpas now for their full development need 
nothing but a little attention on the part of the chaacs. 

The present agricultural preoccupation lies in the selecting and measuring of the land 
to be cleared for the next milpas. This matter, apparently simple, is a hard problem for 
the laborer, who needs the help of San Diego, burning candles the better to make a choice 
of a tract favorable for the rains, as it usually happens that some milpas are luxuriant, 
having plenty of rain, while others not far otT dry up because not a drop of water falls on 
them. 

This_morning the child that died yesterday was accompanied to the cemetery by a 
number of people of the village. Sun and heat. 

Monday, August 25 

Last night the nootnario to San Diego came to an end. Right after the novena Don 
Bus announced to those present the decision to organize another nootnario in honor of the 
Holy Cross, as it might happen that the latter would grow angry at seeing honors offered : 
to San Diego. Juan de Ia Rosa Pat said that it was better to make a nooenario to God, , 
because He was greater than the Holy Cross. It was Don Fano who solved the problem:! 
there will be two novenas (two nights) in honor of God; these will be followed by a nooenario 
(nine nights) in honor of the Holy Cross; thus the village may count on the aid and proteC
tion of the highest heavenly personages. This afternoon it rained so hard that the streets 
are completely flooded. This is enough to convince the most skeptical of the miraculous 
power of San Diego. 

Tuuday, .tlugu.sl z6 

Don Eus was the first to make ahza, or aloft of new corn, and roasted ears, which people 
are wont to offer to one another when the maize begins to mature. Monotony. Rain and 
heat. 

Wednesday, August 27 

Today Pablo Ku celebrated in his house the u hanli col or udinner...of-the-milpa." 
This is a ceremony which the agriculturist performs when the milpa begins to ripen, .as a 
sign of gratitude to the chaacs and especially to tile balams, the beneficent spirits statio~ed 
at the corners of the milpas, and whose principal purpose is to keep away animals and men 
who would injure the maize. It is performed every four years, and if through gr.eed the 
agriculturist allows six years to go by without the ceremony, then he is punished by the. 
balams with sickness and other misfortun.es. (p. 134). 

Thursday, August 28 

At dawn today a novena was held in the oratorio, organized by Leandro Caamal, so 
as to offer San Diego the aloft of new corn and the cooked ears of the first maize harvested 
in his milpa. 
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At the aame hour Adolfo Ceme and Demetria Ceme left for Kaua, there to get mar
ried in the &gistro Ci•il. They were accompanied by Hilaria Pat (mother of the bride); 
Guillermo Tamay and his wife (paJrinos); Santiago and Tranquilino Yam (witnesses). 
In Don Fano's house hospitality was offered to the villagers from breakfast time to supper. 
Three turkeys and several hens were cooked. The bride as well as her parents were very 
tearful.' The couple will live in Don Fano's house. He has not found it necessary to buy 
any furniture, or any cooking utensils, or anything-not even another hammock. 

Another u hanli col in the houses of Apolinario Caamal and Cleofas Yama. Sun and 
heat. 

• • • • • • • • 
Monda;y, Stplembtr 1 

In the evening, invited by Don Fano, the greater part of the milpa workers came to 
his house and decided to hold the clia-c:haac, because the drought threatens to continue 
even longer, an event which would occasion the loss of the next harvest. Taking advantage 
of the presence of the h-men, Jos~ D. Noh, they employed him to perform this ceremony, 
a preliminary part of which will begin tomorrow. 

Tutsda;y, Stpltmbtr :1 

In the early hours of the morning arrived the h-men. With the aid of the milptrOS 
he proceeded to erect an altar in the yard of the euartel. At midday all the men went 
to get "virgin water" from a cenote far in the depth of the forest.' In the evening they re
turned and placed by the altar their calabashes filled with the sacred fluid. Some of the 
men have hung their hammocks in the yard of the euarte/, 

Wtdntsda;y, Stpltmbtr J 

The activities of the day began alitde before dawn. The h-men chose as his assistants, 
or idzacs, probably on account of their age and knowledge, Don Fano and Don Guillermo, 
who thereupon received and put down in a notebook, so as to avoid confusion, the two kilos 
of pozolt, one quarter of sugar, and two candles, which each man has to contribute to.. 
day. The h-men then prepared part of the zaca in a tinaja, using the water in the cala
bashes, and offered it to the chaacs, balams, and to San Miguel with a prayer. At six 
o'clock he offered zaca to San Lazaro, San Jorge and San Roque. 

After this he went up to the altar and consulted his zaztuns, announcing to those 
preoent that "by the will of Santos Lazaro, Jorge, and Roque, you will kill two deer over 
towards X-Cocail." 

Thia welcome prophecy was received with shouts of delight which did not end until 
the hunters had disappeared in the bush. At eleven o'clock they came back, sweaty and 
weary, without having obtained anything. But they did not on this account lose faith 
in the h-men, who explained the matter thus: "Probably the zip' have protected the deer, 
but they will be found in the direction of Tzeal." 

Aa· a result, as soon as they had eaten the zaca, once more offered to the chaacs, 
balamo, and San Miguel, they resumed work on the hunt in the direction indicated by the 
h-men who this time had better success with his soothsaying, for the hunten got a small 
deer in the region where he had predicted that they would. As soon as the meat had been 
cooked in the pib, it io placed on the altar for the hun ten to eat. 

1 Tlw lrief Dtmetria ud her p&NIIU ...... WU li-. it ... d111 pudJ lQ d. pat chaapl ...... ht .boat ill the ._lie 
arn~~pmcae.--11 ••• Dtm•tri• wha '-ked after the cattle. 

1 The full chlniptiall of thll ~J ll IPYH • p. lJL 
I Zip,- p. 117. 
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From time to time during the remainder of the afternoon, and through the night 
until two o'clock in the morning, the h-men offered zaca. In the intervals the men present 
amused themselves eating zikil-top and telling stories of the alux1 and of the uaycots,1 

and gther ingenuous yarns which ended by putting them all to sleep. 

Thursday, September 4 

The entire day was spent in the performance of the clia-chaac ceremony. At dawn, 
after a short intermission for sleep, the h-men began his work. Out of a jar that had been 
resting on the ground he filled thirteen homas and two jlcaras with balche, and offered it 
to the gods with a long chanted prayer. The chant ended, the idzacs distributed the 
balche among those present. Meanwhile the women inside the houses were preparing 
the dough and ground squash seed to be used later in the bread-stuffs. Morning had come 
by now, and Don Fano received, and noted in his little book the amount brought by each 
man: three kilos of dough, one-half a kilo of ground squash seed, a hen, and seventy
five teplarJOs with which to buy the recados (seasonings), and to pay the h-men. 

When the hens had been collected, they were sanctified and devoted to the gods. 
Kneeling at the altar an idzac opened the beak of each hen and the h-men threw in balche 
and repeated a prayer, while the idza.c wrung the fowl's neck. So twenty-three hens were 
sacrificed, and no doubt had there been more, the prayer would have been correspondingly 
prolonged. 

This ended, the h-men returned to his hammock, interrupting his rest from time to time 
to approach the altar and there to sprinkle the cross with balche, and to murmur prayers. 

Afterward the idzacs took charge of distributing the consecrated balche; as this went 
on, people exchanged the acknowledgment: .. oxtez cuntabac tech, tat." This took place 
thirteen times during the day. 

The men spent the entire morning preparing the broth and the sacred breads. They 
made four special breads, to be dedicated to frogs. The idzacs cut branches of habin 
and covered the Holy Cross, so as to protect it from the sun, now high. The ninth time that 
the h-men came up to the altar to consecrate the wine, he wet his zaztuns in it, and then 
gazed through them against the light, perhaps to learn the will of the gods. However, 
whatever he might have made known, no one knew, for when he had ended his divine 
consultation, he kept his zaztuns well hidden in his sa!Jucan, and placidly resumed his 
interrupted rest. 

At midday the breads were taken out of the pib, and the sopas, made of the fowl, 
were placed in symbolic order on the altar. Then the h-men stationed four boys at the 
four legs of the table, and named Don Trano to enact the rale of Kunku Chaac, chief of 
the chaacs. The two idzacs, and three of the Qther men present, lifted him up and carried 
him, with all reverence, and careful not to turn their backs to the altar, to the .. chun 
caan," situated 8 meters east of the altar. An idzac supplied him with a calabash and a 
machett, to be used in producing the storm, and he was left by himself, while his bearers 
returned to the group. · • • · 

Then the h-men knelt at the altar with the idzacs standing at either side, and delivered 
a long prayer; the idzacs sprinkled the altar with balche and replenished the incenst in the 
brazier; the "frogs'" sang loudly; and the Kunku from time to time rose to his feet and with 
his voice imitated the sound of the thunder and with his machete the flash of lightning. 

The food on the altar was then offered to the gods with another prayer. Then, 
taking a smaller homa, wrapped in a cloth with a cross embroidered on it, the h-men knelt 
at the altar and drank the balche it contained. • 

• Alu11, ace p. lifo 
• Uaycota, lee p. 179. 
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Every man preaent did likewise. This ended, all went some distance from the altar, 
keeping complete silence so as not to interrupt the feasting of the gods, who would surely 
take with enjoyment the gratia of the breads and the sopas. 

When the h-men had decided that the gods had finished, he ordered four men to go with 
him to find the Kunku Chaac. When they were in the presence of the latter, the h-men 
poured balche on hio head, saying, in Maya, "In the name of the Father, the Son and 
the Holy Ghost. One, two, three, four, thirteen times in the name of God, the Holy 
Ghost, Amen;" 

The Kunku then went to sit among the ufrogs," who had become separated from the 
othero and were eating the part of the food which fell to their share. The breads and the 
1opas were divided among all present, and for a long time nothing was heard but the 
exaggerated noises one makes in appreciating the taste of much relished comestibles. 
The dinner over, the diners, returning to their houses, carried with them the food that 
was left over. 

Later the h-men sanctified the spot where the ceremony had taken place by sprink
ling balche on the chun caan (the place where the Kunku Chaac had been stationed). 
With thia the clia-chaac ended; the troubled spirita of the agriculturists, who saw their 
maize planulanguishing, forgotten by the chaacs, have revived. 

Early this morning a male child was born to the wife of Juan de Ia Rosa Pat. 

Friday, Septem6tr S 

Work on the cuartel has been suspended for lack of sasca6; it will be resumed when the 
guardia1 have collected more. 

Don Nao has gone to hio milpa at Yokdozonot. 

Saturday, Septem6tr 6 

Nothing new. All quiet. Sun and heat. 

Sunday, Septem6tr 7 

Santiago Dzul performed the u hanli col ceremony in his yard. Others, too, are doing 
this, frightened by the lack of rain. Two cattle merchanta arrived with some beef cattle. 
Don Nao has returned from his milpa. 

!Jonday, Sepltm6tr 8 

Work on the cuartel waa resumed. Don Bus bought a small cow for aeventy-five 
pesoa of the merchants who came yesterday, and Don Fano exchanged a bull for a cow. 
Don Tino bought a bull for sixty pesos from Don Eua. This was a day of great commer
cial activity, Sun and heat. 

• • • • • • • • 
Saturday, Stpltm6tr zo 

Laot night, occasioned by the evening of Don Eus' birthday, there was ajanma in 
his house, to the music of his phonograph. Tt~malts were served to those present. 

The people appear to be optimistic. Perhaps this good humor is in part due to the 
rains of the past few days, that have done much to alleviate the drooping condition o( the 
milpas. Rain; pleasant temperature. 
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Sunday, Septemhtr 2I 

Last night a novena was held in Don Fano•s house, so as to offer pibil-nal1 to the 
Holy Cross, also atole made of the first com harvested this year. Afterward, using the 
phonograph, a jarana was improvised which ended only with the first hours of today. 
As a result the young men are sleepy and did not go out hunting. Cloudy and drizzly. 

Monday, Septemher 23 

As tomorrow is the birthday of Asunci6n Tee, it will be celebrated this evening with 
ajarana, enlivened by the phonograph; tamales will be served. This custom of celebrating 
birthdays is very recent; only a short time ago such occasions went unrecognized. I believe 
DonNas began the practice, ever since the day he acquired a phonograph with which to 
organize fiestas. Cloudy and rainy. 

Wednesday, Septemhtr 24 

Those men who have not yet begun to fell trees for the mil pas are busy in improving 
their houses-making enclosures for their stock, clearing the herbage from their yards, 
burning lime, etc. 

Work on the cullrlel has been suspended again because money is lacking with which 
to pay the mason. 

Thursday, Septemhtr 25 

Today like yesterday. 

• • 
Sunday, Septemhtr 28 

• • • • • • 

Edilberto Ceme, President of the llga, went yesterday to Valladolid to ask the hdp 
of the Diputatlo' in getting the cullrlel finished. The oven was finished. Some men 
went hunting. Cloudy and rainy. 

Monday, Septemhtr 29 

Don Madal returned yesterday from Uaymilchen, reporting that the wild hogs were , 
destroying the young maize plants in the milpas there. Therefore those having milpas , 
at Uaymilchen went off to combat these animals. 

Edilberto came back; the DipuJaJo promised aid 11 at the first opportunity." 

Tuesday, Septemhtr 30 

All quiet. Cloudy and rainy. 

Wednesday, Octohtr r 

Only the shouts of the school childr~n,-coming out of school break for a moment. the 
prevailing stillness. The men are felling bush i(l their milpas.1 Don.Nas and Edilberto 
went to Yokdzonot to see if it is time yet to bend over (dohlar)' the maize stalks. 
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Thursda), Octobw :1 

The men who went to Uaymilchen returned, having killed only a single wild hog. 
Don Tino and Edilberto returned from their milpas. 

Frida), Octobw J 

Edilberto, helped by his relatives, worked in his milpa collecting ears of corn so that 
tomorrow they can make pibil-nal. This is the custom of offering to the gods the first 
fruits of the maize plants.• 

Saturda), Octobw 1 

At one o'clock in the morning work began in Edilberto's house. While his wife and 
the neighbors were preparing the mole, the men went out some distance where the pib 
had been made, to take out the ears put in it the night before. When they had returned 
with baskets full of pibilnales, the h-men put thirteen pairs of ears and four gourd vessels 
of atolt on two horizontal poles, a meter and a half long, fastened at their ends to other 
polea of similar length, fastened perpendicularly in the ground among the shrubbery of 
the yard. On these poles he also placed a cross and two lighted candles. Having arranged 
all this he mumbled a prayer,' meanwhile pouring out the atolt from the gourd vessels 
toward the east. 

He then put out the candles and returned to his house, where the men, indifFerent to 
his actions, were cheerfully convening, while the children played in the street, raising great 
clamor, excited perhaps by the moonlight. 

After atolt and pibinal had been served to everyone, all went to the oratorio where a 
novena was held in honor of the Holy Cross, to whom likewise was due the offering of first 
fruits of the milpas. At the conclusion of the novena rockets were discharged. 

Until morning was well on' its way Edilberto's wife was busy carrying to the houses 
of her neighbors cliuyub holding gourd vessels of atolt, and pibilnal. Sun and heat. 

Sunda), O<iobw 5 

Today Juan de Ia Rosa Pat performed the u hanli col ceremony. 
Don Tino, Don Elut and Don Eus, with the help of their neighbors, busied them

oelves picking corn ears and preparing a pib for the pibil-nal which they are going to hold 
tomorrow in their respective houses. Sun and heat. 

Monda), Octobw 6 

In the morning the pibil-nal was eelebrated in the houses of the men mentioned above. 
On this account people were buoy from midnight on: the women preparing the atolt and 
the men carrying the pibil-nal from the pib. 

Don Eus was the only one who made the novena to the Holy Cross in the oratorio; 
the othero held it in their houses. 

All the people, little and big, though without interrupting their labors, spent the 
day eating pibil-nal. So it will continue until the corn becomeo too hard to chew easily. 

Tursda), Octobw 7 

The streets are deoerted once more. Most of the men have returned to their milpas 
to continuo felling trees for the next milpu. Some are beginning to doblar. Don Nas, 
with the help of the Tamay brothers, has resumed work on their house. 

•S.. p. • ..,. 
•Tulti ... •P..SJ .. 
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Wtdntsday, October 8 

Don Elut, aided by his sons, is preparing a lime-burning in the yard of his house. 
A communication arrived from the PresiJenlt Municipal of Valladolid summoning 

the officers of the Liga to a meeting to be held in that city next Sunday to choose the 
Municipal authorities of the ,a!Jecera, who are to hold office next year. According to 
custom, the present PrtsiJenlt will be re-elected. 

Thursday, October 9 

Toward evening there arrived from Yokdzonot Leandro Pat and his wife, Antonia 
Chi. He said they were just out for a little trip; however, the bottles of anis and the 
cigarettes he carried in his sa/Jucan aroused the suspicions of the people who became very 
curious to know who was the chosen girl. And as these are things that are discovered no 
matter how secretly they are carried on, soon it became known that the visitors wanted, 
for their son, the hand of Severiana, Don Polin's daughter. Don Polin did not agree to 
such an arrangement, however, because the girl is still in school. In view of this the 
visitors went to Don Rosa's house from where, up to the present hour, they have not 
yet emerged. ' 

Friday, October 10 

The visitors spent the night in Don Rosa's house, returning home today. As in 
departing they did not take away with them the anis nor the cigarettes, it is supposed that 
they reached an understanding with Don Rosa, whose daughter ttVicha" (Victoria) 1 is 
suitable for marriage. 

In the evening the h-men, Marcos Mukul, came to sanctify (santiguar) Don Eus. 
The h-men assures me that this ceremony drives the evil winds away from people. The 
ceremony differed little from others of the sort I have seen. The h-men stood beside a 
table on which were a cross, two candles and two roasted hens. Holding his hands on his 
breast, he mumbled a prayer. 

Then he took a branch of zipche and struck the body of the sick man, making the 
sign of the cross over his head, while he repeated this prayer. When he had done this, 
he went up to the table and with hands again on his breast he recited the prayer 
a third time. With this ended the santiguar, which no doubt will relieve Don Eus 
of his troubles. 

Salurday, Octo!Jtr r 1 

Today it is seven weeks since died Cristobal.Dzul; hence in his mother's house a novena 
was celebrated today to rest his soul. Pibil-nal was celebrated in several houses. 

Edilberto Ceme, Rosendo Ceme, Primitivo Pat, Filemono Noh and Anacleto Diul, 
directors of the Liga, went to Valladolid in compliahce with the order received Wednesday. 
Emiliano Tamay went along, to get flour, sugar atid the other materials they will use in 
the bakery. 

Sunday, October 12 

Last night a number of families came back· from their mil pas, bringing green corn 
with which tomorrow to make pibil-nal. The preliminary work occupied them all day. 
DonNas began to build his masonry house. Sun and heat. 

1 Thirtun rcan old. So U.O iiSC"rcriaaa. 
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Monday, October I.J 

From midnight on the bells rang in the oratorio, announcing to the people the novenas 
of the pibil-nal held recently in a number of houses. Young and old began their visiting, 
enlivening the streets, and until late in the morning they continued to drink a/ole and 
eat pibil-nal as if they would never do it again. 

Those who went to Valladolid Saturday returned. As I thought, the present Prtsi
dtnle Munici~al was elected in the u Magna y Democroitica Convenci6n.'' 

Tuuday, October 1-1 

Again many have left for their milpas where they have begun to doblar. Cloudy 
and rainy. 

Thursday, October 16 

Don Fano and some othen occupied themselves mending the curbstone of the cenote. 

Friday, October 17 

Don Nu, Edilberto and Martiniano received a bull from Don Pil as an advance in 
respect to mason'a work they are to do for him soon. It will probably be butchered 
tomorrow. Cloudy and rainy. 

SaJurJay, October 18 

Early thio morning the bull was slaughtered at the Tamay house. Most of the 
meat was aold in nearby r'tlnr!Jn-lu. 

A moment ago some boys caught a fox, bathed it in kerosene and set fire to it with a 
match; great merriment wu caused by the wild career of the poor animal in its horrible 
agony. 

Sunaay, October 19 

Zono arrived from Cuncunul, together with another man. These are to be the 
bakers in the bakery that is to have its inauguration tomorrow in the house of the Tamay 
brothers. Don Fano and some others went to their milpas. Rain. Hot weather. 

Monday, October 20 

The bakery wu opened. The bread waa sold here and in ranchtrlas in the neighbor
~ood. Don Fano returned. 

Tut~d•y, O<to6tr II 

The Lit• Cmlrdl has given permission to the local Lig• to spend its funds on the 
continuation of building of the cuar/tl; therefore this work will be resumed. As each 
member pays 1.10 pesos a year, from 70 to So pesos will be available. 

Wtdnt~d•y, October 11 

Nothing worth noting. Sun and heat. 

TAursd•y, October IJ 

In Don Eus' house a novena was held in honor of the Holy Cross. Sun and heat. 
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Friday, Octo6er 24 

The dobla continues. Few people in the village. Sun and heat. 

Saturday, October 25 

Due to the bottom price that corn has reached this year, the milptros here have not 
wanted to sell their harvest, hoping for a rise in prices. Therefore the business activities, that 
on other occasions have given life to the village, have today been non-existent. However, 
neither this fact nor the acute economic crisis which the State is experiencing disturbs them. 

Sunday, Octo6er 26 

Last night several families returned from their milpas. At midday some men went 
hunting. 

Monday, Octo6er 27 

Today- a man came from VaUadolid selling images of sDnlos at fifty centaf}()s apiece. 
These were in great demand, thanks to the marvelous powers attributed by the seller, 
and to the prevailing need for immediate improvement in the economic situation. 

Tuesday, October 28 

The stmlo seller returned to V alladolid, promising to return bringing other "novel
ties... He took a great quantity of hens away with him. Don _Bus changed the clothing 
of San Diego, and the candles in the oratorio. 

Wtdntsday, October 29 

This morning the examinations concluding this school term were hdd before the 
teachers, Pedro Aguilar and Moises Arceo, and a number of parents. 

In Marcos Canche's house a rtzO was celebrated in commemoration of the seventh 
month after the death of his daughter Alberta. 

Thursday, Octo6er .JO 

At midday the seventh month after the death of litde Leonila was commemorated 
in the Tamay house. (These prayers are usually held at the same hour at which the 
death occurred.) · 

In the afternOon Rosa Uc, wife of Emiliano Tamay, gave birth to a boy. She was 
attended by Doiia Leandra. Cloudy; pleasant· temperature. 

• • • • • • • • 
Saturday, Noonnbtr 8 

Today, during the informal meeting which occurs every evening in Don ~ano's 
store it was decided to organize a noutnario in honor of San Diego, whose day will be the 
twdfth of this month. 

Sunday, Nootmbw 9 

Today the novenas began in the oriJioriOi in tlie daily monotony these serve as solace 
and entertainment for the people. A number of families returned from their milpas, 
having finished the dobla. Cloudy; fresh weather. 
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Monda:~, Novemb~r IO 

Edilberto, Martiniano and Asunci6n made arrangements with the mustc1ans of 
Cuncunul to play tomorrow night at ajarana, on the occasion of the olsptra of San Diego; 
the three divide the expenses equally. 

Tut.ulay, Nouembtr r r 

This afternoon, taking advantage of the presence in the village of almost all the people 
on account of thejarana, a meeting was held in the comisarla to select the President of 
the Liga and the eomisario for the coming year. Ao these positions are periodically filled 
by the same individuals, the election was easily made; without any discussion Ignacio 
Batun and Eustaquio Ceme were chosen for the respective posts. 

At this moment (10 p.m.) ajarana is taking place with great animation at the doors 
of the oratorio. A number of families have arrived from Xanla and X-Kopteil. The young 
people who want to dance have to pay the organizers twenty-five centavos. 

Wttlnutla:~, No01mbtr IZ 

The jarono ended at dawn. The organizers recovered only five pesos of the fifteen 
they spent on the music. Today end the novenas organized in honor o( San Diego, 
although the nouenario is not complete; there are not enough people to undertake those 
remaining. Apparently few are concerned about the Patron today, probably because 
the harvest io '"· Cloudy and fresh. 

Thurstla;1, Nootmbtr I.J 

Many returned to their milpas. Some began to harvest. Sun; pleaoant temperature. 

Frida:~, No01mbtr II 

Adolfo Ceme, Emiliano and Matilde Tamay went to Valladolid today, the first to 
buy merchandise for the otore and the others in search of work. They have aspirations, 
they tell me, to become functionaries in some store in that city. Edilberto went also so 
as to buy cement for the floor of the tumtl, work on which hao been suspended for lack of 
material. 

Soturd•:f Nootm6er IS 

No one left; no one arrived. All juot the aame. Sun and heat. 

Suntla:f, No01m61r 16 

Adolfo and Edilberto returned, Some men went hunting. 

Monti~;!, No01mbtr 17 

Laot night Hilaria Pat, Don Eus' wife, gave birth to a boy; she was attended by 
Dofta Leandra. The name the child wiD have io not yet known. 

Work on the tllarltl was resumed. 
Herculano Hu, helped by oome of his neighbors, continues building hio palm house. 
Matilde, Emiliano and Zono returned from Valladolid. Matilde attained his object: 

he is to be an employe in a otore in that city, Emiliano will help Zono in his ambulatory 
trade. Sun and heat. 
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Tuesday, Nootmbtr r8 

Those who have milpas in the neighborhood have hurried with the harvest, so as to 
enclose their catde in the fields and use the leaves as fodder. 

Two merchants came from Valladolid selling cloth, earrings, mirrors, etc. 

Wedntsday, Nooember '9 

Santiago Dzul bought a cow from some catde merchants who arrived today. Zono 
and Emiliano went off to raneherftU in the neighborhood. The Job/a has ended; most of 
the men now pass the day busy with small affairs, or hunting. 

Thursday, Nooember 20 

This evening there ended, after long difficulties, the building of the euartel. For its 
inauguration only the doors are lacking. Don Guillermo went to Santa Maria to hold a 
rezo there. 

Friday, Nootm6er 2r 

Emiliano and Zono returned. Their ware found a good market-<:loth, thread, 
ornaments for huipils, and other inexpensive objects. The Tamay bakery suspended 
activities some days ago because so litde bread was sold. 

Taking advantage of the windy weather, the boys play with papagayos, as kites are 
called here. Sun and heat. 

Saturday, November 22 

Two boys came from Bojon selling sosguil (henequen fiber) which is at present all 
gone here. 

From Ticimul came three men, to rent a bull for the bull-fight at the coming fiesta at 
Kaua. It appears that no one wanted to rent them one. 

Sunday, Nooember 23 

Zono, Emiliano, Matilde, Tito, and some others have gone to Valladolid to attend 
the fiesta of the barrio of San Juan, which begins there tomorrow. 

In the afternoon, according to the summons of the tomisario, most of the men met 
in the comisar/11. u Comrades, u said the eomisario, 11 I have had you called together in 
order to hand over to you the c1U111el which Don N as has now finished, and that you 
may see how the money which you contribut.ed from your milpas has been used. As 
this cuartel has taken much work in its construction, I advise you to take good care of 
it, and don"t let the boys draw on its walls." To this Eleuterio Pat replied: "Thank 
you very much, sir, we hear what you say and we are very well satisfied because the cuirtel 
is finished, and we shall try to see that the boy~ don"t draw on its walls."'· The same 
thing, or something very similar, was said by Feli(ie Ceme. Then they agreed to hold a 
jarana in the eorredores of the euflrlel, on the first of next January, the day on whith the 
new comisario enters office. Sun and heat. 

Monday, No'Onn!Jer 2-1-

Don Nas, with the help of Martiniano and Porfirio Tamay, busied himself in prepar
ing a lime-kiln. Don Fano, helped by his son Adolfo and his nephew Evelio, has begun 
building a wall. 
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At 11 a. m. little Exiquia, daughter of Anacleto Dzul and born last Tuesday, died 
from an unknown diseue ("she just had fever and cried a lot," say the parents). Leandra 
Caamal, the midwife who attended the mother, asserts that babies born on Tuesday or 
Friday rarely reach their majority and if they do they grow up to be people with an evil 
inftuence, casting the blight of the evil eye upon those about them. Right now (9 p. m.) 
the neighbor• are praying and singing by the body. The mother is still ill as a result of 
the confinement. There have been no signs of spontaneous grief. Cloudy; moderate 
temperature .. 

Tutsday, Noatm6tr 25 

Today at 11 a. m. took place the burial of the little one who died yesterday. A 
number of neighbono attended. At night a noaenario was begun in behalf of her soul at 
the house of her parents. Cloudy and cold. 

H'tdntsday, Noaem6tr 116 

Eleuterio Pat and his wife Antonia Caamal, accompanied by their son Primitive 
Pat, went to Xanla this afternoon in order to hand over the muhul to the parents of 
Bartol& Poot. Sun; pleasant weather. 

Thursday, Noaem6tr 117 

There returned from Xanla those who went there yesterday, bringing with them the 
promised bride, who has begun her married life with Primitivo with no more formalities 
than an announcement by the parents. Cloudy and cold. 

Friday, Noa~m6tr 118 

At daybreak today there appeared at the house of the <omisario the wife of one Eligio, 
who, amid saba and lamentations, declared that her husband had given her a beating with 
a piece of Iiana. Later on the guardias arrested the culprit. Subsequently, when it 
became a matter of investigating the occurrence, Don Eus appeared at the eomiJaria, 
pointing out the impropriety of the act, because 11 it is neither constitutional nor civilized 
to hold inveatigations immediately after events have taken place; they should be held at 
least twenty-four hounolater, as can be seen by the Notas Poli<ialts printed in the Diario 
tit Yu<tll4n and that it ia the custom in Merida and in all important and cultured places." 
Conquered by 1uch a crushing argument, the <omisario ordered Eligio to be taken back to 

,jail and hia wife to return tomorrow at the same hour in order that the investigation 
might be carried out in a civilized manner, in conformity with the law. 

s.,urtl•y, Noa~m6tr 119 

At eight in the morning Eligio was set at liberty because his wife withdrew her request, 
declaring that she did not object to the beating she had received. 

Later on Eligio again appeared at the <omisarfa saying that his second (polygamous) 
wife had left his home taking with her a hammock and a sheet. As it was known that 
she had lODe to a neighbor's house, she was summoned. In the presence of the comiJIIrio 
ahe declared that 1he had left Eligio because he never bought her Auipils, nor rt6oaos, 
nor anything. Eligio replied that it was true what she had said, but that it was due more 
to alack of money than because of ill-will, and as a proof of this he presented her with the 
hammock and the sheet she had taken away with her. In spite of this splendid gift, ~he 
refused to return to him. In view of thia, the tomisario advised their separating in order 
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to avoid domestic discord.. The woman, proud and indifferent, returned to the neighbor's 
house and the man, resigned to his fate, to his home. Justice in this case was administered 
without delay, probably due to the fact that Don Eus was out looking for his catde. 
Cloudy; pleasant weather. 

SunJay, Nootmher .30 

In the morning the parents of Primitivo Pat, with the latter and his wife Bartola, 
went to Valladolid to buy Bartola clothes. Don Balbino the h-men, deserted by his wife 
some time ago, told at the gathering which meets daily in the store of Don Fano, that this 
evening he would consult his zaztun to see if it would be a good thing for him to take 
Eligio's second wife as a mate, now that she had left Eligio. 

At night there was a meeting in the school house to sdect the object which the Car
negie Institution, through Mr. Redfield, has promised to present to the village. By 
unanimous choice, two gasoline lamps, which are much needed in the recendy built cutlrle/, 
were decided upon. Amidst the greatest enthusiasm the meeting came to a close with a 
resolution to hold ajarana on the night on which the lamps are presented. Cloudy, pleasant 
weather. 

Monday, Dmm6tr I 

Don Balbina did not, it appears, receive a favorable reply to his proposal last night, 
for the object of his attentions today returned to Eligio .. because she was not willing to 
allow the first wife to enjoy the house all by hersdf"" (according to Doiia Simona). Rainy; 
cold. · 

TueJtlay, Decem!Jer 2 

Busy with simple concerns, or in the hammocks, the men enjoyed the ealm of this 
grey, rainy day. 

Wedntsday, Decem#.,. 3 

In the afternoon returned from Valladolid Eleuterio Pat, his wife, Primitivo, and 
Bartola. At night there took place in the chapel a novena dedicated to the Nino Dios, 
organized by Don Nas in order to make up the list of people who wished to contribute 
to his noomario which begins the 18th of this month. 

Thursday, Decem6er {. 

At midday, when the village was in peaoe, there was heard a terrifying humming 
which made people come out from their houses to seek the cause of this so unaccustomed 
disturbance. In a few minutes an aeroplane appeared, flying at a low altitude in .the 
direction ofChichen ltza. The impression on the people, at seeing such a strange, mysteri
ous machin~ was indescribable, a mixture of fear and surprise, for they had neVer seen suCh 
a thing before in their lives. For a long time the people remained standing in the street, 
making the most varied comments upon the apparition. Most of them doubt that tlie men 
in it are hum~. However, the more experiepced accept the possibility that its passengers 
may be Amencans. · . 

Friday, Decemher 5 

Last night the fiesta of Kaua began with a oaqutrla. DonNas rented out his bull for 
five pesos for one of the events. Up to this time no one from here has planned to go to this 
fiesta. Sun and heat. 
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Salurday, Dteem6tr 6 

The parents of Emeterio have decided that he and the girl with whom he has been 
living shaU marry. For this reason they have today gone to Kaua to register this intention. 
Some time ago this boy's choice fell on Cristina Yam, who had separated from Asunci6n 
Tee. But hia parents frowned upon his selection, because of the girl's former marriage; 
they persuaded him to give up the idea of taking Cristina as wife, His second choice was 
embodied in a girl divorced by her husband about three years ago on account of her pre
marital relations with another, This choice also was strenuously opposed by the boy's 
parents. About seven months ago he attended a jarana in Pamba, and upon his return 
told his parents of meeting a girl who suited him. His father, with his wife, without 
employing a tasamtnlmJ, paid a visit to the parents of this third girl. Their investigations 
on thia occasion led them to continue negotiations; a second visit resulted in an agreement 
of marriage. But now difficulties arose: it was rumored to the father that the girl had had 
sexual relations with a youth of Pamba. At about this same time the parents of this latter 
boy had been negotiating for the marriage of their son with the girl, and the girl's parents 
actually accepted two muhuls, one from the parents of the Chan Kom boy and another 
from those of the boy of Pamba. This difficult situation was relieved in the following man
ner: the boy of Pamba had the municipal authorities order the girl's parents to return the 
complainant's muhul. This was done and the marriage arrangements with the other boy 
were concluded. 

It was in view of the girl's relations with this other boy that her parents and those of 
the boy condoned the assumption of marital relations without a civil or religious ceremony. 
But once she was living in the house of her father-in-law with the boy, his paternal grand
mother and paternal uncles urged the impropriety of the arrangement, and brought about 
the civil marriage at Kaua. 

Sunday, Dtctm6tr 7 

The village appears uninhabited; the few women who go for water to the cenote, the 
crowing of the cocks, and the lowing of the catde are the only signs of life. Sun; cold. 

Mond•y, Duem6tr 8 

Those who went to Kaua have begun coming back. According to their tales the crowd 
there is enormous and the saloons overcrowded. The cur• of Valladolid, who promised 
that he would come at the urgent request of the village, is awaited impatiendy. In view 
1>f the success of the event, the dipu1ado1 have agreed to prolong the fiesta by one day. 
Sun and heat. 

Tuuday, Dtum6w 9 

"Vicha," the daughter of Juan dela Rosa Pat, has engaged herself as a servant to a 
certain family of Cuncunul. As a result, all the arrangemento that her parents have made 
with ~gard to her and Leandro Pat are automatically void. It is possible that ill-feeling 
may arise between the interested parties, u such a situation is very rare. Sun and heat. 

ll'tdnud•y, Dutm6tr 10 

The village is aU activity today, The Tamay family have begun again the construe:. 
tion of their housei Don Nu is working at his; the mason from Tekom is working upon 
that of Don Elut; Don Fano, with the help of his sons and Evelio, is building another; 
Aounci6n and some of the others are getting IIU<M or cutting wood for future buildings. 
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All this gives an impression of animation in contrast to the inertia of other days. In 
the afternoon Dofia Simona arrived from Kaua and reported that the cura of Valladolid, 
keeping his word, came yesterday to the village and said two masses at the moderate price 
of twenty pesos for each mass. The church appeared all day filled to bursting with people 
who were taking advantage of the presence of the priest, who, in accordance with the 
situation, did not charge his usual prices. According to my informant and other travelers, 
the good minister of God returned to Valladolid with a sa6ucan full of money, as a humble 
reward for his labors. Maize is quoted at fifty ttnlaoos a carga. Sun; pleasant weather. 

Thursday, Dtctm/J" 11 

Nothing worth noting. Sun; pleasant weather. 

Friday, Dectm6tr rz 

Almost the entire village appears to be suffering from catarrh, caused probably by 
the marked changes in temperature in the last few days. However, Don Eus assures me 
that it is due to the meteorites which have so frequently cloven through space on these 
nights. "These, falling down to the sea," produce all sorts of sicknesses, which later spread 
through the country, Sun; pleasant weather. 

Saturday, Decem6tr I3 

Jacinto Pech, an inhabitant of Ticimul, presented himself to the comiJario with the 
news that in the bush he had found a horse that had been shot; he named as suspects three 
inhabitants of this village whose milpas are near the aforementioned ranchn1a. Those 
who are supposed responsible have been summoned for eight tomorrow morning in order 
that the necessary inquiries be carried out. Sun; pleasant weather. 

Sunday, Decem6tr I4 

From the statements made with regard to the death of the horse it appears that the 
inhabitants of this village are quite guiltless of this act, as a result of which they are at 
liberty. At nightfall the owner of the horse appeared again and decided that he knew 
the guilty party, a certain man from Kaua, who, while hunting at night, shot the horse 
by mistaking it for a deer. The matter has been passed on to the comisario at Kaua. 

Several families are in the milpas harvesting beans. Sun; pleasant weather. 

Monday, Decem6tr I5 

At daybreak a messenger arrived from Yaxuna bearing an official letter from the 
comiJario of that place in which he reported that the brothers ---, cattle merchants, 
had been arrested "for having stolen a bull." From the investigation that had been made 
it appeared quite clear that these men had exchanged, without the consent of the owner, 
a sick cow for a fine young bull. The guilty parties were obliged to return the bull, and 
were then released. . 

In the afternoon two delegates from the State Government arrived in order to form 
a farmers' cattle eo-operative in this region. When the majority of the men of the villa.,ge 
had gathered, the delegates explained the advantages of raising cattle cooperatively and 
the facilities the Government would grant to the ~pie for this purpose. After expound~ 
ing other ideas for social betterment, the selection of the Dirtclioa Prooisional, which 
was to rule the destinies of the newly hom society, was made. It resulted as follows: 
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Consejo de Adminislrad6n: Preaident, Ignacio Batun; Vice-president, Porfirio Tamay; 
Secretary, Edilberto Ceme; PocDIII, Primitivo Pat and Santiago Uitzil. Consejo de 
Pigilaneia: Preeident, Eleuterio Pat; Secretary, Florentino Pat: Yocal, Asunci6n Tee; 
Gerente, Eustaquio Ceme. When the election was over, the delegates promised those 
present to inform them of the date when the cattle which is to belong to his cooperative 
will be sent by the Government, and with this the meeting closed. 

Tue~Ja:y, Deamoer 16 

There came here, on his way from Kaua, a tinsmith. He set up his workshop in the 
patio of the cu~~rtel. 

Dona Simona is very ill, probably with asthma. 
With today'• novena began in the oratorio the nooenario for the NUio Dios which 

ende the night of the 24th, the night on which Don Nas is accustomed to entertain the 
whole village.with o ldmdladD1 oo that no one goes to sleep for the hilarious uproar of the 
Noche Buend. Sun and cold. 

Wedne~Ja:y, Decemotr 17 

The tinamith, who arrived yesterday, has aroused the curiosity of the neighborhood. 
People come to him with the most worn-out utensils which he soon returns to them in 
perfectly good condition. According to this artisan, this village is the most picturesque 
he has visited. It is very possible that he is sincere in this remark, considering the sort 
of utensils that have been brought to him. Sun and cold. 

ThurJda:y, Dmm8tr 18 

It appeara that among the inhabitanta of X-Kopteil a certain division has arisen 
which conatantly becomes more intense, due to the fact that one part of the village is 
attempting to eject the teacher because he sells aguardiente and the other part is trying 
to keep him for the oame reason. It is somewhat difficult to predict the end of this strug
gle, which would be aettled satisfactorily if only the mautro would present some DniJ to 
the malcontents. Sun and cold. 

Frida:y, Dtumotr 19 

Eusebio Uc has gone as a servant to Valladolid. As one can plainly see, the girls are 
beginning to lose their customary timidity and to consider ways of life which are not 
dependent upon a man; a fact which is likely to cause a change in their status in society, 
at the present time notably inferior. 

Don Buo went to Chichen ltza carrying eggs and chickens. Sun; pleasant weather. 

Saturday, Dmm6tr 20 

When today'o novena was finished, there was held ajarand with the Victrola in honor 
pf the Tamay family. Sun; pleasant weather . 

• • • • • • • • 
Wtdnuda:y, 'January 7, 19.]1 

The village is now passing through a period of feverish activity: the streeta are 
cleared. of herbage; the houses whitewashed; new enclosing walls and buildings are rising 

I "f...tl putJ." 
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everywhere, besides other improvements which give life and animation to the place. 
This eagerness for building and other social improvements is due for the most part 
to Don Eus, who, in his rate of comi.sario and leader, never ceases to encourage his 
people to transform the little village into a spot worthy of 10/wmbres tullos y tir~iliZIIdos ... 
Sun and cold. 

Thursday, January 8 

Cristina Yam, who has been separated for some time from her husband (Asunci6n 
Tee) has gone off with Federico Marin, an inhabitant of X-Kopteil, who, people say, 
has a wife and children. Asunci6n appears to attach no importance whatever to the event. 
Sun; pleasant weather. 

Friday, January 9 

Don Eus, in his r6le of Manager of the Farmers' Catde-Raising Cooperative of this 
place, has gone to Valladolid to carry out an order from the Prtsidente Muni<ipal of that 
city. Don Tino accompanied him. Sun and heat. 

Saturday, January ro 

Don Eus and Don Tino returned. 
The object of the meeting to which they went was to report on whether the r<Jf'Talts, 

the drinking troughs, and other necessities for the raising of catde were ready, for if they 
were, this would be reported to the Higher Ups, with a statement of the number of mem
bers in the cooperative, in proportion to which cattle would be sent down. As eVerything 
is ready, all that remains to get the cattle within a month at the latest is to report to the 
Government the number of members. 

When this had been expounded by Don Eus to the gathering held in the cuartel in 
the afternoon, varying comments were made. From these it might be inferred that the 
stock raisers do not feel in sympathy with the idea of raising cattle in a cooperative, but 
prefer each to look after his own by himself. However, the Manager succeeded in convinc
ing them and put down almost everyone as a member on the list which he will send tomor
row to Merida. 

In the same meeting arose a heated discussion between the brothers Pat (Magdaleno 
and Eleuterio) and "Maco" (Maximo Uicab) because the latter used part of the school in 
building his house. The former say this is not fair because the house lots which sur
round the plaza were distributed in equal parts a long time ago. This is a matter of old 
antagonisms, now being renewed. 

The President and Secretary of the ayuntamiento of Cuncunul arrived in order to 
pay a visit to the eomisario, and later went on to X-Kopteil for the same purpose. Sun 
and cold. 

Sunday, January II 

Yesterday's discussion did not come to mu.ch. Animosities have settled down and 
"Maco" will continue to build his house in the place he had chosen. Sun and cold. 

Monday, January I2 

In the afternoon there was a rno at the house 'of Don Anal for the soul of his litde 
daughter who died seven weeks ago. Sun and heat. 
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Tumlay, 1anuary I.J 

A drizzly, chilly day. Mr. Redfield arrived, bringing the two gasoline lamps which 
he had promised to bestow upon the village in the name of Carnegie Institution. Don 
Naa and Don Eua took him all over the place and showed him the improvements made 
during the year. Behind them went many others, each of whom, as soon as the visitor 
had reached his house, came forward and pointed out to him interesting details, feeling well 
rewarded for their efforts by hearing him exclaim; uvery pretty, very interesting." 
So Mr. Redfield waa kept busy all day. 

Don Eus is up in the clouds because now he has someone who will listen to his stupen
dous schemes for promoting civilization and culture. 

From Valladolid came two .. buyers of chickens." 

Wedntsday, 1anuary r4 

Attention all day long was fixed upon thejarana given in the evening in honor of Mr. 
Redfield. People from Yula, Ticimul, Bojon, X-Kopteil and Santa Maria attended it. 
Don Eus, taking advantage of this occasion, entertained the visitor with a supper in the 
cuarltl in order that the pueblo might see uhow civilized and cultured people eat." Fol. 
lowing the suggestion of the same Don Eus, this interesting supper party was escorted to 
the room arranged for it in the cuarltl in the manner heretofore reserved for the Holy 
Cross or the miraculoua San Diego on their fiesta days-that is, accompanied by 
music and followed by the crowd. The rockets formerly used on these occasions were 
suppressed because they showed lack of culture, as Don Eus had read in the Diario 
dt Yucatan. The host, aa he waa about to conduct the guest of honor to the spot 
where the supper was to be held, presented him with a bunch of flowers, saying; 
•'Sir, supper is ready, Here are some flowers for you, but when you get to the 
cuartel be aure you put them where they belong, that is, in the glass in the middle 
of the table." 

Only four people {Don Eus, Don Naa, Don Fano and Don Tino) received the privilege, 
in honor of their deserts and virtues, of eating supper with this noted personage, 
who, to the wondering delight of the multitude, sat and ate calmly, as a famous man 
should. 

When the repast was concluded the jarana began. In one of the intermissions Mr. 
Redfield explained to the gathering the reason for the presentation by the Carnegie Insti
tution of the two lamps and the two tins of gasoline. Then I spoke, and then Don Eus, 
who, upon closing, asked the musicians to play triumphant flourishes. 

The fiesta, which all felt to be an unusual social occasion, ended at dawn of the day 
following, leaving in the spirits of all, but especially of DonNas and Don Eus, the impres
aion of a tremendous triumph. Cloudy and cold. 

TAursday, 7anuary rs 

The musicians from Kaua, and the other people who had come to the fiesta, went back 
tO their villages. Comments upon the fiesta fill all conversations. 

Less work has been done than at other times, perhaps from having stayed up late, 
and perhaps from the lingering-on of the festival spirit; in the afternoon a hunt was organ
ized, but this was without results. 

From V alladolid came Miguel Mendoza, a traveling peddler of various things: coffee, 
chocolate, bread, candles, unbleached muslin, earrings, and other fancy goods. Cloudy 
and cold. 
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Friday, January I6 

Don Fano, helped by Adolfo, Evelio, Edilberto, Rosendo, and Maximo, began to 
grind sugar cane which he had bought from Fernando Caamal, an inhabitant ofX-Kopteil. 
Miguel Mendoza continued on his way to X-Kopteil. Cloudy; mild weather • 

• • • • • • • • 
Tuesday, January 20 

Don N as, Edilberto, Martiniano, and Porfirio recommenced the building of Don 
Pil's house, which had ceased for lack of building material. The grinding of the sugar 
cane ·was completed. Rainy and cold. 

Wedne.sday, 1anuary 2I 

Don Fano, Evelio, and Adolfo carried lime over to Don Pil's house, labor which he 
will return in like form on some other occasion. Miguel Mendoza passed by on his way to 
V alladolid. Cloudy and cold. 

Thursday, January 22 

Asunci6n went to Valladolid to see if the authorities there could solve his troubles 
with regard to his wife Tina, who is really living with another man, but who could, if she 
wished (they have told him) claim some of his property. 

FromValladolid arrived two sellers of bread, but they had little success in their sales. 
Sunny and cold. 

Friday, January 2.1 

Don Fano, helped by Adolfo, Rosendo and Evelio, took up again the work of build
ing Evelio's house. Maca worked upon his. Sunny and cold. 

Salurday, January 2{. 

Asunci6n came back feeling very pleased with the authorities at Valladolid, since 
they had assured him that his affairs would be settled satisfactorily. He reports that 
the man with whom his wife is living will be severely punished. This idea gives him such 
a feeling of satisfaction that he has made up his mind not to work until the investigations 
are completed. He will have to go oft" again on account of them next Monday. 

At eight in the morning Emilia Pat, wife of Don Julio Yam, gave birth to a daughter. 
Tito, the boy in the store, went to Valladolid for merchandise. Claudio Noh went 

to the same place with letters from the comisaria. Sun; pleasant weather. 

Sunday, January 25 

Asunci6n went again to Valladolid, for he wishes his affairs to be setded as soon as 
possible. Tito and Claudio Noh rerurned bringing the pleasant news of the rise in price 
of corn, and also news of the fiesta which is being prepared in V alladolid. 

Don Nas is not feeling very kindly toward Don Bus. He says that he tries to selle_ggs 
at Chichen ltza at a much higher price than he pays for them. However, he doesn't say 
this to Don Bus himself, but began to say it secretly to his neighbors from tile day whtn 
he failed in an attempt to do the same thing himself. Don Nas is a man of litde luck. 

A hunt took place today. 
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Monday, January z6 

Don Nas and hio helpero finished Don Pil's house. Demetrio Pech and his wife, 
Porfiria Balam, came from X-Kalakdzonot to visit his sister, Natalia Pech, in whose house 
they are otaying. 

Don Naa and hia helpers, who are building the house, stopped work in order to search 
for cattle which had wandered off into the bush. 

Don Tino returned from his milpa in X-Ceh-yaax where he was harvesting. 
Don Folio, the father of Tina, went to Valladolid to testify to the authorities with 

regard to Aaunci6n 'a affairs. 

Tu11aay, January 17 

Don Fano and his assistants took up again the construction of the house. In· the 
afternoon people came from Ticimul to ask the aid of Don Eus in defending them from the 
people of Kaua, who are trying to take away from them the rights to the lands recently 
granted them. Don Eus, in his r&le of leader, gallantly offered to defend them. The 
viaitora returned satisfied to their homes. 

At three in the afternoon the wife of Pablo Ku gave birth to a girl. Sun and heat. 

Wrantsaay, January z8 

Asunci6n and Don Felis returned from Valladolid. The authorities settled his affairs 
by decreeing that Asunci6n and Federico Martin, Tina's lover, should be equally respon
sible for the costs of Asunci6n's divorce. Asunci6n's mind is at rest since he no longer 
runs the risk of having to share his property with the faithless woman, as he had previously 
been assured he would have to. 

In the afternoon arrived two merchants from Tekom, selling hammocks, 

Thursday, January 19 

All are hard at work, harvesting, clearing the land for milpas, and improving their 
houses. Only Don Eua, in doltefar nimte, passes the hours making speeches or planning 
new reforms. 

Friday, January JO 

Because of the fiesta of the 6arrio of the Candelaria which is being celebrated in 
Valladolid, 1 number of people went out of town. Less work was done than at other times. 
Evelio killed a peccary. Sun; pleasant weather. 

Saturday, January Jl 

Yesterday, having finished harvesting their beans, the brothers Florentino and 
Magdaleno Pat held the ceremony of the holche uahi buul at the house of Florentino, to 
olfer the first fruits of the bean milpa to the chaacs, balams and kuilob kaaxob. Dona 
Sofia, mother of the Pat brothers, prepared, with the help of their wives, the special breads 
(buul i uah) a mixture of maJa and beansi and ib uah, a mixture of white beans, ma.ra, 
and squash seeds; and baked them in the pib. 

During the noon houn (from one to three) there was hung up on a tree in the patio a 
chuyub with a bowl of kabax.buul (boiled beans) and thirteen tortillas from which the 
protectiJ\g: spirits were supposed to have taken the gracia. 
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To the houses of other relatives were sent gifts of atole and bread made with beans. 
Today in the same house in gratitude for the help given in the harvest, there was a 

rezo held for the 1\liiio Dios. His image was placed on the altar with three plates of cooked 
chicken, each one placed with its bowl of atole, as an offering to the Nifio Dios, God the 
Father, and the Virgin Mary. :vt'any relatives and neighbors were at the house and the 
unusual commotion ceased Only when all the homes of friends had received part of the 
festal food. 

Dofia Sofia, in spite of her advanced years, always sees to it that her sons carry out 
in behalf of the spirits all the many duties which men have learned from bygone days. 

No work today. A hunt. Sun and heat. 

Sunda..-v, February 1 

Don Fano arrived from Valladolid where he had gone in order to act as godfather 
at the baptism (by the priest of Valladolid) of :Margarita, the daughter of Tranquilino 
Yam and Natalia Ceme. 

Don Pil has finished decorating his house. His daughter Desideria, with the greatest 
patience possible, painted on the walls the design motives that they are accustomed to 
embroider on their lzuipils. On this account the proud father makes the whole village 
come to his house to admire this work of genius. Don N as, who does not concede ideas of 
genius to others, assures me that he was the one who suggested the idea to Don Pil. A 
hunt was organized. Sun and heat. 

lf.1onday, February 2 

Today was a fiesta day. All work stopped because it was the day of La Candelaria, 
whose miraculous image is worshiped in the barrio of the same name in Valladolid. People 
from aU over the Departamento make pilgrimages there. ' 

Three people from Tzeal came to ask the cooperation of the people here in raising 
cattle, for in that little hamlet the owners of the mil pas have said they would kill off aH 
cattle because of the injuries done by them to the fields, Don Eus quieted them and 
offered them help. A hunt. Pleasant weather. 

Tuesday, February 3 

In the early hours of the morning the wife of Editberto Ceme gave birth to a ma1e 
child. Don Fane and companions were in the fields looking for cattle. The Tamays went 
back to building their house. The harvesting continues. Cloudy; pleasant weather. 

lf/ednesda;·, February 4 

Don Eus, returning to the now almost forgotten habit of working, went out to harvest 
his milpa in the company of his second wife. Don Fano, with his usual assisrants, continued 
the construction of his house. DonNas, Maco, and the Tamay brothers also continue to 
work on theirs; only AsunciOn, enjoying his judicial triumph, is not in a mood to attack his. 

From X-Kalakdzonot they brought for burial the body of a little girl ten years old.; 
She was probably a victim of measles, which in this part of the country has taken on the' 
character of an epidemic. Sunshine, but cold. l 

Thursday, Februar;· 5 

Everything as usual. 
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Friday, February 6 

Maco worked today with the Tamay brothers, who will pay him back later by help
ing him build his house. 

• • • • • • • • 
Monday, February 9 

Asunci6n resumed the building of his house, his father helping him. The teacher of 
X-Kopteil and his wife passed through on their way to that village. Cloudy; pleasant 
weather. 

Tuesday February EO 

Mr. Redfield, and other visitors came here from Chichen ltza in order to attend the 
jarana which Mr. Redfield has tendered to the village. It was livelier and better attended 
than the preceding. The teachers from Kaua and Ticimul also came. 

lf/tdncsday, February 11 

Don Tina, Cleofas Yama, and some others, returned to their milpas, which they had 
left simply to attend the jarana. 

Last night Pablo Ku and his wife paid a call upon Don :\nacleto in order to "name him 
godfather.'' They presented him with pop, bread and chocolate, as is customary. Don 
Anacleto accepted the office. Sun and heat. 

* • • • • • • * 
Jif''edne.sday, Fcbruar)' 18 

Today being Ash Wednesday, no one worked. A hunt was organized and one deer 
shot. 

The dispute between Ticimul and Kaua on land questions is passing through an 
interesting phase. Yesterday afternoon three polida from Cuncunul, attended by anum
ber of people from Kaua, came to Ticimul with the intention of seizing Juan Cen and his 
supporters, accused by those of Kaua of various delinquencies. Unable to get hold of them 
because they were away, the invaders returned home, but not without first threatening 
the families of the men for whom they were searching. 

When Juan Cen and his friends heard about this, they came here to ask advice from 
Don Eus, who suggested to them that they present themselves before the authorities in 
Cuncunul so as to make it clear that one Epifanio ---,who formerly lived in Ticimul, 
is the c :~nd only instigant of all this intrigue. Sun and heat; at night showers with 
lightning. · 

Thur.sda_y, February 19 

Late last night there arrived from Cuncunul the supporters of Juan Cen, reporting 
that the authorities of Cuncunul, at the instigation of certain people from Kaua, had 
demanded from Juan the plan of the ejido at Ticimul. Upon his refusal, Juan was held 
until the authorities should have decided the affair. Don Eus, after listening carefully 
and giving the men some supper, advised them to go to the JJ,.fini.sterio Publico located in 
Dzitas, and gave them a letter to take with them explaining matters so that they should 
have no difficulty in carrying out his suggestion. 
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The men returned from Dzitas bringing an order upon the authorities of Cuncunul from 
the MiniJttrio Publico for the release of Juan Cen. 

Don Eus, proud of the success of the suggestions he had made, is planning new 
methods of defense and new speeches in behalf of the oppressed, in case they are needed. 
As can be understood, he neither eats nor sleeps at regular hours. 

Friday, February 20 

Since this is the first "Holy Friday .. of the seven which follow the Carnival, all work 
ceased. A hunt was organized which resulted successfully. 

Salurtlay, February 2I 

Last night, very late, there came back from Valladolid and Cuncunul the partisans of 
Juan Cen, bringing with them a petition, composed by a public scribe, to send to the 
Governor, in view of the fact that the order of the MiniJterio Publico had not had any 
effect. Don Eus treated the men to coffee, quite excited by the petition because of the 1 

uenergetic and rebellious tone .. in which it was written. The litigants went on in the mid
dle of the night to Ticimul to get the signatures of all the inhabitants and to send this 
interesting letter off by today's mail. This affair has completely captured Don Eus's 
attention, so that he passes the days searching the newspapers, or anything he can find, 
for discussions dealing with the cause of the proletariat. 

Don Fano, Adolfo, Edilberto, Maco, Rosendo, and Evelio were occupied in cutting 
wood for a lime kiln, the product of which will be used for Evelio"s house. 

Don Pil arrived from Cuncunul where he had gone in order to register the birth of 
his daughter Faviola, which took place last December 27. 

Sunday, February 22 

Don Nas went to harvest the milpa he has in Yokdzonot. A hunt. Sun and 
heat. 

Monday, February 23 

In the milpas the men were putting the harvest in the granaries. Those who have 
finished this work are busy improving their houses. Thus, Federico Tuyu and Marcos 
Canche are helping Cleofas Y ama build the wall around his lot; Magdaleno Dzul, Pedro 
Uc, and Pablo Ku are cutting beams for masonry houses to be built in the future; Leandro. 
Caamal and others are busy with more or less important improvements. · 

Don Anal worked today with Don Fano and some others in preparing the lime-kiln 
in payment for the help received previously in building his house. 

Miguel Mendoza, a traveling merchant, arrived from Valladolid with lard, embroid-; 
eries for huipils, trousers, shirts, and other articles. 

Tuesday, February 24 

There arrived an official message from the Deputy for this Departamento summoning 
Don Eus tomorrow to go to the pueblo of Cuncunul, possibly in order to discuss the, 
affairs of Ticimul. 

In the afternoon Don Fano set fire to the lime kiln. , , 
At night partisans of Juan Cen, who will ·~company Don Eus in his i~terview with 

the Deputy, arrived. . · 
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Wtdnuda~, Ftbruar;y 25 

Don Eus and his companions returned at night from Cuncunul quite disheartened: 
first of aU, because neither the authorities nor the deputies know the laws, for 11 in spite of 
having cited to them numerous decrees and articles of the constitution, they decided against 
the oppressed, just because there were more of the oppressors"; secondly, because not
withstanding the fact that they thought themselves the victims, Justice was against them. 
Because of this, the men of Ticimul have resolved to abandon their village, some moving 
to Chan Kom and others to Yula. 

Aounci6n, Pablo Ku, Malaqufas and Don Fano went to Sahcabchen. 
The school inspectors arrived to visit the school. 

Thursda~, Ftbruar;y 26 

The school inspector left. Don Eus has decided to build a road to connect this village 
with Chichen ltza, and therefore spends his time climbing the highest trees in order to 
determine, simply by looking, the route that should be followed. This is at present his 
sreat pre.occupation; it absorbs all his thoughts. 

From X-Kalakdzonot they brought for burial the body of a three-months-old baby, 
the victim, according to the parents, of measles. 

Frida~, Ftbruar;y 27 

Don Tacio Vasquez passed through on his way to X-Kopteilleading a bull which is 
to be killed there tomorrow. Don Nas returned from his milpa after getting his harvest. 

SoJurda~, Ftbruary 28 

Last night very late those who had gone to Sahcabchen returned. 
Don Fano killed a hog. Itt meat has not been sold in spite of the fact that it was 

priced very low. 
From Valladolid a man came selling jewelry. 

Sunday, MarcA r 

The peddler of jewelry continued on his way to X-Kopteil, a little discouraged because 
of his om all success here. . 

Adolfo went to Valladolid for goods for the store. From X-Kopteil, on his way to 
Valladolid, came Miguel Mendoza, complaining of the present situation, bad for any sort 
of buoiness. He relates that on his journey he met a priest carrying his missal, his holy 
bread (cutrpo dt Crillo) and other useful objects, who was holding masses and other religi
ouaaervicea at the r•nchwltU and milptrlo1 at 11 moderate prices''; this is bad for traveling 
merchants who find the people without money, having spent it all on religious ceremonies. 

After a long absence there arrived from Uaymilchen, where they had been harvesting, 
Don Andres Kuyoc and Don Madal, with their families. · 

The hunt today was unuoually successful, bringing in two deer, three peccaries and 
one wild turkey. 

Monti•~. Man:h !I 

Don Fano and his companions resumed house-building. 
The peddler of jewelry returned from X-Kopteil saying, affairs are d• I• ptdrad• 

("very bad""). 
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Tuesday, March .J 

The rhythm of village activity continues as usual, with a tendency toward improve
ment, stimulated by the laborious example of the Tamays, Don Fano, DonNas, Edilberto, 
and others who labor with extraordinary earnestness day after day, and through the wise 
counsels of Don Eus, which always preach industry. Cloudy and cold. 

Wtdnuday, March 4 

Don Fano, Edilberto, Rosendo and Adolfo helped Maco today in building the lime
kiln which was begun yesterday. Don Pil also, aided by his sons-in-law, Magdaleno and 
Tranquilino, is building another. 

Thursday, March 5 

Don Pil and Maco set lire to their lime-kiln in the afternoon. 
An official letter came from the Presitlmte Munidpal of Cuncunul ordering Don Eus 

to get from Juan Cen (now a uecino of this village) the map of the ejitlos at Ticimul, and to 
send it on irnmediatdy to these authorities. 

Friday, March 6 

Juan Cen came from Ticimul and, after consultation with Don Eus, answered the 
letter of the Prtsitlentt Municipal of Cuncunul that he would hand over the map in ques
tion when ordered to do so by the National Agrarian Commission. 

From Yokdzonot came Eleuterio Mukul with his wife. Rosendo and Maco, who had 
gone walking to Chlchen, returned. Since it was the second .. Holy Friday .. there was a 
hunt. A deer was brought in • 

• • • • • • • • 
Tuesday, March 10 

In the evening, having been notified previously by Do~ Eus, ten of the principal 
citizens of the place met at Don Eus"s house in order to hold a ""secret conference., upon 
various matters of general interes"t, such as the building of a school house and opening up 
a road to connect this village with Chichen ltza. 

Besides this, Don Eus took Ti<TTa (a magazine issued by the Liga Central) and read 
aloud from speeches by the governor and other leaders, commenting upon them afterward 
in Maya. The gathering, which was filled with a spirit of extreme optimism, ended at 
about eleven o'clock. 

Juan Cen was again taken to the jail at Kaua because he has not yet handed over the 
agrarian map as he has been ordered to do. Sun and heat. 

Wednesday, March 11 

In the afternoon there arrived from Merida a delegate from the Government and: 
an engineer. These came to carry into effect the road-building project and to obtain in .... i 
formation necessary before laying it out. At night there took place in the cut111el a meet~ 
ing at which the visitors exhorted the assembled inhabitants not to become discouraged' 
with tlieir undertaking, which without any doubt would be of benefit to all. The engjneer; 
promised to return the week following to lay out the line which the proposed road is to1 
follow. · · • · 
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From V alladolid came P"d Men a and another man, with two burros and salted fish to 
sell.• 

Anutacia Chulim, wife of Pedro Uc, gave birth to a male child. 

ThumlaJ, Marth rz 
The delegate and the engineer returned to Merida. Don Eus exchanged his cornet 

and a calf for one of the burros which Pil Mena brought. Litde fish was aold. The 
vendor continued on to X-Kopteil. From there, on his way to Valladolid, came Miguel 
Mendoza. Don Tino, Don Madal and Don Andres Kuyoc went to X-Ceh-yaax to harvest 
Don Tino'a milpa, having finished with those of the other two. 

FridaJ, Mareh I.J 

Only Maco worked. The others, because it was the fourth "Holy Friday," stopped 
work and organized a hunt. 

At night, following the suggestion of Don Eus, the night classes for adults began. 
The pupilo are twenty, and include Don Fano, Don Nas, Don Eus and Don Anal, who 
show great enthusiasm for instruction. 

Pablo Ku went to Sahcabchen in order to get maize for his domestic needs. 
Juan Cen returned from Valladolid where the authorities had given him a stay of 

three dayo to hand over the map, which has been the cause of ao many disputes. 

SaturdaJ, March 14 

After along rest, the "microbes" which inhabit the body of DonNas have become 
active again; he io pasoing through a period of weakness, incapable of the least exertion. 

Don Elut and hit family arrived from Uaymilchen, after harvesting their milpa and 
atoring the maize. Pil Mena arrived from X-Kopteil, continuing on later to Valladolid. 

$unda7, March IS 

Juan Cen handed over the plan to the Commissioners from Valladolid. 
Roberto, the aon of Don Nas, and Don Guillermo went to Sahcabchen to get maize, 

Pablo Ku came back. A hunt. 

MondaJ, March 16 

Cloudy and rainy weather. As always happens in daya like this no one worked, but 
instead all gathered informally in the torrtdoru of the tuarttf, a meeting interrupted only 
briefly at meal times. Roberto and Don Guillermo returned from Sahcabchen. 

TutsdaJ, March 17 

The fiesta celebrating the day of San Juan, patron of X-Kopteil, began with a oaquma 
thia evening. No one from Chan Kom went. Cloudy, moderate temperature. 

H'tdnudaJ, Marris 18 

The eon of Anastacia Chulim, born last Wednesday, died at eight o'clock this morning. 
Because of the presence of certain blue spots on various parts of the infant's body, the 
people attribute hia death to the evil influences of the tzitz.moo-tancaz. Maximo Chulim, 

I Thll II ""' ..... ia Chu Kom, ...... iA Lat. 
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the child's grandfather, told me that the tzitz..moo-tancaz which brings death to children, 
and the moo-tancaz, which brings it to adults, are great birds, which, in flying over a 
house, vomit a substance that causes death to whomsoever it touches. 

A number of families went to X-Kopteil for the fiesta. 
Professor Fernando Castro arrived in order to give the school examinations for the 

first third of the year. 

Thursday, March I9 

At eleven in the morning there took place the burial of the baby who died yesterday. 
The bells of the chapel were not rung, as is customary, possibly because Don Bus, who 
usually takes charge of this, was not here. The mother was the only one who gave signs 
of real grief. She wept and could not be consoled. 

The grandfather, Maximo Chulim, told me that he fdt the death of his grandchild 
only because he was a boy. Later he told me, with the greatest seriousness, that he had 
the idea of presenting himself to the Governor and asking for a pension, because he had 
had nine sons and this achievement should be respected. Besides, all his grandchildren 
had been boys, which demonstrated the superior quality of his seed. Don Eus, who was 
present advised him to do so, since he really did deserve some reward. 

The village appears to be abandoned. Almost everyone has gone to X-Kopteil. 

Friday, March 20 

Marcos CanChe, Cleofas Yama, Herculano Hu and Juan de Ia Rosa Pat went to the 
village of Santa Maria; they have contracted with Esteban Dzul to harvest his milpa. 

Those.. who went to X-Kopteil returned. No one worked, since this was the fifth 
"Holy Friday.'' A hunt. Sun and heat. 

Saturday, March ar 

Everyone hard at work. Even DonNas has resumed work on his house, because the 
microbes have quieted down again. 

In the house of Don Guillermo, where there is an image of ~an Jose, a novena to this 
Janlo took place, offered by Jos6 Caamal "in fulfilment of a promise I made to my name
saint." From Chichen ltza carne two people to buy a bull. 

Sunday, March 22 

Roused to enthusiasm by Don Eus, the men who happened to be in the village cut 
vines and tree trunks and built a tower high enough so that they could see the old Maya 
temples. They want to make it possible to lay out the line for the proposed road to 
Chichen I tza. 

Monday, March 23 

For some time Magdalena Dzul, wife of Vicente Caamal,- has been sick with a sore in 
her side which has resisted the curative action of all plants known to be useful in such 
cases. So today the h-men, Marco Mukul, was summoned to practice a JanliguaJa. 
This took place in the afternoon. 

Close to the hammock in which was seated the h-men, they placed a small table w,ith 
a candle and some leaves of yinche and other plants, later to be placed on the sore as a kind 
of poultice. The sick woman sat down beside the t;tble on a low bench. Then the h-men 
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began the ceremony by gently stroking the patient with a branch of zipehe, while he 
recited 1 prayer in which he asked the healing blessing of the saints, two virgins and 
Adam and Eve. 

This ended the "blessing," which, according to popular belief, has the power of 
bringing down the divine influence to help or to fend oft' troubles. The price charged 
by this h...men for this performance varies according to the economic status of the patient. 
On this occasion he wu given fifty centavos and a bottle of anis. 

At night the u hanli cab ceremony was held in the yard of Don Anal's house, because 
Don Anal had just moved his beehives to another location. The h-men erected the altar 
under the roof that shelters the hives, hung p=lt at each corner, and planted crosses of 
halalehe at each corner of the yard. Then he returned to the altar where Don Anal and 
a few of hio friends and relations were assembled, and there sanctified the turkey intended 
for the festal meal. Don Anal, kneeling held the turkey, while the h-men threw balche 
into ita beak and recited the appropriate prayer. Timoteo Caamal and Pablo Ku were 
appointed idzacs, and under their charge the sacred breads were prepared. 

When the breads had been made, aU present met in front of the altar to listen to the 
prayer the h-men wu about to deliver. But as he had been taking frequent draughts of 
An is, he was by this time in such a state of intoxication that he was unable to ddiver the 
prayer properly, and it resulted in a series of disconnected and incoherent phrases. After
ward, according to the command of the h-men, one of the idzacs circled the altar nine 
times with a candle in his hand. Then the other idzac did the same in the opposite direc
tion, at intervals striking the hives with a branch of zipche. In order not to mistake the 
number of circlinga, the h-men kept track of them with leaves of yinche. 

Later on, learning that the anis had been all used up, the h-men became so irritated 
that he immediately consulted his zaztun and ordered those present in the name of the gods 
to take out the breads from the pib, in spite of the fact that there had not yet elapsed 
enough time to cook them. This reprisal accomplished, the h-men recovered his customary 
good humor. The people, with patient resignation, carried out the wishes of the h-men, 
preparing the sopas with the breads only half cooked, mixing them with the broth which 
the women had prepared in the kitchen. Then this food was placed on the altar; with the 
offering arranged, the h-men ordered Don Anal to kneel down near the altar. After 
otriking him with a bunch of zipche, the h-men recited another incoherent prayer which 
trailed off into a monologue on 1ocialism, the governor, and the fact that certain people 
disliked by him were "monkey faces." He then repeated this act with the wife and 
children of Don Anal, and with this the ceremony ended, close upon two o'clock in 
the morning. The women of the neighborhood who had given help in the preparations 
were gossiping in the kitchen, waiting for their husbands, so as to divide with them the 
offerings. 

From Cuncunul arrived the blanks for the general (municipal) census of the 
village. With them came an official from the Prt~idtnlt Municipal of Cuncunul, stating 
that each inhabitant must pay twenty-five centavos for his blank. Not at aU pleased 
by this order, most of the men of the village got together in the evening in the cuarle/ 
and agreed to send a letter to tho Prt~idtnll Municipal of Valladolid, inquiring as to 
the legality of this charge. 

Tut~da;y, Mfll'tA 11 

Don Feliciano Yam and Aaunci6n Tee wont to Valladolid, having been summoned 
by the authorities of this city to take up the matter of Asunci6n's divorce. The affair 
has come up again, because Asunci6n'1 wife's lover now refuses to pay for her divorce. 

From Cuncunul came a man selling salted fish. He soon sold it aU. 
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Wtdntsday, March 25 

Early in the morning there arrived an engineer and two other people to begin laying 
out the road. Don Eus has sent word to all those who are out in their milpas to come 
as soon as possible and lend their help. 

• • • • • • • • 
Tutsday, April I-f 

The road has been opened. It is 5 meters broad and 13 kilometers long. This 
work, which under other conditions would have taken several months, was completed in 
only fifteen days, thanks to the enthusiasm which Don Eus was able to arouse. Twenty 
men of Xanla voluntarily contributed two days of labor, and several men of Ticimul 
(whom Don Eus had helped previously in the dispute with Kaua) gave five days' work. 

The people of Xanla and Muchucuxca, stimulated by this improvement, are now 
talking of prolonging the road to their own villages. 

The road is visited daily by the inhabitants of neighboringranchtrlas and villages, where 
the news has aroused great curiosity. At the present time the men are grading the road. 
This work, according to Don Eus, will be done by all the men of Chan Kom, taking turns. 

Wtdntstlay, April IS 

Several people from X-Cocail and Zucmuc came to Chan Kom in order to invite 
the village, under the leadership of Don Eus, to attend the fiestas which are celebrated 
in May in honor of the Santa Cruz. 

From X-Kopteil, on his way to Cuncunul, came Don Florencio Salazar, who is now 
engaged as a traveling merchant. According to this man, the people ofX-Koptcil aroused 
to enthusiasm by the example of Chan Kom, are now trying to improve their own village 
for which purpose they have applied to the Governor of the State, requesting the necessary 
tools. 

Thursday, April I6 

Those who have finished burning their milpas are now occupied with fencing them. 
This work is usually done by the owner of the milpa alone; very rarely are assistants needed 
to help him. Don Fano and Rosendo Ceme are in this necessity, however, because they 
must themselves complete the building of Evelio's house before the rains begin. The 
workmen they have hired (men from the village) earn fifty centavos for each mtcalt of 
milpa they fence. 

Doiia Teresa is sick. For this reason Doiia Francisca and other women neighbors 
are helping her with the watering of her plants and in other domestic duties. Cases of 
this sort are frequent in the neighborhood. 

On the way to Yokdzonot, his home, came Don Valentin Hu, the father of Isidro Hu, 
and his wife. 

Friday, April '7 

After a prolonged absence, the mason who has been working on Don Elut's house, 
came back from Tekom, to complete his work here. 

SaJurday, April I8 

A number of men went off to Chichen ltza to organize a cooperative hunt in the 
neighborhood of the ruins. . • 
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Aounci6n and Don Madal set off for neighboring rancher/as in order to buy young 
banana plants and other young fruit trees. They have been stirred to this action by 
Don Euo'• advice to develop the cultivation of" food plants." 

Sunday, Apri/19 

The hunting party retumed. They shot two deer and sold them at Chichen ltza; 
each man received eeventy-five centavos. The amount seems negligible, yet all appear 
entirely satisfied with the excursion. 

A woman came from Bojon selling bananas. Tibo's mother-in-law came from Xanla 
to visit her daughter. After long absence from the village, Don Tino came back from 
X-Ceh-yaax; he hu been getting in his harvest. Eleuterio Mukul and his wife stopped 
on their way to V alladolid. 

Monday, April 10 

Don Bus's milpa is being cleared of herbage by five men of the village; they are being 
paid twenty-five tenlavoJ for each mecate. Don Bus says he is having it done because 
he io old. 

Don Eus doee not cease his exhortations, to whomever will listen, with respect to 
the need of cultivating fruit trees and the vegetables in the house-lots; these being the 
plantl furnishing the greatest number of uvitamines." This word-that appeared in 
Chan Kom a year ago with the coming of Dr. Shattuck'-has great effect upon his hearers 
and he is wont to resort to it, so as to convince them. In order to carry his own advice 
into effect he is at the present time engaged in fencing a tract of land on the cemetery 
road where he will plant fruit trees. 

Eleuterio Mukul and his wife left for Valladolid. 

Tutsday, April 111 

From the National Revolutionary Party came a long circular letter urging the organiza
tion of all the agricultural workers and explaining, in ingratiating prose, the beautiful 
conceptions of u national reconstruction," "love and justice," and other expressions of 
the same style. In this circular Don Eus has found the exact expression of his own ideology 
and he adopted the whole in evangelical spirit, preaching the doctrine in Maya whenever 
he finds an opportunity. 

A man came from Valladolid aelling bread and gronizados.• Results, for him, were 
poor. Two hammock sellers came from Tekom. Sun and heat, with rain in the evening. 

Wtdntsday, April .1.1 

Miguel Pech came from San Prudencio to invite the village to the fiesta to be held 
in honor of the Santa Cruz. As is the usage in such cases, he explained his wish to the 
tomiJarifJ who promised to be present, bringing dancers with him. To make sure the ful
filment of the promise they both took several drinks of the onis brought by the visitor.' 

Two women came from Ton-tzimin to buy condensed milk with which to nourish a 
child left motherless in ita first days of life. 

Don Eus began to take the honey from his hives, with satisfactory results. He says 
it is a good idea to do this frequently to prevent the bees from growing lazy. 

1 Ilia,.,, p. 244· 
1 Cru1hed. le. nnnned with (rult ''~'~~P. 
1 A.lthoo1h Don Eu1 wu not at tht tinlo In tbt hablc of drinki111 ••l1, he would not ref111e the cuatomiU'J' cuemonial drinkina u a 

pltdp or J00C1 Cahh. 
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Several people came from X-Kalakdzonot to take the bones of a relative out of a 
grave in the cemetery. 

The hammock sellen went off to Y axcaba, and the vendor of granizados left for 
Chich en I tza. 

Thursd•y, April 23 

Dofia Simona, her daughters Placida and Paulina, Donaciana Ceme, and some other 
women went to Chichen ltza, returning in the evening. Some went for medicines, and 
some merely for the excursion. 

Vito Modesto Caamal, aroused by Don Eus's exhortations to progress, has cleaned 
his yard perfectly and prepared it for the planting of fruit trees. Asunci6n and Isidro 
Hu have done the same. 

Friday, April 24 

Don Eus's current theme is the creation of cooperatives. He suggests that a capital 
fund be amassed for the establishment of a first-rate store, and for the purchase of a truck 
to make trips to the railway by the new wagon-road. He assures the people that his 
advice must be carried into effect if they wish to prevent people outside of the village from 
taking first advantage of the new road. The idea has been sympathetically heard, and 
all, down to the humblest, have offered to contribute sums ranging from fifteen pesos 
upward. 

Tito and Edilberto left for Valladolid, the former to buy gooda for the store and the 
second to get clothing for himself. With the same destination departed Leandro Caamal 
and Juan Cen, the one to buy a branding-iron with which to mark his cattle, and the 
other in response to a summons from the town authorities. 

Don Elut's house, begun six years ago, was finished today. 

Salurday, April 25 

Last night justice was meted out in the comisarla. The case was that of Juan de Ia 
Rosa Pat, who, in spite of the repeated summons of the comisario, would not fulfill any of 
the twenty days ofjagina contributed by all the other men toward the opening of the new 
road. Therefore, when yesterday he arrived from Santa Maria, with the intention of 
collecting all his belongings so as to move them definitely to that ranclur!a, he was ordered 
to present himself in the comisarla, where, besides the comisario, a crowd of curious persons 
had already come. When the summoned man appeared he made it clear, not too pleas
andy, that he would no longer stay in the village because the authorities were too demand
ing and irn posed so many jaginas. To this the comisario replied that he would not be opposed 
in this wish if he would return to Leandro Pat' and to Apolinario Caamal the money these 
men had spent on certain occasions when they had sought his daughter's hand in marriage 
for their sons, negotiations which had failed solely because of the knavery of the girl"s 
father. Immediately Don Anal put in his claim with respect to a debt of four pesos. 
Then Don Rosa, seeing himself in imminent danger of imprisonment, sent for his wife's 
gold chain, and left it in Don Anal's hands as security for the several demands. The 
comisario, knowing further that Don Rosa was negotiating for the sale of his lot to a 
Kaua merchant, made plain the impossibility of such an action, because those who break 
off their village membership lose their rights over their village lands. Don Rosa, less 
arrogant than at first, withdrew, and the comistZrio and the others present agreed that Don 
Rosa's house and other property could be sold by the comisllrla to any person desirous of 

• Dilry, p. 27J'· 
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oetding in the village, provided only he be not a merchant, and, further, that the proceeds 
of ouch a sale should be devoted to public improvements. With this ended the session, 
that io still the subject of all conversations. Moot people set Don Rosa down as both 
crazy and lazy. 

Early this morning Don Rosa went off to Cuncunul in order to get his daughter, Vicha, 
who is employed P, that town, and make her fulfill the marriage agreement entered into 
with Prisciliano's parents. Don Rosa wants to 1how the village that he knows how to keep 
hi1 promisea. 

Tito and Edilberto came back from Valladolid. Filomeno Mendoza and a patent 
medicine seller came through on their way to X-Kopteil. There also passed through the 
village three men going to Chi chen I tza from Muchucuxca. 

SumJa,, dpril :16 

Don Rosa came back, without bringing Vicha. He said his daughter would not 
leave the place where she is working. Therefore he wiD have to repay the expenses 
incurred by the two deceived parental suitors. 

Tibo'a mother-in .. law and another woman arrived from Xanla; and likewise to visit 
her daughter cl.me from Santa Marfa Asunci6n's wife's mother. 

Leandro Caamal and Juan Cen came back from Valladolid. Don Naa went ofF to 
Yokdzonot to get corn; he had the further intention of burning his milpa, if time permitted. 
A hunt was organized. 

Monda,, dpril 27 

Don Eus went around to the housea where there are girls who like to dance to invite 
them to the fiesta of San Prudencio. 

Maco has resumed work on his houoe; his wife helps by bringing him the water he 
needs. 

Invited by her friends in X-Cocail, Dona Pancha went ofF to that ranchtrla to help 
burn the chile to be consumed in the coming fiesta. 

Don Fano and Edilberto went to Sahcabchen to harvest macalts. 
Don Andrea Kuyoc and his family went to Kaua, carrying maize to sell there. They 

returned in the evening. The teacher of X-Kopteil passed through on his way to his 
post. The vendor of gr•nizados came again from Valladolid. Don Naa arrived from 
Yokdzonot. 

Tuuda,, dpril :18 

Doila Crescendo Caamal and her daughter, Secundina, went to Kankabchen to pick 
plums. In the evening they returned with half a carga of the fruit. Don Fano and 
Edilberto came back from Sahcabchen. Miguel Mendoza came from Valladolid, bringing 
cloth, earrings and other cheap goods for sale. Andres Cocom (who built Don Elut's 
house) came from Tekom with his son; he is going to build the platform in front of Don 
Madal'o house. 

H'tdnuJ.,, dpriJ 29 

DonNas, Don Eus, Edilberto and a number of others were in the bush all day round
t"a: up their cattle so as to give them water. Don Tino began to get out sas,a/J for the 
house he plans to build. 

The patent-medicine seller stopped here on his way to Kaua. He has enriched his 
store of therapeutics by the addition of an apparatus-which he claims to be one of his 
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own inventions-composed of two small wires attached to an electric cell; the device is 
so miraculous that only a few hours' treatment will cure the gravest infirmity. Here 
nobody has any faith in it, not even DonNas. 

ThursdtJy, .tfpri/30 

Miguel Mendoza went on his way to Ticimul; he sold little. Eleuterio Mukul and 
his wife came from Y okdzonot. Most of the people of the village left for San Prudencio 
to attend the fiesta there. 

Friday, May I 

Early today the village appeared stiU and melancholy, recovering its usual aspect in 
the afternoon when the people began to arrive from San Prudencio . 

• • • • • • • • 
Monday, May 1 

Vicente Caamal has moved toY axuna on the advice of his stepfather, Marcos Mukul, 
the h-men. He assured his step-son that the latter's wife would recover her health only 
if she changed her residence to another village. At bottom what the h-men wants is 
some one to help him in his milpa without expecting any pay. 

Lauro Poot (Tibo's father-in-law) arrived from Xanla, asking permission from the 
comisllrio to move to Chan Kom. His petition was granted. 

Felix P., a resident of the same place, made the same request, but as his disagreeable 
disposition is well known, he received a negative reply. 

Most of the inhabitants went off to X-Cocail, to the fiesta there. Emiliano Tamay 
took along to seD ice that he had obtained in V aUadolid. 

Tuesday, May 5 

Don Nas went to Yokdzonot to plant his milpa there. Don Tino and Don Elut 
went off to their milpas to get maize. Santiago Dzui (who is guardia this week) set off for 
VaUadolid to get the agricultural implements given by the Federal Department of Educa 
cion for the use of the school. 

Wednesday, May 6 

There arrived a basket-baD, sent by the Federal School authorities; it was received 
with great enthusiasm by young and old. A merchant came from Cuncunul selling 
candy; he met with small success. 

Thursday, May 7 

In the evening there was a meeting in the cuartel. Most of the fathers of the village 
were present, and to them I explained the desirability of organizing the school children 
into a poultry cooperative, so that from their early years they might know how to provide 
for themselves. I also spoke of preparing fowl pens for this purpose, a field for games, 
and a vegetable garden. To this end I asked the help of aU, so as to bring these improve
ments to realization. Further, I called their attention to the fact that the Federal Depart
ment of Education to which the school now pertained, had presented the school with gar-· 
den tools and a basket-baD, so as to stimulate the village. Don Eus later spoke at length, ' 
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urging the men present to begin immediately the improvements planned. It was unani. 
mously decided to begin tomorrow. 

From Valladolid came a young fellow (he recendy brought granizados) carrying 
bread to sell. 

Frida;J. May 8 

The men of the village, fulfilling the decision reached last night, worked all day clear
ing and making ready the field for gamea and the tract of land for the fowl pens. 

In the evening a tzidl took place in my house; as I had acted as godfather at the 
baptiom of his oon Olibete, Edilberto offered me the ceremony. 

The bread seller left for V alladolid. Dona Simona came back from Y okdzonot, 
where ohe had gone to attend the fieata there. 

Saturday, May 9 

The grown people continued the work of village improvement began yesterday. 
The comisario of Xanla oent a letter to Don Eus requesting the loan of his phonograph to 
help out with the festivitiea celebrating the last night of the novena to the Santa Cruz. 
Don Eus not only lent it to him, but also went to Xanla with his daughter Delfina. 

Sunday, May 10 

From Xanla came Lazaro Poot (Don Laz) and his wife. They will move definitely 
to Chan Kom. Don Eus and his daughter returned. In the evening there took place in 
the house of Don Fano a novena to the San/a Cruz because today is his 11 0thtoario." 

Monday, May rr 

Most of the men are now busy fencing their milpas. Some of them have not been 
able to burn them because of the premature rains. 

From X-Kopteil came two men selling patent medicines. 
Don Rosa left, but his wife was not willing to accompany him, preferring to remain 

here with her children. 

Tuesday, May Iii 

Don Laz appears to be a good sort. Today he began to improve his home by planting 
fruit trees in his yard. The house he is living in is the one left by Pablo Caamal (the son 
of Don Tacio); Don Laz obtained it by paying in advance ten pesos to the comi1arla. 
Rain, moderate temperature. 

Wtdnesday, May IJ 

Don Tino and some others went to sow their milpu, taking advantage of yesterday's 
rain. One of Asunci6n'1 cows appeared to be in imminent danger of death, having been 
attacked by the evil wind called hulne ik, which almost always finishes oil' its victims. 
However, Asunci6n succeeded in saving the cow by striking it with a nettle and by piercing 
its loins with a hot wire so as to vex the wind until it should take its departure. 

The vendors of medicine who arrived day before yesterday went on to Kaua. 

Thursday, May II 

The aowing is now general. Don Eus is the only one who has not got his mind on it, 
because he was not able to burn his milpa. Many families are engaged in planting bananas 
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because of the bdief that today (called na kaat caan) is a good day for doing so. Accord
ing to Don Guillermo, this name, which means 11going up to heaven., is given because it is 
the day on which the Holy Cross went up to heaven.1 

Two peddlers came from Dzitas selling cloth, embroideries, thread and other things. 
The vendors of medicine who left yesterday did several rascally things. They tricked 
Don Bus out of twenty pesos in exchange for some miraculous powders and syrups, and 
they did not pay Don Eus for the food they consumed at his hou.._ 

Friday, May IS 

Pedro Uc complained to the eomisario against Julio Yam because Julio in driving out 
a pig of Pedro Uc's from his milpa broke one of the pig's legs with a stone. 

The comisario required the guilty party to indemnify the injured man by paying two 
pesos, but Julio Yam is unwilling to do so. It is likdy that the affair will pass into the 
juri~diccion of the Prt.siJtnle Municipal of Cuncunul. 

Don Eus, with tremendous earnestness, has been helping Don Laz to make his stone 
enclosing wall. Besides this, he tries to hdp him in every way possible out of any difficulty 
that comes up. 

Saturday, May I6 

Adolfo Ceme went to Valladolid to buy merchandise for the store. DonNas, with 
his planting finished, returned from Yokdzonot. Don Guillermo with his son Aurdio 
went to Sahcabchen for com. 

Sunday, May I7 

The fathers of the pupils busied themsdves in building the chicken houses for the 
chicken cooperative. Adolfo returned. 

Edilberto, Maco, the brothers Tamay and several others, returned from sbwing their 
milpas. Don Guillermo returned. 

Monday, May I8 

Due to the intensity of the sun's heat, many have ceased sowing. Pedro Uc accepted 
two pesos indemnification from Julio Yam; thus ended their dispute. Don Trano, his 
wife, his daughter Pastora, and his son-in-law went to Valladolid in order that the older 
folk might act as godparents to the son of the younger. The teacher of X-Kopteil passed 
through on his way there. Sun and heat. 

Tuesday, May I9 

Santiago Uitzil obtained from Natalio Uc a guitar in exchange for nine mua/ts of 
milpa to be harvested. 

Dona Simona is sick. She has a cold, fever, and general indisposition. On this 
account her son Roberto went to Chichen to ask for medicine. 

Don Fano and the brothers Tamay have returned to work upon their houses. Sun 
and heat. 

Wetlntsday, May .20 

Don Elut appeared before the comisario and reported that Rosendo Ceme, without 
anyone's giving permission had added to his house lot a portion of that bdonging to Don, 

I Tbc AsccZllioD of the Lonl. 
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Balbino. Moat of the men wish to force Rosendo to tear down the fence with which he has 
enclosed this land. 

The wife of Don Rosa went to Santa Maria, to get her chickens, she says. 

Thursday, May 21 

The great heat is beginning to make the people uneasy. Don Nas is the most dis
turbed, because his corn is beginning to germinate. Sun and heat. 

Friday, May 22 

Around midday the sky clouded over so that everyone thought it was going to rain. 
However, winds carried away the clouds and with them the saving rain. The rain! At 
this moment it is the supreme desire of all. Sun and heat. 

Salurday, May ZJ 

It seems that Eligio's wives do not get along very well together. They quarrel fre
quently, loudly calling each other names. Today matter. went so far that they not only 
abused but al.O hit each other. They both went before the eomisario each complaining 
of the other. From the answers to the questions put by the comisario it turned out that 
this quarrel originated when one of them was prevented from petting the child of the 
other. The comisario succeeded in reconciling them. For Eligio these quarrels seem to 
have no importance. He is probably used to them. 

Santoyo, a merchant of Valladolid, was refused permission by the tomi.sario to 
establish a shop here. 

Don Nas went to Chichen ltza for medicine for his wife, who continues ill. Sun 
and heat. 

Sunday, May 11 

Don P. and his wife came before the comi.sario, complaining that their neighbor, Ana, 
often inaults Don P.'a wife by saying that she has illicit relations with Ana's husband. 
When the accused woman was summoned, she appeared with her husband. After a long 
discussion among the group the fact came out that Ana is so impossible that her parents
in-law, to keep from quarreling with her, prefer to live apart from her in Yula. Her hus
band aaid that to punish her he waa giving her a beating, when he was stopped by his father
in-law who promised to punish her himself. In spite of everything, the ungovernable Ana 
continue• annoying her neighbors with her scandalous gossip. The comi.sario gave her 
advice by citing passages from the Bible and examples of sound morality. Ana promised 
to reform. 

From Valladolid came Miguel Mendoza, bringing things to sell, as always. A hunt. 
Sun and heat. 

Mondoy, May 25 

Rain is the only topic of conversation. People scan the horizon, they expound omens, 
they 1earch on aU sidea for the signs which are the precursors of the coming of the water, 
without any results. The sun continues to shine. Miguel Mendoza went to Valladolid. 

tut~doy, May 16 

The teachers from Xanla and San Isidro came to oee the work being carried out in 
the school here. 
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Last night a ring was seen around the moon; this, according to what is said, is a sign 
of rain. Two men came from Dzitas selling a mule. Sun and heat. 

Wtdntsday, May 27 

Don Fano sold fifty cargas of corn to Santoyo. Some women went to Chichen to sell 
chickens. Rain. General satisfaction and new plans for sowing. Cool weather. 

T!Jursday, May 28 

Most of the men went out to their milpas in order to sow again . 

• • • • • • • • 
Sunday, 1une If. 

·Doiia Leandra has been very busy in these last days, because of a number of births. 
The first was that of Luciano, son of Sabina and Natalia Uc. Shortly after, Justina, son 
of Ursena Uc and Porlirio Tamay was born, and then the daughter of Demetria Ceme and 
Adolfo Ceme. The last infant has no name yet because they have not yet "looked in 
the almanac." Last of all, when no one was expecting it, arrived a son to Bartola Poot, 
at a time when both parents were engaged in working their fields at Uaymilchen. Because 
the mother could not be given the right care, she was brought into the village in a very 
serious condition. The child died in a few days, some say because it was not cared for 
properly. This premature birth has given rise to malicious comments among the people 
of the village. It is said that Bartola's parents-in-law are rather disgusted with the 
occurrence. 

In the evening, having been summoned by the comisario, almost all the families of 
the village met in the cU4rltl to receive the vegetable seeds presented to them by Mr. 
Redfield. Before distributing them, I explained to them the need for vegetable gardens 
whose products should supplement their present diet and the benefits arising from this. 
Don Eus announced that Miss MacKay had given the village twenry-five pesos for material 
improvements, and continued talking in his usual way, making a thousand promises to 
those who should follow his advice. The meeting ended with cheers for Mr. Redfield and 
Miss MacKay and for all the .. tourists of Chichen ltza.n 1 

Don Rosa went to Cuncunul to get his daughter Vicha.. Doiia Ambrosia Caamal 
went to Valladolid to bring back her daughter Eusebia who works there. Edilberto went 
to buy hogs at Kankabdzonot. 

The most sensational event recently was the burning of Don Nas's thatched hut. 
Considering the litde he had to lose, the matter did not affect him very much. Cloudy, 
but hot. 

Monday, Junt IS 

Don Rosa came back from Cuncunul, and Doiia Ambrosia from Valladolid, each 
bringing a daughter. 

There has been a tremendous rain. The streets are impassable. The evening is 
cool; the croaking of frogs enlivens it. 

Tutsday, Junt 16. 

Don Eus is now a model of hard work. He goes to his milpa at dawn and does not 
return till late. Now he is not seen in conversations at the street comers nor with news-
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papen urider hit arm. It may be a question of domestic economy. Every family is 
occupied now with making iu garden. This has taken the place of the ancient caanche 
which every year grows rarer. Last night Lorenza Kuyoc, attended by Doiia Leandra, 
gave birth to a male child. Cool and rainy. 

Wednesday, Junt,t7 

The School Inspector and some other teachers came to inspect the school here. Two 
men came from Tinum selling two mules. At night there took place in Don Fano's house 
a rn.o to commemorate the ninth anniversary of the death of Evelio's mother. Sowing 
continues. Corn has begun to rise in price. There is a general feeling of optimism. 
Cool and rainy. 

Thur~day, June r8 

The School Inspector and hia companiona went on to Valladolid. The mules which 
were brought here yesterday were exchanged for cows by Don Eus and the Tamay brothers. 
Summoned by the Prtsitltnlt Municipal of Cuncunul, Don Tino, Don Nas, and Asunci6n 
set off to meet .demands for satisfaction for the destruction which their catde have done in 
the milpa of Feliciano Cen, a native of San Prudencio. 

Friday, Junt 19 

Don Tino and his companions returned from Cuncunul. They report that the 
matter was settled amicably by promising to repair all the damages done to the milpa and 
by paying the owner three pesos besides. The men who brought the mules went to 
Tinum. Cool and rainy. 

Saturday, Junt !10 

Several people went to Chichen ltta to sell chickena and embroideries. Don Fano 
olaughtered a hog and aold off all the meat at fifty centaoos a kilo. Rain. Moderate 
temperature. 

Sunday, Junt 111 

Summoned by the comisario, the men of the place gathered to build, on the land 
belonging to the ochool, the fowl pens for the School Poultry Cooperative. Baseball is 
the present rage among big &Ad little. The streets are beginning to be covered with 
grass. Cloudy or rainy all day, moderate temperature. 

Monday, June 1111 

Matilde, Emiliano and Adolfo went to Valladolid. The former to get goods for the 
atore. Don Tino, Don Nas and Asunci6n were busied in preparing the fences and in 
oowing over again the milpa which had been destroyed by their cattle. From Xocen 
and Kanxoc came several people in search of work. Cool and rainy. 

Tuesday, June llj 

Pablo Ku and his wife and Don Anal went to Cuncunul to enjoy the fiesta there and 
to take advantage of the presence of the priest to have baptized their son, to whom Don 
Anal is godfatlrer. 
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Don Tino and "San" Uittil are helping Don Eus sow his milpa and wiD receive half 
a carga of maize for each a/mud that they sow. 

Not finding work, the men who came yesterday, returned to their own villages. 
Adolfo rerurned. 

It has rained aU day without interruption. This has permitted Don Bus the pleasure 
of going to visit his friends under the shelter of his umbrella. 

Wednesday, June 24 

Today was the day of San Juan, but no one thought of telling forrunes, as in previous 
years. The continuous rain confirmed once more the belief that rain is inevitable on 
this day. According to Don Fano, the Virgin Mary, who is always anxious to protect 
men, sees to it that San Juan sleeps on his birthday, because otherwise it would rain so 
much that the world would be flooded. In spite of the rain the boys go through the streets 
splashing water and kiUing frogs. 

Thursday, June 25 

A disease has broken out among the fowls. Just today thirty hens died in various 
chicken yards. The only remedy the owners are employing is to burn candles to San 
Diego. Pablo Ku and his wife and Don Anal rerurned from Cuncunul. Cloudy but hot. 

Friday, June 26 

The wife of Don Rosa continues firm in her determination not to leave her house. 
She still remains there with her children, the oldest of whom helps her in her work. It is 
likely that the frequent visits of Don Rosa to the viUage have for their only object causing 
his wife to give up this attirude. Matilde Tamay rerurned from VaUadolid because he 
did not like the work of a leather worker. 

A boy came from San Isidro with bananas to seD. Julio Kuyoc went to Kaua to seD 
corn. Cloudy but hot. 

• • • • • • .. • 
Sunday, June 28 

A schism has arisen in the village. The following circumstances gave rise to it. 
A few weeks ago, Rosendo Ceme, without any authorization whatsoever, added to his 
house plot a part of that belonging to Don Balbina. The latter's land, in his absence 
remained rightfuUy at the disposition of the authorities. When Rosendo"s act was 
denounced to the comisario by Don Elut,1 he summoned Rosendo to make an explanation. 
But Don Eus was not able to obtain a satisfactory setdement on account of the hostile 
and rebellious nature of Rosendo. The comisario, who is always conciliatory, turned the 
affair over to Pablo Ku, President of the Agrarian Committee, but he also was unable to 
get Rosendo to change his attirude. Meanwhile the matter became the only subject of 
conversation at street comer meetings, and varying opinions were expressed. 

Today, taking advantage of the fact that aU the men had gathered to work on the 
land adjoining the School, the President of th~ Agrarian Committee summoned the men 
to an assembly to begin at five in the afternoon. At this meeting the President of the 
Committee, after giving an account of what had taken place, asked the opinion of those 
present on the matter in order that it might be .settled satisfactorily. Don. Madal w.as 

' See DiUJ' o£ May so. 
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the first to speak. He was of the opinion that Rosendo's unjust claims should not be 
allowed, because Roaendo'• lot was already magnificently large and perfectly situated. 
To thia Maco returned that the Pats were trying to interfere with Rosendo simply for their 
own benefit, because they wanted to have this piece of land themselves. From the moment 
that this wu aaid, the difTerencea in opinion which had existed before flared up into heated 
discussion, Don Fano, defending Rosendo, expressed himself in a manner insulting to 
the Pat• so that the eomi1ario was obliged to silence him. As a result of this, Don Fano, 
followed by the Tamayo and the Cemeo, left the meeting and started an opposition group 
in his store. ln view of this irregularity, the President of the Agrarian Committee refused 
to deal with the matter any longer and went back to his house. 

The affair came to a head when someone brought to Don Fano an untrue story that 
the comi.1ario was going to have him tied up, so as to send him to Cuncunul. As a result, 
Don F ano returned to the meeting, and harsh words passed between him and the comi1ario, 
creating a bitter enmity between them. The stormy assembly ended at about midnight. 
Later the group gathered in Don Fano's store created a great deal of disturbance by setting 
off rockets as a gesture of derision against the opposing group. The night ended with all 
minds full of a presentiment of further disorders. 

Monday, 7unt 119 

On account of the rockets set ofF last night, the eomi11Vio after making the proper 
inquiries, summoned Martiniano, Rosendo and Don Bus, and ordered them, as a punish
ment, to open six meealtJ of the road which leads to Santa Maria.1 These men protested 
their innocence and refused to carry out the order. The eomi1ario left them at liberty and 
aent a report of the affair to the authorities at Cuncunul. 

On account of la.at night's occurrences, Maco has gone to live in the house of his 
father-in-law, leaving that of Don Eus in which he had been living. The unusualness of 
these happenings hu aroused general excitement and is discussed by everybody. Rain, 
heat. 

Tutsday, 7unt .JO 

A reply from the authorities of Cuncunul is awaited before anything further is done. 
Meanwhile all have gone back to work as usual. 

At eleven in the morning the wife of Asunci6n gave birth to a male child. 
Rain and heat. 

Wtdntsday, 7uly r 

The comisario today informed Don Rosa that if he wished to remain longer in the 
village he would have to cooperate in the village improvements and that he should immedi
ately open up four mttalts of the road leading to Santa Mar(a. Don Rosa, without making 
any excuse whatsoever, carried out this order. 

Don Elut reported to the comisario that while he was harvesting he had been robbed 
of two meetllts of pineapples. He expressed suspicions with regard to the Tamay brothers 
without presenting any proof. The seed of discord is bringing its yield of distrust and 
bitterneso. Cloudy, hot. 

Thursday, 7uly 11 

Early in the morning, Don Rosa appeared before the eomi1ario and in a confidential 
manner told him of his wish to return to the village and of his willingness to carry out all 

lin order IV ai•• thl Yiiii.P a "vi..,," Don Eu1 ha1 decided 'IV continue • ltml IV tile point wh.CR It joint the road from Santa 
Muf1. 
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thefaginas and obligations entrusted to him. He also stated that his former conduct had 
been due simply to evil counsel from persons interested in buying his house. Then after 
a long talk with Don Eus, Don Rosa begged the comisario not to tell anyone of his return 
in order to avoid difficulties when taking away his pigs and the corn which he has in 
Santa Maria. This prudence on the part of Don Rosa is somewhat suspicious. 

Don Nas and Edilberto went to shell corn, sold by Edilberto to merchants of Kaua. 
Cloudy and hot. 

Friday, July .J 

This evening, on my invitation, there took place here in my room a private interview 
between Don Fano and Don Eus to see if a reconciliation could not be effected between 
them and a split in the village avoided. Unfortunately, after two hours of discussion, 
I was not able to bring them to an agreement, because Don Fano was not willing that 
Maco, Rosendo and Don Bus should be punished in the matter of the rockets. 

It is likely that Don Eus will go tomorrow to Cuncunul to take up the matter with 
the authorities there. Rain, cool. 

Saturday, July 4 

Don Eus left at daybreak for Cuncunul and returned in the afternoon bringing a 
peremptory order from the authorities there for the punishment of those who created the 
disorder of last Sunday. For my part, I am still hoping to conciliate both parties and to 
avoid greater dissensions. 

There arrived here, on an excursion, the teachers from Xanla and Yula. From 
Sahcabchen came Don Nas and Pablo Ku, and Edilberto. From Valladolid, a vendor of 
bread. Don Bus and some others went to Kaua to sell corn. Cloudy, hot •. 

Sunday, July 5 

In order to efface rancor and to restore the old harmony which has always existed 
in the village, this evening I organized a .. cultural reunion," which was attended by all 
the families of the place. 

The reunion was made pleasant by DonNas's Victrola, aDd at an opportune moment 
I spoke of the benefits to the community of fraternal unity among its members. Then 
Don Eus spoke and endeavored to inculcate in his hearers sentiments of discipline and 
respect for the authorities so as to avoid troubles which might slow up the progress of the 
village. His talk went on for more than an hour and touched upon the most varied topics: 
social betterment; the political situation in Yucatan; profit from chicken raising; causes · 
of the henequen crisis; the vitalizing power of vitamines A, B and C; the superiority of the 
Americans and ways in which the people of Chan Kom can emulate them. His whole 
speech was filled with sentiments making for union and concord. 

The meeting ended in a dance which healed completely the widening schism which 
would have resulted only in further enmity and quarrels. 

The teacher from San Isidro arrived today. Several people went to Kaua to sell their 
corn. Sun and heat. 

Monday, July 6 

All the families of the village, summoned by me, gathered last night in the comispr!a 
to hear from the Inspector and Director of Federal Education in Yucatan who came in 
the afternoon. These men came to explain the ·~ay in which they propose 'to help the 
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village to build a new school house and to make other improvements. After I had explained 
to the gathering the purpose of the meeting and had urged them to cooperation in the 
important improvements projected, the visitors spoke, offering very definite aid in building 
a modem edifice to serve as a school and an uopen-air theater'" such as the Secretary of 
Public EducatiOn is building in many rural communities. Then Don Eus and Don Elut 
1poke, expressing the desire of the village for improvement and prosperity and their own 
eagerness for the realization of the improvements suggested. The Director of Federal 
Education promised to contribute fifty pesos and a box of dynamite and to send as soon 
as possible the assistant teacher required by the growing number of pupils. 

Don Nas's Victrola led the jarana with which the meeting closed. 
The schism hu disappeared. The jolly companionship of other times has returned, 

and again work is the central object of all thoughts. 
Don Tino's wife gave birth to a female child. Sun and heat. 

Tuwlay, July 7 

In the rriorning, after the school authorities had left, there took place in the comisarfa 
a meeting led by Don Eua and me, to discuss the form in which contributions should be 
made to the improvements decided upon. After a friendly exchange of opinions, it was 
agreed that each one should contribute as follows: ten loads of sastab, ten of lime, two 
beams, two pesos and a half in money, and one week of labor. The work will be directed 
by Don Nu and will involve a total cost of two hundred and fifty pesos. The job will 
be begun next Monday, and considering the enthusiasm there is for it, it is likely to be 
completed in September. Rain and heat. 

Wednmlay, July 8 

For some time Don Bus has been sufFering from pains in his back and indigestion, so 
that hia health is in a very bad atate. Not finding any relief from the patent medicines 
he used, he today went to consult the h.men. Balbina Ek, after examining him and study~ 
ing the case in his crystal, reported to him that his troubles were caused by evil winds which 
the balams, and chaacs and other agricultural divinities were sending into him because 
he had forgotten the offering which it is customary to make every so often. Therefore, 
Don Bus has resolved to celebrate the u hanli col tomorrow, and has invited a number of 
hia neighbora to help him in t~e preparations. 

Several mule drivera came from Valladolid to fetch corn sold them by the Tamay 
brothers and Don Fano. In accordance with the agreement made at the assembly yester~ 
day, the men have begun to burn lime and to take out sasca/J. Cloudy, hot. 

Thursday, 'July 9 

Today Don Bus celebrated the u hanli col. At daybreak people began coming to 
his house bringing with them, all ground, the nixtamal, which he had portioned out to 
them earlier. The h-men, Balbino Ek, with the help of Don Fano, who served as idzac,' 
went to the back of his yard and there built the altar on which, besides the cross, he placed 
pne jfcara and thirteen hom as of zaca, each resting on habin leaves. After this had been 
arranged, he offered this drink to the balams, the chaacs, the canan~cacabob, and other 
protectors of agriculture, entreating them to accept it, as a sign of gratitude and respect 
from the sick man, and asking them to drive away from him the winds which were making 
him aick. He also invoked them on behalf of the milpa so that there should be no drought. 

• On thit OI;C&Iion 1Mn wu onlr ont idw. 
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After an hour, the h-men replaced the zaca with balche, which he offered in the same 
way. Then he consulted his crystal, through which the gods informed him that the 
following Monday Don Bus should erect an altar in the middle of his milpa and offer them 
there thirteen homp of zaca. When this had been communicated to Don Bus, he prom
ised to carry it out faithfully. The others present busied themselves with preparing the 
breads which are usual at these ceremonies and, this done, they went on· to the consecration 
of the fowls (a turkey and two chickens) in the usual way. Four men were sdected by 
the h-men from among those present as Chacs; these held the consecrated fowls by the 
wings and the feet and plucked the feathers off, walking around the altar while the h-men 
sprinkled balche toward the cardinal points. The Chacs concluded their duties by sacri
ficing the fowls and then handing them over to the women, who were chattering merrily 
in the kitchen while preparing the things necessary for the kol. 

At midday, when the breads and the sopas had been disposed in the proper way on 
the 'altar, the h-men offered them to the gods, one by one, reciting for each the appropriate 
prayer. 

When the offerings had thus been handed over, the h-men consulted his zaztun to 
see if the gods would accept them. Here he was able to distinguish after looking for a 
long time, the /uctr0,1 with which they show that they are satisfied. 

With this the ceremony ended and the offerings of food were divided among those 
present. 

Friday, July 10 

Those who have sold their corn are shelling it in the milpas. Others, in groups of 
five or six, are preparing lime burnings, or are taking out sa.tca!J for the school. 

At night, in the house of the Tamays, there was held a rtzO for San Diego in memory 
of Don Guillermo's father, whose spirit, according to Balbina Ek, is the one which has 
brought sickness to Pablito, Don Guillermo's son. ' 

Saturday, July 11 

From V alladolid came a group of teachers excursioning simply in order to know the 
famous Chan Kom. They amused themsdves by dancing and playing basket-ball on the 
school grounds. The parry which was to take place in the evening had to be postponed 
on account of the rain. Bartola's parents-in-law today offered to Bartola's parents the 
marriage feast which they were not able to hold when she married. A number of people 
attended. 

At the Tamay house there was another rtzo in memory of Ursena's mother, whose 
spirit has been troubling her with menstrual irregularities, headaches, lack of appetite 
and other troubles, because Ursena has not prayed for a long time in her behalf. 

Sunday, July 12 

Dr. Saunders, who is studying malaria and dysentery in Yucatan, and Mr. Bennett, 
arrived from Chichen ltza. During the three hours that they were here they attended 
to more than twenty-five persons, almost all ill with intestinal trouble or infections. 

The teachers who came yesterday returned to Valladolid. 
Several people who were shelling com returned from dieir milpas. Rain and heat. 

Monday, July IJ · 

The building of the school began. Ten masons and ten assistants are at work. The 
masons will receive part of the money given to Don Nas. Tito and Matilde went to 
Valladolid, the former for merchandise for the stor~, the latter to sell corn. Sun and hea.t~ 

1 B)' thia n•rne the h-mcn dtttrlba the li,ht of the eandle refteeted in hit aul\111. (p. 170). 
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Tumla;t, 'Jul:t 14 

Tito and Matilde returned. Everything as usual. Sun and heat. 

Wednmia;t, 'Ju~ 15 
Two young men, brothers of Federico Tuyu, in whose house they lodged, arrived 

from Yaxcaba. Several mule drivers came through on their way to Valladolid from Sah
cabchen. Sun and heat. 

Tloursda;t, 'Jul;t 16 

The authorities of Cuncunul sent a blank sheet of paper to be signed by the people of 
thio place but they refused to do so because they did not know what the affair was about. 
Sun and heat. 

Frida;t, 'Jul:t '7 

The eomisario of the village of Santa Maria sent word that Cleofao Yama had moved 
to that place. However, as he had not carried out the faginas agreed upon for building 
the school, the eomi1ario here replied that he could not release him from his membership 
in the village until he carried out his yet unfulfilled obligations. His wife and sons are 
otill here, Sun and heat. 

• • • • • • • • 
Monda;t, 'Jul;t zo 

Don Eus, in order to check insubordination and to develop respect for his authority, 
haa resolved to treat people 11 militaristically," that is, he says, .. energetically and without 
any sort of consideration." Therefore he does not now behave in the old popular way; 
he doea not allow gatherings to form on the street corners and he avoids any act which 
might decrease the prestige of the office he holds. Only from seven to eight at night 
does he listen to affain which people wish to take up with him, and any transgressor or 
preaumptive tranagressor ia imprisonedi and must wait twenty~four hours for trial and 
judgment. 

The first to suffer from these drastic measures were Herculano Hu and Tranquilino 
Yam. The former was arrested on Saturday afternoon for having refused to pay to the 
Agrarian Committee the eight. per cent due from the products of his tjiJo in the past year. 
Held in jail until the following day, he was sentenced to pay the eight per cent as well as 
the money which every person had to pay for building the school, the total of which 
amounted to eleven pesos and a half. As Herculano was without money at this time, his 
gun was seized, and he found himself forced to sell his house lot to Adolfo Come so that he 
could pay up what he owed. 

It is likely that Herculano will move to the village of Santa Maria, where there is no 
organization of any sort and the few people who inhabit it are lazy and of not very laudable 
an teceden ta. 

Tranquilino Yam was imprisoned yesterday morning because he had disobeyed the 
order of the tomisario not to strike the bell of the tomiJarla except at the hours fixed for 
•doing so. This morning, when judgment was passed upon him, he was severely admonished 
and warned that the next time he was at fault he would be sent to Cuncunul. 

After these two examples (Don Eus confided to me), no one would question the 
ordera which come from the tomisRrla. 

Work on the ochool has stopped as building materials are lacking. 
A strong north wind t moderate temperature. 
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Tuesday, July 21 

Tino, the younger son of Santiago Yam, is sick, probably with dysentery. For lack 
of medicine and proper care it is not unlikely that he will die within a few days. The 
people are still active in getting together materials to continue work on the school. Some 
mule drivers came from Valladolid for com. 

Wednesday, July 22 

Tino, the son of Santiago Yam, died this afternoon. The mule drivers who came 
yesterday returned to Valladolid. Herculano Hu went to Santa Maria. The building 
of the school was taken up again. Sun and heat. 

Thursday, July 2.1 

Tino was buried. A number of people attended his funeral. 
Don Eus, in agreement with Pablo Ku, President of the Agrarian Committee, has 

decided that the house lots of those who take up their residences elsewhere shall be given 
free of charge to anyone who wishes to come and live here, except he be a merchant. 
Sun and heat. 

Friday, July 21 

Rainy and cold. No one worked. In the afternoon at the same hour in which Tino 
died, there took place in the house of the Tamays, where he lived, a ri!'ZO in behalf of his 
soul. Those who attended were given the ritual foods. 

The authorities of Cuncunul returned from X-Kopteil after solving the difficulties 
which have arisen there between the teacher and the community. Silva, a vendor of 
bread, came here. · 

Saturelay,• July 25 

From Valladolid came a number of peddlers selling clothing, jewelry, sandals, medi
cines and so on, but with litde success. Sun and heat. 

Sunday, July 26 

The peddlers who came yesterday went on to Yaxuna. From Cuncunul came 
another traveling merchant bringing cotton cloth and trimming for kuipils. Some people 
have begun to weed their milpas. Cloudy, moderate temperature. 

Monday, July 27 

The merchant who came here yesterday had better luck than those before him, for 
today alone he sold twenty pesos' worth of stuff. Chickens and eggs served for payment. 

A policla went to Yula to summon Juan Cen who has not yet appeared to carry out 
thefagina he owes in building the school. 

Herculano Hu has changed his residence from this village. As a result the comisario 
has seized his lime kiln which will be used in building the school. Bonifacio Caamal and 
his family came from X-Ceh-yaax where they were weeding his milpa. Cloudy, pleasant 
weather. 

Tuesday, July 28 
" 

Juan Cen appeared to carry out hisjagina. The merchant who came from Cuncunpl 
went·to Yula. Silva came from Valladolid with ll~;:ead to sell. Sun and heat. 
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Wtdnmia;y, Jul;y 29 

Work on the Khool has stopped for lack of material. On this account a meeting of 
authorities and masona wu held this afternoon, and it was agreed that every man of 
the village ahould contribute either ten loads of sasca/1 or ten of lime. This was 
announced from house to house by a policla. The teacher from Yula came. Cloudy 
and hot. 

Thursda;y, Jul;y JO 

Men are again busied with collecting lime and sasca6 for building the school. 
Placida Batun hung from a tree of her yard a gourd dish containing cooked squash, 

the first that had been gathered this year: This she did without any formal ritual, telling 
me that ohe did this so that the yuntzilob would take the gratia and help in raising other 
crops.1 Sun and heat. 

Frida;y, July Jl 

Everything as usual. Sun and heat. 

Slllurda;y, August r 

In the evening a "cultural assembly .. was held in the corrtJorts of the comisarla. 
It was attended by almost all the families of the place. The chief object of these gather
ings is to shake off the apathy of the women and to inculcate social habits and elemental 
ideas of hygiene and comfort. As a result of my efforts, their homes now appear cleaner, 
and they are beginning to use the milk from their cows. 

At thio meeting, after explaining the unhealthful and disgusting nature of lice, I 
encouraged the women to collaborate with the men in improving the community. Then 
Don Eus spoke upon modern culture and hygiene and exhibited some photographs clipped 
from a newspaper-photographs from which he explained minutely according to his own 
conceptions of them. Isidro Hu, Don Elut and Pablo Ku also spoke in defense of modem 
customs. The meeting ended with a dance at about midnight. 

SunJDy, tlugust 3 

The comisario and the President of the Agrarian Committee measured and appraised 
the land on which Herculano Hu had lived, so that they might be able to sell it to any one 
who desired to oettle in the village. This may be the source of trouble. Herculano 
oold thio land to Adolfo without the consent of the comisario, because the former had 
expressed his intentions of moving from this place. In accordance with the law, the land 
of anyone who moves to another village remains at the disposal of the comisarla. As will 
be seen, Don Eua is inflexible in his opinions, and even opposes his own son~in-law, where 
the law is involved. This case may give rise to difficulties because it continues the quarrel 
between Don Fano and Don Eus. 

Monda;y, August J 

Sufficient materials having been collected, the building of the school has been begun 
again. Tito left for Valladolid for merchandise for the store. 

1S.p.u7• 
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Tuesday, August 4 

Marcos Canche, a former inhabitant of this village, arrived from Santa Maria in 
order to sell the com from the milpa which he has here. Pablo Ku, after conferring with 
Don Eus, informed him that he could not do so until he paid the eight per cent on the 
products of his ejido which the National Agrarian Commission has decreed. This informa
tion did not please him very much. Tito returned. 

Wednesday, Augusts 

From Bojon came Gregorio Caamal asking Don Eus to lend a bull for the bull-fights 
which will take place in Ebtun in the fiesta of 1933. The organizers of these fiestas are 
not lacking in foresight. In the evening, again summoned by the authorities, Don Marcos 
paid the necessary tax. Several mule drivers came from V alladolid for com. Rain, cool. 

Thursday, August 6 

The village is in mourning. At three in the afternoon, when the construction of the 
school was nearing its close, it collapsed, crushing the masons who were working on it. 
A number of injured were taken out from among the ruins. Those most seriously injured 
were Don Fano and DonNas; the one man killed was poor Apolinario Caamal (Don Polin); 
he was crushed beyond recognition by the great stones which had fallen on him. As the 
body was far down in the ruins it was very difficult to locate it and taking it out was very 
distressing because his mother (Dona Leandra), and his wife and children stood by, with 
sobs and lamentations. 

The occurrence caused indescribable consternation among the folk of this place. 
The expenses of the funeral will be paid for out of the funds collected for the building of 
the theater. To help the widow who has five small children, I shall try to sec to it that 
her milpa is cared for by some of her neighbors. 

The catastrophe has brought to ruin the great project which, through the enthusiasm 
and travail of the people, had come to the point of realization. The ruined building was 
composed of two long rooms, Is meters long by 5 wide. In its construction were used 
eight hundred loads of lime and as many of sascaiJ, eighty-five beams, a box of dynamite, 
and two hundred pesos in cash. In all, including the value of the time of the workmen, 
its value amounted to twelve hundred pesos. This blow has been really terrible as far as 
the progress of the village is concerned, and the place is quite demoralized. 

It is evident that the blame for the accident lies upon the masons, who did not know 
how to calculate correctly the strength of the material. However, to avoid recrimination, 
ill-feeling, and efforts at reveng~ I have attributed it to God. Rain, moderate tempera
ture. 

Friday, August 7 

There is hardly anyone who didn"t have a presentiment or warning omen of yester
day's calamity. Leandro, brother of the man who was killed, assures me that some days 
before he saw the snake called yaxcamla, which is a bad omen. Others had dreams of a 
more or less fantastic sort, and still others attribute Don POlin's misfortune to the evil 
fate of his wife, whose first husband also died tragically-he was crushed by a cart. 

The authorities from Cuncunul came, and after certifying that the accident occurred 
through mischance, returned home. The funeral of Don Polin was well attended. The 
injured men continue in a bad way. From nearby villages and hamlets curious people 
have been coming to look at the scene of the catas.trophe. 
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In a meeting held among the men of the village it was agreed that instead of making 
the milpa for the widow each one would contribute a load of corn. 

Some animosity ia beginning to develop against Don Nas. Rain, moderate tem
perature. 

SaiurJay, tlugus/8 

The village ia recovering its normal spirits. Enthusiasm has appeared again, and 
there is talk of raising the building anew, beginning from the foundations. However, 
this can not be done until the rainy season ends. 

At three in the afternoon, the hour of Don Polin's tragic death, there took place in 
his house the rtzO, uthree day prayer" at which those who attended were presented with 
the ritual foods. 

ln the evening, after the prayer which is proper for the rao, Leandro, brother of the 
dead man, made a very good speech telling those present that both he and his family were 
very grateful for the behavior of the village toward them, especially for the help in corn 
which had been decided to give the widow, but since that he himself was in good health, 
he believed himself obligated to watch over his brother's family, on which account he 
refused to accept his aid. Those who heard him were very much surprised at Leandro's 
demonstration of character, and at his generosity; this certainly raises him in the eyes of 
his neighbors. 

The injured men continue the same. If they do recover, they will probably be unable 
to do heavy work ao they have several ribs broken. They are attended by the kax-baac,• 
Timoteo Caamal. 

SunJ•y, dugus19 

The novenas in memory of Don Polin are so pleasant that there is hardly anyone who 
doesn't attend them for their solace and entertainment. The young men play at cards 
with cigarettea in their mouths while the girls smile and whisper to each other in spite 
of the seriousness of the older people. "San" Uitzil is always there with his guitar. 
Maco's father came from Kankabdzonot. Sun and heat. 

MonJay, tlugus/10 

The injured men have gceatly improved. Maco and Porfirio Tamay are now walk
ing about; they only received bruises and small injuries on the head. Don Fano and 
Don Nas are not able to converse with visitors. 

The masons who were not hurt and their helpers are busied in clearing up the ruins 
and demolishing the parts of the ruined building which are still standing. Two vendors 
of holy images came from Valladolid. 

Tu11J•y, tlugus/11 

The men of the guard refused to sleep last night at the comisarla because they heard 
myaterious noises, strange movings-about of the furniture, and other supernatural phe

, nomena. In order to quiet them, Don Eus blessed with holy water this building as well 
as the ruins of the school. The vendors of holy images continued on to X-Kopteil. The 
period of mysticism through which the village is passing favored their sales. The healer 
who heals with electricity came, but no one paid any attention to him. 

'~· ... P.7.1· 
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Wednesday, August I2 

Don- sold a hundred loads of corn. On this account he went today to the milpa 
which he has in Nicteha to shell it, accompanied by his second wife. 

The healer with the electrical machine went on to Kaua without having obtained any 
business, for not even the badly injured men wished to subject themselves to this miracu
lous treatment. Cloudy and hot. 

Thursday, AugusiiJ 

The octave of Don Polin's death was celebrated today with great ostentation. The 
house of the widow was visited by the people of the village and a number of rtztJs and 
bounteous repasts were organized. 

Maco's father returned to Kankabdzonot. Rain and cool weather. 

Friday, Augus114 

The village appears uninhabited. All are weeding their milpas. A vendor of bread 
came from Valladolid. 

Saturday, Augus115 

The mason from Tizimin came to build Don Tino's house. A number of mule drivers 
came from Valladolid. Quiet. Rainy and cool. 

Sunday, August16 

Ursena Un (the wife of Porfirio Tamay) continues sick. Now she is very weak and 
pale. She is probably suffering from genita-urinary difficulties. Neverthdess, according 
to the h-men Trinidad Dzul, who was summoned to attend her, it is simply a matter of 
evil winds which can be expelled by taking for nine Fridays a bath made with an infusion 
from leaves of rue. Everything leads one to believe that the outcome will not be good. 
A number of families returned from their milpas. Rainy and cool. 

Monday, Augus117 

The building of Don Tino's house has begun. There are a number of cases of grippe. 
The mule drivers returned to Valladolid. 

Tuuday, August ;8 

The wife and brother of Don Polin have gone to Valladolid to make purchases. At 
night there was a rezo in Don Fano's house in which divine aid was invoked to improve 
his health. 

Wednesday, Augus119 

Everything is quiet. Sun and heat . 

• • • • • • • • 
Thursday, August 27 

On my return from Merida this evening I addressed the parents of the community, 
reporting to them the lack of success I had had in seeking to raise funds for re~uilding th,e 
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achool. In spite of this, it was agreed, after discussion, to begin tomorrow morning to 
build it anew with no other aid than the labor of the people themselves. During the 
meeting it wu Don Eus and Don Naa (who is now much improved), who by their optimism 
led public opinion. 

Don Fano and Maco are the only ones of those injured who remain in their 
hammocks. · 

Friday, ilugull z8 

With courage renewed, the men began again the building of the school. Don Nas, 
lacking the strength to labor himself, contents himself with directing the work. Leandro 
Caamal (brother of Don Polin) today removed his residence to Yaxuna because this 
enterprise is not to hia liking. Dofia Leandra went with him, leaving the village without 
a midwife. 

A number of people went off to their milpas to shell the com which they have recently 
1old, taking advantage of a rise in price. Various mule drivers of Valladolid went ofF for 
the same destinations. 

Solurday, ilugull 19 

Don Tino went ofF to X-Ceh-yaax, suspending work on his house. 
In the afternoon, after the work on the school had ended for the day, a hunt was 

organized and a deer shot. 

Sunday, iluguii.JO 

In the evening, in the Tamay house, there was held a novena dedicated to San Diego 
and Loa Tre1 Reyes, whose aid was involved for a sick horse and a burro belonging to 
the Tamaya. At its end, the persons in attendance discussed holding a norJtnario in the 
oratorio for San Diego in order to improve the poor condition of the maize plants. It 
waa agreed to begin it tomorrow. Several men returned from their milpu. The mule 
drivers returned to Valladolid. 

Monday, iluguii.Jl 

The vacation being over, today I took up again my work at the school. 
Opportunely repaired an~ cleaned, the oroJorio was last night the scene of the first 

novena. Jos~ Caamal and Magdaleno Dzul were responsible for its costs. Because there 
are 10 many who take an interest in the patron saint, it has been decided that the nooenarifJ 
be double, that is to say, of eighteen novenas. During this period the people will have 
10mewhere to pass brief moments of entertainment. 

The poor condition of some milpas is beginning to worry the owners. 

Tutsday, Stpltm6tr 1 

In the afternoon it was reported that a cow, belonging to some one here, had been 
found dead in the bush near X.Kopteil; this news caused much alarm among the small 
cattle raisers. 
• At ten in the morning Munda (the wife of San Uitzil) gave birth to a girl child. She 
was attended by Dofia Feliciano (the widow of Don Polin). 

Several mule drivers came from Valladolid to get maize sold them by Don Eus and 
Don Madal. Don Tino resumed work on his house. 
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H'ednuday, September 2 

At dawn those most concerned went off to find the dead cow; they returned in the 
afternoon with the welcome news that it was only a dead pig that had given rise to the 
alarming rumor. 

The milpas now require little attention. Therefore their owners pass their time as 
best they can: twisting thread, cutting firewood, or distracting themselves in other occupa
tions to their liking. 

Thursday, Stpltm6er .J 

Pedro's mother-inwlaw appeared before the tomisario complaining that Pedro so 
frequently maltreated her daughter that she had resolved to take her away with her. 
The comisario replied that if the daughter wanted to abandon her husband she might 
do so with no uneasiness whatever, for he (the tomistzrio) was not disposed to interfere 
in marital quarrels. In the afternoon the mother returned to Ticimul, her home, without 
taking along her daughter, who apparently preferred to remain with her husband in spite 
of the bad treatment. 

The mule drivess returned to Valladolid, and others arrived to get the maize sold by 
Don Tino. The traveling meschants went off to X-Kopteil. Miguel Mendoza came 
from Valladolid. Rain and fresh temperature. 

Friday, Stpltm6er 4 

Today the girl's parents re-appeared in the comi.sarfs together with the girl and her 
husband, and made known to the comi.sario that she wanted to separate from her husband. 
After five hours of lively discussion, during which each spouse cast the other's defects and 
pettishness into the face of the other, they decided to separate, in spite of the comisario•.s 
suggestion; the husband handed over to his wife her terno and her rehozo, ani:i two sets 
of everyday clothing. With these things and nothing more, the girl went off with hes 
parents to Kaua, putting an end to her unfortunate matrimonial adventure. 

Today there were removed from tumors on the shoulders of Andres Kuyoc three 
worms of such size and unpleasant appearance, that the event has given rise to fantastic 
comment among relatives and neighbors. Most regard the circumstances as an augury 
of evil. 

Two traveling merchants came from Valladolid, passing on to setdements to the 
south. Mule drivers came from Kaua to get maize sold by Don Tino. 

SaJurday, Stpltm6tr 5 

News has come from Santa Marla to the effect that that setdement is visited by a 
uay-di.up, in the form of a dog, that soils the sleep of maidens.. Some people have seen 
the evil being on the Y axuna road; therefore the h-men that lives there is suspected. 
This attractive theme has stimulated the telling of a great number of similar tales in the 
neighborhood, producing great alarm among the women. 

The men working on the school suspended their labors in order to go look for cattle 
in the bush. Mule drivers arrived and departed. Rain and.heat. 

Sunday, Stpltm6tt 6 

There is no doubt but that San Diego is miraculous, but as it would not be prudent 
to forget the Holy Cross, it has been resolved that nine of the eighteen novenas shalL be 
addressed to the one, and nine to the other. 
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Today there wasfagina to collect and make such use aa may be possible of the materials 
in the collapsed school building. 

Some people from neighboring settlements came to make purchases in the store. 

Monday, Stplt'['Ptr 7 

It appears that Leandro's noble and manly gesture was merely a momentary impulse, 
for later he moved away from the house of his sister-in-law, in order to escape inconvenient 
demands. This ttep has been the subject of much ironic comment, and people are not 
lacking who aay that on the former occasion Leandro must have been temporarily un
balanced. However that may be, the poor widow has suffered severely &om the change, 
for now practically no one comes to her aid or brings her com. 

Everything aa usual. Cloudy and drizzly. 

Tuuday, Stpltm/Jtr 8 

The novenas in the oratorio are being well attended. As there is no moon now, the 
people who attend are obliged to come with candles or torches; these give the roads a 
fantastic aspect. People from neighboring settlements came to make purchases in the 
store. 

Wtdntsday, Stpltm/Jtr 9 

lt has rained in torrentl. Streets and paths are flooded. The wetness of the atmos
phere penetrates everything. 

To commemorate the seventh week after the death of the child Tina Yam, a rno was 
held in the Tamay house at the same hour at which he died. In Don Madal's house there 
was also 11. rtzo1 as a sign of gratitude to the Nifio Dios for the luxuriant growth of Don 
Madal's maize. Both rnos were well attended by people of the village. ArritrOs arrived. 

Thursday, Stpltm/Jtr 10 

The arritrOS who arrived yesterday brought the bad news that maize has gone down 
in price; this hat disappointed many who have been hoping to sell their corn at a good 
price. 11 Plainly the Governor does not know how to govern," said one. ' 1 He lowers the 
price of corn and he raises the price of clothing ... 

Don Nas is sadder than JOver before: his burro, which cost him so little and served 
him so well, died today; there are some who say of hunger, but more probably it was of 
old age. 

The arritrOs departed. Cloudy and hot. 

Friday, Stpltm/Jtr 11 

So as to erase all evil thoughts that might remain from the recent catastrophe, I have 
organized a jarana for tomorrow evening; it will be enlivened by the Cuncunul orchestra. 
The people from the neighboring settlements have been invited and great animation 
prevails. 
, A great clamor was raised when a deer crossed the plaza at noon today and wu 
pursued by young and old until shot down. This occurrence, so unusual, has been much 
com men ted on. 

Tiro and Emiliano went of!' to Valladolid, the former to fetch merchandise for the 
store, and the latter to get ice to sell at the jMan•. 
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Saturday, September 12 

Once more the village has been able to laugh. The enthusiasm aroused by the 
jarana was so great that there was not a man who did not get a haircut and put a red 
handkerchief around his neck. The teachers and the inhabitants of the neighboring 
settlements came, and the music, the illumination of the gasoline lamps, the rockets and 
the free and spontaneous laughter of all, wiped out the sad memories of evil days. 

Sunday, September 13 

At dawn the jarana ended and the visitors departed. 
Don Nas and San Uitzil, directors of the local Liga, went off to Valladolid, obeying 

a summons from the Prtsidenlt Municipal of that town. 
So that the masons might for a time attend to their neglected tasks in their milpas, 

work was suspended on the school during this week. 

Monday, September 14 

The directors of the Liga returned from Valladolid. The purpose of the summons 
was to notify them that on the 26th they would have to go to Merida to name, in full 
and democratic convention, the candidates for the coming election of Jiputados. The 
people of the village recall that recently there were circulated among the municipal authori
ties of all the rural settlements blank sheets of paper, to be signed by the local authorities 
in that condition and returned to V alladolid. 

Tuesday, September 15 

The recent rains have helped the milpas a great deal; a good harvest is promised. 
Now people are beginning to plan for the long awaited first ahza and pibil-nal: 

During the past days the mi/peros have been making trips to Kaua to sell their maize 
before its price goes down further. Arrieros came on their way to Sahcabchen to get 
maize sold by Don Fano. 

At night, besides the novena held in the oratorio, there was another in Don Trano's 
house, in gratitude to the Seiior Dios for the good condition of his milpas. These private 
novenas express the desire to obtain from the Lord better favors than one's neighbor. 

Wednesday, September 16 

As today was a national holiday, no classes were held in the school. The men went 
hunting, getting two wild pigs. 

Thursday, September 17 

Emilio Mendoza, the Kaua merchant, came to propose to the authorities to establish 
here a store and a corn mill, The comistlrio promised to decide the matter next week. 

At night the principal men of the place met together and decided to grant the mer
chant permission to do this, as well as to give facilities to other outside tradespeople who 
might want to settle here, so as to promote the commercial development of the village. 
This resolve, diametrically opposed to the po~cy which has always prevailed, is due to 
the failure of the Chan Kom people to organize the cooperative for so long urged by Don 
Eus; the cooperative failed because the cooperators had no other capital than good '!"ill. 

People came from Bojon to make a burial in the cemetery. 
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FriJay, Stpltm6er r8 

Today men began to fell bush for a new milpa. 
ArritroJ arrived on their way to Sahcabchen. Two peddlers came from Kaua. 

SalurJay, Stplim#er 19 

The merchant Santoyo came from Valladolid; he also wants to estabflsh a store 
here. The comisario said he would decide the matter next week. 

The novenas in the orfllorio ended, leaving people sad with the melancholy of festivals 
ended. Rain and heat. 

SunJay, Stpltm#er 20 

A ranger came from Dzitaa to collect the charge imposed on those who make milpa 
in national lands. 

MonJay, Stpltm#tr 21 

The ranger, hi1 mission ended, went ofF. 
In Don Eus' house there was a rtzO in gratitude to the Seiior Dios, the Virgin and the 

Lord Jesus Christ, with the usual offerings of abundant and savory comestibles. 
An airplane passed over today. 

TuuJay, Stpltm#er 22 

Asunci6n has been misled. The various attempts he has made to better his economic 
atatus (he has been by turns tailor, merchant, and stone mason) have left him in such a 
conditi:m that today he has neither milpa nor maize-indeed, nothing. He has long been 
trying to exchange the archaic and backward customs of his home for those of cultivated 
and civilized men. His father (in whose house Asunci6n has always lived), a cautious 
and prudent man, today told his son that it would be better if he made his home apart, 
for the family good. On learning this, Don Eus offered Asunci6n and his wife one of his 
own houses .. because one must help one's companions, just as the aposdee of the Lord 
1uff'ered in teaching people civilization and the new ideas.'' All this has so confused 
Aaunci6n that he is thinking of selling his sewing machine, his phonograph, and his mason's 
tools that he may once more plant his milpa. 

There was a novena in tile oratorio, organized by Jos~ Caamal. 

WtJnmiay, Stpltm#er 2J 

Don Tino and Andres Kuyoc spent the day with the aid of some neighbors preparing 
the earth-oven in which to make pihil-nal. 

The School Inspector and the Director of Federal Education in the state came to 
pay a visit to the school. 

Variouo arrieror passed through on their way to Sahcabchen • 

• ThurrJay, Stpltm#er 24 

In the first hours of dawn a rtzo was held in the house of Don Andres Kuyoc. The 
rtzO wao offered by Don Andres and Don Tino as a sign of gratitude to the Senor Dios 
and to the ah.hoyaob yuntzilob for their having brought good yield to the maize plants. 
On an altar raised inside the house were placed seven gourd dishes of ahza, a number of 
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roasted ears, and three1 pottery vessels filled with boiled fowl. During the prayer there 
were set out in the yard in the customary manner, thirteen homas of ahza and thirteen 
pairs of pibil-nal dedicated to the ah-hoyaob yuntzilob. The ceremony concluded with 
a sumptuous repast in which the ahza and pibil-nal, great delicacies, were distributed to 
young and old. 

In the afternoon, at the same hour at which Don Polin died, there was held in his 
widow's house .. the rao of the seven weeks." · 

Various men arrived from their mil pas with their animals loaded with young ears of 
maize. The school authorities departed. Rain and fresh weather. 

Friday, Septem!Jer 25 

Evelio Ceme and Maximo Uicab, directors of the local Liga, set off for Valladolid; 
they are to be delegates to the great convention to be held in Merida on the 27th of this 
mon.th. Besides this commission, they bore also the charge to ask the Governor to send 
an engineer to come and inspect the work done on the school, and also had the respon
sibility of buying merchandise for Don Fano's store. 

Today many people held the rno of the new ears in their milpas, being well content 
that now they will obtain good harvests. 

Asunci6n and his father have made peace and, once again under the same roof, are 
living as God commands. 

Saturday, September 26 

From Xichichen came Don Anal"s parents-in-law to help him in preparing for the 
fiesta of the pibil-nal. The teachers of Yula and of Xanla passed through. 

Sunday, September 27 

Don Bus is still sick. Late last night the h-men Patricio lliul performed a kex in 
Don Bus' house so as to get rid definitely of the evil winds which are making him sick. 
According to this h-men, these winds seized upon Don Bus when he crossed a path by which 
but a moment before had passed one of the nucuch macob (balams), who guard the forest. 
The ceremony was exactly like that described on another occasion.' It ended during the 
first hours of today, the h-men remaining in the usual condition of intoxication. 

The rno of the pibil-nal was held in Don Anal's house. The foods set out for the 
yuntzilob were offered without formal ceremony probably because no h-men was available 
in the neighborhood. 

Monday, September 28 

At dawn several families made the rtzfJ of the new ears. 
As it was a cool and cloudy day, a hunting party was readily organized; a deer was shot. 
Don Bus went to San Prudencio, where lives the h-men attending him in order to 

get medicine; he came back with an infusion which he is to take in tablespoon doses. 
Arrieros passed through, bound for Sahcabchen. 

Tutsday, Septem!Jer 29 

Two officials arrived from Merida. They said, among other things, that in the big 
assembly (which they had attended) it had been decided to name as diputado, Aurelio 

l'I'hac are _..., dwa11 three i11. n11mbf:r, ba:u.e ''it M CU.CDJIIM'f,'' ar beca.ue ''thm: arc three ~: God the Fatbcr,,God. 
the Son, and dae Virtin Mary.• 

1 Sec Oi.,.,. f1w AllJWit So I9JO. 
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Centeno, the present Prt~itltnlt Municipal of this Dtptlrlamtnto, and his son Humberto, 
the present diputaJo, to take hia father's position. 

With regard to the engineer to inspect the work done on the school, they reported 
that the Government promised to send one next week. 

Don Tino suspended work on his house for lack of materials. 
A woman came from Bojon to sell bananas, and disposed of them aU. 

Wtdntsday, Stpltm#er JO 

Work wu resumed on the school. The rn.os of the new corn continue. The arrin-os 
returned to V alladolid. 

Thursday, 0tJo6er 1 

DonNas has entirely recovered; he did not break any bones, as at first the kax baac 
oaid he had. 

The animosity which arose on the ruins of the catastrophe, and threatened to spread 
among the people, has disappeared, or at least is not perceptible; once more people laugh 
and play, and all is as it was before. 

Don Fano haa likewise recovered his health, and now hopes to resume his work 
next week. 

Friday, 0<Jo6er 11 

Doila Simona is sick. She probably suffers from trichinosis and amczbic dysentery 
(according to Dr. Saunders). He pointed out that there are several other women similarly 
infected who show no signs of any illness. 

Solurday, Ot1o6er J 

Some teachers from schools near by came here for the excunions. Tito went off to 
Valladolid to get merchandise for the store. Don Fano killed a hog, but sold little of 
the meat. 

Sunday, 0<Jo6er 1 

The pibil-nals continue •• Everything is as usual. Cloudy and hot. 

Monday, 0tJo6er S 

The teachers departed. Tito arrived. AU quiet. Sun and heat. 

Tutsday, 0tJo6er 6 

Claudio and Filemon Noh, otcinos of the village but residents in the neighboring 
r~~nclrtrla of Santa Maria, were today summoned by the tomisario and informed that they 
must once more cooperate in the building of the school. They then made it plain that 
they were not disposed to lend any aid, in virtue of the fact that (in their opinion) the 
'fault of all that had happened lay with Don Nas, and that it would not be just for every. 
body to pay for his ineptitude. The tomiJario, after exhausting his persuasive powers, 
ordered the detention of the Noh brothers so as to impose an exemplary punishment 
upon them for their recalcitrancy. 
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In this connection it may be remembered that these two men, as well as their brother 
Maximo, have always been noted for the systematic opposition they have maintained 
toward any work or improvement demanding the efforts of the community. Egged on 
by certain persons of Kaua, Cuncunul and X-Kopteil, they have recently sought to decry 
the building of the school, so u to weaken the enthusiasm of the others here who 
have been cooperating in the work with such enthusiasm. At the bottom of this 
there is an element of envy, for the virtue and success of one's neighbor is not always 
agreeable. 

While working on the school, Rosendo Ceme fell today from a considerable height and 
suffered injuries of some seriousness, requiring him to keep to his hammock for a few 
days. Apparently the gods are not favorable to this important work of improvement. 

Wednesday, Octo6er 7 

With some difficulty I persuaded Don Eus to liberate the men he had detained, 
believing that later they would of their own accord come to work. 

A man came from Chichen ltza bringing a horse to sell. A number of atrieros came 
from Valladolid on their way to Sahcabchen. 

Thursday, Octo6er 8 

A communication was received from the comisario of X-Kopteil making it known 
that the Noh brothers had transferred their official domicile to that village. 

Martiniano Tamay exchanged a bull and a hog for the horse bought yesterday. The 
rains of the past few days have somewhat delayed the work on the school. 

Friday, Octo6er 9 

Late last night Claudio and Filemon Noh arrived from Valladolid with an order from 
the Pruidenlt Municipal of that place requiring Don Eus to appear before him tomorrow. 
Don Eus, suspecting a plot, jailed Claudio and Filemon and furthermore ordered the 
detention of the third brother; to this end four guardillS went olf to Santa Marla, returning 
later with their prisoner, who was promptly jailed with the others. 

All this took place during the night. At dawn Don Eus set off for Valladolid, tO
gether with Isidro Hu (the comisario sup/en/e), and Sergeant..of-the-Guard Don Elut, to 
explain to the Pruidenle Municipal the truth of all these occurrences. 

The neighborhood is much intrigued by this apparently inexplicable series of com
ings and goings. Although I have tried not to interfere in this matter, I suspect that I 
shall have to do so to avoid real trouble. 

Saturd11y, Octo!Jer IO 

The prisoners' wives arrived, bringing food for their husbanas. 
In the evening a communication arrived from the comisario of X-Kopteil; it contained 

a threat to attack Chan Kom unless the imprisoned men were immediately set at liberty. 
In order to avoid unnecessary alarm I have urged that the notice be not made public in 
the neighborhood and that it be communicated only to the policemen, that they may be 
on their guard. It is clear that the pueblo ofX-:Kopteil had nothing to do with this threat; 
its authors are two or three particular individuals. 

We await with impatience the return of Don Eus and his companions, that we l'l\ay 
know the drift of events. 
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Sunday, Oeto6tr rr 

The eagerly awaited travelers arrived at the first hours of today. Immediately 
Don Eus't house wat filled with curious people inquiring as to the result of his trip, but 
he contented himself with saying that everything had come out well, and that all should 
be ready to hurl'j' to the &UIIrlel at a call from the bugle, because at any moment there would 
arrive the Cuncunul authorities, who were coming to make an investigation. 

And indeed, a little later arrived the Prtsidenlt MuniciptJ! of Cuncunul, his secretary, 
Jose T. Aguilar (the teacher), and ten armed men. When almost all the men of Chan 
Kom had assembled in the euartel, the PrtJidtnle questioned Don Eus, as to his reasons 
and legal justifications for depriving three citizens of their liberty. Instead of replying 
directly to these questions, Don Eus arose and said: "'Comrades, the authorities of Cun
cunul here present, men who traffic in justice, have come to this village with the deliberate 
intention of liberating the prisoners, simply because they may in this way make a few 
pesos." 

At this point the Prtsidtnlt gave the table a blow with his fist and ordered the tomistll'io 
to be silent. But the latter merely said, 11 You must know that I give orders here," in 
1uch a definite tone that it caused the choleric Prtsidtnlt to subside. 

•• And that you may know their scheming tricks," continued the orator, 11 I wiU tell 
you that after having treated them with respect and indeed kindness, giving them shelter 
and food in my house, they nevertheless were not loth to send to the authorities at Val
ladolid a long list of chargea against me, accusing me, among other things, of anarchy, 
despotism and alave..driving, without there being any basis for these accusations-but 
here you can hear the truth. Moreover, they are the ones who have always placed ob
atacles in the way of the growth and development of this pueblo. Now it is time, com
radeo, to speak the truth loudly and clearly, without any fear!" 

The tempers of all were now so aroused that all wanted to speak at once, in a rude 
and threatening manner; I therefore judged it opportune to remind them that "civilized 
and cultivated men 11 always carry on their discussions with civility. 

Next the Prtsidmte (a ready and astute man), thinking to win the sympathy of his 
hearera, spoke as follows: 11 Comradea: I have come here solely to see that justice is done, for 
1 have heard that you can not tend your milpas as you ought because the tomisario is 
always wanting to make public improvements, without considering that you have families 
and children whom you have to feed, and .. , " But better for him if he had not spoken. 
Hia intention, perfectly understood by those present, further aroused their indignation, 
and now Edilberto'a voice could be heard above the clamor, saying: 

.. Stiior Prtsidtnlt, now our eyes have been opened. If we make improvements, it is 
because we are workers, and without being obliged to anyone. You people can not deceive 
u1 any more, because we recognize you as poisoners, and exploiters of the poor."' 1 

Don Elut, Don Tino, Don Nas, and the Tamay brothers now raised their voices, 
denouncing injustices, deceptions and all sorts of past annoyances, and seeking to cast all 
the blame on the visiting authorities. 

Seeing that the matter was taking a serious tum, I determined to speak again, and 
began to inculcate sentiments of concord and amity. To put an end to the matter under 
discussion, I proposed that the Prtsidtnlt be allowed to judge the prisoners. This was 
done, and the President< sentenced the Noh brothers to comply with all thefaginu and 
other pending obligations in the village, before they might be allowed to change their 
'liomicile to another pueblo, This conclusion permitted the astute Presidtnlt to get out 
of a difficult situation, and immediately he returned to his town with his secretary and 
his escort. 

I The P,.,11~1- and h1t""'"'" IN bCJth tll....bepen. 
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After his departure little groups formed, in which each man sought to repeat, with 
a good deal of boasting, the moment of exaltation when he had u given it to the PrtJidtntt 
right in his face." 

The prisoners have been freed under promise to begin working tomorrow. 
A man came from Xocempich selling goats. 

Monday, October IZ 

The Noh brothers today complied with their promise, appearing for work very 
amiable, as if nothing had occurred. 

Don Eus is beginning to plan the separation of this village from the municipio of 
Cuncunul, and its transfer to that of Valladolid; the idea is well received by the others. 

The goats were bought by DonNas and Edilberto. 

Tuesday, October I.J 

Today Dofia Francisca and Doiia Tereza fell into a discussion of matters that they 
found of great interest. Doiia Francisca argued that the soul (pixan) is that which 
gives life to the body and which, when the body dies, preserves the personality, passing 
through tests more or less painful until it reaches the Glory of the Lord. 

Dofia Tcreza denied the existence of the soul, and accepted as the only cause of life 
the breath (oiento) which, on being drawn into the body, sets the human machine in 
motion. "It is on this account," said she, uthat when we cease breathing, we die. And 
moreover, that is what all the great people (d2ul) think." 1 

The eomiJario sent a communication to the PrtsiJenJt Municipal of Valladolid, pro
posing the annexation of Chan Kom to that municipio. Rain and pleasant t~mperature. 

Wednuday, October I{. 

It is certainly a fact that a uay.cliup dwells at Yaxuna. It is now told that a young 
girl, once fresh and blooming, has become pale and weak; and that one Lorenzo Dzib, who 
resolved to hunt down the terrible sorcerer, went out at night to-look for him; but when 
he saw him coming in his guise of a hairy dog, he suffered a severe shock fatal to his deter
mination. These tales and others like them are told in the neighborhood in half-whispers, 
and have resulted in the progressive abandonment of Yaxuna. So we are told by Pedro 
Uc, who came from there today. 

The Presitlenle Municipal of Valladolid sent a friendly note to the eomisario, saying 
that he is disposed to lend his aid in bringing about the desired annexation, but that it 
will be necessary to send to the state Congress a petition signed by everyone, explaining 
the reasons justifying a change in municipio. 

Thursday, October IS 

After nightfall the people assembled in the cuarttl in response to the summons of 
the eomisario, and signed the petition to be sent to the Congress asking for the 
desired annexation. It was also decided to grant permission to Santoyo to open 
a store in Chan Kom. Santoyo was present, and he promised to cooperate in all public 
improvements and to sell merchandise at Valladolid prices, and extended himself in 
other blandishments. 

I Thit IOl't o( qu~r~~rion o( "to be or not to be" tddom enkrl di~ion; mo.t pmple IU\t content with "to be." It it pot~~iblc= that 
DoRa Tuaa hu only partly 11ndustood belief• imported from the city by Protatant miaioniUiet that IU\t beairmiaa to work a divtmn 
in Pitte and x~mpich. 
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Deoideria Ceme, attended by Dona Felis' (Don Polin's widow), gave birth to a 
male child. 

Tito went to Valladolid to buy gooda for the store. 

Friday, OcJo6tr 16 

The many recent raina have destroyed the school gardens, and have left the roada al
moat impaasable; travelers are mired in the mud, and the vegetation has grown thick. 
In the milpas people are bending down the ear-bearing stalks. 

Tito returned. 

Salurday, Oclo6tr 17 

Asunci6n is not happy with his wife, to whom he gives a beating from time to time, 
according to the less discreet neighbors. It is possible that the lack of accord has some
thing to do with the old customs and the new. 

The arritrol returned; bound for Valladolid. The teacher of Xanla arrived. 

Sunday, OcJo6tr 18 

There wu tonight another meeting in the tuartel, to discuss the sale of house-lots 
left by those who change their domicile from this village. It was decided that the proceeds 
of such sales should be used to pay the masons who are working on the school. 

Monday, Oclootr 19 

At dawn Don Eus departed for Valladolid, in response to an urgent summons requiring 
him, by order of the Governor, to present himself at two p.m. before the authorities of that 
city, .. to arrange an important matter.'' Isidro Hu accompanied him. It is not known 
what matter is involved. 

Tuuday, Oclootr 20 

Santoyo came from Valladolid, bringing several animals laden with merchandise. 
Tomorrow he will open his store in Don Guillermo"s house. He informed me that Don 
Eus and his companion have been thrown into jail. To avoid unfounded alarm, I have 
determined that the rumor be not made public until it is confirmed. Probably the matter 
involvee further intrigues on tbe part of the Cuncunul authorities. 

Wednuday, Oclootr :u 

Edilberto, to whom I made known the rumor that his brother had been imprisoned, 
went ofF at dawn for Valladolid. Although he went quietly, by evening the fact was 
generally known, and the village was agitated by curiosity and excitement. A moment 
ago (8 p.m.) word was sent out to all the surrounding milptrlos, summoning the people to 
assemble here tomorrow, so as to take appropriate action if the rumor should be confirmed. 

Santoyo opened his store. 
Soon after I had written the foregoing, and while the people were beginning to as

llCmble, there arrived the men who had been reported prisoners. Immediately Don Eus" 
house was invaded by the curious, demanding to know the truth as to what had happened. 
Don Eua denied the rumors of his imprisonment, and said that on the contrary he had been 

I OoAt. Felitlttmed dae l.rt or mldwi(«r (ro"' Dolla Lelllldra. bul did nell bet:io. to praccitt u I. lftidwifc unril Dollt Laadra M.d. 
ltl't tht communi1r. 
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very well treated by the Valladolid authorities. He said that he had been summoned 
because an accusation against him had been presented to the Governor by the authorities 
of Cuncunul and the Noh brothers, but that he had succeeded in showing the judges the 
legality and rectitude of his own conduct. 

So orders have gone out to the milperfos countermanding the earlier summons to 
assemble. 

Thur.rJay, Octo!Jer 22 

Santoyo went off to Valladolid, leaving his brother in charge of the store. All quiet; 
rain and fresh weather. 

Friday, October 23 

All are engaged in pleasant projects: Don Eus has bought the lot which Don Rosa 
abandoned and will build a new house on it; Jose Caamal has bought the property left by 
Leandro and is already making improvements on it; Emiliano and Evelio have formed a 
partnership as traveling merchants; and there are few who are not concerned with some 
plan of improvement. 

With the opening of the new store, the price of merchandise has gone down. 

Saturday, October 21 

Emiliano and Evelio killed a hog for general consumption and, most unusually, dis-. 
posed of all the meat. 

The tomisario ofXanla came to .. confer" -secretly-with Don Eus, on the possibility 
of separating this village from the municipio of Cuncunul. 

The rainy weather continues to hinder the building of the school. 

Sunday, Octo6tr 25 

Don Eus is sick. A swelling, caused apparently by the bite of some poisonous insect, 
causes him fever and other discomforts. 

From Valladolid arrived Santoyo and his wife and children, and from the milpas came 
various laborers. 

Monday, October 26 

From Tekom came two men, intending to buy a bull. All very quiet. Sun and heat. 

Tuesday, Oc"tobn- 27 

From Uayma came a seller of those pottery vessels (lacs and cajetes) in which it is 
customary to offer food on the Days of the Dead. Now discussions are beginning relative 
to this observance, and there are some, among them Edilberto and Don Eus, who say 
that whether you give the offering in lacs or in calabashes doesn't much matter, .. for what 
matters is not the receptacle but the offering." 

In the stores are now to be seen the paraffin candles, w.hich are offered on the first 
Day of the Dead, when return to the earth the happy souls of the dead children, and 
the dark wax tapers that are to be burned on the following day in praying for the return-
ing souls of the adult dead. · 

Don Eus sold one of his bulls to the merchants who arrived yesterday. A seller of 
bread came from Valladolid. 
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Wttlntst/ay, 0<Jo6tr z8 

Don Eus has recovered. He explained to me that there is a very easy remedy for 
curing swellings, especially those called golonJrinol, which appear in the armpits; it con
sists of striking the edges of the boil nine times, very softly, with an ax, and then open
ing the sweUing "ith its blade, The contents are then expressed, and in a litde the patient 
io well. 

Santoyo is a lucky man. His store is well patronized, even by the inhabitants of 
neighboring ranthtrlas, while the other store is deserted. Santoyo's brother went oft' to 
Valladolid, carrying maize. 

Thursday, Otlo6tr Z9 

Asunci6n, accompanied by his wife, went to Santa Maria to have his parent~in-law 
act as patrons in the hetzmek of his son Marcelo, who becomes four months old tomorrow.• 

Two communications were received from the authorities of Cuncunul; one, directed 
to Don Eus, ordering him to turn over the comiJarla to Don Fano; and the other, addressed 
to Don Fano; requiring Don Fano to take charge of that office. Tomorrow, in a general 
assembly, the people will be informed of the tenor of these communications, that they make 
up their minds what course of action to take. Don Fano, for his part, does not want to 
take the post. 

Fritlay, 0<Jo6tr JO 

In the meeting today the contents of yesterday's communications were made known, 
and it was decided to uphold Don Eus in his office, as the proceeding taken by the Cuncunul 
authorities was neither just nor legal. This decision will be communicated to these authori
ties, as well as to the Governor, whose aid will be invoked in protection from these new acta 
of arbitrary authority, As usual, the sonorous oratory of Don Elut was not missing from 
the meeting, accompanied by expressive gestures; among other assertions he declared 
that he wu resolved to die like a man facing those who would deprive Don Eus of his office. 

It is whispered among neighbors that last night, while all were sleeping, there took 
place in Don Trano's house the formal petition for his daughter Ceferina by Don Timoteo 
Caamal, representing the youth Prisciliano Caamal, who was present with his mother;' 
that there was 11nis, cigarettes and chocolate, and that a satisfactory agreement was 
reached. Aa may be supposed, none of these secreta escaped Doiia Simona. 

Today was a day of great .. animation, on account of the number of visitors who came 
from neighboring settlements to provide themselves at the stores with bread, chocolate, 
cigarettes and other delicacies, which they will offer tomorrow and the next day to their 
departed. All laughed and joked at the slightest pretext with the childlike good spirits 
which precede a fiesta. 

Salurtlay, Otlobtr Jl 

Today was the day of the child dead, of the "angels," those souls that pass free from 
sin, from thi1 world. The mus1ro1 tllnltn"'S were very busy, having to begin their prayers 
before dawn, that they might fulfill all the engagements they had made. In the rtzQ 

beld in the morning only chocolate and bread were offered; but in the afternoon fruit and 
other food were added. Today the flies, butterflies and other insects that often hover 
above exposed food take on a special importance, for they are regarded by most people 

l~p.JU. 
•n• ~of th• boy II u.n\llllal, 
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as the temporary embodiment of the souls that are being commemorated. The men, in 
holiday mood, sought amusement in the streets, much enlivened by the many visiton 
from neighboring settlements. 

Don F ano killed a hog and sold the meat. 

Sunday, Nouember r 

Today the adult dead were commemorated. The prayers began long before dawn. 
As yesterday, bread and chocolate were offered at the first rezo, and much other food and 
fruit were added at the second. 

Each family has prepared in advance a list, as complete as they can make it; this is 
given to the maestro cantor at the moment when he dedicates the offerings, so as to avoid 
unfortunate omissions. It sometimes happens that in his confusion a maestro cantor uses 
the wrong list, to the great annoyance of those making the offering • 

. For the u solitary souls,'• who have no relatives on earth, each family has hung in 
the doorway a diuyub containing a lac of tortillas and other food, and at dusk appeared 
beside each cliuyub a lighted candle, to illuminate the paths of the dead. 

Now the people are going from house to house, acting as chorus in therezoJ, and sharing 
in the refreshments with which each terminates. On these occasions the boys vie with 
one another to see who can eat the most: in many of the rnoJ there is at least one whose 
over-burdened stomach finds violent relief. 

Monday, Nouember 2 

The excitements of the Days of the Dead have passed and aU have returned to their 
labors. 

The house-lot left by Herculano has been bought of the Agrarian Committee by 
Asunci6n; the proceeds will be expended in public improvements. . 

A group of people from Yokdzonot-aban came to take up from the cemetery the bones 
of a relative dead these three years. The remains, put in a wooden box, were carried 
away to be placed in the oratorio of this ranclurla. The excursion which this event occa
sions is as pleasant as that attending interments. Cloudy and cool. 

Tuesday, Noutmber 3 

Adolfo has suffered, without any protest, the loss of the money which he was forced 
to pay Herculano for his house lot, for he and his father realize their mistake in not first 
consulting the Agrarian Committee. However, as a sort of compensation for this injury, 
the Committee has given preference to Don Fano (Adolfo's father) in offering for sale the 
lot occupied by the old school. (Because of its favorable location this lot has been much 
desired.) In this way Don Fano's prudence and Don Eus' astuteness have prevented 
another dispute. 

Wednesday, Noutmber 4 

Assisted by his relatives, Pablo Ku exhumed from the cemetery the remains of his 
mother, who died about two years ago. The bones were put in a small wooden box, and 
this was placed in."the house of souls"-the small hut in the cemetery. Up to very recent 
times it was usual to put these boxes in the oratorio, but since strange noises have been 
heard in this building, it has been decided to carry all the boxes stored there outside of 
the village. • 

In the evening a rno was held in Pablo's house, in repose of the souls of his departed. . . . 
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Thursday, Nouem6tr 5 

AU quiet; sun; pleasant temperature. 

Friday, Noutm6tr 6 

Santoyo is • good man; without anyone having asked him to, he worked all day on 
the new ochool building, now nearly complete. This act has increased the regard with 
which the village holdo him. 

Saturday, Nootmbtr 7 

Today, after manifold difficulties and oacrifices, the school building was completed, 
to the great aatisfaction of the entire village. It is composed of two spacious masonry 
rooms; the one in front is an arcade; that in the rear is closed in on all four sides, but with 
enough doors and windows to assure abundant air and light. In obedience to a suggestion 
made by Don Eus, they have put the following inscription on its fa~ade: ,. Escuela Rural 
Federal. Plutarco Eliu Calles.-rgJI." Besides the school building itself, there is a 
ahower-bath, .a field for games, flower and vegetable gardens, toilet, fowl pen and pigeon
house. Chan Kom now has, without doubt, the best rural school in Yucatan. 

Today waa the octave of the 11 day of the little ones," and the rezoJ of last Saturday 
were repeated in identical form, except that in the afternoon chachac-uahs were offered 
in place of chacbilcax.1 

Sunday, Noutmbtr 8 

The prayers and offerings made today (the octave of the adult dead) differed litde 
from thooe of yesterday. 

Teachera from neighboring acttlementa came for a brief visit. 

Monday, November 9 

With the unusual feotivities ended, the souls of the dead have returned to their 
ghostly province (from which, according to Doiia Francisca, they have recently been 
absent)i therefore the women today carried flowers to the cemetery. 

DonNas and the other masons went of!' to their milpas to bend over the ears (doblar). 
The favorite diversion of the moment, of some grownups as well as of the children, 

is playing with tops. 

Tutstlay, Nootm!Jtr 10 

The organizers of the coming Kaua fiesta came to invite the Cham Kom people to 
attend. They brought ani1, which is ritual on these occasions, but almost nobody here 
took any, although the invitation was gratefully accepted. 

In order to keep the new school building and the white-washed houses in their present 
clean condition, the tomiJario has definitely forbidden hogs to be allowed in the streets, 
and has provided a fifty centavo fine for violations. Although this decree is drastic, it has 
the approval of the village. 

Wttlnrsday, Nootmbtr 11 

Almost everybody i1 suffering from stomach trouble, more or less acute. 
Santoyo's arrinYJJ went ofT to Valladolid, carrying maize. Don Bus went to Chichen 

to oell eggo. 
I 5tc p. IOJ, 
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Thursday, Nootmber I2 

Today was the day of San Diego. Don Fano and Don Guillermo were the only ones 
who remembered to make his novena. 

Santoyo's arritrOs returned. 

Friday, Nootmbtr I.J 

On his route through neighboring settlements, there passed through here a forester 
of the Federal Government. 

The Director of Federal Education sent word that next Thursday he will arrive here 
with other school authorities so as to inaugurate the school. 

Edilberto, Evelio, Don Pil, and the Tamay brothers have agreed to give one another 
aid in mason's work; to this end they have begun a lime-burning. 

"San" Dzul has sold his hogs, because he finds it too difficult to comply with the order 
issued by the comisario. 

Emiliano and Adolfo set off for Merida to buy merchandise; the former will try to 
peddle his from village to village, and the latter will use what he buys to re-stock his 
father's stOre. 

Saturday, Nootmber I-¢ 

Santoyo is not merely lucky; he is astute. It is now generally known that the reason 
why the people of the neighboring settlements prefer his store to the other is because 
there they may obtain anis, "but secredy, so that the village does not hear of it,. -so 
San to yo advises them. When Don Eus heard of this violation of the village laws, he advised 
Santoyo, in a friendly way, that he abstain from the sale of rum, because the people here 
won't have it. Santoyo promised to obey these instructions. 

Sunday, Nootmbtr IS 

Don Pancho Cortes, Kaua merchant, came and bought a cow from Don Fano for 
sixty pesos. 

The school is the pride of the village; news of its completion has traveled as far as 
X-Kalakdzonot and X-Culasil, and to other distant places from which are now constantly 
coming people, here for no other reason but to see the school. 'It has become usual, every 
evening, for people to come together in front of the building to comment, with complacent 
satisfaction, on the great obstacles which they had to overcome in building it. 

Montlay, Nooemjw ;6 

Today the village presents a charming appearance; the streets clean, the houses 
whitewashed and refurbished, the litde gardens flourishing, all, indeed, uniting to make 
a cheerful and picturesque scene to meet the eyes of the "cultivated and civilized geode
men" who are to arrive on Thursday. 

Satisfied with the results of their trip, Emiliano and Adolfo returned from Merida. 

Tuesday, Nooemjw I7 

Two delegates from the Liga Ctntral arrived from Valladolid. In the evening, at a 
general assembly, these gentlemen explained to the people, in melliftuous discourse, "the 
eager desires of the governor for the development of the Maya, and the great obstacles 
he has encountered in combating •reaction,• which is always trying to annul social advance, 
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etc., etc., etc." The audience heard these long and tiresome speeches with patient indif
ference, u though they had been litanies, thinking meanwhile perhaps, of their maize 
plants, or of the catde that for a long time have not returned to the village. 

When the oraton had concluded, they asked for applause for the governor; their 
hearers, interrupting their meditations, immediately complied. 

Wtdnesday, Nootm6tr 18 

Don Eus went ofF to Cuncunul to get the papers necessary for the election of deputies, 
to take place next Sunday. 

In order to provide sufficient meat for the meals to be offered the visitors tomorrow, 
a hunt wu organized, resulting in the shooting of a deer. For the same reason, every 
household waa required to contribute one hen. Great animation reigns. Drizzly weather, 
pleasant temperature. 

Thursday, Nootm6tr 19 

At last the school was dedicated. Among those who attended were the Federal 
school authorities, numerous teachers, and Dr. Asael Hansen. The occasion was celebrated 
by a rrogram in which spoke the most advanced of the school children. Then the Direc
tor o Federal Education addressed us. He congratulated the village on the completion 
of this important improvement, and offered to provide the school with its furniture and 
equipment. Then, in the name of the President of the Mexican Republic, he declared 
open the rural Federal achool of Chan Kom-in the midst of bugle flourishes, the tolling 
of the be1ls, explosive rockets, and the national anthem, sung by teachers and pupils. 

Afterward, in my character as teacher, I expressed my gratitude toward the village 
for the favor and affection in which it has held me, and my deep satisfaction in havlng 
been able to collaborate with it in the prosecution of such an important work. Further
more, in order that all the visitors might realize the facts, I emphasized that this had 
been accomplished without the aid of anyone; that no authority had seen fit to give any 
aid whatever, although aid had been asked, when misfortune reduced the strength of the 
village. I ended by urging those present to go on, with the same enthusiasm they are 
exhibiting today, by the rewarding path of hard work, even though I would no longer be 
able to go along with them. 

Then Don Eus spoke, recalling the long struggles they had passed through before 
reaching this night of triumph. 

A jt~rtlnd followed, alternating with modern dances, reaching such animation that 
two of the teachers danced a Charleston, to the great enthusiasm of the Indians. 

Without any doubt this is the happiest evening that has ever been spent in the his
tory of Chan Kom. 

Friday, Novtm6tr 10 

At sunrise today the fiesta ended, and the people departed, well content. 
At the request of the people here, I postponed the trip to Merida I should have made 

today, in order to speak once more in a general assembly to be held this evening, to urge the 
people not to diminish their efforts for improvement, to offer to visit them from time to 
time, and to aid them so far as I am able. 

S4tUrd4y, Nootm6tr II 

Peace and silence. It is sunny and pleasantly warm. The people have gone to their 
mil pas. 
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MYTHS, LEGENDS AND TALES 

As in other parts of the world, in Chan Kom the traditional narratives are 
told partly to recall and restate old-time happenings in which the people are 
interested (legends), partly to explain, justify and support conduct (myths), and 
partly simply to divert and entertain (tales). Which of these functions is served 
by a given narrative does not always appear from its mere contents, and can be 
correctly told only from its context of use in actual situations. Thus from the 
fact that No. 14 in the following small collection of narratives is known by us to 
have been told only on occasions when persons were whiling away the time by 
joking, telling stories and asking riddles, this story is judged to be simply a divert
ing tale. On the other hand, No. 6 is an important myth. One might suspect 
that it was not merely an entertaining story, from the fact that it lacks the varied 
and linked episodes which are usually present in the tales told for diversion; and 
indeed the story is not told as a contribution to entertainment. But the function 
of this narrative in controlling conduct becomes apparent when it is known that 
at critical moments when the village leader wished to arouse his people to certain 
endeavors, and to cooperate with the Americans at Chichen, he suggested, in his 
orations, that these Americans were the u ant men," the u brothers in work, of 
the Maya. The presence of this legend, in the mind of the speaker, weighted 
with emotional significance, and its presence in the minds of his hearers, similarly 
conditioned, made it a mechanism in the control of his conduct and theirs-this 
legend is also a myth. 

Each"of these stories does not characteristically serve only one of these three 
functions whenever it is told, or even only one of these functions at any one par
ticular telling. Any episodic narrative is likely to interest and entertain, whether 
or not it also defines or sanctions conduct, whether or not it revives a memory of 
which the group is proud. On one occasion a story is purely entertainment; on 
another occasion it is more. The familiar story about the race between the, 
tortoise and the rabbit is sometimes told in Chan Kom, just to amuse the heare~ 
and please the teller. But we know of an occasion when a young man had hurried, 
his horse and caused it to stumble, and an older man told the younger this story; 
in order to point the moral-The more haste, the less speed. The same moral is, 
pointed by reference to the story (No. 3) about the ltza who hurried to build .. ; 
tower that would reach the sky. The reference is made by saying, "If you gol 
along too fast you come out as did Chichen." This was said in Chan Kom mor~ 
than once after the school building collapsed (p. Jo8). 

Because a story is sometimes only a legend and at other times also a myth, be.i 
cause a narrative may be both tale and myth, the following transcriptions from or~ 
telling can not be sharply classified into definite categories. But in the order im. . ' ,,, 
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which they have been placed, the stories which are best to be regarded as legends 
or as myths come first, and the tales told usually for entertainment come last. 

Nos. 1 to 7 are legends which the older people know and tell to the younger. 
They are not apt to be recounted in general gatherings at which story-telling is a 
pastime. They form a primitive counterpart to history. But they also have 
significance as myth. These legends about the people with magical powers, who 
lived before the Maya came, explain the discrepancy between the great stone 
edifices of the ruined city-shrines and the humble and laborious lives of the people 
of the present time. They justify the ardors of the contemporary life. Further, 
as has already been indicated in the first paragraph, Nos. 4, 5 and 6 promise a 
great future for the Maya; they are millenialistic myths. They aided Felipe 
Carrillo Puerto at the time of the Revolution; they helped to organize Chan 
Kom in very recent years; and they will be ready to support the collective will 
tomorrow. 

Nos. 7,, 8 and 9 represent a large group of stories about chaacs, balams and 
other symbols of the supernatural. These are often told merely to entertain or 
excite. But in the telling, many of them reiterate the admonition of piety; the 
advice to pray and make the offerings and be devout, the warning of punishment 
and loss for the impious. So they keep the old gods and the old rites alive. 

There are many short stories about the sacred animals (Nos. 8 and 10); they 
are instrumental in enforcing the taboos against killing or harming these. 

Nos. 11 to 15 represent the sort of tale that is most often told when men are 
sitting together in the bush in the evening, with nothing to do to pass the time but 
talk and tell stories, or when the period of vigil at a wake must be whiled away. 
In Chan Kom there are, so far as we know, no purely nursery tales; adults tell 
these stories to other adults or to children. These stories are about witches, kings 
and younger sons, and the clever doings of the rabbit. M"ny are familiar to 
students of European folklore. Some of these stories are rather rigidly conven
tional, like No. 14, which apparently tends to preserve much these same episodes 
in different tellings, while others, like Nos. 11 and u, present characteristic episodes 
that find themselves combined in different ways and attaohed, with an assumption 
of historicity, to specific cmitemporary people and places. 

At such times as stories such as these last are told, it is common to ask riddles. 
Every riddle begins with the phrase: "naate baale, palen (guess what it is, fellow)." 
Some of these riddles find their charm simply in the imaginative or unexpected 
simile: 

Caturce brazo1 xiicli, cu bin ti a chich 
Fourteen fathoma of nervest as there goes your grandmother. 

(The well rope) 

or-

Huntul chan tlonull• cu yokot tu yit hunppel chan koop 
A little maiden dances on the floor of a little dish 

(The spindle) 
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Others afford an added titillation by referring to matters of sex or physiological 
function; 

Tun lolancile, tun takancile 
It flowers, when it ripens. 

(Horse excrement as it falls) 

or--

Cu yakab chalem cu lah uend macab, cu holot( ?) tzicbalo 
When night comes and when men begin to sleep, then it begins to converse 

(The anal expulsions of flatulence) 

1. Tow BT EmANtO CBWB 

A long time ago, in the time of my grandfather, there lived in these parts a race of 
litde people. They could carry great loads on their backs. One day one of them was going 
through the bush carrying a great bag of stones on his back. The stones spilled out behind 
him, and thus the zacbe1 was made. But these litde people became wicked. It was 
announced that there would be a great flood. The little people, to save themsdves, 
built great stone tanks,' thinking that they would float off when the flood came. But 
as they were of stone they would not float and all the litde people were drowned. 

2. Tow Br brrAHIO CI:WB 

There was once a time when things happened in the best way possible. The men of 
that time knew much. They were the ppuzob, with small bodies and large brains. They 
knew many secrets, they knew how to command water, wind and everything seen or 
unseen. In order to construct buildings, they were not obliged to lift the stones with their 
own hands; all they had to do was to whisde in a certain way to have the stones, even 
the very heavy ones, by themselves get into the places chosen for them. Tire same was 
true with firewood which to the right whistle would come from out in the bush to the 
hearth all by itsdf. 

This was the time when the big houses were built, and the fine roads which are now 
called zacbe. No one was wicked. Maize was of such a sort that one grain was enough to 
satisfy the needs of a whole family for a day. The Jumha' which now means so much effort 
to man, was then not known. It was enough to burn the bush with the aid of mozon-ik,4 

who was summoned with special whistles, for the earth to be ready to be sown. These 
and many other things were known by the men of old. But all this was ended from the 
time that a son-in-law of one of these wise men, forgetting the secret, lifted stones with 
his own hands and carried firewood on his shoulders. His bride made the trouble worse by 
putting in the pot more maize than needed, which, in becoming nbtt11mal, increased so much 
that it covered the house, killing those who lived in it. 

This was the beginning and the sign of the Bad Times, from which the ppuzob could 
not save themselves, even by making the stone tanks with holes in them, which can still 
be seen in the bush. 

:3. ToLD BY EuU'T!IUO PAT 

Who built the temples of Chichen ltza? Who knows? I have heard the old people 
say that it was the ltza who built them. They were people like us, but they knew things 

1 The elevated road. Or ttofte ca-.ys built by the ancient Mar•; • familillT acbe NM liom Coba to Yuuu and ,._ _, 
C ... n Kom. • 

1 A reference to the undctpound ltoftF rell!n'Oirt of miiiODI'f likewite built by the ancient Ma,.., ud to br: found in -no.. placa 
iD. the Miahborhoad. 

I Felli111 of the blllh. 
t Seep. 13J. 
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we do not know. They were the night-people (akab uincob); they built the temples 
during the night, becauoe then the stones were soft and cut like wood. They made the 
otonea come into place simply by whistling to them. The old people say that they were 
trying to get up to where God was, to see what it was like up there. But God did not like 
this, and he did something 10 that when morning came they could not understand each 
other. They were not crazy, but each one was talking in a way that the others could not 
understand. When the ones up on top called down for sasca/J, they were sent up water, 
and when they called for water they were sent up lime. So they could not finish build
ing their city, That is why the old people say, when now they aee some piece of work, 
like Don Nas'o house, that has been a long time building and is not yet finished: "It has 
become morning for him." 

4. Tow aY Gun.u:llMO T ~""" 

From the time that God made men, there have been three races of them on the earth; 
that of the ltza, who were wise; that of the ppuzob, who were punished by God with the 
ftood, and that of the Maya who live today. The ltza have not died. They live under
ground in a place called Oxkinkiuic,1 and when the race of men here is done with, they 
will return tO their ancient cities. One time a dzul1 succeeded in getting down to them 
by way of a path which led into a cave at Chichen ltza. Then the king of the ltza, to pre
vent more men from coming, made a great deal of water run out this path, enough to 
fill up the cave. So was made the cenote today called X.. Toloc. 

5. Tow aT EUSTAQ.UJO Czw:a 

Once there were two kings, one of the dzulob and one of the Maya. There was to come 
a time when these two kings were to compete together for the control of Yucatan. They 
were to race on horseback through the ring in the wall of the baU-eourt at Chichen, and 
the one that arrived first was to have all of Yucatan. But it was destined that the king 
of the dzulob would fail to get his horse through the ring, and then Mayab would again 
belong to the Maya. But none of this has come to pass. Somehow the king of the dzulob 
died-somewhere, in Merida or at Chichen, the dzulob severed a rope, and blood ran out 
of the severed ends,• and the king died. So now there is only the king of the Maya. He 
io hiding oomewhere; eome people say under the ground at Chichen. And some day he 
wiD come forth again. The old people used to say, It is not time yet, because the rail
road has not yet reached Vatladolid. Then they said, It is not time yet, because the rail
road has not yet reached Chichen. When Felipe Carrillo came to Piste, and to the other 
villages, and told the people they ohould have the land of the dzulob, and promised them 
clocks, and tools, and wire, and schools, and music, people said that perhaps the king of 
the Maya had at last come forth. It was also oaid that when the king ofthe Maya should 
come forth, then also would come the chac uincob. 

6. Tow BY ELIITAQUIO Cmo 

The old people, such as Susana Poot and the otepfather of Anastacio Caamal, and 
Doila Leandro, used to say that somewhere there lived another race of people. These 
were called Red Men (chac uincob). They are our brothers in work (c-lak-meyamacob). 
Some day, they oaid, we would be with them again, and they would show us how to work 
and to make things. The old people called this race also "the very taU men (canal ubaaci
lobl)," or" the men with eyes like the eyes of bees (yichobe bei yichob colelcab)." Once, 

1 "'nrwodar-plua (or lftuktl}." 
19ft p. 101. 
I Thil b tht cuna INRI npamd br Tou. (A C:..,.,ww11 liM, ~ tlw M,_, lllltll.Mol-. P. IJ3). 
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I remember, in 1910, when the revolution was coming, Don Porfirio Dfaz sent word around 
to all the wise men to find out what should be done. I remembet that the ief• politico of 
Valladolid sent for Juan Poot, who was a h-men, very old-he had to be carried on a 
stretcher--to ask him u when we should know our brothers again!' Juan Poot said that 
the comet in the sky was a sign there would be war, but that the time was coming when 
we should know our brothetS again. 

Sometimes the old people spoke of this othet race as the red ant men (chac-zay
uincob), and told how they worked like the ants that take out the red earth and make 
straight roads through the bush. 

7. Tom BY EUSTAQUlO Cam 

There was a milpero who found his milpa always dry. Although it rained on the 
fields of othets near by, his milpa was perishing with drought, But he merely cursed and 
blasphemed, demanding of the rain why it did not come to his field. One day in the road 
he met a tall man, with snow-white hair. This man spoke to him, saying, "Come with me 
and I will show you a cave, where perhaps you may find some tepezruinte.'' 11 All right," 
replied the milpero, and went along with the other. The old man led him to an actun 
(dry cave) he had never seen before, and they both went in, the old man leading. Farther 
and farther they went into the earth, until at last the milpero had lost all knowledge of 
how to get out again. At last they came to a place piled high with tuti-uah.1 Then they 
passed a place with great heaps of squash and melons. And then they came to a place 
containing a huge canas/ro (such as are used to bring corn from the milpas). Here it was 
plain some people had been living. While the milptro looked about him, the old man got 
a horse ready to be ridden. The milpero pushed the old man aside, and himself mounted 
the horse. Then the old man asked him, uwho gave you permission to ride this horse?" 
11 No one," answered the milpero, ubut I want to go and water my milpa." uyery well," 
said the old man, "you may go on the horse, but only if you will promise to .water only 
your milpa, and not the milpas of others." The milpero promised, and quickly the horse 
rose through a hole in the ceiling high in the air. 

When the horse passed over the milpas, rain began to fall in torrents, and the milpero, 
much pleased, returned with the horse to the cave. The old man asked him if he had kept 
his promise, and when the milpero said Yes, he showed him the road to the upper world 
and let him go out. The milpero went to his milpa and there, t<? his great disappointment, 
he found that while all the other milpas wete soaked with rain, his alone was dry. So 
he said to the other milperos, '"Why does it never rain on my milpa when it rains on yours?" 
The other milperos showed him what they did: how in the milpa of each wete set out two 
large jlcara.r of zaca for the yuntzilob. But the othet milptrO mocked them, and said it 
was all foolishness; and he himself drank up the zaca they had put out. 

Then he went again to the cave and found his way in, and there once more was the 
tall man with white hair, again getting the horse ready to ride. And again the milptrO 
asked him to let him mount the horse and go up in the air to water his milpa. And again 
the old man agreed, exacting only the promise that he water only his own milpa. This 
time the milpero was sure of finding his own milpa, for before leaving it he had put some 
clothing on a tall pole stuck in the ground. And so he found his milpa, when the horse 
rose in the air. But when the horse tried to cross his milpa, he could not, for the hot 
vapor (yoxol) rose from the ground like flames, and the milptrO was almost burned. So 
he returned to the cave. Then the old man told him what he should do: that at midday, 
when the sun was its hottest, he should put out •aca in his milpa and kneel thete and pray. 
This the milpero did, and for the third time returned to the cave, and was once more 

1 The brad~ ofFered co the J11Da:ilob ia the cacmoaia. 
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allowed to mount the horse and ride over the fields. And as before the rain fell in tor
rento. But thio time, when he had returned the horse to the old man, and when he had 
gone to hio milpa, he found the rain had fallen on his milpa in quantiti .. , and all around 
otood great puddlea of water. Then he knelt in the milpa and asked pardon of the yun. 
tzilob. All the milptros know thio story, and it is true. 

a. P10w: A NAU.Anox '"WHicH s.vn..u Jo•NBD' 

There was a certain man who treated the tortoise well as did no other. He watched 
over him as none had before. If he burned the bush to make milpa, it was only after he 
had made sure that in that piece of bush no tortoise remained. On every occasion he 
waa the tortoise's friend. One day this man fell by an accident into the cenote, and went 
to ltand before the old couple under the bower, who seized him and began the usual 
preparation• that the devilo might feast upon his fl .. h. For this they burned four almuJu 
of chile, and divided it into piles, one at each comer of the table around which, after a 
atrange ceremony, they are wont to dance. When all was ready, they went to fetch the 
devils. But when these came, and saw who their victim was, they ordered his immediate 
release; because of the loving care he had always shown tortoises, he was not one deserv
ing of any punishment. The old couple released the man, who ascended through the 
conical hole till he emerged on the surface of the water, and from there he made his way to 
the land. Arrived at his home, what was his surprise to find his friends and relativ .. cele
brating hie year's end,1 when to him it seemed but three days since he had disappeared 
in the cenote. 

9. ToLD at !UITAQ.UJO CaM& 

One time a man found hio way into a cave (actun). There he found much water, 
but it was well hidden in the depths of the cave. All at once the man found himself 
shut in the cave; the way out had closed. Then he heard the voic .. of the Chaacs, giving 
their orders. They kept calling, at intervals, "X-Baacin! Make ready my horse!" (X
Baacin was the name of him who cared for the Chaacs' hors ... ) Three times the Chaacs 
gave their orders to :X..Baacin, each time speaking thus. And meanwhile the man lay 
hidden. Ao each horse was prepared, the Chaac rose upward and disappeared. Each 
passed out of the cave through a omall round hole, like a ring-first one horse and then 
another. Three archangel• (Chaacs) went out so. And when they had all gone, it was 
raining a fine rain in the cave. Then the man came out from where he had been hiding 
and called out, as had the Chaacs; "X-Baacin.'' There was no answer. Again he called 
X-Baacin, and again there was" no answer. A third time he called, "X-Baacin!.. Then 
X-Baacir, answered, 11 What is it, master?" The man said, ''Make ready my horse!" 
And the other said, "Now is the hour when we have finished." But he went to make 
ready the hone. 

Ao he tried to approach the horse, it threw him through the air, as it plunged and 
leaped. Three timea he tried to catch it, before he finally secured it and, with difficulty, 
cinched it. Then the man heard him say, 11 Sir, it is ready!' But three times the man 
tried to mount the horoe before he finally succeeded. Then suddenly he shot upward and 
out of the cave through the round opening in the roof. He rode into the air, and a terrible 
wind blew around him-the chaac ikal ( .. wind of the chaacs"), so that even the great 
trees were blown down. For the horse that he had mounted was the sorrel-eolored horse 
(!-zimin •laaan). Then all the Chaacs came together and tried to seize the sorrel.colored 
horoe. But at first they could not get near it; it threw them all off. Then one Chaac 

1 For the cuttomJ •nd bellelt whh which thll•torJ" It COMectcd, Me p. to?'· 
• Thl,.,. Mid ou ,_, Ill c.- a pawa'• dtllth, 
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ordered the others to shoot the man, and as the man was trying to manage the horse 
they shot him with their lightning (hadz-chaac). Then the Chaacs captured the horse 
again and put it back in the cave. But they say that on the day that the sorrel-colored 
horse rides forth again, the chaac ikal will come again and the world will be destroyed. 

10. ToLD BY EunAQmo Cum 

The zac pacal is a bird that some people shoot and eat, but many say it is not good 
to do so, because these are the birds that saved God. Once God was hiding from his 
enemies, the Herods (los herodes), the people of Pilate, and when the pursuers asked where 
He was hidden, one dove answered, uTzutzullebeo (the way is closed), .. and the other 
one said, "Chun cucul u chacte (in the covered trunk of the chacte)." But when they 
looked, God was not there. So God blessed them, always to say these things to each other, 
as you hear them now. One says uTzutzullebeo,'" and the other answers, .. Chun cucul 
u chacte." 

11. ToLD BY T1aUJ.CIO Con 

This happened in Y axcaba. A certain man, having become suspicious of his wife, 
made up his mind to spy upon her. One night, when they were sleeping together, he saw 
her get up, perform certain mysterious acts, and tum into a cow. In the street some 
bulls were waiting for her, and as soon as she appeared they surrounded her and had 
intercourse with her. The man set about following the group of animals, and pursued 
them until far out into the bush he saw them enter a church. Resolved to end such 
mysteries without delay, the man fired his gun at the church, when immediately there 
rushed from the church a great crowd of bulls, passing close by him in their rnad flight. 
At daybreak he saw that what he had taken for a church was only a JILittJbtrtJ, and that in 
the bush there remained not a trace of what he had seen the night before, or •any sign of 
the path he had taken. Then, lost and bewildered by such an inexplicable experience, 
he wandered through the woods until he met a line of ants carrying orange leaves. By 
this discovery he got his bearings, and arrived before night fall at a rRnchniR from where 
he was able to continue on his way to his own village, seven leagues distant. When he 
reached his home, he found his wife grinding com, apparendy quite ignorant of what 
had happened. 

12. Tom BY Tmuacro Con 

One time a man was pursuing a uay uacax,1 when in a clearing in the bush he came 
upon a crowd of people celebrating ajar11n11. The man sat down on a small bench offered 
him, and observed that the women were all pretty, the men very pleasant, and the musicians 
very skilled. But soon his curiosity was transformed into terror when he saw the women 
at break of day, tum into chachalacas, quails, wild pigeons, turtle doves and other birds 
that ftew off with great twittering and clattering. The musicians and other men turned 
into deer, peccary and agouti, and returned to their haunts; the benches became enormous 
rattlesnakes and writhed off into the bushi and the bench, which alone remained, then 
disappeared into the ground in the form of an armadillo. 

When the sun rose there was nothing to be seen-no clearing in the bush, no dancers, 
no musicians, nothing-only the bush as it had been. 

By the narrow path made by some ants the man found his way again to his house, 
where he swore again never to follow the uaytJ. 

'Witch in the (onn or • cow. See p. a,_ 
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13. ToU» .,. Gt111.t.U.WO T '"""" 

By the tales told by our grandfathers it is known that in the great mound' at Chichen 
I tza there i1 a hollow place, and in this hollow place is a santo which is guarding a treasure 
of gold coins. If a man could only get these coins on a Holy Thursday or a Holy Friday, 
one of these coins alone would be enough to make him rich, because they have the power 
of multiplying themselves, so that if one is put into a trunk, in a short time it will make the 
box overflow with money. But the fortunate man must then return the "mother money" 
to its place to avoid misfortunes. 

One Justo Pat of Yokdzonot knew of this legend, and brought a turkey to Chichen 
ltza, to offer to" the serpents of the big mound" 10 that they would allow him to get the 
treasure. But he was not successful. Other men have tried with the same result. Per
hapt after all it is only a tale of our grandfathers. 

Our grandfathers also said that next to this santo there is burning a candle, and 
that on the day that thio is extinguished, all men then on earth will die. 

14. TOLD 111' BLIIII'I!IUO PA,.O 

There wu a woman who found an egg and put it in a homa, and forgot all about it. 
Three weeks went by, and one day she waa sitting in her house when suddenly she heard 
a baby crying, "Cune-el Cune-e!" So she thought, "My neighbor has a baby." So she 
made some 111olt and took some bread, and went to her neighbor's house, so that her 
neighbor should have some warm aJole to drink after giving birth to a child. But when she 
got there her neighbor aaid, "You must be crazy; I haven't had a child. Perhaps it is my 
neighbor in the next house." The woman took the bread and aloft and went on to the next 
house; but there it was just the same; "Are you crazyl" said the neighbor, "I haven't 
given birth to a child." So the woman went back to her own house and sat down on a 
bench. All at once ahe heard the baby crying again, "Cune-o! Cune-e!" She hunted 
all around the room and at last she found that the sound was coming from the homa in 
which she had put the egg, She took the homa to the light and looked in, and there she 
found a baby lying. "He shall be my child," thought the woman. She began to make 
hia ahirt and hia diaper, and to prepare his food, and she gave him the name Ez.' He 
grew very fast, was very lively, and in two months he could walk and talk. Then he asked 
for a guitar, and when it was given him he began to play. 

Now at this time there was a king at Chichen that had a beast (alak); it was a ser
pent, like thoae you can oee now at Chichen. It was called X-Kukican.• It lived on chil
dren; it ate only children. From time to time the king sent to the villages round about 
for children to be fed to this serpent. At last it came the turn of Ez to go to Chichen to 
be fed to the serpent. Then the woman (who had found him) began to cry. But Ez 
aaid, uno not cry, Ma' chich,' it will be all right." And he took his guitar and began to 
play, When the men sent by the king came to fetch him, he jumped into an olla 
and hid there. They came in, and looked all around, but they could not find him. When 
they had gone, he jumped out and began again to play his guitar. So it went on; the men 

•n. Cutillo, 
'ThU II'IW'J' i• tM lonl \"'r''ion or. wid~ Y.-tecaa tale ~u, called "The .,.., ol U.mal .. Other""'""" GmU' iru 

John L '"'""., TrwwU 111 y.,,.,.,. (1141); EhlioAncona, Hl11fri•Jt y.,~,. Vol. I, p. 95 (venioo tr.kcn from that of P.dre E..h'.llitlao 
Curillo of ncul); Ritudo Mim1nu Cutillo. £- Z,.~ Jt U-tll ( in YVMI Merida, no d•h'h "EI Enaao Adirino que fu6 Re,," 
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sent by the king would hear him playing his guitar, but when they came to get him, he 
was always hidden in the olla, guitar and all, and they could not find him. 

By now he was very big and strong. One day he said, u Ma' chich, now I am going 
to give myself up to the king. But do not worry about me; I shall be all right.'' He 
took a splinter of glass (tok) and hid it under his tongue. When the men came to get him, 
they felt his clothes all over to make sure there was nothing in them that would hurt the 
serpent when he should eat him up. They felt him all over, but they did not find the glass 
under his tongue. They took him to the serpent, and the serpent swallowed him whole 
without chewing him. Then Ez took out his splinter of glass and with it slashed to right 
and left; he cut the serpent's liver; he cut the serpent"s heart. Then he cut open its belly 
and jumped out. When he jumped out he was bigger and stronger than ever. He left 
the body of the serpent there and went home, 

At first the king did not know that his alak was dead. But then there came by a bird, 
and it sang, uzac tanen, zac tanen" (white belly, white belly). Then the king went and 
found the serpent lying dead, its belly all white with the eggs laid upon it by the Bios, 
the eggs that would hatch into maggots. Then the people came out and thanked Ez, 
for the serpent had eaten many children, and they had been in great terror. 

But the king became very angry, and resolved to punish Ez. He sent his policemen 
to arrest him. Ez did not resist, but went before the king. The king said, "We will have 
a contest, and if you do not win I will cut your throat."" 

'•What must I do~" asked Ez. 
"You must climb to the top of a ceiba,'" said the king, u with a bottle of honey, and 

you must pour all the honey out of the bottle into an empty bottle placed on the ground 
below. But if you spill so much as a drop, I will cut your throat. Be here at noon 
tomorrow." 

"'Very well," said Ez, and went back to his house. uMa' chich," he sai~ ugiveme 
fifty hairs from your head, for I am going to need them badly.'' 

So she gave him the fifty hairs, and in the middle of the night he climbed to the top 
of the coiba tree. He made a thread of the fifty hairs, and tied a stone to the end, and 
dropped the stone into the bottle in the ground below, fastening the other end to the 
tree. Next day at noon the soldiers came and brought him before the king. Two empty 
bottles were placed on the ground, and Ez and the king climbed the tree, each with a bottle 
of honey. The king had a secret way, and filled his bottle. Ez made the honey run down 
the thread of hair into \he other bottle without spilling a drop. Then the king said, "I 
did not beat you this time, but we will have another contesi::. At noon tomorrow we 
will have a horse-race, and if you beat me, I will give you my hacienda, but if I beat you 
I will cut your throat." 

Next day the king and Ez met to have the horse-race. The race was to be in that part 
of Chichen where there are two long walls, in one of which there is fastened a round stone 
with a hole in it.1 First the two horses were close together, neck and neck; then Ez's 
horse got the lead, and Ez drove it right through the stone ring. The king followed, but 
he could not make his horse pass through the ring; it stuck, and he had to back up and 
start again. So Ez won the race, and the king gave him his hacienda. But he said to Ez, 
uwe will have another test. You must shake the trunk of a ceiba tree so as to bring 
down all the fruit on it; if you succeed, you may cut my throat, but if you fail, I will cut 
yours." 

"Very well," said Ez, and went home. When Ma' chich·heard about it she began to 
cry and !amen t, but Ez comforted her and told her to make him a pair of wings like those 
of a bat. So Ma' chich did so, and that night he put them on and flew all around the 
coiba tree, cutting all the stalks of the Bower clusters with his teeth, so that each hung 

I; ... the Ball Court. 
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by only a olender thread, a piece u olender ao a fiber of henequen. Next day at noon he 
met the king at the ceiba tree, and when he shook the tree, every flower cluster, to the 
lut one, fell to the ground. Then Ez made ready to kill the king, but the king begged for 
mercy, and at lut Ez relented and let him go. 

Then the king thought and thought how to kiD Ez, and at last he went to him and 
uid, "We will Jtave one more contest. We will get ten t4rg41 of coto]oles,1 and we will 
crack five of the cargas on your head, and five on mine ... 

"Very well," said Ez, ''I will meet you here at noon tomorrow." And he went home. 
When ohe heard the newo, Ma' chich began crying and crying. "The second or third 
totoyol will kill you," she said. uno not cry," aaid Ez, "but go to the ironworker and 
have him make a hat of bronze. TeD him the hat is for your grandson, and be sure he 
covert it well with hair." She did u he told her, and the bronze hat was made just as he 
wished it. Next day Ez appeared, wearing hio )>ronze hat. The king told two slav .. to 
crack the eoeoyoles; one of them held the nut on Ez's head, while the other broke it open 
with a great atone. So they went on until five eargtU had been cracked. Then it was 
Ez'o tum; he cracked the first eoeoyolon the king's head. But the king's head cracked too. 
The oecond eoeoyol went right into the king's head, and the next into his throat, and so 
on until hio body, fiUed with eoeoyoles, burst. And as the eoeoyoles came roUing out, Ez 
picked them up and ate the insides. So the king was dead, and Ez was made king. 

U. Pa.ow. A NADATION 1M WHICH 5BVUAI. joiNJD 

Juan was a boy who used to go with his parents into the bush in search of wild honey. 
One time he went by himself, and when he had gathered a great quantity, he heard the 
beating of a drum; utran ca ta tran, ca ta tran, tulacal tin tzucel yam." 1 A few minutes 
later appeared the giant Juan Thuthulkin with hio oilver drum which shone so brightly 
that it could be oeen a long way off. The giant, turning to the boy, asked him for a little 
honey to eat and when the permission was granted him, he devoured it all with one bite, 
although there was a great deal of it. This made the boy feel very sad but the giant com
forted him by promising to take him to a place where much honey wao to be found. 

With the child on his back, Juan Thuthulkin went deeper and deeper into the forest 
until after along time he put the boy in the branches of a tree so taU that it almost touched 
the sky. Here the poor boy gave himself up for lost, thinking he should never be able 
to get down. However, he soon regained hope when he saw coming Rear him a herd of 
peccary. These on coming up to him, asked, 11 What are you doing there, Juan l.. And 
he answered them, "The giant Juan Thuthulkin tricked me and brought me here, but if 
you will get me down I promise to give you the milpa I have in my village." But the 
peccary were unable to help him and continued on their way. Shortly after he saw a large 
number of deer. On hearing about his troubles they said," Juan, certainly the giant wiD 
eat you because no one can get you down from there." When they had said this, they 
fled hurriedly away because they saw shining from afar the giant's drum on which he was 
beating terrifyingly, Juan Thuthulkin, seeing the boy stiU in the tree, went off again 
confident. 

He had not gone very far when a band of pisotts (chich) appeared. When they had 
heard the boy' a a tory, they agreed to get him down in exchange for his milpa, and, each one 
taking hold of the other's tail, they came up to him. But hardly had he begun to get 
down by this curious ladder when the pisotts, hearing the beat of the giant's drum, let go 
,each other's tails and ran away terrified into the forest. When Juan Thuthulkin came and 
saw Juan otill high up in the tree, he was delighted and continued on his walks through 
the bush. 

I Nuts ol1h. what .,.Jm. 
• "1'ulacallia a-1 ,...., .. "~thi111 CIOI'MI to., btU, ... 
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While he was away there came a band of monkeys, and to these Juan offered a banana 
grove if they should succeed in getting him down. The monkeys were won over; they 
joined their tails, and made a stairway down which the boy could easily reach the ground. 
Fulfilling his promise, Juan pointed out the banana grove to the monkeys, who rushed 
away into the forest screaming gayly. Shortly after came the giant. When he did not 
see the boy in the tree, he began angrily to search for him, shouting that he would eat him 
if he found him. Poor Juan, hidden in a hollow tree trunk, was soon .discovered by the 
cruel Juan Thuthulkin who, ferocious with hunger, put his arm into the hiding place to 
drag him out. But clever Juan took his sharp machete and cut off the arm. The giant, 
howling with pain, furiously thrust in his other arm but this was also cut off by a second 
blow of the machete. A like fate was met by both his legs until nothing remained except 
his head, and this he thrust into the tree trunk so as to swallow up the cause of his 
troubles. But the boy succeeded in cutting that off too, and so put a finish to the life of 
Juan Thuthulkin who had done so much harm in the region. The brave Juan, rejoicing 
in hi~ ttiumph immediately left his hiding place and, taking possession of the drum, 
took the road to his village. On the way he found a cave which showed signs of being 
inhabited. His curiosity aroused, he decided to try to find out who lived there and, hid
den high up in a tree, he waited patiently to see what would happen. At nightfall he 
saw come out from the depth of the cave many princesses who, seating themselves in 
royal chairs of gold, began a lively conversation. When Juan saw them there, he beat 
upon his drum; this caused them to flee without taking away their golden chairs. Juan 
took the chairs and continued on his way home. At midnight he came to a clearing in 
the forest where a large company were celebrating a uaqutrla. Invited by the dancers, 
he took a seat on a bench, after buying some crackles (chicluur6n) from a man who 
was selling it not far from the enramaJa. When dawn came, his surprise was boundless 
to see that the furniture, musicians and dancers had turned into different animals. The 
bench, which he had used for a seat, was turned into an armadillo and with its companions 
soon disappeared into the forest. And moreover, he discovered that what he had bought 
as crackles was nothing more than dry wood. Recovered from his surprise, he went on 
again to his own village and arrived there late in the day. His unexpected return made 
his grandmother very happy and she could not caress him enough and question him with 
regard to the golden chairs and where he had got them from. Good Juan, when he had 
rested, calmed his grandmother's curiosity by telling her his many adventures without 
leaving out the appearance of the princesses who had forgotten their chairs in their flight. 
His grandmother, thinking that her grandson was worthy of a royal wife, prepared a won
derful banquet which the King and his daughters attended. The princesses, upon seeing 
Juan's gteat riches with his chairs of purest gold, fell in love with him. But of them all he 
preferred the youngest. The King gave his consent to the wedding and a short time later 
they were married amid great celebration. 
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TI!XTS OP MAYA PRAYERS 

The following texts were repeated to the authors of this report by the h-mens 
who used them in the ceremonies, in most cases soon after they had been ritually 
uttered. The upper (Maya) line, in the pages that follow, gives the text as the 
authors transcribed it. Corrections suggested to them afterward are written 
above. The translation was made in the first instance by Mr. Ralph L. Roys; 
the writers are deeply indebted to him for this assistance, and also to Dr. Manuel 
Andrade, who made many valuable suggestions. 

Finally, certain older men of Chan Kom went over the texts with the senior 
author, line by line. In this discussion reference was constantly had to the actual 
conduct of the ceremonies, and to our own ethnological materials. The translation 
published here is intended to correspond as closely as possible with the understand
ing of the prayers had by the attentive and intelligent layman of the older genera
tion in Chan Kom today. 

J, Uuo IY 0NB or TH& OLDER. MEN IN MAKJNO THB Onaa.INO TO THE WJND-Goos JUST asroaa 
FIIUNO THI MJLPA 

Cu yantal' in kubic le zaca ti nohol ik yetel ti 
Herewith I offer this zaca to the south wind and to the 

kakalmozon-kanik, bey xan ti noh lakin-ik, bey ti 
fiery whirlwind, so also to the great east wind, so to the 

tun ti can titz in col, xan cu yantal in kubic ti 
four cornen of my milpa, also herewith I offer it to the 

yum balamob, ti xaman.ik, ti chikin-ik, ti 
lorda Balam, to the north wind, to the west wind, to the 

nohol ik, ti nohoch dios yumbil, yum San Migutl Ar<angtl. 
aouth wind, to great God the Father, Lord Saint Michael Archangel. 

u kaba a;os yumbil, dios tnehenbil, dios tsplritu santo. 
The name of God the Father, God the Son, God the Holy Ghost. 

Amen. 
Amen. 

1. Uno IY H-MBN "A" Ilf Orrsatwo BALCHB TO THE Goos IN THB u HAlfLI coL Caas11oKY, AND 
SIMILARLY IN THI CHACHAAC CBilBMOHY 

Santo maben,• yax' hoot' maben kubul ti dio1 yumbil 
The holy wine, the first best offering, delivered to God the Father 

I Y1ntal, •m• u ,. .. hal.((/. Beltran Noa. tl and t6p (ornrb.ln -cal,) Baidc.dictlon.,.,. c1efiniti-. in cb. Xiu doaarneoa~, die ward 
II liNd in thtMftM, ,.,ntal, tobeon hand, to biYtpnMnt and reed,., u "it iloblia:•toi'J' far du~m to han on ha..J their ......... (R.LR.) 

11nformlftD tat' thlt the word "m•be•" i1 UMd in Jft)'al to mean "balche" ('J'hl: Motul dictiOUI"J' fiwa "boL") 
I For thd word tht coommoa mtu~iq~.,.. "6nt," "(,..)a" ud. ".,.a.'" "'Fint'' U. cl.- 1Mn (m tiM- ol"6nt eM") tiCC'OI'Iti1111 

to npl1111ria... fl"" b)' the n•ti-• "We •J .,._. JUC~Ch'-rou kneel Int.' The table o&red U. 1 •s-:ial fltiM--th ,.._.. Ir JOQ 

lr.i\1 1 "'"" dw It II not 1•• b.at I( )'OIIIliU 1 larp one, it ill•• Whcn )'011 do 1 hi1 pi.a of work, we UJ it iiP~~.'' S. lleo pnJCI' 
NLj· 

IW ....... tbt chl.r, or W..t. olanJ 1011: ol ol'a\ni. 
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uay tu tan mua, JioJ yumbil, yax mesa 
here before the table of God the Father, the first table, 

yo altar, ti hun tul1 chaac ti noh2 lakin ti can tul nucte 
the first altar, to one Chaac in the great east to four great 

balamob tu can titzcaan, titz muyal,1 

Balams in the four corners of the sky, the four corners of the clouds 

ti dios chaac tu abrenda ti noh lakin Coba,4 

to god Chaac in his audience-chamber in Coba in the great east, 

canal 
ti kaana uincob, can tul nucte balamob. Ox tezcuntabac, 
to protecting men, four great Balams. Thrice be greeted, 

cu lubul in than ti almncia Chichen. Uay cin 
as falls my word at1 the audience-chamber Chichen. Here I 

uenzic than' can tul nucte chaacilob, uay tu tan u mtJa 
bring down the word, four great Chaacs, here before the table 

Jios yumbil, uay tu tan u mesa in San Miguel, 
of God the Father, here before the table of Saint Michael, 

ti hun tul chaac. Y ax mesa, yax altar, 
to one Chaac. First table, first altar, 

ti tu can titzmuyal. Ox tezcuntabac, 
of the four comers of the clouds. Thrice be greeted 

cu lubul in than Chemax. Uay cin uenzic than, uay 
as falls my word to Chemax. Here I bring down the word, here 

tu tan u mesa cilich dios yumbil. 
before the table (of) holy God the Father. 

3· UsED BY H-MEN "'A" IN CoNSECR.ATINO THE FowL OFFERED AT THE v HANLI coL CEREMONY 

kub 
Cu yantal u xolcab ti kubah ahkin idzac,' 
As we kneel that the priest-idzac may perform the offering 

u likez u tzel' uay tu tan mesa huntul chaac 
who lifts his vessel, here before the table of one Chaac 

1 E.ch time the pray~ il ~ted (UJDally klur time.), thil number il chaniC((. 
1 ThiJ doe~""' mee "-.athcut." It ia "put" cut, bccau. the runtzilob dwell ia the easl, and bom that diftctian ~ doudJ, 

n.int. •ran uul ~.n and moon. 
1 The h-men i111UJ11manina: the four rod~ that atand at the four ~ of the alr.y. 
• The refcrmce ia «1 the pest h..U aup)XIted to cain at Coba, whcft the ch .. a p.ther Juoe second to receive their orden (p. 116) 

The building in which. until recent Jean. the adult male ]Ddi&M of a town ptbcrcd to obey the orclcn ol theiJo batab, wu kncnra u 
••tlim~ia. 

';,,, "my prayer read•et~" 
'Thia phrue re(en to the irwocation, ar iiiYitatiOD, that is bc:ina: ~to the yuntzilob. 
r The idue il one of the lay lllliltantl appointed by the h-mm to aaiat him with JU. ritual. Tbe one who k.nedt at !WI ria;ht il c:alled. 

the ahkin idzac; the one at hia left, theca tul idz&~: ("..:ond icbac:''). 
I The "tid" i1 the ap«ial hom a used in tome o( the rituala. 
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ti nob Jakin, uay tu tan mua yum San Miguel, 
in the great eaat, here before the table (of) Lord Saint Michael, 

dios mehenbil, tlios tspfritu 1an1o. Amen. 
God the Son, God the Holy Ghost. Amen. 

4• Uuo BY H-wEN' •• A" •• HE SPitiNitLEI WITH BALCH£ THE Caon AND THE ALTAR UsED IN THB 
1: HANLI COL CEREMOJfY 

Btjore u./lfTing tlu .firJI tzel, lu says: 

Ea be hora cu man u yax tzeli, u kaba Jios yumbil, tic. 
Now it ia time to pass the first vessel. 

4/ltr lhtseconJ has 6ttn o../ltrtJ,lu says: 

U dzoc: eaten mani u tzeli, u kaba, tic. 
Now the second vessel has been passed, tiC. 

5· Uno BY H-waw 11A11 
JN THB u HANLI coL CEREMONY. WHILE KNEELING AT THE ALTAR oN WHICH 

THE OrrERJHOI ARB DisPOSED, TO INVITE THE Goos.1 

U kaba Jios yumbil, Jios mehenbil, Jios tsplritu santo 
In the name of God the Father, God the Son, God the Holy Ghost, 

Oxtez cu lubul in than ti noh lakin, 
Be thrice greeted when falls my word in the great east, 

ti abrtncia Cobail, ti cantul nucte chaacob, 
in the audience-chamber of Coba, to the four great Chaacs, 

can tul nucte balamob. Ox tez cu lubul in than ti a6renci11 
four great Balams, Be thrice greeted when falls my word in the audience-chamber, 

Chichen, ti can tul nucte chaacob, ti can tul nucte balamob. 
Chichen, to the four great Chaacs, to the four great Balams. 

Uay cin uenzic than, uay tu tan mtld Jio1 
Here I bring down my word, here before the table of God 

yumbil, uay tu tan mtsa yum SAn Miguel, 
the Father, here before the table of Lord Saint Michael, 

uay tu m11a hun tul chaac ti nob lakin. 
here before the table of one Chaac in the great east. 

X-katak-chucumil (1) 
Oxtez cu lubul in than ti X-katak chucmil 
Thrice be greeted when falla my word at 1 

1 Thit h-mtn ncited whtr wu ~t~btr.ntiallr the M.me prarer at the anal~ mom~t ia the Chac:huc: ceremonr, U«pt that 
bn thu oecuioa the plan-nuna he Ulld weN the foll-i1111 Chnnu. Yok-hau., X-Katao-chucmil, X-Lahb~qubin, Cehmu, Nail
cuche, Zari, Piaor, X-lr.atbl, Uarma, Sahc:abc:hen, San Antonio, Bubul, Chanche~~, Hanbe, Ahmul1o SaD FN.fiC~ X-tlliH'h&e:, 
X-mn, O.lr.lnkiulc, X·tahil, Punba, Yolr.-ucbl, Sital, Colea, Ch.balun, Xob-daonoN.bcn, X..Cunchcil, X-blabob, Peltd, Xiat (for 
XiariU), Cl~o~amucbe, X·KOJKhtn, San Ptdro, Chulul. h wiH be obuft'~ that the two lilb are the ume ia the nama UICd. aad. tbe 
order or appt~ar~~ace, nupt that at the Ch.chaac the h-mea iadudt4 1 few IWI'III omitc.d at the u hroali col. 
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Oxtez cu lubul in than ti X-Lahbutzubin.1 

Thrice be greeted when falls my word at X-Lahbutzubin. 

Oxtez cu lubul in than ti Chemax. 
Thrice be greeted when falls my word at Chemax. 

Oxtez cu lubul in than N ahcuche,' ti tu 
Thrice be greeted when falls my word at Nahcuche, to 

Jios chaac, tlios balam, ti tu can titzcaan. 
God Chaac, God Balam, at the four corners of the sky. 

Oxtez cu lubul in than ti noh cah Zaci.1 

Thrice be greeted when falls my word at the great city of Valladolid 

Oxtez cu lubul in than ti Pixoy.' Oxtez 
'fhrice be greeted when falls my word at Pixoy. Thrice be greeted 

cu lubul in than ti X-katbe.• Oxtez cu lubul in 
when falls my word at X-katbe. Thrice be greeted when falls my 

than ti Uayma.1 Oxtez cu lubul in than ti Sahcabchen.1 

word at Uayma. Thrice be greeted when falls my word at Sahcabchen. 

Oxtez cu lubul in than ti San Antonio.• 
Thrice be greeted when falls my word at San Antonio. 

Oxtez cu lubul in than ti Bubul.' Oxtez 
Thrice be greeted when falls my word at Bubul. Thrice be greeted 

cu lubul in than ti Chanchen.• Oxtez cu lubul in 
when falls my word at Chanchen. Thrice be greeted when falls my 

than ti noh cah Hanbe.' Oxtez cu lubul in 
word at the large town of Han be. Thrice be greeted when falls my 

than ti Ahmula. 7 Oxtez cu lubul in than ti San Francisco.• 
word at Ahmula. Thrice be greeted when falls my word at San Francisco. 

Oxtez cu lubul in than ti Sinkanchac.• Oxtez 
Thrice be greeted when falls my word at Sinkanchac. Thrice be greeted 

cu lubul in than ti X-Mex.• Oxtez cu lubul in than 
when falls my word at X-Mex. Thrice be greeted when falls my word 

ti Oxkinkiuic, 10 ti can tul nucte chaacob, can tu1 nucte balamob, 
at Oxkinkiuic, to the four great chaacs, to the great Balams, 

uay cin uenzic than tan u mtsll cilich tlios yumbil 
here I bring down my word before the table of holy God the Father, 

a Thit place- have been anab~ to identify. 
• A emote near Dzimup. 
• Thew plaea. aU in the Chu Xom nPm. aPP'CQ' on one or aaother of the ma~ in Ch.ptel' I. 
• A CO'I'CRd emote not far from Chaa Kom, from which tbe wtta" it rakm for the clla-chUc ~.,.. 
'Ccnote and n~~rt4wt. new Ebtun. 
• A «note jWit ea.t of Chic hen Itza. 
'A ccnote aeu S.n Diceo (which it aeu Cuncunul). 
• A emote neu Chanchcn cenot:e. 
'New Dzita~. 
u Site of a ruilll between Cuba tnd Chan Koml 
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ti tU dios chaac tu holhuntazmuyall 
there to the God Chaac, to the doorway in the clouds 

cu lubul in than ti zacpahuatun, cu lubul in than ti 
when fallo my word to white Pahuatun, when falls my word to 

kanpahuatun. Oxtez cu lubul in than ti 
yellow Pahuatun. Thrice be greeted when falls my word at 

X-Tohil.• Oxtez cu lubul in than ti Pamba.1 

X-Tohil. Thrice be greeted when falls my word at Pamba. 

Oxtez cu lubul in than ti Sisal.' Oxtez 
Thrice be greeted when falls my word at Sisal. Thrice be greeted 

cu lubul in than ti Colem.' Oxtez cu 1\l)>ul in than 
when falls my word at Colem. Thrice be greeted when falls my word 

ti Chebalam.1 Oxtez cu lubul in than ti 
at Chebalam. Thrice be greeted when falls my word at 

Yokdzonot-aban.• Oxtez cu lubul in than ti X-Kalakob.' 
Yokdzonot-aban. Thrice be greeted when falls my word at X-Kalakob. 

Oxtez cu lubul in than ti Peke!.' Oxtez 
Thrice be greeted when falls my word at Peke!. Thrice be greeted 

cu lubul in than ti Chumucbe.1 Oxtez cu lubul in 
when falls my word at Chumucbe. Thrice be greeted when falla my 
than ti Chankopchen.0 Oxtez cu lubul in than ti 
word at Chankopchen. Thrice be greeted when falls my word at 
San Pedro.• Oxtez cu lubul in than ti Chulul.10 Uay 
San Pedro. Thrice be greeted when falls my word at Chulul. Here 
cin uenzic than nucte chaacilob, uay tu tan mesa 
1 bring down the word to the great Chaacs, here before the table 

Ceteac' 
ti cilich Jios yumbil. Tuux cu cetpahal than ti keteak? 
of holy God, the Father. Where waa equalled(?) the word at Ceteac? 

Mani cah?11 

Tuux c:u mankahal than ti' Manica? 
Where has speech passed from memory in the city of Mani? 
U kaba dios yumbil, dios mehenbil, Jios tsplritusanto, 
The name of God the Father, God the Son, God the Holy Ghost, 

limen. 
Amen. 

1 Th\1 i1 th• openint in tiM! cutn'n •kJ thi"'UUh whic:h the chuc:~ como out (p. 116), 
1 A nnore ncar Nictwhl. 
• Th- pt • .-, all in the Ch1n Kom retiot~, appear on one or anothu of the nii!J' ia Ch1ptcr I. 
1 A cenott on thl X·Kopreil road, nur Chan K~m~. 
1 Thi• piau we h1vo been unablt to idcntifJ, 
1 A cenotw jult Mit of Chan Kom. 
t Not f.r from Cluchen, rut of H1lakal, 1nd on or ndr the road from Hallkal to nnum. 
'IU•t4fr,. be-yond K1u1. 
t A •ell n11r Ch1n Kom. 
If South of X·Kopleil. 
U Thil eomctiotl ol the tut 10d ita tru~larion _,. provided bJ 11.1dn1 famiUif' •itb the (ftJd', 
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6. UsED BY H-MEN "B" IN THE u HANLI coL CER.EMOHY, WHILE KNEELING AT THE ALTAI. OR' 
WHICH THE OrrEillNCS ARE DisPOSED, TO lNVITE THE Goos 

U kaba dios yumbil, dios mehenbil, dios esplritu santo, 
The name of God the Father, God the Son, God the Holy Ghost. 

Amen. Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul in than, yum San Miguel 
Amen. Be thrice greeted when falls my word, Lord Saint Michael 

llrttmgtl, utial in kubic ti 
Archangd, in order that I hand over to 

ah-canan-cacabob, 
the Guardians of the Fertile Wild Lands' 

yetel ti ahtepalob,t utial canan....rnni//a, 
IUld to the Lords, for the Guardians of the Seed, 

ti canan-era, ti ziz..cun-ah~ra, 
to the Guardians of the Planted Fidds, to the Fresheners of the Garden 

utial hoyah .stmilla, utial canan-uitz,1 

for the Sprinklers of the Seeds, for the Guardians of the Hillocks, 

canan-eacabob• 
utial kakal-mozon-ikob, yetel kancacabob, 
for the Fiery Whirl-winds, and the Guardians of the Fertile Wud Lands, 

bacan u-kuil-kaax, ti yum ekpahuatun, 
likewise Guardian of the Forest, to Lord Black Pahuatun, 

ti yum chac:pahuatun, ti yum kanpahuatun, utial zacpahuatun, 
to Lord Red Pahuatun, to Lord Yellow Pahuatun, for White Pahuatun, 

tu can titzcaan, can ritz muyal. 
of the four corners of the heavens, four corners of the clouds. 

icnal 
Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul in than ti icna 
Be thrice greeted when falls my word at the place of 

hadzen 
hatzen..caan-chaac; ox tezcuntabac cu 
striking-lightning-Chaac-in heaven; be thrice greeted when 

icnal 
lubul in than ti icna leleen-caan-chaac. 
falls my word at the place of the ftaming-lightning-Chaac-in heaven. 

icnal 
Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul in than ti icna yum 
Be thrice greeted when falls my word at the place of Lora 

1 '"The JUAtzilab who tlike care or the bJ-.cl:. l•ncb, where there are wine ,.W.. IUid. when: the best hfnata 1ft prodoca:l" (iJo&o-
manu}. 

• ''Thole who wa~h OYU the old pueblol (ll.b-cah}, like Chic:he11." 
1 Uia: i• • hillock. The llftiici.U,. miide lllCJWICb of che ancicat M•,.. are •bo "uia:." 
• Correction m-de by infonnaata. 
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boliol1 caan-chaac. Ox tezcuntabac cu 
the hollow-r010unding in-heaven-Chaac. Be thrice greeted when 

icnal cha-lelen-caan-chaac. 1 

lubul in than ti icna dta-leen-caan..chaac. 
fall1 my word at the place of the raining-lightning-heaven-Chaac. 

icnal 
Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul in than ti icna 
Be thrice greeted when falls my word at the place of 

cichpan colel canan gracia. Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul 
beautiful Lady Guardian of the maize plants. Be thrice greeted when falls 

icnal 
in than ti icna cichpan colebil metaan gracia. 
my word at the place of the beautiful lady embracer of the maize plants. 

icnal 
Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul in than icna noh-uih gracia. 
Be thrice greeted when falls my word where the maize-plants are hungry' 

icnal thupil 
Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul in than ti icna tuppil-c:aan-c:haac. 
Be thrice greeted when falls my word at the-least-heaven-Chaac.• 

Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul in than tu noh u kab nucte 
Be thrice greeted when falls my word at the right hand of the great 

chaac, yetel tu kab nucte balam; tu yax mesa 
Chaac, and at the hand of the great Balam; at the first table 

kuh1 tu noh caan; tu yax alltw tu noh u kab, 
of the God in the great heaven; at the first altar at the right hand 

ca yumil tliot, kubul tu 6tntlici6n yokol hunppel tanto noh mua, 
of our Lord God, delivered in his blessing over one holy great table, 

kubental, utial hunppel mnto noh primicia utial 
to be delivered, for one holy great offering for 

canan-c:acabob 
ah-kanan-kakabob, 
the Guardians of the Fertile Wild Lands, 

tu (1) 
betic u kubul tumen ten u kin in uincob, 
caused to be offered by me, on the day of my men,' 

I Rohal fti•N to ,_nd lib I hollo. purd, 1.1. ti\IIIUhl'. 
t c...,._Dan made b7 Informant. 1'ht chaac that malta the nUt. fall ia drop.. 'Cila',..... to faU u dropt fall. .. 
I 'Tht maih pllllltl ftfJ' hunii'J'" (infCW'ft!Uib). 
'Tht mOlt impoftllnt Chaac (Me p. I If), 
1 "Dioe" in COIIrr.lt to the yuntr•\ob. 
I 'That II to '''• tht ~lfl (work of pnpuil\1 tht fntal food.). The mtn who an doiq: tha ~I•" (iDf'ormant). 
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tu can titzcaan, can titzmuyal 
to the four comers of the heavens, the four corners of the clouds, 

En nom!Jre Padre, del Hijo, dtl E.rpfritu Santo. Amen Je.rU.r. 
In the name of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, Amen Jesus. 

7· UsED BY H-MEN "B" IN THE u HANLI coL; RECITED IMMEDIATELY AFTER No.6, AND REPEATED 
MANY TIMEs, EAcH TIME A DIFFERENT PucE-NAME EMPLOYED IN THE PosmoN 
HERE OccuPIED BY THE WoRD "NICTEHA ... 

Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul in than ti 
Be thrice greeted when falls my word to 

ahcanan-cacab ti Nicteha 
the Guardian of the Fertile Wild Land at Nicteha, 

cu uenzal u kame hunppel noh me.ra, 
when it is brought down for him to receive it at one great table, 

ti ahcanan-cacabilob, utial oxppel haab1 

to the Guardians of the Fertile Wild Lands, for three years, 

metic(?) 
ben ik utial uchi u meyah yum chaacob 
he makes it because of old labored the Lords Chaac 

hoyah .remillao!J yetel yum ziz cunah-era, yetel 
to water the seeds and ? freshen the garden and (also?) 

nucte chaac, utial canan grada. Leti u kubul 
the great Chaac for the protecting of the maize plants. This is the offeririg 

u noh mt.rail. U kaba dio.r yumbil, dio.r mehenbil. 
of his great table. The name of God the Father, God the Son, 

dio.r espfritu santo. Amen. 
God the Holy Ghost. Amen. 

8. UsED BY H-MEN "B'" IMMEDIATELY AFTER REcmNG No. 7 (u HANLI coL CEREMONY). THE 
CEREMONY WAS ON THIS OcCASION MADE BY ONE TIBURCIO IN ORDER TO RELIEVE 
His ILLNEss. 

Ea in cichcelem yum, in x-cichpam cold 
Listen-here, my handsome young lord, my beautiful mistress 

naJividad, he cin kubic hunppel santo noh primicia yokol u 
Nativity, here I deliver one holy great offering over the 

manbaal' luumil u santoil' Tiburcio, leti cu 
despised land of the santo of Tiburcio, he who 

I '"Three y~" beca1111: OD thi1 occuion the u h1nli col wu beiq Qfl"ered by a mu who had takm the buvat f'roln new milp. for 
tluft yean without makiq the eucmony. 

~ LiteraUy "nothinr." Informant. ofl"er, u Spuli1h tranllation, "dcspJ'Cciado" or "pecador.' 
I The reference i• to the individual'• name uint. 
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dz.i.ic hunppelsanto noh mtsa ten u santoil cin 
gives one holy great table to me, which I, my santo, 

utial ( ?) 
kubic, tumen ten u kinkin uincob1 ukil in kubic ti 
offer, by me the day of days of men, that I ddiver to 

yum achcanan-cacabob, 
the Lords Guardians of the Fertile Wild Lands, 

yum ahtepalob, licil in kubic tu noh u kab ca 
and the Lords Rulers, by which I offer it to the right hand of our 

yumil ti Jios, cu pulic' u /Jmdici6n, licil in kubic hunppelsan/o 
Lord God, who gives his blessing by which I offer one holy 

noh primicia, tu noh u kab yum chaacob, ti 
great offering to the right hand of the lords Chaacs, to 

nucte balam, ti nucte chaac. U kaba tlios yumbil, 
the great Balam, to the great Chaac. The name of God the Father 

dios mehenbil, dios esplritu santo. Amm. 
God the Son, God the Holy Ghost. Amen. 
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9• RECITED BY H-MEN "A" IN THE U HANLl COL CEREMONY, AND ALSO IN THE CHACHAAC CEREMONY, 
AI HE HoLDS UP EAcH OrrERINO, AFTERWARD SETTING EAcH DowN AGAIN oN THE 
ALTAR. 

Cu yantal in kubic tu tan u mua Jios yumbil, 
Herewith I offer before the table of God the Father, 

hd u canppel, hel u 
he lukaan canppel uahi, he lu santo x-hol-uahi,' 
here are his four breads, again his holy chief breads, 

hel u 
he lu hoppel uahi ti tu dios balam. U kaba 
here his five-breads there to the God Balam. The name 

Jios yumbil, Jios mehenbil, Jios tspfritu santo. Amtn. 
of God the Father, God the Son, God the Holy Ghost. Amen. 

ro. Uno BY H-MBN "8" AT THE SAME MoMENT (As THAT INDICATED IN THE HEADJNO TO No. 9) 
OF THB \1 HANLJ COL CEREMONY 

Likil in kubic hunppd santo bolon taz-uah, yetd hunppel santo 
Herewith I deliver one holy nine-layer bread, and one holy 

noh uah ti yum ahcanan-cacabob, 
great bread to the lords Guardians of the Fertile Wild Land, 

1 OhKuN. lnr-nte aln "dl• de diu d•l hombru" at~~d apl1ia tlllt it m111U1 that "almc~~t IYti'J' daJ till b-mu il oHcri111." 
1 TN111I1tion 1ppt0\"'d by inrorm•nte~ 
• Till bNad of lint im(lOltlnn (noh-ulh or Cf'\I...Uihl - p. 1:19), ~ Mill the milL 
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cin uemza ( ?) 
ti ahtepalob, uay tu cahil Chan Kom uenza 
to the Rulers here in the town of Chan Kom I bring down 

than, 1 u talob u kamob hunppel StJnto noh mtJa, 
the word, they come to receive it (at) one holy great table, 

tu can titz mtsa. Ciemzal tulacal yum 
at the four comers of the table. Here descend all the Lords 

ahcanan-eacabob, yetel ti ahtepalob u 
Guardians of the Fertile Wild Land, and to the Rulers (that) they 

utialob 
kamob hunppel s11nto nob mesa utial bacan xan yokol 
receive one holy great table for them thus also over 

luumil 
manbaal u lumil Tiburcio.• U kaba 
the despised land of Tiburcio. The name of 

tlios yumbil, Jios mehenbil, dios t~plritu santo. Amen. 
God the Father, God the Son, God the Holy Ghost. Amen. 

11. UsED BY H-MEN "A" IN THE u HANLI COL CEREMONY, AND ALSO IN THE CHACHAAC CEJUtMOHY 
JUST BEFORE DRINKING THE BALCH£ IN THE SPECIAL HoMA* 

As ht offers the small nama filled with ludche: 

Ea cu xolcab kubah u yax uincil• uay 
0, while he kneels he offers, his first man, here I 

tu tan mesa tlios yumbil, tie. 
before the table, God the Father etc. 

Haoing offered it. 

Utial u kamic u ca/iz, dios yumbil, etc. 
That he receives his cup, God the Father, etc. 

Then a small quantity of the liquor is placed in the nama, and offered. 

Cu xolcab kubah u kamic chic' ca cali:, uah tu tan mesa, etc. 
While he kneels he offers that he may receive a litde second cup here before, etc. 

AjttrfiJard: 

Ea be hora xan u kamic u chic1 ca etdiz, JioJ yumbil, tit. 
Now is time also to receive a litde second cup, God the Father, etc. 

1 ;,,. mvote the aadt. 
• The mao aivi"' the c:eremony. · 
1 The tnt or thia pnya- wu obtair11:d only ill part 01:1 the occuioza of the CCR:mOnJ', and wu tompletcd alta"ftf'd, 
4 ;,,, the ft..meq. 
IMeaaina:P 
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12., Unb IY H-wEN u A" 111 Orru.JNO Z.tcA TO THE Goo• oN THE SacoND DAY OF THE CHACHAAC 
Cz&EMOJfY 

Oxte1< cu lubul in than ti abrm<ia 
Be thrice greeted when falls my word in the audience-chamber 

Y alcoba. ,Oxt<1< cu lubul in than ti 
at Y alcoba. Be thrice greeted when falls my word in the 

uemzic 
11brenei11 Chichen. Uay cin uenzic thancob 
audience-chamber at Chichen. Here I bring down my words 

yoklal zac-cheunche (?)' 
yohla IIJnlo zizha1 than, zachueche-than, ti 
for the oake of holy fresh water word, 1-word, to 

ah-bolen-caan 
ahbob-lencaan-chaacob, ahlelem-caan-chaacob, 
the resounding-in-the-sky-Chaacs, the lightning-sky-Chaacs, 

xoc-tun-caan-chaacob.1 

the keeping-count-in-the-sky-Chaacs, 

ah-chibal-1 tun 
ahchibintun-chaacob, tu Jios Chaac, 
the Chaacs-<>f-all-the-generations, to the god Chaac, 

Jios chaac, dios balam, holtuntazmuyal. 
the god Chaac, god Balam, the doorway in the clouds. 

Oxt<1< cu lubul in than ti Chichimila, 1 

Be thrice greeted when falls my word at Chichimila.· 

Oxte1< cu lubul in than ti Kaua.• Oxte1< 
Be thrice greeted when falls my word at Kaua. Be thrice greeted 

cu lubul in than ti Cehmaz. Oxt<1< cu lubul in 
when falls my word at 1 • Be thrice greeted when falls my 

than ti noh cah Zaci.' Oxtez cu 
word at the great town o( Valladolid. Be thrice greeted when 

lubul in than ti Zamal.1 Oxt<1< cu lubul in than ti 
folio my word at Zamal. Be thrice greeted when falls my word at 

X-Cehni.' Oxte1< cu lubul in than ti Pixoy.' 
X-Cehni, Be thrice greeted when falls my word at Pixoy. 

Oxtez cu lubul in than ti X-cumzuc.1 Uay tu tan 
Be thrice greeted when fallo my word at X-cumzuc. Here before 

1 Ziahala a nlet'111ce to th1 uea b.!nr oll'md. 
1 Subttitution doub~(ql (aa qnind1ntifiltd pla!lt), Informants c:ouSd not nplllin thia. 
1 C.ruin chun bep count or NCGfd of the chaiCII whm they UMmblc, 
• Cllibal rn•111 "catta1liftaj•'' (Motu I dic:tionarp} or "pMNtioa" (iaformantl), "The Mea il iaftriac all the chaace, aot oal, 1he 

~ OMt, but th1 1mall o11ea too." 
1 Nur Chan Kom and 011 tht "''PI l11 Chapter I. 
I A ctftOtlt n_,. Vtlladolid. 
1 A II!Ot'ft'ld CUOtlt DUt C...bNnul, 
• A CO\Wid nhOtl nHt Plaor. 
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mtsa yum San Miguel. Cu yantal in kubic santo 
the table (of) Lord Saint Michael. Herewith I deliver a holy 

zizha than, uay tu Ticincacab1 

fresh water word, here at Ticincacab 

tu noh cah Kom.' Oxtez cu lubul 
at the great town of Tekom. Be thrice greeted when falls 

Zayaltunicte(?)' 
in than ti Zayaltunite. Oxtez cu lubul in than 
my word at Zayaltunite. Be thrice greeted when falls my word 

uemza 
ti X-Katbe.' Uay cin uenza thancob tan u me.sa 
at X-Katbe. Here when I bring down my words before the table 

Jios yumbil, uay tu tan u mesa yum San Miguel, 
of God the Father, here before the table of Lord Saint Michael, 

uay tu tan u mesa huntul chaac. Amen. 
here before the table of one Chaac. Amen. 

13. UsED BY H-MEN "A •• lN AsltiNO THE PR.OTECTOa.s OF THE DEER. TO GuNT SuccEIIlN A HuNT 
TO BE UNDERTAK.EN BY MEN GATHEJlED TO CELEBRATE THE CHACHAAC 

Yum San Gabriel, yum San Marcelino, yum San Cecilio,1 

Lord Saint Gabrid, Lord Saint Marceline, Lord Saint Cecilius, 

ahku kaax, ti Ticincacab,0 

god(s) of the bush at Ticincacab 

canan-eacabob, canan-buktunob 
kanancabob, kananbultun, 
Protectors of the Fertile Wild Lands, Protectors of the Rocky Knolls, 

kananchichluum,' ekzipilob,8 

Protectors of the Hard Lands, the Black Zip, 

hol-luum-eacabilob1 

tu cohlencancabilob, in oltic zuhuy10 alakilob11 bey mayob,0 

in the cleared wild land, I want virgin tame creatures, such as deer, 

bey cohob,11 bey cahmalob.H Cu yantal in kati oltic 
such as peccary, such as wild turkey. Herewith it is my desire to want 

1 A lab-cah (ancient city) with a drr eenote near CbJ.n Korn. 
1 Near Chan Xom IUid on the mapa in Ch.. J, 
1 Unidcnrilird. 
t A cenote near San Dieao-
1 GuiiJ'dialll o£ the wild uirnah o£ the butb. 
• At Ticincacab il a lab-cab it ia a place where deer abou.ncl, 
' "Chichluwn" is a place not all rocb, and not all ~oil. but where there are amaU ltoliCI. 
1 Guudiam of the deer (~ee p. 117). 
1 Correction by i.nfonnur.. Small knoll4, "where the deer rat." • 
IlSee p. IJO. 
n '71me" or "domesriuted." These animall arc the alakob o£ the pds. 
tl Wordll uaed in litullicaiiiUIJUip for the anim1ll mentioned (instead of "eeh," "eitam" and "cua:"). 
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cayanak u hebe! zuhuy holbe.1 

that there may be opened a virgin opened road. 

macal-u..:hi-ekzipob 
Bey xan c:u mahcal-u-e:hich-ekzipob, cu yantal u 
Moreover, that the Black Zip may be silenced,' herewith to 

macal macal 
mahcal u chi-ppaapzipob,' cu yantal u mahcal-
stop the mouths of the ppaap.Zip, the Zip who open their mouth, herewith to stop 

u-ni ti ekzipob,' uay tu ticincabilob Chan Kom, 
the noses of the Black Zip, here in the dry forest lands of Chan Kom. 

Cu yantal in kati oltic zuhuy alak tu ah-kuilob-
Herewith 1 desire that they release ( 1)' virgin tame creatures of the gods 

can an 
kaaxi, ti ahcanulilob. tu kanankaaxilob. 
of the forest, of the Protectors, of the Guardians of the forests. 

Amtn. 
Amen. 

14. PRAYER Uuo IN THE CHACHAAC CEREMONY (As CARRIED ow BY H-MEN .. A .. ) JUST BEFORE 
THE BALCH£ 11 OFFERED TO THE Goos. THIS PRAYER ts CHANTED, NOT RECITED. 
NOT DY THE H-MEN, BUT BY Foua oF THE LAYMEN APPOINTED BY HIM. 

Xul (1) 
Xu lubul tun.' 

1 

kanche (1) 

Xul (?) 
Xu lubultun. 

1 

Xu!(?) 
Xu lubultun tu balam 

1 to the seat 

canche, dios yumbil tun, tun, tun, tu balam, 
of the Balam. God the Father, then, then, then, to the Balam, 

yoklal 
dios yumbil. Uay xan cin uenza thancob yohla 
God the Father. Here also 1 bring down my words in behalf of 

pakalte 
pakahte in San Miguel. Cu yantal kati oltic 
the seed-plots of Saint Michael. Herewith 1 desire to wish 

Janto ziz ha (?)7 ti huntul chaac ti noh lakin. 
the holy fresh water of one Chaac in the great east. 

1 The anlmab 1n1 thou1ht of u cndoted in 1 cleared aparc In the buah. The prayer i1 that tha llllimab be rcleucd to the hunta"' 
b., the opl'ninl of a ~th (holbc) pcr{on.tina: the bu1h. 

1 A• th1 deer lll'l ftllti"' on the knolla. the Zip warn them that the huntm In! comina:, bJ whi1tli111 thrvua;h daaed hand~ (aob}; 
henn thi1 phrue. 

I Ppaap il 1 bird that whittle~. The Zip are "ppaap.Zip" bKau~e when thr huntcn approach, the Zip whittle and wam the deer. 
When th• dHr lift thar no"' ta llllltU the men then tht Zip whiltlr the lit;nal. Often huntu11 hur the whiltlina: and 1ee the deer acapc 
,rh~m. 

• ;,,, that ther mer not 1mell the huntcra. 
t Nntl'IHr. Tnntllfion br infortnann. 
11nformanN '"'"'nor ciHr u to tht m9ftina: of tht pltrue. '-ibiJ it lllHN roua;hiJ ''now U the lut in\'OCarion." 
t i.t. tht re.in. 
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Xul (?) 
Xu lubul tun, tun, tun, tu balam, huntul chaac 

~ then, then, then, to Balam, one Chaac 

yoklal 
ti noh lakin, tun tu balam dios yumbil yohla 
in the great east then, to Balam, God the Father, in behalf of 

pakalte cin uemzah thanicob (?) 
pakahte u uenza thancob chaacilob ahhoyabilob, 
the seed-plot I bring down my words to the Chaacs, the Sprinklers, 

hadzacnac,1 toppooknac 
hatzacnac topoknac 
that the rain may come, that it may thunder, 

Cin uemzah thanicob ( ?) 
U uenza thancob uay tu tan kancab,t 
I bring down my words here in front of the red land, 

yoklal yoklal pakalte 
yohla zuhuy' era, yohla pakahte 
in behalf of the virgin garden, in behalf of the seed plot of 

yum San Miguel, ti huntul chaac ti noh lakin, ca yumbil 
lord Saint Michael, to one Chaac in the great east, our Lord 

huntul chaac ti noh lakin, ti cantul balamob, tu ahhoyabilob. 
one Chaac in the great east, to the four Balams, to the Sprinklers. 

Xul (?) 
Xu lubul tun, tun, tun, tu balam dios yumbil 

1 then, then, then, to Balam, God the Father, 

uemzah yoklal pakalte 
uay cin ueza thancob yohla pakahte xan 
here I bring down the words in behalf of the seed-plot also of 

yum San Miguel, ti Jio1 yumbil, tun ti balam. 
Lord Saint Michael, to God the Father, then to Balam, 

cin uenza thanicob 
yum San Miguel, uay tu tan in uenza thancob, 
Lord Saint Michael, here before him I bring down my words, 

ti Jios chaac, ti dios balam. Amm. 
to god Chaac, to god Balam. Amen. 

15. Usso BY H-MEN .. A,. IN CoNSECJtATJNG THE FowL OFFERED AT THE CsACHAAC CsaEMONY 

Cu yantal xolcab utial u kubic kubah santo zuhuy alak, 
Herewith he kneels to offer a holy virgin tame creature, 

I ''We •1 ~ wlwa nin hunr. upoa. u, and fal11 in his dropi. ~ 
I Lcvd land with pod .oiJ and few rocb. 
1 Selll p. IJO. 
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uaY tu tan mesa in cilich Jios yumbil, uay tu tan 
here before the table of holy God the Father, here before 

mtsa huntul chaac. Cu yantal u kubah uay xan tu tan u 
the table of one Chaac. Herewith he delivers also before 

. ulaac 
mtsa huntul chaac ulaak huntul zuhuy alak, 
the table of one Chaac another one virgin tame creature, 

uay tu tan u tntla yum San Migutl, ti tu dios chaac Jios mehenbil 
here table of Lord Saint Michael, to god Chaac, God the Son, 

tsplritu 1anto. Hunppel, cappel, oxppel, canppel, hoppel, uacppel 
the Holy Ghost. One, two, three, four, live, six, 

uucppel, uaxacppel, bolonppel. Cu yantal u kubul zuhuy alak 
even, eight, nine. Herewith is delivered a virgin tame creature 

tu tan ti m11a dios yumbil, Jios mehenbil, dios 
before die table of God the Father, God the Son, God 

tspfritu 1anto. Hunppel, cappel, oxppel, canppel, hoppel, uacppel, 
the Holy Ghost. One, two, three, four, five, six, 

uucppel, uaxacppel, bolonppel, lahunppel. Cu yantal 
seven, eight, nine, ten. Herewith 

u xolcab utial u kubic santo zuhuy alak 
he kneels to ofFer a holy virgin tame creature. 

uay tu tan mtsa huntul chaac ti noh lakin, ti Jios 
here before the table of one Chaac in the great east, to God 

chaac, tlios mehenbil, tlios tsplritu santo. Hunppel, cappel, oxppel, 
Chaac, God the Son, God the Holy Ghost. One, two, three, 

canppel, hoppel, uacppel, uucppel, uaxacppel, bolonppel, lahunppel. 
four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten. 

Cu yantal u kubul tan u mtsa tlios yumbil 
Herewith is offered before the table of God the Father 

zuhuy alak, Jios chaac, tlios balam, 
a virgin tame creature, God Chaac, God Balam, 

ho1huntazmuyal, dios mehenbil, tlios tsplritu santo. 
the doorway in the clouds, God the Son, God the Holy Ghost. 

Hunppel, cappel. Cu yantal u kubul zuhuy alak, uay 
One, two. Herewith is offered a virgin tame creature, here 

xan tu tan mtsll xan tlios yumbil, uay tu tan mtsa 
also before the table of God the Father, here before the table 

yum St~n Miguel, uay tu tan u mtstl huntul chaac, 
of lord Saint Michael, here before the table of one Chaac, 
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Jios mehenbil, dios esplritu santo. Hunppel, cappel, oxppel, 
God the Son, God the Holy Ghost. One, two, three, 

canppel, uucppel, uaxacppd, lahunppel, bolonppel. Cu yantal 
four, seven, eight, ten, nine. Herewith 

u noh kubulte (?)1 

u kubul ahnohcobte, tan uay xan tu tan mua, 
is delivered the large-beaked one, here also before the table of 

huntul chaac, uay tu tan mtsa yum San Miguel, dios 
one Chaac, here before the table of Lord Saint Michael, God 

mehenbil, dios tsplritu santo. Hunppel, cappel, oxppel, 
the Son, God the Holy Ghost. One, two, three, 

canppel, hoppel, uacppel, uucppel, uaxacppel, lahunppel. 
·four, five, six, seven, eight, ten. 

u noh kubulte1 

Cu yantal u kubul ahnohcobte tan uay tu tan mu11 
Herewith is offered the large-beaked one here before the table 

huntul chaac, dios balam holtuntazmuyal. 
of one Chaac, God Balam (at) the doorway in the clouds. 

ulaac 
Cu yantal u kubul xan ulaak zuhuy alak 
Herewith is offered also another virgin tame·creature 

u noh kubulte1 

ahbohcobte tan uay tu tan u mesa dios yumbil, dios 
with a big beak here before the table of God the Father, God 

tsplritu santo. Hunppel, cappel, oxppel, canppel, uaxacppel, 
the Holy Ghost. One, two, three, four, eight, 

bolonppel, oxlahunppel. U kaba dios yumbil, dios esplritu santo 
nine, thirteen. The name of God the Father, God the Holy Ghost. 

Amtn. 
Amen. 

16. USED BY H-MEN "B" IN OFFERING RoASTED EA.as AND ATOLE or NEw CoRN TO THE Goos 
JN THE NEw CoRN CEREMONY 

Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul than yum San Migutl 
Be thrice greeted when falls the word to lord Saint Michael 

Arcangtl. Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul than ti 
Archangel. Be thrice greeted when falls the word to 

ekpahuatun. . Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul than ti 
the Black Pahuatun. Be thrice greeted when falls the word to 

1 The eonution, m•de by informants, mc&n~ "IW gra.t ofFcrinr." But •hnohtobce tould msn ''l•rac beaked one" ud refer to the 
fowl beina: oJI'cml.. 
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chai:pahuatun. Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul than 
the Red Pahuatun. Be thrice greeted when falls the word 

yicnal kanpahuatun. Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul than 
to the Yellow Pahuatun. Be thrice greeted when falls the word 

yicnal zacpahuatun. Ti u kubul hunppel santo noh primicia, 
to the White Pahuatun. There is delivered one holy great offering 

·ti can titzcaan, can titzmuyal. 
at the four corners of the sky, at the four corners of the clouds. 

Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul than yicnal 
Be thrice greeted when falls the word to 

hadzencaan-ehaac 
hatzencaan. Ox tezcuntabae cu lubul 
lightning-heaven-Chaac. Be thrice greeted when falls 

lelem-caan-chaac 
than yicnallelemcaan. Ox tezcuntabac 
the word to the gleaming-lightning-Chaac. Be thrice greeted 

bohol-caan-chaac 
cu lubul than yicnal bohol-caan. 
when falls the word to the hollow-resounding-heaven-Chaac. 

Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul than yicnal 
Be thrice greeted when falls the word to 

ch.a-lelen-caan..chaac 
chacleencaan, 
the raining-lightning-heaven-Chaac 

tu can titzcaan, tu can titzmuyal. 
at the four corners of the sky, at the four corners of the clouds. 

Ox kubulte arcangtl, u kubul hunppel 
Let it be thrice offered (to) the archangel, is delivered one 

Janto noh primida, tu can titzcaan. Amen. 
holy great offering at the four corners of the sky. Amen. 
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17. USED BY H-MEN 
01 C11 

IN 0rrERJNO BALCHE TO THE Goos OF THE BEES IN THE U HANLI CAB 
CEaEMONY 

Cu xolcab kubah ahkin idzac, 
As he kneels, the priest-idzac delivers it, 

u ximbal tzel,1 uay tu mesa noh-yum-cab 
he passe! the cup around, here to the table of Noh-yum..cab, 

ti tu can ti tzcaan u noh kab u JioJ 
there at the four corners of the sky, at the right hand of God 

yumbil. dmtn. 
the Father. Amen. 

ll,f, he then welb•I'INnd with the h~~~r~e, ofl'nint it to the panicipentt. 
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18. Usso BY H-MEN "C" JN OFFERING THE BREA.o.Sruns AND OniE& Fooos TO THE Goos or 
THE BEES IN THE 11 HANLI COL CEREMONY. 

Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul than ti noh-yum-cab 
Be thrice greeted when falls the word to Noh-yum-c:ab. 

Ox tezcuntabac cu lubul than ti x-mulzen-c:ab. 
Be thrice greeted when falls the word at X-mul:zen-c:ab1 

Ox te-zcuntabac cu lubul than ti balamob, 
Be thrice greeted when falls the word to the Balams, 

hubil (?) hubil (?) sillt~-na-cab kanche 
tu hubi kuna,1 tu hubi1 zia u caanche, 
at his ruined temple-at his fallen ( bee seat,) his bench, 

hak-madz' 
· tu bolon-hobon,1 tu bolon hacmatz. Ox tezcuntabac 

to Nine-Hives, to him who greedily sucks. Thrice be greeted 

cu lubul than tu nucte chaac, tu nucte balam, 
when falls the word to the great Chaac, to the great Balam, 

tu can titzcaan, to Cobail. Cu lubul than 
at the four comers of Heaven, there at Coba. When the word falls (to) 

nucte chaac, nucte balam, ti nob a!Jrmcia Chichen. 
the great Chaac, great Balam, at the great audience-chamber at Chichen. 

I See P• 117, 
IJ~:~fonn•ntl.ay that "!tun" ill one of dte .00. of the bea, ud that "hubi" IZICQII "hdlow" and refen to the hi-. 
1A certaio clau ofbee-,odl or tupematural bee.. (Sec p. 117.) The Motu! !PYa for Ah baiDII habaa "cl qqc aabc muda oi&c:ias 

'I el que a muy diatro ea alruDO." 
'See p. 117, Informant~,.,. that in tM. two phrueia "boloD" ill "rhe tame u :cubuy" (p, I;JO). 
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NOTI!S ON MAYA MIDWIFERY 

1 .. Gregoria Canul of Pisle is about fifly-eighl years old. She has practittd as a 
midwife/or abou//wenly years, among the Indian population of oillagts 
in her neighborhood. She supplied /he following information. 

The age of puberty of women is from twelve to fourteen years of age. Marriage 
takea place often at thirteen years, and fourteen is the most common age. The first baby 
is usually born one and a half to two years after marriage. Sterility is very uncommon. 

To alleviate retarded menstruation (pa.smada) and also to make it possible to con
ceive, there is administered at the time menstruation is due a hot drink made of the 
scraped and mashed roots of guaco, roots of balsamile and of chinanche, all boiled together 
and mixed with honey. No cold water may be given afterward. 

During pregnancy the midwife givea monthly massage (pedz). This is done in 
order to keep the uterus in place and the child in correct position. The motion is rotary 
and in an upward direction, starting from the groins and passing along both sides of the 
uterus. This massage is begun at the third month of pregnancy and continued until the 
child is born. 

The mother does her routine housework. She eats of all foods. All cravings for 
certain foods are aatisfied, if possible, for if the want is not supplied, it is believed, abortion 
will follow. Usually this craving is for acid fruits or salty meat. It may be allayed by 
giving acraped 111nla ara (literally, uholy altar stone""-a sacred black stone supposed to 
come from the sea, obtained from Catholic priests, or from h-mens), mixed with honey 
and water. 

An expectant mother prepares few clothea for her baby. The baby wears only a small 
aleeveless shirt and a diaper. 

There ialittle abortlon, and no real preventive measures against becoming pregnant. 
Abortifacients are very rarely resorted to, and only within the first three months of preg
nancy. One auch consists of chol-che, marjoram and c!Jioplt boiled together in salted 
water and taken before breakfast for three successive days. 

Only in the most alarming and dangerous circumstances is labor induced. When the 
mother's life is at atake, as in "the case of eclampsia, this may be done by the h-mens. 

Upon the first indications of labor one end of the living-room is curtained off with a 
piece of cotton cloth or with palm leavea. The space thus set off is very dark. The 
expectant mother remains here. She may recline in her hammock or assume any position 
she choosea. After four houn of labor pains a hot drink is administered. This is made 
of twenty leaves of mint, a stick of cinnamon, pixoy bark, and honey. The abdomen is 
well musaged with hot oil. Honey is burned under the hammock so that the patient 
may breathe the warm smoke which warms the body. 

Usually labor lasts from eight to twelve hours. If it exceeds twelve hours, the patient 
is given a hot bath, by throwing gourds of hot water over her body; and then she immedi
ately drinks beaten egg sweetened by honey, with half a teaspoonful of sulphur added. 
The beaten egg with honey is "heating," and the sulphur has dilating qualities. Much 
attention is paid to the patient's breathing so that she may have strength for final labor. 
She is instructed to hold a deep breath ao as to give force to the labor pains. Great streas 

3!7 
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is laid upon the heating potions and foods, and "cold things" are rigidly excluded. The 
proper heating of the body is essential, and great care is taken that no evil wind enters. 

Breech presentation is rare. In case a leg is first presented, it is well oiled and pushed 
back into place. The mid-wife never inserts her hand, but uses exterior manipulation 
entirely. She finds the head and manipulates it into correct position until it is presented. 
In case both feet are presented and well out, she is not able to tum the child and it must 
be born in that position. But this is rare. Delivery takes place with the mother lying 
in the hammock or kneeling on the floor. 

The cord is not cut or tied until after the discharge of the placenta; this follows soon 
after the birth of the baby. The cord is tied off with a heavy thread or with candle 
wicking two fingers' breadth from the body. Then it is cut, preferably with strips of 
bamboo cane (halal). 

The cord is dressed with salt and singed over a candle. Then hot oil is applied. 
The baby is bathed in hot water and soap, and dressed. A pad of burnt cloth is laid over 
the cord, with a band to hold it in place. The baby is wrapped in a square doth, which 
may- serve also as diaper. The baby is put to breast soon after its bath. 

If the placenta (parts, or compaRtro) is delayed, a wide belt of cotton cloth, about 
two meters long, is placed about the mother's waist above the uterus, and it is gradually 
tightened with a downward pressure. The mother is given a bottle or seashell to blow 
upon. She is also given a hot drink made of a garlic, hot water sweetened with honey, 
and a small amount of the father's urine. Urine is used in the more difficult cases, whereas 
just garlic alone in hot water sweetened with honey is ordinarily effective. 

Babies usually weigh a little over two kilograms, sometimes three kilograms, but very 
rarely. The cord falls off on the third day. From the first month the baby is fed small 
portions of a/ole, bits of bread soaked in chocolate, or broth. Honey is used in place of 
sugar. By the end of three months the baby partakes of most foods. Its first drink is 
made from one leaf of lavender boiled in water and sweetened with honey. Small sips 
are given to the baby. It really is a purge and cleans the baby of meconium and air. 
Sometimes it is dripped into the mouth from saturated cotton. Prayers are repeated 
during the birth of the child, usually the Credo, or prayers to the Pirgen de Perpetuo 
Socorro. 

In case of infected eyes, a wash of hot water and honey is used. Mother's milk is 
also used. 

After birth of the baby the mother is allowed a warm sponge bath and is bandaged 
with narrow strips of cloth wrapped tightly several times about the waist; sometimes a 
towel is doubled and placed over the top of the uterus to keep it in place. 

The mother is strictly confined to her little dark room for three days and given a 
daily warm sponge bath. On the third day she is given a hot bath in order to "cook the 
milk." This bath is made by brewing together fifty orange leaves, fifty guava leaves, 
some leaves of rosemary, some of lavender, and a handful of sulphur. This preparation 
is poured over the mother's body. 

After three days the mother may go into the other room and help with light house. 
work, but by no means may she step outside until the eighth day. Visitors are dis
couraged. 

II. Lauriana May, about forty-.fioe years old, was born in Telcom and is now a rtsident 
of Muchucuxca. Sht has had about sixty. casts within a period of 
twenty ytars. Tht information she gaotfollows: 

Before delivery, a little room is partitioned off from the main living room. The 
patient is delivered in either a standing or a kneeling position, pulling on a rope or re6~ 
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thrown over. beam, or supported by her husband or her mother (she holds on to the other's 
1houlders). Between pains she rests in a hammock. 

The baby'• clothes are warmed with the smoke of burning rosemary. 
During birth the midwife repeats the Credo. A candle is burned to the Virgm 

tluKiliadora or the Virgm Libradora. 
The mother may sit or stand up after the birth of the baby. 
Hemorrhage is scarcely known. Puerperal fever is also very rare. 
In cases of delay of birth, the mother is given a brew of the inner white bark of the 

pixoy, thirteen beb thorns, and thirteen chom thorns, sweetened with honey. 
For eight days great care is taken that the mother and baby are protected against 

visitors, especially those who have passed through the bush, for the evil spirits of the 
winds cling to their garments. Such a visitor must be seated in the outer room for 
over a half hour before he is allowed to see the mother or the baby. 

These evil winds cause infected eyes and colic. The baby cries and his navel pro
trudes, often causing hernia; the navel bleeds and may become infected. 

The mother may have severe colic and bad muscular attacks, such as spasms, and if 
a h.men i1 not sent for the mother and baby often die. 

Upon arrival of the h.men, he consults his zaztun to find out which of the evil winds 
is preoent. The usual remedy is to stroke the bodies of the mother and of the baby with 
branches of zipche. 

)n cases of uremia or tJiaquts spumosas the midwife prepares a hot drink of scraped 
bark of the tancazche, dried fruits of ytrba sapo and tamankan, well ground and mixed in 
hot water. Small sips only are taken, as it is a powerful potion and poisonous, producing 
profuse sweats. Hot baths of the same preparation are given, the patient well wrapped 
10 a heavy sheet. 

The baby is bathed every day in warm water, as is also the mother. In case of infected 
eyes, mother's milk is used as a wash. The placenta is usually burned under the hearth stones. 

Pregnant mothers may eat of all foods. 
Babies are nursed from a year and a half to two years, or until the next pregnancy, 

Intervals between pregnancies are from one and a half to two years. 
Infant mortality is high. There are many cardiac cases (blue babies) dying from 

three to nine days after birth. These deaths are supposed to be caused by a nocturnal 
bird paning over the house. . 

Sterility is very rare. 
Babies are fed alole, bread, or chocolate. For three days babies are kept pacified 

by a sugar pacifier made from boiling lavender seeds, rosemary and honey. This is 
nourishing. Broth and 111ol1 are regularly given when breast milk is insufficient. 

In case of the death of the mother, the baby is nursed by another woman until food 
is found which will agree with the child. Canned condensed milk is often resorted to, 
or oatmeal. 

No regularity in feeding the baby is practiced. He is fed whenever he cries or the 
mother thinks he is hungry. 

III. Marctlina Torres Bonilla, abouJ sixty years of age, was born in Hunucma. 
She has lived in Dzitas for many years, and for thirty years has prac
tictd as a midwife in Motu/, Xiulu6, Tizimin, Xoctmpich, and many 
other towns and villages. As far back as the fourth gmeraJion, at 
least, her grandparents bor• Spanish surnames, and in blood she is 
largely white. She speaks Spanish, but not flumtly; her ordinary 
language of crmversation is Maya. 
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She says that she has attended over two hundred deliveries, among which were two 
cases of twins, and two of stillbirths. She has seen only one congenital deformity: a 
baby born in Dzitas not long ago, whose body was covered with hair from head to foot. 
She remarked, "Only the tail was lacking." When asked what she thought to be the cause 
of such an unusual thing she said, "Why some very bad thing flew over the mother; it 
must have been a devil, because however could a litde angel have been born so? It 
must have been turned into a little devil-but it lived only a short time:' 

Expectant mothers are visited regularly after the third month of pregnancy for their 
massage (sobar, pedz), which she gives every month, as a rule, to keep the baby in the right 
position and the uterus in place. 

There are no restrictions as to diet during pregnancy. 
Delivery takes place with the mother in the hammock. The father stands at the 

head of his wife with his hands over the sides of the hammock and clasped under patient's 
head at the nape of her neck, so as to give strength to labor pains by furnishing a brace 
upon which to exert expelling force . 

. Massage is given up to the time of birth. The midwife makes the sign of the cross 
over the abdomen the full length and breadth of the enlarged uterus, using the median line 
for the body of the cross and the arms of the cross drawn a bit above the navel. Then 
a final massage is performed, manipulating the uterus to its correct position and the 
baby to its normal position, ready to be born. 

Labor usually lasts eight to twelve hours, but often less if it is not the first child. 
In all of her experience, the midwife has had only one case of breech presentation, 

and in this one no injury was received by the mother or baby. In another case the baby"s 
foot was presented. The midwife first oiled her hand well with clean oil and pushed the 
foot bacJ< into place, at the same time with her other hand externally manipulating the 
head into the correct position. The baby was born in normal position. 

After delivery the baby is covered with warm clothes and waits for the delivery of 
the placenta before the cord is cut. Two finger breadths from the navel the cord is tied 
off and cut, preferably with halal (bamboo). The cord is not cut previous to the birth of 
the placenta (pares), as the belief is that it will be drawn back into the uterus and death 
will ensue. 

The cord of the baby is treated with salt and singed well over the flame of a candle, 
Then it is dressed with warm oil and clean, burned rags, secured in place by a bandage 
tied about the abdomen. 

All clothing pertaining to the baby is held over burning. rosemary until the ninth 
day, to protect it against evil winds. 

The baby is oiled all over (there is no bath), and dressed in a little shirt, and then 
snugly wrapped in a large square cloth. 

Babies are never diapered, and from the time they are tiny babies are held out to 
urinate and defecate. Chafing of babies is unheard of. 

There are no circumcision practices. 
This midwife usually gives the baby a warm bath on the second day and continues 

to oil the cord, which drops off on the third day, leaving the navel dry and clean in normal 
cases-where evil winds have been avoided. 

Babies are put to the breast within a few hours after birth, 11 to learn'" and as a pacifier. 
The first thing that is given the baby is a preparation made by boiling together lavender, 
rosemary and honey. The first time this is taken it serves as. a purge, and after that it is 
sufficient to keep the baby nourished for three days. It is given many times during the 
day together with ·the mother's breast secretion. 

The babies are given light a/ole, but not ·much else besides breast milk until nine 
months of ,a.aP_ 
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A new baby and mother must be protected against too many visiton. By no means 
may a pregnant woman be allowed to visit them, unless by chance she lives in the same 
houoe, for there ia great danger of infecting the baby's navel. It will bulge, become 
infected with pus and even bleed. To prohibit this happening, if by ehance such a visitor 
has entered, she must spit upon the baby's forehead and upon the nape of its neck. Then 
the must blow with all of her force into the palma of the baby's hands. Then from her 
head she must extract a hair and wind it about the baby's finger as a ring to be worn for 
eight days and removed on the ninth. 

In case the baby develops a bad navd, regardless of precautions taken after such a 
viait, small pieces of the clothing of an unmarried woman or virgin are burned and applied 
to the navd for oeveral days. 

The afterbirth is always burned, although this midwife does not adhere closely to 
the rule of the hearthstone. However, she says, •• it's really best that it be burned under 
hearthstones of a deserred house!' She often uses the ashes, after five weeks, to wash the 
mother' a head. This prevents the hair from falling out. 

Viti ron coming through the bush are not allowed to enter the mother's room, as they 
bring evil winda, with bad results for the baby. A visitor may give the baby mal ojo 
for uwho knows but the visitor was born on Friday., 

The mother is kept in close confinement in her hammock for nine days. On the sixth 
day a special bath, prepared by boiling orange leaves and San/a Marla, is given to oecure 
the secretion of milk. 

For three days the midwife gives massage to eliminate all uterine secretions 
or any particles of membranes or clots of blood which are not normally discharged. 
After each massage the mother sits upon a vessel of hot salt water-a partial sitz bath 
for cleanliness which also serves to extract any old blood which has not been diminated 
naturally. 

On the ninth day a second bath of orange leaves and San/a Marfa is given. On the 
tenth day the mother dresses and may go about, even out of doors if it is a bright clear 
day. By no means may she step out of doors if the sky is the least bit cloudy. She will 
be stricken with halo-a( (1), a severe pain in the head, with much fever. In the caoe of 
this malady a mixture of tlautlioJa, leaves of x-kan-lol, and orange leaves are boiled to
gether and the patient is bathed with this. After the bath the mother is given another 
potion, made by toasting leaves of marjoram, Sanla Marla, rosemary and lavender. These 
are ground on a me tate and a teaspoonful of the powder is mixed in water sweetened with 
honey and heated-a jlcara full. With this she can be cured. 

The u night bird," in one of its Rights over the house, may drop one of his loose feathers 
on the roof, thus causing sudden death to the baby by admitting u evil winds of the water" 
to enter the body. This midwife takes special precaution against this bird. The father's 
machete, hat and one sandal are placed under the hammock of the mother and the baby. 
Great care is .taken to turn the sandal upside down. Also crosses of palmleaf are quite 
effective. Babies must sleep with their faces downward. 

Stillbirth is believed to be caused by this bird, and a mother should sleep turned on 
her side with her face downward. 

In cases of retarded birth of the placenta, the father removes his shirt and passes 
nine times under the hammock from the head-end, each time raising the mother up a 
bit with his back. 

In case of delay in the birth of the baby the father wears his shirt inside out and passes 
nine times under the hammock from the side, raising his wife each time with his back. 
These practices are used when herbs fail, .. and they are always effective." 

One of the standard mixtures for the delay of the placenta is to boil water in which 
a cinnamon stick, bark of pixoy and leaves of saffron are mixed. 
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This midwife never allows the mother to blow into a bottle or shell, "as it is very 
dangerous,; and she believes that a case of a woman suddenly dying, which she witnessed 
at one time, was caused by this violent blowing. 

To bring the baby sooner she uses a brew of mint, pixoy and cinnamon, administered 
as a hot drink. 

The father must remain in the room until the child is born ubecause he was the man 
who gave the woman the child." 

Another remedy for delayed expulsion of the placenta is as follows: The husband 
urinates into a jfcara, a live coal is put into it, and then it is given to the mother to drink. 

If labor is longer than usual and the mother becomes exhausted the husband presses 
his mouth on top of her head and blows with his full strength to give force to her efforts. 

This midwife has never had a case of hemorrhage and would not know a treatment 
for it. She bt-lieves that such maladies are caused by neglect of the midwife to care for 
her patient. 

A narrow bandage is wrapped about the mother at the waist, and a little lower over 
the abdomen, not as a support to the pelvic organs, but to press into shape again the 
pelvic bones. This is kept on for eight days, and for a day or two more it is placed low 
over the hips to re-set the hip joints. 

That the baby may be born sooner, rattles from a rattlesnake are tied on to the legs 
of the woman in labor. 

Miss MacKay adds: 

"'I have consulted two other midwives, Marfa Hoil of San Rigoberto, a very old lady, 
and Margarita Chi from Kaua. These women employ methods practically the same as 
those of the first and second informants., 
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INDIAN AND SPANISH ELEMENTS IN THE CHAN KOM CULTURE 

Where elements of culture are definitely known from Europe, and where they are 
also not characteristic of American Indian cultures and are not reported for the ancient 
Maya, they are safely to be regarded as importations from Spain. Examples of such 
elements, encountered in the foregoing pages, are oranges, trousers, the seven-day week, 
and the notion of the Evil Eye. 

Other traits are known not to characterize Sixteenth Century Europe, and are either 
actually reported for the ancient Maya by the first white invaders or else are known 
to be characteristic of other American Indian cultures. Many such elements may with 
assurance be regarded as indigenous to Yucatan. Among them are most of the agricul
tural techniques centering around maize, the idea of four cardinal directions associated 
with rain-, sky- and maize-deities, lightning, thunder and the cenotes, balche as a religious 
drink, and the preparation of ritual breads of maize and squash-seed in an earth-even. 

But in other cases traits of culture now found in Yucatan can not readily be assigned 
to the one historical source rather than the other, because both Europe and aboriginal 
America, in the Sixteenth Century, are known to have had customs like those found in 
Yucatan today. Shall we say that the patron santo of Chan Kom is the descendant of the 
local saints of the Mediterranean world, brought into the village by Spanish influence, or 
that it is merely a translation of a pagan patron god? Or that nine, as a ritual number, is 
Indian or Spanish in origin, in view of the fact that nine is known to have had important 
religious connotations among both ancient Maya and Sixteenth Century CatholicsP We 
can not tell how much of Spanish influence and how much of Indian influence enter into 
the present-day usage and belief. 

There are other traits of Twentieth Century Yucatan culture which do not lend 
themselves readily to this sort of historical analysis, but for a slightly different reason. 
There is doubtless a class of cases where the element was present neither in the Spanish 
culture of the early missionaries and conquerors, nor in the culture of the ancient Maya. 
Culture is forever undergoing changes. All culture contacts result in rebuilding, in re
definition of meanings. The contact of Spanish culture with Indian was not an addition 
of one and one to make two, but a fusion and complicated interaction resulting in a third 
thing, which was neither the one old thing nor the other. The notion of the alux, de
scribed in Chapter VII, is probably chiefly a development that has taken place since the 
Conquest. The suppression of' the pagan religion and the destruction of the idols must 
have furnished the situation out of which arose this complex of practices and beliefs. It 
was not, of course, an idea held by the ancient Maya, and although there is an obvious 
parallel with European peasant beliefs in goblins and brownies, the Yucatecan alux may 
very well be a similar but independent development. Such developments have taken 
place continually. The writers of this report have been present (for example) when the 
people of Chan Kom heard first of vitamines, and then incorporated the idea into the 
folklore patterns already present-three litde beings: ''A" making blood, 11 B'" making 
flesh, and 11 C" making bones. 

When this sort of historical analysis becomes at all subtle, it results in the conclusion 
that no element of present-day culture is either Spanish or Indian, in the sense that 
nOthing is just as it was in the early Sixteenth Century. The chaacs are different from 
the chaacs of the ancient Maya; the trousers the Chan Kom men wear today are not 
quite like any European trousers. When we say that an element of present-day culture 

J6J 
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is ulndian," we mean only that it is the continuity of tradition with the ways of life 
current in Yucatan before the Spaniards came, rather than continuity with European 
tradition, that has brought it about that that element is present in Chan Kom today. 

The culture of Yucatan today is an integrated and unified mode of life, that is neither 
the aboriginal Indian culture nor that of Spain, but a third thing. It is not the sum of 
Indian and Spanish elements, but a new development resulting from the contact of diverse 
cultures. Yet, in the sense indicated in the preceding paragraph, it may be asked: In 
just what respects is this Chan Kom culture "Indian," and in what, u Spanish"? But to 
answer the question requires a thorough knowledge of Indian cultures and of European, 
especially Spanish folk cultures, and invites a study of the documentary materials on 
the early colonial period in Yucatan. Without this knowledge and this study, the follow
ing short historical analysis of the culture is limited, beyond even the limitations I have 
stated to be inherent in the problem itself. 

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES (CHAP. Ill) 

Drawings left us by the ancient Maya and the brief descriptions in Landa (Chapter 
XX) and elsewhere (ColecciOn de documenlos ineditos, second series, Vols. XI and XIII, 
cited by Genet, in his edition of Landa, page 144, note) indicate that the ancient house 
was substantially like that of the present time, except that there was then a longitudinal 
partition separating the front from the rear, and that the front was often open. Although 
in the ancient religious city-eenters, buildings were grouped around courts, the scattered 
character of the houses in hinterland villages today and the known practices of the Span. 
iards in taking over an Indian community1 show that the plaza in Chan Kom and the 
placing of the houses in regular rows along parallel streets are practices of European 
derivation. As the techniques of construction of the granary and of the fowl~house are 
similar to those employed in making the house, they may be included among the Indian 
elements, as also the caanche. 

The essential elements of the kitchen-hearth of three stones, metate and hands tone, 
griddle (though now of iron), clay pot, gourd and calabash-are generally characteristic of 
the Middle American Indian cultures. I do not know affirmative evidence for the pre
Columbian use in America of the !Janco, llatea and table. These three articles bear only 
Spanish names in Chan Kom. The di.uyub, as a more or less necessary concomitant of 
the round-bottomed gourd vessels, is presumably Indian. The pottery resembles gen
erally, if not closely, shapes in use before the Spaniards came; but the botix is probably an 
olive jar from Spain. We know litde about pre-Columbian Maya baskets; supposedly 
the present-day baskets are at least in part derived from Indian tradition. The wooden 
chocolate pots and beaters answer to early descriptions of Indian paraphernalia to prepare 
an Indian beverage, and the fire-drill, though now rarely used in Chan Kom, is certainly J 

Indian. Of course the flint and steel, knives and metal lamps, are as European as the 
matches. The hammock is as certainly American in origin, but that it was introduced 
in to Yucatan from the West Indies by the Spaniards, as has been supposed (Landa men
tioning only a bed of poles), is doubted by Thompson, who gives good evidence (19]0,, 
pp. 93~5) to conclude that it was used in Yucatan before the Spaniards came. 

Not merely the basic foodstuffs-maize, beans and chile-are Indian in origin, but 
many of the details of cookery, especially as regards maize, can be shown to be pre-Colum
bian, both because they are known from other Indian peoples and because they are de
scribed for the ancient Maya. The familiar Middle AmeriCan method of preparing the 
maize is described by Landa (Chapter XXI) just as it is done today in Chan Kom, 
including the soaking over night in lime, the grinding on the metate, and the preparation 

• Footaote, p. Jl. 
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of pqz,ofe. · The early sources mention often the mixing of cacao with corn (Landa, Chapter 
XXI), but thio io not done in Chan Kom today, except in the ritual drink that wao until 
recently employed ao a part of the betrothal ceremony (p. 40). And pinole is made of a 
mixture of maize meal and pepper or other pungent flavors. Zaca is mentioned by that 
name, if not identified by detailed description, by Landa (Chapter XXXV) ao an offering 
to the gods, u it i1 today. But the definition of zaca given in the Motul dictionary is 
confuting, for it identifies it with aloft, and then says it is drunk cold in the morning; 
and Villagutierre (Book II, Chapter II), refers to zaca ao made of cacao and maize. Atole, 
now a hot gruel of maize, and the lama/, could also be shown to be pre-Columbian, as is 
certainly the tortilla. The three techniques of cookery: boiling in a pot, toasting on a 
griddle, or baking or roasting in an earth-oven, are all described either for the ancient 
Maya, or for other Middle American peoples of the days before the Conquest. People 
never fry food- European custom-in Chan Kom. Among the ancient Maya (Landa, 
Book I, Chapter XXI) the men ate separately from the women, which is true today in 
many situations, as it is also true today as then that they wash hands and rinse mouths 
after eating. 

The men's costume of today has substituted trousers and shirt, which are European, 
for the loincloth-apron and shoulder-mantle of the ancients (Landa, Chapter XX). The 
hats are also probably European; they were being worn, of straw or felt, by the time of 
Cogolludo (Book I, page 301 ). But the sandals of today are probably derived from foot
gear of pre-Columbian Yucatan. By the middle of the Seventeenth Century, when Cogol
ludo wrote (Book I, page J01)1 women were wearing huipils of much the same form as 
those worn today, and similar skirts; but Landa's earlier account (Chapter XXXI) sug
gests a single, simple garment, perhaps fastened under the armpits. The floral and animal 
designs now embroidered on the huipi/s are often taken from printed patterns, and are 
probably European in source, but the strictly geometrical cross-stitch which used to be 
employed two or three generations ago may represent aboriginal design. The rtbozo is a 
development of a Spanish woman's shawl (Nuiiez y Dominguez). There is nothing in 
the presenk:lay earrings in Chan Kom to suggest aboriginal jewelry, but it is notable that 
in Quintana Roo women prefer a gold earring with slender fringe-like pendants that 
resemble ancient Middle American goldwork. 

There are few handicrafts in Chan Kom nowadays. Ao the use of henequen fiber 
goes back in Yucatan to times before the Conquest, it is likely that the simple techniques 
of preparation are Indian, as were certainly those of spinning and weaving. 

Little in the contemporary culture is so surely to be identified with the Indian tradi
tion as are the agricultural techniques. These are the roots of life; they have been in the 
soil for many centuries before the white man came. Landa says (Chapter XXIII): "Laa 
ticrras par aora cs de comun, y- assi el que primero las occupa las possee. Siembran en 
muchas partes, par si una faltare supla la otra. En labrar Ia tierra, no hazen sino eager 
Ja vassura y quemarla para despues sembrarla; y desde media enero basta abril labran, 
y entonces con las lluviaa siembran, loqual hazen, trayendo un taleguillo a cuestas, y con 
un palo puntiagudo hazen agujero en tierra y ponen alii cinco o seis granos, lo qual con e1 
mcamo palo cubren. En lluviendo, espanto es como nace.'• As far as it goes, this de
acribes the procedure employed today, except that now the planting stick usually has an 
iron point. The Motul dictionary mentions the measuring of land by mtcatts, but does 
not give the dimensions of this unit, although Landa (page 164) speaks of meaauring land 
by aquarea twenty 11 feet" to a side. The measures now used in Chan Kom conform with 
those in use by Spanish countryfolk, but as they are based on natural dimensions of the 
body, oome of them may also have been used in America before the Conquest. The firing 
of the fields, and the bending over of the maize stalks when the ears have formed, are 
mentioned in the Chumayel manuscript, as cited in Chapter VII of this report; and there 
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is small doubt but that the survival of pre-Columbian procedures extends to such details 
as the slitting of the ears at harvest with a bone or antler knife and the manner of storing 
the ears, in their husks, vertically placed in granaries. · 

J. Eric Thompson (I9JO, Appendix II) has an excellent summary of native and 
imported plants, for the Maya of Central and Southern British Honduras. Those culti
vated in Chan Kom which are native are maize, beans, squash, chile peppers, jicama, 
sweet potatoes, cassava, chaya, henequen, gourds (both Lagenaria and Cructnlia), 
tomatoes, custard apples, guavas, guanabanas, hog plums, chirimoyas, papayas, soursops, 
guayos and mameys. Those imported by the Spaniards are yams, sugar-cane, the castor
oil bush, watermelons, lentils, onions, coriander, cabbage, mint, balm-gentle, oranges, 
limes, grape-fruit, bananas and pomegranates. I do not know if the variety of tobacco 
now cultivated by a few men in Chan Kom is a native to Yucatan, or from some other 
part of America. The peanut and the pineapple are both American plants, but the former 
probably and the latter possibly did not reach Yucatan until after the Conquest. 

Cattle is of course a European introduction, and branding, breeding and gelding, as 
well as the techniques of harnessing and packing, came along with the animals. So too 
are hogs and chickens contributions from Europe, while turkeys are American and were 
domesticated before the Conquest. 

Cooperative hunts are mentioned by Landa (Chapter XXIII), but hunting has been 
rendered more effective by the introduction of the gun and the carbide lamp. 

The ancient Maya kept bees and housed them in the same sort of hollowed logs now 
employed (Ponce, p. JIJ, and references collected by Nordenskiold, page 209). That the 
ancient Maya made use of honey as a sweetener is not open to doubt. That the Middle 
Americans also burned wax as an offering to the gods, as they burned rubber, copal and 
other substances, is also probable, although I do not know of conclusive proof. Thompson 
(I9J01 page IoS) indicates his belief that the ancient Maya used candles as offerings, and 
(1933, pages 64 and 74) makes the same allegation for the ancient Aztecs. But Gomara 
(page 70) says that the Maya did not know how to make candles and were taught to do 
so by the Spaniards, and it is notable that the technique of candle-making employed 
today is entirely European, and that the emphasis upon wax for offertory candles rather 
than another substance, and the distinction between black and yellow candles, which the 
Maya observe today, are both parts of standard Catholic practice. ' 

ECONOMICS (CHAP. IV) 

We know very little about the economy of the ancient Maya, and therefore can 
make few safe comparisons with the situation nowadays. How large a surplus did an 
ancient village produce and export to pay for goods manufactured or produced in other 
villages? Was more or less needed than Chan Kom now needs to sell in order to buy! 
factory-made textiles, soap, salt and gunpowder? Foodstuffs introduced by the Span-, 
iards play a small part in the Chan Kom diet; nevertheless, the contribution made by 1 

hens, eggs and beef is not entirely negligible. And to what extent has buying power 
been increased by profit from cattle and poultry? Such questions as these must be 
answered before the man-land ratio computed in this chapter for Chan Kom can be made 
the basis of an estimate as to the amount of land necessary to support a given population 
in the Fifteenth Century. The agricultural techniques, as stated above, constitute a factor 
that is probably a constant. 

The store in the town has apparently largely taken the place of the ancient market, 
and coined money, of course, has displaced primitive currencies. Old people in eastern 
Yucatan remember when cacao beans were still used as money, at least in making ritual 
payments. Such cacao money is not infrequently used today in parts of Guatemala. , 
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The ·present customs with regard to the distribution of property at death (p. 62) 
may be compared with Landa's statement (Chapter XXIV) that the sons inherited the 
possessions of the father, and that if the daughters received anything it was only as a gift. 

The modern law, in declaring the communal ownership of the agricultural lands 
(tjidos) no doubt recogniza an ancient conception of property; but the ]undo legal, and 
the house-lots around the plaza assigned to settlers, correspond closely with Spanish 
usages (G. M. McBride). 

THI! DIVISION OP LABOR (CHAP. V) 

The essential division of labor between the sexes that prevails in Chan Kom today 
accords closely with what we know to have been true for Middle American Indians before 
the Conqucsq it has changed as little as the techniques of maintenance themselves. 
Bakers of wheat bread are men, as were such bakers among the Spaniards. The maestros 
canloru are men, and not women, partly because they arc no doubt derived from the male 
assistants trained by the Catholic priests and partly because the aboriginal patterns 
require religioua matters to be led by men. The h-men is of course a derivative of one or 
another of the various kinds of native priests of the lower orders mentioned by Landa 
(Chapter XXVII), and the existence of a marriage-intermediary among the ancient 
peoples is attested by the same authority (Chapter XXV). 

The cooperative construction of houses, a custom now in disuse in Chan Kom, is 
probably a heritage from pre-Columbian days. In Chan Kom a system of work
exchange, wheroby groups of men prepare the fields of each cooperating individual by 
turns, is not usual, as apparently it still is in southern British Honduras (Thompson 
1930, 43) and as it was among the ancient Maya (Landa, Chapter XXIII). The custom 
of jagina bears a Spanish name and has early European parallels; it is easy, however, to 
think that it is also a survival of a system of contribution of part of the individual's time 
to public improvements which made possible the construction of the ancient sacred city
shrines. If the ancient Maya had to devote to his private affairs no more time than does 
the contemporary man of Chan Kom, he could spend one-third of his days working under 
the direction of the priests and master-artificers. 

The complete extinction of the ancient calendar among these northern Maya con
traMs with the survival of the tonalamad in parts of Guatemala and Chiapas. The feasts 
of Chan Kom are fixed entirely by the Catholic calendar, and it is only speculation to 
assert that any one of these corresponds also with a seasonal fixed festival of ancient 
times. But the rain and harvest ceremonies that are in charge of the h-men are set with 
reference to no calendar, but only as need dictates. We can be sure that as the annual 
rhythm of life is still determined. by the maize cycle, it must be much as it was in ancient 
dnys: the felling of bush, the critical period of the burning, the appearance of the rain
gods and the first rains, the sowing, the fears and prayers of the time of threatened drought, 
and the relaxation and rejoicing at harvest. 

FAMILY, VILLAGE AND STATI! (CHAP. VI) 

So little is known of the kinship institutions or the ancient Maya that no comparison 
can be made with the situation at the present time. An analysis recently made (Eggan) 
of the kinship terms listed in the Motu! Dictionary, indicates the likelihood that there once 
existed a system of cross cousin marriage, entirely unrepresented in Chan Kom today. 
Although some or the same kinship terms (zucuun, cic, idzin,1 chich, icham, atan, mahan, 
hah, abil, iii b) are still in use, their application has changed in all cases where there was 
inconsistency between Maya and Spanish categories, so as to conform with Spanish usages. 

' Elctpt tblt idr.in, u 1pplyir.: ehhu hi yaunpr b.oothcr or hi younpr lillv, hu no Spanith cquinlcat. 
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The terms and the accompanying attitudes and usages that now characterize Chan Kom 
are found also in the towns and cities of Yucatan, among Maya-speaking peoples (exceptl 
perhaps, the extended application of older brother and younger brother terms). Th< 
whole system appears to be European, rather than Indian. 

Nevertheless, some of the marriage customs may be survivals from the Indian heritage. 
The disposition for the fathers to select husbands or wives for their children is at least in 
pait Indian in origin (Landa, Chapter XXV); and so also the marriage-intermediary and 
the muhul (Landa, op. cit.; and Motul Dictionary, umuhul"). Haan..cab is also Indian: 
u quedava en casa del suegro el yemo, trabajando cinco o seis aiios por el suegro." Landa 
also gives ancient parallels for the custom, remembered in Chan Kom, whereby father~ 
sometimes betrothed their children in infancy, and for the absence of all ceremony in 
remarriage of widows or wido't\'ers (op. cit.). The reluctance to marry cousins sounds like 
a result of Catholic instruction rather than of Indian influence, but the curious persistence 
of myths disapproving marriage with a deceased wife's sister, in the fa.ce of practice to the 
contrary, may be due either to Catholic influence or to ancient Maya practice (Landa, 
Cll.apter XXV). The godparent-eompadre institution is characteristically Catholic1 
although one is in no position to assert that there is no contribution to the custom fromi 
Indian sources-possibly from sponsors at initiations. Nor can one 'say the extent td 
which aboriginal ideas of chieftainship still persist in the authority granted the tomisarid 
today; certainly all the formal governmental institutions are importations to the village 
from the city; and certainly the ancient secular and priestly government is, in all essential 
respects, extinct. ' 

THE INV!SJBLI! WORLD (CHAP. VII) 

The introductory remarks to this appendix mentioned the sanlo as an example of. 
present-day institution, in external appearance Catholie-European, which might never~ 
theless very well represent a continuity of attitude from aboriginal thinking with respec} 
to the patron god of the community. The anomalous presence of saints' names i 
lists of rain-gods and deer-gods points to a definite substitution of Catholic saint fo ... 
pagan deity. The question whether or not the veneration of the cross has a pre-Conques 
aboriginal source, as well as a Christian origin, has been discussed without definit~ 
result; some are of the opinion that the fact that crosses in Yucatan are painted greelj 
indicates that the present cross is in part a translation of the u first tree of thf 
world" of the ancient Maya, represented in ancient portrayal by cross-like imag~ 
Certainly the ritual formulas involving the cross are, in Chan Kom, characteristicall~ 
Catholic. 

The· nature-deities are plainly Indian in origin; they do not suggest European analogie 
and their dose identity with rain, maize and the forest indicates strongly a survival 
essential parts of the ancient Maya religion of the common man. This does not meag' 
that we can safely reverse the process, and argue that what the present-day Maya do ana 
think with respect to these deities and their rites, is also what the ancient Maya did and 
thought, for in four hundred years many changes have taken place-the rain-gods ride o~ 
horseback, for one thing. :: 

The kuilob kaaxob can not be identified with any particular deities known to us from 
the ancient Maya, but it is likely that they represent terrestrial aspects of some ancient 
nature-gods, and correspond, for level Yucatan, with the mountain-valley deities found 
among the various Maya tribes farther south (Thompson 1930, pages S7 to 61). Nor 
can we say from what ancient concept of diviJ;J.ity have been derived the balams; the name 
("'jaguar") is variously met with in sources as to the ancient Maya, but not as the name 
of a class of gods. Genet (footnote 232) identifies them with the old bacabs, support~ ~f 
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the sky.1 The balams, u known in Chan Kom, are characteristic of the Maya of Yucatan 
(ou also Mendez, 169) and of Quintana Roo (Basauri, Z4), but not of those of Central 
and Southern British Honduras. The chaacs had the same name and similar attributes 
in pre-Columbian times. Landa refers to them as" the gods of the mil pas" (Chapter XL) 
and u uthe gods of the breads" (XL, under .. Mac"), and describes offerings made to 
them. Cogolludo says (Book I, page 317) "Otros decian que fu~ gigante,llamado Chac, 
inventor de Ia agricultura, y por eso le adoraban. Tenianle por Dios de los panes, trucnos 
y rell.mpagos." The Motul dictionary also indicates the identification of the chaacs 
with the rain, thunder and lightning: "Chaac fuC un hombre assi grande que enscii6 Ia 
agricultura a1 qual tuvieron despu~s por dios de los panes, del agua, de los truenos y 
rell.mpagos." 

Genet (footnote 23:1) regards the ancient pahuatuns as distinct from both chaacs 
and the bacabs, declaring that each group of four pertained to one of the three superim
posed, four-cornered layers which composed the universe of the ancient Maya: the pahoa
tuns dweltin the nether regions and supported the earth; the bacabs stood upon the earth 
and supported the sky; and the chaacs pertained to the heavens themselves. No con..
firmation for this view can be derived from the ideas held in Chan Kom today. But the 
conception of the four world-quarters, the references in the prayers to the colors red, white, 
yellow and btack in connection with these four, and the idea of groups of four deities, 
each one protecting one corner or one direction, are all plainly old Maya elements that have 
survived (see note by Genet, already cited). The emphasis upon the east as the most 
important of the four world-directions, and the idea that there the gods are resident, are 
also probably old indigenous ideas, because they are deeply interrelated with these other 
ideas, which are certainly Indian, and also because the Lacandones have the same concep
tions (Tcrzu:r, pp. 94416). The conception of the village as similarly oriented and the 
custom of marking each of the four quarters (entrances) of the village with two heaps of 
stones is expressly reported for the ancient Maya by Landa (Chapter XXV): "Uso era 
en todos loa pueblos de Yucatan tener hechos dos montones de piedra, uno en frente de 
otro, & Ia entrada del pueblo, por todas las quatro partes del pueblo, es a saber a oriente, 
poniente, septentrion y media dia." 

The gods of the bees are also plainly native survivals, but although Landa tells us 
(Chapter XL, under "Mol") that the bee-keepers celebrated their own fiesta, and briefly 
describes the ceremony they made at this time, we are given no account of the ancient 
bee-deities with which to compare the ideas of the present day. The zip, supernatural 
guardian• of the deer, are apparently unreported from elsewhere in the Maya area 
today, but Landa (Chapter XL, under uzip") testifies to the existence of similar deities 
in ancient timea. In the Maya month named Zip the hunters made offerings before 
an idol, invoking the gods of the chase, Acanum, Zuhuyzib (''Virgin Zip") and Zipitabai. 

Nothing presents itself to explain why a guardian of the cattle should be called "John 
Termite 11 (p. 118). The personification of certain winds, and the making of offerings to 
them at the time of burning the milpas, is to be ascribed to the influence of the ancient 
Maya tradition, on general considerations. The alux, as has already been suggested, 
probably represent an idea developed after the suppression of most of the ancient religion 
by the Spaniards, and the survival of general notions of awesomeness and uncanniness in 
respect to the old clay images, no longer made anew (Brinton). The Motul dictionary 
(ah lox katob, ydolaJras) indicates that the concept was already present by the end of the 
Sixteenth Century. The idea is general in Yucatan and Quintana Roo (Mendez, 169; 
Basauri, Z4; Gann, 19z4, JS), I do not know if the x-tabai is derived from Indian or 
European tradition. 

1 "Fiqian otroe DiOMI, qui 1111hnabu el cielo. qUI atrib1b. 1n cllou 1111 nombru eran Z.C.I Daub. C.nlll Bacab, Chacal Daub. 
r E.bl Bacab, Y •toa dlc.ian, que van tambiu ~de loa Yiantoa." Cotolludo. Boolr.l, p. 317. Sa abo Lan4a, Cha,w XXXIV. 
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CEREMONIES OP PIELD AND HIVE (CHAP. VIII) 

The rituals described in this chapter are addressed to deities chiefly Indian in historic 
origin and are in various of their details demonstrably derived from pre-Conquest customs. 
But no entire ceremony corresponds with any described by Landa; nor should we expect 
it to, for very soon after their arrival the Spaniards must largely have eliminated such 
elements as blood--offering and the re-making of the wooden idols, as form so large a part 
of Landa's descriptions. We can only point out particular ritual elements in the customs 
of today that are more or less clearly native, 

The idea that offerings should be made at four-year intervals accords with what we 
know of the practices of the ancient Maya, and the foods and drinks that are offered are 
certainly survivals. Zaca is mentioned more than once in Landa (Chapter XXXV), 
and b alche is clearly described (Chapter XXII). Fowl (originally turkeys only) are also 
frequently referred to as offerings; they were apparently decapitated (Landa, Chapter 
XXXVI). Offerings of maize breads are mentioned many times, but not described in 
detail; but they must have been much like the tuti-uah of the present time; one reference, 
amohg others, is to a "corazon de pan, y otro pan con pepitas de calaba~as" (Chapter 
XXXV). 

The idea of "hot'' and "cold'' will be discussed in connection with Chapter X. The 
notion of ritual purity expressed in the word "zuhuy" is almost surely an old Maya idea, 
especially as it is obviously related to continence in connection with religious rites, a 
practice abundantly attested for the ancient Maya, as for other Indians. Landa (Chapter 
XXXVI) mentions the offering of a 11 virgin dog," and he also tells us (Chapter XL) that 
in the month Uo the fishermen and hunters performed a ceremony requiring "'virgin 
water," drawn in the bush from a place where no woman had been-just as is done in 
the rain ceremony in Chan Kom today. The use of fresh cloths and gourd vessels in cer
tain of the present-day rituals has its general parallel likewise in the ancient rites wherein 
the ritual objects were 10 renewed." 

The weather prediction known as xoc kin is widespread in the Maya area. The 
description given by Santiago Pacheco Cruz corresponds exactly to what is hert: described 
for Chan Kom, except that there is a slight difference in the names applied to the four 
counts. Starr (pp. 2.1--12) reports for Yucatan the first two counts of this same xoc kin, 
and adds simply that u the portions of the day give the prediction for the part of the 
month corresponding to them in position.'7 The first two counts are also reported for the 
Maya of the Chetumal Bay region (Manuel Rejon Garcia). The identical system is de
scribed from San Antonio, Southern British Honduras Q. Eric Thompson, 1930, 5-11). 
It is doubtful that the xoc kin is an aboriginal Maya institution, as it is found outside of 
the Maya area, and in places where Indian heritage is small. Thus it occurs in Santo 
Domingo (R. Emilio Jim~nez). (This information was given by Dr. Manuel Andrade.) 
The local name in Santo Domingo (as in parts of Yucatan) is cabaftutlas, and again it is 
only the first two series of twelve days each that are mentioned. The system is also 
found, as Mr. Charles A. Thomson reports from personal experience, in Costa Rica, 
under the names pintas. Here the two methods reported differ somewhat from the 
system prevalent among the Maya. (See Calvert, 347-348.) And the pinlas are also 
employed in Venezuela (Gagini). Landa's statement (Chapter XL, under .. Uo") that 
in Uo, the second month of the year, certain of the priests opened their sacred books and 
announced the 11 progn6sticos de aquel afio," 7 is not enough to show that the xoc kin is an • 
indigenous custom. 

Other special features of the ceremonies can be related safely to indigenous tradition. 
The preparation of altars, with each offering placed in its own proper position, the whole ' 
directed toward the east, is such an Indian eleritent, for it accords with practices of other · 
Indians, and corresponds closely with the arrangement of the sacred hut among the Laca,n-
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dones (Tozzer, p. 112). We can alao regard the invocation of the gods to the feast as 
aboriginal, the disposition to exclude women from the ceremonies, and the impersonation 
of deities at the c~a.chaac. The four "Chacs" appointed to hold the sacrificed fowl are 
without any question derivatives of native tradition, for every year the ancient Maya 
appointed four lay priests of this name (Landa, Chapter XXVII); and the principal ..ale 
of these men was to hold the sacrificed victim, by his arms and legs, on the sacrificial stone 
(Landa, Chapter XXVII). But the special homa of balche, covered with a cross, marked 
with a cross, the elevation of this vessel and the solemn partaking ofits contents, suggest 
strongly the chalice, the removing of the chalice-veil, and the act of communion, of the 
Catholic mass. 

Although Landa briefty describes ceremonies offered by the ancient Maya to the 
chaac1 (rain- and maize-gods) (see, for example, Chapter XL, under "Mac"), none of these 
can be identified with present..day ceremonies. One suspects that there existed even in 
ancient times popular rituals performed in or near the milpas over which the priests exer~ 
cised little control, and which are not clearly reported in Landa. 

The u hanli col is briefty described by Tozzer (p. J6o-161). Thompson (1930, 
I J?-t18) described a first fruit ceremony for the Cayo district of British Honduras with 
many similar elements. The cha-c.haac, with the mimetic features which distinguish it, 
ia apparently· the same in Quintana Roo (Basauri), and a mention made by Thompson 
(l9JO, p. J so) indicates that it is also present in northern British Honduras. But a 
ceremony which Gann (p. 42-48) describes from Quintana Roo does not contain these 
mimetic elements, has nothing in it to suggest a prayer for rain, was performed by a single 
family (under the direction of the h-men), and suggests the u hanli col of Yucatan, rather 
than the cha-chaac. 

For the bee-ceremonies, also, we lack specific bases for comparison with ancient 
customo. Although the Catholic church has a ritual blessing of houses, the new house 
ceremony remembered in Chan Kom is probably aboriginal in origin. Cogolludo says 
(p. 295): "Cuando hacen casas nuevas, que es de diez a doce aiios, no entran en elias, ni 
las habitan, basta que venga el viejo hechicero de una legua, y dos, y tres, a bendecirla 
con sus torpes ensalmos, lo cual (dice) ol decir: pesame de no haberlo averiguado." And 
in some Yucatecan towns, both new-bouse ceremonies--of h-men and of priest-are known 
and distinguished. 

NOVENA AND VJLLAGI! PIESTA (CHAJO. IX) 

Although the present..day Maya have adjusted the functions of the Catholic novena 
and rtZD to their needs and interests, these prayers are in form, of course, entirely European. 
The fiesta of the patron saint c~n not be satisfactorily analyzed historically without a good 
knowledge of European folk festivals and of the history of lndian..Spanish contacts in 
Middle America. Some of the elements are likely to be Indian in origin. The tnrtJmadtJ, 
the bower or corridor of leaves, may be one of these, but there are Spanish parallels. The 
bullo and the fireworks were of course introduced by the Spaniards. The jllt'llna io one 
of the many derivatives of the Spanish dances of r:hejotiJ type, but it is easy to assert that 
the cuatom of dancing before the JtJnlo was already familiar to a people used to dancing 
before their idolo. The "cuch" element-the perpetual festal organization depending 
upon the ceremonial delivery of something from one votary or pledger to his successor
is widespread in contemporary Middle America; whether these features are characteristic 
of the Spanish Catholic cofrtJdlas I do not know. The dance with the pig's head has, also, 
~istorical roots that are unknown to me; related customs extend at least to central British 
Hondurao (Gann, 1925, p. 48; Thompson, 19JO, p. IIJ). The planting of a pole or tree is 
a ritual element with both Indian and European parallels; that a ceiba is selected suggests 
at least some native MAya origins. The occurrence in r:he fiesta of a pisote, either actually, 
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as in Atitlan, Guatemala (Lothrop), or in impersonation (Thompson, 1930, p. IIJ, and 
my own notes from Dzitas, Yucatan), is suggested by Thompson (op. eit.), as a connection 
with pre..Columbian custom, in view of the fact that Gucumatz, the Quiche equivalent 
of Kukulcan, was called pisolt. The ramilltlt has Spanish parallels (Foi!Uort y Costumbrts 
dt Espana, t. II, p. 31). For the customs of dza akab and hadz pach, I have no com
parable data. Dza akab conforms to the widespread Indian custom of vigil and continence 
before ceremonial games. 

SICKNESS AND ITS CURE (CHAP. X) 

Whether the distinction beween "hot" and ucold," with respect to foods, medicines, 
plants, persons and lands, goes back to Indian or to Spanish antecedents-or to both
could probably be answered by a marshalling of more facts than I can command. The 
extension of this idea into the ceremonies performed by the h-men to the yuntzilob sug
gests that the idea is an old one in Yucatan. But this does not mean that it is necessarily 
Indian in origin. It is noteworthy that the idea-at least as regards medicines and 
food5-is quite as well developed in the towns and the capital city of Yucatan as in the 
remote villages (personal notes; and information supplied by Dr. A. T. Hansen), and is 
also found in very similar form among Costa Rican people who are apparently without 
Indian heritage (correspondence with Mr. Charles A. Thomson). Yet the idea may 
have existed in Yucatan before the Conquest; a document written in 1579 by Martin de 
Palomar and Gaspar Antonio Xiu says with reference to the medicinal herbs of the Indians 
that .. Preguntandoles rason de su propiedad no sa ben dar otra mas de ser fria o caliente"" 
(Relaci6nes de Yucatan, Vol. I, p. 62). (Information supplied by R. L. Roys.) 

The concept of evil winds as instruments of disease is widespread in Mexico. In 
Yucatan, at least, the idea is best developed in the more remote villages; this suggests an 
Indian origin, especially as the diagnosis and naming of these winds forms a part of the 
special knowledge of the h-men. The Spanish and Cuban peasants commonly attribute 
disease and mischief to .. wind" or to .. the air"" (Follclore y Costumbres Je &p41ia, t. I, 
p. 28o), but they apparently do not recognize many individual and personified t:vil winds. 
Whether the ancient Maya did so is not clear. We meet nothing on the subject in Landa, 
In the Yucatecan medical documents of the Eighteenth Century, translated by Rays, we 
meet with diseases under the names of winds: Hadz mo ik tu uich uinic C' Blow from parrot 
wind in a man"s eye"'); ceh ik ( .. deer wind"); yaax moo ik C'green parrot wind,.) (Rays, 
pp. 98, 206, 210). 

We can only guess what these words meant to the writerS; and there is the further 
possibility that the idea was introduced into the medical lore after the Conquest. The 
medical manuscripts contain not a few elements that are plainly of European derivation. 
There is some indication that the ancient Aztecs thought of disease as brought by rain
and wind-spirits (Sahagun, Book I, Chapter I, p. 45), and Kukulcan, as wind-god, was 
for the ancient Maya a god of fever (Seier, I, 669, quoting Hernandez). 

Both by reason of its name and by reason of the peculiar complex of ideas which made 
it up, ojo is to be identified with the Evil Eye of the Old World. The absence of the 
notion in aboriginal America has been a matter of comment. But the ideas of danger 
in connection with menstruating women, and even those which ascribe perilous qualities 
to persons in other abnormal physical states-fatigue or intoxication-may go back to 
Indian origins. 

The tzitz-.moa-tancaz is probably derived from native ·tradition. Tzitz-moo-ik is 
mentioned in a manuscript (Chilam Balam de Nah) in the Tulane collection (Rays, p. 207), 
and in the Chilam Balam of Kaua. A similar idea is recognized by the Tarahumara 
(Wendell Bennett, Ms.). The use of blue coloring to protect children or other per
sons from this and other dangera suggests very strongly the sacred blue paint or dye 
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uaed by the ancient Maya in many religioua or magical situation• (aee, for example, Landa, 
Chapter XXVll). 

Although the crystal (zaztun) as an instrument of divination is known to ua from both 
the New and the Old World, its uae in Yucatan today doubtless goes back to aboriginal 
Maya practices. Other Indian peoplea uaed it, but it is not mentioned in Landa, and the 
Lacandones use other methods of divination. Divination with grains of maize is almost 
aurely a native custom. It ia mentioned by Cogolludo (p. 2!)6) and by Aguilar (:106); 
and maize-divination, somewhat different in character, was practiced by the ancient 
Azteca. 

Both Indian and European elements have contributed to the herbal medicine of Chan 
Kom (Roye). Massage, bleeding and cupping were certainly known to the Spaniards, 
but they were also probably uaed by the ancient Maya. Bloodletting as a remedy for 
aicknesa io mentioned by Landa (Chapter XXVll). One can not say whether the loh 
and santiguar ceremonies• are chiefly Indian or Spanish in origin. The ancient Maya 
had a ritual (Landa, Chapter XXVI) wherein maize, copal and balche were cast on a 
brazier and the whole carried out of doon and thrown away by a man who might not then 
look behind him; "y con esto dezian quedava el demonic echado." But such magical 
acta are familiar from Old World folklore, and the Catholic Church itself recognizes 
exorcistic rites, at baptism u did the ancient Maya, to free the child from evil spirits. 
The performance of ceremonies at the four entrances of the village has ancient parallels 
(Landa, Chapter XXXV). I do not know which of the elements that make up the amulets 
used in Chan Kom are Indian in origin. 

It will be equally difficult to untangle the historic skeins that have gone to make up 
the web of beliefs and practices having to do with witchcraft. In the account of witch
craft in Chan Kom we apparently recognize the werewolves, ghouls and incubi and succubi 
of European folklore. The preventive use of salt is also familiar from Europe; indeed, 
the Church puts salt in the mouth of a baptized child to protect it from corruption. On 
the other hand there are some indications of prehispanic witchcraft in Yucatan. Landa 
(Chapter XXVII) refers to the nunittrol of the Maya of his time, although this is natural 
in a missionary. It is plain that in the early part of the Sixteenth Century there was 
practiced in Yucatan a witchcraft resembling that of today, including the important use 
of love-charm• (Aguilar, 207; Cogolludo, p. 296; see also the words in the Motu! dictionary 
beginning with ah pul and pul). The references collected by Brinton (1894) to support 
his view of the existence of a widespread diabolic cult C' nahualism ") in Middle America 
indicate the belief in witches that transformed themselves into animals by the beginning 
of the Seventeenth Century; but the earlier references suggest only the practice, apart 
from sorcery, of identifying each individual with some guardian animal-often the day
sign, according to the tonalamatl, of the day on which each was born. Yet the Motul 
(under ah uay c~amac and uaayinabal) indicates the presence in the last part of the 
Sixteenth Century of a belief in witches transforming themselves into animals. 

PROM BIRTH TO DI!A TH (CHAP. XI) 

So little is known about the birth-customs of the ancient Maya that direct comparison 
with the present-day practices is not possible. In Sahagun's account of such customs 
among the Aztecs there is very little that corresponds with the Chan Kom practices. The 
custom of taking the baptismal name from the name of a saint appropriate to that day in 
the Catholic calendar may have become established because, perhaps, the ancient Maya 

'SAVe the child its first name from the name of the day (in the tonalamatl) on which it 
was born. We know1 at least, that the ancient Aztecs had this practice (Sahagun). 

I Similu thm~peutlc cenmoaitt u. dac:ribcd lor Brithh HD11d11ru by ThomptOn h9JO. p. 70"'74). 
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Although the ancient Maya had a ceremony called "rebirth," which the Spaniards identi~ 
fied with their baptism (Landa, Chapter XXVI; Cogolludo, p. 307), this ceremony took 
place when the child was about twelve years old, and the present-day ceremony is in every 
aspect Christian. The formal asking-for-the-godfather, like the formal requests made 
in arranging marriages, resemble in their general form and spirit analogous practices 
among the ancient Aztecs. Especially did the Aztecs make use of long, formal charges or 
admonishments at the urites of passage" (Sahagun; Las Casas). This is at least some 
grounds for thinking that the ancient Maya did so too. I know nothing as to the origins 
of the tzicil ceremony. 

We know (Landa, Chapter XX) that the ancient Maya carried their babies on their 
hips, as do the present people. The ceremony of hetzmek, when the child is first placed 
in this position is probably of Indian origin, because the Aztecs had a similar custom where
by they placed in the child's hands implements which, according to its sex, the child 
would use in adult life (Sahagun, Book II, Sect. 16). 

As already indicated, Landa (Chapter XXV) tells us that in ancient days, as now, 
paren.ts arranged marriages for their children through intermediaries. The four successive 
nocturnal visits to ask for the girl's hand correspond with ancient Aztec practice (Sahagun, 
Book II, Sec. 16; Las Casas) and is therefore also probably Indian in origin. The existence 
of the muhul is also indicated by Landa ("los padres ••• concertavan las aras y dote, 
lo qual era muy poco, y davalo el padre dc:l mo~o al consuegro" (see also under "muhul," 
Motu! dictionary). 

The practices and ideas involved in death and burial appear to be almost entirely 
European in derivation. None of the features mentioned by Landa (Chapter XXXIII) 
is present in the customs of Chan Kom, although in Quintana Roo they still bury the dead 
in or near the houses, as Landa says was anciendy the case. When Landa says of the 
ancient Maya notions of the future life, that it"' se dividia en buena y mala vida, en penosa 
y llena de descansos. La mala y penosa dezian era para los viziosos, y Ia buena y delec
table para los que uviessen vividos bien en su manera de vivir . . . " we are presented 
with a parallel so close to Christian ideas and so different from Aztec and Indiaq thinking 
generally, that we suspect the correctness of his report. At any rate, if the ancient Maya 
had this idea, as did the Catholics, there is no telling from which source spring the beliefs 
of the present time; nor can we tell whether metnal is Indian or Spanish in origin if it be 
true, as Landa says, that in metnal the wicked souls were "atormentados de los demonios.'' 
I can say nothing as to the derivation of the ideas of reincarnation held by the people of 
Chan Kom. 

THE MEANING OP NATURE (CHAP. XII) 

To the present-day cosmogony the Christians have contributed heaven with its 
pearly gates and its angels; but the quadrilateral world and skies with the rain-gods that 
have their seat in the east are certainly Indian. One wonders whether the cenotes were 
anciendy regarded not merely as associated with the rain-gods, but as the mouths of hell, 
or whether the double connotation that they now have is a development since the Con
quest. The planting of crops according to the phases of the moon has familiar European 
parallels. The name of the Milky Way ("white road"), that of the Pleiades ("rattlesnake's 
rattles") and that of the stars in Gemini c· tortoise") are apparently all aboriginal (Landa, 
Book II, and Motul Dictionary, under "ac., and utzab"'). That the early Maya re
garded the eclipse as a critical moment, and beat on tables an,d doors to drive away the 
ant"s who were eating the sun or moon, is attested by Cogolludo (Book I, p. 2.95); and the 
idea of the domestic utensils revolting against their masters is a widespread aboriginal 
American idea (Krickeberg, 386); it occurs in the Popul Vuh. It would take extensive 
consideration of folklore materials, as well as some temerity, to separate Indian from 
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European elemento in the ideas held in Chan Kom with regard to the symbolism and 
behavior of plants and animals. As in 10 many other of the topics mentioned in this 
appendix, one would encounter many parallels between European and Indian beliefs. 
Both Indian and European, for example, read omens in the movements of birds and 
animal• (Cogolludo, p. 294). 
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GLOSSARY OF MAYA AND SPANISH PLANT AND ANIMAL NAMES 
MENTIONED IN THE TEXT 

With few exceptions, these identifications are taken from the lists given in 
The Ethnobotany of the Maya, by Ralph L. Roys, Tulane University of Louisiana, 
Middle American Research Series, Publication No. z (1931). As plant and 
anima[ names are very uniform in Yucatan, the identifications are probably 
correct in nearly all cases. A few of the plants here listed were submitted to 
Field Museum of Natural History, where Dr. Paul C. Standley kindly identified 
them. 

Roys' lists are derived from the botanical works of Standley, Gaumer, Mills
paugh and others, and from the zoological works ofTozzer and Allen, Gaumer and 
Goldman, aided by references in Maya manuscripts and dictionaries. 

The names are here given in alphabetic order, according to the letters of the 
English alphabet, and disregarding the facts that in both Maya and Spanish list
ings it is common to treat as a single letter two letters that represent a single sound, 
that the glottalized and unglottalized forms of Maya consonants are really two 
different sounds, and that the u x, prefix rna y or rna y not be pronounced in front 
of many Maya plant and animal names. All names are set down here in the 
forms in which they appear in the text. The words clieleem, clioh, clioy, becli, 
cliuy, and hoocli should be written with a barred "li"; i.e., the consonaht repre
sented by "eli" is glottalized. The character "li" is not available in the small 
capitals in which the following lists are printed. 

FLORA 

A&AL-Spondias sp. A generic name for native plums. 
AcHIYOTE (sp.)-Bi:ca ore/lana L. The arnotto. 
AKICA&-Cydista trquinoctia/is (L.) Miers. 
BALCHE-Lonch.ocarpus longistylus Pittier. 
Boo-coccoloba sch.iedtana Lindau. 
BoHoM-Unidentified. Same as 6om, Saba/ sp? 
BvvL-Piuueolus oulgaris L. The kidney-bean. 
CAT?.rn-Prosopis chi/ensis (Molina) Stuntz(?) 
CHACAH-Bursera simoruba (L.) Sarg. Gumb<>-Limbo. 
CHAC-MOLON-CHE-Same as chae-mol-ehe, Eryth.rina amtricana Mill(?) 
CHACTE-Standley's identification is C-zsalpinia plalyloba S. Wats., described as a 

shrub or small tree 6 to 20 feet high, bearing flowers. The chacte referred 
to in our notes supplies the chief beam for house-~uilding. 

CHACTE-CO<>-Ctl!salpinia sp. ( ?) 
CHAC ZICIN-Same as chac zincin, Ctrsalpinia pulch.trrima (L) Swartz? 
CHAY-7alropha aconilijolia Mill. Chaya. 
CHAYOTE (Sp.)-Stchium edule Swartz. 

:n6 
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Ck&LEEM (or theltem-tt)-Agaoe ixtli Karw. 
CHICAM (or xicam)-PaehyrrhiZtU erosut (L.) Urban. 7ieama. Yam bean. 
CHICMUL-Unidentified. Same as that-mol, Gomphrma globota Ll 
CHIJ<Toc-Probably Krugiodmdronfm-eum (Vahl) Urban. 
Caoa-Indigojera ani/ L. Indigo. 
Caov-Unidentified. 
C1-Agaot sp. A general term for agave, including henequen. 

377 

Cal &A (Sp.) (Maya, Kuy-che).-The silk-cotton tree, and other members of the 
genera Ceiba, Paehira and Bombu. 

CuNCHo-Unidentified. 
Dzut-Manihol esculent• Crantz. The manioc or cassava. 
Dzur:n.uc-Diphyta robinioidu Benth. or D. earthaginmsit J acq. (Standi.). 
ELEM'UY-Gu41Jeria Gaumeri, Greenm. 
EPAZOT£ (Sp.)-Chmopodium ap. 
HAAz--Muslls4pitnlum L. The banana. 
HA&lH-ldJthyomtlhia communis Blake, or Piscidia erythrina L. 
HALAJr-Stirput oalidut Vahl. Bulrush. 
HALAL-<:HE-Podi/anthut nodijlorus Millsp. (or else same as halal.) 
Ho~r-Hibiseustubijlorus DC, or H. dypeatus L. 
HoMA-Probably a variety of Lsgmaria siteraria (Molina) Standi. The gourd. 
HuNCHICH-Unidentified. 
Jc-Capsieum annuum L. Chile pepper. 
lciCHE-RoyJ says Maya texts give ie-che u a synonym for ixim.che, which is 

Cauaria nitida (L.) Jacq. (1) 
I XIM-Zta mays L. Maize. 
lXIMCH&-Cauaria nitida (L.) Jacq. (1) 
Iz-Ipomtztl bataJas L. Sweet potato or camote. 
JICAMA (Sp.)-See Xicam. 
KANPOKOLCHE-Duran/a plumieri Jacq., Machaoni• /indtniana Baill? 
KAx-Rimdia lruncata Greenm. & Thompson or R. xalaptnsis Mart. & Gal. 
KAxAa-vuc-An unidentified vine. 
KuLJNCHB-Astronomium grt~otoleus Jacq., P11lo mullllo. 
KuM-Cucurbita molthata Duch. Calabaza (winter crookneck squash). 
KvTZ-Nicolillnll 111b11cum L. Tobacco. 
Lac-Probably Lsgmaria siteraria (Molina) Standi. The gourd. 
LucH-Crmtntia eujtlt L. The calabash. 
MACAL-Diouortll tJiatll L. The yam. 
MuLOCH-Triumfetla relflitrilu6a L. and T. dumtlorum Schlecht. 
N1cn-Piumtria ap.-Frangipani. 
OP-Chac op ia Annona eolorada L. Yaax op is Annona retirulata. The custard apple. 
OxciTINCHE-Unidentified. 
OxoL-Unidentified. 
PAKAL-A generic name for orange. Cliuhuc pakal is the sweet orange. 
PAYLUCH-Coutartll lltllmtoclt~tlll Robins. & l\Iillsp. 
PlcHI-Psitlium gu11jav11 L. The guava. 
P1xov-Guaum11 ulmijoli11 Lam. 
PoMOLCHE-1t~tropha gaumeri Greenm. Piiion. 
Pox-Annona cherimo/11 :\fill, the cherimoya, and A. murit11111, the guanabana. 
Puc AK-Notoptera ltplottphala Blake. 
PuT-Carica papaya L. The papaya. 
Sucuaa-1c-Unidentified Chile pepper. 
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TAMAN-CAN-Unidentified. The Motu! gives, "'ix taman can. Yerba acedcra, o 
casi ella." 

TANAM-Go.rsypium sp. Cotton. 
TANCAZCHE-Zanthoxylum fagara (L.) Sarg. Prickly ash. 
TEMPORA-(Sp.) Unidentified. 
TEZ...ABANico-Roys says that "'tez" (from "tezcuntah," the term of respectful salu .. 

tation) is a generic word for Amaranthus, 11 but is probably applied chiefly 
to A. dubius Mart. and A. anntcteus Blake." .tlbanico is Spanish for 11[an." 

TZAH-Jatropha aconitifolia Mill. A variety of chay. 
TZALAM-LysHoma bahamtn.ris Benth., or L. latisiliqua L. 
TzAMA-An unidentified bean. 
Tzunuc-Diphysa carthagenmsis J acq. 
TzuTZULPox-Annona sp. 
UACHE-Unidentified. 
VAXIN-l.euc-zna glauca (L.) 
VAYAM-Talisia olio,zjormia (H. B. K.) Radlk. 
XAAN-Sabal japa Wright. The guano palm. 
X-HOLOM-XAL-Tillandsia strtplophylla Scheidw. 
X-KAKALTUN-Odmum micranthum Willd. 
XIAT (or X-ytJI)-Cham.zdorta graminifolia Wend!. 
XIcAM-Pachyrhizus erosus (L.) Urban. Jicama. 
X-KAN-LOL-Ttcoma stans (L.) H. B. K. Yellow elder. 
X-MABCHE-Unidentified. 
XuL-Unidentified. 
YAXCHE-Ctiba pentandra (L.) Gaertn., or C. cauaria Medic. Silk-cotton tree. 
Y AAX-EK-Lysiloma .rabicu Benth. 
YAxNic-1/itex gaumeri Greenm. 
YINCHE-Unidentified. 
YUMTZUYTZUY-Unidentified. 
ZAc-cuv ZILCHE-Standley lists Zac-kuy-che as Bombax elliplicum H. B. K. .. A 

large tree with large white flowers." 
ZIPCHE-Bunchosia glandulosa (Cav.) DC. 
Zrr-Lasiacis dioarictJia (L.) Hitchc. 
Ziz&Ic-Vanillafragrans (Salish.) Ames. The vanilla. 
ZUPUTH-Unidentified. (Perhaps zutup was meant: Ipomrra /Jona-nox, L. The 

moon-flower vine.) 

FAUNA 

Ac-T urtle or tortoise. 
AKAB DZUNUUN-.. Night hummer." Unidentified insect. 
BA-Hettrogeomys torridus Merriam, or Orthogeomy.r scalops Thomas. 
BAACEN-cHULUL-Unidentified bird. 
BAcH-Grtalis udula pallidi'Dtntris Ridgway. 
BECH-Eupsychortyx nigrogu/aris Gould. 
CAa--General term for bee. 
C£H-0docoiltus tolttcus Saussure. 
CHAY-I-KAN-Unidentified snake. 
CHAPAT-Centipede? 
CHIBILUB-Unidentified bird. 
CHic-Nasua narica yucatanica Allen. Pisott. 
CHue-Muc-Unidentified insect. 



Cttuc-nJMJN-Unidentified bird. 
CHuucra-Unidentified bird. 

APPENDIX F 

CJTAM-Pttari angullllus yucatanmsis Merriam. Collared peccary. 
CoLELCA&-Mtlipona fulvipll Quer. 
Cox-Dact;ylortix llwratitus Sharper. 
Cun-Agriotharis ott/lata Cuvier. Ocellated turkey. 
Cuvc-S1iurus yucatanensis Allen. Squirrel. 
CHuv-"The kite." 
EHoL-Trigona brt~un-i Fr. 
HALE&-Dasyprocta pundata ;yucatana Goldman. 
HoLJ[...OCH-Gaumer has identified this as Marmosa gaumtri Osgood. 
HoocH-Roys: "A long-bodied ash-colored ant found in old tree-trunks." 
HooNos-Unidentified snake, 
KAMBUL-CraK globittra. Curassow. 
KAHnAc-Trigonajat;y Sm. 
MAZ--Cricketl 
Mucuv-General term for dove. 
NoM-Crypturussallt~i go/dmani Nelson. 
OoNAM-Unidentified snake. 
PuHuv-Nyetidromus albicollis yucalantnsis Nelson. 
Tzus-Dasyprocta punc/ata yucalanica Goldman. 
T-zuYTtuv-Ltptotilafulviuentris Lawrence. 
XtK-Unidcntificd bee or wasp. 
X-cucuTcJa-Columba flauirostris Wagler. 
X-KOL-Unidentified bird. 
X-MAHAN-NAt-An unidentified butterfly. 
X-Nuuc-Unidentified bird. 
YA-Either Myiarchus yucalanmsis Lawrence or Platypsa risaglaite Lafresnaye. 
Y AX KA.BJ.A.I-Unidentifi.ed snake. 
Y AXICH-Unidentified bee. 
YuvuM-Itltrus muomtlas muomelas Wagler. 
ZA.c PA.CA.L-Mtloptra leucopltra L. 
ZA.oz-Unidentified worm or grub. 
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in cotm(lfOny, 205; tales about, .)J2.-JJ4; pra~ to, 33r356; 
bittorr of, 369 

C!la-dtuc: dc:ICI"iption of, 138-143; taboo to women, 6g; when hdd 
Is; in. yearly rouncl. 83; Diary: 163"'264; oritint, 371 

Chachalacu, 143 
Chain~, aold: u wealth. 5I; u maniq:e tift, 193; u medicine, 112; 

u •rmbol of uarua, 217 
Chain, 37 
Cham-cham-uah, 146, 174 
Chan-elr.al, 1::12 
Cllapub. 187 
c,.,_,<tJ 
Chay, 46 
Cbithm ltza, 6,1, 110 18, 19, 20o 59. 61, 171, 213, 22$, 2JO. :IJI, \140, 

SotS. 257,288,290. 29S. 298,318,325, J30o J31, 335, J40o 342 
Chide I.JUI ~!.irJ#r'O/, :11, 23 
Chilam Bllam, 18, 19, 20, 372 
Childbirth, 111 Birth 
Childrm: autody of, on cleath of pmmtl, fiJI tub performed by, 

71; endaqaoed by e.-il winda, 1&.; and Evil Eye, 168-16g; 
auayed childrm, 176; wear amuku, 176-177; bapti1m of, 
184-190; narnc:~siven, IBJ-11+; play of, 191; care of, 190'"1§11; 
purU.hment of, 190; death and after death, 1518--:lo4 

Chili: the C~Kntill concliment, 371 bow puWn, 46; amount IJ'O'WD, 
Sllli u medicine, 171 

Chocolate: pot uaecJ. 37, 38; drunk, 38; a IUSWT, 57; u ritual 
clrink, 15:11, 186, 1" 

Chalr.ol-oeh, 209 
Chriltmu, 86 
Chua caan (''Trwsk of Heaven"), n6. 117, 1310 :lOS 
Church. IH QN~.,.;. 
Clluyub: dc:ICribcd, .)6; usually made by women., 6g; on,in, 36-t 
Cisuena, •n, 158, 186, 187, '"• 1§16. :a68 
Cinnamon, 40, U.g 
Circumcilion, 36o 

Ciri:r.m~hlp, 79 
Citr: Merida, the on1y one. r; road to, 6; contact with. u; .-il-

laa:en vilit, :1.]6 
Cl-, 101-102. 
Clothins, ~" Coahl.me 
Clove, 129 
Coba, 18, 151, 116, 117, 12s, 205, 340o 341, 342 
Coffee, 38, S7 
Coaolluclo: quoted or cited. 19o 20, 31, 36J, 369, 371, 372o 373, 

374o 315 
"Cold"~ "hot," 130. 161-163, tii-IIJ, 372 
Coloni-.tion: proc$ d~bed, 14; hi1tory o( foundi111 of Cho 

Kom, 24-26 
Colon: u.ociated with tha&e~, llf, 116; sreen IIIDciated witla 

no., no; blqe or purple u.ociabed with liclr.nCM and ita 
cure, 16g, 177; red aaymbol of blood ancl clcatb, 211; black a 
tymbol of cleath, 211, 201, 241; in conna:tion with Dan of 
the Duel, 203; in connection with ticlr.n-, 241; of pahlllltu
nob, 343, Jf4-JH 

C_il.,io; tencral di..:uaaion, 10!1-IOJ; jurifdiction OYa' marital 
cli•puta, 6:11 •tdc:l factional disputet, 1041 l«des quurd, 
2Jij adm.iniJtenjUlltice in domc:~tit qulli'Rit1 2731 adjudicatc:l 
with respect to clebt, 29::1; IJI'Illtl permiuion to cballfC resi
dau:e, :194; hean complaint u to damtte to hos, 2§16; admon-
ilhca quarre!.orne wik, 297; pani•hel frw violatinc rule 
api.wt finlworb, 301; nquira realcitn.rot to do a.tn.f•ti,.., 
301; acta vipvtul1, JOfi refuse~ to interfere in dornntic 
quarrdt, 312; requires non-reoiclmm to per{ormf•ti--. 3171 
defia Cuncunul authoritia, 319; forbicb hop in tD'I:eU, 3l11Ji 
hiuorital ori!Jint., 368 

Communal labor: houaa built by, JJ; IU llha, P•ti,. 
Communie~~tion: road. and patha, 6-1; viliton1 ancl tra•den, 

8; new ro.cl built, 301 clelire for, 2301 tdephonc, 247 
c-p.t/ru: sencral diii:IIISion, gB-1oo; role at baptism, ll.f-190; 

ofbeamelr., 188-190; ofmaniqe, 194; role It maniq:c, 19f 
Conflia: between •tdemenu, 9, 29; rue: war, :IJI on account of 

land clilputa, &.-66, JCO; on account of J.,;-. 104; revol~t
Donar,.- wu, ::120-1124; over e~~tde, 2:a6; ber.oem Chan X:0111 
and c~.~ncunul authorities, 319 

Conquat, Spani•h. 19""20 
Contact: are&~ of mnet anclleut intimate a~ntact, B-10 
Contraception, 247 
Cookery: clcacribed, 37""41; fundl.l'llental techniques of, 41; 

WOII'Ian'• worlr., 70"711 ~. 12i-1:119; ''colcl hand. .. in, 1631 
orisin. 36-t-365 

Cooperative: orpni:u.tion of projected, 12, \141 0 276, :1178,:11§1:1, ::194 
Copal, 121 
Coriancla-, 3S. .,6 
Com, '" Maize 
C.O.rumc: dcacribcd, 41-42; uniformity witb rapect to, 3~; con

tumption of, 57; bridal, 581 COlt of, S7: ownenhip ol, 6::a; at 
baptiam, 186; at marriq:e. 193"'1941 II cleath. 200; historical 
oriain of, 365 

C.O.mosony, 206, 374 
Cotton, pow!!, 4::1 
Couruhip, 97 
Credit. 58 
Crime, IG,J-IOS, 114o lll$3o 276. Sn IIIII Punithment, Ct~•h.,;, 
C1011: ~I cliacuation, uo-111; on bee-hiva, ,.S; Day of Holy 

C101t, 8.t. 23511 in place of IIDI/10 107; Jilr.e I ,.,., IIOl U I 

11mbo1 oharu:tification, 11o-111; painted sreen. no; Cl'ected 
at cen.otc. 114; receiva ofFainp, 124; in. papn cen:monice, 
137: 14::1; on eartb-oven, 144; in houJc, 147; !IOYCIIU for Holy 
c-. 148, 14511 lf4l lliKD of, IJI, 215; killina: of, IIS;j_,,., 
for, 237; biltorical oritir~~o ,161 

Cuntl: lint built, 27, d; Ute of, '7511 new, fin.ilhed. 272 
Cuch, defined, IJ6, 154-155 
Culture: h~ 32; local diff'ermcc:~ in, 34; o int$ated 

whole, 364 
Culture change: e.-iclenced by archltcctllft, 31; in tooll, 3:11; oJd.at 

techniques are leut specialized, 32; aft'ccti111 pratip, of h-~~~en, 
7Sl witb respect to the famil1, 87; ftC'W dance~ intrvd.uced. 
237; muhul ddi~ publidy, !IJII sirl fincll employment in 
city, 271; beBin toclrink milk, .J07; in ln.dian elemcnt1,36J 

Cumin, 1251 
Cuppillf, t&t. 373 



INDEX 

Dlnei,.., modem, :IJS, SJJ1 :IJ6, 'liJ7, :149, 3:11· lu Ml•]lll'lnl 
Death• ICnetal diiiCUMiDn, 19il-:ao41 omc:a. of, SJo-'JII; hiatorical 

ot'IJIIUI of CUitome, J74 
Dnth-riU, IJ 
~~ U:i1iu of, 117~111, JJO; hoo{a of, h amulet, 177; hunted, ... 

:IJ4, :IIJ, :lifo :all, ~I, Jll, JIJ, 316, 327• 8u M1• Vc:nUon, 
Zip 

Deitin11Crlc:rll diKIWion, Ch. VII; ofrhfl ben 116, JO; ofthfl hunt, 
1ol, 1401 p.,an, 111-1:11; nnp.~nce of, 111; narurebdonp 
co, us; conluMor. with rapecr 10, us; of cattle, Ill; lit M1• 
l•,ltn,D;tn 

o,,.,.~. •• 
D-rtion, 91~1 
J>e-tiJ, lSI, 171, Jlo 
Di .. -~ tbs-16J, 110 
Duuwr-of-theomilpa, '" U hanli c:ol 
Dlt11 0 1101 1241 ISf, 1.171 IJ91 1.,6, 141, 1491 IJS, s6:a, JJ9-JJ6 
Dir.cliobl, nnhnal, IQJ 
Di .... , Ill 5Jck-
Di1'ination, 1~171, l'liJ, IJS, 1441 J7J 
Di,.Uiion of Iabar, Ch, V 
Diroru, 91"'91, :all 
DPI•r, 4Jo Is, :a66, :167, :a6p, :170, :171, J:IJ 
Dop,41 
Jlnamt, Sfo-'JII 
Duck.., 47 
1>11 alub, IJI-IJ9, Ill, .:17'• 
Dluh delinfd, 1o1~1o:a; wont uiC'd by Felipe Carrillo, :al; term 

UJid, :IIJ, .1:10, JJI 

Earri11111 4t, J7o 116, :IJO, J6J 
E..nh OYens how made. 411 riNal UM1 I:IJ1 711 1:110 1:191 IJJ0 I~ 

140, 141, 144, ISJ 
&11,.... :106, J74 
l!cP• .. ''"'• Jl; 1111 of, J4o J91 :alo1 amounr con•umld, S7l u 

money, 6o; at "hot" food, 1611 mythical huo hatched from, 

"' Bjlt/111 pn1r.l diKUIIion, "'' ordrr of confirmation of, in Yuca• 
ran, 4-JI plan for, mad~, :IJI de\illc:r)' of, 1 1ymbol ofararua, 
:171 recommended by Felipe Carrillo, :111 nrnycd, 291 pot
-ion of, obraintd, :19; milpu within, "'' inaulfici~nlo 6J; 
touaht u aubterfu1e in ordn- to MCure m0111 land, 6J, s.t6: 
requnt for additional, :IJ61 hi1torinl ori1i,... J6? 

Eleeti01111 of olflcaw of u,., ro6; of nate officcn, :131, :IJS, :IJ4o 314o 
Jl6, J:17 

£mbroidrry, 41-4:1, I liD, J6J 
Emi1ration and immiaratiort, 14o IS 
Emplormrnl, s:a, 91 IJ,,.,..J., IJ4, IJ6, 371 
II,.wt, 40. 41, 46, nv 
Ep1drmica, :IJ, I1J, :al:a 
EpilDIItic, 47• IU, JOO 
Ethnobotanr, 171 
E.11il E~, '" Oj• 
Eun:iam, '" KA •1111 Loh 

Fqin•• delcribed, 71-101 aa contriburiq loward reform Pf'OC".m, 
61 redutina population, 141 houHt built by, timr 1pcnt in 
pcrformi111, lo-ll; and u•i1•ri•, IOJI failure to perform, 
191, JOII mu1t be ~formed befon learina viU..,,JOSI hil
tarital oririn•, J67 

FamilY• pnrral diteu•ion e(, IMH 11 prvduttion and cor111um~ 
tinn poup, u-J61 patTiline.J .. tended domnlic, s6, 61, 
-.,..,.ol fam•IY ,.,.,til, tO?; a hierarchy of authorirr, lpe. 
Str M11, Mani .. e, Kir111hip 

P'edt~n~l ..,11emment, 6J0 lo6, J:a6, 317 
FHblrmindrdneu, 114 
Fentina flclde, .,., ago 
Fertihtr, ••· s, .;,. Sterility 
F1•ta•1 da~trirrion of, I JJ-1 S!ll in tow rill, Jll rime 1pcn1 OA, lo; 

pia«~ in r~rlr round, 11~861 of patron 11int, IJJ-If9o 10,0 
1:14, lf41 to Holy Croa, 110. IJ7o IJ9l element of, in cen
mon•n, 14J, 1._.; nouna u, IJOI warfate po.rponcd u111ril 
ar,..r, 1:11. s, .Jn ,.,., •• 

Fir'Miri.JI, J7 1 J"' 
p,,..,ood, , •• 11·" 

Fireworb, 1ol, IJ4o H6, :a,.6, JOI, .170 
Finr-lrvim, 1:17, 143~144o :all, 301 
F'ith, ff, :117. :aJo 
Flint, uHd u arrike-a-lirht, 37 
Plowen1 P/""'"i•, n, I,.; in ritual contesu, 114-I:IJ. 811 M11 

Pl1nt1 
Folk·taln= tntl, 3:1I-3JI; balama mntioned, IIJ. In M11 

StDf'J'telliq 
Food= de..:ribed, 37-41; fcnrlu fntal food, Jl, ,.o; of in&.nta. 113; 

hinorical orifin, of J'-4-J6s 
Fowl houte, J' 
Friday, 161, 174o IIJ, S7J 
Friend.hlp, connnrionalized by fDdpiirenthood, "' sr6 
Frontier, Chan Kom rea:ion u, :a-., SJ, :14. S7 
Frvit trea: kind., ,.6-47; yidd of, S4l property in, 67: wild, 19J 
F•M• ,,.;, 6s 

Gamblilll, 1:16 
Gardebl, JJ, Jl, "'' .J4o 61 
Garlic:,!J,O, 471 1~, 171 
Guo.lino boxn and tint, 37 
Genet, quoted, 116, J61 
GJ.,.;•, 19l, 99, 119, 1'-9 
Goau, J:&o 
Godpvenu= pM:ral ditCUIIIioll, 9l-1oo; cue for pdchild, :aso; 

hi11Drical ori,ine, .168. IN M11 C••,M,.,, 
GodJ, 111 Dcitia 
Good Tima, myth of, 1:1 
Gouip, ?01 179, 111, lotS 
Gourd, 36 
Gotoemmcnts oRica held by mrn, '-9; loca.l, 71, /01'-IOJ; o! the 

State, ICir,f-ro6. Su -'''• c,,.;,.,;,, Fedenl Gonmment 
Gr•ti•: 1 word lor maiu, 4So 116, 34Sl 1piritual ntenc:e of food, 

UJ, 1:11, IJ70 14:1, 14.), 14Jo :all 
Gran.,, 3fo 4S 
Griddle, 3f1 J71 41 0 IJO, 146 
G11tmli•1 nplained, 7l; obliaation irbome co 1 remote ,..IKiwrl•, 

Soft :17, :11. 8N .U. F•i•• 

Hun cab, 63, l7, :117,361 
Hadrnda= indrpcndrnce of Chan Kom of, :a; once card~ atatcl, 

II; employment on, 61; in follnalc, JJ6 
Hadt: pach, •s,-r6o, :aal, .17:1 
Hak-mada, 117, ~~~ JS6 
Hammock.. I in connection wirh h .. piraliry, J7; made o! henequen, 

4:1; ute of in 1hellina maiac, 4Sl told by rr.11elina nndora, sp, 
:all; IWUIII near alw, 139; C~~"ilwinda in, 167; oriain, J64 

Handicr.fm, 4:1 
H•nd-wuhina crremony, 11?-19:1, S:J9, :191, J74 
Ha~~~t~n, A. T., 6, J:l71 J1:1 
Hac:a,41 
Hearth, Jf, 31 
Hra,.en, '" G/.,.;. 
Hell, 111 Metnal 
Henequen I where (II'OWn in Yucatan, 1, Jl not c:ommm:ially lfOWn 

in Chan Kom ua, II; IUed in maki111 cll.urub., ,)6; in m1kina 
hac:a, 41; 1f0Wn in villqe, 4:1; bow prepami, 42; aale of fiber, 
591 fiber prepared by men, '-9; c:rili1 diacu11C'd, JO:I 

Hefti: eaten, 38; offered to soda, IJf, 141, 1.,6, 174o 176; rin~al 
food, 20:1. ,,., .,, Poultr7 

Herb•li1t 0 1J 
Hen:melu ICncral di-=UIIion, 111-1,0; ,OO.pannta of, 91, 100; 

relebraced, SofJ, :asl, J:&J; hiatorical oriairw, J74 
Hinory1 rnm on oral b'adition, 11; of Chan Kom, Ch. ll; of pre

Columbian tim11, Ill-so 
H-men1 role and function. of, 74""'77; a man'a oRire, 6,; pratiJ'tl Gl, 

61 apprentitethip of, 76-770 hi1knowlodp of dritia, 112, IIJI 
u renter of one comples of ritual, I:IJ; variatione in pncti~ 
of, ul; l'oneur. tlus wuthcr, 132-IJJ; fuftletiOIII ia ~ 
IIIOllia, IJ41 IJfo IJ7o IJ9, 140, 141, 1451 147; not COfiCCftleCI 
with nn~~er~u, IJO; in coan~:CtiOIII with villqe finra, IJI-16ol 
di .. nOii,.. illn~t~o a6s-t6J, JOJ; blcedi• and cuppi.• br, 
16,J-I~ 17:1-I?JI knowl~ Gl windt, 166; di"ination by, 
1~171; treatiq illn-, 171-1,&. 2111 in lob c:cranonia, 
I1J-I76; II ..CCIV, 1710 S:l7t DOl a aeeular leada, Sill Jti. 
torical orilir~~, J67 
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Hcp: IIIU(htcred, 380 ~ 2,31, '161, 322, .124; tecpiJia: ol, 470 
forbidden in 1creeta, 32J' 

Hnlhuntun~uyal, 116, 3+3. 3J'4 
Holy Cro., IW Crc. 
Holy ••a:r, 201 
Holy wea, 117 
llcmaa; dcaaibed, 36; u..t by h-men. 7J'I in ritual arttinar, 12s; 

lot baJche, 1d, 1371 ueed in blood-lettiq, 173: in exom.tie 
caemony, 174; in folktale, 3JJ' 

HomCJfQUa.litr, 9J' 
Honey: hotr atl:lred, 36; aa ~teaer, 38, 491 taken fiom hin:a, 

~so: atrained, 491 uae in balche, 116; u rnedicine, 171, 161 
Hone.: of tht: rain ,odl. 116, 201, 3J2""3J4; ditcuea of, 172; horae-

race, 336 
Houle lou, 65~ 
Houteholdt, IMt 
~: ck.cribcd, .l3-3J'i time and rnataiala uted in makin1, 

J'4i -nenhip nf, 66; all buildina: done by men, 681 of family 
pou~ II, 901 made of 1 network of croNeS, 1111 c:eremoaJ' of 
nCIIt' house, 14~147; built on railed powul, 16,.; orili• of, ,.. 

H•ipil, 41, 365 
Hummina:-binl, 18o 
HWltina:: deacribed, 471 deitia of, Jol, 11?-111; by ala, 121; 

incidental t1:1 caanoaia, r,..o; time apeat ia, Sr. S• .Ju 
Deer, Peccary 

Hrmna. •so. •s•. •76 
Ice, J'9o 291, 294. 313 
Jdua, 139. 140, 141, 14J'1 2$3, J40 
Illcaitirn&CJ', IS... 24J' 
Im~tioa of deitie., 142. 143 
lncmae, 142. Sw IIIII Copd 
lneeate bumer, ,36 
Jndip, 12.2, 177 
Inhcritaace, 61-63, 3&7 
ID~C~Ct~~: carry black mqic. 1781 a nuiaaDCe, 254 
Inun.IM, '19, 223 
ltaa. 12. 19,328, .130. lJI 
Iz ul, 3!1o 143 

,_,., defined, 1561 co receive nCIIt' tmlll, 10,; for Holy Cro., 
no; in ritual ·context, 12.41 at Yill.qe fiesta, IJ4o •ss-•s6; 
rituab in co~U~e~;tion with, IJI; Diary: 2J4; 2J6. 2J9o 242, 24J, 
2s6. :16s, 266, 271, 272, 277, 279. 213, JOJ, 313, 31 ... 32.7; 
oriaint, 371 

7ft,_, 38, 46, 47o $2 
Juan Thuthulkin, J37 

Xa: buc., 73, 172, .:JD9, 317 
Xa:-che, IJJ, IJ'4o ISJ', 1$6 
Xca. 174o 2.58, 316 
Kidder, A. V., nu, 6 
Xinam, r6,-r6,.. 
Kinahip: pacraJ diacu.ioa of, 17-95; ~ 93"'9J'o 3fl7; olda

'-othen, 94~5; in relation ftt IJO(Ipucnthood, 991 kin inter
YUle in mariral diJputa, roo; .. de6ned in marri~ rituab, 
195-1,6. Sw IIIII Family, Muriqe. c-,-,u 

Kill, IIJ', 186. 187 
Xita, 272. 
XoJ, 1'191 I3J'1 1410 142, 1,.6 
Xu~1 1J'7 
ICuiJob buob: .-.J ditcu.Xm, 113; permillioa of utcd, to 

fdl buab, 132.; hiltor)' of, J6l 
Xukulcan, 19, 3JJ', 37S 
Ktdlln (ICulclob), 154o IJ7, tl7, 1,6 
XWlku-chuc, 142. 143. 144 

Lac. 36. 32S 
Lacandona, I, J70 
Lamp, 32. 37o S74o 279 
Land: diaputa .bo.u, in colonial tima, 221 aced for frah, .. 

c..- of coloniaa.tion,. 241 uait of measure, 52; man-Wul ratio, 
JS; how often pl•nted, J'J-541 IJIUUP which aploia, HI 
propert1 in, 6,..-'71 ule of, 66. 2!11 "cold" ., "hot," I.:Jo: 
diaputa between Yillqa about, 283; butemf. 2,6; diaputa 
within Yill~ .. to, 2~7. JOO"'JJI 

Landa, Biahop. q\IOUIII or acec~, No J's, 3117, 361. 369. .:no. n•. 
""374 

l.anauac: ipOkea in ChaD ltaln, tJ-16. 8• .U. Spuaiab 
Leadcnhip: of Ckan Xom in the nwioa. 4o 9o s6; in 'rillqe. IS, 

Sot,3;18ida wid! Ebtan facticm., 21: (KtOn makiat Cor, lao
Jot; 2Jo; auCIObictraphJ' of leader, sa~ ._..,.,,.._,. 

LqillaNR, to6. s,. .u, Electiou 
Ldem, n6, l<fll 
L<o, .. 
Lentils, ,.6 
Li6ilo IOJ-Io6, 4o 9o 17, SJ', d, IOJ1 2J11 266, 261, 2.6t, 271,286, 326 
Li1htninar, us, 3431· 
Lim• bean., Jl, 40. ,.6 
Lime; uaecl in maize.cooter,, 38; in mortal', 38; buraina of, ss, 

286; protection of lim~J111 111; WODWI'I ptaeDCC 
apoila lim&bllftliq, 16,, 2J'J' 

Liquor: ula prohibited, JOi little uaed, 38; dranken-. 7J'1 153, 
242. 2S,; IOid in ltore, ,)26 

l.ibftcJ': in tribe, Yillqe and. towo. 1; becaule indf'ectift, DO 
hiator)', n; aummariud in Ckan ICora, 17; of ..smu -
tarn, 73• Sw IIIII Boob 

Lob caemonJ': dattibed, 175-177; tob Uled ia, 113; cattle lr:i1Jed 
for, SJ2 

Lain cloth, 41 
'-n,.p 
u.ur., 170 

Macbek: of iron, 37; of the alwc, 121; •lelcm, 142 
Machi_,.-, 200, 29. 12, 71 
MacKay, ICatbuyn. 'I'll, 181, ::1301 2J'I, 2J71 298 
~~~ UW.UI: - boob, 171 altraJ'I mea, 70l lOme JOQIIICI' 

-. 71; fuac~ of, 73; • cmta' of one ritDaJ campls, 
124-1:15; in - boa. caanony, 1,.6; fuactioa at DnYeDa, 

rso; •t fanenl and. death ritula, '"' ~ 32.4; •leader, 
Sl2, hiacoru:.J ori,ina, 367 

Mqic, m H-meu, Wild\cnft, ~ 
Ml.ize: techniqua of prod111Ction, 42-4J'i a-n in iata'lnedilte 

YiU.,a, 2; maize..powina -tial, J2o s•; bow pallDd. ]6; 
in cookei'J', ~40! beer aot made of, 381 the --. of tht: 
economy, s•l; market •alue of, 51; IDKIIInt pnld~ J'l-sJI 
price of, J2. J70 I:J9. 2,)3. 248, 276, 313; CODslllllpboa of, H
J'7i u monq, s6; amount CIOJIIUmed per year, 57;. c:aanon.ia 
i11 reference til, 1~144> fint-lru.itl of, l<tJ-1441 new com, 143; 
cooked, in~ 441 IIO'RDII for, 149. IJ'I; di'rillltiora 
with Jl'lina of, r,o; ~e~w:red ., lut sift, 2011 birdl that 
pro~t, 201; drelmJ of, pod om-, 2.11; price of, low; 10 
no fieata, 2J'4i lndi111 on,in1 of, 36s-:~66 

Malaria, 166 
Marjwam, 199 
Markeu. sl 
Muriqe: rimala of, 192-19l:.ehoice of~ 9; fatal food •~. 

40: brinp people m tow~~o sl; property riibta foUowi~~~t 6s; 
re-muriqe. 631 do:inai in terms or reciprocal di.uion. of 
labor betwcm man IIIUI trife. "ffo 971 rvlc: of"'----, 741 
polnYQOUa. 191 participo~tioa of Frl'• male rd•tiftl ill 
arnnaemeaa, 9J'1 2.17: choice ofiJIOUK, 95--96; IF at, 9J; 
of two li•tcn. ')6; aocial definitiou or, 97; pvc played by sod
pam:~ta, 991 ~ of, 100; aolemnized br church or ttllft, 
•ltoaecftCJ' or anuaemeata. ¥1 of~ s,.l; petitioa fur 
bride, J23l Indian dancats in, J61; hiatorical on.u- ol C~Zt
...... 374 

Muriqe-racaotiatw (tc~ll_,.,_): matt be a man, ~ rule and 
luntciona o(, 73""74o 192-~94; actl ftt owercome hcsitaboa to 
llllttl')' fint cousina, 961 Indian oriaina. ,368 

M-: teachel trade to othcn, 31. ,s; aot .. w, depeade:at oa 
milpa. 52. 

Muonry; - Mta of, 31; houaa of, • IUS\IIT, 3J; boll-s of, 
dacribed, 3J; labor and materilllt, n 

M~~~~p, 172, 111, 22.7, 3J'7, J6o 
Matcba, :n . 
Mayaa, u deliMd by people of Clwl Kom, 101, lJI 
Mcula, 165, 257, 2.82. 
MCIIIll'e, unitl of, 4Jl ofland. J'2; ofmade, J'2 
Meat: hcnr dried, 371 hcnr often. eaftn, 381 hcnr c:ooked. 40'"411 

unount eonaumnl, 57; ia ritual eookerJ, lllg 
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M.rltb'Uibon! irrqular, r6t; 'llrOI'IIUII ia, ~ 161; &nt,r6p, 

ltf.l ac:ti~tia duri111, Ill 
M.n:hant:l, tranlin1, I, p, fl, 61, Appc~ndi1 A, '1111i• 
M111iw1111 UAdcn, 1: ptMiible mind-blood dement ill Chan Kom, 

lfl ~enofun arc, 76: mcaniq ofunn, tor 
&htallr ul&'d u adjunct to mill, ,36; urried to •ilt"U, 6f, 247t 

1101 uaed by mea, ,o, :IIIJ' 
Me..nta, so6, t.76 
Mttn.J, 119, '"' :IIOJ, J7-4 
Macico, II 
Microba, :II!J-4, t87, til 
MidwifA• uchniqu• of, llr-siJ, J17"J6tl fee of, ,,_.,, 721 pro

t-ion of,?l-7.11 no pan at bAptitm, rl6: tnchint of, JSI 
Millu rarely drunk., Jl, SJII condenled, IIJ, 2.91, 3Jp; bt,i1111111 

be u.Kd, .)01 
Milpu1 map 1howiq location, ?I why remote from 1'illqe, 241 

n'Cr'J'OM maka, ,UI food c:uried to, lPI c:hoic:e office for, -421 
number of h.,..atl on, 4.11 bumin1 of, 44t lt.; fenciiiJ of, 44t 
-47110Win1 of, 44t lt.; protection of, 4f1 IIJI harvat of, -4Jo 
Is; lite And yield ol, Jf.-JJI tri,. to, f61 hired labor in, 611 
ownenhip of, 6.t; 1ale of produce of, 6.t1 worlten remain in, 
611 praence in, of tupematur.J beln~~o rn; protected by 
bal1111a, IIJI uncanninli'll of, 11-4, lt.fl theft from, 114: usoci
ll«i with lido UOj IICWMII frw, l-49t IJii life Without, iftloo 
pc.ible, '-" 

Ml/pr-;4, defined, 14 
Mint,46 
Milllonaria, .1:110 
Monq, r, 6o-6r, ra,, 199, 366 
Mon11 Crop! hen.cjuen in YucAU.n, :lj maitc 111 J6 
MonktJio :JJI 
Monrejg, rg-10 
t.h.,n, tof, s,l 
Morbidity, If 
Motu! diction.,., quou.d or cited, Jp, ,..o. oM. 3-49, JJ6, .365, J6?, 

J61, Jilt, 313 
M010nikob, 111 WhirfwindJ 
Mournint, tol 
Muhuh 1enml dltcuuion, lp.:J-1941 muat be re~umed In put i( 

meniap (aile, 6:a; netotiAtiona CO fix, ?-4o 2171 delivery a(, 
SJI-tJSI Indian ariajn, 361 

Mu1ie IUid mu•icAI ineb'Umentl, 6,, IJ-4. IJJ, 1JI, ria, SJI, Ill 
My'h11 1ennal dltc1111ion, Jsi-J'fll natuN and function of, 111 

protp«tiYe type, IS, tiJ; tatl of, 'ljo§, 

N1hu1 lnllu•nc:• In YucAtan, lp 
Nellulob, 117, IH 
Nam•1 lli'llflll diiiCUIIion, IIJ-1141 .U tumarna May1, IJ; per

tintn(e of eurnama Iince ~he Conquat, Sill pratip of 
Spanieh, 1011 nicltnama, 1841 tumama, 1l-41lookcd up In 
1lm1111C, 11,., 198; hietoriul ori1ina, J7J 

N•tionalinic fecliftl, Abeent, 11 
NI'WII de)Wndrnt upon face--to-face contact; nno.paper re1d, 171 

m~~Rhantl u carrim of, 591 1peec;ha of oubidel'l con1titute, ... 
NAWIJ'Ipllrl, ''· "''· 301 
NUll Dill, 1091 lla, 1491 IJI0 t?+o :1117, t.ll 
Nillffl•lli, 16, 39, IJJ, JJO 
Noo1, IJI 
N-urie, t 41, IJJ, lf4o IJJ0 tJJ, t6o 
N--.s• Jr'!nrt.J diKUMion, 141-IJJI women participah', '701 of 

puronllint, IJJ-IJ9, tol1 to HoiJ Crou, no; place in ritu.J 
canreu, 1141 for n1w houM, 1-461 to ttop ec:lipee, IO?l hdd, 
,.,,;., PI'• IJI-J'I71 oriaina, J71 

Numbel'll, rituel and mqict in two cantntl of ritual, 114-UJ, 
J6l, 17111 evtn 11 odd, t?Oa loti in magic, 1791 three, 114, 1,..0. 
146, Ill, 11010 Jl6. JJJ1 J4JI f011r, ll4t 1171 l'l9, 1)41 IJ6, 140, 
141, 14t, 144, 176. Ill, I9Jo 3401 five, 1141 aia, 1,16; ICYUI, 
114, ra9, 141, 141, 146, 147, 141, 166. r6t, 17t., rlp1 nino. 
IIJ, Up, 141 1 14So 1-46, 14?• 141, 166, 169, 17110 rip, JSJ, 
.147• ,1611 ten, IJ6, IJI, Jfll deven, llplthirteen, I'IJ, 119. 
llf, IJ6, 140, 141 1 141, l44o 1-4fo 1-46, 1'740 I?Jo 176. 196, lJ-41 
twlnl)'·fh•a, 1471 fift,., 1011 l,)6 

O.tmeal, •• , 
Oblidillll: found nc:~r ChiUI Kom, 11; ueed by b-men, 7f, r?6; u 

--.of the balarn, 114; in bloodlettillf, 173, ts7 
Ofl'crinp. 1t7-IJL 811 Mle Cenmoaia 
Oje, 161-16, 
Omc,.., sol, t.lo-211, JOI, J?J 
Onion~, Jl, -40, -41, ,.6, 47, 179 
<>P-um,ul 
Oran,e~, .. ,. 16:11 
On/nole11int built, t71 new one built, 108; candla burned in, lip; 

in ritual conta:t, 114; nonnu hdd in, 149. IJO, IJ4; bella 
'"'lilt :1100, SJS. 26t, JOJ; cue of, '4fl bona of <bel kqt in. , .. 

Orien11tiont of be&ohiYa, 48, U71 ol 't'illqe, 114; in cuemonia, 
.,,, ''"' ru • .., of, .1~ 

O..l,:aro 

Pahu1tunob, 116, J.f30 JJ.fo J6p 
Pap&,U.47 
PM-,161 
Patriotiem, p, 11 
Patron uint1 pner.J dite:union, 1ol; 6etta of, Is; 11mbol of the 

1'illqe, • ..,. 
Pe1nuu, ,.6, 366 
Peuentl, r, 6? 
Pccc:ary, 48, t6r, 'IJO, d1, t.IJ, Jl-4o 337, JSO 
Peonqe,n 
Petfume, -4t. 
Penonalit,, sra 
Pcten1 deec:ribed, 371 in ceremony, 1-43 
PhYtiGP'I'phy, of YucAtan, 1 
PhJIIiolotY, ltnowlcdp of, ~10 
Pib, '" Earth-o1'en 
Pibil-nal, 1-43, 1-49, t.r?, t.611, 266, s&,, 268, 316 
Pir'• head, dance of, If?, 371 
Pine~ppla, f.9, 46, JOI, 366 
Pll,lit, -40o 161 
Pioneen. Chan Kom, a 1'illqe ol, IJ 
PI'"'• J37, 371 
Plant11 ,enenl diiCUIIIion, :1107"101: ,rown, -41--470 "cold," IJOI 

UICd by h·nren, 1'741 Indian nri,in. of cultiYAted, J66; ,,.,.. 
,.,. of Maya aad Spani1b name.. 376 

Play, 19(1-191 
Piau, Jl 
Plciad&'ll, t.o6, t.IO 
Plliid•,?l 
Politic.J orpniution1 ol Chill Konr in ltlte pemrnent, 1-1; 

111cicnt, perpetuated, n; ariuocnra Nmoved from, t.6. 811 
11/1• GoYunrnent 

Poi)'IYIIY, l9, 14J, '197 
PopulAtion: relative aitc of, 4; JtltiJtieally tumnruiud, ·IJ-15 
PoUCr'J'I deec:ribed, J6-J71 made by both lllllet., 6p; ancient, IUIOCi-

ated 1ritb alua, no; Cln'J polhatina efl'ec:t of WOII'Ien, 16{1; 
ori,in of, J6.t 

Poultry1 Cllf'ti of, 471 u moiiC)', 6r; cooperatin, f.9f· 8, 11111 
Helll, Turte,., Ducks 

Pt1Nit,3P 
Ppobonr, 197, lfp, 137 
Ppul, 36 
Ppu1ob, n, JJO 
Prayenc circumJtancea that occuion, 1'111-lt..f; d0111:ly related to 

qriculture, JJI Spani1h 1nd Latin, 141-lfl, ?JI ol h-mea, 
75; "'inti' neme:t in, 1ol; to,.,.,, IOf; Maya 11 Latin and 
Spani1h, 11-4-121, 1491 YlriAtiGnl ia, ul; MaJa, recited in 
ceremoniet, IJ41 IJf, 136, 137, 1-40, 1-41, l+f, 14fl ta:tl of, 
JJp-lf61 learned bJ boy and ,irl before rnvriqe, 19-41 lor 
the dyina, 199; f'or the dead, :1101, SOJ 

PreinMCY, '" Childbinh 
Pre-m1rilll intm:oui'M, 96, 117S 
Prictl tradition~! aod campetitin, J,_.,; of b-men'A Kr1'ica. 

?(i; of cow, ss6. SH 11111, Tnde, Mliac 
Prist (Catholic),?J, 1051, 1l4, 19fo S'J.9, S?J, t.76. '199 
P,...eu1 defined b,. peopleofCh'UI Kana, 6; identified 1rith United 

S1a-., 111 apreued in myth, It; udelined by 1'illqclcadu, .. , 
Propapnda, ?J, ro6, 21,1, 191 
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Prupert'J'= ~nal, 61~3; in land,~~ inherir.ncc, of 61 
Protuu.no., 3U1 
Punilhmenr= of peona under old aystem, 12; for impiery, in myth, 

12; for failure to perform/•rin•, 79, 2.4+; by rodPJ.ft'nO.. 99; 
by aurhoritie11 outside the 'f'illqr, 104, :us; of children, 190, 
2IJ', :llir; for adultft')', 2.+0; by fine, JOS 

Pursatory, 199, :10:1 

Quintana Roo, 1, 2J 

Rue: biologital racial characrerisritt of Chan K<1m, rs; a a buis 
f<1r CCJnfticr, 2J; u 10eially defined. 101-102 

Railroad, 6, II, IS, 29 
Rainfall, 1 
Rain-.odt, Itt Chaact 
R-1/lllt, lf7• 372 
Rattle.nake, rio, 2.08 
RatrlctOnake fanp, 1S 
&j-s, 42, J'7, 36s 
Redfield, Robert, 230, 274. ::179, 283, ::198 
RcfOI'm: coneeived by people of Chan Kom, 4l orisin of concep-

tion in mind of leader, ::113 
Raidencc cuttoms, in gen~ patrilocal, 92 
Revolution of 191o-19:11, 4, 9, 11, :If, ::16, 10'1, :113, 219'"""114 
R~: defined, 148; described, IJ'1-IJ'J. Su ..Ut~ PrayeD 
Rice, 38, 183 
Riddles, 31rJJO 
Ri1ht PI left, 132 
RiNal: Ch. VIII; 122-12.6; partieipatiOA of both '"CI in, 69, 

70; the two riNal conta.o, 11ot-1:1J'. Su .Lit C«emonie~, 
P~,... 

Ro&cb, building of, 286, "190· Stt 11/se Communicariona 
Rockeo, '" Fireworks 
Rourr, 148, ISO, lSI, :ao:o 
Roys, Ralph L., VIII, 10, n, 339, 372, 373, 376 
Rue, 171 
Rum, 118, l4f1 1471 lf4o ISI, IJ'9o 17Jo 174. 186, 187, 190, 193, 

196, ::191.32.6 

SU~tt•"• 42, 44, 61 
Sacbr, 12, 11, JJO 
Sacred PI leCUlar, 68, 107, I:IJ, nl, 142, IJ'7 
Sacrifice: humu, by Indent Mara, 19. Stt .We Turkeyt 
Salfron, 40 
St.John'• Day, 47, B1 
Saint Michad, u chief of the rain~. loS, us, u6, 141, JJ9"" ,. 
Saint Peter, 198 
Salt, 57, 129, 176, 179 
San Dieso, 109, 119, 123, 148, 176, 2.fS, 26::1, 270, ::171, 304. 312 
S..ndalt: described.41; CONIUII'Iption of, 57; worn by ballll!ll, 113; 

in connection with 1-tabai, 41; origin, 36J' 
8•111ip•r, 173-174. 2JB, ::168, :alB, 373 
S•1W: acncnl diiCUUion, 107-11o; compastil with Bag, loS; ve& 

IJC&II« of, roB; identified with imaac. roB; ownuship of, 10!11 
that are patron.t of huntcn., 117; novena. for 1,.S; mun be 
pretent at novena, 149, IJS; fie~ta of, ISJ-1591 of lizimin, 
If?; ~ed to eeno1r, 1761 elligie~ told, 270; historical ori,illl, , .. 

s.,,u,.u, u 
S•srUIN, defined. l<lf 
S.tufd•y. 117 
Sc:hool: in Quintana Roo, 2; introduction of, in remoter villqe~ of 

Yucatan, 4; teachina Spani•h. 16; li.nt e~tablisbcd in Chan 
Kom, :as: li.nt buildina eree~, 2.6; teacher~. employed, 27; 
dot.int of, a CIUIC or di-lllion, 254; exam.inationa, 2U1 270, 
:all; new buildiq pn~jccred, J03l collapse or buildifll, 308; 
ft-buildint brpn, Jill new buildiq completed, 325; dedi
calM, 327 

Sea: knowlnip or, 11, 236 
Sewi111-machine, 71, :a,.B 
Sa-distribution, of population, 13-14 
Saual intaaNJH, 181, 139. 167, 191-191, ::109 
Shaman-prie~tJIII h-men 
Shattuck, GeofJe. 6, 15, 144 
Shirt, 41 

Shoe&, 42. J7, ::154 
Sickneat: 1enera.l dilc:uuion, 16o-1lo; lfiiCb of, roll; u OCCIIion for 

cercmonira. 1::13, 118, 134. 144o I7J-176. :&JJ; .. pu.nilhment 
of lfiiCb for ein, 131, 177; u occasion for novena, 149; noti0111 
of ca111arion, 16o, 177; dillft(lli.J of, r61-r63, 170; ueument 
pr, 171-173; m011tcommon CIIIKiofdcath, 14-lf, mottprew.
lent, If. Stt "" Epidrmia, Meu.la, Sma.llpos. Malaria, 
Wh(l(l))ing-cough, Syphili1 

Skirt, 41 
Slinp, 191 
Smallpos, 165 
Snakel: auocia~ with X-tabai, 12::1; with witchcraft, 178; that 

change form1, 208; in fulktale, JJS-JJ6 
Soap, 186 
Sodalilm: lint bcainninp, :IJI Socialist Parry, 27, 105, ::1..20-224; 

Sori.Jisl•, 133 
Somnambulism, 49 
Sophi•tication, 1, 171, 213 
Sorcery, IN Witchcraft 
Soron.re, 96 
s,,.,it, 211 
Soul, nature of, 320 
Sault of da.d: general diKUIIion, 119, 199: of men who han had 

inrercoune with wiva' .iuen, 119; re-enter burnaD. bodie~, 
177; animals, t99; rcNrn m earth, 10:1-2at, J23; cautc illna.t, 
J04: in form of in.teeat, 323 

Southern C"*'t Ill 
Sowina, 44 
Spanish language= utc of in Chan Mm, IS-16; pratige of, 16, 102; 

read but not spoken, 171 learned thi"'tl8h cmplorment, :a,. 
SpinniiiJ, 42, 329 
Squuh, 40, 41, 44o 46; aquuh fCCih. 115, 129, 140. 183, 189 
Standard of livina, s6-J'I 
Standley, Paul C., 376 
Stan, 206, 248, 374 
SUNil: ge:nenl di~ion of. 1oo-ror; o( men, .upuior, 16; of 

h-mens., 75: Li1• .. ,,.mbol of, ao6 
Scqgenla, Morris, v111, 6, 15, 1JO 
Sterility, 16::1, 181 
Ston=: e~t1bli1hed in Chan Kom, J'9, 31f1 321; Mletl.t, 6o 
Storycclliq, 3:11-J29, ~. 139, 140, 23S, 264 
Streets: alisned, 31, 66; intc:ttecrions or, u places f"or marie, 111 
Sua:eaion of h-men"1 office, 76 
Sulfrase, IN Elcc:rione 
Susan:ane, ::19, 43, 46. 28o 
Sun, :lOS, 206., 248 
Sundaya, 86, 198 
~~ potatoca, tee C••otts 
'"Sweet •peech." tis 
Syphlli .. IJ 

Tailoriq, 71, 26o 
T••tl•n how made, 39""400 nlsdc:, 266, 277 
Tancu, 166-167, rli9 
Tanc:az-chr, 171, 176, 177 
TautiOA, 29, loJ, 117 
Teknonymy, 94 
Telephotlc, 147 
Ttpnc•iWt ('ll"ild pi1), 38, 41 
Tc:rmitra, nl 
TIIP'IHI: 193,117: reNm of, 6::1; ofx-tabai, 122 
TntamcntarJ' diq101itiom, 1::19 
Tetieh, 102 
Thatchina, 35, J4 
Thornton, Charles A., 370. 372 
Tbomp.om, J. Eric, 366, 367, 368, 3"A J71, 37::1, 373 
Thup, mc:aniq of, 114 
lime: couatiq of, 51; da11 bqin at noo.n "yc:srerday," IS.. 
Toad, 208 
Tobacco, 46, 259 
Tf~Ju M~tmts: geno:ral di-ion, :IOS-zo,.; dishes IUed on, 36; 

IJIC!Cial btud made at, 4(1; ••stnst-urtl oa, 73; place of, 
in yearly I'O\ll'ld, 86; mule return on, 119; description of, ,,...,.. 

Tob, l13, 227, 336 
Tomatoe:s,38,46 
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Toole, Ch. Ill, _,64-.166 
T"lle, lf4. lfl, lf9, Sl1 
Tortdle11 how kept. J61 the euenrill lood, .11, 111 how- o(un 

mach:, :JI; how made, .191 wreppal around fowl mut, 40; 
led to bent, 4'71 mlde b1 •orncn. 711 riwll, 129, 1_.6 (lee .J11 

Tuti-ueh), If II fed infenb, IIJ 
TortoiMI 1 NCr.t animal,~~ Cr'OIIIJ 4ft pluuon, Ill 
Town1 charac:tniud, 1; people of Chan korn not oritinered in, 

1 H rmplormrnr in, 61;1upplr riM MCular profeaaionalt, 711 
doa not particiJ)llte in pqen riwat., n6; ficste, in, 157-IJI 

Tore, 191, 8, •l1o Khu, Topt 
Tozur, A. M., VIII, .1JI,:J6,, 371 
Tn.dr1 u motiwc for unci, I; "' •I'• Mcn:h1n11, tBnlins 
T,..n1portetJon1 rouru, 6--1; diftkultirt of, 29 
Tttpptnl, .. 
Trevcl, 6-1, 911flwelrn brins cvil•inde, 1h 
Trcetl btlons to kuilob k .. sob, 113, 131; UIIOCiattd •irh 'l•tabai, 

I'U; prolilablr 11 unprofitable, 130, 191 
Tribe, 1, II 
TtOUwn, 41 
Trunlu, 37 
TuH111r, 161, 11.1, 17.1 
Turker1 MrYed in 1petial nuel, 36; u ritual food, ,.o, lllf, 11'7, 

1971 ,..i•illJ of, 471U offerinp, ljl, IJf; u omcn1, UJ; W"ild, ,.. 
Tuti·uah1 ducribed,4o1 offered rein sod1, IIJI prcpered and ofFered 

in crnmonin, 13f, 136, 141, 141, 14f, :&Jl; orisint, 370 
T•inJ, 11.1, 36o 
T•icll, 117-19'1 
Tllita-rnoo-llncu, r69-170, 177, s61, 11'7, 361, 37:1 

Uer-cot (uar-pop), 179 
v.:~,, 179-•to, J"· ,so, J:J4-:J:Js 
U henli col, I:J4-IJ6, If, 261, ai.:J, :&6f, '167, 303,371 
Umbilinl cord, rl:a 
United Stern, 11 

,.,.,,,,., IJI 
Venille, 4'1 
Veni10n, Jl 
Vi(Jil, IJ01 Ill 
Villa, Alfonto, 6, 13, JO, t:JO 
Virrin Mery, tol, 116, IJ1, I If, d7, Ill, 141, JOO 
Vif'liniJr, 96, I:JO. s, •llfl Zuhuy 
Villiton, to Chan kom, 6, I 
Vitalirr, 14-1r 
Vitamina, 144, :191, ,101,,163 
Y•lflll•rr,,l, Firrworlu v-. l'lJ, 141, •s1 

·w • .,., 61 
W1k11 drKripliOA1 'lOOt ofaip, 118 
Wu, '" Conf11ct 
Wu of tha Celhl, 4o :II w.,,.,., ll,....:a'l4 
Wanrr-botlll, 36 
WanrnnelonJ, ,.6, IU, IIJS 
Weallh, S11 and IIINJ, 101 
Weapon-. 4l 
Weether •itru, 11o-1J 1, "' 

wea_.ina, 4t 
weep~,..., too. 2171 
Well, di11in1 of, 7l 
Wheat flour, ,11; bread of, ,11, I Sf, tJJ 
Whirl•inde, ¢, 119, IJJ, a6.., r6s, 199 
Wh.i•rlinr: 11 •isn of 111petnetun.l bcinp, 1111, 11,1, ru, 209, 33o; 

for rhe •inda, IJJ1 IJ4 
WhDOPina-couth: u CIUIC of deeth, 14; ea!Ued by evil beinp, 

r6s, '141 
\\'ind1, eddrated in pnyen, lJ9-:1fO. a, •It• Whirl•ind.l 
Wind.l, Evih seneral diKUifion, 164-161; driwen off by balanu, 

11,1; uhnd zip 11 mOJilet~t of drins, ul; driYen off br X
]uln·Thul, Ill; diJtinsui1htd from •hirl•ind•, J19; UIOC:i· 
errd •irh alux, no; wnt br runnilob, nl; briq fnoen, 1,10; 
..,,,.., protected from, IJI; in 1..- \lied 11 bull·lirht, 
H9i npelled from dan«n, 1!91 in c:onnccrion trith rdationt 
bctW"crn men end •omen, 1!91 167; lllllcieud •irh -tcr, 
164; penonified, 16s; litu of, 166; oc:cupr the bodr, 167; 
pruent W'ith )'\lntzilob, 167, Jl6; connected •ith hut and 
fetlpc, 168: 11 lint meratnaetion, 169; clcenKd from uztun, 
1'701 exon:iaed by ritual, 173-176; a deniJCf to the ne•-bom 
child 1nd ia mother, 1b, %J9o .1!91 brin1 .ickneu Co child, 
%SI; attack c:otrl, %9!1 hinorical oririn1, J71 

\\'irchcrelt1 1eneral1CC011nt, 177-1lo: incompatible •ith prindr 
functions, 7fl cue o(, UH%9; hi•torical ori,int, 313 

\Vomenz con_.entional lctivitin of, 68"'711 ceremon.iea reboo to, 
139, 144, rso; di..un of, 161; drfilr the Jacred, 16,; in child
binh, 111-II:J;IIIbordinete to men, 17, I~ 

WOZ'k-exc:ha~t~e, 77""78 

Xac, 37 
Xiu, 19, so 
X·}uln·Thul, Ill, IJI, 1!91 36, 
Xoc kin, 131-llJ, 'lJJ, 1:J7,J70 
X·tabeiz dac:ripbon o(, U'l; undll be a prohlcbo11 qein.tt, 41; 

ceibe b'ee auoc:iatcd W"ith, 2.07 
X·thuponal, 411 IJ7-IJI 
Xunan, 101 
XII'I,J7 

Yach, 119 
Y1Jt11, Jl, 41, 46 
Yu-chcil<lb, 110, 361 
Yunailob1 defined, 1131 ref111e to accept 10rcerer, 76; X-]Uift

ThW 11 one of, Ill; in rd1bon to 1•11111, l'14; oll'erinp to, 
1117, I, 3f, 140; ernd evil •indJ, nl1 present It viiJil, IJI; 
puni•h W"idl •ickneu. 1771 tate~ about, JJS-3.141 prarcn to, 
3Jp-JJ6 

Zaca: how made, J9l a "cold" food. 130; in ritual c:ontn.t, Uf; 
oft'cred to deitiea, 1:11, 1'11, IJ31 IJ4o 1391 14%1 141, 146, 147, 
IJI, I St. 16f, 174o '14l, JOJ; hi1toricai orilin1, 37~ 

Zacbe, to6 
.Z.ltuftl deecrlprion, 170; u1td by h-men, 7So 76, 1,.0, 221, '141, 

IIJ.:J, :174o 304; orisilllo J7J 
Zintun, 16:1 
Zip1 1enen.l diecu•ion, 117-111; con(uaed •ith llu•, 11:1; ol&r

inp to. U7, 1,.0; i11 prerer.. JJOI hittorical orisilllo 36f 
ZiJI(hc, 159, 167, 173 
Zuhur, IJ0-131, 110:1, J50. 370 
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